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INTRODUCTORY.

It cannot be hoped that any writer of to-day, attempting the task in one

brief volume, will be able to cond(;nse the whole of the matter necessary for

a History of Kansas from the days of the first settlement of the territory, long
before tlie passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, to the present time; but it is

hoped and believed that by a careful collation of all known facts, and some-

times by the statement of even conflicting records, where the material for an

authentic conclusion was not available, there is now ofiered to the reading

public a work which will supply some of the wants of the day, and serve

hereafter as a basis of practical value, for the preparation of more enduring
literature. The genius of Buckle, Motley, Prescott and Froude, finds but few

exponents in any age, but the patience, which as much as genius itself, makes

the page sometimes valuable, historically considered, is more common, and just

that quality it is hoped has found expression in the volume now presented to

the state of Kansas, and the union. The writer has striven to avoid preju-

dice in preparing these sheets for the press, but every man is a partisan in

some degree, and with his utmost cllbrts cannot prevent his constitutional

leanings finding utterance in his written and sijoken words, when his feel-

ings as well as his judgment become interested.

The central state of the union must, in the progress of time, become of im-

mense importance in the economy of the nation, and may be the seat of

empire; hence it is of some moment that every possible contribution toward

its authentic history should be preserved in such form as will be best availa-

ble toward constructing the philosophy of its development, when Chronos

shall have ripened his fruit; and for the same reason it is to be desired that

the writer should throw no unjustifiable animus into his narration. History
should be for society and man, what the earth's crust is for the aeons of time

that have elapsed since itj primary rocks were first solidified; a faithful pre-

sentation of every fact and feature, whose imprint could be made before the

fugitive and protean matter had put on another semblance. The chronicler

whose capacity may enable him to achieve a result so glorious will make a

name greater than Herodotus aimed at, or Thucydides imagined ;
and tliere

are approaches toward that degree of excellence among the writers now liv-

ing, or just passing away. Such a design could not be fulfilled for Kansas,

except in a rudimentary and incomplete way at the present era; but it is

something to have helped in preparing the material for a great edifice, and to

that extent the writer hopes he has attained a measure of success.
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The p()sili<m, tliinonsidiis, formation aiul river system of Kiinsas have beea

glauci'il al ralliiT than described in detail, because it would have demanded

many volinnt-s to liave rendered tliiin full justice, and in a work intended

primarily ti» be read by the people, who must gain tiair ideas by one sitting

of brief durnlion. and not by a regular course of studies, the whole picture

bad to be presented with some inevitable sacrilices which the. finished scholar

aud IJibliupole will discover. Each deparfment already hiis its writers,

whose works abound in just such informal ion as the more general historian

must summarixc, and to tlieir pages the more profound will have recourse,

wlicn the purpose of this work shall have been fulfilled. Geology, lor iu-

slnnce, only interests the average reader to the extent in which it indicates the

presence or absence of the coal measures, the precious metals, good quarries

of building stone, and other such facts of economic value. Catering for the

])ublic and jiressed for space, s]>oculative geologj' has received verj'^ cursory

handling, and the circumstance requires mention rather' than apology, be-

cause the first great aim of tlie litterateur is to secure a buying and reading

constituency that will receive and remunerate such faithful labor as for the

lime is in di-niand. No man has ever written for posteritj^ alone, until he

lias first of all failed to secure the ear of his own time. It is then of some

importance that our readers should know that Kansas contains none of the

precious metals, and iii.it its geological formation forbids the expectation of

any such discoveries. It is of greater significance for the industrial future

of tlic stale that coal and lime and building stone abound, that salt springs
arc nunier.ous, that layers of pure salt can be found embedded among the

strata, and that the soil is rich in just such principles as will continue for a

long time to keep this region in the front rank among the most fertile agri-
cultural countries in the world. Gypsum, alum and native sulphur, brown
hematite and petroleum, porcelain clay and fire clay, indicate wide fields of

onlerprise which will not fail to build up a great community, and beyond
that point we have not thought it expedient just now to deal with the geo-
logical features of Kansas.

Kansas is not densely wooded, nearly 95 per cent, of its area is prairie; but
there are forests of considerable extent in some parts of the state, and in- our

county sketches a careful estimate has been preserved of the per centage of
wood, bottom land and prairie in each locality, so that the intending emigrant
may we ut a glance what part of the desirable region will best meet his pur-
1K)W8 in Hetllement. The climate of the state has been analytically considered,
M> that the merits and dements of the several sections have been duly credited
to the regions and belts to which they belong, as will be seen when the reader
refers to those portions of the work which are more particularly devoted to

meteorological phenomena. The brevity of the winter, the dryness of the at-

mosphere, the ameliurating elTecIs of tree culture, the gradual changes ob-
M-rv.-d in regard to the frequency and violence of storms, with all the main
facts relating U) and explanatory of the apparent change, will be found so
handled as that he who runs may read, so far as the limited knowledge of the
race ha«y.t made clear tlie laws <,f the atmosphere; yet the popular reader
wdl find that he has not been alllicted with columns and pases of statistics-
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the writer has made a careful digest of his facts, and he submits to the public

only the results tliat are derived therefrom.

There is no part of the XJnitetl States that has been so long and so persist-

ently misrepresented by writers and speakers as Kansas, which continued for

many j^ears to be described on maps and in books as part of the great Amer-

ican desert; that fact, with all of its consequences has been duly set forth, and

it will be found by the unprejudiced render that Kansas has been fully cleared

from the calumny once so injurious to its interests. The best answer to the

charge of sterility is necessarily supplied by the agricultural products of the

state, which for quantity and for quality have surpassed for many years, sav-

ing only certain exceptional seasons, not only the general average of the

union, but the best records of every other agricultural state. That indubit-

able fact will be seen by the reader to have been sustained by pregnant testi-

monies which cannot be controverted. The railroads of a country frequently

indicate its measure of progress, because however much speculation wavy un-

wisely extend the iron road in non paying regions, nothing but good returns,

or the immediate prospect of tlieir attainment, will induce or enable a rail-

road company to continue to operate its lines. An authority commonlj'- ac-

cepted without question claims for Kansas the possession of 2,215 miles of

railroad, and shows that there are only seven .states in the union whose record

exceeds that aggregate. Massachusetts has not yet 1,500 miles; Michigan has

not 2,000; Maryland and the District of Columbia combined present an ag-

gregate of less than 1,200; Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, with Rhode

Island thrown in as a makeweight, still fall a few miles below the aggregate

presented by this state alone. Accepting railroad development as an index of

advancement, the prospects of Kansas are enviable in the extreme. The de-

tails of this wonderful phase of growth since the year 1861 will be found

briefly summarized in their proper place, and the contemplation of the phe-

nomena will present nianj' curious circumstances to the mind of the observer.

The growth of manufactures, stretching in an increasing series over many
years, will be allowed as evidence of progress, and Kansas can present a very

satisfactory array on that basis. Her manufactories of various kinds, not in-

cluding breweries and cigar factories, had increased steadily up to the j'ear

1874, the time of the locust jilague, and at that time numbered 305
;
in the fol-

lowing year the census was collected in March, before the state had fairly re-

covered its feet after that visitation, yet the aggregate had almost doubled
;
the

returns for that year being 004, an increase of 299, without glancing at the

total of 108 breweries and cigar factories noted in the same return. In every
channel that permits of the registration of business activities, similar facts

might be quoted ;
but enough has been said to show that Kansas is building

strongly from the base, and must certainly become a mighty state, puissant in

manufactures as in agriculture, and equal to all requirements in the expan-
sion of her commercial relations.

The educational enterprise of Kansas is not excelled in proportion to the

extent of its population by any one of the United States; indeed it might be

easy to make it appear that too much has been done in that respect; but in

reality it is not possible for a state to procure too many educational facilities,
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tt» l.'ii;; a-i tlw jxoplc cmh liy honest means sqii;irc the account; seeing that tlie

most lii-siriil.lc cla^s of nieu and families will always be attracted towards

that stale in which, while they find ample scope for all their adult faculties,

their children can be most liberally furnished with aids and incentives to

menial c-iiliiire. Kansas has invested largely in schools, beyond her means

uudouiiledly in some few instances, but the return will not fail to be com-

mensurate before manj- years have elapsed. The unparalleled p-rowth of

manufactories already- referred to is one form in which the reward may be

continuously recorded. Charitable institutions, churches, colleges in their

several forms, slate normal schools and asylums alike testify to the praise-

worthy activity of advanced thought and philanthropic efibrt which will

maintain for the slate its high position. The growth of the power and im-

portance of the press alone would serve, were no other means available, to

illustrate the steady growth of our population in industries and morale; but

a.s will be seen by the reader, the stor}- that is told b}' any one department is

abundantly corroborated by every other.

The history of Kansas, since the days of the Kansas-Xebraska bill, has

abounded in incidents as thrilling and perilous as the surprises in the drama,
or the rurious denouements of the modern novel, and while there has been no

attempt to exaggerate for the sake of eflect;, there has been an honest eflFort to

place upon the i)rinted page such a statement of causes and effects as would
make the movements of "Border Kutrians "' and Free Settlers quite intelligi-

ble from every standpoint. The movements of the several governors of the

territory, from the nomination of Mr. Reeder, in 185-4, will be found fairly and

accurately stated, as the chief events actually transpired. The action of Sec-

retary WocKlson, the conduct of Franklin Pierce, the weakness and vacilla-

tion of Gov. Shannon and his ultimate danger at the hands of his allies; the

manly resolution evidenced from the beginning by Gov. Geary and the neces-

sity tiiat impelled him to seek safety in tlight, after the protection of United
States troops had been shamefully withdrawn from him; the statesmanlike

pronunciamrnto of Gov. "Walker, upon a basis settled beforehand in consulta-
tion with President Buchanan and Senator Douglas, and his resignation when
he discovered that the president dared not abide by his promises of honest

administration; the conciliatory conduct of Gov. Denver, and of his succes-

»or8, Medary and Stanton, will be found, each in tlieir order, briefly summa-
ri/4(l f(.r the purjioscs of this history, up to the time when the territory be-
« .ime a state, alter the election of President Lincoln, and before his inaugura-
tion, because oi the change worked in congressional majorities by the suc-
cess of llic Hepublicans, and by the desperate measures resolved upon by the
opix-sition j.arty in the war of Secession, which was waged long before the
l;ill of Fori Sumter.

There was less scope for home history after the outbreak of the war; the
imiK-arhmcnt and trial of Gov. Robinson and his colleagues seemed but a
^

"
Ml in view of the perils with which the Union was menaced, and it

^^ .red to continue from the l)eginning in regular sequence the story of
the war a.s rendered part of Kansas devcl.)pmcnt, by the heroism of her sons
on the batlleficUls of the Rebellion, from Wilson's Creek to Pittsbur<- Land-
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ing, from Vicksburg to Mission Ridge, and from the Kenesaw to the close of

the war at Appomattox; but there did not fail to be occasions when the home
life of Kansas could be glanced at, as from a distance, under thQ rule of Car-

ney, Crawford and Harvey, the two latter actively identified with the war, up
to the assumption of office by Gov. Osborne, the present incumbent. The

military record of the state has proved itself brilliant, exceedingly, and there

was a temptation at times to give full sway to the enthusiasm which heroism

never fails to arouse, but the sober prose of history i:)ermitted of no raptures.

Every regiment raised by Kansas to maintain the struggle until the end was

reached in the suppression of the greatest rebellion the world has ever seen,

will be found named, and its deeds summarily mentioned, but to have done

them justice would require a library. The Drought and the Locust plague
Avill be found in their proper place, recorded without an attempt to cloak one

fact that seems to militate against the agricultural greatness of the state, but

with a full appreciation of the peculiar circumstances that may never more

combine to desolate the people. The men who have made the history of the

state could not all be named, but a few representatives hewn from the quarry
of public life have been used as illustrations of the mass in order that the

facts and possibilities of our time might be better understood.

CHARLES R. TUTTLE.
Madison, Wis., April, 1876.
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TUTTLE'S HISTOEY OF KANSAS.

CHAPTEK I.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Rivers and Streams— Soil and Surface— Climate and Productions.

The state of Kansas has, for its southern boundary line, the

parallel of thirty-seven degrees, and for its northern, the parallel

of fortj^ degrees, north latitude. The adjoining states and terri-

tories are, on the east, Missouri, on the north, Nebraska, on the

south, the Indian territory, and on the west, Colorado. The di-

mensions of the state are four hundred and thirty miles long, by
two hundred and ten miles wide, and its area contains ninety

thousand square miles. This state has peculiar claims upon pop-

ular attention because of the troubles which have from its ear-

liest settlement been endured by the people, but before dealing

with these several items of history, it will be best to delineate

briefly the topographical features of the country. Between

Missouri and Kansas flows the Missouri river, in some places half

a mile across, narrowing down considerably in other localities, as

for instance at Leavenworth City, where a bridge of one thousand

feet spans the mighty stream. This river is the boundary line of

the states mentioned, for a long distance, and Kansas has a water

frontage of nearly one hundred and fifty miles, in the numerous

windings of the Missouri. The navigable river which thus leaves

the eastern border of the state has an ever increasing value, which

must continue to be immensely important in the transport of

heavy freights, notwithstanding all the facilities that can be pre-

sented by the iron road. Steamboats can ascend the stream two
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thousand five hundred miles beyond the northern boundary
of Kansas, north and west to Fort Benton, near the Eocky Moun-

tains
;
and to the southeast, the navigation is unimpeded to the

point, five liundred miles distant, twenty-five miles above the city

of St. Louis, where the waters of the Missouri flov/ into the Mis-

sissippi river, and the tonnage of all the nations of the world

might float upon the greatest river known to commerce. The ma-

jestic Amazon has no pretensions to compare with the Mississippi,

in its value as the highway of the New World. The Missouri is

so great in its proportions that the other rivers and streams which

flow through and across the state of Kansas are apt to be under

valued in the enumeration, but thev are in manv instances of

great volume and considerable length. The Kansas or Kaw
river is one hundred and fifty miles long, the two streams known
as the Republican river and Smoky Hill river, flowing into one

channel near Junction City, to form the Kansas. This river re-

ceives many streams on its course. The Big Blue river, after

flowing one hundred and twenty-five miles, from its source in Ne-

braska territory, empties itself into the Kansas, at Manhattan, and

the Grasshopper, which is a stream seventy-five miles in length,

also joins the larger river on the north side. There is only one

large confluent entering the river on the south bank, and that is

the "Wakarusa, which after a course of fifty miles, with innumer-

able windings, finds its home in the Kansas, near Lawrence, flow-

ing onward with that stream until it enters the Missouri, nearly

due east from the junction of the parent streams, just where the

mightier river bends to the east and quits the boundary line oi

the state. The Smoky Hill river, whose coui-se we have traced

from near Junction City, has its fountain head near the Rocky
Mountains, in Colorado, and that stream is enriched with others,

which come over immense stretches of territory. One of these,

the Saline river, runs about two hundred miles, and the Solomon

is fifty miles longer than the Saline. The other constituent of the

river Kansas, .the Republican, is a still more extensive traveler.

Eising in Colorado, the stream flows through Kansas in the north-

west of the state, into Nebraska territory, and then returning to

Kansas, more than one hundred and forty miles from the eastern

boundary of the state, finds its way to the Missouri as before de-
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cribed. The length of this river from its source to the point

near Junction City where it becomes part of the Kaw or Kansas

river, is just four hundred miles.

Northern and Southern Kansas are the terms used to define the

portions of the state which lie to the north and south respectively

of the line described by the Smoky Hill and Kansas rivers, about

two- thirds of the state lyingto the south of the streams mentioned.

Steamboats have ascended the Kansas river, and in one instance

a steamer reached Fort Riley, clear be^'ond the junction of the

two streams, on the Smoky Hill river, bej^ond the debouchure of

the Republican, but there was no commercial value in the fact, as

the stream is not navigable, except as an exploit more curious

than profitable. The River of Swans, or Marais des Cygnes^ as the

French named it, has the honor to have been celebrated in immor-

tal verse by the Quaker poet, Whittier. This stream rises some-

what to the east of the geographical center of the state of Kansas,

and flows one hundred and twenty-five miles, with sundry bends,

mainly east and by south, before it enters the state of Missouri,

near Fort Scott, and changes its appellation to Osage river. The
Keosho runs a course of about two hundred miles, before leavinsr

the state of Kansas for the Indian territory, about twenty-si.K

miles from the southeastern angle of the state. This river also

has its rise near the middle of the state, and is the receptacle, in

its route, of the Cottonwood and of several other streams, some

of them of considerable volume, capable of manufacturing utility.

The Cottonwood, just mentioned as a confluent of the Neosho, is

the larger stream of the two, just before the two rivers join their

currents near Emporia. The Cottonwood is one hundred miles

long from its headwaters to the junction. Another river, which

flows about one hundred miles in Kansas, is the Verdigris, run-

ning almost parallel with the Neosho, and receiving into its bosom

the Fall river, which joins it from the west after a course of about

sixty miles. The Arkansas is quite a mighty river, having a

course of about two thousand miles, from its rise far up in the

Rocky mountains, in what is known as the South Park of Colo-

rado, to its junction with the Mississippi river, between Memphis
and Vicksburg. The river traverses Colorado, Kansas, the Indian

territory, and Arkansas state before being lost in the vaster stream,
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and it has numerous tributaries. The course of the Arkansas,

which, with its confluents, waters and drains full}'-
two-thirds of

southern Kansas, amounts to very nearly five hundred miles in

the state of Kansas alone, so numerous are the convolutions by
which it approaches, while it appears to be retreating from, its

destination. Many of the streams of southern Kansas flow into

the Arkansas river after that stream has entered the Indian terri-

tory. The principal tributaries of the Arkansas in this state are

the Walnut, which flows into the main stream near Arkansas

City, after running a distance of about sevent3'-five miles, and be-

ing enriched by the Whitewater, a considerable stream
;
the Little

Arkansas, about seventy-five miles long, a deep and strong river,

which enters its larger namesake at Wichita
;

the Cow creek, a

stream little short of seventy miles in length, is another of the

feeders, and the remainder need only be named, as Ash Fork,

Pawnee Fork, the Shakuska, the Good river, the Cowskin, and

several others, which vai'y in their length from forty-five to sev-

enty miles respectively. The Cimarron flows through the south

western angle of the state for a considerable distance, and the

river receives many tributaries, which vary from about fifty to

one hundred miles, but in consequence of this portion of Kansas

not being properly surveyed, their exact bearings cannot be

given. JSTescutunga, Bluff creek. Medicine Lodge, and Mule
creek are among the principal of these tributaries. Kansas is

perhaps the best watered prairie state in the union.

Kansas may be said to have a type of beauty entirely its own
;

we have seen that its river system is really vast, and it remains

to be said, that the word prairie, although it is the proper word
to express the character of the country which predominates in

Kansas, will give but a very inadequate idea to the general
reader as to the surface and scenery of this state. The traveler

in Kansas finds himself on table land, elevated and undulatino-.

the surface very gently falling from the altitude of the western

boundar}-, where it is three thousand five hundred feet above the

level of the sea, until it descends to the eastern boundary, only
seven hundred and fifty feet above the sea level, where the

Kansas river pours its volume into the Missouri. The gradual
ascent of the surface of the state may be illustrated by reference
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to the gradients on the Kansas Pacific Eailroad, where the route

is a continuous climb from the eastern to the western boundary.
The first two hundred miles show an ascent of more than six

hundred feet, three hundred and forty-eight of which are between

Wamego and Brookville, thence to Ellis, a distance of one hund-

red miles, shows a rise of seven hundred and sixty-nine feet, and

from that point to Eagle Tail, the station nearest the western

boundary, the continuous ascent approximates to one thousand

three hundred and twenty feet. Such a rise compressd into'a less

distance would become formidable .to engineers, but spread over

a territory so extensive, it hardly taxes their ingenuity in the

least. Up the side of this va.st incline, the traveler, who has time

for observation, finds that he is passing between and across the

system of rivers already particularized, and he perceives, that

along the water courses there are bottom lands which vary from a

quarter of a mile at the narrowest, to three miles at the broadest

parts, except in the western section of the state, where those

streams, still large, must at some remote period have been

majestic, as the bottom lands now stretch from five miles to ten

miles across. For many years past there have been no submer-

gences of the bottom lands, or if an occasional freshet has for a

brief term induced the rivers to break bounds, they soon return

to their usual propriety and decorum, flowing in their channels

from fifteen to twenty feet below the levels, which were at one

time the beds of the several streams. Hence, these bottom lands

are very desirable locations for agriculturists and stock raisers, as

the producing power of the soil is immense. Many of these

bottom lands are well wooded, more especially in the eastern

section of the state, where about one-half is timbered, and the

rest open cultivable soil, ready for the grazier or the farmer at

once. Some of these streams have what is known as a second

bottom at a still greater elevation, and varying from quite an.

insignificant belt to a breadth of nearly three miles. The line of

the second bottom, where it is found, is seldom straight, more

generally it presents a series of hills and dales, never consider-

able, but running almost at ria^ht ang-les with the streams. Some

of these eminences and depressions are little more than two

hundred yards from the depth of the valley to the apex of the

http://stores.ebay.com/Ancestry-Found
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hill, and others stretch fully half a mile from the lowest point to

the highest, the variations of altitude ranging from twenty to

forty feet. When it is borne in mind, that in addition to the

^''.urves already mentioned, these bottom lands have graceful

"Wends toward the rivers, which flow through the lower strata, it

will be seen that the line of beauty, never a straight line any-

where, is fully exemplified in the topography of this state. The

drainage of lands so undulating, and intersected by rivers, could

hardly fail to be perfect.

We have gradually ascended from one side of the state to the

other, an altitude of about two thousand, seven hundred feet,

supplying a grand watershed for the Missouri and the Mississippi

by the route of the Arkansas river; we have since then gradually
followed the contour of the river banks, until we have risen to

the bottom lands, and the second bottoms, and we come now to

the higher ridges or bluffs which tower above the cultivable

lands, in some places fully three hundred feet, and in others not

more than fifty, with every degree of elevation inteT\-eDing, and

the angle of ascent varying from twenty to thirty degrees.
"
Alps

piled on Alps
" would not describe the scene, as there is nothing

alpine nor mountainous in the aspect of the country. The trav-

eler who has been supposed to have set out upon his journey,

with sufficient time at his disposal to enable him to view the di-

verse beauty of the country, having ascended by successive steps

from the river bed to the second bottom, has now climbed the

ascent and mounted the bluff, from whence the upland prairies

stretch away in an illimitable perspective of depressions and ele-

vations, just the counterpart of the smaller valleys and eminences-

before described, but of course in larger proportions. The long-

swell of the sea which the voyager has sometimes seen in the

tropics, when the clipper would lie just

" Like a painted ship

Upon a paiuted ocean,"

but for the rolling of the vessel from side to side, as if she meant in

sheer despair to send her top hamper overboard, or at the least to

immerse her yard arms, to give them the benefit of sea bathing.

In the long swell of such a sea, which probably Coleridge had
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never seen when he wrote his " Ancient Mariner," the traveler

has witnessed just such a series of rounded billows as now salute

his sight, but perhaps the hills are just a trifle higher, the valleys

a little more depressed, and the green of the upland prairie dif-

fers somewhat from the bluish green of the deep sea
;

still the

resemblance is sufficiently great to arrest the attention of the

least imaginative observer, and to suggest that Dame Nature, in

a fanciful mood, concluded to copy on the land the superb courses

of the never resting sea. The crests of the hills are from four

hundred yards to a mile apart, and the elevations vary in the

same proportion, from about twenty to eighty feet. The crests

of these hills are already engaged in their daily work, enticing

the rain drops to leave the clouds, in which they have traveled

from the sea, and to descend by the blade of grass to the soil, by
the earth to the lowest line in the valley, and there striking hands

with associate drops upon a partnership for a journey, they form

a rivulet, soon to become a stream, and commence their pilgrim-

age toward the Atlantic once again. Down the miniature valley

they trickle, until some tributary of the Kansas or Arkansas is

reached, and by any of these the rain drop is at length rolled

along over its many thousand miles of travel, never lessening

its volume, until it flows and dashes in the mad sport of giant

winds, in the billows of the ocean. How many millions of years

may have passed since the sun first drew the cloud forth from the

ocean, to descend upon the earth as rain, to refresh vegetation

with its dews, to give music to the murmuring spring, to give

volume to the dancing river, and give health to the rosy cheek

of beauty when the ages should at length permit of the birth of

mankind, it entereth not into the heart of manhood to conceive,

but the simple beauty and effectiveness of the process should fill

our minds with the hope that this green earth will never lapse to

the chaos from whence it came, nor advance into the arid cheer-

lessness and frozen despair of the pale faced moon. But perhaps

that part of the earth's business may for the time be dropped at

this point, and we will proceed with the history of Kansas.

The hills and bluffs are frequently broken by the rills and

streams formed in these upland valleys, and along their banks

are belts of timber, more or less considerable, in proportion to the
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extent to which the formation of the country protected isolated

spots from desolation by fire. These prairie fires, terrible as they

are, or rather were, for in the settled districts their frequency has

been reduced until they are scarcel}' dreaded, were not, and un-

fortunately we are forced here to use the present tense, are not,

the worst destroying agencies known in this region. There was

a time, scarcely more than eighteen months since, when Kansas

was smiling like a garden in almost every valley. The green

earth had been "
tickled with a hoe, and it had laughed with a

harvest
"
as usual, when one da}^ there was a black cloud seen in

the air, and as the impending darkness fell upon the earth, it was

found that the locust of scripture, the grasshopper of our own

time, had come down upon the community with a worse than

Egyptian plague. All the plagues seemed to have been rolled

into one in this terrible visitation. The trees were covered by
the unwelcome host of visitors, and soon the crashing sound of

their mandibles could be heard by every cottager, as they de-

stroyed his fruit trees, and his harvests, his growing crops and his

garnered grain, leaving no green thing visible for miles, and noth-

ing before the despairing husbandman but blank starvation.

There had been nothing before like it in the experince of settled

America. In vain did whole populations turn out to fight the

destrover ; the name was lesion, and ten millions of the invadina:

coleoptera destroyed hardl}'- made an atom of difference in the

consumption of food which had been meant for the sustenance of

men, women and children. Trenches dug across the line of march

arrested enough of the locusts, too tired for flight, to cause a

stench of decomposition in the air, but the more vigorous rose •

upon the wing to descend upon the next orchards and fields with

the scorching effect of flame. When everything had been con-

sumed, the young and strong grasshoppers unfolded their wings and

rose, sailing before the wind, to "fresh woods and pastures new."

Stronsf men who had not realized until now the extent of their

misfortune, came out to discover the utter nakedness of the land.

Before that scourge came down upon them, they w^ere moving

gaily onward to independence, now they had not enough of their

crops remaining for the next season's seed
; they had not food

enough to keep starvation from the door one month, they had not
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credit to procure a barrel of flour, nor a sack of potatoes, not be-

cause men doubted their sterling honesty, but that they knew

there was not a prospect of payment until another season's crop

should be harvested, if even then there might be a chance. In

vain did the poor fellows quit their homes to find employ-
ment elsewhere, for wherever their failing, unfed strength could

carry them, similar misfortunes sat upon the face of the country,

and men who had toiled for years to become possessors of their

homesteads were now marching forth penniless, to begin the bat-

tle of life anew. Famine brought death in its train, and whole

families were swept away. The Egyptian plague of the worst

kind carried off only the first born
;
this worse affliction was fatal

to whole groups, and destroyed confidence, made it doubtful

whether the old days of plenty w^ould ever shine again ;
but there

is a fine old adage that the darkest cloud has a lining of gold.

Just as, when the fire in Chicago destroyed a modern city, the

whole civilized world as one man rose up with succor, as well as

with sympathy, and the city rose from its ashes to a splendor

greater than before
; just as when the potato famine fell upon

Ireland, and the wail of despair resounded across the ocean, there

was an all but unanimous response with substantial help, which

gladdened those who were ready to perish, and brought thousands

out from under the darts of death
;
so in this Kansas misfortune

there was an earnest wish to alleviate the sufferings of the dis-

tressed. From all over the land railroad companies volunteered

the use of their freight cars to convey help to the broken people,

and committees of men and women in every locality divided their

cities and towns into canvassing districts, which were allotted to

proper persons to be worked, and the results attained in unifica-

tion of the races upon this continent will, in the course of years,

be worth more than all the sacrifice and suffering by which the

end was rendered possible.

It must not be supposed that even in the presence of such a

misfortune, there was charity in every heart to the extent of ac-

tual giving to the needy. There are, unhappily, thousands who

are so constituted that they are impregnable to the voice of mercy.

Sydney Smith said that "benevolence is universal, because A
never hears of B being in trouble without at once concluding that
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C ouglit to assist him
;

"
but in this case something better than

vicarious generosity was demanded, and many who are prepared
to talk mercy would give nothing, for fear they might establish a

bad precedent. The priest in the fable would give his blessing

free]}-, but he would not discount his beatitudes to the extent of

one farthing. Aminadab Sleek would not give a cent to assist

the widow and family of a bricklayer, who had been killed by

falling from a scaffolding, for fear it might induce other brick-

layers to fall from other scaffoldings, to leave other widows and

children dependent upon such charity. The world owes much to

philosophers of that stamp. In the city of Boston there was such

a man, and although he belonged to a church, and fared sump-

tuously every day, wearing the purple and fine linen of wealtb

and respectability, it had been impossible to draw the smallest

atom of fractional currency for the poor people in Kansas and

Nebraska. His clerks had been asked and had given freely from

their stinted means
; he, with his $2,000 per day of certain in-

come, could not for many days be bled in the smallest degree.

His cashier doubled his own subscription rather than assume the

responsibility of making an appeal to the money grubber, to

which he had been unfeelingly urged by a committee. A delega-

tion was at last found hardy enougli to

" Brave the lion in liis den,

The Douglas in his hall."

And they wrestled in spirit with the miser, until, as a result of

two hours' pleading, and, perhaps too, in dread of a possible longer

stay, the ancient banker consented to give something, he would not

say what; but lie would give something, not mone}^; he wouKi

give his tithe in kind, if not in Icindness. There was triumpii

in the hearts of the benevolent delegation, because when such

a tough old sinner could be melted, adamant might be welded

lilvc an easily worked metal. The day wore on, and it was

evening before the newly awakened benevolence of the hard-

ened money getter brought itself to the point of making the

sacrifice. The old man had examined his wardrobe a dozen times

over, but the shabbiest garment there was ten times too good to

be sent to a grasshopper region ;
and at last with many a sigh of
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regret, more poignant than the grief of the average sinner on the

anxious seat, he concluded to send to the committee " one salted

mackerel," very salt indeed, folded in a copious pamphlet on
"
Original Sin." That night the banker suffered so much from

the reproaches of his conscience, or of his cupidity, that he re-

solved thenceforth never again- to waste his substance in indis-

criminate charity. Kansas found so rich a harvest last year that

the sorrows of the preceding summer were forgotten, and the rash

philanthropy of the man who gave one mackerel, from out of all

his wealth, to assuage the agony of so many thousands of people,

may afford an opportunity for a smile.

The scenery of a state, formed as Kansas is, could not be "
flat,

stale, and unprofitable," nor could it be monotonous, nor ill

drained, nor badly irrigated. The wayfarer, whose course we

have attended to the bluffs overlooking the upland prairies, finds

a scene which is unique in his experience. The picture which

we have tried to present shows the hills and valleys running at

right angles with the streams
;
and that is as nearly the fact as a

general statement could be; but ^the hills are not two alike, so

infinite is the variety of nature's operations, even where the grand

combination might seem, under description, to be monotonous,

and the rivers flow with an individuality which produces a per-

petual surprise, until, as though speaking of the work of some

great artist, one exclaims in the language of the bard :

"Age cannot wither,

Nor custom stale, his intinite variety."

The streams bending toward every point of the compass as

they follow the course shaped by two forces, the strength of the

current, working upon more or less yielding strata, have all the

changes possible in the kaleidoscope of form, and the bluffs present

every variety of wave-like outline, here a long swell breaking

off short and almost sharp in a billow, that would seem to have

dashed itself against an invisible cliff, there graceful as the ring-

let of the maiden waved by the wind, then for some distance flat-

tening and extending the heave of the land, until there appears

to be a plain, but the wave like contour is never lost. Sudden

or slow, the form of the never pausing sea is stamped upon the
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soil. Endless similarity and endless change are visible at every

turn. The streams are alike in tlieir unlikeness, to each other^

the prairies curve into ten thousand lines'of change, in which the

general feature is always the same, but the detail as dissimilar as

can be imagined, where valley, plain and hill are the factors of

the occasion. The bottom lands, which follow the windings of

every stream, stretch out in some favored spots to a breadth miles

in extent, and again there seems to be no valley at all, only a nar-

row margin by the river's brim, the changes being rung upon these

several -possibilities ad mfinitum. The bluffs seem to have in-

dulged their grim humor in the mazy dance, and to have been

petrified in their several attitudes. Here the bluff is an aggres-

sive character rushing to the front intrepidly, there a more yield-

ing temper is displayed in a curtsy which half grants and half

refuses, and yet again there is the attitude of the suppliant bare-

ly rising from the earth. In some of these forms the rude earth

has cast aside its coverlet of grass, and in others the adornment

of emerald pervades every step from the silvery stream at the

base to the rounded parapet where the bluff loses itself in the

upland prairie. Those various forms advance and retreat con-

tinuously, but no two forms are found alike, and in every in-

stance the completest dissimilarity is a manifest outcome of the

same general principle of development. Forest and pasture al-

ternate and blend in a thousand different ways, and the witchery
of loveliness is over all the landscape. Men who have traveled

much in Europe, and have then visited Kansas, find that the

scenery bears a kind of general resemblance to the Champagne
country in France, and all are agreed that there is nothing more

lovely in the world, than the grander aspect of this state. When
prosperous and general settlement shall have dotted the earth,

with the homes of men to whom life is a series of luxuriant de-

lights, under whose direction, the vast natural lawns will assume

the elegant growths, which the landscape gardener knows so well

how to produce, and when their palaces will stand on the knolls

which seem to have been intended for edifices such as Claude Mel-

noiic describes,
"
Lifting to eternal summer their marble walls,"

and backed by the park forests which are so useful, so profitable

in every sense, and still so grand in their repose, the beauty of
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Kansas will be the unit of admiration bj which other excellences

will be judged. Turning from the contemplation of natural beau-

ty, we find ourselves examining the earth, upon which this loveli-

ness is superimposed, and it is worthy to be classed among the

best soils known in the world for the purposes of farm and gar-

den. There are those who would say that because Kansas has

suffered by drought, by locust and by border violence, in the

long struggle when state sovereignty was to have been wrested

into forming a weapon for the slave owner, therefore Kansas is

not an eligible field for emigration. As well saj^ that because

Lisbon was once swallowed by an earthquake, therefore, the city

is not a proper residence for men, or that Chicago and Boston

having suffered terrific conflagrations, both cities shall henceforth

be tabooed. Droughts come more or less in every part of the world
;

the border outrages which were incidental \o the struggles of the

south to -retain supremacy are being very rapidly erased from

living memories, and as to the locusts, it may be well to remem-

ber, that the lightning does not strike twice in the same spot.

The soil of Kansas is deep and fertile, requiring only moderate

care and skill to secure good crops every time
;
the average crop

of Indian corn in fifteen states, in the year 1865, showed that the

most productive states in the union only gave thirty-seven bush-

els per acre, while the state of Kansas gave forty-one. In the

year 1869, the largest yield per acre in any other state was thirty-

four bushels in Vermont, and Kansas gave forty-eight. In the

same vear there were but two states that exceeded Kansas in

the yield of potatoes per acre, the quantities being in Kansas one

hundred and forty-nine bushels, in Michigan one hundred and

fifty-five, and Yerraont one hundred and sixty, the average for

that year being thirty bushels of Indian corn, eighteen bushels

less than Kansas, and one hundred and sixteen bushels of

potatoes, thirty-three bushels less than Kansas. It would be

easy to continue these contrasts, all to the advantage of Kan-

sas, but no good purpose could be served by persisting in an

array of figures. The fact indicated, as to the fertility of Kansas,

may be tested by any person who is curious enough in such mat-

ters, to induce him to consult blue books, and the returns of the

agricultural department, and we turn therefore from the tables of
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results to examine the soil which produced such crops, in the rude

tillage of a border state, hardly yet quieted from the disturbances

of the unsettled times.

The drainage of the country is complete ;
that we have already

seen in the contour of the land, except that some of the bottoms

may be a trifle too moist for tillage, unless artificial drainage is

made auxiliary to the natural formation. The special fitness of

Kansas for the growth of winter wheat is one of the established

facts. In that jDarticular it is certainly superior to Illinois. In

the bottoms the minimum depth of soil is twenty-four inches, and

the maximum ten feet. On the prairies there are many spots

"where the soil is hardly more than twelve inches deep, but it is

usually very productive, and in the deepest spots, the soil hardly
exceeds thirtj'-six inches. Agricultural chemistry favors the idea

that the soil of Kansas will be found permanently fertile, in con-

sequence of the abundant supply of mineral salts in the earth.

There are some peculiarly barren spots, known as " buffalo wal-

lows," which in dry seasons exude a white powder, a sulphate of

magnesia; but with proper treatment, the lands which have a

reputation so unfavorable, can at very little cost be made to give

good crops of almost every description. The old fashioned

farmer, who prided himself upon his unacquaintance with book

learning, finds himself at a heavy discount in contact with a diffi-

culty of this description, which to his son, scarcely comes to be

thought a trial of his skill. These buffalo wallows appear to

have been frequented by animals of all descriptions for the min-

eral quality which they obtained by licking the earth. The "salt

lick" is at all times a spot cared for by cattle, and in many cases

the wallowing and licking of the animals has worn the soil into a

cavity sufficient to afford a lodgment for water, when for miles

around the rest of the country was well drained. These hard and

depressed spots alternatelv soaked and baked by the winter rains

and summer's heat, are few and far between
;
but a description

of the soil would not be complete and faithful without reference

to this peculiarity. The quantity of waste land in Kansas is very
small indeed, whether we take the actual figures or a comparative
statement between this state and others. Our readers are of course

aware that there are two ways in which soil may be formed
; bj
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the disintesrration of rock, affording^ a lodgment to seeds and to

moisture, out of which a sparse vegetation springs ;
and by the

decomposition of vegetal matter, which gradually coats the ox-

idized stratum, or in the processes of cultivation, becomes incor-

porated therewith, and supplies an endless variety of growths. In

some parts of Kansas, sandstone has been made the base of the

agricultural lands
;
in other parts, limestone, the first is found to

be of exceptional value in the cultivation of fruit, and it is always

ready for the operations of the farmer, before the limestone soils

can be approached. In many of the bottom lands, all these qual-

ities combine, and all that is necessary to attain perfection for the

agriculturist is just so much of art as will relieve the earth of

superabundant moisture at particular spots. Upon a careful cal-

culation made by competent persons, with whom circumstances

have brought the writer in contact, it appears that there is not

throughout Kansas an averasre of one acre in five hundred in

which the rock is so exposed as to preclude cultivation, and in

the few cases in which such exposures occur, the number of

springs and the area of running water make the country pecu-

liiirly valuable for grazing and stock raising purposes. The value

of these exposures in other respects will have to be considered in

another phase of our treatment of the surface and capabilities of

Kansas. The soil of eastern Kansas is usually black, that of

western Kansas is lighter in color, with an inclination to redness,

from the iron present in the earth. The soil of western Kansas is

much deeper than that of the east, but except in the bottoms, it

contains a very small amount of vegetable mold, that deposit

seeming to have been washed out of the higher lands into the val-

leys, or by some circumstance to have been arrested. The qual-

ity which is largely lacking in the light colored soil of the west-

ern section abounds in the east of the state. The bluff formation

has qualities which make it of peculiar value to the agriculturist ;

for many growths, indeed, it is fully equal to the black soil, rich

in vegetable deposit. When the bluff deposit underlies the darker

soil, as we have seen that it sometimes does, the farmer occasion-

ally brings up the subsoil by deep plowing, and after exposure to

the air it will give as good crops as the black soil so much praised.

In some parts of Kansas the soil seems to be made up of a finely
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pulverized sand which shows no grittiness on being handled, yet

never bakes lilce a clay soil, and is ready for the plow sooner than

any other land on the record. This quality is found more or less

prominent wherever the bluff deposit predominates, and it is often

found in combination with vegetal mold, supplying in that form a

wealth of soil such as the whole world cannot excel. Kansas is

only beginning to be appreciated as a grazing and stock raising

country ;
in the course of a few years, when the agriculturist of

this state shall have enjoyed full opportunities to become acquaint-

ed with the capabilities of the soil, he will learn that Kansas can

produce more and better stock than any other state in the union.

The farmer will carry on his multiform operation, producing the

crops best suited for his winter avocations, growing hedges, groves
and belts of trees in the positions best adapted for shelter, allow-

ing his cattle to graze down the magnificent blue grass which

abounds for summer feed and for winter hay, without an atom of

trouble beyond curing and saving, and making his dairy an item

in his daily work, which, at little cost, will supply all the wants

of an extensive household.

There need be no waste in time or substance in the business of

the successful agriculturist. Ilis stock will give as much in one

form as it takes in another from the soil, so that the farm will be-

come richer every day, and if due care is observed in procuring
the very best crosses, the state will soon obtain the repute, worth

more than money in the market, of producing the best qualities

of live stock in the union. Iowa, in some of her counties, has

done wonders, with but little outla}', in this respect, and in some

parts of Kansas, at this moment, there are breeds of cattle which

will hardly be surpassed in the next quarter of a century.

Bakewell, the English farmer who first introduced the idea of im-

proving the breed of domesticated animals in his own country,

was set down as little better than an idiot hy his neighbors, but

he persevered in his subdued, enthusiastic way, until some few

persons were won over to a half belief in his theories. The sheep

of his day were remarkable for their points ; indeed, they were all

points, carrying as much bone as Don Quixote's Eosinante, and

as little meat as the Knight of the Kueful Countenance himself.

Bakewell pointed out to his few listeners that it was possible to
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reduce the mileage of bone, and to increase the acreage of meat

by judicious breeding, and very soon he had something more con-

vincing than argument to support his theory. His sheep and
cattle cost no more for their keep than the animals raised by his

neighbors, but the drovers who came to buy for the London mar-

kets were ready to pay a better price because there was more
meat for the consumer, and that product was of better qualit}'-.

Some of the rare old true blue conservative farmers, of whose

successors Earl Russell said in his younger days, that "
they were

more stupid than the cattle they raised," stuck to the old ways
and were ruined. The younger and brighter race profited by
their experience, and the same law of selection which resulted in

the production of "pedigree wheat," and "Southdown mutton,"
was applied in a hundred different ways, until the farmer and

grazier in England at the preisent time is a scientist, following a

profession, instead of a plodding, stupid sort of man, running his

chances and grumbling at every phase of fortune. What Bake-

well did, other men in this country have carried to still greater

perfection. The best thing that has been accomplished by Gold-

smith Maid, under the eye of the public, is but a limited exhibi-

tion of what she would do, if the occasion warranted her owners

in taxing her strength and speed, and by continuous care in selec-

tion, every quality that is thought desirable can be secured, not

in particular individuals, but in a large per centage of the animals

raised from certain stock. The interest of the producer demands

that he shall not waste his energies on quadrupedal weeds, when the

sun, soil and attention which he can bestow, will be as productive,

to say the very least, of the finest type of animals. In that de-

scription of enterprise Kansas is destined to take a very high posi-

tion, and to reap very considerable profit.

it would be difhcult to find, for any purpose, better and more

enduring lands anywhere than the valleys of the Kansas and Ar-

kansas rivers afford. The soil is quick and strong, and every crop
tells of the staying powers of that rich agglomeration brought
down by rains and rivers from the uplands and the bluffs during
unnumbered centuries.

The climate of Kansas would task the powers of a master to

give an adequate description without overstating the virtues of
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the region. There are many variations of every beauty, but

there are some drawbacks also in the meteorological characteristics

of this state. The heat sometimes reaches one hundred degrees in

the shade, and this to many persons accustomed to the moist at-

mosphere of Chicago, or to some of the cities of Michigan, border

ing on the lake, suggests a sweltering warmth, which would jus-

tify one in dressing like a Sandwich Islander, or in basking in the

shade like the Neapolitan lazzaroni, incapable of work, unless it is

labor to eat fruit and some preparation of maccaroni, and able

only to appreciate the dolce far oiiente,
" the delicious do noth-

ing," as these unique idlers phrase their indulgence. Men who
have lived in Kansas can tell quite a different story ;

the air is

dry and elastic at those seasons, until there seems to be no

pressure upon the vital column, or only just sufficient to hold one

to the earth. Those who in Chicago, when the thermometer

stood at 96" or 97° could hardly draw their reluctant limbs after

them in the moist hot air, and were in danger of destroying their

whole supply of paper collars every da}-, in an insane attempt to

look frigid, can hardly dream of the exhilarating character which

beran^g's to the air of Kansas when the register shows a range of

from 80* to 100°. The Chicagoan, who will oblige us byremain-

iiicf on the stage for purposes of contrast, may realize within one

day in the middle of summer, almost the extremes of change

which a resident in Kansas will be called upon to endure, from

the earliest day in spring, to the last in the autumn, until the

children begin to calculate the number of days before old Santa

Klaus will descend the hospitable chimney, with his presents

touched with a rime ol frost. The sufferer in Chicago can hardly

gasp out over night, his customary laudation of the metropolis

of the great northwest, so intense is the oppression of that

warmth, and when he finds his pillow, his first care is to throw

off every coverlet save the linen sheet, and still the small

hours of morning are well nigh run out, before he falls into

a fitful doze, from which he is awakened by a dream of arctic

rigors, to find the breeze from the lake blowing half a gale

into the open window, and himself praying in vain for just an

hour more of the broiling, sv/eltering air of yesterday. The

days of summer in Kansas are bright and full of sunshine,
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but it is the brightness of Italy, with the same deep blue sky,

hardly flecked by a passing cloud. The heat that is described

by Dickens in Little Dorritt^ in his pen and ink sketch of Mar-

seilles, is a matter of theory to the resident in Kansas, unless he

has traveled. He sees at home no quivering of the hot air as it

rises from the heated roads, like the radiating warmth of a kiln.

The air is warm for him, but he concludes that 100° in the shade

is not a bad experience after all, when it is followed by cool nights

with almost the regularity of clock work, and the sleeper finds no

difficulty in enduring a fair average of bed clothes. Then again

his winter is not a severe and arctic freeze, any more than his

summer reminds him of the torrid zone. He cannot, in fancy

even, travel during the seasons from the burning sides of Hecla

to an unpleasant coldness, cast away upon an iceberg. His tran-

sitions come slowly from the topmost range of summer to a win-

ter temperature, only on rare occasions falling below zero. The

workman whose calling must be pursued in the open air, seldom

suffers from coiip de soleil in the summtcr, or from frostbite in the

winter. The farmer can pursue his avocation through the live

long year with abundant profit, without experiencing the vicissi-

tudes and extremes which wait upon his neighbors in Iowa or

Illinois. There is one drawback in this climate which the young

people occasionally make an occasion for murmuring ;
the merry

sleigh bells are not heard, and of course the delightful parties,

which can face a snow storm with delight, must find other provo-

cations to hilarity, but the farmer does not complain of a climate

in which the plow will run through the soil during ten months

of the year. December and January are the winter months, and

in some seasons ice eight inches thick is formed during that season

of cold, but more generally the range is from four to six inches,

and some years there is no ice worth storing. Spring comes with

February, and the trees are soon in bud, ready to burst into the

garment of green which is so grateful to the eye, so full of prom-
ise for mankind. The cold days have just been sufficiently severe

and frequent to make the vernal season more delightful, but the

fact that sleighing is not the fashion, says emphatically that the

winters are mild by comparison with the rigors endured in other

states. The absence of haze from the atmosphere is a subject of
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comment among travelers
;
the air brings every object witbin tbe

range of sight clear up into view, and at times it appears as though
it were possible to perceive refracted to our line of vision things

which are below the line of the horizon. We do not mean to

convey that the Fata Morgana, which can be seen at times on the

coast of Calabria, is ever j^resented to the eyes of the Kansas resi-

dent at home
;
the refraction referred to shows no reversal of the

object, but it is as though the encircling air raised up a picture of

every object m situ by some occult power which our knowledge
of the law of sight will not enable us to grasp. The clear air of

Kansas gives an impression of nearness, when gazing at distant

objects, which is another result of its dryness, because men neces-

sarily compare the present with the past, and all their conclusions

in this respect are arrived at by remembering the moist media

through which they saw everything in less favored localities.

The winds are very strong in Kansas
; perhaps the vapor which

loads the atmosphere in some states is due to the softer airs in

which the earth is lapped, but there are many regions in which a

kind of fog is almost always present, although the winds come

occasionally with the force of a hurricane. The want of forests

in Kansas has been already referred to, and of course the bare

prairie offers no abating force to the gales which sometimes sweep
over the land. Groves are springing up now in many places

which seemed to be permanently bare, since the fires once annu-

uYij prevailing have been beaten back by the growth of settle-

ment, and farmers are planting trees with very good judgment, in

different parts of the country. Perhaps the state government
would do well to give such matters their careful supervision also.

The cool breezes of the summer nights are pleasant as well as

profitable to the sleeper, but the strong winds may, and probably

will be, moderated by tree culture, and other means which it

would be tedious to particularize here. . Certain it is that wind

and rain can be largely governed by circumstances which are under

man's control, although the simoom and the cyclone in their fury

bear him down as the reed is bent in a tempest. The cultivation

of hedges is a step in the right direction. The records, so far as

they extend, abundantly show that rains fall with greater fre-

quency and with less violence in Kansas of late years, than was
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the experience of the older settlers when they located themselves

in this territory. The number of rainy days during the 3^ear in-

creased within three years from about sixty days to ninety, speak-

ing in round numbers, and this by steady accretion. Such a fact

taken alone would be too narrow to be assumed as a basis for

reasoning;, but when it is considered that all the facts of our time

tend to the same result, and that our completest observations posi-

tively demonstrate the power of trees over rainfall, while they

more than suggest that railroads and telegraph wires wield an in-

fluence on the frequency and duration of electric disturbances, it

will be seen that we are justified in relying upon the increase of

rainy days during three years of close observation, as part of the

phenomena which prove that man is slowly accumulating power
over the elements, by the observation of the phenomena of na-

ture. When the Mormon leader, Brigham Young, led his follow-

ers into the valley of the Salt Lake, encamping at the foot of the

Wahsatch mountains, just where the city of Salt Lake now

stands, he promised his disciples a miracle, and to this day they

believe his promise was fulfilled. The Great Salt lake, a mass of

water apparently without an outlet, except by means of evapora-

tion, had accumulated the salts of the earth in that region during

unnumbered years, as every stream and spring brought with it to

the lake some mineral in solution. When the sun drew up its

supplies to make rain, only the pure vapor rose to form the

cloud, the salt must needs remain behind, being too heavy to be

vaporized by that simple process of attraction, and ceaseless rep-

etitions of the operation of the same attractions and repulsions,

during all the centuries that have elapsed since the lake system

extended across the continent, and gave to this body of water its

otitiets toward the ocean, such as lake Erie and lake Michigan

now enjoy, have resulted in making the Grreat Salt lake as full of

mineral substance as the name implies. The continuance of sim-

ilar causes through more extended periods would have resulted,

it is probable, in filling the valley with a salt bed such as the

crust of the earth has many examples of
;
but to pursue that

question further would lead away from our present topic.

Mr. Brigham Young had spent much time among the Indians,

and although a man of very moderate attainments, he has excep-
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tional shrewdness, so that when he heard from the red men the

axiom of the tribes, that " The pale face brings his rain with

him," he could Have had very little difficulty in comprehending

the natural law, under which the fact referred to by the Indians

must be explained.

The red man had allowed fires to sweep over the country year

after year unchecked, if not caused by his operations, denuding

the prairies of every tree and bush and blade of grass over thoa-

sandsof square miles, leaving the soil a blackened waste until the

grass roots by mere force of vitality would once more place a robe

of emerald upon the earth. Where such fires did not occur, and

the primeval forests raised their heads to heaven asking for

clouds and rain, there was only one obstacle to careless and

thriftless denudation, the laziness of the savage and the imperfec-

tion of his tools. When the white settler came to the land to

make his home, his first care would be to isolate his homestead,

as completely as he might, from the probability of being swal-

lowed up in prairie fires. That isolation meant protection for the

forest which was always trying to make head against the de-

stroyer. Examine the patch of grass under your feet and you
will find not only grass, but shrubs of a thousand kinds, in min-

iature, trying to find room for expansion. Ten thousand trees are

browsed down in a day by domesticated animals. Millions of

trees, that have never risen more than a span in height, are liable

to be eroded by the pettiest fire, and still nature maintains her

ceaseless effort to cover the soil with forests. The white man
assists nature, because he has his home to protect, his wife and

little ones, his Lares and Penates to defend. The crops in the

earth, the fences around his farm, the grain in his store, the fur-

niture in his dwelling, the slock grazing around him, are all pre-

cious possessions, and fire is his direst enemy. He bends all his

energies to avoid conflagrations. The season of the j^ear having
come in which fires are most to be dreaded, he selects a day on

which the wind or the lack of wind favors the operation, and he

burns a broad protecting line around his home and farm, far

enough away to minimize the danger, carefully beating out the

last embers of the utilized flame. When the settlement grows,

the protected area increases until the prairie becomes almost as
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safe as the city. Then from the willing soil the earth once again

gives out its teeming forests, this time to find a better welcome, so

that thousands of square miles, which were annually blackened

by desolation, are now groves and forests of considerable size,

making the air salubrious by the breathing of their myriad
leaves, claiming moisture from the passing cloud and feeding the

springs and rivulets with murmuring streams. The trees planted

by settlers are but a small item compared with the immense for-

ests planted by nature which grow up under his protection. This

then is one of the ways in which " the pale face brings with him
his rain." When Lesseps, the great French engineer, commenced
his great canal work, his first coup was to plant trees along th«i

line of his operation, and before his work had been completed
those trees were making a pasture land of the desert, bringing
down rain upon the parched sands, and holding the fluent earth

together. Brigham Young knew enough to be aware of the open
secret which would enable him to modify the forces of nature,

and he promised his disciples to work a miracle by the means at

his disposal. The margin of the lake proved that the body of

water was diminishing, as comparatively recent high water marks

were indicated by deposits of various salts upon the beach. His

miracle was to consist of an increase of that body of water.

The disciples heard and believed, waiting only for the realization

which they were sure would come. They carried out the orders

which were duly made, that every man should plant trees upon
his allotted ground. Orchards, when fruit trees could be ob-

tained, but trees, whether fruit trees or not. The streams that

came down cool and clear from the mountains were carried

through channels in every street, and shade trees were planted in

convenient locations, until the whole valley resembled a park and

a garden. Where streams had run into swamps and morasses,

trenches were dug, and the unprofitable land converted into first-

class pasture, additional acreage moreover for trees.
" The pale

face brought with him his rain," because he used the means ne-

cessary for that purpose and the result was just as inevitable as

that the punka of the East Indian and the fan of the civilized

American woman should give coolness to the heated brow.

Years passed and the work of drainage was slowly going on,
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rains became more and more frequent within tlie basin of the Salt

Lake, and there being few swamps now to arrest the natural

course of the falling waters, the Salt Lake slowly expanded
toward its old bounds, actually increasing in depth from ten to

twelve feet over its whole area. The miracle, to the accomplish-

ment of which Brigham Young stood pledged, is now pointed to

by old Mormons as an accomplished fact, and few of the rank

and file of the faith are sufficiently cultivated and informed to be

aware that there was not an atom of miracle in the whole trans-

action. The iron road and the wires and telegraph poles which

now traverse the continent, from Maine to the Golden Gate, have

doubtless assisted in the same direction, and in every state the

processes of protection and cultivation, sensibly and insensibly

carried on, have tended to make rains more frequent and more

gentle, just as the experiences of the state of Kansas exemplify,

consequently we are not building upon a narrow and insecure

basis when we claim, from the facts referred to, the changes which

are manifest.

In Kansas and all over settled America, the change of climate

and of temperature progresses. The earth is fed with rain and it

answers with herbage and flowers, with trees, springs and rivers,

which maintain coolness and freshness in the air. Arrest the

process of tree planting and protection, employ the axe of the

woodman to denude an area of country, and you find the answer

to the insane proceeding in wells without water, springs that have

run dry, creeks that have no rivulet, meadows with a dry and

stunted grass, the whole earth feeling its way back again toward

the primeval desert, where the slowly oxidized rock could not

sustain the simplest vegetation. This is not theory alone
;

it is the

outcome of applied science proved by instances which are his^

torical in cause and in effect. The rain drop is the first great

factor in civilization, nay, even in life itself. The rain pelted

traveler, in rubbers and overcoat, with his umbrella turned

wrongside out, and his hat a wreck, may have some difficulty in

realizing the poetry of the position, but once safe at home and his

mind aglow with the exercise forced upon him, he can see much
better how that ocean, which has probably never increased nor

decreased an iota since earth and sea came into their present

http://stores.ebay.com/Ancestry-Found
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forms, has sent tliose rain drops on errands of mercy, "whicli are

but the reduplication of similar operations which have gone on

since this world came out of chaos. He can see then, that nearly

all of the herbage upon which his cattle are fed, nearly all of the

grain, fruits and vegetables which come to his own table, are, in

the main, utilized rain drops. When he pursues the subject a

little further, he finds he is little more than a few buckets of rain

water, some lime and a handful of other ingredients himself, save

the divine essence which has made the race one from its earliest

recorded act, and which gives to his strangely compacted brain his

memory. The solid looking man becomes positively astounded,

as he reflects, that of the less than one hundred and fifty pounds
that make up his bulk and weight, more than ninety pounds
consist of water. There may be too much rain in a particular

locality, but the rain drop, even in profusion, is better than the

desert in which no blade of grass can flourish, no living thing

exist. There is another reason for greater coolness : When rain

falls upon a soil never broken by the plow, it finds a surface

hard and matted together by the pressure of the atmosphere, the

hoofs of animals and the continually interlacing roots. Over

sucli country the rain passes without permeating the earth, and

the cooling influence is lost almost entirely. The husbandman

comes upon that land and his plow speedily destroys that close

matting of roots. The harrow completes the work commenced

by the plow, and the atmosphere reduces the broken clods to

powder. The rain falling now, sinks into the soil, fills the sub-

soil, which, like a sponge, may be charged with water, and over the

whole area the process is going on, which is applied when a water

pitcher of porous ware is covered all around with a damp cloth,

a kind of refrigeration proceeds on a grand scale, because a moist

surface is always an evaporating surface, and that coolness is the

climatic change which wa find progressing side by side with

settlement. Eain would come more readily upon such land than

upon an arid soil, because the coolness condenses the cloud into

drops where heat would rarefy it into lighter vapor. The num-

ber of springs in the state of Kansas is known to be much greater

than formerly, for the reason that the earth is now the receptacle

of rain instead of its thoroughfare only, and that the rains come
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more frequently. The operation of the same law will continue

to improve the rivers and streams as aids to the manufacturer,

because the water course whicli ran full to the banks during

winter, and was unmanageable because of its volume, became a

tiny rivulet in the summer, or dried up altogether, so that the

mill was idle at both, extremes, but under the processes incidental

to settlement and cultivation, the earth becomes a never failing

reservoir out which nature can bring her hydraulic powers at

"will to feed the spring, the stream and the river, so that the rush

is m^oderated at the worst, in winter and in spring, and the river

is supplied when, under the primitive rule, there was a drought.
" The pale face brings with him his rain," and his spring, and his

river, and his forest, and his plenty also, because he is an intelli-

gent observer of the formulas upon which nature works, and he

thankfully acts upon the hints which God gives him in the reve-

lation of science. The end is not yet. The thinker and the

worker of to-day are but at the outer door of the temple of

knowledge, listening to the words :

" Knock and it shall be opened
unto you," and whether at St. John's eve, or at any other season,

the reverent soul is anxious to fathom the will of the Great

Artificer of the universe, for his law is always full of mercy for

the race, Kansas is found among the most productive of twenty
states in some crops, and above the average in all. The day is

not far distant when it will lead in every respect as an agricul-

tural state, and when, in addition thereto, it will be ranked among
the most favorable to manufactures. The state maj^ be said to

be part of the system which culminates in the Eocky mountains,

and the inclination of the surface toward the Missouri and the

Mississippi, by the Kansas and its tributaries in one case, among
many, and by the Aikansas and its tributaries in another, is an

indication of a force which can be converted into wealth, every
minute of the day and night, whenever the works are set going,

by which the whole world will be made rich without the opera-

tion of the often quoted curse, which rests upon the brow of man.

The rainfall in Kansas is not only more continuous and more

gentle of late years, but it has been demonstrated by returns of

a reliable kind, only too tedious for quotation, that the growing-

months of the year, from March to October, are specially noted
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as the season during which rain more particuhirly falls. As we

have before mentioned, the spring commences in February in

Kansas, and the hard frosts, when they come, belong to December

and Januarj^ The av'erage of rain in nineteen states, besides

Kansas, sliows a much smaller quantity of rain in the growing
months than that recorded in Kansas at the corresponding time.

Eastern Kansas is more rainy than the western section of the

state, but the observations of scientists, extended over many
years, leave little cause for doubt, that in western Kansas also

the average of rain increases.

CHAPTEE II.

HYGIENIC CONDITIONS.

Air— Water— Soil — Timber— Geology— Stone — Coal— Iron— Lead—
Tin— Petroleum, etc.

The first question that a wise man will ask with regard to a

new country, of which he may become a resident, will be, and

should be, as to its hygienic conditions. He will ask for the sake

of his children as well as on his own behalf. The old. questio n,

"What shall it profit a man though he gain the whole world and

lose his own soul, or what shall a man give in exchange for his

soul," had a bearing on the temporal life as well as upon the

eternal. There are circumstances in which it becomes a noble

self sacrificing nature to abandon life for the sake of his country,

his kind, or for the object of his love
;
but in choosing a home

for himself and his family no such occasion arises. The condi-

tions of life in health are of paramount importance, and he

would be held little better than an idiot who would, with his

eyes open, select a location for a home in which ill health must

be his companion all his days until an early death came to

shorten his misery. Sick men with sick thoughts are not the

usual condiments served up to the traveler in Kansas. To those

who assume that a Lapland winter is necessary to develop and
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sustain vigorous health, it will be useless to say much in praise

of Kansas
;
the maximum of blame is conveyed in the fact that

sleighing is not the custom of the state during winter, and that

spring commences with February. The northern states have all

the superior advantages of frost bite upon exposure, in which

Kansas can hardly ever compete; and then within doors, the cus-

tom of shutting out every current of fresh air, heating their houses

by furnaces in the basement, and practically living in an ex-

panded flue, with an occasional atmosphere of coal gas to breathe

night and day, an open fire place treated as a waste of coal and

caloric, and an iron stove the only method for warming residences,

not provided with the poisonous furnace, may be remarkably in-

vigorating, but we would much rather take our chances in Kansas

where such means are in much more limited application. The

nights in summer are almost invariably cool enough to permit of

healthful sleep, and the da3's although warm are not oppressive.

There are more instances of sun stroke in New York city in one

year, than have been recorded in this state from the days of its

first settlement
;
and that fact comes as much from the superior

vigor of the population as from the clearness and freshness of the

atmosphere that fills the lungs of the population, and is the me-

dium for the transmission of the sun's raj^s. Summer and winter

alike, whenever the weather permits of exposure without incon-

venience from rain or snow, people are accustomed to enjoy their

leisure out of doors
;
and their sports in the open air are numer-

ous and popular in this state. The happy mean between heat

and cold, avoiding either extreme, favors every out of door pur-

suit, and those who understand the first principles of health can-

not fail to see that under such conditions, if anywhere, life may
be enjoyed. Food of good quality, in sufficient quantity to sus-

tain strength being supposed, and such clothing as will protect

the body from undue exposure, with homes comfortably secure

from winds and rain, it must be perceived that exercise in the

open air, whether in labor or in recreation, will supply to health-

ful men and women all that is required to maintain bod}'- and

mind in the highest order. The blood enriched by necessary

supplies of diet will reach the heart in proper volume, wanting

only the action of the atmosphere to complete the round of
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strengthening and renewal. The brisk walk upon the breezy

hill side in congenial company, or participation in any healthful

sport that will fill the lungs, will establish such contact as is de-

manded between oxygen and ozone in the atmosphere, and the

blood which has just returned, dark and venous, from making the

circuit of the system. The blood, which with every breath be-

comes thus fully oxygenated, returns to the heart a bright arterial

red, ready to start once more upon its rounds, every corpuscle

carrying its freight of oxygen to assist in burning up the waste of

the system, and in the maintenance of animal heat.
"
Scholars,"

says a sterling thinker,
" have their heads warm and their feet

cold
;

" and very generally he is correct, because the scholar is

too often only a book worm, accustomed to enjoy the delicacies

that may be found in literature, but not in the habit of applying

science to the improvement of his own life. Persuade the an-

choret of the study to cast aside his fur lined slippers, abandon

his coal stove or his furnace for a few hours every day, and take

just so much of exercise in the open air as circumstances will per-

mit, and there will be much less reason for complaint. He will

eat his food with a relish, and will require no stimulating draughts

nor sauces; his blood will dance memly, where aforetime it

sluggishly crept ;
the expanding chest will take its fill of the best

air that can be obtained, and there wull be no inducement to

crowd almost into the stove to procure warmth. The brain sup-

plied now with blood fully oxygenated, will lose the febrile

symptom which once seemed never failing, and the sleep of such

a man will improve with every reasonable increase of his exercise.

He will think better, read better, eat better, and sleep better, in

fact the whole range of existence will be improved with his ap-

proach to an observance of the laws of nature
;
and for all such

reforms a temperate climate is best adapted. Where the summer

heat is exhausting it would be folly to expect men to expose

themselves
;
and where the thermometer shows a temperature of

40° below zero the expectation would be just as absurd
;
but the

climate of Kansas presents neither of these severe extremes, there-

fore it is best adapted for the perfection of health and vigor.

Figures tend to show that men are healthful, and enjoy the ad-

vantages of exceptional longevity, in proportion to their exercise
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in the open air. It may be assumed that the carpenter and shoe-

maker of to-day are in the average of cases, as temperate in their

habits as the farmer, but vital statistics tend to show a consider-

able per centage in favor of the agriculturist. It has been ascer-

tained that if one thousand farmers of the age of forty-five years

be noted and observed, during the ten years next ensuing, there

will be precisely twelve deaths among them, or rather more than

one farmer of that thousand per annum. The observation has

been made and repeated in many countries by statists of high re-

pute, under circumstances which forbid the probability of mis-

take, and the results, with merely fractional variations, are always
the same. That is the probability of life for the farming class

during the decade from forty-five years of age to fifty-five. Turn

now to the carpenter, and it will be found that he with his indoor

occupation sustains an increase of mortality equal to three on the

thousand during the like term of corresponding ages, and the

shoemaker with his sedentary pursuit presents an average of six-

teen deaths in the thousand during a corresponding period. The

main conditions of life vary chiefly among those several classes in

the greater exposure to fresh air, of the class that displays great-

est longevity. There is a very marked increase when the miner

becomes the subject of investigation. One thousand miners forty-

five years of age will lose of their number within ten years, just

twent}'' persons where the farmers lost twelve, the carpenters, fifteen

and the shoemakers sixteen, but the circumstances of their calling

abundantly explain the larger average of death. They are liable

to greater risks in going to-and returning from their daily and night-

ly toil, their habits, as a class, are less temperate as well as less

enlightened, and far down in the bowels of the earth where they

pursue their perilous avocation they may be crushed by falling

masses of rock or coal at any moment
; may be drowned by a

rush of water from abandoned workings ; may be poisoned by the

fumes of choke damp issuing through some accidental crevice,

from the place where the foul miasma was imprisoned in close

custody, by nature's forces, millions npon millions of years ago ;

or may be burned to death by the ignition of fire damp from an

uncovered flame, such as many ignorant men persist in carrying

when at their work in spite of all the monitions of science. Those
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are but a few of the many exceptional causes which make the

miners life especiall}' full of risks, and vital statistics show how
far these added dangers increase the death rate. The purpose to

be served by this limited quotation of figures, where an endless

variety is offered, is to demonstrate as nearly as may be possible

with a few examples, the influence of exercise in fresh and whole-

some air on health and longevity. For many years it was be-

lieved that our ancestors enjoyed greater longevity and better

health, as well as greater strength than their descendants in the

present day, but the idea is now all but universally abandoned.

The armor which was worn by picked men in the highest civiliza-

tions of six hundred years ago cannot be worn by the average
man of to-day, it is entirely too small. The swords and other

weapons which they used cannot be wielded by the average man
of to-day, as the handles are too small, and when so far as circum-

stances permit, we examine their houses without windows or

chimneys, mere huts and kennels, there is no difficulty in recon-

ciling the fact with our knowledge as to the part which ventila-

tion must play in all such respects.

Kansas can give to its resident population a climate in which

exercise in the open air is possible without serious inconvenience

during three hundred days of the year, and its air is exceptional-

ly dry. There are no marshes to exhale miasma, no defaults of

drainage to increase disease. So dry is the air that meats can be

kept without salting for long terms and be at all times fit for use.

Persons whose lungs are affected, or whose bronchial tubes gave
them increasing trouble farther east, are in this state very consid-

erably relieved if not cured, more especially in certain j^avts of

Kansas. There are medical practitioners who assert that the cli-

mate is specific for asthma, but there are no well established facts

to sustain that position, still the circumstances quoted in support

of their theory go far toward proving that Kansas can assist where

it may not cure. Kansas embraces three degrees of latitude, con-

sequently there is a wide range of variation between the northern,

southern, eastern and western sections.
" The plains," as they are

called, have little rain by comparison with the western slopes of

the Rocky iMountains, and the eastern slopes, although far from

rainless, are less favored in that respect then the west, but those
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features, in some form of variation, are common to moun-

tainous countries. The explorers who have returned within the

last ten years from Africa after finding the sources of the Nile,

mention the conjuring tricks of the rain makers in that country,

and the miserable superstition which accepts their Mumbo Jumbo
as Grospel. Superstitions are very generally forms of aborted

knowledge, and it is probable that their ancestors were wise enough
to comprehend the practical means, by which rain could be in-

creased in favorable regions, but the degeneracy and laziness of

the class in modern times contents itself with necromantic tricks,

and ceremonies, which, should rain follow within a brief period,

will be credited with having produced the result, while the ab-

sence of rain is charged upon the superabundant sinfulness of the

community, or the want of a sufficiently liberal present to the per-

former. Men of the priest class have generally a way prepared to

cover every difficulty ;
when a Devonshire parish clerk handed up

to the rector a number of requests for prayers, he made his commen-

tarj'' on every item, and upon arriving at the note which requested

rain for the farmers in the neighborhood of Dawlish, the prayer

having been three times repeated without result, the complacent
clerk observed,

" The fools ought to know 'tis no use praying for

rain while the wind stays in this quarter." Perhaps there may
have been some fault in the rector who was little better than one of

the Japanese prayer mills, for when a lady of his flock sent him a

note to the effect
;

" A mariner going to sea, his wife desires the

prayers of this congregation." The official prayer master thus

rendered the petition : "A mariner going to see his wife, desires

the prayers of this congregation."

The region in Kansas in which the minimum of rain falls is

considered very favorable to persons suffering from lung diseases,

and dj-speptics find much advantage from prolonged residence

here. Persons who have come through wasting diseases in

different parts of this state, and in Colorado, come here as they

approach convalescence, as the dry atmosphere assists them

materially toward strength of body and a vigorous circulation.

Nervous exhaustion demands rest which can hardly be found in

a moist region without more than compensating dangers, hence,

the reputation which this state is maintaining for healthfulness.
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Should some enterprising medical practitioner establish in this

region a first class hygienic institution for the recuperation of worn-

out bodies and minds, by plain food, good sleeping, perfect rest

from anxiety, and a minimum of drugs, he will make for himself

a fortune, and a reputation equal to that of Yiccent Preissnitz at

Graefenberg, besides making the value of this country known far

and wide over the whole world. The patent medicine vendors who
in some states absorb a large share of evevy man's earnings find

little profit in Kansas, so exhilarating is the air, and so general
the tone of health in the community. The state combines the

advantages of elevation, without being absolutely mountainous,
and even in the lowest levels, where chills and fever were preva-
lent in former years, the progress of settlement and cultivation

has almost effaced the last remains of the old plague. One of the

essentials of health is good water. Soon after the first settle-

ment of Terre Haute, Indiana, the river on which the city is

situated fell considerably, the wells became exhausted, or were

very much reduced in supply, springs failed, and for manj^ years
the region continued to be little better than a pest house. There

were other local circumstances which helped to deteriorate the

healthfulness of the region, but the want of pure water for drink-

ing purposes was the chief factor. Kansas as a whole, in every

section, east, west, north and south, has good springs, good wells,

and good rivers. There are some few localities in the state on

the high divides, and in isolated tracts elsewhere, where water

cannot be obtained without an artesian bore, but they are few

and far between, and in such instances the suppl}' of rain water,

which can be inexpensively stored in cisterns, will serve every

purpose of health, comfort and convenience. In the extreme

M^estern sections of the state there are quicksands, in which

streams disappear for some miles, when the}' reappear in slightly

diminished volume, and a well sunk into such strata anywhere,
must needs be fruitless. The presence of salts of various kinds

ill the earth in many parts, as instanced in the buffalo wallows,

where a sulphate of magnesia forms on the surface in dry seasons

as a white powder, renders it undesirable that settlers should

depend on surface water, necessarily impregnated with such salts,

but a little care in selecting proper spots for sinking will usually
4
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result in finding excellent well water sufficient for every purpose.

In many sections of the country the wells give perfectly soft

water as a result of percolation and filtration through sandstone.

Where limestone strata feed the wells the result is of course

different, but the water is perfectly wholesome. Settlement has

increased the volume of rivers and streams, and it is notice-

able that springs have become of late years more common than

formerly ;
it will follow also as a matter of course, that time will

improve the qualit}^ of the creek waters, by reducing the quantity
of salts in the soil or by distributing them in such a way as that

they will be less liable to contaminate springs and ranning

streams, but for the present, settlers will do well to depend on

wells where possible, and in the last resort on rain water stored

in cisterns. There could be no greater error than that which

is involved in the statement, once commonly made, that Kansas

lacks water for sustaining stock. There is no country better

watered than that which we have described, through which

numerous mighty streams flow for many hundreds of miles, fed

by innumerable tributaries, and almost every day there are new

springs bursting through the soil of the prairies in spots VN^iich

have been comparatively arid until now, or only watered suffi-

ciently by passing rains to preserve the carpet of living green.

Early travelers were so circumstanced that they journeyed across

the head waters of the several rivers, and remained unacquainted
with the more prominent topographical features of the country.
Those who have come into the state to settle and cultivate the

soil find a condition of things everyway more beneficial, and

the}" are hourly reminded of the philosophical Frenchman wha
resolved to write an exhaustive history of New York state, when

he had been three weeks ashore, but paused to collect and

arrange materials after he had been a resident three years, and

after a patient study of his subject during thirty years, con-

cluded that he had not obtained sufficient information to pro-

ceed with a work of such importance. The men who pronounce
ex cathedra on most questions, are those who from limited oppor.

tunities, or mental inaptitude, are least qualified to venture an

opinion. Wherever the formation of the country sheltered vege-

tation from the once annually recurring fires, there are belts and
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groves of timber of great size and age, but the open country is

very largely denuded, save where new growths have sprung up

recently. The eastern section of the state is most favored in this

respect, and few farms in that region are more than two miles

from bodies of timber sufficient for fuel, fencing and building.

The quantity of stone available for building purposes makes

the demand upon wood for the better class of residences very

light indeed.

The western section of the state is less liberally endowed with

timber, but cultivation and protection will soon remedy that de-

ficiency, and meantime the railroads are bringing supplies from

the pineries of adjoining and distant states, at prices which make

the defect on our own hands hardly a misfortune. The soil, where

treeless, is still fertile, and it is an advantage to be able to run

the plow through an entire farm, without let or hindrance.

When the settler has concluded to his own satisfaction, as to th e

quantity of timber land desirable on his estate, and the positions

best adapted to serve the purposes of protection, for his home, his

cattle and his crops, he can choose between allowing the native

timber to grow up and supply his wants, and the better alterna-

tive of planting just such groves as will serve him best; in any

case, the supply will very soon be sufficient to meet his demands

for shelter, for consumption, and for beauty. It is noticed in this

state as well as elsewhere that the wild grasses become modified

by the fact of settlement, even where otho" varieties of grass are

not introduced. The practice of curing and stacking, which has

been introduced, leaves on the earth a better show for the young
and tender shoot, and the wild hay cut and saved at the proper

season contains all the nutritive properties of the feed in their

best form. When the grass is allowed to harden on the land,

cattle might just as well be expected to procure nourishment

from dried twigs, and the younger growths are choked in the

ground. Farmers depend very largely upon the wild grasses,

which are numerous and varied, although they are covered by
the generic term, "prairie grass." The prairies, in some sections,

will produce three tons of liay per acre, without an atom of ex-

pense beyond the curing and stacking, but in some places the

quantity falls as low as one ton per acre, and the cost of saving
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is in the inverse ratio to the quantity on which the mowers oper-

ate. The bloom of the prairies, and the scent of the wild flow-

ers in the air might afford themes for a whole volume of senti-

mental poetry. The soil which can give a larger average of pro-

duction than almost anv other state in the union, wherever due

care is bestowed upon the conditions, commonly necessary to suc-

cess, must be good, and yet the natural roads of the country are

more generally clear of mud than such roads are often found,

where the soil favors the occupation of the husbandman. Some
men are of course ready to complain when they iind themselves

on rare occasions ankle deep in mud, in the best portions of Kan-

vsas. Perhaps it would do them good to reflect on the two extremes

which they avoid in this happy medium, between the black mud
on which Chicago is built, in which men and horses could at one

time sink until they were with difficulty extricated, and the desert

cleanness of Cheyenne, which has hardly as much soil as would

grow a bed of radishes, unless the earth has been imported by
the Union Pacific Eoad from beyond Laramie City, or by the line

which joins that railroad from Denver, in Colorado. Dwellers in

towns find refuge from such troubles in the prevalence of city

improvements. With few and rare exceptions the natural road-

ways in this state are very good; the heavy rains which used to

fall upon this area, before settlement came to modify the climate

:aad the pluvial visitations have left certain portions of the di-

-vides almost as well adapted for driving or walking over as a

graveled track, and except a few of the bottom lands which are

:away from the route of travel, there is hardly any wet soil to be

iound a few hours after the rains have ceased. In the cities lime-

stone is being used to Macadamize the streets at verj^ little cost,

and in some places Nicholson pavement is being tried, as it is be-

lieved that wood will answer well for roadways in this country.

The material available for bridging the principal streams where

railroads are not made will soon cover the whole state with thor-

oughfares seldom equalled in a newly settled state, with such ag-

ricultural and mineral wealth at the command of its popula-

tion. In the foregoing chapter we referred to the strong

winds which prevail in Kansas, and which it would be

desirable to modify by the cultivation of timber. There
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are advantaofes which must not be overlooted in even the

most disagreeable features of theory and practice. When earnest

missionaries among the Kamtsehatldans found that their preaching

of eternal torment, as the punishment for sin, only resulted in

more flagrant vice, they succeeded in ascertaining that the half

frozen savages were trying to secure a long lease in perpetual

fires, so that it was deemed advisable ever after to denounce the

chastisement of thick-ribbed ice for transgressors. The winds of

Kansas are plainly chargeable with the brisk and exhihirating

character of the atmosphere, and wherever it is found necessary

to use wind power in mills the supply is ample. When a small

village in Scotland, after suffering much inconvenience for want

of mill accommodations, caused a windmill to be erected it was

found that the grinding power was not sufficient for the desired

grist, but for some time, a second mill was pooh-poohed, as all

the wise men agreed that there could not be enough wind in a

small village to drive two such mills. There is no such dread in

any part of Kansas. Machinery can be driven, wells can be

pumped and any number of operations can be carried on by wind

force. The quantit}^ of coal, readily obtainable, renders the wind

mill somewhat obsolete, but there are many regions in which it is

convenient and profitable.

There are many exposures of bituminous coal in different parts

of Kansas, and these exposures reveal the several measures to

which they belong. The strata have been fully mapped by sci-

entists to the depth of two thousand feet, but their calculations

have not been exhaustively tested by borings, and may not be so

established for many years to come. The eastern quarter of the

state belongs to the carboniferous system, in which all the bitu-

minous coal measures are found
;
but the upper carboniferous pre-

vails, as the lower carboniferous only appears in the southeastern

angle of Kansas, Besides coal, this measure contains limestone,

sandstone, marl, shale, slate, fire clay and selenite, varying in

thickness in different areas, and in some places it appears that

different strata were more or less eroded by local causes, before

the next deposits were superimposed. Borings alone can serve

the purpose of demonstrating the presence or absence of coal in

paying quantities in any particular spot, but the outcrop in many
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localities saves the miner and the capitalist from risk, and it is

evident that for all purposes of manufacture, as well as for domes-

tic supply, there will be enough coal for this community for many
hundreds of years. The deposit is supposed to cover an area of

seventeen thousand square miles. The coal beds worked in Kan-

sas have not exceeded four feet in thickness
;
some of the layers

are too thin to be of workable value, but none have been found

to verify the expectations of science, which pointed to beds seven

feet in thickness. The immense deposits of sandstone and lime-

stone known to be present in the strata, var3nng in thickness, the

former from five feet to fifty, and the latter from one foot to thirty,

will give employment to an immense aggregate of labor and cap-

ital. Magnesian limestone and beds of gypsum abound toward

the west, in what is known as the upper and lower Perm.ian sj's-

tem
;

but neither in that nor in the Triassic— or new red sand-

stone— has coal been found in such quantities as would pay for

working. The cretaceous system carries on the earth's crust at

this point to the foot hills of the Eocky Mountains, covering the

"whole western portion of Kansas. The fossils in the cretaceous

formation are much valued bj' geologists in all parts of the world,

and the strata in Kansas have contributed additional varieties.

The soil which overlies the cretaceous rocks is customarily good,

but in this state it is exceptionally rich, as the loam contains lime

and organic remains in very serviceable proportions. An inferior

description of coal known as lignite, about three feet six inches

in thickness, is found near "Wilson Creek, and from thence extend-

ing on either side it underlies a wide area of country. It is valu-

able as fuel, but it cannot compete with bituminous coal, either

for present and immediate use or as an article of commerce. The
Kansas Pacific Railroad Company used lignite as fuel for sonie

time, but it would not give nearly so much heat, bulk for bulk,

as coal, and the waste was prodigious. It will supply local de-

mands for an indefinite time, and the quantity is supposed to be

much in excess of present discoveries. Salt is found in very con-

siderable quantities in this formation, and when works shall have

been constructed to cleanse this valuable mineral from attendant

impurities, there will remain enough pure chloride of sodium to

supply all the dinner tables in the United States for the next five
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hundred years at least. The limestone strata in parts of the cre-

taceous formation, run into a pure chalk, sucli as underlies the

British channel, through which it is proposed to construct a tun-

nel connecting England with France, and such as appears in the

world famous cliff, celebrated by Bacon or by Shakspere, M^hich-

ever it may have been of the two worthies, to whom we are in-

debted for the Shakspere dramas. All these features combine

to prove beyond doubt that the region now known as the state of

Kansas was for a prolonged term submarine, and many of the

most valuable properties now found in strata and soil are due to

that period of submergence, a full consideration of which would

amply repay the careful student. The inspired writer said :

" Of

making many books, there is no end
;

" but when the fullest in-

vestigation shall have enabled scientists to reveal the steps of pro-

gress, from the fire mist of the chaotic age, througli a myriad of

changes to our own era, his pages will be the delight of the think-

ing world. Quarries for building stone and exposures which will

be quarried in course of time are very numerous in this state, and

at least ninety parts in one hundred of all the stone so exposed
consist of various shades of limestone, some of which permit of a

finish almost equal to marble, and will endure tremendous pres-

sure. The sandstone found in those quarries is also generally of

very good quality, and the deposits of gjqDsum
—

covering sixty
thousand square miles— will become invaluable in the operations

of the agriculturist, the builder and others. There are but few

faults in the geological formation of this state, the several strata

overlie each other as they were placed in order by natural forces,

and the contour of the country has been shaped into present
forms by streams and winds eroding and abrading the several

rocks, and disintegrating theii> surfaces where they come out on

the banks of the rivers, until the rise from the river bed of to-day

to the foot hills of the mountain chain represent a series of ter-

races bearing each a layer of soil composed of all the qualities

•most in demand among farmers. The settler upon the hill side

can quarry his stone from the bed upon which his fertile acres

stand, and in the process, if he has an eye for deciphering the

hieroglyphics of nature, he will read by what wondrous mechan-

ism the rocks were made and placed in situ preparatory to their
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transformation into food, clothing, homes, wealth and culture for

mankind.

j
Extensive works are now in operation preparing salt for the

market, and in every analysis it is demonstrated that the rich

deposits of that mineral contain no chloride of calcium, the

ingredient which gives a bitter taste to salt generally, and

which with the exception of the Kansas beds has been found in

all the purest salts prepared for consumption. It is anticipated
that Kansas will take a very high position in the production of

live stock, and the shipment of carcasses and packed meats

in consequence of the vast area of fertile land and nutritious

food available for stock, the excellent and plentiful supply of

water, and the superabundant store of salt available in the pro-

cesses of curing. The salt obtainable in Kansas is especially

suitable for the manufacture of butter, and will assist to give a

high character to the produce of dairy farms in this state. An
area more than twice the size of the state of Massachusetts is

underlaid bj- coal in the state of Kansas, without taking into

account the lighter formation known as lignite, and in many
places these deposits are being worked, giving employment to

great numbers. Near Leavenworth City a shaft has been put
down more than seven hundred feet, and the vein now in work is

more than two feet thick, but it is intended to sink the shaft

about three hundred feet lower, as it is supposed that a layer at

least three feet in thickness will be obtained at that depth. Even
the thickness now worked pays moderately well. Some of the

deposits are only worked from the river banks by a kind of quar-

rying process, but where the veins are thick, and in some places

veins of nearlj^ 50 inches have been found, the deposit is won by
the more approved method of sinking shafts. Near Chetopa, in

Labette county, mining is very extensively prosecuted, about

thj'ee hundred men being steadily employed by one company alone,

and fifty carloads per day are frequently shipped. The veins vary

considerably, the thickest being about four feet, and from that

quantity the variation runs down to twenty-four inches, and the

quality cannot be surpassed, as the coal is singularly free from

sulphur. The supply of fuel in Kansas is abundant. The next

requisite after coal for a state aiming at greatness as a manufac-
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turing p ower, is iron, and in this respect it is satisfactory to

know that there is hope for Kansas. The western part of Kan-

sas is supposed to contain immense quantities of iron ore. In

Missouri iron ore is abundant, at a distance of only one hundred

miles from the eastern border of this state, and in Colorado only

three hundred miles from the western boundary, it is available in

almost any quantity, consequently there is likely to be a great

resource for Kansas also, in this particular. Many specimens of

iron ore have already been obtained in different parts of Kansas,

among which was one sample of brown hematite containing sixty

per cent, of iron. This specimen was procured from western Kansas

where it appears to be anticipated by scientists that the largest and

best deposits will be found in the tQrtiary strata. Should the supply
of iron ore or its quality not be found sufficient, the presence of coal

"will as a matter of course lead to the ores being shipped for manu-

facture from some region less favored with fuel. The time is not

very remote when immense forests were hewed down to carry on

the smelting process, and iron works were looked npon with

dread by large and influential classes, but the discover}' of the fit-

ness of coal for such employment has revolutionized the iron

tirade, and now wherever coal can be cheaply obtained as at

Chetopa where an immense deposit is reached at a depth of only
a few feet, the growth of a great iron trade may be safely predict-

ed. The discovery of iron ore within the state would give a

status to its manufactures at once, supposing the quality to be as

good as the sample of brown hematite alreadj^ mentioned and the

quantity abundant. There are lead mines in Kansas which were

probably worked by the race which preceded the red men in the

possession of this territory. Some lead has been obtained in

small cjuantities in Linn county, Kansas, but the extent of the de-

posit can only be determined by experience, and the Indians dis-

play a great deal of unwillingness to assist, and jealousy to ob-

serve discoveries of minerals. They say that their Great Spirit

forbids them to help in any such enterprises. Probably their

sachems have told them to conceal the mineral treasures of the

country, in the hope that by such means the march of empire
would be delayed. When the Frenchmen first landed at Du-

buque to experiment on the mines, the Indians were by no means
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friendly to the movement, and as is well known, after the death

of the leader of the white party, every obstacle was put in the

way of the followers who would have continued their work. For

some short time the Indians prosecuted the undertaking them-

selves, but their ingenuity or their industry was soon exhausted,

and after that time the mines were idle, until white settlers came

again. "When the mines were reopened, the red men, b}^ their ac-

tions, resembled the dog in the manger, they could not eat the

hay themselves, and they were unwilling to let anybody else
;

but their fear for the anger of their Great Spirit did not prevent

them coming in to carry away the wealth, which the white miners

had made ready for removal, at the time that they were compel-

led to quit the mine and the seitlement at Dubuque by the mili-

tary. Osage county is said to be the locale of a rich deposit of

lead ore, but the Indians who imply that they know about the

matter, fall back on the Great Spirit, as their apology for silence

on that score, and it may be many years before discoveries can

be made. Near the excavations in Linn county there were debris

which showed that the works had been rudely prosecuted many
years ago, but whether the mound builders were the miners, or

who the operators may have been, there are no means of ascer-

taining. The practical question is of course whether the mines

are worth the trouble and expense ;
of working at that point, or

at any other. The only point to be determined is as to the quan-

tity ;
the quality is known to be good. Howard county is another

location of lead ore, and a sample from the works there showed

nearly eighty-seven parts of lead in one hundred. Franklin,

county is also supjDosed to be favored, but nothing definite is

known, and geologists pronounce against the probability of the

metal being found in such quantities, as would pay for the in-

vestment of capital and labor.

Tin is a very rare mineral
;
the number of tin mines in the

world is very small, but the Indians have, on many occasions, in

Kansas, produced fine specimens of rich protoxide of tin, and as

it is tolerably evident that they could not have a temptation to

fraud, nor a possibility of compassing a swindle in this respect, if

they desired so to do, there is a reasonable probability that nature

has some such surprise in store for science and industry, when
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the crust of the earth shall be thoroughly overhauled. Should

western Kansas reveal eruptive rocks in any part of its compara-

tively untested area, it will become more probable that the red

men were honest in their statements. Meantime there are so

many other lines in which industry and capital may be advan-

tageously invested in the state, that we can well afford to wait

for the solution of this problem. The presence of petroleum in

Kansas is demonstrated, but it has never yet been found in quan-
tities that paid for working. Much money has been expended in

borings and experiments in Miami county, and in nearly every
case oil was found, but the great returns necessary to pay for

operations at a thousand feet from the surface have not been ob-

tained. Possibly there is a great body of oil below the coal meas-

ures, but they, lie deep in the many districts in which the oil has

come to the surface, and it must remain for accident, or for asso-

ciated effort, expending a large sum of money, contributed from

many hands, to settle the mooted point, by boring in many differ-

ent localities to a depth of at least one thousand feet, through the

strata which may overlie the treasure. Among the other mmerals

which may be developed in the future of Kansas, alum has been

found in combination with other matter, and in some instances in

pure crystals. Lignite is found in two places combined with

alum, and about twenty miles west of Fort Eiley on Chapman's

creek, a combination of lignite, saltpeter and alum has been

found. The presence of alum in such combinations, and in pure

crystals, as at Zeandale and in Wabaunsee county, on Mill creek,

will give to our chemical works, wherever they may be estab-

lished, great advantages in competing with manufacturers who
are obliged to calcine and pulverize slate and other minerals to

procure their alum. Hydraulic cement has been found in great

quantity in several places, extending from the Arkansas river, in

Cowley county, to within a few miles of the city of Lawrence, and

it is quite possible that one vast bed underlies the whole of that

extensive area. The quality has been tested, and the deposit

gives an excellent article. Some of it has been under trial for

many years, and it answers admirably. It is a brown hydraulic

limestone, which extends over Leavenworth county, and through
Atchison toward the southern and southwestern boundaries of
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the state. Mineral paints, some of which are fire proof, have been

found among the coal measures in many places, the bed near

Parlcville being fully ten feet thick, and it can be traced in the

Missouri bluffs for the whole distance from White Cloud to AVy-

andotte, extending up the Kansas river to the
cit}"-

of Lawrence,

and it is also visible away to the southeast at Mound City. South

of Mound City at Fort Scott, a similar deposit has been worked

very advantageously, and has become an article of commerce. At

Osage City there is a similar dej)0sit which occurs at a depth of

five feet from the surface, the bed being twelve and a half feet

thick, three-quarters of a mile broad, and about one mile and a

quarter in length. The stratum immediately underlying the

ochre is limestone, after which clay and shale, limestone, slate

and shale, coal and fire clay, give a series of valuable substances

extending nearly thirty-five feet from the surface of the soil. Of

this deposit ninety-eight parts in one hundred are ochre, the

remainder, in equal parts, alum and lime. The paint is largely

in demand. Clay for bricks is very plentiful and the manufac-

tured article produced is admitted to be of excellent quality.

Poor bricks would have no show whatever in competition with

such stone as may easilj'' and cheaply be obtained in this state,

and the fact that the demand is considerable says everything that

is necessary to establish the goodness of materials and workman-

ship. Fii'e clay is an important item in a state where furnaces

will become the foundation of a vast manufacturing poM'er, and

it is satisfactory to know that the supply is ample and well dis-

tributed. Limestone, as we have already seen, constitutes about

ninety per cent, of all the rock exposed in the state of Kansas
;

every farmer finds it underlying the soil of his estate, and he can

easily procure enough for every building necessary upon his farm,

as well as for the manufacture of quicklime, but usually he

encourages division of labor, and procures his supplies from quar-
ries near at hand, the article being customarily first class.

There was a time when the western portion of Kansas was re-

ferred to as forming a part of the Great American Desert
;
but

since that period so many thousands of persons have passed over

and through the country so libelled, that it is only necessary here

to say that the slander has been entirely refuted. Buffalo, deer
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and antelope graze and fatten in the territory thus described, and
in that fact we have evidence that the land will amply repay the

enterprise of graziers and raisers of stock. The plains before men-

tioned which comprise an area of from two to three hundred miles

in width toward the south, and which stretch across Kansas north-

ward into British America, a distance of fifteen hundred miles in

all, are covered by fine pasture, on which cattle not only feed but

fatten, the herbage ranging from three inches high to six. The

grass on the plains is of a singularly profitable variety, or, rather,

of several varieties, which would pay for cultivation. In some

districts outside of Kansas, the bufiialo grasses are found, growing
on lands which are so strongly impregnated with alkali, that the

traveler, carried over the surface at the rate of from twenty to

twenty-five miles an hour, on the Union Pacific and other roads,

finds his lips parched and cracking, and his eyes becoming in-

flamed, but there are no such regions known in Kansas. Cattle

cannot thrive on such lands, not because the grass is wanting in

nutrition, but because the surface water is strongly impregnated
with alkali. When alkali lands are broken to cultivation and

properly treated, they give splendid crops of all kinds, as many
of the saints in the church at Salt Lake are well aware. The
canons of Kanab have their patches of alkali, but the Danites, who
now cultivate the arts of peace in that locality, are very prosper-

ous farmers notwithstanding. Buffalo grass has many peculiari-

ties which make it of special value to the farmer who is interested

in stock and in dairy operations, but such matters of detail will

more properly come under their appropriate heads in the further

prosecution of this "round, unvarnished tale."

The fact is becoming apparent that stock raising will be one of

the staple industries of Kansas. The lands which are now grazed

by herds of bufl'alo, to the number of many thousands, will neces-

sarily be made available for domesticated cattle, when settlement

has banished or killed off the feroe, naturce. and it will then be

found, as it is now believed, that the short dark grass, with crisp,

curled leaves, which practically cures itself upon the stem in

autumn, contains a very large average of nourishment in its best

form, which can be converted into profit without cost by the agri-

culturist, upon the very lands which have been spoken of so
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sliglitinglj b}' cursory observers. The land is admirably endowed

by nature for such pursuits ;
the streams are numerous and gen-

erally fresh— the Saline river and the Solomon are brackish along

only a part of their course, and in the valleys of these streams

there are numerous tributaries to which cattle resort freely, and

which would suffice for "the cattle upon a thousand hills," should

they come there to slake their thirst. Living and dead, Kansas

contains all that is necessary for the successful prosecution of en-

terprises in which cattle can be converted into currenc}*. The

soil holds moisture, which, during the vicissitudes of an ordinary

seas'on, will ward off the evil consequences of drought ;
the win-

ters are hardly so severe, as a rule, as to require that cattle should

be housed, although the best care is customarily rewarded with

the best results
;
the native grasses are plentiful enough to sup-

ply feed for all seasons, provided the farmer will preserve in the

autumn what he will require for his stock during the winter, and
" when the cruel war is over," and his beeves in the abattoirs are

being made ready for shipment, if it is thought advisable to pack
the beef, instead of sending the carcasses fresh to the nearest mar-

ket, Kansas salt, exceptionally pure and wholesome, will afford

him the means of cure without any of the deleterious ingredients

common in the best salts procured in other localities.

In the valle}^ of the Kepublican river, there is a great deal of

land waiting for settlement, but so many persons have of late had

their attention directed to its good qualities, that before long the

whole of that territory will be occupied. Some of the settlers ia

that region write in the most encouraging terms of their prospects,

and the beauty of the location is a theme on which they are

never tired of expatiating. They have timber enough for present

needs, and the young wood springing up in all directions will, in

a few years, provide amply for much more extensive settlement.

They find abundant mill sites in almost every section, as the in-

cline of the country gives great force to the several streams. The

fertility of the soil is beyond question, and the fact that for ten

months of the year, on an average, the lands can be handled for

cultivation, gives to Kansas a very great advantage over many of

the neighboring states. Some portions of the plains are found to

be particularly eligible for dairy farming, as they produce grasses
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which are green all through the winter, and others which come

up young and sweet in March, upon which cattle prosper, and

from which the very best results are obtained in butter and cheese.

What is known in New York state as the early June grass has

its counterpart in this portion of Kansas, and when it is young and

green it is in great favor with " the milky mothers of the herd."

Some of the grasses are especially suited for haymaking, as they
afford very nutritious food during the brief and not very severe

winter. The region is liable to severe storms at times, and during
their continuance it is an advanta2;e for the cattle to be able to

find shelter in groves or sheds. The blue joint grass is found on

the plains to be slowly but surely supplanting the buffalo grass,

and in the fall there is a variety of wild sage, which is apt to give

a somewhat bitter taste to the milk
;
but as a rule there are very

few herbs that unpleasantly affect dairy produce. The river

water and numerous springs, which here, as well as elsewhere in

the state, are found to be increasing in number and volume, afford

generall}^ all the water that is required for domestic use and for

stock, and the qualitj"- is excellent. "Where such supplies are in

any danger of failing, a well and a windmill, such as readily can

be procured and sunk at little cost, will give a continuous sup-

ply of the needed element for man and beast, at all seasons of

the year. During nearly the whole of the winter cattle will graze

upon the plains, finding quite enough food for themselves
;
but

when snows come, as they do occasionally, it pays to house cattle

and to give them as much food as they require, as they readily

convert hay into wholesome beef, milk, butter and cheese. Dur-

ing the summer the heat is not excessive, as the elevation of this

region secures fresh breezes and a dry, elastic atmosphere, and the

nights are all but invariably cool, consequently the dairy farmer

has in Kansas very favorable conditions for his business.

A gentleman, in every way capable of forming an opinion on

the several subjects on which he writes, says that " Kansas can

grow good beef and produce the very best of cheese, at prices

which will enable that state, if need be, to undersell every other

in tlie market, while in fact the quality of the products brought
to market will com.mand the very highest figures ruling." The
same writer very reasonably concludes from those and other
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premises, that "
Dairy farming cannot fail to become one of the

most profitable occupations in a state which will have a broader

range of enterprises than any other state in the union." The old

economists used to say, that " A man who can make two blades

of grass grow where only one grew before is a public benefac-

tor," and most assuredly a state which can produce and feed two

cows at the cost which will only produce and feed one cow in

another state must, other things being equal, be on th e high road

to fortune. From the Aldernej^ cow raised and fed in Ohio, the

average yield of cheese is found to be slightly in excess of one

pound from ten pounds of milk, that weight being the representa-

tive of one gallon, and similar cows raised and fed upon the buf-

falo grass and the blue joint grass upon the plains in Kansas

will give on an average more milk, and from their milk, bulk for

bulk, one-seventh more cheese. The settler will bear in mind,

that in addition to these undoubted advantages of superior rich-

ness and less cost, he has two months longer in the abbreviation

of the winter season, during which he can pursue his dairy avo-

cations with advantage. The demand for dairy produce is usu-

ally large in the state of Kansas, and the market has never yet

been glutted, fair prices ruling generally. Rice county is one of

the counties through which the river Arkansas flows, and the

region is abundantly drained and watered by numerous tributa-

ries of the great stream which empties into the Mississippi, after

a course of about two thousand miles. The county is very

sparsely timbered, but the soil is very fertile, and there are many
localities in this area exceedingly beautiful. Settlement is rap-

idly advancing in many parts, and the Arkansas bottoms have

proved very productive in corn. Some of the tributaries of the

Arkansas are very well timbered, indeed wherever shelter has

been secured by some local cause, timber is commonly plentiful

all over the state, and the supply will go on increasing. The

valley of Walnut creek is one of the favored spots in which tim-

ber abounds, and it extends, with varying breadths, for about

one hundred miles, the bottom lands yielding splendid crops, and

so far as experience has yet gone, no one has suffered from inun-

dations. The timber prevailing in the district is that indicated

by the name of the creek, and some of the wood is of very fine
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growtli and admirably grained. The buffalo grass wliicli has

been several times mentioned as very sweet and nutritious for

•cattle, and which we have mentioned as being supplanted by blue

joint grass on the plains, is said to" be a peculiar growth, which

dies out when the soil is loosened by cultivation, and immedi-

ately thereupon a better product comes to the front, as nature is

seldom content to carry only one arrow in her quiver. Mr. Dar-

win, in his "
Origin of Species," mentions many instances where

the soil of a region having been burnt over, another variety of

plants, such as the oldest inhabitant had never seen in that area

before, immediately appeared. Similar results were observed

when soil from considerable depths was spread upon the surface

of the land, and again when the subsoil was brought to the surface

in many cases there were distinct flora theretofore unknown in the

country, or found only in rare instances at some distance, unless

the soil had been disturbed. Still more curiously it appears, that

in different localities the succession of varieties can be calculated

upon after a few experiments, with very great certainty. Whether

these changes are produced by seeds latent in the soil biding their

time, or whether the same roots are capable of sending up varie-

ties under different circumstances and surroundings, it boots not

now to inquire ;
the one fact in which we are interested is, that

the buffalo grass when giving place to the blue joint or any otheir

variety, when the conditions of growth vary, merely repeats upon
our Kansas soil the same law of progression and development

which has been seen in operation during the era of observant

philosophy in which man has been content to take his facts as

from God, and to shape his theories tentatively and reverently in

accordance with what may seem to be all that can be known on

the subject. Men who cultivate on the plains and elsewhere,

wherever the buffalo grass has been the staple pasture, need only

plow about eight inches deep and they suffer no further intrusion

from the old possessor of the soil. The plains, when treated in

that way, may well become the granary of the west, so rich is the

earth in all the mineral ingredients which stimulate growth, re-

quiring onl}' plowing and irrigation to produce largely from any
seed that maybe committed to the earth. Texas cattle are a

considerable source of profit to dealers in this state, and many
5
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breeders are turning them to account by crossing them with the

best varieties, claiming that a large profit results. The cattle in

question have descended from animals taken to Mexico by the

Spaniards, soon after that time when Cortez and his followers

" Stood silent on a peak in Darien."

In all the time that has since elapsed there has been no care be-

stowed upon them except that the calves were corralled and

branded at certain seasons of the year. All the rest of their de-

velopment has been due to natural selection, but they are really

fine grained animals, well worthy of careful cultivation. The

diseases which are supposed to belong to Texas cattle, always and

everywhere, are not found among them in their habitat, but are

contracted during the long and tedious journey overland under the

lash of brutal, ignorant, and impatient drivers. Much profit is

procured by men, who buy their cattle in Texas, carefully re-

move them to Kansas, and there fatten them for the market, as the

quality of the meat thus obtained is first class. The men who make
this their business say that the feed of the plains will sufiice for

all their wants during an average winter, although they have been

accustomed to a much warmer climate, but they must have free

access to salt, and plenty of good water, and unless some unfore-

seen accident occurs to mar the operation, the graziers, on an av-

erage, can clear from fifty to sixty per cent, upon their original

outlay, after liberally paying all expenses of travel, attendance

and feed, and allowing for losses. The success which has attend-

ed such operations in Texas will necessarily lead to many modi-

fications of such enterprise for many years to come, until the very
best breeds have been obtained and a very high class of stock will

displace the inferior cattle now handled. Even then it is probable
that crosses with the best specimens of Texan stock will be occa-

sionally found advantageous. Numerous experiments made by very
careful raisers, who have made allowance for modifying circum-

stances, have led to the conclusion that twenty-five bushels of

corn may be saved on each steer by husking corn instead of feed-

ing in the shock.

The care of sheep in this climate requires a peculiar training,

and unless men have been accustomed to such pursuits before-
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hand, they are bound to pay dearly for their experience, after they

have entered upon their business in this state. The squatter or

sheep farmer in Austraha has a climate which never demands

care for sheep, in the way of housing or shelter, in winter. It

can hardly be said that he has a winter to contend with, as there

is not a day in the whole year when water will freeze in the open
air. Usually the temperature of the rainy months, June, July and

August, does not fall below 50 degrees above zero, and 58 degrees

comes nearer the average. In that climate, with all the advant-

ages incidental to an immense range of country, so that the

squatter can reckon his flocks at from fifty thousand, to twice or

three times that number, the proprietor of a run must be a man of

great experience in the business, or he must have an overseer

whom he can implicitly trust, if he would avoid losing a fortune.

Foot rot and scab will kill oflf his flocks, or will impoverish them

and destroy the value of their fleeces, until there will be little or

no return upon his capital, after paying the expenses, incidental

to his otherwise lucrative pursuit. In Kansas, men who have

had no experience at all in the line, and even boys, have begun

sheep farming or shepherding on the supposition that the person

who is not known to be fit for anything else must be a shepherd.

There is no greater folly possible on this footstool. The care of

sheep requires special training or peculiar aptitude. A farmer,

beginning with a small flock and carefully studying their wants and

ways, can of course gradually increase his number with advantage
as he gains experience, and in the end he will probably net a for-

tune, but if a man proposes to enter upon such an enterprise, largely

from the first, without knowledge of a practical kind in his own

brainpan, or in that of some trusty assistant, he must be a heavy
loser in the transaction. The country is well fitted for sheep, but

there is fitness required in the manager also. Pasturage is well

nigh boundless in this state, and it is excellent as well as plentiful.

Sheep crop the grass very close, almost eating down to the
roots^

and in that way they secure very sweet and nutritious food on the

plains. Many flocks have been brought into Kansas suffering

from foot rot, and have been cured by the dryness of the surface

over which they feed, partly in consequence of this peculiarity in

their method of consuming the grass, as there remains no harbor
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for heavy dews to rest in, and their systems recover tone on tlie

well drained soil. East of the Mississippi the air is damp, tlie

ground very often less drained naturally, and the sheep pay the

forfeit of their owner's lack of judgment, in choosing a location

for his enterprise. Salt can be easily and cheaply supplied and

water is plentiful everywhere, consequently all the requisites for

summer feeding are available at scarcely any cost. Winter de-

mands special treatment in this state, such as alternating corn or

sheaf oats with good prairie hay in the western section of the

state. In eastern Kansas blue grass and winter rye will afford

admirable pastures during the brief season of inclement weather,

unless snow lies deep on the ground, but in any case, it is found

necessary to give shelter from the storms and cold if the profit

sought is to be carried to its topmost limit. With care of the

kind indicated, sheep rearing can be made a very profitable ven-

ture in Kansas. Where the buffalo grass is available in western

Kansas, the dry air and perfect drainage incidental to the altitude

make a perfect paradise for sheep, except that they fatten so

readily as to command the sacrificial attentions of the butcher at

an early age, but their limited reflective powers are supposed to

save them from a large per centage of trouble on that score. The

winter rains in this region are very light, consequently little shel-

ter is required except such as the bluffs afford readily, and the

grass is of about equal value at all seasons. Water is plentiful

and pure, and foot rot or other diseases, common among sheep in

other countries, seem to be hardly known in this region. When
mutton, or wool, is ready for the market the railways are at hand

to convey the product to any point in the union. In Colorado,

sheep raisers are nomadic, as they follow their flocks over wide

ranges of country, traveling at the rate of about five miles per

day, with about two thousand sheep, except that when they find

particularly good camping ground and grass, tliey will stay longer,

but no such course is necessary in Kansas, where the soil yields

grass more abundantly at all seasons of the year. Where lands

are high in price and comparatively small in range, sheep farm-

ing is not likely to succeed as it does and can here, and it is not

only the comparative cheapness with which, wool and- mutton can

be produced, but the excellent staple of the wool and the quality
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of the meat are as great if not greater advantages for the flock

master. Sheep are liable to suffer from scab in the winter unless

they are carefully tended, and one sheep so afflicted will commu-

nicate the disease to the whole flock, but a decoction of tobacco

applied immediately destroys the insect which is the cause of all

this trouble. Experienced men say that no man should meddle

with sheep unless he is prepared to give personal inspection to his

flock, and then he should not start in with less than from eight

hundred to one thousand in a flock. The wool will then pay all

expenses and the lambs will remain as clear profit. There are nu-

merous books on sheep farming obtainable, but one man who had

gone into the business, with a determination to know everything

on the subject, found in his catalogue from a New York house,

"Ruskin on Sheep Folds," he made the remittance, procured the

work, and was disgusted on receiving a very artistic production

on church architecture.

Mule breeding is found very profitable in Kansas, and the men

who are most competent to pronounce on the subject, say that with

a moderate capital wisely invested and carefully attended to in this

line, any man can make a fortune in ten years without excessive

labor or undue anxiety. There are but few enterprises in more

settled communities which, with the same outlay in money and

labor, can be expected to pay so well. So much has been said

about buffalo grass and prairie grasses that it may be necessary

here to repeat what has been said or implied in many places

already, that tame grasses, such as blue grass and timothy or

clover, will flourish anywhere in Kansas
;
and in many parts of

the state it is spreading rapidly from early experiments made by
traders among the Indians, and by an old missionary to the

Shawnees many years ago. JMue grass has been found very suc-

cessful indeed. Osage orange hedges are rapidly extending in

eastern Kansas, making manifest improvements in the aspect of

the country, as well as providing cheap shelter for stock, and pro-

tection from their ravages on cultivated land
;
and it is found that

an impregnable hedge of this description can be raised for fifty

cents per rod
;
with this advantage over fencing, that it protects

against the weather, and after being once brought to perfection,

it may be said to be a perpetual hedge. But little trouble is
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necessary to preserve the line of demarcation, by planting afresh

in any spot in which accident may have damaged the enclosure.

Kansas is found to be eligible as a fruit growing country ;
but

there are vicissitudes in every climate under the sun, and it is not

to be supposed that Kansas will be free from them. The settler

has, of course, to wait many years before his apple trees will

bear; the world was not built in a day, and Kome took longer,

so the fruit grower will wisely adapt himself to circumstances,

make his orchards, and, while waiting for their produce, give his

attention to small fruits, which are almost invariably successful.

Among the most certain of these we note strawberries, raspberries,

grapes, blackberries, and pieplant or rhubarb, as safe investments

always. Apples and peaches are very risky fruits everywhere,
but they are not especially so here in Kansas. The profits on

grapes are very considerable, and when the practice of raisin-

making has been matured in this country, it will be siill more

advantageous to convert large areas into vineyards.

Having thus honestly and fairly glanced at the general features

which make Kansas worthy of more particular regard, it devolves

upon us now to look more especially into details, in considering

the growth of towns and cities, the establishment of counties and

townships, the growth of agricultural communities, and industrial

enterprises of all kinds, and their influences upon the ffisthetical

development of the state. The subject is as broad as human

history, and as deep as the soul of man can penetrate ;
but con-

scious of all short comings, we shall try to present the subject in

such a manner as shall make it worthy of perusal for its own

sake, if not for the style in which it may be handled. The reader

who has accompanied us so far will have no difficulty in continu-

ing to the end.
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CHAPTER III.

EARLY HISTORY.

The French on the Missouri — Spanish Amenities— Indian Warfare— French

Fortifications— American Settlement— Mormon Farm— Mexican War—
Fort Leavenwortli— Tlie Gold Fever.

The French government was mucli more energetic in tlie mat-

ter of colonization two centuries ago than we find the same power

to-day. The nobility of France, cut off from trade by the rules

of their exclusive caste, could only hope for distinction and wealth

in warlike pursuits, or in the colonies, and war was no longer the

lucrative undertaking that it had been. When the great Dugues-
clin was constable of France, an officer who spared the life of an

enemy in battle held him at ransom, just as the brigands of to-

day in sunny Italy are apt to do, and a few prisoners might en-

able a fortunate soldier to realize a competency. There was, of

course, a possibility that "the shearer might come home shorn,"

if he came home at all, after an unsuccessful raid. The chivalry

of France made little booty at Crecy, Poictiers and Azincourt,

but these were blanks such as might come in any lottery.

The colonies were open to men of esprit^ and the Baron La
Salle had displayed considerable enterprise in penetrating the in-

terior of the western wilds, long before the states were dreamed

of. In the fall of 1681, the Baron ascended the Chekagon river

from Lake Michigan with four canoes, and making a portage to

the Illinois, found his way to the Mississippi. He had reached

what is now known as South Bend, and using the portage at

Kankakee— then known as Hankiki— had entered the Illinois

valley eleven years earlier, but he now had reached the Missis-

sippi along the track explored by Father Marquette, eight years

before
;
and his colony in Illinois continued without much growth

for many years, his successors in the work falling to the level of

their surroundings. A valuable map of Lake Superior was pub-
lished in Paris in the year 1672, under the direction of the
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Tatbers of the Society of Jesus, and the relations established with

ths Indians enabled the French to procure information and aid

from the native tribes. The Mississippi having been reached by
Baron La Salle in ICSl, and having been explored as far south

as Arkansas in 1673, by Marquette, it is not wonderful that, in

the year 1705, after an interval of twenty-four years had made

the French familiar with the red men and their country, an ex-

ploring party ascended the Missouri river as far as the mouth of

the river Kansas. The natives were very friendly, as savages

usually are when first approched by civilized men, and until the

worst s|)ecimens of the superior order have found opportunities to

poison and destroy the confidence of the barbarians. For some

time thereafter, certainly for more than a cciiiury, the intercourse

then begun, continued, and a very profitable trade w^as carried on

"with the Indians by the Canadian voTjageurs and their employers.

In the year 1719, fourteen years after the adventurers on the

Missouri had established themselves and their trade, the gover-

nor of Louisiana, M. Bienville, equipped an exploring party un-

der the command of a young officer named Duquesne to ascend

the Mississippi river and extend the dominions of the king, his

master. It was the era of the Eegency of the Due D'Orleans in

France, and John Law was master of the situation. The famous

Mississippi scheme, a financial bubble, was to enrich all the world

and the madness of Europe had extended itself to Louisiana, onl}^

what was frenzy in the old country became attuned to sober and

manly enterprise on this continent. Defoe, describing a similar

mania which prevailed in England under the name of the South

Sea Company, the last word being changed to " bubble "
in his-

tory, said :

" Some in clandestine companies combine;
Erect new stocics to trade beyond the line;

With air and empty names beguile the town,

And raise new credits first, then cry 'em down;
Divide the empty nothing into shares,

And set the crowd together by the ears."

The Mississippi company was formally incorporated in 1717,

"with exclusive powers to trade on the river Mississippi and wnth

Louisiana on its western bank, the expectation being that gold
and silver, and indeed all the metals, would be found in abund-
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ance, and that a very profitable trade with the child-like savasre

would replenish the coffers of the nation, all but ruined bj the

wars of Louis XIY. and the revocation of the edict of Nantes.

John Law and his scheme have been blamed far beyond their de-

merits, because the madness of the time could not keep within

bounds the expectation of business like profit. The scrip of the

company rose so rapidly in value, that what had been originally

obtained for one dollar was eagerly purchased at $100, and could

then be sold within twenty-four hours at cent per cent, advances,

day after day. Men accustomed to the hazards of the gambling
table abandoned rouge et noir, because it was tame and unevent

ful, to become dabblers in stock. The government participated

liberally in the scramble, the Regent breathed gold and dreamed

hillels de hanque^ and while this charm was working in Europe, M.

Duquesne, the young French officer, acting under inspiration from

Paris, was commissioned by the governor of Louisiana to explore
the river and the country, which was to justify these extravagant

expectations. Thus it happened that a military expedition on a

very small scale ascended the Mississippi as far as the Sabine

river, in the year 1719. The eventual collapse of the Mississippi

bubble, the ruin of John Law, the absolute bankruptcy of France,

and many other events which the next twelve months saw con-

summated, will not affect our history, as the conscription of men
levied in Paris in 1720, to work the gold mines, which had not

been found in this country, never came to Kansas, and this vol-

ume is not further interested in their operations, than to show how
the perturbations of court life on the banks of the Seine brought
a gallant and successful band of explorers along the Mississippi to

widen the domain of France. M. Duquesne traveled westward

from the Mississippi after reaching the Sabine river, until after

about three hundred miles of rocky, broken and timbered coun-

try had been passed, as nearly as he could judge by what the

sailors call dead reckoning, he came to a village of Osage Indians,
not far from Osage river, probably about five miles from that

stream. The village contained about one hundred wigwams, but

the warriors were generally absent engaged in hunting or in war-

fare. Other tribes were visited, the Pawnees to the northwest,

about one hundred and twenty miles, and westward from them
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aboat four hundred and fifty miles, a tribe wbose name, as spelt

in the documents of the time, comes nearer to the sound Pawnees

than any other, the appellation being rendered Paonis. No gold

had been found nor any sign of silver, but the brave Frenchman

erected a cross bearing the Fleur de lis of France, and in the name

of his sovereign, claimed the whole country, by a right, which, of

course, the persons most interested in the operation had not a

chance to comprehend. This was in September, 1719, on the

twenty-seventh of that month. From that point M. Duquesne
marched back with his little band to the Missouri river, finding

a tribe of that name in their village near the bank of the stream.

The expectation of gold on the banks of the Mississippi was not

a wild speculation from a French point of view. Columbus and

his followers expected gold, and they procured some from the na-

tives in the West Indian Islands. The followers of Ameris-o

Vespucci were moved by the same hope. Cortez and Pizarro,

with their followers, not only S(3ught but found it, in such quan-

tities, that Spain was enriched suddenly, and ruined by the reac-

tion, and Raleigh, Drake, Hawkins, Frobisher, and other English
commanders could fill their own pockets and the treasury of

Queen Elizabeth, by capturing Spanish galleons laden with gold-

en ingots and coins on their voyage from South America to Spain.

French courtiers and merchants would naturally assume that the

whole continent was auriferous and argentiferous, and even with-

in our own time, Iowa has had its rush of gold finders, the partici-

pants in which process could not be disillusionized by months of

hard work without reward. The Spaniards were on the qui vive

for dominion, and as soon as the expedition of M. Duquesne be-

came known, the troops of that nation moved into the debatable

country to make themselves masters of the territory before France

could make a demonstration in force. Their intention was to

hold the Missouri river and the adjacent country against all com-

ers, to maintain for their sovereign one bank of the Mississippi at

least, and to restrict the French into as narrow bounds as possible,

of all that remained. Colonizing was not so much an object as

mere military possession, from which wonders might be evoked

by a magic or black art, little known to modern times.

To secure the country against the French, it was necessary to
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subjugate the natives, by whom the French party had been fav-

ored, and the tribe of Missouri Indians had first to be extermin-

ated. The Peruvians and Mexicans had been so easily overpow-
ered by a handful of men in each case, one portion of the natives

being set against another, that the Dons went to their work with

perfect confidence. The Pawnees and the Missouris were at war,

and it would be no difficult matter to form an alliance with the

first, to destroy the second. The proposition weut on merrily,

the hostile Indians were found, the scheme suggested, a reply in

the affirmative was only delayed until they could assemble their

warriors, and then in the night, within two days from the first

proposal, two thousand braves, in their war paint, fell upon the

Spanish Caravan and destroyed the whole body, except one priest,

whose tonsure probably saved him, and he returned to Santa Fe
to explain the mystery. The Spaniards had mistaken the village

of the Missouris for that of the Pawnees, and had requested the

confiding Indians to assist in the destruction of their own tribe.

The Missouris had temporized until they could answer with tom-

ahawk and scalping knife, and the battle of Fort Leavenworth, a

camisado in which no combatant on the Spanish side escaped,

made it possible for the French to come in as friends and estab-

lish their fortification there, near the banks of the Missouri. Fort

Orleans was the answer of the French to the insolent and fatal

advance of the Spaniards, and a large force ascending the Missis-

sippi to the Missouri, then following the Missouri from their junc-

tion, made their fortification on an island in the last named river,

above the point at which the Osage river discharges itself. From

this point treaties of commerce with the Indians were carried on,

and friendly missions were prosecuted which secured for the sub-

jects of Louis XV all the advantages they could reasonably de-

sire. Bourmond, the officer in command at Fort Orleans, leaving

an officer in charge of the island fortress, made a tour among the

lodges of his allies which continued from July to November, 1724,

and his diplomacy had been perfectly successful. That was " the

be all and end all
"

of the Galilean expedition, trade and military

possession being the purposes of the advanced post, and settle-

ment being a matter entirely beyond the genius of the people.

The colony in Illinois was destroyed, in 1812, by our forces, be-
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cause the Indians, half castes, vayageurs, and others who made up
the village on the banks of Peoria lake, were known to be in sym-

pathy with the enemies of the United States, and Louisiana had

become American
b}'- purchase from France. The genius of France

does not favor colonization. It makes Noumea or New Caledonia

a convict settlement in the Pacific, but it is not a colony. It sends

an army into Algiers, and it roasts Arabs in caves, where they

have taken shelter, but it does not colonize the country. It pos-

sesses Cayenne, but it is only as a place of terror for political

prisoners, and the idea of a colony, in its best sense, has yet to

dawn on France. When the purposes of the moment had been

served, a trading post remained, and the men who had initiated

commercial relations with the tribes in 1705, carried on their

peaceful operations none the better, if none the worse, for the

presence of the Fleur de lis and the soldiery of the kingdom of

France.

Ninety-nine years after that commercial invasion, Messrs. Clark

and Lewis, under a commission from the general government,

conducted an expedition up the Missouri river, the lands along

which were still almost a terra incognita to the citizens of the

republic, and across the continent from the head waters of the

Missouri to the Pacific ocean. Where the Kansas river flows into

the larger stream they made a temporary camp, and procured

plenty of game. They found no white men on their journey, but

near Atchison there were the bones, as it were, of an old fort and

village, remaining from the days of the French occupation, and

at another point a house and a trading post, but the men who left

those signs had long before passed away. The Indians were curi-

ous and friendly, but they had not been civilized by the long

intercourse their fathers had enjoyed with their French allies for

very nearly a century. Major Long, who, in the year 1816, had

surveyed the Chicago river, was, in the j^ear 1819, in command of

a small steamer, the first that ever plowed the waters of the Mis-

souri along the borders of Kansas. That officer, with a corps of

engineers detailed for topographical duty, was on his way to the

Yellowstone, and his duty did not involve any action in which

Kansas as a state is further interested.

The value of the fur trade along the Missouri river had been
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recognized for many years, and traders bad rea2Ded enormous

profits from the traffic. During the fifteen years immediately pre-

ceding the expedition of Clark and Lewfs, the aggregate value of

the furs which were handled in St. Louis amounted to $3,056,250,

on a moderately close estimate. The first white men that occu-

pied the soil -of Kansas to make a living there were hunters and

trappers. The men who were engaged in such undertakings dis-

covered the south pass, which made the journey to California and

Oregon the easy possibility that it now is, instead of compelling

millions to endure the horrors of the voyage round Cape Horn, or

the still more onerous discomforts of the passage by Panama. It

is not placing the figures at all too high to assert that during the

period from the expedition in 1804, until settlement rendered the

prosecution of the business no longer profitable in the region men-

tioned, the income from furs must have aggregated $12,000,000,

and when commerce, agriculture and manufactures came to assume

the place which the trappers and hunters had so long possessed,

the advantage was continually increasing on the side of property

and comfort.

From the year 1823, a trade with Santa Fe commenced to grow,

the state of Missouri being the starting point, and within a few

years the traffic averaged $50,000 annually, increasing to $100,000

afterwards. The general government assisted to the extent of

surveying and establishing a wagontrack for the journey, which

remains a much frequented line of travel, especially interesting

to certain interests now flourishing in Kansas. The Indians were

for a long time inclined to be troublesome to traders, on their way
through their territory, sometimes to the extent of destroying life,

and very frequently stealing property and stampeding cattle, so

that it became necessary to form strong caravans for mutual pro-

tection, such as the merchants and traders crossing the Arabian

desert wait for, if they wish to avoid the depredations of the

Bedouins. The point where the traders bound for Santa Fe

used to rally their forces, preparatory to a start, became known

as Council Grove, and the vast assemblage of wagons, mules,

horses, oxen and their owners and drivers that corralled here,

afforded themes for novelists and sketch writers, and paragraphs

for the press, which were read all over the states by persons
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interested in the adventurous trade across the plains. The grove

was, as the name implied, well timbered, and the plentiful sup-

ply of water for stock was also of much importance in determin-

ing the location. Kansas soon attracted attention as a very

desirable point of departure for traders engaged in this lucrative

traffic. Independence, in the state of Missouri, was the principal

depot from about 1832 to ISiS, but during nearly all that time

Kansas had been growing into favor. Where Kansas city now

stands was the site of the first depot attempted near this state, and

goods were landed in 183-i to form part of an equipment for the

caravan to New Mexico. The increase from that point has been

steady, and now almost the whole of the business over the wagon road

is transacted in the stores at Kansas City and at Westport. This

has been the case almost entirely since the year IBoO. The value

of the business secured may be gathered from the fact, that the

transportation alone involved an outlay in one season of nearly

$2,000,000, and that in the year 1860, there were nearly six

thousand men, more than two thousand wagons, over four hund-

red and sixty horses, close on six thousand mules, and very

nearly eighteen thousand oxen in the caravan. Leavenworth

rose into notice in consequence of a fort being established at that

point to protect the interests of the traders just mentioned. The

cantonment commenced in 1827, and the name of the city was

taken in honor of the colonel of the regiment which was stationed

here in 1832. The importance of the position was more fully

recognized when the Mexican war broke out, because it afforded

a remote base of suppl}^ until the end of that era of hostilities.

The gold fever, which spread all over the world the fame of

California, was still more momentous to Leavenworth, because

the men who proposed to reach the diggings overland naturally

desired to postpone to the last moment the purchase of an outfit

which must become an incumbrance as soon as the bargain had

been made which transferred the goods of the trader to the

shoulders or to the wagon of the enthusiastic gold seeker. When
Missouri became a state, the general government conceived the

design of removing the Lidian race west of the Mississippi.
" Go

west young man," was the advice of Horace Greeley,
"
go west

and settle and grow up with the place." Just such advice was
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tendered to the red men by the government ;
and they came

west, tribe after tribe, until about the year 1850, the last tribe had
crossed the Mississippi, and the western country was literally and

entirely in the hands of the Indians, so completely, that no white

man could make his home in Kansas without the consent of the

tribe or tribes upon whose possessions he was held to be intrud-

ing. The white population was to increase and multiply within

the states
;
the territory was to be for the Indian, his heirs and

assigns, forever.
" Man proposes but Grod disposes," is the terse

proverb of the French, and the outcome of that intention illus-

trates the fact. Nobody supposed that the Rocky mountains would

be crossed by hundreds of thousands of men and women within

a few years, when the first train of emigrants were led toward

Oregon by that route in the year 18-14. The following year saw

the Mormons assembling near Atchison to commence their pil-

grimage across the plains. They were a prudent people, and

moderately well generaled. Atchison was the rallying point
for all their stragglers for many years after this date. Some of

their party, compelled to leave Nauvoo on any terms, liad been

forced to winter in Iowa, facing an inclement season with hardly

any provision against its trials and privations, forced to scrape
bark from trees to make bread, and suffering terribly in conse-

quence, many dying in agony as the result
;
but all that lived

were under orders to come on to this point as the rallying spot
before the final start was to be made. Salt Lake was to make
amends for all cares and sorrows. The streams flowing from the

Wahsatch to water a paradise of orchards and shade trees would

soon wash out all signs of grief, when the faithful could comfort

each other, and no Gentiles would be at hand to cause them pain.

The farm which was established here as the rendezvous of the

saints is known as Mormon Farm still, and the house which they
builded long remained to prove that they understood that kind of

business at any rate. They had not a great deal of money, for

whenever they had left a temporary settlement, on their way to

this spot, they had been forced to leave their improvements,
small or great, for whatever price might be offered by new
settlers who had to rely on stout thews and sinews, rather than

on bank accounts and plethoric pocket books, but they honestly
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did their best, aud it v^-as manifest that thej meant to make
friends every where as their passport to safety and to empire.

The year 1845 saw an immense gathering of troops at this

point, and the commissariat destined for Mexico was concentrated

here en route, and when the celebrated march to Santa Fe was

undertaken by Gen. Kearney, the plains of Kansas were the first

to welcome the tramp of his soldiery and the music which her-

alded the way to battle. Kansas was now the highwa}'- of the

nation. Across its prairies marched the troops that were to win

honor in a war which had been commenced in a manner by no

means creditable to our chief executive, but the men who fought
and the officers who commanded were not responsible for any-

thing beyond the duty which they accomplished, like the heroes

they undoubtedly were. Along this highway came, when that

war had ended, the army of gold miners, the bones of thousands

of whom were to whiten the plains across which they traveled in

search of wealih. It has been estimated that ninety thousand

persons passed through or skirted Kansas in the two years, 1849-

50, on their way to the Pacific slope, mostly stopping by the way
at Leavenworth, St. Joseph or Kansas Cit}^, to make up parties

sufficiently strong to defy the assaults of the Indians on the way.

Eegiments and armies miles long would organize and start out

upon that tremendous pilgrimage. We, who have onl}- gone over

the ground by the Union Pacific Railroad in Pullman's palace

cars, may think that we know something of the discomforts of

the journey, but we cannot imagine even the beginning of their

hardships. The journey which cost them a week of toil we

passed over in luxury in less than half a day, without watching
for the stealthy advance of the Indian, or having to spend hours

in recovering cattle which had strayed, to say nothing of the

meals which we were able to secure in luxury at Cheyenne and

Laramie, at Ogden and elsewhere as a set off to the destiny under

which they were toiling along, bearing a burden of necessaries

which they were hourly tempted to throw away on the track, as

thousands had done before them, because of the absolute despair

and indifference which overpowers manhood, in the realization of

deep physical fatigue, intensified by mental exhaustion. The

Mormons, men, women and children, who had gone over that
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ground before this army of gold miners, j'oked to handcarts and

in many other ways full of toil, facing the desert, as the plains

were called, had endured more privations than fell to the lot of

the hardy troop, whose course we are now observing, and the

wonder increases as we consider the facts of their journey, that

they should have lived through it. Nothing but faith, or fanati-

cism, its most effective substitute, could have sustained them
;

as hungry, ragged, footsore and weary beyond the power of words

to tell, they came one winter into the mountains and were

"snowed in,'' without food sufficient to sustain life, if the}'- dared

attempt the herculean task of moving the heavily packed banks

of obstruction, which snow plows and extra engines are often

unable to overcome for days at a time, on well made iron roads,

with all the advantages of snow sheds into the bargain. They
would have been possessed of sufficient food, but incompetent

leaders, who had lingered too long by the way, had encouraged
if they had not induced them to leave food and other essentials

behind, taking only as little as could be made to serve their pur-

pose, on a forced march across the salt plains, if they were able

to proceed without a halt
;
and now they were " snowed in," the

bleak canons towering above them snow-laden, the ground cov-

ered deep, so that they could neither move over the obstruction

nor through it, even though they should abandon all their bag-

gage. The prospect of leaving their bones in the wilderness had

not been so cheerless and terrible, as this realization of death

with the fleecy robe of winter for a winding sheet, and strong

men, more readily than maidens, sat down and wept. In the

very agony of their despair relief reached them. Brigham Young
and his council in Salt Lake city, knowing that the train of emi-

grants were on the way, had hourly looked for their arrival, and

when days and weeks beyond the proper season of travel had

passed, and still they came not, every available man and horse in

the settlement was despatched with food on numberless wagons,
and with tools to quarry a way through the snow, if the sufferers

could not otherwise be reached. It seemed a crowning mercy,
when the voices of friends came through the freezing air to their

ears, as they were mourning their desolation, and their impotence

suddenly became strength. Bej'ond the snow there were shelter,

6
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and wagons and food, and better than all, loving friends. Thev

tore the snow with their hands, throwing it to the side of the

track. They trampled it under their feet nntil it became solid as

marble
; they shouted songs of joy, and they embraced each other

in their delirium, as they heard the cries of their deliverers even

at a distance. The scene, when they could thank the relieving

force hand to hand, face to face, beggars words. The shame for

humanity is overpowering, when we remember that the men who

helped in that emergency, and many of those who were rescued

in that hour from death, were participants, a few years later, in

the Mountain Meadow massacre, when more than one hundred

unarmed men, women and children were treacherously shot

down, and beaten to death in cold blood, when they had come

over the plains to Utah, on their way to their chosen home in Cal-

ifornia.

The wagon route was a lively scene in the early days of the

gold fever. Every "prairie schooner" would start for the near-

est point for its loading at St. Joseph, Kansas City or Leaven-

worth, and having been freighted, would return to its allotted

camping ground to abide the directions of the commander. The

poet tells us that,
" Order is heaven's first law," and in a rude

rough way, there was order and discipline in that cursing, howl-

ing camp. The roar of the vast multitude filled the air, every
man making ready for the cry which would start them on their

course. The last straggler is in his place, the number is complete,

the leader is on horseback, the prudent drivers are in their places^

the word is passed through the throng and they are moving, but

so vast is the turmoil in that crowd, that considerably more than

an hour elapses from that time before the monster of traffic has

uncoiled itself and the last wagon has got upon the track. Mules

oxen, horses, men, are on the march. The schooners of the prai-

rie, large wagons covered with double canvass, broad wheeled to

make travelling easier over the sandy waste, drawn by five span
of mules to each load, or six yoke of oxen, move leisurely along
at a distance of about thirty-five yards from each other, to avoid

choking in each other's dust, and the music of their advance can

be heard on the otherwise still air man}- miles ahead. Some of

the dandy sort of gold miners have brought along fancy wagons
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and light carriages which will hardly endure the pull over the

salt bush plains, and it is easy to see that when the mountains are

reached they will not be worth the trouble of further hauling.

Their dandy manners disappear even before their vehicles, and they

are not bad fellows at all in spite of their crotchets, so that when

the camping ground is reached and the wagon master halts the train,

there is joy and contentment among the motley components of that

singular gathering. But they have got beyond our territory on

their journey and our concern is for Kansas only, so we bid them

good bye as they disappear, sinking below the horizon of the

plains, convinced that while they keep together with their staff of

cooks, drivers and extra hands, added to the pluck, enterprise

and appetite of the throng of adventurers, no savage will dare

molest them, nor hunger long invade the sacred epigastria which

they bear onward to the gold begemmed mountains in which

some few will find wealth beyond the dreams of avarice, and not

a few a sensation of rheumatic pain that will be theb' chief residu-

um from the gold fever.

CHAPTER lY.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.

The Nebrask^Kansas Bill — Pro-Slavery Manipulation— Gold Miners

Seeing the Land — The Missouri Compromise— Missouri Customs—
Mean Whites — Aristocrats— Lukewarm People— Gen. Atchison—
Slavery in Kansas— The Irrepressible Conflict.

We have seen that Kansas territory was in the hands of the

Indians, and that white settlers would be intruders there unless

the native tribes, on whose lands they might sit down, were con-

senting parties. That was the condition of affairs when the Ne-

braska-Kansas act became law. There was a purpose underlying
the action of the proslavery party, and it was not difficult to see

at what they were aiming by such measures. The Missouri com-

promise was, in principle, a limitation upon the power of the

slave states to increase, but the party, which should have been
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bound by tbe spirit of that arrangement, was already seeking to

abrosrate even its letter, illustrating- for the millionth time in his-

tory that
"
Vaulting ambition, which o'er leaps itselle,

xVud falls o' the other side."

Kansas was to be hermetically sealed against white settlement,

unless the black stain of slavery could be incorporated into the

act of colonization, and to that end all legislation on the side of

the oligarchy, and the social manipulation which they could more

certainly control, tended. Slavery would extend its borders by
all means. The free states should be "

cribb'd, cabin'd and con-

fined
"

in perpetuity. The press said the country was a desert,

in which wild cattle and Indians could barely exist, and there-

fore there was no opening in such a territory for farms, towns and

cities, such as might flourish in free states elsewhere. The maps
were just as emphatic in describing the country as valueless.

Political parties were practically, the democrats, who went in for

slavery everywhere and alwaj'^s. as a peculiar institution, heaven

appointed for dark complexioned people ; and the whigs, who

were afraid to express an opinion of any kind on a question so

debatable. Polonius, uncertain whether the cloud looked like a

whale or like a weasel, was just their type in that era of whig de-

velopment. The men who formed the free soil party were alone

consistent, but they were as yet only a handful in the commu-

nity, and the mere outcry against
"
abolition," served for a long

time to answer all their arguments outside of the state of Massa-

chusetts. Still it was doubtful whether the tone of public opinion,

which could endure the denial of the right to memorialize con-

'gress on the subject of slavery, and which could brook a refusal

on the part of the government to convey abolitionist matter

through the post offices, might be willing to allow the area of the

slave owners to be extended openh'-, so the manipulators borrowed

the tactics of Richelieu, and when the lion skin would not reach,

they eked it out with the hide of the fox. For fully one hundred

miles beyond the limits of Missouri, the country was made safe

against obtrusive white settlers of uncertain opinions, by grants

to the Indian tribes, which were guarantied forever as the homes

of the red men. Traders, missionaries and Indian agents were the
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onl}- persons, except Indians and half castes to whom the country
was open, and they were generally in the service of the dominant

party, obeying instructions which compelled them to turn away
from God, and to bow not merely the knee, but body and soul to

mammon. Missionaries, agents, traders were owners' of slaves,

and they were inducing certain of the chiefs to become proprie-

tors of human chattels, so that slavery had become one of the

institutions of Kansas, in contravention of the law, while the tei'-

ritory was yet closed against free white settlement The elements

of growth were thus, so far as adroit contrivances could roll back

the tide of time, made secure on the side of the proslavery party.

We saw, in our last chapter, ninety thousand gold miners and

adventurers, crossing the so-called
" Great American Desert," and

these men had among them as good judges of soil and position as

could be found anywhere in the world. When the men who
risked a journey toward the Golden Gate wrote back to their

friends about the country through which they passed, they were

enthusiastic in describing many parts of the so-called " Sahara "

as a terrestrial paradise, and in that way one of the barriers against

white settlement was broken down. Some of the miners came

into the territory as settlers themselves in due time. The scheme

of aggrandizement, which had been artfull}^ prepared, was not

fated to win complete success, so true it is that the

" Best laid schemes of mice and men

Gang aft agley."

In spite of all such revelations there were very few people in

the eastern states who knew much concerning Kansas in the year

1854, except that it was somewhere in the region of the setting

sun, if not indeed a trifle "farther west." It was now proposed

by one of the representatives from Missouri, in congress, that the

territory of Kansas should be organized. and settled, and about the

same time that the measure in question was being incubated, it

•was thought expedient to propose that the Missouri compromise
should be repealed. The language that was then commonly used

among the leaders of public opinion in Missouri, concerning the

susfsestion that Kansas might come into the union as a free state,

betokened the most deplorable want of moral tone. Mule drivers,
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addressing their most obstinate cattle, could hardly have excelled

in profanity the phrases which were used by Missouri orators in

addressing the mob on this specially exciting theme. Northern-

ers were called "nigger thieves," "vermin of the north,''
"

northern cattle," by one of the United States senators for Missouri,

and his words were applauded to the echo. Nebraska should

become a slave state
;

that was the undisguised resolve of Mis-

souri, and Nebraska was Kansas also.
"
Furniture, mules and

niggers
"
"should continue the properties of their possessors, whether

they remained in Missouri, or were carried into the new territory.
"
Bayonets and blood

"
were invoked as a means whereby the end

should be accomplished should other means fail. The time had

come for the repeal of the " Missouri compromise," in the interests

of a brutal oligarchy, and it was varj evident that the end would

justify any means in the then inflamed condition of Missourians.

Many allowances must be made for the common people who were

carried along in the train of such fiery and outrageous talkers.

Schools were not only not sought within the state, but they were

not allowed, except under such restrictions as made them value-

less, and at least one college, established in Iowa, was raided and

burned by the same ignorant rabble, because the instigators of the

outrage feared that education would expand the minds of the

commonalty, and thus that the peculiar institution would be en-

dangered. Just such men as those were they who cried,
" Not

this man, but Barabbas," preferring a convicted thief to the Mes-

siah, and the language of common sense and sound reason were

thrown away upon them. Their passions, inflamed by whisky,
were the onlj^ rules from which no appeal could be permitted.

The life of any one who would dare to contravene their will and

dispute their views on their own soil, whether he advised temper-
ance or advocated any other system of reform, would not be in-

sured by any company that meant to pay its risks, even though,
the premiums might be calculated to cover extra risks, and prop-

erty was about as safe there as it might have been if left un-

guarded at the Five Points. Missouri wao " a good state to emi-

grate from," as Daniel Webster said of New Hampshire, but it

differed from the native state of the great lawyer and orator in

one respect ;
it was not a good state in which to be born, if a person
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could be allowed toliave a choice in that particular. "Flattery,"

saith Shakspere,
"

is an oil will soften the toughest fool," and that

maxim was acted upon b}^ the demagogues who roused the feel-

ings and inflamed the arrogance of tlie crowd in Missouri at the

time named. There has been a great change effected since that

era, and Missouri audiences are critical enough now^ as to the matter

that is placed before them. The baptism of fire and blood has

called a new spirit into existence
;
but the people still suffer by

comparison with the populations in many states, because schools

were so slowly permitted to diffuse their ameliorating influences

over popular manners. There are two ways in which the popu-

lace may be improved. First, and best, by public schools, where

all classes may advance in common toward the domains of learn-

ing, science and literature
;
and next, where the school cannot be

brought directly to bear on the class whose amelioration is sought,

the reflex action of good training may do something. Had the

Missourian gentleman of that day been the chivalrous personage

he was assumed to be, his power over the people would have been

beneficial, because he would have helped materially to create a

better public opinion. Neither of those powers have come into

operation until within the last few years. The school fund was

large enough, but it was unused, and the language quoted from a

Missouri senator represented, not the dranken ravings of some

unimportant personage, the accident of an hour, but the deliberate

utterances of a man who served in many offices, as major general

of militia, as circuit judge, as representative, and as United States

senator, a candidate, moreover, for the presidency of the United

States, Gen. Atchison, who laid the foundation for a much better

career by graduating in Transylvania universitj^ The men of

education in Missouri were obliged to pander to the mob or keep

silent, so terrible was the menace under which life and property

were held in a slave state such as we are describing. The

rich Missourians were impelled by self interest, the law of self

preservation, to uphold slavery, and they were wise enough to

know that a law of nature will not allow stagnation to coexist

with vigorous life. Their policy must advance or fall, and they

were determined it should go forward. The glove of silk, which

covered their hands occasionally when they touched affairs of
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statecraft, concealed a grasp of steel which could hardlv be shaken

off while life remained. Such men are inexorable. The poorer

class of whites in Missouri were obsequious to their wealthy neigh-

bors to an extent which it is difficult for Americans to understand.

They had learned to a degree, happily uncommon in this newest

and best fruit of civilization,
—

"To bow the pregnant hinges of the knee

Where thrift might follow fawning."

Ignorance was the least of their many vices, but it increased

them all, and they were accustomed to be spoken to, and of, as

"sovereigns" whose will must needs be law. Their flatterers

were not in the habit of tellino; them how manv millions of "'sov-

ereigns
"

the United States contained
;
therefore they had con-

cluded that liberty of conscience and of mental power meant the

right on their parts
" to think as they pleased, and to compel

everj'bod}^ else to think the same." The fact of the people being

"sovereign" must be a claim for wider culture And more exten-

sive knowledge. The poor unlettered peasant in Europe, but

few degrees above the recently liberated Russian serf, and very

little above the French sans culoiie of 1789, might remain in his

besotted darkness without immediately affecting the despotism

tinder which he lives, because his voice counts for nothing in the

affairs of a nation, and he has no vote to cast. Very different is

the state of affairs in this country ;
the lad whose brain is now

being prepared for the active business of life, in grammar schoob

high school and university, is not only a fragment of the universal

sovereignty himself, but he learns that every other member of

society is coordinate with him, and able in an electoral sense—
the least informed of the whole race on this continent, as well as

the wisest— to neutralize or overrule the decision, at which he

arrives.
" Noblesse oblige' is the fine old French maxim, which

for many centuries modified human action among the most pow-

erful men in that countr}^, vvhen the government was aptly de-

scribed as
" a despotism tempered by epigrams ;

" but in this

nation, the nobility which should control every human being be-

longs not to a special class in the community, but it inheres in

the body politic, and the civilization and enlightenment of our
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governing familj^ does not embrace only the culius of the wisest,

the spirit of the best, but it is, and must be, the resultant, from

the ignorance and j)assion of the basest soul, colliding with the

magnanimity of the noblest. That knowledge makes him his

"brother's keeper," and in proportion to his love for the country
of his birth will be his zeal and prudent effort to make the collec-

tive sovereign, the whole people, worthy of the great destiny to

which they are called. He cannot overpower the hydra headed

fellow sovereign and hold it down, he must instruct, and inform,

and train to the fullest realization of responsibilities, as well as

importance, the man with and by whom he is to work for the

best aims of humanit3^ In Missouri, during the "irrepressible

conflict," the best men were compelled to remain silent spectators

of great wrongs, which they were powerless to assuage, for many
years, but "

verily they had their reward." Many men from the

east and north were among the noisiest and most obstreperous

demagogues for a time, just such creatures as the mere camp fol-

lower may easily become, but their hearts were repelled from the

"institution
" which they had not been taught to consider sacred,

and when the time came they fell away from the ranks which

they had only increased in clamor and numbers, not in actual and

enduring strength. The worst class of all was that which had

"defiled the ark of the covenant," the men vowed to the service

of the eternal, who had gone back upon humanity, refusing

justice to God's creatures, turning away from men and women, as

though they could be less than "the least of these my little ones,"

and denouncing, in the language of intolerance and hate, all those

who presumed to say that slavery was other than the Divine will,

finding justification for their fanatical rage in the stringing to-

gether of texts, irrelevant to the circumstances in which they and

their times were placed. Such men gave the sanctions of religion

to the wrong cause, and the spirit in which too many of them

them read their scriptural lessons, reminded one of

"The selfish sensual crew,

To carnage and the koran given,

"Who think through unbelievers' blood,
Lies the directest course to heaven."

The preacher of average abilities who was so placed between
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two fires, that lie must be untrue to his conseience, or find himself

minus a congregation, may have our sympathy, but he cannot

share our admiration, if he chose " the flesh pots of Egypt," rather

than the higher law
;
and there were thousands of such men in

the south, who, with a quaking of their own hearts, were fain to

make a louder outcry than their neighbors, lest they should seem

to be uttering "an uncertain sound "
on the dread issue of their

generation. The very few that were faithful found themselves

surrounded by a menacing public, living under censure, secretly

applauded by a minority that dared not speak, and almost daily

recipients of some brutal message, which kept before their eyes
the possibility of outrage, perhaps murder, from the rude loafer

class of the population, who were anxious to please the more

wealthy and refined of their side, by doing deeds which no good
man could aj)prove. The preacher so placed had no option but

to leave the state. His mute i^rotest was practically without

avail. His church almost always had deserted him, and an at-

tempt to exercise his vocation in the streets might have procured
him a coat of tar and feathers, but could hardly reach the hearts

of the slave tinctured populace, with whom it was in vain he tried

to wrestle.

Many of the slave owning aristocracy must have dissented from

the course which the rabble pursued, but they were outnumbered

by the crowd of wealthy men, inferior in mental endowments,
whose riches depended almost entirely upon the maintenance of

slavery, and who possessed enough sagacity to be aware that un-

less an always increasing area could be obtained in which to trade

off the slave, their raw material and manufactured article, the

basis of their eminence must crumble away beneath their feet.

Such men knew, long before Mr. Lincoln uttered the truism, that

slavery must subjugate the whole union, or must be subjugated

by it
;
and they were resolved to keep their side uppermost,

" come what come might," hence the blatant talk about " northern

cattle," whose demands were to be answered by "bayonets and

blood," before the new territory should be admitted to the union

as a free state. Such were the unpromising elements of which

society was composed in Missouri, and the press was the only

power remaining in the absence of schools and church. The
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power of tlie newspaper press as a reforming agency is vastly

overrated. The advertising sheet lives only by its acceptance

among the public, consequently it cannot afford to run counter

to public prejudices on any of the great questions of the day, un-

less some party strong enough
"
to run the machine" assumes the

responsibility of maintaining the paper. Suppose the proprietor

rich enough to dare public opinion in that respect, and to utter

his thought, what could he hope to accomplish if no man read his

iulminations? In Missouri, at that time, he would not have had

to complaia of indifference, for his office would have been,

"wrecked, his house burned, and he would have been " ridden on

a rail
"

across the borders. Newspapers are very mucb like other

business ventures, and although some few offices are strong enough
to utter the voice of conscience irrespective of popular clamor,

the great majority would and must cry with the crowd, "not this

man but Barabbas," rather than see a subscription list depleted,

the advertising columns empty, and the compositors feeding on

their own pi. Many of the directors of the press in Missouri were

not bad men, but their views had been shaped for them in the

growth of a depraved sentiment, in which they had been con-

ceived, nurtured and developed, and it needed the strength of a

giant to tower above such surroundings. They were chivalrous

fellows many of them, but they were, unfortunately for 'them-

selves, and for society, enrolled under the wrong banner, hemmed
in by circumstances, and going with the " multitude to do evil,"

without malice prepense in their own natures, illustrating the

maxim of Hood, that

" Evil is wronglit by want of tliought,

4.S well as want of heart."

Hence the popular sentiment in Missouri was entirely on the side

of the slave power. Gen. Atchison, whose influence for many

years was all powerful in that state, while the Missouri comprom-
ise repeal was being agitated, was a violent demagogue. He is

older, and may be wiser, at any rate he has the discretion to be

silent now
;
but a few words concerning him must form part of

our history. He was a Kentuckian by birth
;
he became Missou-

rian by adoption, having moved into that state immediately after
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quitting the university in wliich he had graduated. Learning is

said to soften manners, but the young graduate with his emollit

mores became immediately one of the most violent representatives

of popular thought, or want of thought, in the locality to which

he had migrated. He was a lawyer, and he had mastered his

brief, winning notoriety, if not fame, b}''
his intemperate zeal in a

cause which could hardly be advanced by better means. He was

sent to the state leo-islature in 1834, and asrain in the vear 1838.

In the year 1840, he was defeated, but was soon afterwards made

a circuit judge. While in the legislature, the ,young Kentuckian

was made major-general of a militia force, which saw no service,

but which might have been called upon to act in an Indian war,

if the war had only transpired. The title
"
general

"
sat more

gracefully than his shoulder straps, upon the warrior, and that

"was the only memento by which the state was ever reminded of

that time of bloodless strategy. He became United States sen-

ator in the year 1843, for part of an unexpired term, and contin-

ued to fill the position until 1854, when he was elected to stay at

home. Popular sovereignty was his continual theme at the time

of his defeat, and in proof of his conscientiousness he became for

some time one of the most distinguished leaders in the disgrace-

ful proceedings in Kansas which were to have made the rifle the

means of determining the question, not whether slaves should be

owned in that territory, but whether any free man should be al-

lowed to remain unless he could be led to the ballot as the mere

retainer and liege man of the slave owners. The general had

been one of the loudest talkers about bloodshed and the bayonet,

as desirable alternatives compared with ISTebraska as a free state,

and he strove to live up to his declarations. Missouri was re-

solved that Kansas and Nebraska should extend the rano-e of

slavery as well as increase its voting power in congress, and Gen.

Atchison was with his party, or rather ahead of his party, in all

the worst demonstrations of the time. It was his aim to be pres-

ident of the union, and the violence of his demeanor was consid-

ered one of the best planks in his platform, so rampant was

democracy in that era, so dark was the hour which immediately

preceded the dawn. In considering the further developments of

the Kansas difficulty, we shall have frequent occasions to mention
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the general, and for that reason it was necessary to introdace him

in due form. His talents were not brilliant, but he possessed con-

siderable powers of adaptation, and like Falstaff, he had " a kind

of alacrity in sinking
"
to the level of the class which he hoped to

make useful for his advancement. The general will need no fur-

ther introduction.

It is not sought to make it appear that the Missourians were

worse than other men similarly placed might have become. The

great historian and philosopher, Buckle, lays it down as an axiom

that there never was a class of men possessed of irresponsible

power which they did not abuse. Probably he was correct. The

party M^hich disgraced itself in Kansas, by such scenes as it will

fall to our lot to describe, was too well represented in congress by
the chivalrous gentleman who felled Charles Sumner to the floor

of the senate.
" You do not gather grapes from thorns," and it

is proverbially difficult to "make a silk purse from a sow's ear."

The poison infused into the early training of the proslavery .party

rendered it impossible to make them believe that abolitionists

" had any rights which they were bound to respect." We have

seen what manner of men formed the rank and file of the Missou-

rian force, and the type of character from which their leaders

would be chosen has' been glanced at. Sir Walter Scott's cele-

brated etching of Dugald Dalgetty might have been made from

some of the soldiers of fortune who hated nothing worse than

"those piping times of peace," when their peculiar talents were

not in demand. Not only Missouri, but the whole of the south,

was overrun by such gentlemen at large, who sat a horse as though
Centaur had been realized, and who could have tamed the steed

that bore Mazeppa across the desert. They had courage for any-

thing except soiling their hands with hard work, and they had

no convictions of any kind except such as a judge and jury might
have helped to fasten upon them. They were "free lances" of

the nineteenth century, and it happened that the slave owners who

wanted their services were the men with whom they were nearest

in sympathy, because they also thought that it was beneath the

dignity of a gentleman to work. There was just so much in com-

mon between the man and his master, and when the oligarchy of

the south used such tools, it is useless to pretend that they were
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in any considerable degree better than their acts prove tbem.

Thej may in some instances have said mea culpa, and have turned

from the error of their ways since then, in which case their mis-

deeds may and will fall into oblivion, but such deeds can never

be justified, and they cannot honestly and fairly be glozed over.

When Missouri, by her representatives and senators, worked in

congress in the sessions of 1851-2, in favor of organizing Kansas

territory, there was a foregone conclusion in the minds of all the

parties to that movement that slavery should be engrafted upon
the soil. True the Missouri compromise should have rendered

it impossible for the party to entertain such an idea
;
it was morally

as well as legally wrong, a violation of the letter as well as of the

spirit of a deliberate undertaking for value received. The men
of the south were unable to see their way to such an act as Gen.

Atchison proposed ;
it did not seem possible that it would succeed,

and for that reason the bill was allowed to die, according to the

forms of congress. The conclusion arrived at by the slave own-

ers and their friends was, that it would be better to allow the ter-

ritory to remain in the hands of the Indians than to risk the pos-

sibility of its becoming a rallying point for the "
free soilers," and

events proved that they were right in their calculation. The

scheme was not abandoned, it merely changed its form
;
the Pro-

tean suggestion came now in the Kansas-Nebraska bill, coupled
with a definitive assertion that the Missouri compromise must be

repealed, and that the settlers in the state at the time of its organ-

ization should be the authority in the exercise of sovereign rights

as a state, to determine wdiether slavery should be one of the

institutions of Kansas. The language implied a choice on the

part of the people ;
the intention was that the settlers should be

coerced into voting in favor of slavery, in the event of their sov-

ereign will inclining against the peculiar institution.
" My son,"

said a thrifty Scotchman, "get money, honestly if you can, but,

my son, get money." That was the idea also as to additional ter-

ritory for the profitable working off of slave stock. Honestly or

dishonestly, it mattered very little which, the end was to be

attained, and the cr}- about the rights of sovereign states, the

specious plea for popular sovereignty, so taking at the first glance,
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was like the dead sea apple, fair to look upon, alluring to tlie eye

of the uninitiated, but ashes and bitterness within.

Slavery was to be the domestic curse in Kansas, as already it

was the curse in every one of the states, which vaunted it as a

blessing, and on that issue arose the "
Irrepressible Conflict" once

more
;
but this time never to be truly pacified, even for one day,

until the north and south had met in a death grapple, and the race

which had committed and allowed the crime, had rained blood upon
the dishonored soil of the union, and had trampled out the wrong
-— £o far as moral turpitude can be effaced— by one of the most

stupendous efforts that the world has ever seen. The Missouri

compromise was repealed, and in the fact of that revocation it

was claimed that there had been an understanding ;
not an argu-

ment in so many words, but a tacit arrangement to the effect that

Kansas would be permitted to assume slavery as one of its condi-

tions under the constitution. The settlement of the question in

that way was, to the Missourian instinct and hope, reasonable,

natural, inevitable, and on that basis northwestern Missouri com-

mitted itself to the work of organization.

Geographical limits determined the views of men very largely

then as now, and perhaps to a greater extent, because the press

and its supporters were narrower, less cosmopolitan. When a

very moving discourse had been preached in an English village,

in which an able orator had explained the necessities of the

poorer class of his parishioners, enforcing their claims upon the

sympathy and aid of their wealthy neighbors, every eye was wet

with tears in the vast auditory, save the optics of one stolid far-

mer, who listened with intelligent interest, but exhibited no signs

of emotion. After service had ended the tearless man was asked

to explain his immobility, and the answer was a perfect solution

from his standpoint. He did not belong to that parish ! Mis-

souri had rights, interests and sympathies within her own borders,

enough to close every aperture against the ideas prevalent in the

free states, and it long remained a mystery that any statesman

should doubt the perfect right of the slave owner, not only to

his human chattels as long as they remained in his possession,

but also to their restoration to his custody, should they escape
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and be recognized flying through the states, where slavery had

happily become repugnant to the law. The sacred rights of prop-

erty in that light outshone every other consideration, and the peo-

ple had become so bounded by the sentiment prevailing in this

region, that conscience as much as self interest seemed to be their

motive power. We must give due weight to that circumstance,

or else we fail to render justice to a large class that meant to be

honest, but could not see their way in the darkness that pre-

vailed, where the press was but a borrowed light at the best, and

where the lurid glare from many pulpits distorted the facts and

objects upon which they shone. The picture of
"
Holy Willie,"

w^hich was given to the reading world by Robert Burns, the plow-

man poet of the eighteenth century, had counterparts innumera-

ble among the occupants of Missourian pulpits, and their violent

self sufficiency was their best passport to the hearts and minds of

their hearers. The mint-marks of religion w^ere freely stamped

upon every enormity, and the people were thus strengthened in

their course, which however intrinsically wrong, had for them

extrinsic authority, and the highest pretensions to righteousness.

The other side, with broader views and a more subtle compre-
hension of human rights, was just as determined as Missouri, and

when the organization of Kansas first won their favor, it was

with a full understanding of the Missouri compromise and its

obligations, which left no room for doubt that whatever addi-

tional states might come in, must reinforce the free states in con-

gress, and lead the way toward a proper solution of the slavery

problem. The idea of introducing slavery into the territory,

although it had been carried into practice years before, was never

mooted in congressional circles until the thirty-third session was

far advanced, and the suggestion awakened the hot indignation of

almost every class in the middle and eastern states. Many of the

more prudent had doubted the wisdom of their extremists, be-

cause they could see the terrible revulsion which must dislocate

society, should the great wrong be righted in a precipitate man-

ner
;
and they were inclined to repeat the old form of prayer in

their daily lives: "Give peace in our time, Lord," but they
could see now, as never before, that unless they could stamp out

slavery, the black stain would cover the whole union. Standing
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still was no longer a possibility, and with the alternative of a ret-

rograde movement staring them in the face, thej prepared for

aggressive action. Their more logical neighbors, who had for

many years talked and printed abolitionist ideas at all hazards, be-

came more powerful with every step toward the appropriation of

the Nebraska-Kansas territoiy by the southern party. The teach-

ing of their lives was being verified by outcropping events, and their

voices had now the ring of prophecy in them when they limned

the inevitable future, unless Kansas could be brought into the

union with every constitutional guaranty against slavery. The

opposite sides were setting their battle in array, natural allies

were drawing together, and there would soon be a vigorous but

friendly emulation for the fore front of the conflict. Congress-

ional action defeated the free labor party, but the struggle was

relegated to Kansas itself, and it became an object to possess the

land with men ready for every emergency. The men who went

to Kansas upon that errand, did not know until they had "
set

their hands to the plow," with what completeness their antago-

nists had prepared the way for victory, nor would they have

turned their backs upon the conflict, even if they had known

that the act of organization had been carefully elaborated by sev-

eral of the ablest lawyers in the land, skillful in veiling a pur-

pose with words, which yet would bear only an interpretation

exactly securing the object, of which a casual reader would never

dream. They did not know the terrible odds against which they

fought, but they were ready for any fate, save eventual defeat.

They could say even to death itself, in the words of Fitz Grreene

Halleck :

" To the hero wheu his sword

Has won the battle for the free,

Thy voice sounds like a prophet's word ;

And in its hollow tones are heard

The thanks of millions yet to be."

Under the act before mentioned, slave property could be. held

in Kansas, and there was no enabling power under which the ter-

ritorial lesrislature could defeat the machinations of the slave

owning party. The people were powerless against the wrong
which unjust congressional manipulation had perpetrated, until

7
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the time— which could be advanced or set back by Missouri—
had arrived, when the state constitution should be framed. The

president favored the slave power, and it rested with him to

appoint every territorial officer. Missouri could send a whole

population across the dividing line to locate claims, and to simu-

late, if not create public opinion. Slave settlement was already ac-

climated in Kansas, and had been pushed forward into the territory

for man}^ years in furtive but irresistible ways ;
and against all

these agencies and powers there could only be opposed the enthu-

siasm of the free soil party, which said in the language of Henry
Wilson, "The past is yours, the future is ours;" and which^

daring the chances of annihilation in a noble cause, addressed its

members in the lano;ua2;e of the hero :

" Strike— for your altars and j^our tires ;

Strike— for tlie greeu graves of your sires
j

God, and your native land."

CHAPTER V.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.
(continued.)

Missouri Crossing the Boundary— Securing Claims— Shepherding Selec-

tions— Tone of the Press— Nebraska-Kansas Act in Operation— The

Slavery Propaganda— Choose Ye whom Ye Will Serve— The Dark
Hour before the Dawn— Light Shines in the East.

Ti:\[E had become an object among men who had resolved to

make Kansas a reflex of Missouri, and in consequence, we find

the more active and unscrupulous, including many of the wealth-

ier class, crossing the western boundarj^ of the slave state, before

Kansas territory was legally open for settlement, determined to

take time by the forelock. There were two purposes to be served

by their precipitancy, the first being possession of the soil for its

own sake, as although many libels had been circulated through

the press, to the effect that the country was a desert, the population
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near at hand had long known the virtues of mesquit and buffalo

grass, and the exceptional fertility of the prairies, plains, and bot-

tom lands of Kansas. The second object, was for many of the

emigrants, scarcely less important than the first, and it was en-

forced by all the powers of persuasion possessed by the popular

leaders, who were found using in the press, the organs of their

party, and no other press could exist in Missouri, such language

as,
" Let every man that owns a negro go at once into the territory

of Kansas and settle, so that our beloved northern brethren may
have the advuntage of seeking a location further north.

' Stand

not upon the order of your going, but go at once.'
" Those who

came very early were able to procure the best selections so far as

their journeyings extended, but the whole country was a garden

in the month of May, when these operations commenced, as spring

opens in February in this favored region. The bottom lands were

not so much an object, as the higher and drier ground, among the

men, who really meant living in the territory, asMissourian exper-

iences had made almost everybody wise as to certain hygienic

conditions, but very many who came had no intention to reside

on their claims
; they wanted merely to secure so much territory,

in such places as would in effect take the eyes out of the country,

leaving, as they hoped, a residuum of unattractive land, upon

which colonies from the eastern and middle states would have no

desire to settle. In many cases they were content to perform the

preliminaries for the erection of a cabin, as a colorable pretext of

settlement, or they would mark the chosen spot by driving stakes

in the unsurveyed land, so that at some future time their inchoate

rights might be revived, as a means of profit in some instances,

and in others to assist in annoying such settlers, as might come in

the interests of the free soil organization. The best parts of east-

ern Kansas were staked, blazed and claimed in various ways, be-

fore settlement was possible under the law, but there was an un-

derstanding among the Missourians, that as between themselves,

there should be no notice taken of such trivial irregularities, and

when every man had laid out his estate apon his own magnificent

designs, the selectors returned to Missouri, to abide the time, when

they might become squatters, and begin to realize the pleasures of

Kansas sovereignty. The Indian title had not expired, and the
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men who were now disregarding all tlie guaranties which had

been extended to the tribes were the same persons that had been

seen and heard most clamorous in demanding the maintenance of

public faith, by tlie exclusion of white settlers, so long as the

sachems and their braves were the principal defense against the

formation of a free state. There was hardly one man in the state

of Missouri who had not done something in the way of securing

a claim in Kansas land, and when parties were formed to make

tours of selection, it is not wonderful that hundreds concluded to

transfer all their possessions into the territory, which was so soon

to be organized. Men who had been accustomed to the levees of

the Mississippi, and to the slowly moving waters of the Missouri,

found in the region which they now explored swift flowing rivers

hundreds of miles long, running between high banks, on which

mills and factories could be erected, to use a never waning sup-

ply of water, and they could leave the exhausted lands of the

older settlement, for virgin prairies surrounding such aids to for-

tune, without one sigh of regret. The parklike areas, with here

and there a few groves and clumps of trees possessed beauty such

as might well fascinate the observer, and but little examination was

necessary to convince the initiated that the soil would produce

crops of almost every kind with such profusion as Missouri had

never known. Thus, many who came only to establish claims re-

mained to make homes in Kansas, and row that the midsummer

madness of their first entrance has been outlived, they are to be

reckoned among the best citizens in this state. Manufactories,

commerce and agriculture, aided by free labor and inventive skill,

have long since convinced them, that the true slaves, the only

Gideonites, whom it could serve the purposes of civilized men to

employ in their undertakings, are the rivers trained to do their

bidding with never ceasing regularity, the winds in their circuits

preparing their food, drawing their supplies of water, and" per-

forming other such desultory labors, and the steam engine which

will carry them against winds and tides across the ocean, convey
rami produce from the Atlantic to the Pacific, pump dry the

/nines, quarries, and morasses, transport iron as easily as man
himself can Qonvey straws, and increase the food of human kind,

while easing and multiplying their labors, if only fed by a few
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tons of carbon and sunlight per day, which were stored in the

l^owels of the earth, a hundred million years ago.

The elements will be our slaves if we will only use them, by
means of science, and the mechanical appliances which have

been made possible by scientific knowledge. In your room

as vou now write, there is a button in the desk or in the

wall within easy reach of your hand; it represents a saving

of human labor equal to the possession of many human chattels,

and it degrades no man. Messengers waited in the ante rooms

of the great only a few years since, ready to be summoned by
the sound of the human voice, to perform a duty which caused

perpetual toil in its continuing recurrence, and which was too

often ineffective for want of speed. See now the way in which.

science has come to your aid. Your ancestors were not persons

of distinction
; they were artisans and tradesmen, nothing more

;

centuries after
"
Wamba, son of Witless, was the born thrall of

Cedric the Saxon," and as his fool, was expected to amuse his

master and owner, by the antics of folly. Yet you possess in

that button by your side such a talisman as Richelieu in France,

Charles Y, in Spain, or Henry YIII, in England, would have

given a fortune to possess, as it would have secured to either of

them a mastery over his subjects, or over his enemies, worth more

than the discoverv of the fabulous stone, that would change all

metals into gold. You have also affairs of state, for manufactures

and great engineering works are subject to your direction, and

the results of your cogitations must be conveyed without delay,

from one side of a continent to another, or even on occasions

round the world. Richard III, in England, and Louis XI,
in France, had horsemen and stables of swift animals, waiting at

intervals along the principal roads in their kingdoms, to despatch

important messages post haste, and they were conveyed on an av-

erage at the rate of seven miles an hour. You are not a king,

but you desire to send your message, and having no lamp such

as Aladdin used to rub when he wished the services of the genii,

you slightly touch that button. It is the connecting point of an

electric bell, and it is answered by your telegraph clerk in two

seconds. Your instructions are given in as few words as will

secure a full transmission of your meaning, and within an hour,
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you have your answer from New York or from San Francisco, with-

in half a day your intentions are comprehended and repeated from

Paris, Vienna, St. Petersburgh or London, your correspondents

ha\"e been found and have replied to your communications, without

further trouble than a few message boys taking a saunter through
the streets of the capitals of the world. With such slaves as the

elements waiting upon our every caprice, it seems a brutal fancy
that would desire to hold our fellow men in bondage. The mas-

ters of slaves are not often persons for whom the world is solici-

tous, and where the slave owning is the only chum to distinction

they never can be. JEsop is remembered and his fables are

quoted by tens of millions, who do not recall the fact that he was

a poor, deformed man and a slave, but out of a million readers

you shall not iind one who will give you the name of /Esop's

master, or tell you of one claim that he ever possessed to be re-

membered. But the men who were swarming over into Kansas

from Missouri had no such thoughts to interfere with tbeir

movements
;
their main idea at the outset was to shut out " north-

ern cattle," and '"

nigger thieves," from the territory soon to be

opened for settlement, and they sometimes quoted an old saying

that, "Any stick will do to beat a dog with." The lands which

they did not want to settle would do to hold against the new

comers whom they were prepared to hate, so they "shepherded"
claims and selections, staking them off and lying by after dis-

charging some petty duty, performing some infinitesimal labor,

"which would enable them to say that they were enrolled among
the settlers in Kansas, and could speak like the centurion of old,
" as one having authority

" on matters pertaining to the future of

the prospective state. The big talk which was indulged in on

Salt creek, in Kansas, in June 1854, immediately after the Ne-

braska-Kansas act became law, and at many similar meetings in

various quarters in the same territory, was little other than the

hrutum fidmcn of unscrupulous politicians who wished to pro-

duce an effect at a distance which might deter the better class of

people from coming to the field of emigration which they had re-

solved should be monoplized for the benefit of the slave power.

The pretentious "Whereas" with its designing and deceptive

preamble had no more weight with the class which the movers
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proposed to affect than such blank cartridge deserved, and the

"therefore resolved," fell powerless. While the district was

known only as the Great American Desert, it was easy to shat

off the tide of emigration, but the Galifornian exodus and gold
fever disposed of that barrier, as the observations taken by the

miners en route to their destination had gone broad cast all over

the world. The trade to Santa Fe was confined almost entirely

among Missourians and their dependents, who were not likel}'- to

publish among northerners the results of their experience. Many
of the wealthiest Missourians had amassed their gains in that life

of adventure, consequently they knew well the country which

they persistently decried and were determined to possess. The

abolitionists having had their attention called to the subject in

many ways, since the debates in congress upon this territory first

arrested notice, there was a large and important organization
which would not be silenced nor could be deluded, on the score

of the fertility and manifold advantages of Kansas; and all over

the country now the press teemed with lucubrations on this most

interesting subject. Correspondents, special and general, who
would have paid forfeit with their lives if they could have been

identified, wrote from Missouri full particulars of all the inten-

tions of the oligarchy and their supporters. Editors, more and less

informed, commented in glowing terms on the latest items of news,

and discoursed on the newly discovered charms of the projected

state. Abolitionists, who had ventured into the forbidden region,

wrote back as with pens of flame, vivid descriptions of events

which caused the nerves of men to tingle as they read. One per-

son who had been brought to trial for having taught a slave to

read, although the accomplishment had been conferred, with the

full consent, and at the request of the proprietor of that chattel,

sent back into civilized society a narrative of his perils, and a de-

scription of a tyrannical combination which aimed at overriding

all law by the jurisdiction of Judge Lynch, and generally the

public tone was growing more and more resolute on the question

of the day. In the southern states generally, and in Missouri

more especially, the tone of the newpaper press on this question

was vaunting and defiant, and the demands of the slave power
became every day more perplexing to democracy in the middle
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and eastern states. Such men as Stephen A. Douglas could not

break away from their old associations, sufficiently to keep on terras

of amity with the southern branch of the vast party, which they

sought to wield. They were under the necessity to apologize to east-

ern democrats for concessions to southern feeling, which were not

large enough to placate the men whom they were intended to win
;

1 and the press of the world looking on from a distance, in which

passion could hardly affect the observer, pronounced oracularly

a thousand times within ten years, that the union would be de-

stroyed in the death struggle between the manufacturing and

commercial interests of one partj^, and the chivalrous instincts of

the other. There was almost b}" common consent on the part of the-

British press, a conclusion that the spirit of the old Cavaliers of the

daj'^s of the first Charles could be seen among the gentlemen of the

south, but in that case the courage and fortitude of the Koundheads,
the brave old Puintans, who were the Ironsides of Cromwell and

the Pilgrims to Plymouth rock, lived in the ranks of those who

fought and won the battle of freedom for the second time on this

continent; and as for the absurd worship of the titled gentleman
in which John Bull is just a trifle too apt to indulge, it might be

well if that old worth}^ would remember a distich which was

very popular among the working class of his countrymen in the

days of Wat. Tyler.
" Wlien Adam delved and Eve span,

"Where was then the gentleman?"

The working men and their newspapers had no such sym.patny

with the south, and when Lord Pulmerston might have been per-

suaded to give his adhesion to the proposal of Louis Napoleon,

to recognize and sustain the south, the tendency of the aristocrat

was controlled and held back by the strong popular sentiment in

favor of liberty, which Britain had long before given to her slaves.

The English operative is almost always a republican, and only in

a very moderate way a respecter of titles. For a lord per se who

possesses no other claim upon his regard, he has the same feeling

that was expressed by Burns in his quatrain:
" See 3ronder Birkie ca'd a lord,

Wha' struts and stares au' a' that,

Tho' hunners worship at his word,

He's but a cuif lor a' that."
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The press which represented that sentiment in England was

true to the union, but it had necessarily very little weight with

the unreading south, and Missouri drifted on toward her share

in the Kansas difficulty. The faculty for organizing had been

cultivated with such effect, that it had long been dangerous in

that state for any man, whatever his position, to show a disincli-

nation for promoting their domestic institution,
" to hint a fault

and hesitate dislike" concerning the abominable crime of neg-ro

slavery ;
and now that system of organization was being extended

beyond Missouri to cover and to blast the territory of Kansas.

The Nebraska-Kansas act had come into operation, and it was

time to move if there was to be any substantial advantage gained

by the Missourians in the contest with their resolute opponents,
the much abused "northern cattle," of whom, in spite of all the

bluster so long indulged in, the slave power was very much
afraid. Some men, who had only selected lands in the territory,

came now in hot haste to occupy and improve their locations.

Others, as we have seen, came to hold mass meetings, and to

feign a confidence which they could not realize in the righteous-

ness of their cause, and the success for which they were prepared
to hazard everything. They had learned that a society had been

formed in Massachusetts, which had for its object, the rescue of

the land from their ownership, and the conversion of its fertile

acres into additional temptations for the escape of the negro from

bondage. They had learned that the society was already incor-

porated with a capital stated in millions, and they did not know
how many millions, but they were sure that the capital would

be practically without limit, and that the object, over and above

all pretenses of colonization and settlement, meant the establish-

ment of
"
underground railroads" for the more effective convey-

ance of slaves away from their lawful masters. Their rage knew
no bounds. Every syllable of information on the subject which

could be procured came tinctured with the passions and the pre-

judices of their leaders, so that within a few weeks the tempers of

men had risen to white heat. The press teemed with stories

every day, setting forth the operations of the abolition party in

"stealing niggers." The idea of the negro stealing himself was

never mooted. The enslaved race were but " dumb driven
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cattle
"

in the estimation of their owners, and the responsibility

of their evasion must rest upon their abettors- In that aspect of

the case, every emigrant from the free states must be an object of

suspicion until he could purge himself to their entire satisfaction,

but if he came under the auspices of any of the various emi-

grants' aid associations, of which they had heard, he might be

shot down in his tracks, failing all other means to neutralize him,

or to remove him from the soil where he endangered their sacred

rights. The shameful manipulation resorted to in congress, to

relegate this question to the vote of the people, after every

guaranty for an honest decision had been removed, was answer-

able for a condition of affairs which menaced the land with blood.

Men were coming into the territory, not by tens and twenties,

but by hundreds, soon mounting up to thousands, and the propo-

sition was made, as in the names of
"
distins-uished statesmen

in Missouri," that the newcomers should "be met at the very

threshhold, and scourged back to their caverns of darkness."

They were to be " met and repelled," and the parties to such,

declarations were not over scrupulous as to means. One meeting,

the type of a great many others which convened under the same

general direction, set forth the reason for present action, in the

assertion, that " Kansas was to be colonized b}- fanatical persons,"

and by
" eastern and foreign paupers," who would exclude

" citizens of slave holding states, and especially citizens of

Missouri, from settling there with their property, and would

establish a trunk of the underground railroad,
* ^ where

thousands of our slaves shall be stolen." That was the indict-

ment preferred by the slave owners, say rather, that was the

cartel of defiance, the declaration of war; for to an indictment

the accused person might be expected to plead, whereas here, the

culprit, for as such he figured from the first, could do nothing but

submit to condign punishment, unless he came ready to
" do or

die
"
in the quarrel upon which he had entered. The action to be

taken in the premises by the Missourians, was thus tersely stated

in one of their own documents, approved by a mass meeting in

Glay county early in 1851 :

''

Therefore,
* * we do resolve,

that Kansas ought to be a slave state, and we pledge ourselves to

cooperate
* * in any measures to accomplish such ends,"
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They would remove emigrants peacefully if the intruders would

go upon the first warning, but,
"
will ye nill ye," they must go.

"
Hanging and drowning" were discussed as among other " mea-

sures," perphaps the best adapted to such "
ends," as the Mis-

sourian organization contemplated, and officers were appointed

with powers such as good men would shudder to be invested

•withal, for any purpose, to secure the exclusion of free negroes

from Kansas, to punish all abolitionists immediately.
" I am

ready to go," said one of the speakers, and he was applauded to

echo,
"
I am read}"- to go whenever it shall be announced that the

emigrants have come, and with this right hand, I will help to

hang thera, every one, upon the first tree." That was the

pleasant prospect and the warm welcome prepared bj' the Mis-

sourians for their northern brethren. It was almost enough to

justify one in saying, with the pagans of old,
" How these

Christians love one another."

Secret societies were now originated ;
not one, but many, but

all with one object, to facilitate the removal of emigrants, and the

Durjald Dalijettys of the border, at whom we have already glanced,

were initiated brethren and grand masters in every such organiza-

tion.
'• The piping times of peace

" had gone forever, and in the

prospect of war with the emigrants, they could see long vistas of

glory for themselves, with just a possibility of profit also arising

out of the transaction. Every society had its different degrees ;

the mean whites could join the grades which accorded with their

condition in the body politic, and as members of that class they

were entitled to know just as much as the wealthier and more

interested grades thought that it would benefit themselves to com-

municate. Under such sanctions crime became very soon a word

without a meaning, unless it meant "
free emigration into Kansas,"

and justice had but one symbol,
" a livid wretch dangling from a

tree." The secret societies were to stand by each other against all

odds. The ribbon, or other mark of affiliation, was to be the all

sufficient appeal for aid, and the person denounced by one of the

accredited, must be dealt with on the principle that "dead men
tell no tales," unless he could be otherwise made amenable to the

rule of the slave power. Should it appear that political action of

any kind was to be taken in the territory, the societies, having
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their cordon of spies, would immediately be informed, and there-

upon the forces available could be mustered at the points most

convenient, ready to cross the boundary on the day when the poll

should be taken, to vote on whatever questions might arise in the

interests of Missouri. There was no difficulty in raising funds

for such purposes, and their modes of operation were effective.

Should it appear after all that the free soilers could outvote them,

they were then to prevent the poll proceeding by whatever means*

might be available, and as we have seen, the officials of the terri-

tory being all appointed in the interests of slavery, with a knowl-

edge that their instant decapitation might follow the most trivial

act of seeming disloyalty to their friends, the slave owners, there

was but little dangei- that they would forget
" the fleshpots of

Egypt," as long
"
as the ox knoweth his master's crib." The

slavery pro^^aganda was thus in order of battle, and men were

able to see how much of liberty there was for the white man

where the peculiar domestic institution was in full sway. The

day was gone by for quoting texts of scripture now, unless some

passages from the Old Testament could be used to justify the

extremes of punishment. The live hundred priests of Baal who

had failed to bring down fire from heaven, had been slain, under

the orders of the man of God, and everv act of murder was to be

excused by that, or some such reference, in which missionaries al-

ways figured as God's weapons, or avengers, and when their prayer
failed to bring fire from heaven upon their enemies, they did not

hesitate to supplement their other abominations by cowardly acts

of incendiarism. The common people were not expected to un-

derstand anything, and if ever there lived upon this earth a man
whose daily life dishonored humanit}^, that person could be found

in the "mean white." Often unable to read or write, seldom, in-

deed, able to think, never troubling himself further on any ques-

tion than to know on which side his employers would take action,

he took his fill of whisky whenever the opportunity offered, blas-

phemed against the living God by dishonoring the negro, and all

his friends, and stood ready upon the first call to ofi:er violence

to, or to shed the blood of any man who might be indicated to

him as a person inimical to the interests of his masters. Truly,
coald the mean whites only have seen it, their interests lay with
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the free soilers, against whom they were to operate, but a view so

far sighted was bej^ond their powers of vision. They could have

believed almost anything that the oligarchy might tell them, but

even though their masters had told them so, it would have been

impossible for them to credit the truth that the free soil men were

fighting their battle. They were even more zealous than the bet-

ter informed, outstripping the commands of their superiors in their

anxiety to do enough. The goldsmiths of Ephesus had an inter-

est in crying,
" Great is Diana of the Ephesians," but these men.

were as the ignorant rabble that swelled the throng, creating more

riot, and efilecting greater ruin than the goldsmiths themselves.

When the men who owned property in their fellow men resolved

that " Kansas was oE right, and should be a slave state," they

were intelligently pursuing their own immediate gain, at whatever

ultimate cost, because they were striving to secure a territory and

a state in which their slaves could be made more profitable than

they had been for many years in Missouri
;
but when the " mean

white
"

associated himself with organizations formed to secure

such ends, he was condemning himself and all his following, so

far as his acts could degrade them, to be, and to remain for all

time, just such Pariahs as the mean whites then were, and as he

exemplified when he stood prepared to hang men for differing

from other men in their views as to property, and for trying to

provide for himself and his children better conditions in life.

These miserable tools of the oligarchy were not long before they
found means to distinguish themselves in the exercise of their sov-

ereign will. A man who had voted and trained with the demo-

cratic party from the days of Thomas Jefferson had come into

Kansas territory to settle. He was from the neighboring state of

Iowa, and he had endured many opportunities to see slavery in

all its forms
;
but having looked upon the picture he was not de-

sirous to secure its presence in his own household. When Iowa

was first organized, many Missourians were found owning slaves

in the free territory, consequently there were few of the earlier

settlers in the territory or state of Iowa who were not conversant

with slavery by actual contact, or by the daily conversation of

their surroundings. This man knew quite enough on the subject

to be resolved that, whenever the time should come for casting a
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vote, he would range himself against the proposal to make Kansas

a slave state. Immediately after his arrival in Kansas, he had

been interrogated by the spies of the secret organizations on this

subject, and not knowing anything about the insolent Vehm Ger-

ichi that would sit in judgment upon his misdemeanor, he dis-

closed his views and intentions with some freedom. That was

enough. There was no pretense that he was one of the " northern

cattle," but all who were not for them were against them, so be-

fore the man could build the house which was to shelter his sick

family, he had been tried and sentenced. He must leav^e the

country within twenty-four hours, or be seized up like a culprit

and flogged on the bare back, receiving fifty lashes. He was but

one man, with a sick family dependent upon him, and they were

legion. He had no option but to succumb, and he left the terri-

tory to escape worse consequences.

Another man was accused of being an abolitionist, and he was

brought to trial. The only evidence against him was that he had

addressed words of sj^mpathy to a negro, and the witness was the

negro to whom the language of sj^mpathy was said to have been

addressed. Against any man, accused of any other crime save

that of being an abolitionist, the testimony of the slave would

have been nullified by his color; but the black enormity of abo-

lition bridged every chasm, and the man was convicted and sen-

tenced within the hour. His hair was shaved from one side of

his head, and so disfigured he was allowed two days within which he

must quit the country, or submit to receive one hundred and fifty

lashes on his bare back, unless he died before the punishment could

be completed, a result by no means improbable. Another man was

accused of having allowed a negress to ride in the same vehicle

with him, and if he had not justified himself by reference to the

common practice among slave owners of carrying their servants

with them occasionally in their carriages, there would have been,

another victim. Wrongs such as these were of daily occurrence.

The slightest suspicion was held to justify domiciliary visits, dur-

ing which papers were subjected to an examination, which might
have given hints to the French police, and in the event of SiXij

ambiguity being discovered or imagined, the property and the life

of the person honored with a call were alike in danger. Many
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persons thus threatened were obliged to become parties to oat-

rages against others in order to acquit themselves of suspicion.

Such raids became almost insufferable, even in Missouri, but in

Kansas they were removed from jealous inspection, and the men
who suffered were aliens, so there was less liicelihood of local dis-

turbances arising. Before the first day of September, 1854, so in-

tolerable had the demeanor of the proslavery societies become, that

in the city of Weston, in Missouri, a mass meeting of the citizens

was called to denounce the action of the so-called
" Platte County

Self Defensive Association," on that day, on the grounds that the

quiet of their families, the honor of their sons and daughters, the

security of their property, their means of living, their lives and

their good name were threatened by mob violence, having for its

object the coercion of every merchant and trader to make their

purchases only of slave owners, or in cities in which slaves were

held, and to compel every man, of whatever degree, to expend his

money among those traders who should be indicated by the organ-

ization as specially worthy of patronage. The sauce that would

do for the goose was not found suitable for the gander. The

modes of operation intended for Kansas provoked such angry

protests in Missouri that the Platte County Association was at

length absorbed into other societies. Among other demonstra-

tions, there was an order issued that all the blacks that were not

slaves should quit Weston city and Platte county, naming a time

beyond which they could not be permitted to remain. Some of

the more timid of the poor creatures fled on the first intimation,

but the citizens would not allow the ukase to be enforced. The

order was repeated twice, and on the last occasion the would-be

rulers came down in force to compel obedience. The public pro-

test was treated as of no account, but there was a final appeal
which could not be so lightly put aside. The armed rabble came

in force to the confines of the town, as brave as such persons are

apt to be while there is no enemy in view
;
but when they learned

that the men who had denounced them in public meeting were

also prepared to riddle them with rifle bullets rather than permit

the city to be raided, there was a brilliant retrograde movement,

and the negroes were no further menaced. Some colonists had

arrived at the place where the city of Lawrence now stands, and
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in the absence of better shelter they had provided themselves

with tents, within which thev rested from their labors. Here was

an opportunity for the negro expellers to try their courage upon
white men. There was no doubt that they had now found their

proper antagonists, regular free soilers, and men who meant busi-

ness. One of the tents had been pitched, so it was claimed, upon
a lot which had been selected by a Missourian, and that afforded

a plea for an advance in force. The mode of operation had long
since been defined

;
it only remained to reduce theory to practice.

The emigrants had come, the trees were at hand, and "'a long rope
and a short shrift" would have ended that phase of the difficulty,

but that there was just a possibility that the invading force might
find themselves at the wrong end of the prescribed ro|)e. The
Missourians came down with colors flying, with all the panoply
of war and whisky, with wagons conveying their commissariat

and themselves, with rolling drum and shrieking fife, and to the

number of one hundred they encamped themselves on the other

side of a ravine, and sent their pursuivant to command the emi-

grants to remove the tent which it was said was standing upon an

allotment which one of their party had selected. The tent must

be removed, and if the emigrants did not comply with the demand,
their assailants would remove it themselves. " Touch our prop-

erty at your peril," was the effective reply. The fire eaters did

not wish to monopolize the glory of an encounter, so they ex-

tended the time within which the removal might be effected until

the next morning. The emigrants were not inclined to trust the

enemy during an armistice so mysterious, so they stood to their

arms all night, and their pickets kept vigilant watch on the enemy.
"With morning there came a reinforcement of fifty men to the

Missourians, making their force one hundred and fifty, while the

emigrants could muster sixty men all told. The time was now
extended until two o'clock in the afternoon

;
but at that hour the

abolitionists must leave the territory, bag and baggage, never more

to return to its emerald sward. The hour came, but the men were

not on the march
; they were ready for business, but not that kind

of business. They had gone through their drill in front of their

tents, and they handled their weapons like fellows who knew ex-

actly "where they would do the most good." Two o'clock came
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and with it another herald extending the time for thirty minutes

only, and unless they were then ready to march double quick,
" war to the knife

" would be the only alternative. The emi-

grants did not scare in the least, and the tents were still standing

when the fatal thirty minutes had expired.
" Too late, too late,

ye cannot enter now," sings Tennyson, but the brave Missourians

were not quite so unrelenting. They had the strength of giants,

but the mercy of lambs, and a further extension of time was ac-

corded unasked. The tent could be moved within an hour, and

all would yet be well. When the latest extension of time had been

disregarded, their patience was exhausted. They determined to

jDarley no longer with the occupants of the offending tent. All

that could be asked on the score of forbearance had been allowed
;

every man looked to his weapons ;
the indomitable troops sur-

veyed the foe, as brave men only can look upon an enemy that in

a short time will be seen no more. A few words of consultation

and command, and the Missourians advanced pas de charge
— to

their wagons, leaving the enemy in possession of the field, and

am.used by their threat that within one week they would return

a thousand strong to obliterate the colony. A man of poetic in-

stincts and good memory, who was one of the patient sixty en-

camped that day upon the tented field of Lawrence, said, with

sad emphasis, as he gazed upon the wagons, which, with their

whisky soaked occupants, were being driven back toward the

frontier of Missouri:

" The king of France, with forty thousand men,
Marched up the hill, and then marched down again.'

'

So true it is that history repeats itself, and what a sovereign of

France did in the eighteenth century, the sovereigns of Missouri

eclipsed in the third quarter of the nineteenth.

The men who had repelled the first invasion of Kansas had
chosen whom they would serve. They were not waifs and strays
driven hither and thither by the surroundings of the hour, but
men filled with a great purpose and resolved to abide the issue.

They had seen the other side, had rejected it, and the threatening
manifestation had disappeared like the morning mist, like that

Satan that tempted Christ in the wilderness. They did not sup-
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pose that all the proslavery party consisted of men of that mould,
but they had nerved their minds for deadly conflict, should need

arise. The thought if not the words of the old rhymer occurs

occasionally to every resolute soul when petty difhculties beset

a course already planned and entered upon for an end worthy of

pursuit :

"Tenderly, you toncli a nettle,

And it stings you for your pains.

But grasp it, like a man of mettle.

And it soft as silk remains."

These men had grasped their nettle in the same spirit as that

which had erstwhiles animated the citizens of Weston, and pre-

cisely the same results had followed. The nettle that would have

hurt its surroundings upon more gentle treatment, shrank away^
like a sensitive plant, from ruder and more muscular contact.

The band of marauders that could assault men, in detail, threaten

them with stripes, or with" hanging on the nearest tree, if they
were old and defenseless, had found that there were men in their

own cities who would not submit to further pressure, and now

they had ascertained that the emigrants from the eastern states

had the pith and marrow of true manhood which could compel

respect. The forces of Mammon which in his own day John
Milton had described in his unrivalled language, had not greatly

changed their plan of operations. Still the garish light of day
abashed them, and sober courage did not draw forth their better

qualities, they shone best in the dimness of twilight, or,

" Wlien night
Darkens the streets, then wander forth the sons

Of Belial, flushed with insolence and wine."

The rabble had chosen whom they would serve, and the slave

power would fmd in them thews and sinews when better brain

assumed direction. The intellects of more favored regions must
needs supply that want in the ranks of the oligarchy before " the

atmosphere of Kansas would be darkened by their negroes."
Such men as Stephen A. Douglas could stand by them up to

worse outrages than had yet been committed
;
and adopted sons

in various grades were to assume the direction of their affairs,

supplying mental power only, while the slave power gave the
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impulse whicli continuously surged on and on toward final disrup-

tion, when many of the ablest minds warped to that service,

fretted by the consequences of their errors, had been abandoned

on the march, and had perished unwept by either side. It is

necessary to be forever on the alert to avoid stooping to the

•wrong expedient for the way back is full of toil and shame, and

the consequences of error are crushing to the soul of the thinker.

The thought comes down from the Greek
;
the expression only is

modern :

"Thougli the mills of God grind slowly,

Yet they grind exceeding small
;

Though with pcatience He stands waiting,

With exactness grinds He all."

This was the darkest hour in the dark days of the union

There were millions halting between two opinions, darkening
counsel with words, all but leagued with the destroyer; only a

few here and there had made their choice. The violence and

intimidation which had prevailed so long where the friends of

slavery were in the ascendant had never, until now, been prop-

erly revealed to the free states in all their native enormity ;
and

it was necessary that the revelation should be complete. There

are but few minds capable of hating a theoretical wrong ;
and

good honest hate is one of the virtues of humanity. Wrong
must become embodied in act, and be brought home to persons in

whom we are interested, before we fully perceive how hideous are

its proportions. iThe men of the eastern and middle states were

now being aroused to complete wakefulness on that score. Their

sons, brotliers and friends were being assailed daily by the op-

pressors of the negro, and every letter which came from the terri-

tory told them of domiciliary visits and high handed outrages

against free men who wished only to live in a free state. The
man who is at the proper moment ready to fight is the benefactor

and peacemaker in society, but he must be well informed as well

as resolute. We owe great obligations to our fighters. The time

and the spirit as well as the action were inopportune, when Peter

smote off the ear of one of the custodians of Christ; but the

Master said, "I come not to bring peace into the world, but a

sword." That is for all time the function of him who would
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introduce needed reforms. He is certain to find the old ways
rutworn, yet sanctified by custom for many minds, until the most

trivial variation costs almost a prodigious effort, and an attempt
to grade the track afresh has all the terrors of a revolution. The
defenders of old ideas are not ready to remember that there was

a time when the thoughts now crystallized into orthodoxy were

heterodox innovations
;
and they fight for the ancient faith, as

they are pleased to call it, in precisely the same spirit which ani-

mated the Inquisition. The yielding souls of some men shrink

from the conflict, which then necessarily impends over society,

and but for the backbone possessed by others, the race might fall

into the tame stereotyped condition which we see exemplified by
"the heathen Chinee;

"
vet thanks to the "

fightinsr souls
"

that

shape the destinies of nations and of races
;
the new idea is borne

to the front, the battle is won for the good old cause of progress,

and the men who have aided toward the end have fulfilled the

inner purpose of the all, which says :

" Build thee more stately mansions, O ! my soul,

As the swift seasons roll,

Leave thy low vaulted past,

Let each new temple, nobler than the last,

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,

'Till thou at length art free,

Leavmg thine outgrown shell, by life's unresting sea."

If Oliver Wendell Holmes had written no words but these, he

would have vindicated his claim to be considered a poet and a

prophet among the sweetest singers of our age, and we may well

pause to study his lesson, in " The Chambered Nautilus.
" Our

fighters, who championed innovation, were building
" more stately

mansions" when they vindicated the independence of the union,

as also when, later in the work of development, they conquered
its foes in the bloody strife which had commenced long before

that fateful first gun was fired at Fort Sumter. They were full of

the same spirit which filled Huss, Jerome and Ziska, in Hungary,
which possessed Wycliffe, in England, and Savonarola, in Flor-

ence, before the mantle of command fell upon the shoulders of

Luther and Melancthon. The fighting instincts of the grand old

Puritans, and Presbyterians, were the artillery which battered

down the tyranny of the past, and
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"For ever and for ever,

As long as the river flows,

As long as the heart hath passions.

As long as life hath woes,"

the same work must continue to be done in the same way, that

the purposes of the Supreme may be fulfilled, in the disenthral-

raent of human souls. The prayer may be offered as of yore,
" Father forgive them, they know not what they do," but the

wrong must be battered down without mercy, or rather the work

of destruction must be accomplished, in mercy to
" the millions

yet to be," whose souls lie pent up and dying in the shell, the no

longer valuable form which has brought to the point of birth, the

new life which comes into the world only by the death of its pre-

decessor. The mystery of mysteries, life itself, contains every

problem in science, in art and in social being which comes to be

fought out upon its stage. The age was shaping a wonderful new

birth, but the agony of travail cast a gloom over society. John

Brown, and such as he, realized an intense joy in the perils of

that season, but to millions the dark hour before the dawn carried

with it almost the presage of death. Gethsemane was being re-

enacted in many minds, because they feared that what always had

been, always must be
;
that it was the destiny of mankind to see

"Eight, forever on the scaffold,

Wrong, forever on the throne,"

but even while they knelt to say,
"
Father, if it be thy will, let

this cup pass from me," the old confidence came back again, and

they said,
"
Thy will, not mine, be done." The sweat of blood,

the weakness of flesh, had passed away, and they stood every man

in his place, ready to do and dare everything to upraise humanity.

You have stood on the deck of the laboring vessel, away on the

silent sea, no sound, save the creaking cordage, the straining plank,

the play of the rudder chains as the man at the wheel keeps the

ship to the course prescribed, the plash of the waves as they come

up in sport to dash against the wooden walls of that heaving

barque, the moaning of the wind through the distended canvas as

the graceful expression of the builder's art turns her farrow in tlie

ocean
;
and as you have doubtingly cast your inquiring glance
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•upon the wild waste of waters, that image of a maze without a

plan, there has come shooting up from the horizon the pale grey

light of dawn, a tremulous pencil stroke which saj's, "have faith
;

the dark hour of your trial has gone down into the limbo of obliv-

ion. Have faith
;
the broad light of day is coming." Then as the

sounds of that admcniition still seem to be murmuring their ca-

dence in your ears, you find the pencil stroke has become a pow-
erful sunbeam, harbinger of the master who is at hand, and the

very clouds which sullenly barred the coming of your hope now

stand arrayed in the rosy tints of golden fire which already reveal

the day, before it has come above the line of the sea. You have

seen and heard the prophecy of God in the world, and 3'ou see in

the onrush of every wave, a new witness to the power by which

his will shall be accomplished. Thus was it also in that ship of

state, in which watchful men at the wheel were obeying the dic-

tates of a pilot, such as no ship upon the ocean had ever seen ex-

celled. The menacing waters might look dark as Erebus itself,

the thousand fanciful forms might seem to tell of breakers and a

hurricane, in which the mighty timbers should shiver into noth-

ing, and the crew be played with in the billows, like snowflakes

in the wind. But while their ears and their hearts were yet full

of the sounds of portent, really describing to the accustomed mar-

iner the triumph over so much of distance and trial, the spring of

the yielding timbers which bend to their woi'k with a will, the

strain of canvas and cordage truly fulfilling a great trust, the

clank of the might}' chain which serves for the ship the guiding

purpose, which in the human heart is made invincible by a nerve,

the doubt is driven off from every soul
b}'' just one gleam upon

the horizon, one pencil line of promise now radiating into a thou-

sand gleams of light, which convert the clouds into an adornment,

paint tongues of flame upon the waves as though a pentecost were

there, and soon the blessed light itself, the molten gold which

gives life to the river and fertility to the soil, comes forth to say,

"Ye may not look upon me, but I come, and the wrongs, which

only an hour since seemed eternal, are alread)^ banished beyond
the recalling power of king or oppressor." The men upon their

farms in Kansas had passed into their hour of trial, and were com-

ing through it into the glorious dawn of freedom. They had
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been faithful in a few things ; they should be made masters over

many. They had seen their undoubted rights derided by brutal

mobs, their properties made the sport of incendiary fires
; they had

been forced to fight hand to hand, man against man, in odds that

seemed overwhelming ; they had seen their brethren and neigh-

bors shot down in defending their homesteads
;

their memories

were often busy with mysterious reminders of the past, as though
some pulsation of a spirit played upon the subtle chords of the

soul, and challenged fulfillment in another of the great aims which

had been all but won by him,

"The young and strong, who clierished

Noble longings for the strife,

By the roadside fell and perished,

Weary with the march of life."

Every death amons; their comrades sanctified the strusfgle, in

which so many good men had fallen, and helped to render it im-

possible that they should ever turn their backs upon the foe.

Their light was already streaming from the east, not yet the per-

fect day shining down from the zenith, but the penciled line of prom-
ise. The word reached them by every new comer that thousands

were on the way, many coming of their own strong will, having
converted every vestige of property into coin, to be spent in Kan-

sas in building up a home, which should be a fortress against

slavery, some coming from Boston, from New York, some even

from Baltimore, helped by emigrants' aid societies in such ways
as were most likely to be effective, in securing possession of the

land upon which the slave masters sought to imprint their curse.

Every town in the eastern states had now some ramification of

those societies, which were the nightmare of the south, and when

letters arrived from home, there were almost always words of

cheer for the sturdy band upon the fertile prairies of Kansas, who
seemed to be rather standing in order of battle, than pushing their

fortunes upon the lands, or building their homes in the cities,

where commerce would yet flourish, but every word in their let-

ters seemed to say as in the language of the olden writer, "Fear

not little flock
;

it is thy Father's good pleasure to give thee the

kingdom."
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CHAPTEE YI.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.
(continued.)

iletrospective — Emigrants Aid Associatious— Limits of their Action — Pea
Pictures of Kansas— Popular Enthusiasm— Widening the Circle —
Systematic Advances— Levy en masse— Founding a City

— Tactics of

the Slave Owners — Progress of the Struggle.

While we have Lean busy here in Kansas watching the pro-

gress of events, not only in the territory whose fate hangs in the

bahance, but across the border in the slave state Missouri, where

secret societies and defensive associations are being organized to

control the movements of colonization in the interests of the

slave power, it was hardly jDossible to do more than just indicate

by a few passing words, the efforts that were being put forth in

Boston, in New York, in Connecticut, in Washing-ton and else-

where, to make- Kansas a free state, b}^ sending west to occupy
the territory, a population that could not be intimidated by even

the dread presence of death itself, into compliance with the will

of the brutal mobs of the proslavery party. June and July,

1854, were busy months among the free soil organizations, but

although there was a great deal of talk among the Missourians,

about the lavish employment of money by the manufacturer-cap-

italists of the eastern and middle states, in procuring free settle-

ment in Kansas, the actual work was accomplished rather by dif-

fusing information than by advancing money. As early as the

month of March, 1854, Mr. Eli Thayer, of Boston, Mass., had

conceived the idea of forming a vast emigrants aid association,

which should have for its object the settlement of Kansas by free

soilers, as a special and particular work, while generally helping

to relieve foreign immigrants from those vampires,
" the runners,"

who victimized new arrivals without let or hindrance from any or-

ganization. The society which Mr. Thayer then proposed to estab-

lish, with a capital limited to $5,000,000, did not in fact come into
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existence, although a charter of incorporation was procured from

the general court of Massachusetts in April, and the charter was

duly signed by the governor of that state on the 26th of that

month, in the year before mentioned. There were difficulties in

the way of organizing the proposed company, and the scheme

fell through, but inasmuch as there was a society afterwards

established upon a similar basis, although with a smaller capital,

by the same men, it will be worth while to examine and con-

dense for the benefit of our readers, the report, in which the com-

mittee which was nominated for the work in May, submitted to

the public, and to the society then in course of formation, the

main bearings of their movement. The document has historical

interest, because it reveals from the best sources the animus

which prevailed in the best informed circles, and the determina-

tion with which the conflict was to be fought out to its bitter end.

It was necessary to show first, that such a society as the charter

was meant to incorporate ought to be formed, and therefore, the

stream of immigration across the Atlantic formed the preamble.

The fertility of Kansas and the attractions offered by that region

figured next in the programme, as the native born citizens of the

Bay state were being induced to look beyond Iowa and Missouri, to

the unsettled region which public interests and sccial considerations

rendered it desirable should be possessed by men opposed to the

extension of slavery. The foreign arrivals in the ports of the

United States, during the preceding year, had aggregated nearly
five hundred thousand of all ages, and it was estimated that the

movement westward during the same time had engrossed more than

two hundred thousand, with a reasonable prospect of a still larger

exodus during the then current year, consequently there would

be no lack of material upon which the society could operate.

The cruel frauds to which emigrants from Europe were subjected

continually under the irresponsible system, which left the strangers

at the mercy of any scoundrel that would practice on their igno-

rance as to our customs, formed the next item, and inasmuch as

the association was expected to return a money profit to its in-

vesters, the reasonable implication followed that the people to

be benefited could better afford to pay honest friends for good

service, than to submit to the speculations of the agents then fat-
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tening upon them. From the foreign emigrant, the transition to

the native born American was of coarse natural, and the incon-

veniences and dangers which then attended upon iudividaal set-

tlement in the west gave a theme which touched hundreds of

thousands who themselves contemplated moving into Kansas, or

w^ho had received word from their friends in that territory as to

the form in which Missourian philanthropy proposed to welcome

free men.

To mitigate as far as possible, where it was impossible to obviate,

altogether, the frauds, inconveniences, accidents and dangers inci-

dental to immigration always, but then, more especially, the society

had been incorporated nominally to organize and systematize the

movements of the mass of humanity then tending toward the

west
; but, actually, could the purposes of Mr. Eli Thayer and

friends have been prudently stated in the plainest language, the

description of their intentions might have been, to become a

council of advice and aid to the colonists who would guaranty
Kansas against slavery in the future, to unfold the designs of

their enemies and of the enemies of the human race, in that

matter of holding the black race in subjection, and compelling
free settlers to submit to a still more galling yoke, and to assist

so far as means would allow in making the possession of the soil

by free men a safe and economical venture. Then followed a

description of the agencies which were to be tentatively em-

ployed. The capital of the company was placed at $5,000,000,

to be called up in ten years should occasion require the whole

amount, but no such probability was anticipated, and in reality,

when the society, which came into existence upon the basis

which failed to organize the first, the amount of money expended
was very small indeed. It was believed that the steady returns

to be expected on an investment of one-fifth of the capital would

plant a free state and give very substantial profits to investers.

The moneyed man ^jer se could not be induced to see things in

that way, and necessarily it devolved upon men who were pre-

pared to invest upon the principle, that " lie that giveth to the

poor lendeth to the Lord," and they carried out the undertaking

without any considerable outlay until the end had been attained.

Among the many societies projected and formed, this band of
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men came first to the work and alone remained until Kansas

became a free state. The emigrant was to be helped bj being

protected from frauds on his journey ;
reliable and comprehensive

information would guard him in that direction, and the same

watchful care would attend him after his arrival at his desti-

nation. Then followed the most important item, like the post-

script to the communication of a lady friend : the emigrant was to

be mainly protected by the presence of neighbors, upon whom he

could rely in any emergency which might arise, in the certainty

that he could obtain "combined assistance," and "division of

labor
;

"
important considerations in a country where hanging on

the nearest tree was the reward of individual exertion. The pro-

teges of the association would move in large numbers, hence they
would encamp as an army of industry, with whom the slave

power would not dare to meddle. The colonies so planted would

carr}^ witli them the safety and the other ameliorating influences

which attend upon the older civilizations. There would be a

section of society moved with its churches, schools, police and

press, instead of the mere desultory aggregation of atoms from

which these several items of the machinery of progress would

gradually accrue. These designs were well worthy of the care to

be bestowed, and in addition to all these, the association would

provide cheaper transit, immediate shelter upon arrival, trust-

worthy intelligence as to locations, and material aid in procuring
titles where no other help would be accepted. Such an organ-

ization might well be an object of dread to Missouri, because,

whether the aid so proffered to the public was accepted or not,

the old maxim, "forewarned, forearmed," came into play, and the

people who went west carried with them a full knowledge of the

difficulties to be encountered. Practically, it is known that the

number moved by the direct assistance of the society was small,

but when men wanted information, the offices of the association,

guarantied by the good names which stood sponsors for their

abnegation of
" the world and the devil," could and did render

essential service to the good work. There were diminutions of

rates of travel as consequences of the operations of such societies,

and the influence exerted made known through the j)ress of the

eastern and middle states the charms of Kansas soil and scenery,
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•whicli would have repaid a crusade, if it had been necessary, to

relieve the territory from the domination of the infideL With
such forces in operation, Missouri had no possibility of success,

in that proposal, to carry all the emigrants to suspense account,

and to leave the fruits of such labors pendant from the limbs of

trees. There was nothing possible for the slave state except such

overwhelming defeat as many of the more prudent citizens fore-

saw from the first. The society was to afford cheap shelter to

emigrants while they were engaged in preparing homes for their

families. Steam saw mills, grist mills and other such machinery,

together with printing presses, were to be forwarded to the settle-

ments, to be leased to approved persons where convenient, or to

be run by the agents of the association
;
and wherever such

boarding houses, mills and machinery might be located, the com-

pany would seek to acquire titles, but in no other places ;
and in

every instance, as soon as the territory became a free state, the

properties so acquired should be sold and the moneys realized

therefrom be used in assuming similar duties elsewhere in multi-

plying free states. There was a disinterested earnestness in these

men which looked horrible from a Missourian standpoint, and it

is not matter for wonder that rewards were offered for the arrest

of Mr. Eli Thayer by the organizers of secret societies, and that

the press of the slave state discussed the several modes of
"
hang-

ing
" and "

drowning," with the purpose of deterring further pro-

ceedings on his part, but with the effect of rendering human life

less sacred among a people already too low in social status and

in moral tone. The activity of the several agents was not abated

an iota by such brutalities of expression, and when words were

reduced to deeds, in many instances, the antagonism which was

evoked would very speedily have emptied the whole population of

the Atlantic states upon the territory, if it had been found essen-

tial, to conduct a migration of such an immense force to secure

the end desired.

When the barbarian hordes came down upon the cities and

the forests of Europe, in the days of the decline of the Eoman

empire, there was not such an overwhelming force of humanity
back of that emigration as now existed in the descendants of the

eame races of men in that quarter of the globe, and they were
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crossing the Atlantic by hundreds of thousands every year. They
were men inured to toil, hating slavery, accustomed to self gov-

ernment, and capable of self defense. Give them direction only,

and they would acquire such a hold upon the territor}^ as in a

few years would make them irresistible. The rill, the stream,

the torrent flowed over Kansas, and Missouri shrank back before

the power which its own fatuity had evoked. The spirits, called

" from the vasty deep," had answered with terrible emphasis, and

they could not be exorcised by any charm of
"
bell, book and can

die.
" The society established communication with the agencies for

German immigration, and by such means the vast populations

which, in the beginning of the Christian era, overspread the old

continent, were made conversant with the special attractions of

Kansas, its loveliness, fertility, and future greatness, the water

power in its unimproved rivers, the mines which waited only for

exploitatmi, and the climate which might well seem a paradise to

the millions who were invited to come over and possess the land.

The end to be achieved was well worthy of an effort, and the vast

power which could be moved for the purpose was irresistible.

The few that formed the advance guard might be annoyed and

driven in upon the main body, bat when the engagement once be-

came general along the whole line, God help the assailing force,

which had brought down upon itself a crushing power, greater

than that which followed Attila, the Hun. Men moved west-

ward by thousands every year, and now the whole energy of the

free soil party was directed into the work, to make the very best

class of emigrants from the free states settle in Kansas. Societies

for mutual aid were formed in many cities, and colonies were pro-

jected into Kansas, whereby men who had known each other for

many years, if not all their lives, moved in concert to their new

home. The discussion of rights and wrongs in congress had been,

slow and tedious, and in the end there were no such results as

could satisfy the community, or settle the questions in debate,

but when the doctrine of sovereignty had been reduced to practice

in this simple way, the manipulators and wire pullers from the

lobbies at Washington ascertained that there is an appeal back of

every representative and servant, howe\er high his title, to the

people themselves, whose voice must be final and conclusive
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wherever the sound could be heard. The court of final appeal
was being constituted in Kansas, and with every step toward the

desired consummation, the community in the middle and eastern

states pressed forward more earnestly to participate. Massachu-

setts, with her teeming factories and workshops, saw that in such

an extension as was proposed there would be an additional area

opened to her productions, the more certain to continue because

of the unity of feeling which would result from the operations of

such societies, and the more liberal in its dimensions because of

the high tone and of the enterj)rise which must distinguish such

a people. From every standpoint advanced thinkers in the east

saw the advantages of the movement which they were help-

ing to develop, and every day increased the volume and velocity

of the stream which they were directing. The redoubled efforts

of other organizations made the success of every society more

probable, because the aims to be accomplished were not the per-

sonal gains of the promoters, but the general good of the commiu-

nity ;
still every city was urged to contribute liberally toward

the colonization fund, by promises that the cities to be founded

in the west by the means so provided should be named in honor of

the cities in the east which had most largely provided the capital

on which they were to operate. The society first projected was

not duly organized, but another society was formed by the pro-

moters on the same basis, with less money liability, and a charter

as the " New England Emigrant Aid Society." The purposes were

precisely the same, and the capital was limited to $1,000,000, the

trustees of the association, Amos Lawrence, John S. Williams

and the much abused Eli Thayer, being foremost among the fore-

most contributors. Other such societies were operating elsewhere

as we have seen, and the territory of Kansas became the focus

toward which the forces of the abolition party converged from all

parts of the union. " The war was to be fought out on that line if

it took all summer." The general success which resulted did not

come from any one of all these organizations, but it came from

the mental and physical activities of an aroused people, able to

see the tyranny and the wastefulness of the slave system, and de-

termined to have none of it in the future of the union. Missouri

hated the aspect which affairs had now assumed, but the main
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features were but nnswers to her own a2r2;ressive conduct, and in

the abstract every citizen deserved to be applauded, when he gave
from his purse and his energy to increase the area available for

free labor and free government. The cities of the east had masses

of population, which sought good outlets in regions where their

own customs and institutions could be preserved, and if slavery had
not been a giant wrong, which ought to die, and which was already

doomed by the fiat of nature, the prairies of Kansas would have

afforded an excellent area upon which to test the slave system
and the free system, in communities established side by side.

The oligarchy wanted no tests and no comparisons. They wanted

territory on which to sell and to employ slave stock
;

" the very
head and front of their offending had that extent, no more," until

they concentrated upon themselves that avalanche which over-

whelmed their puny efforts, by proposing to lynch every free emi-

grant that ventured into Kansas. Once a state of war had been

produced, of course each party exasperated the other, and the deeds

which require enumeration were but the inevitable outcome of

events.

Where the city of Lawrence now stands, the first colony was

planted by the concerted action of the free states, in the early part

of July, 1854, and we have seen by what means and with what

results, Missouri interposed, up to the time when the " rousta-

bouts
"

retired from the contest without striking one blow, under

cover of a threat that the}'- would come up one thousand strong

to wipe out that little force of sixty men. The Missourians had

not exhausted their ingenuity, although they had completed that

demonstration. The force of arms having failed, they had re-

course to oratory and manipulation. Many a man who could be

conquered without difficulty in the stricken field can exhaust his

most powerful opponents if they will only let him talk, and Ther-

sites had many disciples in Missouri. The news had been con-

veyed into the state that on the first day of August, there would

be a meeting of settlers, at Back Bone Kidge, to establish regula-

tions under which squatters might take up and impro've their

selections, with a tolerable degree of certainty that their rights

would be respected. Such an opportunity was not to be lost, and

the several organizations sent up a considerable force to overawe
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the new comers
;
if possible, to override tliem by noise and foreign

voting power, in any case, and to give tliem a taste of the quality
for which Missourians on the stump had become famous. An
Indiana lawyer named Dunham was the orator, and he was very

powerful in his particular line, but his friends suffered as much
as did his enemies, and like Dogberry, it is probable that he re-

gretted that there was no man present to write him '• down an

ass." Every stroke of the piston in an air pump removes one-half

of the atmosphere from the receiver, and the eloquence of Dun-

ham acted in the same way ;
the free state men adjourned, the

Missourians went "from labor to refreshment," and after the ora-

tor and his friends had taken their accustomed inspiration for two

hours, the settlers reassembled, adopted their constitution and by-
laws, completed the business of tiae day by electing officers, and

brought their proceedings to an orderly termination. The chief

justice chosen by the settlers was the Hon. John A. Wakefield,
and the recorder, Brier W. Miller, a selection well worthy of the

occasion. The Missourians were nonplussed for the time, but

when it became necessary to remodel the laws of the community,
the call of the executive was communicated to the slave owners'

party once more, and numbers poured in to disturb the little

assemblage, but after a narrow escape from a resort to the ultima

ratio force, the difficulty was accommodated upon a basis which

secured the election of Judge Wakefield a second time. The
foundation of this little community was laid in July, 1854, when
the agent of the New England Emigrant Aid Society, Hon. Chas.

n. Branscombe, since distinguished as one of the representatives

of St. Louis, in the legislature of Missouri, selected the site of the

city of Lawrence for the first colony. There were persons located

on the ground before the free soilers arrived, but their rights had

all been purchased, and the few improvements attempted had

been liberally considered in the sale. The name of the city,

'-'Lawrence," was not determined until the sixth of the followino-

October, when the appellation was adopted by the association in

honor of Amos A. Lawrence, the first trustee of the society. Be-

fore that time the settlement had been augmented by several new

arrivals, the first colony of thirty having been joined by three

reinforcements of larger proportions. It was while the founders of
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the colony were yet encamped in their tents upon and around Mt.

Oread, that tlie military evolutions, before described, were per-

formed. The spot was chosen July 17
;
the first party to arrive

numbered thirtj^, and they came on the first day of August ;
the

second party, of about twice that number, came fourteen days

later. The name bestowed upon the settlement by the Missouri-

ans was Yankee Town, but the appellations which were most in

favor amono; tlie settlers before the name of Lawrence was defi.-

nitely accepted, were Waukarusa, New Boston. The tents served

well as long as they were not visited by strong winds, but Kan-

sas, then more than now, was accustomed to lively breezes, and

it soon became necessary to provide more durable edifices, such

as would be suitable to meet the inclemency of the winter.

"The Pioneer Boarding House," was a primitive affair, but it

was substantial, and the long slanting roof of poles tied together

at the ridge, and thatched with prairie grass, afforded such shelter

as many thousands were thankful to procure before better could

be obtained. Los; houses of various dimensions were constructed

by the settlers for their own families, and there was no difficulty

in procuring all the help that any man wanted, as it was under-

stood that the willing crowd rendering assistance on any occasion

would all in their turn require to be paid in kind. From the city

the settlers spread out over the countrj'-, but usually with an eye,

half railitar}^, to the possibilities of support and defense, so that

it was a rare thing to find an isolated claim. ISTeighborhoods

moved in one group, as we see sometimes when a landslip occurs,

there are cottages, forests, and churches in one remove, so in

those days all the machinery of social growth and protection was

comprehended in the migration. The people coming from En-

gland, Scotland, Wales, and the North of Ireland, were even more

resolute on the slavery question, if that may be thought possible,

than the Americans, as they came fresh from the excited tone of

public opinion in their own countr}^, where Mrs. Stowe's book,
" Uncle Tom's Cabin," had been read by millions, and had been

dramatized with very great success, having all the force of a rev-

elation on the subject with which it dealt. Communities rein-

forced by such men were strengthened for all contingencies. The

men who could recite how their forefathers defended Limerick

9
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against an army of barbarians, officered hy the French, were not

likely to fail in an emergency, where their hereditary courage and

constancj^ could make them heroes. Many of the choicest parts

of Kansas were taken up by little settlements, compacted of many
races, but all united on the one point against slavery. Twenty-
five persons founded Topeka in December, and early in the spring,

of 1855, the number of residents was largely increased by immi-

gration, the town from the first aiming to be made the capital of

the state. The first territorial legislature convened in Pawnee, in

July, but when the convention was called together to prepare a

free state constitution, in October, 1855, Topeka was the spot

selected for the assembly, and so conclusive was the course then

taken as to the future action of the state, unless the ordinary

methods were abandoned, that the slavery propaganda may be

said to have declared war upon the instant. But we are travel-

ing too fast, and it is necessarv to return to the narrative of events

in their proper order. Topeka soon became a busy centre, and

hotels and stores were erected for the accommodation of the rap-

idly arriving emigrants, a profitable business being transacted

almost from the beginning.

Manhattan was the name given to a settlement at the junction

of the Big Blue river, with the Kansas river, to which a strong

party known as the Manhattan company came from the city of

Cincmnatti, Ohio, in the spring of 1855. The location is very

beautiful, and the citizens have enjoyed a remarkable average of

prosperit}^ The fourth party of emigrants from New England
made the selection of a site which has been so largelj' indorsed

by circumstances. There may have been, from first to last in the

year 1854, about five hundred persons that came into the territory

under the auspices of the society in !Massachussetts, but that does

not represent a tithe of the good that the association accomplished

for free settlement and organization. Grasshopper Falls obtained its

name from a small descent of a few feet in the bed of the Grass-

hopper creek, near where a settlement was made in 1851, and of

course our readers are aware that the town has been very success-

ful. There were many other towns laid out and settlements

made, but we can only glance at the principal places at this stage

of the history. The other societies which were called into exist
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ence bj the strong public feeling which rescued Kansas from the

taint of slavery did very little for the territory beyond directing

the attention of men and families to the promising field for emi-

gration which the territory presented, but the ISTew England Emi-

grant Aid Society, directly assisted at least two thousand persons

to locate in Kansas, and the help afforded was all the more bene-

ficial to the emigrants and to the several settlements, because

there was no taint of pauperism in the assistance given and re-

ceived. The mass of the populace did the work that was requir-

ed, in a manner highly creditable to the community. When the

society already mentioned, built mills and school houses, as was

done at Ossawatomie, Topeka and Lawrence, as well as elsewhere,

assisting in the development of the localities, the investments

were made on what proved to be sound bases, and the returns

eventually justified the outlay. Hotels were built by the society

in several places, but only as business ventures to help the free

soilers, by employing capital in a way which the new settlers

could remunerate, but which would have been burdensome upon
their resources had they been called upon to suppl}^ the outlay

themselves. The soundness of the calculation made early in

1854:, as to the small sum of money that need be expended was

fully borne out by the fact, that out of the capital of the society

which was finally organized, only one-tenth, or $100,000 was

actually employed in all that was accomplished by the aid of

that association. When the orators and the press of Missouri de-

nounced the " northern cattle
"

that were coming upon Kansas

with the promise of permanent occupation, all the bluster of the

loud voiced talkers and grandiloquent penmen, only widened the

circle in the eastern states which steadily converged toward and

marched upon Kansas. We have seen already the kind of blus-

ter that was meant to terrify the free soilers, but the enthusiasm

of the people answered every defiance with fresh levies and bet-

ter system, which speedily reduced the Missourians to the altern-

ative of submission, or to the worst of all arguments, ha,rd blows.

Doubtless these proslavery men thought themselves among the

most reasonable, and the best abused people of their day. They

only wanted to expel free negroes from the country, to refuse all

traffic between slaves and white men, to deny the right of slaves
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to hire their own time from their masters, and to punish all per-

sons who differed from them, as to their opinions and objects, and

lo ! they were denounced, as if it were not the highest and dear-

est privilege of a free man, to hang such of his neighbors as

dare abuse the privilege of thinking for themselves. No man
was to be hanged unless somebody condemned him, nor even then

"unless that somebody was one of the presidents of an irresponsi-

ble society, whose opinion was endorsed by at least two men, out

of a society of one thousand. Unless a man objects to hanging,
on principle, it would be hard to conceive of a kind of machinery
better adapted to make the process pleasant, but there were men
wdio objected to be made victims even by the Platte County Self

Defensive Association, and we are bound to assume, in the ab-

sence of testimony to the contrary, that our abolitionist friends

were really conscientious in their scruples. The slave owners and

their supporters boldly enunciated that labor in any form is slav-

ery, and that women who work for their daily bread are invari-

ably disreputable persons, many of those who talked that way in

the year of grace, 1854, cannot be induced now to admit that

they ever uttered such abominable heresies, but there were some

men of note at that time, who declared that unless slavery could

be sustained in Kansas, the neighboring state of Missouri must

cease to be a place in which a gentleman could continue to live

and bring up his sons as honorable men, his daughters as virtuous

women. The names of the persons who ideniilled themselves

%vith such views may well rest in oblivion. Many have never re-

pented, and such persons have no place in history, others have re-

pented in mental sackcloth and ashes, and they are entitled to

such lethean consolation as may be afforded by silence.

The several secret societies whose movements have been re-

ferred to, were not organized in Missouri until late in 1854, but

they had long been in operation in the older slave states. They
came now into sudden activity, and there were few men who
dared incur the odium of remaining outside such organizations.

The brethren of the "Social Band "
recognized a modified respect-

ability in "Blue Lodges,"
" Sons of the South,"

" Friends Socie-

ties," and such like institutions, of which there were many more

than it would be convenient to name, save in an appendix, but
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all the fraternities joined in looking with suspicion, which might
soon eventuate in hostile acts, upon an}^ man who declined to

affiliate with such machinery of evil. These societies were part of

the force which was to be utilized in conquering Kansas. The

lodge meetings were of value because everj member of the

brotherhood was a spy upon free soilers, abolitionists, and indeed

upon all who were suspected of thinking or doing anything that

slave owners did not approve, and it was important that every
atom in the body politic in Missouri should be held in readiness

to carry out the projects of the leaders. When the movements of

the Massachusetts society became known it was pretended that

all the organization resorted to in the slave state, was rendered

necessary by such signs of activity in the east, and had not existed

until such modes of operation made it the duty of every man of

property, that is to say, of every slave owner, to prepare for " the

bloody arbitrament of the sword." Doubtless there was more rage

and more activity in Missourian circles after the " New England

Emigrant Aid Society
" was incorporated, but for many years be-

fore that time it had ceased to be safe for any person to express a

doubt as to the wisdom and the justice of slavery, and preachers

who defended the ghastly abomination in their pulpits :

"
Proving tlieir doctrines orthodox,

By apostolic blows and knocks,"

found it difficult to speak with sufficient um against the men and

the views which their owners— for they also were owned by the

oligarchy
— looked upon as the latest spawn of hell. There

were men in the community who could not be relied upon for a

hvyenmasse^ should Missouri conclude to make war upon Kansas,

in order to exterminate the free soilers, and it was time to sepa-

rate the wheat from the tares. Traders were now told with whom

they should have dealings, and merchants were instructed as to

the persons from whom they should make purchases, and all the

terrors of the odious Yehm Oericht were to visit those who might
venture to disobey. The action of the city of Weston in the

premises has been seen, and that fact demonstrated to the great

annoyance of the oligarchy that there was division in their own

camp, while the enemy was massing his forces in front of the
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coveted position. The ridiculous assault upon tlie negroes was

another yitwco, and the truth began to dawn that the levy en masse

would be more likely to bring down the New England states in a

bod}^, than to bring out a respectable muster of their own citizens

to repel the attack. Free emigration in Kansas had given heart

to men who for many years had endured persecution in silence,

so that for the future there would be an added element in the dis-

quietudes of the slave owners. The struggle was brought home

to their doors, when the men with whom they had been trading

for years could assemble in public meeting to assert, that they

loved the union and the law better than they loved slavery and

the south
;
that they disapproved the conduct of the proslavery

organizations, and tlie sentiments which were embodied in such

movements
;
that they held men to be worthy of respect and con-

fidence irrespective of opinion, as long as their conduct proved
them worthy ;

that they held labor in such high regard as could

enable them to speak of its dignity as compatible with moral and

intellectual status ; that they thought the Nebraska-Kansas act

gave equal rights in the territory to every citizen from whatever

state
;
that they were competent to say who should dwell in their

communit}^, and that they would not allow an irresponsible asso-

ciation to decide such questions for them
;
that they did not think

suspicion a ground for punishment; that they did not approve of

mob-law, and would not tolerate it until all other law had failed.

Never in this world was there ever seen in type or heard in pub-

lic meeting a defiance more square and complete than that which

was embodied by the citizens of Weston in their pronunciamenio,

and as we have seen, when their words were treated as idle wind,

they took up arms to vindicate their consistency, and put the dis-

orderly rabble to flight. Times were changing with the slave

owners in Missouri, and the struggle might be, not for the terri-

tory of Kansas, but for the continuous possession of their own

state.

t
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CHAPTEB VII.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.
(.continued.)

Act of Orgauization— Goveruor Reeder— luauguratiou of Goverumcut—•

Congressional Delegate — Proslavery Tactics — Free Soil Candidates—
Voting Early and Often— Stuffing the Census— Courtesies of the Ballot

Box— Popular Sovereignty
— Vote or Die — Series of Invasions— Gov-

ernor Rueder's Certificates — Some New Elections— The Good Time

Coming — Reign of Terror— Power of the Press— Expelling Preachers"—

Vigilanters at Work— Rights and A¥rongs — Saluting the Governor—
The President's Action — Members of Legislature Expelled — Powers of

a ]\Iujority
— Missouri versus Massachusetts— Shawnee and Pawnee—

Log Rolling— Proslavery Law— Governor Reeder Removed— Cause

and Pretense — Conduct of the Governor.

In every legislature in the world there is a power, seldom

used, which will allow of the suspension of standing orders, and

permit a bill, the provisions of which are already understood, to

be read, in some stages, by the mere enunciation of the marginal
notes. In the present stage we propose to read the act of organi-

sation almost in that way, and the standing orders arc suspended

accordingly. We need not read the whole act, and we do not

propose to do more in this line than is necessary to the compre-
hension of affairs, consequently we commence with section 19,

which enacted the then established limitations of the territory,

from Missouri to the summit of the Socky mountains, between

the thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth parallels of north latitude,

with some unimportant exceptions, with the express provision

that the constitution to be adopted by the territory should deter-

mine the admission of the state to the union with or without

slavery, and a proviso that congress should retain power to divide

the territory into two territories, or to attach parts thereof to any
other state or territory. The exceptions before mentioned referred

to the rights and titles of the Indians to certain portions of the

territory, and the powers retained by the government to make
suitable provisions, regulations and treaties with, and in regard to.
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tlie Indian tribes. Section 20 enacted that tlie executive powei
of the territory should be vested in a governor, to be appointed

bj the president for four years, subject to be removed by the ap

pointing power, or to continue beyond the expressed term until

his successor should be appointed and qualified; the governor
to command the militia, exercise the usual pardoning powers,

\
commission proper officers, and enforce faithful execution of the

laws. Section 21 enacted that a secretary should be appointed,
and prescribed his duties, among others that in the absence, resig-

nation or death of the governor, the secretary should be locum

tenens. Section 22 enacted that the legislative power of the terri-

tory should be vested in the governor and a legislative assembly

consisting of a council and house of representatives; setting forth

also the numbers for each body and duration in office, as well as

the mode of increase in numbers and final limits of representation.

The section further defined the qualifications to vote for, and to

be elected to such bodies, and set forth that a census should be

taken to ascertain who were residents entitled to vote. Beyond
these provisions the responsibility of carrying out the elections

equitably devolved upon the governor only, and on his appointees,

until the first assembly should have been duly constituted, after

•which, law, would, of course, define everything. Section 23 pre-

scribed who should be entitled to vote in the first election, viz:

Every free white male inhabitant over twentj^-one years of age.

Section 2-i dealt with the limitations within which the legislature

might enact laws, subject to the suspensive veto of the governor^

and the powers of the two chambers to override such veto by

majorities of two-thirds in each chamber. Providing also for

cases in which the governor might not exercise his veto, but

might retain the bill in his own hands, instead of sending it back

signed or otherwise. Section 25 was an enabling clause^ giving to

the governor power to appoint officers, not otherwise provided for^

but necessary in the premises, said officers to hold their positions-

and discharge the required duties until the end of the first session

of the leo;islatnre. After that time all such officers were to be

appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the

legislature. Section 26 was a disqualifying clause. No member

of the legislature should, as such, hold an office created by the
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legislature of which he was a member, nor until he had ceased to be

a member of that body, upon the expiry of his term, at least

twelve months. United States officers, with the exception of

postmasters, were also to be ineligible to be chosen as representa-

tives, or to hold any office under the territorial government.

Section 27 provided for the establishment of the judicial power,

to consist of a supreme court, district courts, probate courts, and

justices of the peace, and defined the limits of their several pow-

ers, together with the duties devolving upon them, with special

provisos as to disputes between persons as to titles to slaves, fugi-

tives from justice, and slaves escaping from their masters
;

in

which cases there were such provisions as left no doubt as to the

power to hold and to recover the custody of slaves, the advantage

to be always on the side of the slave owners. Section 28 ex-

pressly enacted that the laws enacted by congress to assist in the

capture of slaves escaping from their masters should be in fall

force in the territory of Kansas. Section 29 provided for the ap-

pointment and payment of an attorney, and also of a marshal for

the territory, to be removable at the pleasure of the president, but

otherwise to serve for four years each. The same clause defined

their duties and emoluments. Section 30 provided that the gov-

ernor and all the officers of the territory should be appointed by
the president of the United States, by and with the advice and

CDnsent of the senate, and defined the oaths and obligations de-

volving upon the said executive. The same section defined the

salaries of all the said officials, and the amounts to be paid to

the members of the legislature, and to their official staff, from the

United States treasury, limiting the powers of all officials as to

'unauthorized expenditure. Section 31 located the government at

Fort Leavenworth, temporarily allowing the use of buildings not

required by the military, under the direction of the governor, for

purposes directed under the act. Section 32 provided for the

election of a delegate from the territory to the bouse of represent-

atives of the United States, limiting the powers of the delegate

first elected, and expressly declared that congress would not in-

tervene to uphold or to prevent slavery. Section 33 provided for

the erection of suitable public buildings, under the direction of

the governor, at the seat of government, and for the purchase of
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a library, to be kept at the same place, for tlie use of tlie execu-

tive and the legislature. Section 34 provided for the reservation

of certain sections, numbered sixteen and thirty-six, in each town-

ship as reserves to be applied to school purposes in the territory.

Section 35 gave to the governor power to create judicial districts

temporarily, and to assign the judges to such districts, pending
the first session of the legislature, when all such powers should

be subject to the will of the assembly. Section 36 provided for

taking due security from territorial officers for the faithful dis-

charge of their several duties. Section 37 provided that all laws,

treaties and engagements entered into with the Indian tribes by
the United States, so far as they affected the territory, should be

rigidly observed, and that all the agencies and superintendencies

connected therewith should remain in force, with the same

powers and duties. This act was approved on the thirtieth

day of May, 1854, but its provisions were familiar to the lead-

ing minds on both sides long before that time, in consequence

of the debates in congress which preceded the passage of the

measure.

The first governor of the new territory was the lion. Andrew

n. Reeder, of Pennsylvania, and considering the course of events

which followed, it is evident that the societies which were being

organized in Massachusetts and elsewhere, exerted an influence on

him if not uj)on the president and the senats. Certainly the state of

Missouri had nothing to hope from the sympathies of such a man,

however much it misfht succeed in extorting from his fears. The

first act of Gov. Eeeder showed a desire to fit himself for his on-

erous labor, as we find him making a comprehensive tour of the

region in which it was his duty to inaugurate representative

government. According to the ideas of Missouri, such an act on

his part was a waste of precious time. It was only necessary to

consult them, as to what should be done, and the body we have

already seen at Lawrence would come up reinforced a thousand

strong, or more, to wipe out the little colony, and possibly, unless

there was more regard exhibited for their interests, they might

see it to be their duty to wipe out Gov. Reeder with the rest of

the obnoxious community'. Hamlet said of his mother, the Queen
of Denmark, that he "would speak daggers, but use none," That
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was for the time the programme with the Missourians on Kansas

territory ; they would swamp the powers of the resident popula-

tion, in the ballot box, and in that w^aj wipe out their foes. The

tour occupied about fourteen days, and within that time the gov-

ernor had made himself acquainted with the settlers, by whom
he had been welcomed most cordially. Parties were formed in

every locality to escort liim through the region over which the

colony was to spread, and beyond doubt there was a common de-

sire that the integrity of the community should be preserved

from the assaults which were already discussed, without reserve,

across the border. The man would have been unworthy of a

place in the territory, however humble, unless he was desirous

that the j^eople inhabiting the country should control their own

affairs. His first duty was to divide the territory into electoral

districts, to enable the residents to cast their votes for a delegate

to represent them in congress, for the remainder of an unexpired
term. On the tenth day of November, 1854, his proclamation

•was issued, and he required the several judges of elections who
were appointed by him to refuse the votes of all persons whom

they believed to be nonresidents in the territory, having come

into Kansas merely to vote, while their domiciles were elsewhere.

The then present bona fide intention to remain and make a per-

manent home in the territory was set forth by the proclamation
as an essential qualification for the act of voting, and the judges
of election were sworn to reject the votes of all persons not so

qualified. Whatever doubts there may have been in the minds

of the Missourians were now resolved, and " the winter of their

discontent
" came down on Gov. Eeeder with chilling effect.

Five days after the proclamation was issued, there was a conven-

tion of the propagandists held in Leavenworth, the people com-

ing by hundreds, on horseback" and in wagons, from the neigh-

boring state, to denounce the governor as a free soiler and aboli-

tionist, or as one favoring such abominations by his proclama-

tion, and by deferring the election of the legislative assembly.

Every day that the process was deferred increased the number of

emigrants from the free states with whom they would have to

contend, hence their haste, and they were confident that as soon

as the legislature should be convened, their machinery would en-
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able them to control the affairs of the little community. A del-

egation was aiDjDointed to wait upon the governor to request im-

mediate action, but Gov. Eeeder' could not be deceived by the

pretense that the}^ were actual residents in Kansas. Such a small

community as that at Fort Leavenworth was soon recognizable,

man by man, and these persons were strangers whose incursion

and whose objects were well known. The governor courteously
but resolutely demanded further particulars as to the authoriza-

tion and the proceedings of the convention, but no such informa-

tion could be afforded without a full declaration of their identity

and aims, so the delegation, defeated for the time, withdrew in

high dudgeon. When the parties to that movement attempted to

prejudice the public at a distance, by giving a false version of

the whole affair. Gov. Eeeder answered the memorialists in a doc-

ument which became a manifesto to all the free states, disclosing

the fact that the men who had presumed to dictate to him the

line of duty which he must pursue were Missourians mostly, and

not entitled to an atom of consideration where the free govern-

ment of Kansas was involved. The reply was crushing in state-

ment and rebuke, but it completely destroyed all pretenses of

fairness on the part of the Missouri convention, and from that

time it was patent to all observers that the governor meant to se-

cure for the people over whom he ruled all the essentials of home

rule, so far as the means at his disposal could be made to cover

that purpose. The tempers of men were becoming roused, and

it was evident that there would be some feeling exhibited in the

pending election of a congressional delegate. The free soilers

were divided between the Hon. John A. "Wakefield, an avowed

advocate of free state ideas, whose name has been mentioned in

these pages before, and the Hon. Robert P. Flenneken, a friend

of Gov. Eeeder, who had come out to Kansas, with the Micawber

like expectation that "something would turn up." He hoped to

win votes from free soilers, and proslavery men also, by adopt-

ing the role of the independent candidate, from whom both par-

ties might hope as much as they pleased, while he probably
would have put in practice the maxim ascribed to the legal pro-

fession of old time, saying to the clients,
" a shell for thee and a

shell for thee
;
the oyster 'is the lawyer's fee." Like most men,
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halting between two opinions, neither hot nor cold, he was no-

where in the contest. The proslavery candidate, Gen. J. W.

Whitfield, was a Tennesseean, resident in Missouri, and he de-

pended upon being chosen by Missouri votes. lie knew whither

he was tending, and later in the day he held a position of some

prominence among the rebels in arms to destroy the union. He
was a man of fine appearance and some talent, not so trustworthy

as the old chief justice, not so shrewd as his other opponent, but

more successful than either, because the strong and unscrupulous

propagandists could rely upon his sincerity. The convention at

Leavenworth, at which we have already glanced, composed mostly

of men who had not a shadow of right to meddle in Kansas

afliairs, nominated the general as the Missourian candidate, and

the slave state could send over voters enough to secure his elec-

tion. The legality of the movement was of very small concern

to the party which meant to conquer Kansas by mere lawlessness

and the right of the strongest.

The return of a delegate to congress did not commend itself to

the newly arrived emigrants as an affair of much moment
;
the

delegate would be a person of small account in the general man-

agement of the affairs of the union
; they would not gain one vote

in the momentous afi^airs in which his voice might be heard, and

they were busy preparing for winter, then near at hand. Some

were expecting their families in a few days, and it was not yet

certain that the climate would favor them during the customarily

inclement season beginning with December and closing with Jan-

uary. Many were too busy to attend meetings or to vote. Some

who attended to such duties were of opinion that Mr. Wakefield

could be of more service in the territory, where the question

"Slave or Free?" was to be decided, than in congress, from

whose deliberations the matter had already passed, and in conse-

quence there was never a doubt as to Gen. Whitfield's success,

even.supposing that the brutal tactics of Missouri had been omit-

ted. The day of election came, and long before the 29th of

November, the secret societies were primed and loaded, ready for

any kind of work. The societies were manifold in their purposes;

Under their manipulations money was to be collected to pay the

expenses of armed bands of illegal voters to be sent from Missouri
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to secure the election of proslaverj men to ever}'' ofl&ce. They
were to induce proslaverj men to make Kansas their home for

like purposes ;
but their main hope was, that they would be able

to intimidate free soil men, or otherwise dissrust them with their

location, so that they might secure for the proslavery organiza-

tions supreme control in Kansas affairs. To that end the lodges
of the societies were used to discuss the probabilities of the suc-

cessive elections, and the numbers which must be sent to differ-

ent points on the day of the polling in each case, to overawe as

well as to outvote the free soil party. It will be seen that

against such an organization, so powerful, and so unscrupulous,
there was no chance for the residents in Kansas, a mere handful

against thousands. There was concerted action moreover to pre-

vent reinforcements reaching Kansas from the eastern and north-

ern states. Most of the immigrants came in the river boats up
the Missouri, and bands of armed men were detailed for the

special duty of boarding every steamer at Lexington, and at other

landing places en route to Kansas City, to compel northern emigrants,

should any be found on board, to give np their arms in any case,

and, when possible, to intimidate them, so that they should turn

back. Such operations became common, and at length the more

peaceful gave up all idea of reaching the territorj^, while those

who were not to be deterred reached their destination through

Iowa and Nebraska, at very much greater cost. By such tactics

Kansas was to be conquered, or else there was no magic in the

charm b}^ which the proslavery party sought victory. As against

the men in Kansas they were certainly strong enough to dictate

terms
;
but the difficulty arose for Missouri when it appeared that

the free states were to be as one man against the tyrannical demon-

strations on which the slave owners depended. Democrats as

well as free soilers and the more resolute whigs were united on that

issue in sentiment, and very largely in action also. The election

held in November, 185-4, was openly carried by roughs of the

worst description, who worked out the policy prescribed for them

by their leading orators and their leading journals. General

Atchison ui-ged every county in Missouri to send its young men

to overpower the free state vote, and many of the speeches made

and reported were utterly unfit for publication. The Missouriuns
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were urged to do their duty by voting in the neighboring terri-

tory in the name of "God and their country." The town of

Lawrence was specially favored with a denaonstration, the invad-

ing host coming by hundreds on the day before the polling was

to take place, and that night one of the judges who was appointed
to act on the following day WQf; threatened with hanging unless

he would consent to dispense with the oath as to residence, which

it was understood he meant to exact from the men who had come

over, fraudulently to affect the election. Unable to obtain from

the judge a promise of malfeasance, they so far intimidated him

that he failed to put in an appearance at the polling place the

next morning. There were two judges absent from their post
that morning, but nothing in that way could trouble the veterans

who had the business in hand. They dispensed with the neces-

sity for the governor's intervention by electing two of their own

party to act as judges, and at once installed their men without

the slightest compunction as to the flagrant iilegalit}^ of the pro-

ceeding. The men who carried the election in the neighborhood

of Lawrence were from Westport and Kansas City mainly ;
and

the other districts were reached from the points in Missouri most

convenient. The j^roslavery party did nothing by halves. In

one district where only thirty-five legal votes were polled, they

put in two hundred and twenty-six illegal ballots. In another

electoral district where one hundred legal votes were recorded,

they answered with two hundred and six illegal ballots. In an-

other place they answered seven legal votes by putting in two

hundred and thirty-eight fraudulent ballots
;

in another case

twenty legal votes were swamped by five hundred and eighty-

four illeo;al ballots, so that on the whole, eleven hundred and

fourteen hona fide votes were neutralized by seventeen hundred

and twenty-nine men, who had no more I'ight to vote in Kansas

than they had to exercise the same privilege in New York City.

Gen. Whitfield was of course elected by an overpowering major-

ity, and a certificate being issued by the governor to that effect,

the worthy representative of Missouri took his seat as the delegate

from the territory of Kansas. Personally no doubt, the governor

was aware that fraudulent means had been resorted to, but it does

not appear that he was duly informed of the fact by other parties.
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Consequently it did not devolve upon him to refuse to certify.

Further, it may be mentioned that when a congressional inquiry

was made into the facts, it appeared that all the violence and

fraud resorted to were surplusage, as Gen. Whitfield received a

majority of the legal votes that were polled on the 29th of Novem-

ber, 1854.

Popular sovereignty', as Missouri understood and practiced that

nostrum, meant overriding the will of the inhabitants of the ter-

ritory, by an irruption of mercenaries and ruffians who were

urged on by gentlemen of property and position to enter Kan-

sas on election day, and " to vote at the point of bowie knife and

revolver." The difference between a despotism such as the Rus-

sian serf endured, and that which the free soiler was compelled

for that time to submit to in Kansas, was not entirely an advant-

age to the citizen in Kansas. However, there were other duties

besides voting to be attended to, and due provision was made for

the several judges, and for their judicial districts, so that justice

might be administered. Justices of the peace were also appoint-

ed, and the times for holding the regular courts were fixed. The

next election would necessarily be for the territorial legislature,

and to that matter all Missouri was ready to contribute. Gov.

Eeeder came into the territory, a lifelong democrat, and it ap-

pears to have been assumed that he would allow himself to be

manipulated by the slave owners and their tools. It is not cer-

tain that president Pierce entertained such an idea, but it is

known that when complaints were made by the slave owners and

their friends against Gov. Reeder, the chief executive made very

little delay in decapitating the offender. Before his appointment
to fill this position, it is probable that Mr. Reeder like many other

democrats in Pennsylvania, had but a very dim idea of what

slavery was. lie soon became the possessor of strong views

on that subject. Chief .lustice Lecompte, who was nominated by
the president at the same time as Mr. Reeder, became one of the

most violent of the proslavery party, and he was honored as well

as retained in office, the town of Lecompton being named for him,

but the other judges appointed at the same time, having declined

to become partisans, notwithstanding that one of them was a slave

owner, were both decapitated at the same time that Gov. Reeder
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was removed. Of three judges that were appointed iu succession

to iill the two vacancies thus caused, it may be worth while liere

to sav, as a commentary on the state of society in Kansas, that

one resigned his office in disgust, after discovering what was re-

quired of him, and that another refused to assume the duties of

his office, after visiting the territory and seeing for himself the

condition of affairs that prevailed. Coming back to the subject

of the legislature, the governor thought it necessary to have a

census taken before the election, and knowing what might be

done by the people across the border to thwart his design, he

caused all the steps to be taken during January and February,

witliout any publicit}^ being given to the fact. The Missourians

saw in that fact additional evidence that the governor ought to

be recalled b}^ the president. In some cases they did cross over

and procure themselves to be enumerated among the residents,

but as a rule the precautions taken by the governor sufficed to

make the return obtained reliable, as such documents usually are.

Some of the proslavery men railed at the governor, and talked

assassination, others threatened him with removal by the chief ex-

ecutive, and others contented themselves by striving to bribe or

to intimidate the census takers to embody in their returns fraudu-

lent lists of nonresidents, as 'though they actually lived in the

territory. When the census was taken there appeared to be

eight thousand, six hundred souls in the territory, with a sum

total of voters numbering two thousand, eight hundred and five.

The census showed the governor not only the extent of the 23op

ulation, but the localities in which the voters resided, a consider-

ation of some importance in preparing to elect a legislature. Im-

mediately after the returns were made, Mr. Eeeder issued his

proclamation calling for the election of the legislature. The re-

turns were completed on the third day of March, the notice ap-

peared on the eighth, and the choice was to be made on the thir-

tieth of the same month in 1855. There seems to be no reason for

assuming that the governor wanted to favor the free soilers
;
he only

wanted to see fair play, and being a lawyer by profession, all his

best instincts were trained to desire the fulfillment of the law. As
a democrat he was more likely to have favored the other side, and

had he wished merely to be on the side of the stronger party for the

10
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time, be might, without seeming to do anything reprehensible, have

j)layed into their hands, but he merely did his duty, and the same

angry rage which made them a few years later abandon Stephen

A. Douglas on his way to the presidential chair, induced them to

denounce Mr. Reeder now. If he had wanted to favor the free

soil party by allowing time for men to come in from the free

states, he had made the appointment much too early, but that was

the pretext for the complaints and denunciations of the proslavery

party. Both sides were in earnest now, for the question,
" slave

state or free," was really to be pronounced upon. The whole de-

batable ground which was supposed to have been settled for all

time, by the Missouri compromise, after the memorable and bitter

discussions in congress during the sessions at 1819-20, which had

been kept alive by the passages at arms in the wordy war at

Washington, b}'-
the Kansas bill, and by the action of Mr. Doug-

las in the Kansas-Nebraska act, in the sessions of 1853-51, was

now in the region of popular sovereignty, and it remained to be

seen whether there would be any show of fairness on the side of

the proslavery party. The free state party could not behave un-

fairly unless they traveled from district to district to vote more

than once, an impracticable crime, but the other side had already

given evidence of their intentions, and their papers and speakers

persistently kept up the cry that Kansas should be a slave state at

all hazards, "peaceably if we can," said Gen. Atchison,
" but at the

point of the bayonet if we must." Lawyers of some eminence as-

sured Missourians that they were entitled to vote under the law^

and ministers of the gospel came in with the solemn sanctions of

religion, to adjure them in defense of their most sacred rights as

patriots, to go over and vote in the Kansas elections. Never was

there a time when the terribly delusive idea,
" The end justifies

the means," had more complete acceptance than in Missouri,

while the conquest of Kansas was being organized by fraudulent

voting, and by abominable threats of violence, too soon to be-

come deeds of blood. Against all these grim preparations and

ominous signs, the free soil party could only oppose the usual

machinery of party organizations in the middle and eastern states.

Every settlement in the territory was visited by speakers, and

thoroughly canvassed to bring out the whole voting power
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of the population in favor of their candidates in each district,

and of course so far as actual residents ^Yere concerned, they
had the battle in their own hands. The forei2;n element could

not be reached b}'' their eloquence, except in so far as the

force of their expressions might help to exasperate their already

angry opponents. They could not import voting power from the

neighboring state, for the party that sympathized with them dared

not show how warmly their feelings were enlisted, and besides,

their instincts did not incline them in that way, to "do evil that

good might come." Their primary meetings, their conventions,

their nominations made unanimous in every case, amounted to

nothing against the powers with which they had to contend.

They w^ere met and for the time completely crushed by an or-

ganized movement which extended from Jasper county in the ex-

treme south of Missouri, and through every section east and west

to Andrew county in the north, which sent parties into Kansas to

vote for the imposition of the institution of slavery upon the

state wherever it might be formed. Boone county and Cole, east

and west went into the matter with whole^hearts, and there was

but one representative district in Kansas which had not foreign

votes enough sent from Missouri to control the election. The

whole of the council districts were provided for in that way.

They did not merely pervade the territory, they came like an

army, in many cases bringing bands of music, on the same prin-

ciple that induces the boy passing some ghostly precinct to

"Whistle aloud to bear his courage up."

They came armed and provisioned, and supplied with tents

like an enemy marching to more honorable war, and in every dis-

trict there were avowed purposes to alarm the free state party, as

well as to decide the elections by an overpowering display of for-

eign and fraudulent voting power. For the time they were success-

ful, but their ill-omened success was dearer than the most costly

defeat. It was another illustration of the words of the poet,
"
Quern Deus vult perdere prius dementai ;^^

" God willed their de-

struction, and they were made mad." The decisions of the con-

gressional committee, which was appointed to mquire into and

report upon these unlawful proceedings in Kansas, places in a
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clear and unquestionable liglit the conduct of the ]\[issourians.

The evidence is voluminous and complete ;
but tlie report, which

digests the main facts and supplies results only, will serve the

l^urpose of the historian better than the comprehensive details on

which it is founded. The committee ascertained not merely that

there were foreign influences at work to falsify the several elec-

tions, but also whence the false voters came. Eleven counties

sent the voters that swamped legitimate public opinion in the

23olling at Lawrence, and it was ascertained that those who re-

mained at home in Missouri were assessed to pay the expenses,

supply horses, carriages, wagons and commissariat for the invad-

ing legions. Provisions were accumulated in reliable hands in

Lawrence for some days before the irruption, and the fraudulent

voters began to pour in the day previous to the polling, continu-

ing to arrive almost to the last hour in which a ballot paper
could be handed in. There were over one thousand men in camp
near the town the night before the election, and more than one

hundred wagons of all kinds, besides saddle horses, had been em-

ployed to convey the multitude. When

" The Assj'rians came down like the wolf on the fold.

And his cohorts were gleaming with purple and gold,"

there was splendor in the conquering host if there was no mercy ;

but this horde, armed with bowie knives, guns and pistols, with

two pieces of artillery loaded to the muzzle with musket balls,

gleamed only with the red light of hate upon the little settlement

that was to be intimidated and overridden. Bands of music were

employed to play the melodies most likely to annoy the beseiged,

and to give heart or courage to the multitudinous pack that pro-

posed to devour them. Mr. Blanton, one of the judges of election

who refused to be bribed, was to have been hanged the night be-

fore the poll, but it seems probable that matters were accommo-

date d without recourse to that process, as the judge did not

appear on polling day to exact the oath as to residence, which

might have involved hundreds in trials for perjury. The num-

ber that concentrated at Lawrence being in excess of the require-

ments of the day, some of the leaders addressed the throng, repre-

senting that fact, and inviting men to volunteer to proceed to
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more remote points, where there was a possibility that the legal

voters misrht outnumber the foreisrn element, and in answer to

that appeal, several detachments of one hundred and fifty and

two hundred, respectively, rode post haste to Bloomington, Hick-

ory Point, Tecumseh and elsewhere, to dragoon the free state

men out of the least chance of honest government. The invaders

came up to the polling place in Lawrence in parties of one hun-

dred, the oath proposed as to residence was set aside by the mob,
and another substituted which would not sit uneasily on their

consciences. The judge that was absent was replaced by a sub-

stitute chosen by the lawless band around the polling place, be-

cause he would be on their side, and when it became evident that

law was to be so overborne, another of the judges, Mr. Abbot,

resigned. The mob proceeded immediately to elect another in

his place, and thus two of the three judges that presided at Law-

rence, Messrs. Cummings and Benjamin, were mob appointed, in

defiance of law and justice. The citizens who were entitled^ to

vote were driven off the ground early in the day by armed men,

who fired upon the retreating body, and it was only in the after-

noon, when the Missourians had made things safe for their side,

that the bona fide electors were able to come up in a body and

deposit their balloting papers. The pretexts of the crowd were

numerous enough, as they asserted that the contest lay between

the two states, Missouri and Massachusetts, but only men in the

last stages of dementia could suppose that a lasting victory could

be won by such shameful operations. The New England Emi-

grant Aid Society was to be made the scapegoat to carry the sins

of Missouri into the desert, but the high handed outrages of that

time made it impossible for the Pierce cabinet to fully endorse

the proceedings of the slave owners, and in congress their most

trusted men were forced to apologize for the conduct which they

ineffectually tried to defend. It is probable that the citizens

would have been forced to fight for the privilege of voting in the

afternoon, but for the discretion exercised by Col. Young, of

Boone county, Missouri, who recommended that they might be

allowed to use their franchise, as it would not affect the result

anyhow, and the fact of their voting freely would give an aspect

of fairness to the day's work. The Missourians brandished their
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•weapons repeatedly during tlie daj^, and when the polling had

been completed, they supplemented their illegal acts by declaring

that unless the governor sanctioned the election so consummated,
be should be hanged.

Popular sovereignty was respected and honored in a like man-

ner in the second district, Bloomington. The Missourians came

in under well known leaders from Westport and Independence,

Missouri, armed at all points, and boisterous in their threats.

They called an impromptu election for governor by way of initi-,

ating their more regular proceedings, and when they had chosen

the " Lord of misrule," their protege marched with them to the

polling place to demand that they should be allowed to vote

without being sworn. They were not scrupulous about swearing
at large, but they objected to oaths which might carry contingent

remainders in the shape of prosecutions for perjury in the long

day which they knew was before them :

" Thus conscience does make cowards of us all."

" The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune," were piled

mountain high that day in Bloomington, as we have seen similar

scenes being enacted elsewhere. One of the leaders claimed that

they could vote if they had been on the ground only five min-

utes, and the better to enforce their claim, they procured guns
from their wagons, loaded their weapons, assumed badges to dis-

tinguish themselves from the "abolitionists," carried the polling

23lace by assault, smashing all obstructions and threatening to

shoot any person that dared offer opposition. It is probable that

there would have been murder at this point, but somebody assured

the mob that there were proslavery men in the house where the

poll was being taken, and the armed band was tender in regard-

ing the privileges of their owa party. There were three judges
of election, and two of them, Harrison Burson and Nathaniel

Eamsey, were resolute as to the oath. The third judge, Mr.

Ellison, bowed to circumstances, if he was not in the plot before-

hand, consequently the rifles and revolvers of the mob were con-

centrated upon his more worthy associates, when a sheriff from

Missouri and a band of desperadoes rushed into the room to com-

pel the acquiescence which they had been unable to persuade.
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Five minutes by the watch of the sheriff were allowed for com^

pliance or resignation; but the judges dared the ordeal, and an-

other minute was allowed them to prepare for death. The com-

pliant Judge Ellison added his persuasions to the menaces of the

crowd
;
but failing in the success which he had hoped from his

eloquence, he seized the ballot box and ran out into the safer

companionship of the howling rioters, whose cries he repeated
with much ferv^or. The friends of the remaining judges now
called them outside for a parley, and they were not permitted to

return, as it was evident that there could be no legal election that

day.

When Mr. Burson left the room he carried with him the ballot

poll books in his pocket. Some papers which were carried loosely

in his hand were snatched from him by the warlike Missouriari

sheriff
;
but when, after much rejoicing over the valueless cap-

ture, it was found that the poll books were absent, an armed

party was detailed to procure them from the judge at any sacri-

fice. Mr, Burson was accompanied by a friend when the pursuit

commenced, and as it was evident that he could not escape, he

handed over the documents to his companion, hoping that in the

confusion of a chase in opposite directions the pursuers might be

baffled in their main object. The poll books were however re-

covered from Mr. Minberger, their temporary custodian, and that

gentleman was carried back to the polling place, a prisoner, to be

dealt with as the usuroers of the sovereign rights of Kansas
J. <D CD

should determine. The residence of Mr. Eamsey, the other judge
of election, was visited, and the first chief justice chosen in the

territory, pending the inauguration of government under the act,

was there taken into custody, marched down to the head quarters

of the insurgents, compelled to make a speech to amuse his mas-

ters, like Samson in the temple of Dagon, and then, the old man

having been decorated with the badge worn by the fraudulent

voters, Judge John A. Wakefield was allowed to retire. Judges
were chosen to replace those who had retired from the polling

place, and it was openly announced that any man administering

the oath, and any man submitting to^be sworn, should be shot,

disemboweled, and have his heart torn out. Many in the crowd

said that they had been hired at one dollar per day to come there
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and vote, and hy fair means or by foul, tliey meant "
to vote or

die." One citizen, having said that if required he would take the

oath, was at once assaulted with clubs, knives and pistols, amid

brutal and revolting: cries. So the farce of election was hansrino^

over the verge of tragedy all the day long in Bloomington, and

the citizens were in many cases deterred from tendering votes,

which must necessarily be inoperative in an election, which defied

law on everj^ issue. Every act of the day revealed

"The flash and outbreak of a fiery mind;
A savageness in unreclaimed blood."

In the sixteenth district the rioters had things entirely their

own way. Six counties sent their armed roughs into this region,

carrying out a programme which had been set forth in public

meetings all over northwestern Missouri some weeks before the

day of election. The invaders came fully 'equipped with all that

could be necessary to prove their c^ualifications, such as bowie

knives, pistols, shot guns, rifles, and wisps of hemp twisted in

their button holes
;
so that on the morning of the election there

were nearly fourteen hundred persons collected near the polling

place. The oath was the stumbling block with the crowd, as at

Lawrence and at Bloomington ;
and here, as there, the powers of

cajolery and intimidation were resorted to, to obviate the diffi-

culty. There were two free state men among the three judges,

and they were resolute as to the oath
;
but one of them, probably

influenced by the prospect of personal violence, resigned that

mornino; : and when a subservient tool had been chosen bv the

mob to fill his place, the other free state judge was powerless

against the will of the majority. Indians of the Wyandotte tribe

were allowed to vote, but Delawares were refused. While the

polling was onward, a steamboat came down loaded with passen-

gers from Weston, Missouri, who voted as though they were per-

fectly right in so doing, and then returned on the boat, making
HO secret whatever of their fraudulent acts. The voting in the

sixteenth district was almost entirely carried on by Missourians?

as the free state men saw no advantage in lending their coopera-

tion to a process so repugnant to the rights of free men. The

Missourians claimed that if a man was on the ground on the day
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of election, that made his right irresistible
;
and many who had

visited the territory about twelve months before to stake off

claims, which they had done nothing to hold and improve, really

appeared to think that they were residents in Kansas territory,

although they were domiciled in the neighboring state; and in

any event, it was a case of
"
anything to beat the north

;

" which

was credited with having brought upon Missouri the hard neces-

sity to carry slavery into Kansas legislation by force and fraud,

such as we have seen. One of the free state candidates who saw

how useless it was to fight against such odds, withdrew his name

from the contest because Missouri was there in force to determine

an issue which properly belonged to Kansas
;
and his action was

loudly applauded by the concourse upon whom it rained down

censure.
True satire like tiie polished razor, keeu,

"Wounds with a touch that's hardly felt or seen.

Gen. Atchison was in command of the invaders, who, in an

electoral sense, took possession of the eighteenth district. He
took with him a body of men sufficient to have swamped the

whole voting power of the Nemaha district twice or thrice told,

but in this precinct there was not such a surplusage of fraudulent

voting as elsewhere. Only seventeen legal votes were polled and

the whole number of ballots recorded formed a total of sixtj'-two,

so there were forty -five registered fraudulently. The camp of the

invaders resounded with horrible profanity and threats all the

time, but no good purpose could be served by perpetuating the

bad record of those exponents of popular sovereignty, who

thought it their most glorious privilege to deprive the residents

in the territory of a voice in determining the policy of their own

government. The men who led the movement were persons of

education and standing, consequently no allowance can be made
on the score of ignorance. The language used by Gen. Atchi-

son, ex-senator for the state of Missouri in congress and ex-vice

president of the union, a lawyer and sometime circuit judge, ap-

pears to have been as bad as could have fallen from the lips of

one who had never graduated in Transylvania university. In the

eighteenth district, the Missourians under Atchison, took the

oath without a murmur, apparently considering perjury a small
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price to pay for success, and in consequence of the horrible threats

of the intruders there was no protest entered against the election.

It would be tiresome to go over the whole ground, even with

such scanty detail
;
so we append only a few figures showing the

grand results. In Lawrence, there were, as the census demon-

strated, 369 residents, and 232 legal votes were recorded, but the

Missourian ballots amounted to 802. In Blooniington, 30 legal

votes were swamped by 316 nonresidents. At Stinson's, 32 legal

votes were overriden by an illegal register of 338, and so through-

out the twenty-five electoral precincts, 791 free state votes, out of

a population of 2,905 persons, were tyrannously set aside by Alis-

sourian raiders, to the number of 4,908. One of the leaders in

the disgraceful jorocedure, Hon. Claiborne F. Jackson, was after-

wards chosen governor of Missouri, probably having
" made his

calling and election sure" by his participation in these scenes.

Western Missouri was almost entirely involved in the conquest

of Kansas, and with a large average, there must have been

some kind, of justification to override the scruples o£ con-

science which would customarily guard them from assisting in

a work so monstrous. Many of them, doubtless, believed that

Massachusetts had sent and was sending its pauper legions into

Kansas, the newspapers had told them so, the orators of the day
were never tired of reiterating such assertions, and the pulpits, oc-

cupied by men whom they had been from their youth taught to

respect, had afforded all the aid in the power of the churches to

support the popular delusion. Perhaps many of the pastors who

took part in the agitation had been content with hearsay testi-

mony in forming their own convictions, as of course, their time

must have been occupied, to a great extent, by pastoral visits

among the parties most interested in persuading them to swell the

clamor, and as a rule, they were not educated to weigh evidence

•with the critical acumen of the legal profession. The lawyer is

governed by the facts, the pastor is much more swayed by his

feelings, and in that case we may readily see how the best impul-

ses of a misinformed mind would tend toward encouraging con-

duct such as his better judgment must disapprove. Again, much

allowance must be made for intemperate zeal, which stops at noth-

ing while the fever of pursuit lasts. The suitor who made his
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appeal
" from Philip drunk to Pliilip sober," might Lave found

many Philips in Missouri, although the spirit wherewith they
were intoxicated differed somewhat from the liquor imbibed by
the Macedonian monarch. The number of actual residents, as re-

vealed by the census, and the number voting as proved by the re-

turns, leave no margin for doubt as to the decjeption practiced on.

the bulk of the Missourian community. The total number of

persons emigrating into Kansas territory who had come out under

the auspices of the New England Emigrant Aid Society before the

March election in 1855, amounted to 169 persons, of whom 67

were women and children, and they received no help from the so-

ciety except such as had arisen from the organization being able

to cheapen their passage for them a few dollars, and to assist them

to move in larger bodies than they could otherwise have joined.

This party came in the fall of 1851: under the care of Dr. Robin-

son, and man}^ of them, discouraged by the political condition

of Kansas, soon afterwards abandoned the field, seeking more

peaceful homes elsewhere. Some of the leaders of the proslavery

party were probably aware of the actual condition of affairs. The

press of New York and Boston contained all the information that

was available from the seat of war
;
several of the papers had

special correspondents on the spot occasionally, and all of them

were in the habit of receiving communications from the territory

such as placed, beyond question, that two thousand votes across

the border from Missouri would have carried the election in the

way that the secret societies wished, but the conspirators kept up
the excitement in their stealthy deliberations

;
fed the uneducated

and illiterate with just such fragments as would sustain the fever,

and then rushed into the melee with an army of five thousand

men, to create a tempest of indignation against themselves and

their objects, which in the end had much to do with the defeat of

the tactics of the south, not only in Kansas, but all over the

union. Stephen A. Douglas owed his defeat to such conduct on

the part of his friends more than to the unadorned eloquence of

Abraham Lincoln, and the most simple will not require to be told

that if Douglas had been chosen president there would have been

no attack on Fort Sumter, no rising in rebellion among the south-

ern states, and no emancipation of the human chattels whose color
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"was the badge of their degradation. Less than one-third of the res-

idents in Kansas voted for the legislative assembly ; many were

deterred by actual dread of the consecjuences in the face of such

threats as were commonly being uttered
; many could not afford

the loss of time involved where every obstacle was j^laced in the

way of the legitimate elector
;
some were driven off the ground by

overpov/ering numbers, and not a few concluded that the whole

proceeding was so outrageously illegal that it must be set aside

upon protest. The surroundings of the polling places, and the

riotous action of many of the mobs would suffice to set aside an

election, or any number of elections, in any country in which

representative institutions prevail. If the Missourians had moved

into the territory in good faith to reside there, the result might
have been deplored, but it would have been legal ;

as it was, there

cannot be found one shadow of defense for their conduct. Five

hundred men peacefully colonizing Kansas territory from Mis-

souri, during the few months that preceded the great contest,

might without violence of any kind have made themselves masters

of the situation by throwing in their strength with the resident pro-

slavery population in that region, and the outcome would have

"been such as could not exasperate the free states, but the larger

issue was to arise. The elements were working for the accom-

plishment of a grand consummation, and the men who should most

heartily have striven to preserve peace invited the ravages of

war. Great numbers were ready to have made just such a move-

ment as we have indicated, but the Dugald Dalgeitys of the border

did not desire to lose their occupation, consequently, every energy

was directed toward the warlike invasion which it was believed

would finall}' discourage the north and make Missouri master of

Kansas without the trouble of immediate settlement.

With all the facts that we have contemplated, and hundreds of

incidents, such as must be omitted from this record, staring him

in the face. Gov. Eeeder owed it to his office and to himself, that

he should disallow the elections in every instance in which riots

had been created, or in which men had been prevented from

exercising their suffrages by intimidation. Where judges of

elections had been compelled to resign, and others had been

chosen in their places, by the riotous assemblages which had
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created the vacancies, there had been no election in reality, and

Mr. lleeder was sufficiently acate as a lawyer to be aware of the

fact. The act under which he received his appointment con-

tained provision for just such an emergency, and the free state

party urged upon him his duty in that regard, but he hesitated

and temporized instead of acting. Some of the precincts had

not forwarded their protests and it was proper that he should be

informed in due course as to the facts. The party which had been

wronged should have accompanied every election return with a

relation of the outrage inflicted on the community and a conse-

quent pi'otest against the wrongful election
;
but as it was, there

were grounds enough upon w^hich the governor might have acted

in some cases which would have ruled the rest as the proper steps

were taken to make him cognizant of the truth. The proslavery

party knew the importance that must attach to every step gained
in such a contest as they were waging against public opinion,

and while Mr. Reeder still wavered they came to him with their

requests for certificates under his hand, that they been elected.

Individual applications having failed to procure the coveted docu-

ments, they came to him as a powerful delegation to demand com-

pliance with the law. Mr. Reeder was a democrat of the old stamp,
such as took Thomas Jefferson for their model and their leader.

To him the word meant equal justice, and the conduct to which

he had been an unwilling witness had long since diso-usted him

with the Missourian edition of the time honoi-ed organization,

but he was not prepared for such a demonstration as now awaited

him. The delegation must have certificates of their several

elections and he could not see his way to meet their views. The

returns were before him and he could see that the men confront-

ing him had been fraudulently elected by votes largely in excess

of the whole population of the territory ;
there was no option but

to refuse, and immediately every man in the company produced
his pistol, aiming it at the heart of the governor. There are

some men who would have run the chances, and dared the dele-

gation to their worst, but Mr. Reeder submitted to their pressure,

and when they left him, every member of the high handed com-

pany carried with him the governor's certificate that he had been

elected. The signature under duress was of little value, but the
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fact of its having been obtained under duress had yet to be sus-

tained. There still remained one course in the premises, and Mr,

Eeeder adopted it : issuing his proclamation to call for fresh elec-

tions, not in places where fraud had been most flagrant, and

because of such frauds, bub for informalities merely. Such tem-

porizing on his part was weakness
;

it lost him what might have

remained of respect on the part of the democrats, and it did not

deserve to win respect from the men of free state proclivities.

If there was nothing to complain of beyond an informalit}^, then

it was hardly worth while to go over the ground again, but with

such glaring wrongs confronting him, and in the face of such an

oucmo-e as he had suffered in the menace of violence to which he

had personally submitted, his position was painful in the extreme.

The darino- course would have been the best. The old maxim

has been well rendered b}^ Shakspere :

" Out of this nettle, danger, we pluck this flower, safetj^"

Later in the struggle there was courage enough displayed by the

governor, but just at the moment when decision would have

ended the difficulty, when unshrinking firmness must

" Have bought,

Golden opinions from all sorts of people,"

he paused, wavered and lost the best opportunity of his life.

The proslavery party convened and resolved to take no notice

whatever of the new elections, and in consequence, free state men

were chosen in five districts with hardly an effort. In Leaven-

worth, the seat of government for the time, some Missourians, to

the number of five hundred, came over and carried things their

own way, but the party could not be induced to move as a whole,

because they had secured a majority in both houses sufficient to

override the action of the governor, to expel the free state men

elected under the second proclamation, and to illustrate in a

thousand ways, during their session, for Mr. Eeeder's benefit, the

folly of
"
Letting I dare not wait upon I would,

Like the poor cat i' the adage."

The elections of May 22d, under the second proclamation, were
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practically of no account, except as they tended to exasperate the

free state party still more, and the communications which were

sent to the eastern and middle states, during the latter part of

1855, display a spirit which grew every day more eager for the

fray. The whole north was moved by such representations,

which told them of perils and insults, hard to be endured, being

inflicted upon men, with whom many thousands were sufficiently

intimate to be sure that whatever wrongs had been inflicted upon

tlicra, had been entirely unprovoked. The lawlessness of the

Missourian population was, if possible, exaggerated in the corres-

pondence of the day, and as a natural result, the more daring

spirits of the other side gravitated toward the point of danger.

There were men in the northern states whose souls yearned for

conflict, and with the excitement now offered, they straightway

maddened into a kind of sacred frenzy. Could such cities as

Kansas and Westport have looked ahead to the present day, to

have seen how much more advantagreous were the conditions of

growth which would be developed by free labor, those centers of

population would have used all their powers to prevent the

consummation at which they now aimed with all their might.

Although the trade across the plains to Santa Fe had very greatly

concentrated itself in Kansas City, whence it had only to cross

the Kansas river to enter the territory, so slow was the growth of

the settlement under the ccgis of slavery, that fifteen years after

the Santa Fe trade was opened, in the year 1860, when Kansas

territory had but just emerged from a series of disgraceful raids

of Missourians from Kansas City and elsewhere, besides sustain-

ing an internecine strife, fomented from the same source, which

lasted from 1851 to 1859, the city of Kansas had only a popu-
lation of about four thousand four hundred, and within the next

decade, although many years were embittered by the proslavery

rebellion, Kansas City had increased its population to thirty-two

thousand, and may now be safely estimated to hold fifty thousand.

But for the then present, Kansas City thought that all her

material interests were bound up in the maintenance of negro

slavery, and therefore every energy was addressed to the shame-

ful purpose of suppressing popular government in the adjoining

territory by way of vindicating the sovereignty of the people.
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Such men as David Atchison had the popular ear, and he found

it quite long enough to serve his purposes. He could procure
levies of men at any moment to raid into Kansas territory in

furtherance of his plans, and when territorial governors, appointed

by president Pierce and his successor, president Buchanan, proved
intractable for the purposes of the proslavery party, he could

exert such an influence at the White House as would remove

them. This power behind the throne was demoralizing the com-

munity on which it immediately acted. It was known that the

general, who had by accident become vice president of the union,

aimed at becoming president, and that fact alone gave hmi j^resiige

with the rank and file of his followers, which w'as increased im-

mensely when it appeared that his frown could cause the removal

of the tei'ritorial executive, almost as soon as he said that it

should be done; therefore, when such a man assured the com-

mon people, that they were safe in committing perjury, in order

to procure the acceptance of their fraudulent votes in Kansas,

they followed him with absolute trust, repeating his brutalities of

phrase with needless embellishments.

Dark clouds, almost as black as Erebus, looked down upon Kan-

sas now, veiling the good time since reached from all but the eye of

faith
;
but the men who have since then builded Kansas into a

state, which already has a population of six hundred thousand

Fouls were then a tiny handful, buffeted, but self-reliant even in the

very midst of the border ruffian tumult, by which they were to

have been destroyed. They petitioned congress for redress in

due time, and the}' found unfortunately that where the interests

of party clash with the best instincts of mankind, the worst cause

is too apt to win, in that congregation of the wisest and best.

Their faith and their fortitude were severely tried, but it says
much for their honesty and uprightness, in the struggle in which

they were engaged
— in which man}^ lives were lost on both

sides— that every governor appointed under democi'atic influ-

ences, as long as the state constitution was delayed, became con-

vinced of the justice of the demands of the free state party, be-

fore he had been many months in Kansas territory, and had to be

removed under pressure, to make way for some more obedient

tool. The advantages in the conflict seemed to be all on the side
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of ruffianism, but the band of God can be found in the history of

nations, as certainly as his finger is seen in the forever-moving

stars, and in the deep recesses of the s-.lent earth. In that God,
these heroic and patient men reposed their trust. The congratu-

lations which were uttered in public meetings, and by the press

across the border, did not aggravate their afflictions, because they
could look down upon men of that class almost in the spirit of

Him who said :

" Father forgive them, they know not what they do."

But every sound was a warning as to some further outrage soon

to be attempted, and the town of Lawrence was especially a mark
at which the enmity of the proslavery party delighted to address

itself. Lynch law was to be the only law in the territory and the

Missourian borderers were to be its special ministers. Gov.

Eeeder, when he went to Washington, soon after the second elec-

tion to the legislative assembly, was publicly warned not to re-

turn or he would be lynched. Six daj^s after the second polling,

just mentioned, a convention of the Missourian party was to have

assembled at Leavenworth to discuss the deposition of the gov-

ernor and to nominate a successor, but probably the knowledge
that other means could be used to effect the same purpose, in-

duced the party to give up that proposition. Lynch law was,

however, not to be given up quite so easily. A newspaper,

known as the "Industrial Luminary," had incurred the hatred of

ex-senator Atchison, and the order deleyida est was issued. The

office was visited without delay, and the press after being first pa-

raded through the streets of Parkville was flung into the Missou-

ri river. Mr. Patterson, one of the editors of the "
Luminary,"

would probably have been murdered but for the intervention of

his wife. This deed "of violence was done between the two elec-

tions for the assembly, on the 14th day of April, 1855. Both

editors of the paper were ordered to quit the territory without

delay, under terrific penalties. The influence of a free and vig-

orous newspaper was not without recognition among Missourians,

but indifference or contempt would have had advantages worthy
of being considered. The churches were next placed under cen-

sorship, as some of the jNIethodist preachers of the northern

11
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branch vrere too free in their remarks concerning the proshivery

party and their objects. The strictures of the pulpit were an-

swered by an order, that no ministers of the objectionable sort

should exercise their functions in Parlcville, and public meetings
which were held at different points in Missouri endorsed the ac-

tion of the mob, adding by way of rider to the verdict already

pronounced, that every person saying or publishing anything that

would tend to bring reproach on negro slavery should be ex-

pelled from the country. Such resolutions reported through the

New England press reminded the old stock of the customs with

which their forefathers had done battle, and much anxiety was

exhibited for a complete trial of the system. The end was not

yet, but it was coming, and every such movement of the pro-

slavery force reminded some men of the rhyme of Charles

Mackay :

" There's a light about to beam,
There's a fount about to stream,

There's a wrong about to vanish,

Clear the way!
"

The end of April, 1855, witnessed a meeting of the squatters

in Leavenworth, and in the course of the proceedings a quarrel

arose between a man named Clark, one of the proslavery party,

and McCrea, a free state settler
; everybody carried weapons then

and when it became evident that one of the two must go under,

Mr. McCrea drew his revolver and shot his opponent. If a free

state settler had been killed there would have been no disturb-

ance, but proslavery men wei^e precious, and McCi-^a was hunted

down, tired at and wounded and eventually held a prisoner in

Fort Leavenworth for a considerable time, but there was no law

under which a man could be hanged for justifiable homicide, so

that eventually the prisoner escaped and made his way to Texas.

The day following that on which Clark was shot, afforded anoth-

er example of border justice. A young lawyer, named Phillips,

had sworn a protest against the election fraud in his precinct,

thereby provoking the rage of the other side, and now the same

man was known to be in sympathy with McCrea, so he was in-

formed by a delegation from the Missourians that he must leave

the territory. At the next meeting of the rioters, the committee
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handed in their report, that the hiwyer had left the territory, and

on the strength of that evidence of their power an executive of

thirty was appointed as a vigilance committee to observe all per-

sons wdio were open to suspicion, and to expel from the territory

any who might disturb " the peace of our citizens." The chief

justice of the territory was one of the most eloquent speakers in

the meeting that made the appointment in question, and no other

fact need be mentioned to prove the utter demoralization of all

parties engaged in that shameful procedure. The committee were

not slow to carry their powers into action. Mr. Phillips had

dared to remain in the territory, in spite of the ostracism to

which he had been subjected, and in the afternoon of the daj^ of

their authorization they proceeded to his residence to insist upon

his instant departure. He resolutely asserted his intention to

continue in Kansas and take the consequences, whereupon they

carried him from Leavenworth, his place of abode, to Weston, in

Missouri, shaved one side of his head, tarred and feathered him,

rode him on a rail, and eventually, as he still persisted in his ob-

duracy, employed a negro to sell him in the streets. This con-

duct, on the part of their executive committee, was endorsed

thoroughly by a public assemblage of the proslavery party, held

in Leavenworth, and a member of the legislature against the

frauds in the election of which Mr. Phillips had protested, had

the honor to preside on the occasion. The acts of the committee

were recited in detail and approved by the resolutions adopted,

the "
vigilanters

"
being thanked and discharged. The pro-

slavery men who had wisely suggested submission to the law,

were condemned unsparingly in other resolutions adopted at the

same time, and in words slightly varied, but the same in eflfect,

" war to the knife," was denounced against all disturbers, as the

only means by which "
peace and harmony for the community

"

could be secured. The stream was growing broader and deeper

in which the proslavery party was to be engulphed, and on which

the union was to float into the realization of grander results than

had ever before been attained by human government under diffi-

culties so prodigious. Longfellow wisely calls us to

" Know how snljlime a thing it is,

To suffer and be strong."
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The governor, as we have seen, had started for "Washington,

but before going, he issued his proclamation convening the legis-

lature at Pawnee. Subsequent revelations from diliereut sources

show that Mr. Eeeder had many interviews with President Pierce,

in which the state of affairs in Kansas was described from the

standpoint of the executive of the territory communicating mat-

ters of fact to his official superior. The president appeared to ap-i

prove what had been done by his appointee, but at the same time

informed him that much pressure was being exerted to secure his

removal, and that there would be danger for him personally

should he return to Kansas, as the proslavery men were very
bitter against him, and his advice was that the governor should

resisrn. He further intimated that in the event of his counsel be-

ing followed, another appointment would be given to Mr. Reeder.

The recommendation offered by the president was very distasteful

to the governor, and he appears to have declined on the ground
that it would be dishonorable to abandon the post of duty be-

cause of an unmanly fear of consequences to himself, while the

people were so perilously placed, and when there was a probability

that his successor, not being so well informed as to the facts, might
favor the wrongdoers. There was quite a series of discussions

between the two men as to the course which should be adooted,

but they could not arrive at an understanding which would meet

the views of both sides. President Pierce wanted to please the

proslavery party and the democrats generally, without offending

public opinion outside of those organizations. His diplomatic

suggestion was that Mr. Reeder should submit a complete digest

of the affairs transpiring in the territory, and explain in detail his

own action in the premises, in an official paper ;
that upon the re-

ceipt of the official precis^ he (the president) should assume tlie

full responsibility of removing his subordinate, not on the ground
of disapproval of his conduct, but because it was expedient to

allay the anger of contending parties b}^ such action, and in the

minute wdiich would communicate officially the decision of the

chief executive, there was to have been a complete exoneration

of the governor's conduct, covering alike his actions and his mo-

tives. Upon that basis many interviews were had, but it was not

possible to shape the statement from Mr. Eeeder's position in such
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a way as to satisfy President Pierce. . He was in his first term of

office, and while there was a chance of reelection it was natural

he should not wish to alienate votes
;
but unless the maneuver

now in hand could be managed with supreme skill, it was possible

that he would offend both sections of his supporters. Hence the

negotiation came to nothing, because Mr. Keeder objected to figure

as a victim. An intimation that it would be made personally

advantageous to him if he would, as of his own accord, resign,

was resented by him as an insult, and the parties were left each

to his own resources and responsibilities. There was one point

at which Mr. Reeder was vulnerable
;
he had become one of a

companj? which had urged upon the general government the sale

of an Indian reservation, and which had intimated its willingness

to buy the land in question at a very liberal valuation. There

had been nothing in the nature of a conspiracy to procure the

property for less than value, nor was there any clandestine action

on the part of the governor; but it was an attempt to speculate

in the lands of the territory over which he temporarily ruled, and

that was the pretext upon which the president intimated that he

might act in removing Mr. Reeder, unless a private arrangement

could be made for a resignation. "With that knowledge in his

mind, the governor returned to the territory on the twenty-fourth

of June, one month before the legislative assembly was to con-

vene. A man conscious of having misconducted himself in his

official capacity would have availed himself of the bridge of gold

by which he might liave retreated into a more lucrative and less

difficult position. The fact that he did not resign is presumptive

testimony in his favor. The hard road which he had chosen to

travel was not such as any man, seeking only his own comfort,

would have pursued. Before he had been many days in Leaven-

worth, after his return from "Washington, one of his enemies, Gen.

Stringfellow, struck him in his office, without warning of any

kind, while his attention was attracted elsewhere, and it was a

matter for great rejoicing among the ruffians of the border, that

one of their party had knocked down the free state governor.

The perpetrator of that outrage was afterwards elected speaker of

the house of representatives. Before the legislative assembly

convened, on Monday, July 22, 1855, there had been a caucus of
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the proslavery party to arrauge their plan of action. They had,

as it were, a full dress rehearsal on Sunday, the twenty-first, and

were ready for every emergency. The bodies convened at Pawnee

in due course on Monday, and organized by electing Mr. Thomas

Johnston president of the council, and Gen. Stringfellow speaker

of the lower house. The first act of the council was to purge the

house of men who had been elected under the second proclama-

tion. The lower house pursued a course very nearly similar. It

was in vain that the free soil men argued or protested ; they had

no locus standi, according to the committee on credentials in both

houses. The action taken by the governor was condemned in

ioto ; the course pursued by the mob in every case was found ex-

cellent. The report was a partisan document, and there can be

no doubt that the men who prepared it, as well as the men who

adopted it, were conscious that it was unsound from beginning to

end, but the ends of the party must be considered, and " the end

justified the means "
once more, in the interminable records of

wrong doing. The minority were allowed to speak and to pro-

test, but in the house of representatives the speaker informed one

of the minority that "their speeches would not change a single

vote." In every case the free state men who were chosen in the

second election were unseated, and those who were elected in

March were declared the sitting members. The election at Leav-

enworth was controlled by the Missouri mob in May as it had

been in March, and consequently there was no representative from

that precinct to be expelled. In the council the same ends were

reached by a slightly different process. Judge Wakefield and

Mr. Wood were expelled, and Mr. Conway, the other member of

the council elected in May, haa already resigned. The expelled
members were magnanimously allowed to protest against the act

which unseated them, and in each case the protest was well drawn

and forcible, but powerless, notwithstanding, because it was ad-

dressed to men w-ho represented Missouri and not Kansas, and

who were amenable to a public opinion which held northerners as

"vermin," The decks were now cleared for action. There was

only one man in the house of representatives, Mr. Houston, whose

views agreed with the public opinion of Kansas, and there was

no free state man in the council. Mr. Uouston, finding himself
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surrounded by evil influences, wliicli he neither could control nor

modify, resigned his position subsequently to escape the appear-

ance of complicity in a series of shameless acts, and reserved his

strength for occasions in which he could render better service to

his constituents.

The second act of the two houses was to pass a bill temporari-

ly locating the seat of government at Shawnee, but when that meas-

ure was transmitted to the governor, he returned it disallowed,

stating his objections. The act of organization gave to the gov-

ernor the power to nominate the temporary place of government,

and to the legislature the right to locate it permanently, there-

fore the two houses had sought to usurp the governor's preroga-

tive and had neglected to use their own. The reasonableness of

his objections 'only constituted an additional argument for pas-

sing the bill over his veto, and the bill became an act, under

which they adjourned to Shawnee Mission, where the legislature

convened on the day named for the reassembly. The governor

had named Pawnee as the seat of government, because it would

be convenient for residents in the territory, and remote from the

influences of the border, but the legislature elected by Missouri

voters, and residing in a great part in that state, preferred Shaw-

nee, because of its nearness to their homes and to their sources of

inspiration. The law making in which the legislature indulged

was not very laborious. The Missouri code of laws was enacted,

merely changing the words where necessary to make state apply
to territory, and in a few other verbal particulars which were com-

passed by short explanatory clauses. Special legislation provided

for giving to the legislature and to its appointees, all the patron-

age of the territory, so that the present and all future governors

should be powerless to secure fair play for the people, and what-

ever appointments should be made by them were to remain in

force until after the general election in 1857, when they were cer-

tain that they would have completed their manipulations to plant

slavery as a domestic institution in Kansas as a state. The legis-

lature of 1856 was not to be elected until the fall of that year,

and the general election which would occur in the following year

would obviate the necessity for a protracted session, so that the

members could calculate upon their action in the first legislative
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assembly remaining unchanged until the assembly after the gen-
eral election to be convened in January, 1858. The whole

scheme was well considered, and mi2;ht have been effective to the

full measure of the intentions of the proslavery party, but for

the controling finger of that power, which directs the affairs of

all mankind. The action of the
7J.se?/(:fo legislature was intended

to bridge over the chasm from the day of its first meeting to the

time when Kansas should have been admitted to the union as a

slave state, and in the interim, every lawyer admitted to practice,

every man appointed to an office, every candidate for election,

must swear to support the provisions of the fugitive slave law.

i^vTo man was to be permitted to vote in an election, unless he had

first qualified hy taking that abominable oath, and foreigners who

had declared their intention to become citizens were also denied

the franchise. Samson was handed over to his enemies, tied hand

and foot, but he was able to burst his bonds and confound the

Philistines v/ithout dragging down the pillars of the temple like

the blinded hero who fell a victim to the lures of the more cunning
Delilah. Their own friends were to come in by shoals without be-

ing sworn to anything, except in the way that had become second

nature, and they might vote in any election, provided they had

paid one dollar each for the privlege of enslaving their fellow cit-

izens by means of the ballot box. The sheriff, one of their own

party, was to be in attendance at the polling place on tlie day of

election, to receive the so called tax, immediately before the votes

were to be recorded. The way was to be made easy for one of

the most unscrupulous and most conscienceless invasions, ever at-

tempted in historic times
;
the people to be governed were to be

the only persons without rights in the community, and this speci-

men of jDopular sovereignty and state rights constituted the first

finished illustration of the meanings of the proslavery party. Here

all disguise was flung aside, as no longer useful, the game had

been won, there was only one thing further necessary, and that

was to divide the plunder. There was always a possibility that

some men might be brought to trial, and it was important

that trial by jury, the "palladium of justice," as it has been

called, in the days when it was not thought necessary for a

man to be without common sense to find the way to the
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jury box, should be made safe for the governing party. That

end could readily be made safe beyond the chance of accident.

Sheriffs, as well as all other officers, must be of their own

party or they could not take the qualifying oaths, and the selec-

tion of jurymen was to be left to the discretion of the sheriff,

with this additional proviso, that in any trial relating to slaves, no

man should sit as a juror if he had any scruples as to sanctioning

slavery. Persons accused of decoying slaves from their masters

would find in such machinery a despotism against which they

must be absolutely powerless, and the punishments which were

to follow upon conviction, transferred to the regular courts all the

abominations and brutalities incidental to the rule of Judge

Lynch, or the worst days of the inquisition. There was one dis-

quietude on the minds of the Shawnee legislators ; they had pass-

ed bill after bill to the governor, and that gentleman had return-

ed them, saying that they were not legally constituted, because

thej^ were not sitting in the place where he had convened them

by his proclamation, and their adjournment to Shawnee wfts ultra

vires. Had Mr. Reeder retained the bills, they would have be-

come law by effluxion of time under the organic act, but he had

returned every bill in due course with the same carefully worded

statement. They were alarmed. They were playing for heavy
stakes with loaded dice, and they wanted to be quite sure that

after the game had been finished they would obtain the spoil, so

the matter was submitted to the supreme court, which was com-

posed mainly of their friends, and was then sitting in Shawnee.

Sound lawyers would have answered them that an extra judicial

opinion is worthless, as well as an object of suspicion, but the par-

ftisans to whom the pseudo legislature had appealed replied with-

'out the formality of inquiry, or hearing counsel, or in any way

qualifying themselves to pronounce an opinion, setting forth in

super laudatory terms, the high opinion entertained by the court

of both houses of the legislature, and their action in every par-

ticular. Judge Johnson refused to be a party to the farce, but

there were enough without his concurrence to satisfy the qualms
of the legislature, and thus reinforced the two houses memorializ-

ed president Pierce to remove the offending and positively dan-

gerous governor. They affirmed that he treated them with con-
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temjDt, betrayed a want of interest in the affairs of Kansas terri-

torj^, had become engaged in fraudulent land speculations, and

worse than all besides, that he had allied himself with the aboli-

tionists. The power behind the presidential chair had, however,

anticipated the course that would be necessary, and before the ac-

credited messenger of the assembly could reach Washington, Mr.

Reeder had been removed by the president, and was in receipt of

the notification. That gentleman no longer stood in their way,
and they made ready to worship the rising sun if only the presi-

dent would send them a man who could not be disgusted by
their lawlessness and manifold malpractices.

Polonius, discoursing to the queen of Denmark concerning the

madness of her son, the Prince Hamlet, said :

" For this effect,

defective, comes by cause." So the removal of Andrew H.

Keeder from his position as governor of Kansas territory came by
cause

;
but there can be little doubt that the true cause was not

set forth in the document which was forwarded to that gentleman.
There were three counts in the indictment under which the 2:0V-

ernor was condemned. "Speculating in Kaw lands," was one

item; that was the Indian reservation before mentioned. The
Kansas tribe of Indians were called Kaws by the French. "

Spec-

ulating in town lots
" was the next item

;
and "

convening the

legislature on an United States military reserve," completed the

triangle of attack. It was something to put their assailant upon
his defense, and to be able to say, when their own iDrocedure

might be impugned, that the man who had been their accuser

was removed from his office for improper conduct
;
but the histo-

rian must examine the charges with a view to determining- theo o

guilt of the accused. It is not enough that we should inquire,

were the facts as they are stated to have been • we must also

ascertain if possible whether there was a wrong purpose in the

mind of the accused person. People of some acumen are in the

habit of denouncing Francis Lord Bacon, because he took fees

from suitors in his court, a practice which is repugnant to our cus-

toms, as well as to our laws, but which, while contrary to law,

was consistent with the rule in the days of James I. of Eng-

land, and had been a practice common in the country for cen-

turies. We must go behind the dry fact always, to ascertain the
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ameliorating circumstances; and just that course of procedure iu

this instance will enable us to see Mr. Reeder's action in the light

which belonged to his time and circumstances. We maj be sure

that the propagandists were not scrupulous themselves. Gov.

Reeder had purchased a share in the town of Pawnee, which was

laid out within or near the boundaries of the military reserve

known as Fort Riley ;
and he convened the legislative assembly

to assemble in that place, where the people had engaged to pro-

vide the necessary accommodations. The commander of the Fort,

Col. Montgomery, was the leader in laying off the town near by
the miltary post. The action taken in relation thereto was known

to the authorities in Washington, and approved by them. What
had been done at Leavenworth was repeated at Pawnee, adjoining

Fort Riley, but there was this difference that a governor of a ter-

ritory had now taken a hand in the game, paj'ing his full price

with the others and running his chances in a territory not very

likely to allow town lots to increase in value rapidly. The prob-

abilities simply were, that his money would lie unimproved, giv-

ing little or no interest for years, and even after all that, he could

Lave no advantage which might not just as certainly have been

secured by Brown, Jones or Robinson. It is now evident that

special surveys were made ex post facto, to make it appear that

the town of Pawnee had been located within the military reserva-

tion. Two military commissions in succession having failed

to report as the chairman of the committee on military affairs

wished, the secretary of war obliged Missouri and Jeff. Davis by

extending the lines of the last survey, so that Pawnee should be

made a stumbling block to the governor of Kansas, who refused

to be a blind tool in the hands of the proslavery men. Land
which was not a military reserve when Mr. Reeder took a share

in the town, and when he convened the legislature, was made a

reserve afterwards for partisan purposes, under the manipulating
hand of a man whose influence and whose purposes have since

that time become matter of history in the red light of civil war.

Pawnee was razed to the ground bv one thousand drasfoons from

Texas in 1855; but there is nothing in all that to make Mr.

Reeder blameworthy in the least. If Mr. Reeder had allowed

himself to be made a sharer in the enterprise without purchase,
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there would have been a sufficient ground for blaming him, but

when the man who winked at the proceedings of proslavery men
at Fort Leavenworth, laying off a town on an Indian reserve, and

dealing with it in the manner known to have been followed in

that case, made the very moderate and legitimate action of the

Fort Eiley men the pretext for destroying a town and dismissing
a governor, it is not difficult to see that the pretext was not the

cause, that the real sin committed was the noncompliance with

proslavery dictation. The Kaw land speculation meant nothing
more than that Mr. Reeder was one of a company that would

have bought part of the reservation belonging to the Kaw half

breeds, if the president had given his consent to the sale, paying

$4.00 per acre for the land
;
but the purchase was never made.

The Delaware land adjoining was sold for $1.50 per acre, and no-

body was blamed for participating in the venture. The charges
were pretexts, nothing more. Had the man been mercenary, he

might have made his own terms with the unscrupulous party that

thwarted him at every move, not because he was unjust, but

because he held the scales of justice with a hand firm and inex-

orable, and could not be influenced by party. His instincts as a

partizan would have made him Missourian had the proslavery
men been guided by an approximation to fair play ;

but when he

saw them moved by the lowest greed, seeking their own end

always, by means often of the most brutal description ;
when he

found them overriding the laws which he had sworn to administer

faithfully, and expecting him to be a party to their machinations
;

when he found that the principles which he admired in democ-

racy had no place in the programme of his nominal friends, he

turned from them irrespective of consequences, not to ally him-

self with the free state party, but to strive to secure justice for

them; and his action deserves the approval of every right

minded man. He was strong, and he favored the weak, becom-

ing weak himself for their sakes, yet never identifying himself

with them in such a manner as to make them his partisans.

When he permitted himself to be intimidated into issuing the

certificates to the Missourian crowd of pseudo legislators, he did

one act which cannot be defended, but with that single exception,

his conduct as governor merited praise at every step, and consid-
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ering the time of trial, in which he came so little scathed through,

the ordeal, he was a man among ten thousand. The legislature

which petitioned for his removal was bounded by the organic act

which forbade the members to hold offices of emolument during

the time that they were members, and for some considerable time

after their terms of office should have expired; but in spite of all

such restrictions, those men constituted each other officers in vari-

ous capacities, and were not scrupulous as to the emoluments be-

stowed because every man wanted his own log rolled in turn.

They turned all their powers into money considerations. They

gave illegal privileges to joint stock companies, chartered works

of various kinds to benefit themselves, and jobbed off the location

of the capital of the state for tlieir personal advantage only. The

Missourians who had remained at home, bearing the expenses of

the invasion, and approving the assaults upon the citizens of the

territory and upon their governor, had something besides applause

to bestow when they found their henchmen carving fortunes for

themselves out of the general ruin, and perhaps some who still

possessed a few drachms of serviceable conscience, may have be-

gun to doubt whether Mr. Eeeder, the victim of such knaves, was

really so black as he had been painted.

CHAPTER YIII.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.
{continued.)

DIFFICULTIES BEFORE GOV. SHANNON.

Legislation in Shawnee— Proslavery Laws— Bond and Free — Death for

Abolitionists — Siftiog the Jury Panel — Self-chosen Legislators
— Pres-

idential Sympathies
— Revolutionary Constancy— Spirit of '76 — Pri-

mary Meeting— Shall we Convene? — Oppression Breeds Resistance—
Free States to the Rescue — Pass of Thermopylae— Democrats Denounce

Missouri — The Sham Legislature
— Mass Convention— Frank Pierce

Defended— Strange Associates— Big Springs Platform — Topeka Con-

vention—The Shawnee Farce—United we Stand—Vindicating Reeder—
Ex-Governor Heard From— Delegation to Gov. Shannon — State Consti-
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tution — Conveutiou Executive — Peoples' Proclamation — Politics ia

Clmrches— Prayer to Congress— Twin Delegates — Distasteful Physic—
Physician Heal Thyself— Tweedledum and Tweedledee — Political Mat-

rimony— Democrats and Republicans—The Press —The word " White "
— First Constitution — Territorial Executive—We are Ready.

Mr. Reeder's removal was followed by the appointment of his

successor, the Hon. Wilson Shannon, of Ohio, the second in the

category of seven governors who were to serve in Kansas within^

the seven ^^ears intervening between the inauguration of govern-
ment in the territory, and the election of the first governor of the

state. IMr. Shannon accepted his appointment, and in due course

will be found assuming the duties of his office; but for the pres-

ent, it will be well to examine the elements out of which he was

exjDccted to establish a settled and homogeneous community.
The Germans have a proverb which says that "

against der dumheit

the Gods are powerless," The fool is invincible in his folly. It

would be one of the wonders of an extraordinary age, could Mr.

Shannon have ruled such men for their good ;
but a brief digest

of some of the acts of the Shawnee legislature will best illustrate

the difficulties of his position. To recapitulate their acts in full

is a duty which happiW does not devolve upon the historian.

The last chapter closed with a few references to the personal aims

which were pursued in defiance of law and decency, by the legis-

lators
;
their results in the form of law making will come next in

order. We have seen that the (^ode of law adopted for the terri-

tory w^as a transcript of the laws operating in Missouri, with just

such verbal. changes as were necessary to make their statutes ap-

ply to the people and the territory to be ruled. What was done

in that case needs no further comment, because in Missouri the

experiences of many states had been availed of in preparing the

best forms of law of which the ingenuity and wisdom of mankind

had conceived, aided by the light shed upon such abstruse sub-

jects, from the days of the banishment of Solon, to the latest tri-

umphs of Rufus Choate. Only what is exceptional and special

demands particular notice, and in that category we include the pro-

slavery laws which were enacted in Shawnee by the representa-

tives of Missouri sentiment. The laws in that state were, as gen-

erally they may be found in most communitieSj better than the
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nverage of public thought and desire, but not quite on a par with

the righteousness of the best men, who are a law unto themselves.

When the law books were reenacted with explanatory clauses,

consequentlj^, fair results were accomplished, but when special
acts were initiated and passed, the old landmarks were lost sight

of, the mariners were at sea without stars, compass or chronometer,

and they allowed their feelings to become their guides, so that

Kansas territory was to be governed by the sentiments of a class,

which stood in Missouri at an immense disparit}^, below the tone

of its adopted laws. The tendency of civilization is toward the

mitigation of punishments, and death penalties where they are not

abandoned altogether are restricted until they apply only to

offenses of the most henious description, such as m^urder without

mitigating circumstances. The old time savagery is being effaced

from our statute books, and all good men rejoice in that feature

of this dispensation. With that fact fully impressed upon our

minds we may examine a few of the offenses which were named

by the Solons of Shawnee, and the penalties which were to be paid

by offenders who fell under their ban for assisting their fellow

men with complexions less comely, to realize "life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness,"' the rights inherent in humanity under

the most sacred sanctions ever participated in by a free people.

Should anj^ man raise an insurrection among slaves, free negroes,

or mulattoes, he should suffer death
;
and any free person assist-

ing by furnishing arms, or by any other overt act, should be

amenable to the same penalty. The language of the act was man-

datory :

'• Shall suffer death." The dread of a servile insurrection

must have been overwhelming when such harsh punishments were

so rigorously upheld ;
but the area of offense was to be consider-

ably widened before the actual circumstances and probabilities of

Kansas territory could be reached, and consequently, the same

penalty, in the same terms, was set down against any person who

by speaking, writing or printing, should persuade slaves, free ne-

groes or mulattoes to rebel, or conspire against, or murder any
citizen. That provision was decidedly a hard road to travel, for

any abolitionist who might stand for trial before a jury of slave

owners, or their defendants, entitled in their awful responsibility

to be judges of the law, as well as of the fact, and to translate the
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words "conspire," "rebel" and "persuade," bj their feelings of

hate against the individual and the class assumed to be repre-

sented bv him. The last section of the act provided that no man

should serve as a juror in any trial in which slaves and slavery-

were essential items, if he had conscientious scruples against

slavery.

Minor offenses under the act, such as helping a slave to escape,

were treated as grand larcenies, and there was an option resting

with court and jury, as the punishment might be death, but could

not be less than ten years imprisonment with hard labor. Every
variation that could be imagined of that form of offense was pro-

vided for in the same way. Any person persuading a slave to

escape, or assisting him after he had effected his escape, was to

be imprisoned with hard labor not less than five years. If the

€scaj)ed slave had made his way to Kansas from any other state

or territory, the penalty for assisting bim in any case should be

precisely the same, as if his master or owner resided in the terri-

tory. Any .person resisting an officer engaged in arresting a slave,

or persuading or assisting the slave to escape from the officer, or

from any other person having the said slave in custody", should

suffer imprisonment with hard labor not less than, two years.

Any officer refusing to assist in arresting a slave who might liave

escaped from his owner in Kansas, or anj^where else, must pay a

fine not exceeding $500, nor less than $100 in every such case.

Any person writing anything likely to produce disaffection among
slaves, or publishing an}^ such writing, or asserting that men had

no right to hold slaves in the territory, could be imprisoned, sub-

ject to hard labor not less than five years. Under such circum-

stances it might well be matter for doubt who were the bondmen

and who were the free men, if indeed there were to be any such

in the territory. Further legislation was still found necessary ;

the death penalty must be made more widely operative, imprison-

ment with hard labor for any number of years would not suffice,

and consequently a second and more stringent act was passed,

which made the punishment of death imperative in many of the

cases which had been more leniently considered in the first recited

act. The lower type of thought in Missouri was to govern in

Kansas, and it need not be wondered at that the better class of
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democrats, residiug then in the territoiy, who until then had never

come into contact with the more repulsive features of the pro-

slaver}^ party, should draw^back with horror from such associa-

tions. It was not easy for men who had seen the unscrupulous

conduct recently exhibited at the polling places, which had been

surrounded in every precinct in Kansas, to believe that such men

as composed the bogus legislature in Shawnee were moved by
conscience alone to their one sided Draconian work, merely be-

cause they covered the pursuit of their personal and selfish aims

with the name adopted by the followers of Jefferson. Democracy
meant something higher and better than that, or else the vices of

an aristocracy and the oppressions of a monarchy would be as

virtues by comparison. Democrats were alienated from the begin-

ning from the excesses which the border ruffians had indulged in

under theif own eyes, and now they commenced to draw oli from

the Kansas wing of their party. They meant to make Kansas

their home, to rear around them the institutions which make life

supportable, to raise their families and themselves into affluence

and cultivation in the territory which they hoped to make into a

state, and it was natural that they should desire so much of free-

dom as would leave the ballot box free for every man's vote, as

would extend the guaranties of security impartially over all prop-

erties alike, and would maintain the rights of conscience so far as

that every person might express an opinion without danger of im-

prisonment or death supervening, even though he might presume

to assert that one man had no right to hold another in involuntary

bondage because his lips were thicker, and his hair not quite so

straight. If the men from whom these laws had emanated had

been honest representatives of the public opinion of Kansas terri-

tory, such enactments would have been none the less atrocious,

but the fact of their usurpation, added

" Gall to make oppression bitter."

The world's history had offered nothing more repugnant to

mankind, in the form of sovereign contempt for the dictates of

humanity, since ISTero dishonored and destroyed his mother, to

rival the vices of another monster. The wrongs against which

our forefathers rose, when this handful of colonies first became a

13
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nation, were as nothing bj comparison with the high handed in-

tolerance of free speech, the refusal of free voting, and the inter-

ference with jury panels which were now to come into operation.

Provincial governors nnder British rule sometimes overstepped
the law to punish offenders against their person and dignity, but

the law itself supposed every man free to express an opinion, even

though it conflicted with authority, and when infractions were to

be punished b}'- prosecutions for libel, the man who threw himself

upon his country, pleading justification in the facts, although no

such plea was allowed in law, often found the jury of his country-
men a sufficient protection against the oppressor. Now that time

honored security was abrogated at one stroke b}' men who had

elected themselves to office in wanton defiance of the community,
to whom they dictated barbarous laws, such as would have dis-

graced the dark ages of Europe, or the rule of the Spaniard in

Mexico. Public opinion, which could govern congress and pres-

idents elsewhere, would not be so readily suppressed, and it came
into full sway by slow developments, but it came with such power
that every obstacle was at length removed. To petition such

outrageous mockeries as the two houses constitutinsr the lesrisla-

tive assembly at Shawnee, would have been folly ;
there was nO-

common ground between the men who had usurped authority to

use it for their own greed and aggrandizement, and the people,

whose every instinct was to be overridden
;
but there was a power

above and beyond that miserable simulacher, and the appeal of

democrats and republicans alike was made to the general govern-

ment. President Pierce and the administration were asked to

issue a proclamation denouncing the conduct of the invaders of

Kansas territory, and calling upon all good citizens, everywhere,
to discourage such proceedings. There were in the territory at

that time sixteen United States officers, to whom such a proclam-

ation would, under the circumstances, have had the force of law,

and in most of the states which were in sympathy with Missouri

in this matter, a similar power could have been brought into play

to reinforce the law abiding element everywhere, as soon as it

should appear that the president was not in S3'mpathy with the

wrono- doers, and obedient to the dictation of Gen. Atchison and

other demogogues of that stamp, who boasted every day of the
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power wliich could be exercised in that quarter. The removal of

Gov. Reeder was, of course, an evidence more potent than words

of the trutli of their claims, and when, within a short time, two of

the judges were removed from their judicial districts on the same

gauzy pretext which had served in Mr. Reeder's case, to cover the

punishment of one who had not been sufficiently subservient to

their demands, there was a tolerably significant hint for Grov.

Shannon that presidential action would support the Missourian

faction, let his sympathies go where they might. Still for some

time longer the honest democrats in Kansas territory were believ-

ers in the desire of President Pierce to give them help.

The other section of the residents had long since realized the

situation, and on them the spirit of '76 sat like the mantle which

fell from the heavenward ascending car of fire, upon the should-

ers of Elisha. They were neither rash nor pusillanimous, but

possessing their souls in peace, they waited for the outcome of

events, with a constancy which did not waver, and with a cour-

age that could wait, where more timid men might have alternated

between submission and outbreak. They could no longer be de-

luded with the expectation that the general government would in-

terpose, to favor them and the cause of justice, and therefore it

became necessary to organize themselves, for purposes of defense.

In the afternoon of June 8th, the citizens of the territory were

called together at Lawrence, to hold a primary meeting in which
the aspect of affairs was discussed from every stand point, by
able men, anxious so to shape their course, as tlaat they should

carry along with them the fullest approv^al of the great common-
wealth of liberal thought. The primary meeting determined that

a convention should be called together in Lawrence on the 25th

of that month, to consider and take action if found advisable, in

reference to the legislature which was then shortly to assemble in

Pawnee. The minds of men were much exercised as to the

course which it devolved upon the community to pursue. We
are too apt to be ruled in any case by precedents which have been

formed for us by others, in circumstances more or less like those

in which we find ourselves placed, and in the experiences of the

union there was no case precisely analogous to the then condition

of Kansas
; therefore, men were compelled to reason from first
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principles, to determine what they ought do. There was a full

determination on one point ;
the citizens of Kansas would not bow-

down to the idol of brass with the feet of clay, but the anxiety
which was exhibited took the form of desiring to avoid a wrong
move at the outset, from which there would have to be a retreat.

The representative districts of the territory in their several pre-

cincts were invited to send five delegates each to the convention,
and at the time and place named every precinct was represented.

Judge Wakefield was elected president of the convention, and

the spirit manifested by the members generally was as good as

could be wished. It could serve no good purpose to narrate the

proceedings of the body in detail
;
suffice it to say that there was

no lack of courage in the emergency, but there was wisdom as

well as resolve. When John Falstaff said that, "Discretion is the

better part of valor," he said what was absolutely true and note-

worthy, as more will depend upon the foresight of the council,

and the command, than upon the mere animal courage of the

combatants. The convention determined that it was the duty of

every lover of freedom and justice to abandon for the present all

minor considerations, to waive all differences in mere matters of

detail, and to give and accept aid from any persons or organiz-
ations that would assist in securing freedom for Kansas. They
affirmed their indubitable right to conduct their domestic affairs

as a state untrammeled by the interference of any one outside their

own borders, and coupled therewith their determination to exer-

cise the powers that inhered in them as free men, entitled to self

government. They came to the conclusion that whatever laws

might be passed by the legislature at Pawnee could have no

authority over them, as it was of the essence of republican gov-

ernment, that the laws should be made by the people, as well as

for them. They were conscious that in the struggle daily becom-

ing more imminent, they and their friends must be ready to meet

the assault of Missouri in its worst form, but they were not in-

timidated by the prospect ;
and they finished their labors by sug-

gesting that a free state central committee should be appointed

by the electors to act as the executive of the popular party, to

which every precinct should send its quota, in proportion to the

number of members of the legislature returned by each district.
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Two days Later in the same place the life-long democrats resi-

dent in Kansas convened under the title of " the National De-

mocracy." They were desirous to hold fast to the old ways, and

to maintain allegiance to the organization with which they had

trained so long, but they recognized that the domestic affairs of

the territory must be amended by some means inside the old lines

of party, or beyond them, and for that reason they had assembled

in the manner named, to deal with every issue that might arise.

Col. Jas. II. Lane was unanimously elected chairman, and the

convention proceeded to business without delay. Their commit-

tee on resolutions drew up a manifesto, for in that light only

could their preamble and resolutions be viewed, which must have

produced a salutary effect on many minds in Washington, Mis-

souri, and throughout the states, wherever it had been assumed

that the outcry in Kansas was only being made by a few fanati-

cal abolitionists. The democrats commenced by the enunciation

of their party faith and their indorsement of the platform of 1852,

and going in proper form from generals to particulars, went on to

say that the interests of the territory demanded an early and

thorough organization of their party upon truly national grounds.

They courteously requested that citizens of neighboring states

would allow them to manage their own affairs in their own way,

and pronounced emphatically in a few words against illegal vot-

ing from any quarter, whether by outsiders or others. The tone

of the assembly was as entirely radical on the question at issue,

as had been free state convention in the same place two days

earlier. Events were now crowding fast and thick upon each

other's heels. Tl'e legislative assembly had met at Pawnee and

had expelled all its free state members with only one exception,

Mr. Houston, before the next meeting was convened on the 11th

of July. The action of the pseudo legislature had not taken any-

body by surprise, as it had been understood from the first what

were to be the tactics of the corrupt majority, but none the less it

was the duty of the free state men to carry the public with them,

and to mark their sense of every fresh outrage in a becoming way.

The meeting was largely attended by the citizens, and Judge John

A. Wakefield, one of the expelled men, was called to the chair.

There was considersble latitude of opinion as to the course which.
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should now be taken, and seven spirited addresses were made be-

sides the opening and closing remarks of the chairman. Most of

the speakers having in their minds the fact, that there was reallj''

no legislative assembly sitting in Kansas, inasmuch as the body
of men chosen by the mobs from across the border, were in no

sense representing the will of the territory, recommended that the

people should be at once called upon to elect a convention for the

purpose of framing a constitution to be submitted to congress as

the basis of an application that the territory should be admitted

into the union. One speaker, seeing no hope of any good result

from an appeal to congress in that manner, urged that there

should be an organization to defend the ballot box against all

comers, except those who were entitled to cast their vote in each

election. Eventually the citizens resolved that a mass meeting

of all free state citizens throughout the territory should be con-

vened at Lawrence on the 10th day of August, to consider the sit-

uation of Kansas and its government.

The general mass convention assembled at the time and place

named, and the session lasted until the evening of August loth.

Hon. Philip C. Schuyler presided, and several vice presidents were

nominated. Dr. Eobinson, whose name will be familiar to our

readers as having brought to Lawrence the first detachment of

emigrants, under the auspices of the New England society, and

whose demeanor throughout the momentous events yet to be seen,

secured him the honor to be elected the first governor of the free

state of Kansas, was chairman of the committee on resolutions
;

and the matter contained in the documents submitted by him to

the convention afiorded sufficient margin for discussion. There

was daily occurring some new wrong which tended to exasperate

good men against the party then administering the affairs of Kan-

sas. Fourteen days had elapsed since the removal of Mr. Eeeder,

who still remained in the territory, and his successor would not

arrive until the first day of September, pending which event the

executive function was in the hands of Daniel Woodson, the ter-

ritorial secretary, and he did the work required by the Missourian

faction with such obsequiousness that his masters in the legisla-

ture forwarded petitions to Washington to procure him the per-

manent appointment. He would have been their tool for any
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purpose they could name, and only sucli persons were wanted by
the party. In all Kansas now, there was only one man, the post-

master at Lawrence, holding an office in the territory, who was

not in favor of slavery being enacted as a part of the constitution.

Among conditions so exciting there was no lack of spice for the

speeches delivered in the mass convention, and no lack of sympa-

thy on the part of the audience. The resolutions adopted on the

l-ith of August and the following day, amid much other matter,

denounced the legislature, which had now adjourned to Shawnee,
to be near their base of supplies, as having been imposed upon
the community by bare faced fraud, and as being in every sense

derogatory to the federal authority, and therefore the convention

repudiated the usurped authority of the wrongful legislators, and

the members severally pledged themselves, by all lawful means,

to resist their enactments
;
and in the premises, the mass assem-

bled in Lawrence favored the proposal to appoint a convention

for the purpose of preparing a state constitution, as a step toward

admission to the union. Among the men who took part in the

mass convention at Lawrence was CoL James H. Lane, who pre-

sided over the meeting of the "National Democracy." With

many others, the colonel still had faith in the president, and from

some source he had evidently been assured that " Frank Pierce

would prefer, at any sacrifice, to secure freedom to Kansas." If

there was any such desire on the part of President Pierce, he was

one of the best dissemblers on record, and every act of his official

career in which Kansas was concerned tended toward the com-

plete subjugation of the popular party. Many of the men in that

convention urged the adoption of extreme measures at once, and

would have been well pleased could their fellow citizens have

seen their way to the formation of military bodies, to conquer their

rights from the Shawnee usurpers, and to put an end to that

abominable burlesque ;
but it was not yet time for such move-

ments. There is but little beneficial heat in the sun's rays which

strike the topmost peaks of the mountains
;

it is only when its

radiance floods the valleys with fertilizing warmth that great re-

sults are possible. So is it also in human affairs. The high and

holy resolve of the foremost man must bide its time until the

slower thinkers have realized his idea, before the erand consum-
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mation can be reached. Years later many such men wouhl have

precipitated Abraham Lincoln into declaratory acts which might
have jeopardized the purposes that he, as much as they, meant to

accomplish ;
but it was necessary to wait upon events, and the

fruits could not be gathered until they were ripe. Violent meas-

ures would have been fatal to union at that moment, as the mass

convention comprised men of every shade of opinion, some of

whom would develop wonderfully within a few months
;
but just

now they stood hesitating by the side of the stream into which

they were soon to be seen plunging with the skill and resolution

of the practiced swimmer. It was a new experience for demo-

crats, whigs, republicans and abolitionists to be training together,

and during the first day there was much cause to fear that the

attempted fusion would prove a fiasco. Every man was prepared

to have concessions made by others, but seeing that he was abso-

lutely right himself, it was impossible for him to abandon the re-

motest tittle of his demands. The evening of the first day closed

upon what seemed likely to be the saddest blow possible for free-

dom in the territory, in the proof afforded of the inevitable dis-

union between men who could only win by working shoulder to

shoulder. Extremists had logicallv insisted upon their accustomed

strong points, as if the mass could be warmed into enthusiasm by

logical clearness alone, and parties had been on the very point of

drifting away from each other. During that night wonderful ad-

vances had been made. Feeling had usurped the place of logic

for a time, and expedienc}' was found to be akin to supreme wis-

dom, where human government is involved. When the river is

stopped by the mountain, the stream does not sa}^ :

" I am bound

to run due north, and therefore I must climb your sides and flow

over your top," but it bends to inexorable circumstances, runs

around the base of the mountain, which it cannot otherwise pass

by, and at the proper point, starts once more upon its cardinal

direction. The men who were resolved to free the territory from

Missourian domination could not afford to waste their time upon

smaller details then. Cassio was very far gone in liquor when

Shakspere depicted him arguing the question whether the com-

mander's soul should be saved before that of the lieutenant.

Such matters could "bide a wee," as the Scotch proverb has it,
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until the common object had been won, and then, when the in-

vader could no longer insult them with oppressive laws, assail

their freedom, destroy their rights, and endanger their lives, the

time would have arrived again wherein it would be advan-

tageous for society, and for each other, that differences of opin-

ion should exist. Before the next day's formal meeting, there

had been many conversational discussions, in which leading minds

on different planes discovered that they were very near each

other, in the presence of the common enemy. The concessional

spirit was fully awakened when the convention resumed on the

15th, The resolutions, concerning which there seemed no chance

of an agreement, were carried unanimously, when a few really un-

important amendments in form and expression had been intro-

duced, and in addition to that, it was resolved, with similar unan-

imity, that the central committee, appointed as the popular exec-

utive pro iemport^ by the convention at Lawrence on the 25th of

June, should be solicited to call a "
free state convention," to

meet at Big Springs, on the 5th day of September, to take such

action as the exigencies of the time, always becoming more criti-

cal, might render necessary. It was provided that the elections

for that convention should be held on the 25th day of August, in

every precinct, and that every electoral district should send five

men to the representative body.
There were not yet strings enough to the bow to secure every

interest in one direction, hence it happened, that on the afternoon

of the last day of the mass convention, August 15th, a meeting
was convened by men of all parties, for citizens of everj^ view

who were agreed that Kansas should govern herself. The object

sought by this meeting was the appointment of an executive to

call a territorial convention as a preliminary to the formation of a

state government. Dr. Hunting was chosen as president. The
resolutions reported by the chan-man of the committee, Mr. Geo.

W. Smith, were to the effect that the convention mooted should

meet at Topeka on September 19th, the convention to consist of

three delegates for each representative elected by the several pre-

cincts, and the body so formed should determine upon all sub-

jects of public importance, but more particularly upon the speedy

framing of a state constitution, upon which the admission of
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Kansas to tlie union could be sought. When so many different

influences were at work to secure unanimity in the popular party,

it is very evident that the general desire for organization and ad-

mission to the union as a free state must have been very strong

among the citizens of Kansas. The ratification meeting held the

same evening, when Mr. C. K. Holliday presided, was one of the

most entirely resolved and unanimous assemblies ever seen in the

territory. Thus we are brought up in order of growth and time

from the people to the delegate convention at Big Springs, as re-

solved upon by the mass convention at Lawrence on the 15th of

August. The unanimity born in that time of trial had extended

its sway over the whole community in Kansas, excepting oTily

the few slave owners and their immediate emissaries of Missouri,

and every district was represented in the body of more than one

hundred delegates. Every man was so well known that there

was little time spent in verifying credentials, and still there were

present such hitherto diverse materials, that every individual in

the group might have asked his neighbor, in amazement, "How

came you here?" if there had not been a common agreement that

for this occasion all differences should be forgotten, that the

wrongs of their territory might be sooner healed. The central

fires, we are sometimes told, have melted the most heterogeneous

elements into the mighty rocks which form the bulwarks of the

globe, so the fires of oppression had subdued the angularity of

ten thousand various minds to make the granite from which the

state of Kansas should be shaped ;
and every man in that multi-

farious gathering :

"
Wrought in a sad sincerity :

Himself from God lie could not free;

He builded better than lie knew;

The conscious stone to beauty grew."

Five committees, of thirteen members, were elected to report a

platform ;
to consider the propriety of a state organization ;

to

consider the duty of the community toward the Shawnee legisla-

ture
;
to advise as to the course to be pursued in the coming elec-

tion of a delegate to congress ;
and the fifth committee of thir-

teen were allowed ample scope and verge enough under the head

of miscellaneous business. The members of the several commit-
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tees, sixty-live men of abilit}^, had been selected for their mental

power and social weight, which must soon be of paramount im-

portance in their united action. Judge G. W. Smith was chosen

permanent president of the convention. Col. Lane was chair-

man of the platform committee, and the other selections were

quite as well considered from every standpoint. Col. Lane's

report was a masterly production ;
it commenced by reciting in its

preamble the main features of the struggle, and the surroundings

of Kansas settlers, which made up the critical and unparalleled

condition of the territory, and made it imperative upon all free

men, to unite in the formation of a party, in which for the time

all minor considerations should be merged, to secure the rights

guarantied by the Declaration of Independence, the constitution

of the United States and the Kansas act. The abolition question

per se was quieted for the time by announcing the union of all

classes, that from principle or for their own interests preferred

free labor to employing slaves
;
and the resolutions springing

from the preamble were equal in tone to the occasion. All minor

issues were banished from the field of vision, in proposing an or-

ganization which was to embrace Democrats and Whigs, citizens,

native and naturalized, and which was to continue until the

grand purpose had been served
;
after which the old influences

might once more resume their sway over each individual. The
first wrong to be crushed out was the virtual disfranchisement of

Kansas settlers by the action of nonresident voters at the polling

places. Next to that, in point of importance, came the cardinal

enunciation that Kansas must be a free- state : but the main point

was gained on the lower ground of expediency, which might
unite them all, whereas the higher ground of principle must have

driven them asunder in the then condition of public sentiment.

The most visiorous abolitionist was able to admit " that slave

labor is a curse to the master," and it was worth while to leave

the other questions unargued for the time. Many were desirous

that all negroes, bond or free, should be excluded from Kansas,

but the convention was not asked to indorse that view. The

charge of seeking the abolition of slavery, which was industriously

imputed to all free state men, was next denied, and the motives

of the accusers stigmatized with becoming energy, inasmuch a?
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tLe party contained man}' men who could not have been induced

"by pressure, to identify themselves with the abolition movement,
"which nevertheless, they were most efficiently helping for expe-

diency's sake, at that stage. The charge was denounced as stale

and ridiculous, and the repudiators were undoubtedly correct.

The platform concluded with the resolve that the territory or

state of Kansas would concede to other states the rig-ht demanded
in this instance, to manage their own affairs, and promised the

slave owners that there should be no molestation nor obstruction

put in their way by the people of Kansas, in holding or recover-

ing their slaves. Such, in the main, was Col. Lane's programme.
The definition of the aims of the convention was to be the re-

sultant of manv forces more or less eccentric, but all acrreeins- in

the main direction
;
so there was a very warm debate. The old

question, "what will happen when an irresistible force collides

with an immovable body?
"
could not be determined by contem-

plating the proceedings at Big Springs. None were irresistible,

none immovable on that occasion. For many of the men the

jplatform was not sufficiently radical
; they wanted slavery to be

denounced as from an abolitionist standpoint ;
but they succeeded

at last in toning down their expectations to a workable stand-

point. To many, on the other hand, wdio had been trained to

consider the negro neither a man nor a brother, the paragraphs in

which the question of slavery was referred to seemed censurable,
because it did not expressly provide that the hated color should

not be seen in the territory. Those men abominated slavery, not

out of love for the slave, and their detestation for the name " abo-

litionist
" had long been almost a frenzy. Slavery was looked

upon with horror by many men who could not help extending to

the individual held in bondage, the animosity which belono-ed

only to the system of which he was a victim. Such men came in to

accept the more moderate platform at last, and by their influence

not a few men in Missouri were brought over to more rational

views of the demand enforced by Kansas. Many consented to

the platform because they knew that the end was yet far off and
that the men who were convening to train with them against Mis-

souri interference would, in the long run, arrive at more advanced
ideas on the otlicr issue. The programme was not precisely what
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any man expressing individual views only would have written,

but as a resultant of the ideas of many men, modifying and being

modified, it was the best that at the time could be effected, and it

served its purpose passing welL The committee on state organi-

zation did not think that such a movement was at that time ex-

pedient, but the report of that committee was not adopted, and

an amendnient expressing approval of the object to be avowed

by the people's convention, which had been called together for the

19th of that month in Topeka, was carried. Mr. Emery, repre-

senting the committee to which had been entrusted the Considera-

tion of the duty of the people toward the legislature reported in

effect, that the men assuming the task of law makers for Kansas

were a foreign body influenced by the demagogues of Missouri,

whom alone they represented, and that the people must therefore

repudiate all their acts as consummations of violence unparalleled
in the history of the union. In eloquent terms the report de-

nounced the usurpation under which the community then suffered

in consequence of the tyrannous interference of armed bands vastly

outnumbering the resident population, having robbed them of the

right of self government. The mockery of a government, which,

under cover of fraud and violence, had thus been imposed upon

Kansas, was disavowed with scorn, as a merely hypocritical pre-

tense of republican rule, adopted by a despotism. The report

went on to recite the monstrous deeds of the invaders; their dis-

regard of the organic act by expelling members who had been

duly elected, and by seating others who had not been chosen by
the people ; by holding their sessions in a place not authorized

by law
; by usurping the appointments of ofhcers who should be

chosen by the people, and conferring such appointments upon
Missourians not even temporarily residing in the territory ; by

selling at the ballot boxes to all comers the privilege of outvoting

the resident elector, in all congressional and other elections, which

could not be abrogated ; by compelling men who would offer

themselves for office, or to vote at an election, to submit to an in-

vidious oath, referring of course to the fugitive slave enactment
; by

suppressing freedom of the press and free speech, and in all usurp-

ing in such acts powers forbidden to congress ;
it was very prop-

erly resolved that such conduct libelled the Declaration of Inde-
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pendence, violated the Bill of Eights, and brought disgrace on

republican institutions. The report further resolved that no alle-

giance was due to the so-called legislature ;
that their laws had no

validity, and that every man was entitled to resist them if he

thought proper. The conduct of the judicial bench in becoming

partizan, and carrying the ermine of the court into contests, incon-

sistent with the high function and impartialitj^ incident to the po-

sition of a judge, was denounced with manly vigor, and it was

resolved that inasmuch as the judiciary had, by extra judicial

utterances, prejudged every case that could come before them, as

between the people and the "outlaws" called a legislature, the

people should resist b}' legal means, every attempt to carry the

unjust laws into practice, and upon decisions being given against

them by the territorial judges, should carry every such case by

appeal to the higher courts, where dispassionate law and justice

would govern the final utterance of authority. The report further

resolved that the laws should be resisted peacefully only so long

as the best interests of the territory seemed to demand such a con-

cession, and as long as there seemed to be a hope of such means

sufficing to procure relief
;
but that upon the failure of peaceful

weapons, force should be used, and to that end men should form

volunteer companies, procure arms, and accustom themselves to

discipline, that they might be ready for any emergency. They
would not allow themselves to be deprived of the elective franchise,

and therefore they repudiated especially the so-called election law

for the appointment of a congressional delegate, and concluded to

appoint their own day for consummating the election of a delegate.

The very able and comprehensive report thus summarized was

eventually adopted without amendment.

The committee on the congressional delegation reported that

the time named for holding the election of a delegate should be

changed from the date fixed by the so-called legislature, to Octo-

ber 9th
;
that the rules prescribed for the March election should

govern this procedure, except that the returns should be made to

the territorial executive committee. This recommendation was

embodied in the proclamation issued in the name of the people

for the October election. Probably few or none suj)posed that

the delegate thus to be chosen would be recognized by congress,
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but it would emphasize the statement already made, that the peo-

ple had no share in elections conducted by the Shawnee fraud.

It was expedient to hold their election at a time when it might
not be convenient for Missouri to send over armed mobs to inter-

meddle, and there was also a principle involved in refusing to

recognize and act upon the fraudulent enactments of the legisla-

ture.

The committee on miscellaneous business afforded an oppor-

tunity to the convention to express an opinion on Mr. Beeder's

conduct as governor, by recommending his nomination as delegate

to congress. The committee eulogized the late governor's con-

duct in office in the very highest terms, defending him with

logical acumen and unanswerable force against the accusations of

his enemies
;
and the nomination was carried in a furore of en-

thusiasm. Many of the addresses made during the session were

masterly efforts. At one time the difficulties which were inter-

posed seemed overwhelming against the possibility of men so

wide apart in general politics being able to discover common

ground of union
; but, at a critical moment, a speech full of feel-

ing, which was made by Judge Smith, carried all hearts by storm,

and, as a matter of course, the heads soon came to an agreement
after that had been accomplished. When Mr. Eeeder had been

informed of his nomination as a delegate, subject of course to the

vote of the people in October, he made a very admirable address,

which showed that he combined within him the powers of the

orator as well as the tact and prevision of a statesman. He saw,

as all good men had long seen, that rashness must be avoided in

the interests of the union, and he enforced that idea very effect-

ively. He did not think that the south generally indorsed the

action of Missouri in Kansas
;
he hoped that the other part of the

pro-slavery organization would rebuke the wrongs which had

been perpetrated ;
but failing the corrective force of public opin-

ion in that way, should moral force be unavailing, and the tribu-

nals of the country afford no relief, then it must become a solemn

duty to defend our rights by force; and the governor concluded

with a few inspiring lines from Fitz Greene Halleck's Bozzaris,

"whicli roused his hearers to a perfect frenzy. The scene when

Mr. Eeeder concluded with the words,
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" Strike for your altars and your fires,

Strike for the creeu graves of your sires,

God aud j-our native land,"

positively beggars description. Could the Missourian faction

have seen the spirit of that assembly then, when the ultimate

possibility was brought vividly before their mental vision, they
must have perceived that such men could not be trampled on

with impunity. They had in them the indomitable courage of

their forefathers, and the weapons laid aside at Saratoga could be

replaced by others more effective whenever the moment of dread

necessity should arise. That speech capped the climax which

had been reached by Judge Smith, and the once heterogeneous
mass had been fused into igneous rock. A copy of the proceed-

ings of the session was ordered to be made for Governor Shannon,
and a delegation of three was appointed to wait upon that gentle-

man as soon as convenient. So ended a momentous gathering,

or rather, so commenced a gathering together which was to last

for many years.

The delegate convention at Topeka was called for the 19th of

September, and the men were there on time, ready to initiate the

preliminary steps for framing a constitution and applying to be

admitted to the union as a free state. The session lasted two

days. The Big Springs spirit was at work leavening the whole

lump, and many men who had never approached the liberal ele-

ment before were present throughout the proceedings, and from

that time, were identified with the movements of the free state

party. The first day was spent in making ready, but all the

organization w'as completed before the convention rose, and the

way was cleared for more stirring business on the morrow. The

morning of the second day saw a committee of eighteen at work

preparing an address which would challenge the attention of the

whole^ union to a sim.ple and vigorous statement of the wrongs

endured, so far, with exemplary patience by Kansas. Among
many other noteworthy things said and done by the Topeka con-

vention, the most important were embodied in three resolutions

which, after reciting the more prominent events that made such

action a necessity, announced the preliminary steps which were

to be taken to make the constitution a reflex of the public opin-
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ion of the territory. The delegates, speaking in their becoming

dignity as representatives of the people of Kansas, resolved, that

the election to be held for delegates to form a constitution, adopt

a bill of rights, and do all other things necessary in that relation

preparatory to organizing a state government, and asking for ad-

mission to the union, should be held in every precinct on the

second Tuesday in October, and that the convention so to be chosen

should assemble at Topeka on the fourth Tuesday of the same

month, at noon, to proceed with their onerous duties. The com-

mittee resolved further, that a committee of seven, to be named
" The Executive Committee of Kansas Territory," should be nom-

inated by the president of the convention
;
and the appointments

were made immediately to superintend the affairs of the territory

so far as was necessary for the organization of the state govern-

ment. Another step had been taken, and a duly authorized ex-

ecutive, composed of able men, stood charged with the details of

the general issue which had been and which still must be deter-

mined by the popular voice. Col. Lane was chosen chairman of

the executive, Mr. J. K. Goodin was secretary, and the other

members were M. J. Parrott, P. C. Schuyler, C. K. Holliday,

Judge Smith and G. W. Brown; the mere mention of whose

names in conjunction suffices to show how great a revolution had

taken place already. The people, by their representatives, issued

a proclamation, which has already been mentioned in connection

with the convention at Big Springs, appointing the second Tues-

day in October for the election of a delegate to congress ;
but the

details of that proceeding were left to be determined by the ex-

ecutive committee appointed at Topeka. The proclamation call-

ino- for the election of delegates to the convention on the same

day followed immediately, the regulations to be observed were

prescribed, the qualifications of electors, and the oaths to be

taken by the judges of election had been prescribed in the first

proclamation, and in the absence of any duly organized govern-

ment, the people were approaching that desideratum by the best

means at their disposal. In every circle the prospects of the

movement, the manly resolution of the people, the exigencies of

the time, came uppermost, and even in churches it was neither

f ossible nor desirable to banish the topic of the hour. Every
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little center convened to talk the matter over in all its bearinsis.

Delegates, just home from the conventions, found it more conven-

ient to address their constituents en masse than to rehearse for

each individual in turn the course which he had pursued as a

representative ;
and every such gathering was a plexus of nerves

to make some remote point or section of the body politic more

alive than ever before to the issues for which some of the men

then talking would heroically die. It was made matter of prayer
in family circles, and in the circles of the larger family, the vol-

untary congregations of the church, and men habitually inclined

to doubt the efficacy of petitioning the throne of grace, found that

their inmost aspirations took the same direction, for it is even as

Pope writes :

"
Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,

Uttered or unexpressed,

The motion of a hidden fire,

That trembles in the breast."

" The sweet sessions of silent thought
"

were full of prayer

every day, and when men rose to speak they drifted back insen-

sibly to the fine phrases and glorious passages in the old Hebrew

books, which described a people fighting against barbarians, and

they asked with unction, as a question of their own time, as cer-

tainly as that it belonged to Israel :

" Why do the heathen rage, and the wicked imagine a vain thing ?"

They were approaching that frame of mind in which heroism,

unknown to common life, may come up in the daily experiences

of mankind, when the race rises above mere considerations of

personal profit, when it becomes possible to imagine Curtius leap-

ing into the fabled gulf to save his countr}? ;
when Arnold von

Winkelried can be understood grasping that sheaf of Austrian

spears and giving them a sheath in his own breast, that the ser-

ried ranks of his country's oppressors might be broken, and that

the peasants, inspired by his example, should rise into the pro-

portions of demigods. That timid, shrinking woman that came

toilfullv alonof dangerous roads from the French province, to sac-

rifice her countr^'-'s curse, Marat, in his own house, knew that her

own life must pay the forfeit
;
but the race predominated over
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the individual, as, thank God, it often will do in magnanimous
souls. Just so was it, when the serf and shepherd girl of Dom-

ermy, Joan of Arc, her soul aflame with the wrongs of her pros-

trate country, could penetrate the minds of the downtrodden peo-

ple with a belief that God cared for them, and that their condi-

tion therefore was not without hope. In the mere act of their

turning to fight under that idea, there was salvation for France
;

the troops of England were not enthusiastic for conquest ; they

cared infinitely more for the island they had left than for all the

territory they had conquered by their prowess. Victory meant

routine, not effort
;
the muscles of mind and body had grown

flaccid from comparative disuse, and when their supremacy was

questioned, it was gone. The ideal, and not the mere material,

is the invincible force with mankind. "Give me," said Archi-

medes, "a fulcrum for my lever, and I will lift the world." The

ideal in man is both fulcrum and lever, and the world answers its

impulse every day. It was not only the failure of the mitrail-

leuse that prostrated France, nor the terrible weapons of the Ger-

man force, but the awful demoralization of the French soldiery.

What were the weapons of the half-starved populace that cap-

tured the Bastile, defended by De Lannay and his troops ? Yet

the people razed that fortress to the ground ;
and the same frenzy

of patriotism, which would not be repulsed, rolled back the tide

of invasion from the soil of France when all Europe had com-

bined against the nation. The ideal is the ruling power in the

mind of the artist, the statesman, the soldier, and the church has

its grand mission in every age to lift the aspirations of the race

to the highest pinnacle. The church was true to its work in

Kansas, during the terrible ordeal through which the territory

was passing, and from every pulpit there rose up before God the

sweet savor of earnestness and zeal for a cause that deserved

success. Sermons mounted to the highest plane of heroic thought

without an effort
;
men put aside their laboriously prepared manu-

script and extemporized undreamed-of discourses which answered

the magnetic thought in a thousand hearts at once. The very air

seemed full of the theme which compelled utterance. The preacher

became a priest and soldier of the Most High God, and there was

prophecy in the molten words which came from him, as though
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he, also, had been told,
" Take no heed of what ye shall say.'

A people so animated could not be conquered. They might be

scattered and oppressed for a time, as were the Covenanters in

Presbyterian Scotland; as were the Puritans, their neighbors, in

England ;
but iSTaseby and Marston Moor answered every doubt

as to the victory which must come to the right side under proper
direction. For a time, there seemed to be no other subject worthy
of thought in Kansas save deliverance from oppression, and every
nerve was being prepared for the final issue— " the iron had entered

into their souls." There arose a reasonable hope among many
that congress would be moved by the spectacle now offered, by
men of every party united in one phalanx, against Missourian

domination, and that the tyrannously imposed legislature, the

fruit of conspiracy and violence, which had assembled at Shaw-

nee, defj^ing law and justice, would be repudiated by the larger

representative body. Unhappily, congress was, as it too often is,

full of the machinations of persons and coteries, and the voice of

the suEEering people could not be heard. The forces of legisla-

tion and administration alike failed. The settlers were driven in

upon themselves. Stephen A. Douglas missed the best opportu-

nity of a hitherto successful life when he failed to perceive that

his place was on the side of the settlers in Kansas. His influ-

ence in congress would have compelled justice and sanctioned

moderation, but he drifted with the worst current of the pro-

slavery party until the proper hour had passed, and, when the

time came for his eyes to be opened, he could only look back to

the point where victory might have been his for the asking.

That union of Whigs and Democrats was understood by him too

late. He struggled to recover the ground once lost, but Time

has a forelock only, and his effort lost him the unanimity of the

pro-slavery organization, after the purer and better spirit of Lin-

coln had already won upon the sympathies of more liberal minds.

Douglas could have concentrated for his support the whole of the

democracy— north, east and west, and the best elements of the

south, which would have left the residue too weak for a schism—
but he allowed himself to be attracted by the worst section of his

party just when his ambition was ready for its final spring, and

he fell back humbled and dying, because he had omitted the duty
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to be prescient and just. Lincoln, in his home in Springfield, had

been content to be just and honest in the aims of his life, and

the triumph which had been denied to policy, and the undoubted

talents of the "Little Giant," were laid at the feet of the greater
man. Lincoln, standing in the place of Douglas, would have won
the acclamation of the union by recognizing the right of the peo-

ple to be governed by republican institutions and by men of their

own choosing, and, under the influence of such as he, congress
would have allowed squatter sovereignty to deal with its own

problem, untrammeled by the action of Missourian mobs; but

the surroundings of Douglas would not permit him to perceive
where justice lay until the die was cast. The petitions to con-

gress fell unheeded upon the table. The voices which would

have championed their cause were clamored down or unheeded,
and the final issue was once more relegated to the soil of Kansas,

to find its solution in blood.

On the first day of October Gen. "Whitfield, the only candidate

for the office of delegate to congress, under the proclamation

issued by Gov. Shannon, pursuant to the regulations made by
the Shawnee assembly, was declared to be chosen. Nearly two-

thirds of all the votes cast for him came from Missouri, but there

were only about three thousand ballot papers handed in, so much
had the price to be paid for voting moderated the zeal of the

pro-slavery part}-. Of course there was not much necessity for a

large vote, where only one candidate was before the public, but

prudential considerations had not been allowed to weigh with

them in the former elections, when they had brought nearly

five thousand men to outvote less than half that number, even

assuming that there was not one man in the territory to cast a

ballot in the pro-slavery interest. Beyond all doubt the tax of one

dollar, which the sheriff stood ready to receive in every precinct,

before a non-resident could be polled, was a powerful sedative

among men who valued their possessions in proportion to the

quantity of whisky for which they were the equivalent, and who

objected on principle to increase the funds from which their

friends, recently assembled at Shawnee, could plunder. The

free state party held their election on the second Tuesday in

October for the same ofllice, and Gov. Eeeder received their sup-
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port unanimously, more than two thousand eight hundred votes

being cast, although in many precincts the dominant faction

assembled i,heir forces and would not allow a vote to be polled.

There were thus two delegates chosen to fill one vacancy, and

congress, unable to avoid the question altogether, in the presence

of two candidates, where there was only one seat to be occupied,

concluded to reject both, but to pay the mileage of each of the

rejected delegates. They could not help seeing thnt Mr. Eeeder

had polled a very large majority of the whole of the residents in

Kansas, but they knew also that the election had not been held

in strict accordance with the provisions of the organic act under a

proclamation from the governor. They admitted that Gen. Whit-

field had received a majority of all the votes polled on the first

day of October, but the evidence before them was unquestionable,
that nearly all his supporters were non-residents, who had quali-

fied in a way repugnant to the constitution, under a law which

violated the organic act, and which had been passed by a legis-

lative assembly the result of fraud and riot. This inconclusive

conclusion testified the weakness of congress, for if the general

"was not the delegate, the Shawnee assembly had never been the

legislature, and the work of inaugurating representative institu-

tions in Kansas had yet to be begun, under the guaranty of the

whole union for the maintenance of republicanism, in essence

as well as in form. The recognition of Mr. Eeeder, who came

to them as a delegate not certified by Gov. Shannon, was an

evidence that they knew he represented public opinion in the

territory, yet they had not the courage to give efi'ect to their

convictions.

We have said that the Missourians objected to be taxed when
the proceeds of the operation would increase the chance of

plunder by the Shawnee assembly. That body was no longer in

session, but before their adjournment they had voted numerous

illegal privileges and offices to each other, contrary to the organic

act
;
and their unofficial comrades on the border had become sadly

conversant with the fact, that there is not always
" honor among

thieves." There was, indeed, the beginning of a very pretty

quarrel in the ranks of the faction, and it was intensified shortly

when the several towns began to divide the sj)olia opima. Leaven-
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worth was entitled to be tbs seat of justice for Leavenworth

county, but in the haste with which the Shawnee men had rushed

everything through during the forty days for which alone they
could draw pay, however long the session might continue, they
had omitted to specify Leavenworth as the county seat

;
and in

many other counties there had been similar omissions, so that a

popular vote had to be cast to determine upon locations. There

were three towns ambitious of the distinction in the count}^ of

Leavenworth, and they spared no effort in their several ways to

secure the prize. The town and fort of Leavenworth had a large

proportion of pro-slavery men in its population, but the majority

was composed of free state emigrants, who were nullified every

balloting day by irruptions from beyond the Missouri river.

Thus Leavenworth was not a city of refuge upon which the pro-

slavery could depend unless they came in force to settle every

question. Kickapoo, which to this day is but a village of less

than two thousand souls, had then the merit of being strong on

the pro-slavery side, and there were no emigrants there to exer-

cise the ingenuity and watchfulness of the Missourians. It was,

moreover, only ten miles above Leavenworth on the Missouri, so

that it could be easily reached by non-resident voters, whenever

it might be necessary to pay a tax for the prvilege of deciding an

election there. This was a consideration of some weight. Del-

aware stood in the same category of Kickapoo, and it was eight

miles below Leavenworth, just as easy of access as Kickapoo or

Leavenworth to unlawful help. The claims of the three towns

were submitted to the ballot box, and Delaware polled a consider-

able majority over Leavenworth, besides distancing Kickapoo by
nearly fifty votes. Leavenworth was humiliated and indignant

at being foiled by its own weapons. Like Otesar folding his robe

about him, when he saw his own natural son among his assail-

ants, Leavenworth also said et tu Brute, but the city did not die

with dignity like the Eoman Imperator, leaving some interested

Mark Antony to make a moan over " the rent the envious Casca

made." Leavenworth lived and protested, much to the enlighten-

ment of outsiders, who could scarcely forbear saying,
"
phj^sician

help thyself." Leavenworth had given the juvenile frauds their

first lessons in Kansas oppression and now it was destroyed by
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its own pupils. The city could poll about six hundred votes

without foreign aid
; Kickapoo had one hundred and fifty resi-

dents within its area, and Delaware had onlj^ fifty, but activity

and perseverance will go further than right sometimes, so while

Leavenworth rested at home secure in its domestic strength, the

small competitors ordered as much assistance as was thought

necessary from foreign consignors. When the polls closed on

election day, Leavenworth was nearly three hundred behind

Kickapoo, as that town had imported seven hundred voters to

assist the resident force. Delaware had the mortification to dis-

cover that her exertions had not been equal to the emergency, but

she had not yet fired her last shot, and the ballot was kept open
two daj^s beyond the original limit to permit of further consign-

ments of fraud determining the issue. Thus Deleware came out

ahead about fifty, having polled nearly nine hundred in all.

Had the other competing towns been occupied by free state men

only, the result would have been good enough, but although
" birds in their little nests agree," pro-slavery men did not. The

Kickapoo claimants carried the question into a court, where it was

not necessary for litigants to appear with clean hands, and the

three days polling proved fatal to Delaware
;
but Leaveworth had

no redress, and no consolation, except in the tearful monodies of

an indignant press.

The weapons which were meritorious as against free govern-

ment in the territory as a whole were diabolical, when Leaven-

worth could "be wounded in the house of its friends." The

papers of Kickapoo opened a fusilade against the larger guns in

the city of Leavenworth, and especially reminded the editor of

the Leavenworth Herald that he had been elected to the legisla-

tive assembly convened in Pawnee by precisely similar means.

There was much necessity for special pleading under the circum-

stances, and it was amusing to observe the long winded columns

of drivel which were devoted to distinguishing between tweedle-

dum and tweedledee. It was grand work for an army of border

ruffians in self defense to impose a legislature upon abolitionists

because of the high jDurpose which ruffianism could be made to

vindicate, but it was pronounced absurd that " the demagogues
and hucksters

"
of

" Platte Citv and TVeston
"
should be allowed
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to settle the location of a county seat. Sir Peter Teazle was

amused by the vices of Joseph Surface as long as he supposed
there was only

" a little French milliner
"

behind the screen, but

when the article of furniture had been removed, there was a much

deeper tone in his voice as he said,
"
Lady Teazle by all that is

damnable." The School for Scandal was being played on a new

stage in Leavenworth county. But Kickapoo was not secure even

yet in her victory ;
she had not been sufficiently unlawful to de-

serve success, m a territory where the legislature disclaimed the

limitations of the organic act under which it came into existence,

and where judges could give extra judicial opinions when called

upon by illegal authorities
;
so Delaware, with her three days

polling, carried away the golden apple for which the three claim-

ants had been contending. "Like cures like," is the maxim of

our friends of the globule who can carry the medicine for a

whole city in a pennyweight parcel, and Leavenworth found a

very small globule of her own physic more than a dose for her

own complaint. The system would have cured itself in time if

the patient did not die while the contending forces were being

marshalled, but something better was in store for Kansas.

The free state party was coming more closely into communion,
while the pro-slavery organization quarreled, as we have seen.

Topeka soon welcomed the " constitutional convention," and the

men composing that body were among the most prominent persons

in the territory, irrespective of the old distinctions. There was

hardly a state in the union which had not one of its sons in that

representative body, and the sects came very near being all re-

flected in some one or more of the members; certainly every

political party known to the union, except the Missourian faction

of the pro-slavery organization, could find a voice in that divei'se,

but goodly compan}^, which had met to shape a constitution

under which Kansas would enter the union as a free state. Men
who had graduated in the best seats of learning stood shoulder

to shoulder with proletarians who could do little more than write

their names. Old men were there who could remember the vivid

word pictures of their revolutionary forefathers, and were ready
to imitate their example. Young men were foremost in word and

act as they are apt to be, but they were sustained by the deliber-
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ate resolution of older heads. Not a few were there because they
could forecast events, and being sure which side would win, were

ready to dare all odds for a time, to make a sphere in which their

reasonable ambition might be gratified. Many had cast in their

lot with the movement because they hoped to find some "
coign

of vantage
"

for the negro, in the action of men, the major part
of whom would have been rejoiced could the race be banished to

the remotest regions of the earth. Professional politicians were

there also in force, "with a heart for any fate," except being left

out in the cold, and not sufficiently wedded to any principle to

let it stand between themselves and the sweets of office. Every-

body was prepared to make the best fight possible, for the cause

which had been taken in hand, and "
hope told a flattering tale"

to many of a victory apparently near to their grasp, which would

not be attained until years of conflict had passed. Fifty-two
members had been chosen, and forty took part in their delibera-

tions, which were described in the lucubrations of correspondents
of the press all over the union. The deliberations of the con-

vention were opened with prayer, and there was a semi-ofiicial

organ published every day that the sitting lasted. Topeka had

long entertained the idea that the capital of Kansas was to be

located on the spot where the superb magnesian limestone capitol

now stands, and with the approach of such halcyon days, the cit-

izens smiled more graciously than ever upon the cause which the

residents had always favored on principle ;
while the convention

occupied all the days, the evenings were mainly devoted to a

round of gayeties, in which were readily found the comj^any best

adapted to their particular tastes. For a brief season it seemed

as though the reverie of Longfellow was being fulfilled, and that

the time had really come, when
" The nights shall be filled with music,

And the cares that infest the daj-,

iShall fold their tents like the Arabs,

And as noiselessly steal away."

There were stirring debates on every point among the dele-

gates, but in the desire of every district to secure as many of the

leading democrats as possible, that party had a majority in the

convention, and upon the question whether " the word white
"
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should be struck out from the constitution, there were

twenty -four against the proposition, and only seven in its

favoi'. Many, perhaps, would have supported the abstract

right of the negro, who were not prepared to embody it in a

law, which would be caviled at all over the continent
;
but

very many actually thought that the blacks could not with safety

or profit be entrusted with a right so precious as the franchise.

The names of the foremost abolitionists, such as Schuyler, Brown,
Eobinson and Hunting, were of course among the supporters of

equal rights, but they perhaps knew, that at that momoment, thej

might have been defeated by success. The vote was almost

equally divided on the question of Squatter Sovereignty, but by
seventeen votes against fifteen, it was decided that neither con-

gress nor the states should interfere in local affairs of states and

territories. Very wisely there was no vote taken on the proposal
that free negroes should be excluded from the territory ;

the ques-

tion stood over to be determined by a vote of the people after the

state legislature should come into existence, then to operate as an

instruction for that body. The consequences of a vote on the

issue at that early stage of the proceeding might have proved dis-

astrous to all concerned, and the constitution was never disgraced

by an anti-black law.

Sixteen days were well spent in moulding the first constitution,

and in the main the document so formed was the basis of further

legislation, so that the instrument which was at length made the

basis of the recognition of Kansas as a state by congress was only
an amended version of the work now accomplished in Topeka.

Slavery was expressly prohibited within the state by the first con-

stitution and that was the vital principle of the measure. " In-

voluntary servitude
''

should only be possible as a punishment
for crime, and the time fixed for the coming into operation of that

clause was on or before Jaly 4, 1857. Male Indians, who had

conformed to the customs of civilization, might vote. The

boundaries of the territory, as set forth in the organic act, which

of course included nearly all of Colorado, were adopted into the

constitution. Topeka won the location as the capital, beating

Lawrence by four votes, in an aggregate of thirty-six, but the

permanent location was to be determined by the first general as-
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semblj. Curiousl}' enough, among men who were perhaps more

interested in education than any average population in the United

States, the arrangements as to education and supervision of

schools were the most defective features in the whole measure, as

there was not even a superintendent of public instruction named
in the draft. The constitution, thus prepared, provided for its

own submission to the people to be ratified or rejected on Decem-

ber 15, 1855, and after ratification there could be no change made,
nor any convention to consider a new constitution until after

1865. The general banking law was to be voted up or down by
the same constituency at the same time as the constitution, and to

be included or rejected according to the result. Supposing the

constitution to be ratified, the executive committee already
named stood authorized to conduct elections for state officers, and

for representation in congress, and the first assembly should be

convened on July 4, 1856, a celebration which could not be oth-

erwise than gratifying to good men. The convention prescribed

all details as to the districts and polling for the election on De-

cember 15th, to decide the fate of the constitution and the general

banking law. The executive committee was empowered to or-

ganize the elections for state officers, representative, and general

assembly, and to issue scrip, within the limits of $25,000, to de-

fray the necessary outlay, the redemption of which should be the

first duty of the legislative body. The deliberative action of the

convention came to an end on Saturday, November 10th, and it

was late at night when the delegates were called upon to sign the

constitution to which they had agreed. Thus they gave their

manifesto to the world, bearing the sign manual of each member,
and by their act said to the Missourian horde, we are ready to do

and dare all that may be necessary to secure for our children and

for ourselves the advantages of free government. It was not

bombast on their part, for the dark days came when they were

sorely tried by adversity, but they were equal to their task, and

the people by whom they had been chosen were worthy of loyal

service.
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CHAPTER IX.

RECOXNAISSANCE.
(.A brief Digression.)

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF MISSOURI.

Reconnoitering the Enemy— Jefferson City
— Kansas City

— St. Louis—
St. Joseph— Hannibal — Independence— Weston— Lexington— Boone-

ville.

Having brought up our Territorial History to the point at

which the first steps toward a state government had been effected,

we may as well turn our attention toward the powerful antago-

nist with which Kansas had to contend. The settlers knew some-

thing of the strength of their foes, and we cannot understand

their position without sharing in that knowledge. It is not

enough that we know what was the feeling on the border, it is es-

sential that we should see the volume of power back of that

manifestation. The rufBanism which could disturb a series of

elections might be the effervescence of an element locally influ-

ential, but expressing only the rage of a small community, hence

it is important that we should ascertain, and note for reference,

the age and extent of the Missourian force which sought to ex-

tend and perpetuate itself in Kansas first, and then over an al-

most illimitable empire. The tone of the press in all parts of

Missouri applauded Gen. Atchison and his compeers in their

disreputable work, and, as we have seen, the pulpit did not strive

to set public opinion right, save in a few important instances,

which could not affect the mass, but which were more or less dis-

astrous to the men who tried to stem the torrent of prejudice and

anger. What the tone of the press on Missouri soil was, at the

time of the first settlement after Mr. Douglas' Kansas-Nebraska

act passed, has been already described in one or two pregnant ex-

tracts in former chapters ;
it remains only to show in that relation

the complete accord established between the Missourian at home
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and liis ally and friend in Kansas Territory. Dr. John II. String-

fellow, who edited The Squatter Sovereign, in Atchison, a ^m-
slavery settlement, named for the ex-Vice President, thus an-

swered some criticisms upon the pro-slavery party, which had

appeared in the organ of Horace Greeley, the New York Tribune:
" We can tell the impertinent scoundrels of the Tribune that they

may exhaust an ocean of ink, their Emigrant Aid Societies spend
their millions and billions, their representatives in congress spout
their heretical theories till doomsday, and his excellency, Frank-;

lin Pierce, appoint abolitionist after free soiler as our governor,

3'et we will continue to lynch and hang, to tar and feather and

drown every white-livered abolitionist who dares to pollute our

soil." Nor was this mere idle talk, only meant to affect persons

at a distance, as we find in the columns of the same journal, a

description of a street fight, in which bowie knives were freely

used, and a free soiler badly injured, the following brutal com-

mentary :

" We are happy to state that the free soiler is in a

fair way to peg out, while the pro-slavery man is out and ready
for another tilt. Kansas is a hard road for free soilers to travel."

Thus the practices of the streets found approval in the columns of

the press, and every rufiian that could cut his mark upon the

body a free soiler was sure of an enthusiastic indorsement in the

organs of his party. The Luminary, published in Parkville,

Missouri, was raided and the press destroyed and flung into the

Missouri river, for no other fault than having dared to condemn
Missouri j^roceedings in Kansas in the election of a delegate to

congress ;
and the editor of the Jefferson Inquirer, in the same

state, for similar disturbing remarks, was informed through the

columns of a contemporary, that,
" He was a nigger stealer at

heart, and would have voted with the abolitionists;" the most

crushing form of condemnation known, among the literati of Mis-

souri. President Pierce, in spite of all his unmistakable anxiety
to cany with him their suffrages, could not satisfy the pro-slavery

party by any of his nominations to the oflice of governor ;
nor

could anything in the way of concession meet their views, ex-

cept an unreserved submission, such as Chief Justice Lecompte,
or Gen. Atchison, embodied in their daily lives. When the first

legislature for Kansas had been elected by Missourian invaders,
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the Platte Argus said :

" The Missourians have conquered Kan-
sas * * *

let them hold it or die in the attempt."
The purchase of Louisiana and of all claims upon western ter-

territory from France was effected under the management of

Thomas Jefferson, for $15,000,000, in the year 1801
; although

some time elapsed before all the transaction had been completed,
in 1803, and at that time there were no civilized inhabitants in

the region. In the year 180-i, Messrs. Lewis and Clark came up
the Missouri, and held a council with the Indians on the spot
where Fort Calhoun was afterwards built, at a point on the Ne-

braska side of the river, long afterwards known as Council Bluffs,

about twenty miles above the city of the same name, in Iowa,
which is connected by the fine railroad bridge with Omaha. In-

dians were then the only residents on either side of the great

river in a vast extent of territory ;
and many years elapsed

before the country was opened for settlement. Tribes of Indians

had to be removed before white men could be made occupants

and owners of the soil under the sanctions of civil government,

and, in consequence, the work went on very slowly ;
but in the

year 1818-19 there had been sufficient progress to warrant an appli-

cation from the inhabitants of the territory of Missouri to congress

for admission to the union as a state. The bill founded upon that

movement was amended in the house of representatives by the intro-

duction of a clause excluding slavery from that section of the coun-

try, and in that form it was passed by the lower chamber, but re-

jected in the senate. The restriction on slavery was acrimoniously
discussed by all classes of men in the press, and in every walk of life,

wath such heat as must always be evoked, when vested interests long
established are assailed by an advancing thought. Men identified

prominently with either side were invited to expound their views

on the question in many great centers of population, and the best

thinkers in eastern and northern churches pronounced for and

against the proposed restriction, until, not merely in every lecture

hall, but almost by every fireside, the intricacies of the difficulty

had been discussed. Both sides were fully alive to the magni-

tude of the issue, and when the subject was revived in congress

in the session of 1819-20, there was more bitterness displayed on

this issue than on all other items of the congressional programme
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combined. The Missouri compromise was the result of that de-

liberation, the limitations of the state then formed were made the

boundaries of the slave power in the Louisiana purchase, and all

territory lying north of SG"" 30' north, was forever exempted
from their domination, so far as human legislation can be made
final. The law which embodied that compromise was signed by
President Monroe on the 6th day of March, 1820

;
and for more

than thirty years there was a general assumption that the prob-
lem of negro slavery was left to its own operation, not further to

be touched by congress. Of course it is not possible for one con-

gress to tie the hands of another
;
the people, by their representa-

tives, are always free to annul wrong actions, or what may be

assumed, to be wrong by a majority, in constitutional ways ;
but

contending parties were inclined to rest and be thankf.ul upon
their several standpoints for many years. Holders of extreme

views would, not be satisfied, but the public can never be logical

and precise ; and, in this case as in many others, the formula of

thought which was accepted as the finale of the controverted

claims for limitless extension of slavery on the one hand, and for

abolition of slavery on the other, contained elements which must

have disrupted the settlement if the mass of the community became

logical, and determined to follow their premise to its conclusion.

The public, governed by feeling and by prudential considerations,

allowed the compromise to stand unquestioned in legislative cir-

cles for many years, and when the limits of Missouri were ex-

tended, there was no express provision sought, nor was there any

granted to carry slaves beyond the line of the previously enacted

compromise. The additional territory was given to Missouri in

1836, and slaves were held therein from the first cession, but

there was no sanction of law for such proceedings. There was a

general impression, until 1853, that the territory now covered by

Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado, would be the home of the In-

dian tribes until, in the course of time, they should die out, be-

fore a civilization which they fail to comprehend ;
but in that

year there was a bill introduced to congress to organize that vast

expanse under the title of Nebraska Territory, and throw it open

to white settlement. The summit of the Eocky mountains on

the west, the states of Missouri and Iowa on the east, the territory
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of New Mexico and the parallel of 36° 30' nortli latitude on the

south, and 43° 30' north latitude on the north, were to be the

comprehensive limits of the new government. Iowa, by one of

her representatives, took the initiative in the movement in De-

cember, 1853
;
and after reference to ti^e committee on territories,

there were so many and such important alterations made that the

chairman, Mr, Douglas, of Illinois, the famous Stephen A. Doug-

las, founded thereupon his substitute measure, the Kansas-Ne-

braska bill, which eventually became law, and was accompanied

by a repeal of the Missouri compromise. The provisions of that

organic act are familiar to our readers. The debates in congress

and in the press had seemed violent when the Missouri comprom-
ise was arrived at, when the slave power snatched at and obtained

an extension of soil by consenting to a definition of limits; but

when the limits were removed in the prosecution of an aggressive

policy, which was never more to be abandoned, until the party

fell into irreparable defeat after the rebellion, the tone of the dis-

putants had already the ring of war in its menaces on both sides.

The measure, several times amended, became law in May, 1854,

being finally passed on the 25th, and being signed by the Presi-

dent on the 30th. That was the event which practically brought
invasion and civil war into Kansas territory, and which eventually

removed the stain of negro slavery from our institutions.

It was pretended that the substituted bill was a compromise
under which Kansas should become a slave state, and Nebraska

should balance that increase by admission on the free soil basis,

but the value of such compromises was too well known to allow

of the popular leaders being fooled a second time. No such

arrangement was made, nor was it dreamed of by the free soil

party ;
but the proslavery leadei's were not slow to use the pre-

text as a means of inspiring the Missourian population with a hate

more intense than had theretofore been realized, against every ap-

pearance of northern intermeddling with the territory which, under

another name, was to have been a repetition of Missouri.

Jeffeeson City was made the capital of the state of Missouri,

by popular vote, in the year 1821, but it was not until the follow-

ing year that the town was laid out, the attraction to the spot
14
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consisting in its nearness to the geographical centre of tlie state.

It is the seat of Justice for Cole county, and ib stands on the south

bank of the Missouri river, one hundred and twenty-five miles

from St. Louis, and nine hundred and eighty miles from Wash-

ington. The location of Jefferson City is very beautiful, as it

occupies a commanding bluff, from which an extensive view can

be had of a remarkably picturesque country. The streets are

regularly laid out, and well graded, the drainage of the city being

secured by its position. The public buildings of Jefferson City

are numerous and noteworthy. The state capitol is a particularly

fine structure, dating from the year 1836, when the representatives

and senators of the state had just practically broken through the

Missouri Compromise in congress, by procuring an addition to

the territory of the state, without guaranties of any kind for the

nonextension of slavery into the region, wliich had been specially

exempted by the legislation of 1820-21. The court house is a

county building, and of course it cannot compare with the capitol,

but it is a very good looking edifice, and is made useful for nu-

merous purposes, as is common with such structures. The state

penitentiary is located at this point, and the mode of discipline

which obtains within its walls helps to atone in some degree for

the want of school discipline which was noticeable in the earlier

history of Missouri. The state armory is an establishment in

which it is much easier to take pride than in a prison, however

well conducted, and the institution is one of the lions to which

country cousins are invariably escorted. The executive mansion

is not superb, nor does it attempt to be gaudy, but it is well

adapted for the purpose which it serves, as the official headquar-

ters of the government of the state. Lincoln Institute is a worthy

monument erected in honor of a good man, whose name was at

one time almost a byword of reproach among Missourians, but

who lived long enough to vindicate his holy purpose in the grand

work which sanctified and ennobled his career. Missouri, trem-

bling almost on the verge of rebellion, recovered itself in time to

avoid that calamity, although many of those who had taken an

active part in her political life, up to the Fort Sumter era, went

over to the enemy. The normal school for colored youth in Jef-

ferson City betokens a vast advance in public sentiment since the
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days when the Quakei' College at Salem, Iowa, was attacked by
our border ruffians under the direction of some of the secret socie-

ties of the proslavery party, for fear of the influence which might
be exerted on Missouri by the apparent successes of an educational

establishment. The normal school is well attended, and " God's

image carved in ebony
"
displays an interest in the work of edu-

cation which might be emulated by the other youth of the country
with very great advantage. The teachers provided by this insti-

tution have a wide ransre of usefulness before them, and their at-

tainments are highly creditable. There is an excellent seminary
for young ladies here, and it is gratifying to observe that its ad-

vantages are being used by an always increasing number of pupils.

The curriculum of the school is high, and the number of gradu-

ates improves every year. Some of the most successful lady

teachers in the state have found here their best assistance. The

newspaper press of Jefferson is not extensive, as there is only one

paper published in the city, but it is a matter for some congratu-

lation that at a time when nearly all the journals in the state of

Missouri were applauding the demoniac excesses of the border

ruffians in Kansas, which culminated in the election of the Paw-

nee-Shawnee legislative assembly, the city of Jefferson possessed

an editor who was true to his vocation, and who was denounced

for expressing disapproval of such conduct. There is no merit in

echoing the cries that prevail in the streets, but there is honor

won for the profession of letters when a man, having the example
of mob violence under his observation, dares to rebuke fanaticism

in the interest of the common weal. That distinction was well

earned in the city of Jefferson when the slave power was rampant
in Missouri in the year 1855, and the sympathetic writer was

broadly accused of abolitionism. Really, the man had no such

proclivities at that time, but he could not look down upon the

rowdyism which raged around him without expressing his abhor-

rence of conduct which disgraced humanity. The state library is

a fine institution and an ornament to Jefferson, for the purpose
which it serves rather than for the splendor of the building, which

is devoted to letters. The post office is not handsome, but it is

sufficiently commodious for all present purposes. Jefferson City

College is an Episcopal institution, and many ornaments of the
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cliurch have here received their training. Manufacturing interests

are advancing here
;

there are two large flouring mills, almost

always in full work
;
an establishment for the manufacture of

agricultural implements, an industry always extending; a foun-

dry, and a host of minor industries. There are three banks, and

the mineral resources of the locality include iron, coal, and an

admirable sand, adapted for glass making. The agricultural sur-

roundings of Jefferson are such as to assure the city of an ex-

tended time of prosperity. The fine position of the city, well

built and drained, on an elevated plateau, secures for the people

an enviable average of health, and the population goes on steadily

increasing. In the year 1860, the number of inhabitants in Jef-

ferson City was 3,082, and when the last census was taken, in

1870, the number had increased to 4:,-±20, so that we may now

safely assume a population of about 6,000 souls. The city is well

served by competing railroads. The Missouri Pacific company
have a depot here, and a ferry transfer from a depot in this city

conveys passengers to the Louisiana division of the Chicago and

Alton railroad in Cedar City, in the same state, on the other side

of the Missouri river, which is the southwestern terminus of that

line. Civil rights are now conceded in Missouri to men and

women that were once chattels only, and some wrongs and much

suffering have been inseparable from an overturn so sudden and

complete ;
still it would be folly to close our eyes to the compen-

sating advantages which will give to the successors of the men

who have suffered most more than an equivalent in the future, in

the commercial, manufacturing and agricultural developments,

which would have been impossible under the thriftless systems of

slave life
;
and in the mental and moral tone, which the domestic

institution rendered impossible in thousands of homes, a condition

of existence in every way more to be desired. The city of Jeffer-

son was comparatively little identified with the border outrages,

although some of her citizens were active therein
;
but the status

of the city as the capital of the state made it imperative upon us

to sketch the predominating features of the locality.

Kansas City and Westport were among the most active par-

ticipants in the outrages in the neighboring territory. Many car-
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loads of ruffianism made a parade of having come from the locali-

ties named by shouting
" All aboard for Westport and Kansas

City," as soon as the business of intimidation and fraudulent

voting had been accomplished in many precincts. Western Mis-

souri, along its whole frontier line, was joined to Kansas by
numerous steamboats on the river, and Kansas City, standing
close to the line of demarcation, with the Missouri as a highway
to any point where operations might be found necessary, and with

VVj^andotte close at hand, separated only by the river, which is

traversed by a very fine briige and a street railroad, there were

especial facilities for reaching the debatable land. When, later

in the day, an attack was to be made in force upon the city of

Lawrence, Kansas City and Westport were the great entrepots of

military stores and the halting place for camp followers, who

hoped to find something more profitable than hard knocks upon
the battle fields in the territory. Kansas City limits were origin-

ally mapped out one mile from the boundary line which separates

Kansas from Missouri, on the right bank of the Missouri river,

just below the mouth of the Kaw or Kansas river, two hundred

and thirty-five miles west of St. Louis, and just where the Mis-

souri bends finally to the east, after many curves in its sinuous

course. The city is the capital of Jackson county, and is rapidly

becoming of immense commercial importance, bidding fair to be

a yet nearer rival to the greatness of St. Louis. When the quar-
rel began between free soilers and the pro-slavery party on Kan-

sas territory, the population of the city could not have been much
more than two thousand persons, as in the year 1860, there were

only four thousand four hundred and eighteen inhabitants within

the city limits, and the act of incorporation had been procured
seven years earlier. The natural advantages of the situation were

entirely stunted by the wretched system of oppression and un-

thrift which the people were striving with all their might to per-

petuate for themselves and for their neighbors. Soon after the

trade with Santa Fe was commenced across the plains, Independ-

ence, Mo., the first great depot of the commercial caravan, found

a persevering and dangerous rival in Westport, a town just four

miles from the site of Kansas City. When the trade grew into

still larger proportions, the position now occupied by the city was
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found to ofier so mauj advantages that a settlement was made on

the spot, and almost immediately a business was being effected

which went on increasing slowly for many years.

When civil strife commenced in the territory, commercial pros-

perity came to a halt, and within the state of Missouri the limits

of ^progression under the slavery regime were supposed to have

been reached long before, so that the prospect for Kansas City

was not brilliant. On the other side of the Missouri river stood

a fair territory which could be coined by commerce within a few

years, supposing settlement to be allowed to proceed peacefully ;

but the dominant party in the state could only permit settlement

on condition that it should be accompanied by slavery, and on

that basis the difficulty was to be settled by the use of bowie

knives and rifles, articles by no means consistent with prosperity

for trade, commerce and agriculture. Kansas City had many
men in her ranks who could see the impolicy of the course on

which they had entered, but they were so completely hedged in

by the slave power and its influences, in the form of spies and

secret associations, that it was dangerous to breathe a thought to

the nearest friend, lest by some inadvertency on his part, or even

by fear where deliberate treachery might be impossible, he should

hand over the incautious talker to be dealt with by unscrupulous

organizations. Practically for such men there was less freedom

in Kansas City than there would have been in the territory be-

yond the river, because over there they would have found a party

with which to train, and from which support in some degree

could be expected ;
but on the Missouri side of the river there

could not be a popular party formed, seeing that no man dared

trust his neighbor. Ten years of growth under proslavery rule

had brought up Kansas City to a population of about two thous-

and, in the year 1854, when the Kansas-Nebraska act came into

operation, and six years added thereto had only given a total of

four thousand four hundred in 1880, as the result of sixteen years

progression, up to the point when a free soil president held the

destinies of the states in his hands as a solemn trust. That elec-

tion was the turning point in Kansas City affairs, although many
of her leading citizens looked upon the event as a deplorable mis-

fortune, hardly dreaming of a possibility that within ten years
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from that time, tlieir population would rise from 4, -418, a number

which the city and settlement had been sixteen years in attaining,

to 82,260, with a prospect of almost geometrical increase for

many decades to come, as the great center of prosperous traffic by
river and railroad, grasping both sides of the continent, and min-

istering to the progress of an always increasing free population

on every side. The problem was solved without the assistance

of Kansas City, or rather in spite of the virulent opposition of the

community that was to be advanced
;
so true it is, as Shakspere

wrote, that: "Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and

some have greatness thrust upon them."

The city is built upon somewhat broken ground, commencing

originally upon the bottom lands and gradually ascending the

bluffs, but by careful grading, the major part of the consequent

irregularities have been obliterated or, at any rate, overcome.

The streets are wide and somewhat irregular, but they are well

lighted with gas ;
the sidewalks are as a- rule very good indeed,

and the sewerage of the city is being brought near to perfection.

There are nine railroad lines converging to this center from all

points of the compass, and meeting in Kansas City in one com-

mon depot, facilitating business to an extent wdiich millions of

slaves and ten states in which to coin their labor could never

have approached in profit, in speed, and in satisfaction. Besides

these roads with all their attendant advantages, five others are

now in course of construction, and some of that number will be

ready for operation before many months have passed. The Mis-

souri is spanned by a very beautiful bridge fourteen hundred feet

in length, which cost one million of dollars, and over that magnif-

icent structure the products of two hemispheres pass and repass

a thousand times every year. The little town of Westport, with

its population of nearly two thousand persons, has been attached

to Kansas City as a suburb by a system of street railways, four

lines of which have knit together Wyandotte, in Kansas, and

Westport, Mo., some seven miles distant, with Kansas City as the

common center. The city, which was once in danger of having
no press at all, or, even worse, of having a press which would

obey the dictation of wealth allied to brutality, has now one of

the best conducted series of newspapers that can be produced by
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any place of its age and dimensions, and in their columns every

question of tbe age can be and is discussed with, all the freedom

that sound thinkers can desire, without the least fear that a specula-
tive association on the part of the writer, or the freest denuncia-

tion of a wrong, will call together an excited crowd to hang an

editor and drown his broken press in the Missouri, There are

six daily papers published in the city, three of these morning

papers and three evening, besides nine others which are weekly,

tri-weekly and bi-monthly, one of the number being a German

periodical, and another devoted entirely to the live stock trade,

which is one of ihe principal industries now prosecuted in the

city. The farming interest is very intelligently cared for in the

press, one of the weeklies being devoted entirel}^ to the granger

industry, but it is not narrow and sectional in its tone notwith-

standing, and it deals with every question that arises in a truly

philosophical and scientific manner. The importance of that ele-

ment in society is rapidly changing the whole tone of the body

politic, and will go on, it is to be hoped, until Cincinnatus will

once more be found ready to abandon the plow to save the nation,

and just as ready to resume the plow when the emergencj'' has

passed away.
The vast increase of mechanical facility which has fallen in

the way of the agriculturist, within the last twenty yeai's, has

reduced the number of laborers employed in farming by just one

third, and has doubled the wages of those who remain in such

avocations, as a consequence of the greater skill now demanded

in cultivating the earth
;
from which facts we come, of necessity,

to the conclusion that the men who are now engaged in wrest-

ing food for the millions from the broad acres of our soil are

better qualified than were their predecessors for any intellectual

task which may devolve upon them. Every stroke of help that

science gives to the workman, in whatever grade, makes him a

more thoughtful man, because it affords him leisure for brain

culture and an incentive to the right employment of his opportu-

nity. Assuming that as the starting point, how great must be

the mental power which has been liberated by the $500,000,000

which has been invested in the farm implements and machinery
now in use within the bounds of the Union, all representing
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labor-saving contrivances which aim at lifting man above the

mere savage, or the poor unrequited toiler, which for so many-
centuries he remained. The struggle which ended so gloriously

on this continent in the interests of oppressed humanity depend-
ed on two requisites

— money and muscle. Shorn of either of

these essentials, we might have lost our opportunity to liberate

the black. Our crops represented the money necessary to pro-

cure the materiel of war, as well as the food necessary for our

combatants and others; but the labor required for reaping under

the old system would have thinned our ranks to such an extent

that defeat would have been among the possibilities. At that

point machinery came to the rescue of the human chattel
;
the

grain was reaped by ingenious mechanism, and our thews and

sinews so liberated won the battle for the Union and for human-

ity. It is only one of the boons that scientific methods have

conferred.

There are no less than twelve banks in Kansas City, and there

are twenty-eight churches, so that the money-changers are proba-

bly helping to sustain the temples in our day. from which they
were driven nearly nineteen centuries ago in Jerusalem. The

educational interests of Kansas City are in excellent keeping;

there are fourteen schools well graded, and presided over by first-

class teachers of both sexes, who are as well paid as the average

of ladies and gentlemen engaged in tuition in the northwest, but

not well enough, considering their talents and fitness, and the

responsibilities under which they labor. The attendance of

children is quite up to the average of the states generally, but it

may be safely averred that not more than half of the children in

any city of the Union reap the advantages which society offers

for their acceptance in the public school system. Kansas is not

an exception to that rule, and, perhaps, so long as teachers con-

tinue to rank among the worst paid professionals among us, it

will continue to be fallacious on our part to anticipate that boys
and girls will give themselves enthusiastically to learning. The

golden age for study was when every avenue to preferment de-

manded scholarship on the part of the candidate, and when
learned men, for their own sakes alone, were welcomed in every
court in Europe. Erasmus, a monk relieved from the obligations
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of his order by the Pope, as a recognitition of his attainments,

visited all the principal trans-Atlantic kingdoms, and was hon-

ored by special concessions everywhere, because of his wit and

his mastery of the lore of his time, yet there were many more

learned than he m that age, immediately ushering in the Eefor-

mation in Europe, and the scholar had not even the honor of

legitimate birth to commend him to the notice of the great world.

He was honored and rewarded with pensions from many courts,

that he might be enabled unreservedly to devote himself to a

studious life, in an era when the publication of books did not

pay the author, and his example was quoted in every seat of Eu-

ropean learning. We give scarcely any honor to our teachers,

and we pay them so badly that they are actually compelled to

"board round" to eke out a subsistence in innumerable instances,

yet we wonder that our youth does not become penetrated with

admiration for a calling which is fed with husks such as the swine

did eat when the prodigal was in a far country. We must amend
our school regulations in that particular, before the best possible

results can be achieved
; and, only when teachers can win first-

class emoluments by proficiency in their avocation, will the rage

for school training; become sreneral and beneficent among all classes

in the community.
There are two medical colleges in Kansas City, and they are

very well sustained in the work which they have assumed—
teaching the men and women of this age how to make life a

blessing, and how to mitigate the woes of the afflicted. It is as-

tounding that so little is really known about our common hu-

manity even among the students, but when we compare what is

comprehended now with what was commonly accepted among

professional men as truth in the beginning of this century, it be-

comes difficult to realize that the human race has lived upon the

globe so many years, that

"There's not a dust that floats on air,

But ouce was living man."

Modern science has effected more for humanity wnthin this cen-

tury than had been accomplished before in the same direction

since the commencement of the Christian era, and yet every dis-
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coverer feels that he has but gathered one pebble upon the beach

of the vast sea of knowledge, which God holds in the hollow of

his hand, waiting only for the proper means of search to be used,

to become the heritage of our race. Every college, opened for

the dissemination of science, widens the range of observation,

and improves the capacity to recognize phoenomena, upon wliich.

sounder views of our condition and powers may become possible ;

and one of the most hopeful features of the medical faculty of

our own time is the fact that most of the limitations which pre-

vented reforms in theory and practice in former days, are being

wisel}^ removed by the leading minds. Kansas City has much

reason to be proud of the learning which is embodied in the

faculties of her two colleges, as well as of the spirit which is

daily growing more and more manifest, which would open all the

stores of knowledge to both sexes, so that the patient, the nurse,

the medical attendant and the consulting physician can meet upon
common ground with such intelligence as will assist materially in

combatting disease. There is an able medical journal published
in this city.

The Roman Catholics are as usual foremost in identifying

themselves with good works, and they have been ably seconded

by many worthy Protestants in providing a hospital for the afflict-

ed, and a seminary for young women, from which much good has

already come. The city hospital is a fine building, and the

means of the institution are well administered, the ward room

being usually sufficient to allow of the reception of urgent cases.

The claims of charity in other respects are not overlooked, as the

spacious accommodations devoted to the orphan asylum, and the

workhouse and women's home amply testify. Pleasure as well as

benevolence have their efficient staffs of servitors here, and the

two theaters which flourish in Kansas City are at least as well

supported and as well managed as the average of such establish-

ments in provincial cities. The opera bouse is used for many
purposes besides legitimate opera, but it is in nearly every re-

spect a benefit to the people, so far as it affords wholesome and

irnocent entertainment for faculties apt to be too much engrossed
in the pursuits of the almighty dollar. The government of the

city is in the hands of a mayor and council chosen by the people,
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and the police system is moderately effective. The dangers
which arise from conflagrations are guarded against by an excel-

lent fire department, and the fire signal method in operation here

secures great promptitude at all times. The surrounding coun-

try, which makes Kansas City its shijiping and trading center, is

ver}^ fertile and well settled, so that its agricultural resources

will not be soon exhausted, and in addition to farming, stock

raising and dairy operations, there are abundant mineral treasures

which will give employment to thousands of men in the future.

Coal is already mined to a very considerable extent, a soft bitu-

minous deposit being found underlying an immense area of coun-

try. The coal mines at Fort Scott are developing very rapidly,

as we may gather from the subjoined figures. Five years ago
the railroad lines which centered in Kansas City were almost en-

tirely dependant upon wood for fuel
;
now coal from the Fort

Scott mines is almost the only fuel consumed, not only upon all

the roads, but through all the Missouri Valley, as far north as the

city of Omaha, Nebraska. The state of Kansas has the majority

of the mines at present, but the deposit extends so far, and is so

generally in good form for working that shafts will be sunken in

many localities in Missouri within a few years at farthest. The

quantity of coal which was received in Kansas City in the years

1869-70 aggregated less than 1,500 car loads, but the year 1871

saw an increase to 5,000, the following year, 9,990, and the year
1873 brought to the city 11,022 car loads of coal. The deposit

is said to contain fully twenty-five per cent more available power
for the generation of steam, than the average of coal used in the

eastern states, and if that claim can be sustained the industry

will be found still more elastic in the future. Manufacturers as

well as railroad companies will see the advantages to be secured

by the use of such fuel, and the number of mills and factories in

Kansas City must increase immensely. Lead, iron and other

minerals are found in this locality in such quantities as must as-

sist to build up the future of this manufacturing, commercial and

mining metropolis.

The live stock traffic of the vast area west of the Mississippi is,

however, the main reliance of Kansas City at the present time,

and that industry has increased with wonderful rapidity since the
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year 1873, when the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Kailroad was

completed, opening up the stock raising regions of Texas to the

enterprise of the Atlantic states. Before that time a great trade

had been carried on, but the droves of cattle suffered terribly from

ill treatment, added to the waste incidental to traveling across the

plains, and the cost of the food thus brought into market was

largely increased, while the quality was yet more depreciated.

Stock raisers found the Texan cattle profitable for crosses, and the

meat excellent, when due care was observed in watering the stock

on the overland journey ;
but railroad companies are adepts in

the process of
"
watering stock," and the public must in the end

be great gainers from their operations in that respect. The cattle

which find their distributing center in this city are now brought

through Indian Territory at a mere tithe of former cost, without

taking into account the loss of time under which the purchaser
suffered in having his capital so long locked up in a venture al-

ways diminishing in value from the time of starting. In the year

1873, the receipts of cattle were 227,669 head, and the aggregated

value $3,4:15,035 ; during the same year there were over four

thousand horses and nearly six thousand sheep, also among the

receipts of live stock. Pork packing is an industry which has

commanded much attention for many years past, and it is still

progressing, as we find that in the year 1868, there were only

13,000 hogs packed in this city, but five years later, there were

220,000 packed, and the amount of capital invested has been

largely augmented since that date. The receipts in the year last

mentioned showed an aggregate of 220,956 hogs, valued at $2,-

131,178. The figures are small by comparison with that industry
in Chicago, but the results are grand for Kansas City. Every
branch of business testifies to a corresponding advancement in the

city, which feared ruin unless slavery could be made a part of the

constitution of the neighboring state. The sales of merchandise

at wholesale in 1873 showed an augmentation of nearly $2,000,-

000 over the business of the preceding year, and the receipts of

grain during the same term increased by 717,000 bushels. Like

many other places, Kansas City has triumphed in a defeat that

has brought blessings to a community which must have been

cursed by success. Comfort as well as the salvage of property
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from fire have been considered by the city corporation, by the

establishment of water works on the Holly system, comprising
the reservoir and stand pipe, as well as the general features of the

Holly method, at a cost of $1,000,000, which, when fully carried

out, will have provided twenty miles of supply pipes, served by
two spacious reservoirs which are capable of containing twenty
million gallons of water. The risk of fire will be minimized by
the construction of three hundred hydrants in commanding posi-

tions, when the works are completed, and should the city extend

until it joins Westport, there will be no practical difiiculty in in-

creasing the water supply accordingly. Kansas City has long

since dispensed with vigilance committees, but the watchfulness

of the city has multiplied rather than diminished with the change,
until even the lightnings are set to work by the Metropolitan Tel-

egraphic Agency, to convey to every fireside and counting house

the messages of affectionate solicitude and business acumen which

help to diffuse the blessings of civilization and prosperity through-
out the land. The commercial development of Kansas City is

presided over by a board of trade, which has been in operation
since 1872, and has distinguished itself by very able contributions

toward the comprehension of the great problem of transportation,

which can never be fully solved until the industrial populations,

capital and machinery of Europe are brought en masse to our fer-

tile prairies and wooded streams, to build up cities great enough
to consume the fruits of the earth, and to supply in return all that

is wanted by a rural community to enable them to participate in

the triumphs of art and science, in the successes of mechanical

invention, and in all the comforts and luxuries whicli render life

enjoyable without tending toward effeminacy. Kansas City, by
her delegates, won favorable notice in the convention of congress-

men at St. Louis in the summer of 1873, and when the senate

transportation committee sat in that city, a report from this board

was one of the ablest papers submitted on that question. The
National Board of Trade received delegates from this city shortly

afterwards, and accorded recognition to the local body as repre-

senting the tenth city among the trade centers of the union.

With the extension of railroads, the river has of course become of

less importance; but in the year 1873, the steamboat arrivals
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amounted to sixty five, and companies are being extended to

malce tlie Missouri a more efficient aid to the growtli of Kansas

City. Since the rebellion was quenched, Kansas City has dis-

played an admirable courage and perseverance, and her successes

indicate her acquiescence in the policy against which the pro-

slavery party fought.

St. Louis, the capital of St. Louis county, is beyond question the

oldest settlement in the state of Missouri, and the city stands next

to iSTew York and Philadelphia in population, being the third city

in the Union in that respect. The numbers inhabiting the three

cities now may be roundly estimated at 500,000, 750,000 and

1,000,000, the largest being, of course, New York city, and the

third St. Louis. The first settlement on the site of the city was

made in the year 1764, when M. La Clede established the Louisi-

ana Fur Company on this spot, calling the settlement Saint Louis,

in honor of his royal master, King Louis XV, who was no saint

at all, unless history and the Duchesse du Barri were both very
much mistaken. The Governor General of Louisiana gave to his

countryman, M. La Clede, the charter, under which the settlement

was founded and the company established. The population of

St. Louis did not progress very rapidly, but colonizing is not a

work in which France has ever been very successful. In the year

1780, when the French soldiery were narrating to their families

and friends the possibilities and the prowess of a free people on

this continent, the young city in its sixteenth year numbered 687

people, and nineteen years later the population was only 925, in

the year 1799, four years before the sale was effected to this gov-

ernment. Nor does it appear that after the Louisiana purchase

in 1803, there was any considerable acceleration, as in the year

1810, there were only about fourteen hundred souls in the city;

but from that period there was rapid growth, comparatively

speaking, as in 1823 there were 4,800, in 1830, 6,694, in 1840,

16,469, in 1850, 74,439, in 1860, 160,773, in 1870, 310,923, and

subsequent enumerations have brought the numbers up to 450,000

in the year 1873. The railroads, which wait upon the conveni-

ence and necessities of the citizens of St. Louis, are the St. Louis

andiron Mountain; the Atlantic and Pacific; the Pacific Rail-
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road of Missouri
;
the St. Louis, Kansas City and Xortliern,

formerly known as the Northern Missouri
;

all of which have

their terminii here. Besides these, by way of the great bridge

over the Mississippi, there are additional facilities by the Rock

ford. Rock Island and St. Louis
;
the Toledo, Wabash and West-

ern
;
the Chicago and Alton

;
the Indianapolis and St. Louis

;
the

St. Louis, Vandalia, Terre Haute and Indianapolis ;
the Ohio and

Mississippi ;
the St. Louis and Southwestern, and the St. Louis,

Alton and Terre Haute Railroads, besides other lines which are

projected, and some of them considerably advanced. With such

aids toward development it would be strange indeed if St. Louis

should not thrive, and as we saw recently, when the great bridge

across the Mississippi was opened to commerce, the people are

well worthy of the opportunities with which they are and have

been favored. When Kansas Territory was first thrown open to

settlement, St. Louis had a population of over one hundred thou-

sand souls, but the small malignity which found utterance in the

columns of the Platte Argus^ was only in a very modified way
echoed by the press of the metropolis, in which better sentiments

ruled. The people were in favor of slavery as a domestic insti-

tution, but the more repulsive features of Missourian proceedings
in the adjoining territory were not realized by the mass of the

people who were too far from the debatable land to take an active

part in the conflict. Assessments were made and responded to

occasionally by the St. Louis men to sustain the policy of annex-

ation, and some of the more adventurous spirits visited the seat

of war, but the city as a whole was exempted by its geographical

position from being incriminated in the more blamable excesses

of the day. The commercial and mining ventures of St. Louis,

and the capital already at that time invested in manufactures put
the city in a very different category from those places which re-

lied entirely upon the slave owners, and carried all their eggs in

one basket. The analysis of occupations which now lies before

us shows how the population of the city was employed in 1870,

but there had been no violent overturn, so far as this particular

place was concerned, to disrupt old industries, and it may be

safely assumed that the relative proportions of the several avoca-

tions had undergone no material alteration. There were then two
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huDdred clergymen, over ninety journalists, six hundred lawyers,

five hundred surgeons and doctors, nine hundred and fifty teach-

ers, thirty thousand laborers and domestic servants, over twenty-

eight thousand men engaged in trade and transportation, and

more than thirty-eight thousand occupied in raining and in manu-

factures, embracing all the various avocations in demand where a

population of some hundreds of thousands have congregated.

The tone of such a great center could not be governed by the

petty wire pullers of Westport and Weston, and the interests of

the people were too numerous to allow of fanatical unanimity on

such an issue as that which would have enslaved Kansas.

The city of St. Louis, on the west bank of the Mississippi,

sixteen miles below the mouth of the Missouri, is one of the

most beautiful in the Union, and it covers an area of fifty-five

square miles, extending fourteen miles along the Mississippi

bani.c, on which it stands, and stretching inland from the " Father

of Waters "
fully nine miles. The usual phenomena of terraces

rising above the river's banks can be seen here in great per-

fection, the city standing on three terraces, the highest fully two

hundred feet above the level of the stream. The streets, which

are well graded, run parallel to, and at right angles with the

course of the Mississippi as it flows past the city, and the busy

wharves, backed by handsome and commodious buildings of every

description, produce a very favorable impression upon travelers

who approach the metropolis by the river. Indeed, it would be

difficult to name a direction from which St. Louis could be

entered by a person blessed with eyes, which would not produce

upon him an impression of that kind. The streets are wide, and

most of them well shaded
;
the warehouses indicate by their

massive proportions the value of the area on which they are

erected, and the wealth of their owners
;
the factories are standing

protests that their proprietors have the command of abundant

capital to marshal an army of industrj^, whenever desirable for

the accomplishment of their aims. The hotels are superb edifices

which embody all that is most beautiful and commodious for the

convenience of the traveling public, and for the large section of

the people of St. Louis, who find it more to their taste to live in

such caravanseras, than to occupy cottages of their own and
15
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assume tlie responsibilities of housekeeping. Many of the Iiahii-

ues of these grand hotels are men and women of great wealth,

and others are clerics just entering upon their matrimonial career

on small salaries, but for every one the spacious establishments

have ample room, and the iahle dlioie is as varied and rich as

might serve for the great Mogul. The private residences vary

just as widely as the circumstances of the persons by whom they

are occupied. Ilere is a miserable rookery of a place, which

might be dated from the days of M. La Clede, for all that appear-

ances say, and the people that throng the habitation, irrespective

of the demands for so many cubic feet of breathing room, as per

hygienic regulations, are always under the eyes of the police, or

supposed to be so, except when they are serving their often

allotted sentences in jails and penitentiaries. This is almost a

palace, and the man for whom it was built began life completely

under the weather, but thanks to his native courage and sagacity,

thanks to his luck, as some of the less fortunate phrase their

explanation, he has touched a hundred ventures with the finger

of Midas, and now, not yet an old man, he is one the richest

. inhabitants of St. Louis. He might have honors innumerable,

but he declines them, and is content to enjoy his declining years

surrounded by his family and friends. He lives in an elegant

building and the luxuries of both hemispheres are at all times

available in his unostentatious way for his friends, but he fares

simply as a philosopher himself, and the result is seen in the

bright light which dances in his eyes, and the merry smile which

is forever waiting about his mobile lips. He was not favored

with a first class education in his boyhood, but when oppor-

tunities served he made up for all deficiencies in that line by

reading men and things with the deep scrutiny of experience, and

there are now few questions of moment likely to arise, upon

which he cannot indicate the point where all the .ascertained facts

and phenomena are lost in vague conjecture, waiting for the

master whose key shall unravel the mystery by unveiling the full

orbed truth. The house inhabited by our friend is large and

elegant, but it is not so beautiful as his own career has been, and

the city honored by the presence of such men is tolerably sure to

win prosperity. The higher terrace is very largely occupied by
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private residences, and it is easy to see that the average resident

in this busy center, believes in making his home as comfortable

as his means will permit without caring too much for appear-

ances. The public buildings are, some of them, very handsome

indeed, but they are so numerous that we must content ourselves

with merely cataloguing their names and purposes, only saying
in addition, that they assist to make St. Louis look like a city of

exquisite beauty and boundless wealth. The city hall and court

house with its graceful dome cost $1,000,000, and is built of magne-
sian limestone, occupying the center of a fine square, bounded by
Fourth street. Fifth, Chestnut and Market. It is one of the most

prominent ornaments of a city which has, during the last twenty

years, been steadly improving its architectural appearance. The
custom house and post office is built of Missouri marble, and the

building is also used by the United States courts. The founda-

tion on which the splendid edifice was to be erected, not being

supposed sufficiently stable to endure the superincumbent weight,

the difficulty was obviated by driving numerous iron shod piles

into the earth, to a depth of twenty feet, with a ponderous tilt

hammer, which seemed powerful enough to have disturbed the

granitic rocks themselves. Since the building was raised, there

has been no settlement observable, nor is it likely that there will

be a misfortune of that description to be chronicled. The first

theater built in St. Louis stood where the custom house and post

office are now erected. In the southeastern quarter of the city

the United States arsenal stands, and it is one of the most sub-

stantial looking edifices in the neighborhood. The merchant's

exchange is the temple of commerce and manufactures, and Pluto

could hardly desire a handsomer representative of the twin wealth

producing factors of civilization. The asylum for the insane is a

very admirable institution, the building being erected on the

best modern plans which are found much more conducive to

recovery than the methods which were in vogue at the com-

mencement of this century, and, of course, that idea is the ruling

thought among men who devote their lives to the treatment of

mental alienation. The marine hospital is, as its name implies,

mainly devoted to the treatment of diseases and accidents among
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men " who go down to the sea in ships," but under peculiar cir-

cumstances the limitations are sometimes disregarded.

It will give our readers some idea of the importance of the

shipping interest in St. Louis, when we mention that in 1860,

the last year before the commencement of the rebellion, there

were no less than 4,371 steamboat arrivals, representing a ton-

nage of 1,120,039, and although the long continued war almost

destroyed the river traffic, there has ah'eady been secured a

very near approximation to the old figures, notwithstanding

that railroads are now competing for the carrying trade of the

continent as they never competed before that time. It will

be seen that there were good reasons why a marine hospital

should be established in St. Louis. The Mercantile Library

Hall is a fine building, and the library consists of about 50,000

volumes, many of the works being exceptionally valuable
;
and

besides this fine collection of books, there are many minor treas-

uries of knowledge, offering to the men of this city and county

such chances for culture as might have turned the brain of half

the world, could the same openings have been presented a cen-

tury ago. The public school library contains 30,000 volumes,

the St. Louis library 25,000, the court house library 8,000

and the Washington University library 7,000, many of them

standard works, and not a few works of reference which supple-

ment collections in private hands. The Merchants Exchange is

sometimes described as the Union Merchants Exchange, and it

may be said to represent all the varied interests of trade, com-

merce and manufactures under one roof, moving harmoniously

together like motor and sensitive nerves in one sheath, almost

one, yet happily various in their capacity to serve and inform the

brain of society. The Polytechnic Institute is much thought of

by the citizens of St. Louis, and it really well deserves the inter-

est always manifested in its progress. The library has nearly

thirty thousand volumes, and the apparatus available for the

illustration of scientific truths is truly a valuable collection.

The building is an ornament to the city, and the purpose to which

it is devoted argues a still higher beauty in the hearts of the men
who are mainly to be thanked for its establishment. Some of

the insurance companies in St. Louis have very handsome build-
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ings, but onr list is already too long. Some faint idea of the

rapidity noticeable in the development of St. Louis may be seen

in the fact, that during the year 1872, there were no less than

1,559 new buildings erected, and that 1,228 of that number were

dwelling houses of various dimensions, from the cottage adapted

for the mechanic and his family, to the abode of fashion shaped

from magnesian limestone or Missouri marble, or from the excel-

lent bricks manufactured in and near this city. East St. Louis,

in Illinois, is now part of the grander city in Missouri, having

been joined thereto by one of the finest pieces of engineering

work known to the nineteenth century. Two immense piers in

the River Mississippi and massive abutments at each bank of the

river, sustain this grand highway fifty feet above high water level,

and the structure consists of three arches, the central arch being

625 feet in its span, and the side arches only ten feet less. The

The piers have been carried down to the solid rock, one finding

its foundation sixty feet below the bed of the stream, and the

other pier being carried thirty feet deeper. The difficulties at-

tendant upon such operations need not not be insisted upon here
;

it is enough that we chronicle a pronounced success. The bridge

has two stories sustained by steel arches, constructed of hollow

cylinders, that being the form and material which gives the max-

imum of strength and lightness for such structures. The upper

story of the bridge is appropriated for foot passengers and for

carriages, and it is continued by a viaduct to Washington Ave-

nue, at a point more than a thousand feet west of the river shore,

being sustained by five arches. The lower tier is sustained by a

double tunnel, which ends in the Great Central depot, after an

underground journey of four thousand, eight hundred feet. The

bridge itself is 2,230 feet long, having cost the city more than

$8,000,000, beside the amount expended by the various railroad

companies interested in constructing the approaches on the Illinois

side of the river. This work alone would tell the whole world

the quality of manhood that governs in St. Louis. The pyramid
builder Cheops, Suphis, or Shufu has perpetuated his own
doubtful cognomen, by a work more curious and incomprehensi-

ble, but the genius of the people to whose good sense an under-

taking must be commended in our day would decline to vote
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one cent toward another pyramid, while the common consent of

all concerned allows the wisdom of this grand expenditure, for

the purpose of more securely knitting together the commercial

welfare of adjoining states. It is most assuredly an advantage
to have been born a workman in the United States of America,
in the nineteenth century of the Christian era, rather than in

Egypt, although one of the governing caste in the time of Shufu,

2,500 B. C.

St. Louis is important as a manufacturing district; there is no

city west of the Alleghanies to which she must give precedence.
The iron works in the city are numerous, extensive and continu-

ally increasing. When the last census was taken in the year

1870, there were just eleven foundries and furnaces, and in the

year 1873 there were forty-five, a ratio of increase such as few

cities can equal. The iron products of St. Louis in the year 1872

may be stated in round numbers at §5,500,000. When the lead

mines of Dubuque were opened in the later years of the last

century, Julieu Dubuque found in St. Louis his steadiest support,

and that branch of industry still continues to be prosecuted here.

In the year 1871, there were 17,433,138 pounds of lead and

27,000 pounds of zinc produced here, besides which there are

about 5,000 tons of white lead and 250 tons of red lead and lith-

arge produced annually. The items just given will show that St.

Louis maintains her preeminence long since assumed in lead

works. Turning from that department of industry we find that

in the year last named, 1871, there were twenty-seven steam

fiour mills in the city, producing 1,507,915 barrels of flour, while

the pork packing houses killed and salted 500,000 hogs. There

were then twenty-five breweries in St. Louis producing within the

year 411,000 barrels of beer, and only one of the many wine com-

panies, operating in 1872, manufactured one hundred thousand

gallons of wine, and one million bottles of champagne. The

manufactures of the city in the year 1870, approximated to

$158,000,000, and since that date the increase has been steady.

St. Louis owes much of her prosperity to her geographical po-

sition, almost in the center of the Mississippi valley, the great

food producing area which might sustain the whole population of

the globe, supposing the whole twelve hundred millions to rely up-
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on the granaries of this region ;
and the rapid growth of the com-

mercial center is largely due to the fact that the people come to

the food, and build up their factories in the source of supply, in-

stead of remaining in Europe to be fed. To be only the farmer

and food purveyor for the transatlantic nations is not the am-

bition of this people. The soil so drained of its fertility to sup-

ply the wants of a foreign population, .must before many years re-

alize the worst form of barrenness, in complete exhaustion, while

the whole profit of the transaction would fall into the hands of

carriers and agents, conducting the transfer. The farmer so cir-

cumstanced would be little better than a hewer of w^ood and drawer

of water for well fed foreigners. He wisely chooses in preference
to become his own manufacturer and ensrineer, his own artist and

writer, master of tlie lore of every age and every profession, adept
in every trade, and inventor or improver of every design to mul-

tiply the results of human labor. It is but the barest justice to

assert that there is more inventive skill in the average American

than in any other average man that can be found in any nation

on the globe, and he is wise enough to cultivate this faculty for

his own sake as well as in the interests of mankind. He has be-

neath his feet supplies of coal which will endure for numberless

centuries after the coal fields of Ens-land shall have been ex-

hausted, or will require to be followed to a depth so great, that

the deposit so won will be too dear to be used in manufactures
;

and the American begins to assume his position as the great pro-

prietor of fuel, having a corner upon this indispensable necessary
of life. His food can be sold to the millions of miners who will

come here to win his coal from the earth's crust, and he is by so

much exempted from seeking a foreign market. He has iron ores

of the very best description equal, even to the best qualities that

are found in Sweden, and he builds up a Pittsburgh near to one

coal mining region, as he can build up similar communities else-

where, until he can rival the wdiole world in the production of

iron and steel, as well as in all the wares that can be manufact-

ured therefrom, and very soon, thanks to the enterprise of one

section of our people, and to the ingenuity of another, his axe drives

the English production out of the market among woodmen in far

away Australia, and indeed all over the world, while his cutlery
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finds ready buyers among the wiser manufacturers in Sheffield^

who choose to import from our factories, an excellence, with

which they connot compete. Thus again we fetch the consumer

to the soil that will feed him, because having the ores, the coal,

the market and the machinery, it is our manifest destiny to be-

come the employers of mankind instead of only their farmers. The

whole round of industr}^ falls sooner or later into the same widen-

ing circle, and from all over Europe the best handicraftsmen

make their calculations for a pilgrimage to this Mecca of progress,

in the country where the toiling masses rule, and are content to

share with capital the profits of every enterprise. The grand

prairies become now worthy of the highest skill of the husband-

man, because the golden grain which can be reaped from his la-

bors, can be turned into ingots of the circulating medium at the

door of his granary, and the man that buys his produce can

change the fleece of his sheep into broadcloth, can make for his

farm the very best descriptions of machinery, can put into his

pocket a watch of native manufacture better worthy of being

carried and trusted than one-half of all the products of European

workshops. The water powers which were only availed of to

saw lumber and to grind corn, have now a hundred other purposes

to serve in supporting millions of men and women engaged in

hundreds of employments which convert our food crops into

higher forms of wealth, and we send to less favored lands, not the

products of our fertile acres but the more honorable export, the

fruit of our brain power which may raise our clients into a

better appreciation of the dignity of manhood. St. Louis is en-

tering upon that phase of progress, and her advancement to the

first half million of her population within the Centennial year,

is but the harbinger of more rapid growth during the balance of

the nineteenth century. The vast area of which St. Louis is the

natural port, the system of railroads which offers its aid in the

work of building up commercial success, the mighty river which

will carry to the ocean whatever wealth is committed to its care,

the mines, the ores, the soil, our workshops, enterprise and inge-

nuity, are all contributing their quota toward the realization of a

future without a rival in the world's history, which will cause the

unnumbered millions inhabiting the valley, between the Appal-
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lacliian chain and the Rocky Mountains, to accept St. Louis as

their commercial metropolis.

The churches of St. Louis are numerous and handsome, and

the educational institutions of the city are under the management
of a board of twenty-six citizens, known as the Board of Public

Schools, and the school fund amounts to nearly $4,000,000.

There were 58 school houses in 1872, with 482 rooms, in which

were instructed during that year 34,431 pupils, and upwards of

600 teachers were engaged in the work. The value of school

property was estimated at that time at $2,235,803, and schools

were provided very properly for colored children as well as for

white. The schools are graded, and admirably presided over by
the several staffs of teachers. There is a good normal school in

the city, a central school, and there are four branch high schools,

fifty-four district schools, six of that number for colored youth,
and seventeen evening schools, to meet the wants of those who
are at woi-k during the day. Nor does this grand array of public
and free schools include the whole of the educational machinery
of St. Louis, as there remain, in addition to all these, the Poly-
technic Institute, before mentioned in naming the libraries of the

city, the Washington University, and three Koman Catholic insti-

tutions : the St. Louis University, the St. Patrick Academy, and

the College of the Christian Brothers. Beyond these again there

is provision for special training for what are now looked upon as

preeminently the learned professions, medicine, law, engineering

in its higher branches, literature and art. The St. Louis Medical

College, the Missouri Medical College and the St. Louis Law
School are institutions of great merit, and the associations for

science and letters comprise the Academy of Sciences, the En-

gineer Club, the Historical Society, the Institute of Architects,

the Agricultural and Mechanical Society, the Medical Society,

the Union Literary Association, the University Club and the Art

Society. The progressive thought, born of so many and such

various institutions, gives a high tone to society in St. Louis, and

the influence is visible in the press, which ministers to every

phase of advancement. The newspaper and periodical press in

St. Louis consists of about eighty publications, eight of which are

dailies with a reputation established throughout the L^nion.
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Party politics have their exponents here as elsewhere, but there

is culture to be found in the most virulent of the eJS.'usious of par-

tisanship. Abstract thought and science are represented admira-

bly by the Medical and Surgical Journal, Medical Archives, The
Southern Eeview, The Inland Monthly Magazine, and although
last in the list, by no means least. The Journal of Speculative

Philosophy is one of the ablest exponents of abstract thought that

can be found on this continent.

Having thus hastily glanced at the origin of St. Louis, its pro-

gress as to settlement and as a city, to an eminent position as a

centre of trade, commerce and manufactures, its beauty of posi-

tion, and the added excellence of architectural adornment, its rail-

way and river facilities for shipment, and its immense develop-

ment in the interests of education, its engineering works, and its

numerous libraries, its public buildings and private dwellings, it

becomes our duty to glance at the charitable institutions, which

minister to the woes of the suffering poor, and at the parks and

public grounds, which help to fend off the ravages of sickness in

so great an assemblage of humanity. Parks are the lungs of

great cities, and they cultivate the beautiful in thought as much
as they stimulate healthful action in the circulating system.
Until within the later years of the city's growth parks were

hardly considered in the economy of development ;
but there are

some very fine inclosures*now which invite the public at all suit-

able seasons to come into the open air and enjoy the luxury of

an invigorating atmosphere. One park of thirty acres has been

named after the Marquis De La Fayette, and around its margin
are grouped some of the most elegant residences in the city. The

largest park, known as Shaw's Garden, contains three hundred

and thirty acres, and within its area are comprised herb and flower

gardens, hot houses for plants whose habitat is in tropical coun-

tries, fruit gardens, and an arboratum, in the ornaaientation of

which the skill of the gardener has been developed to the highest

point. The St. Louis fair grounds form a well grassed park,

shaded by numerous trees, and its great extent of eighty-five

acres gives room for promenaders and for elegant drives, even

when the grounds are occupied by agricultural and industrial ex-

hibitions. Tower Grove Park is an inclosure comprising very nearly
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three hundred acres, only second in beauty to Shaw's Gardens, and

there are fourteen smaller squares and inclosures in the different

parts of the city. God's Acre, as the Germans at one time called

their grave yards, has been made very beautiful in the cemetery of

Bellefontaine, about five miles from the court house, and the in-

closure consists of three hundred and fifty acres, in which monu-

ments and foliage combine to make the living envy the repose of

the honored dead, whose careers have ended in victory. Charity,

•which covereth a multitude of sins, has been well considered by
the citizens here. Two of the hospitals have been already men-

tioned, but the Sisters' Hospital, a Roman Catholic institution,

deserves notice; besides which there are ten orphan asylums, un-

der various managements, a home for the friendless, a house of

refuge, and a reform school, all in good condition, whether sus-

tained by contributions from the treasury of the state, or sustained

by direct help from the pockets of the public. The street rail-

ways of St. Louis are almost perfect ;
the city is well lighted with,

gas, and supplied with water pumped by steam force from the

Mississippi into an immense reservoir, one mile from the city

limits. The police force is efficient, the fire department always

ready for emergencies, the signal system simple and effective, the

city generally healthy and well governed, and St. Louis may well

be pronounced one of the most prosperous and promising cities

in the world, now that the enslavement of the black is no longer

a blot upon its escutcheon,

St. Joseph is the capital of Buchanan county, on the east

bank of the Missouri river, 565 miles by the river from the city

of St. Louis, just described, and by nearly that distance nearer to

the seat of war in Kansas; but onlj^ about five hundred miles'

distant from the metropolis overland. The city was first laid out

by some Kentuckians in the year 1843, and consequently the

settlement was little more than eleven years old when the quarrel

arose as to the annexation of Kansas by the slave power. The

Black Snake hills constitute the site of St. Joseph, which was at

first very uneven and broken ground, but attention to grading
has reduced such inequalities. When the border war com-

menced, there was considerable difference of opinion between the
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Kentuckian settlers in St. Joseph and those from the free states,
but the settlement, as a whole, went with the pro-slaverv party,
and appeared to consider that ruin stared in the face of every
man unless Kansas could be brought into the Union as a slave
state. There was, besides, a very general impression that the

Kansas-JSTebraska act was the outcome of a compromise, under
wdiich Kansas should have gone for slavery; and that idea, sedu-

lously strengthened by certain leaders, was a cause of much bit-

terness against the New England States, which were said to be

violating an implied compact. The position was radically un-

sound, but it was none the less powerful. The country around
St. Joseph is very rich, and, under free labor will long continue
fertile. The city is moderately well built, and contains numer-
ous churches and public buildings, among which the structures

erected by the county of Buchanan are most prominent. Many
of the business blocks, banks and hotels are very handsom.e, but
St. Joseph has lost one source of wealth which in its earlier days
was of very great importance: the outfit of emigrants going
across the plains to the golden land of promise and elsewhere.

At one time, this city was a favorite jwint of departure, and there

is still a considerable trade carried on in that direction, but the

railroads have deflected the line of traffic very much, and even
those who pass over the same road can provide themselves with

necessaries more conveniently in the cities where they effect their

shipment. The Eocky Mountain settlements and settlers on the

plains and along the Upper Missouri still make St. Joseph their

base of supply. In the exciting days of the Pony Express, be-

fore the completion of the Union Pacific Eailroad, this was the

starting point for the mails to Pike's Peak and the contiguous

country. Kailroads are being forwarded to St. Joseph very rap-

idly from many points, but many of the residents sigh for the

good old times which they fear will never be equalled. The city
has excellent facilities for shipment by the river, and, in addition

to those advantages the following railroads have stations or ter-

mini and depots here : the Hannibal and St. Joseph, the St. Jo-

seph and Denver City by steamboat transfer, the St. Louis and
St. Joseph, the Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Bluffs, and
the Maryville branch of the road last mentioned. So far from
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realizing the ruin wbich the city at one time dreaded, has St. Jo-

seph been, that its railroad facilities have been steadily increas-

ing for many years, and the population, which was only 8,932 in

1860, had become 19,565 in 1870. There are ten newspapers

published in the city, and there are twelve churches, but the

schools are not so numerous nor so attractive to the juvenile

population as they might be made. The industries of St. Joseph
are rapidly extending and among them we find enumerated fac-

tories for the manufacture of carriages, machinery, lumber, flour,

wagons, pork packing houses and other such establishments.

The city is lighted with gas, and well governed by a mayor and

council under the city charter.

Hannibal is the capital of Marion county, on the west bank

of the Mississippi river, 150 miles by that means of inter-

course from St. Louis, and only fifteen miles below Quincy, 111.

Coal is quite abundant in this locality, and much capital will be

expended in that branch of industry. Hannibal is a rapidly

growing city, having numerous flouring mills, tobacco factories

and other extensive works which give large employment to labor.

The lumber trade from this point with other parts of Missouri,

with Kansas and with Texas, is quite an important item, the an-

nual sales of lumber ranging near one hundred and fifty million

feet. The city is handsome and surrounded, or partly so, by
hills on which very beautiful residences have been erected in

commanding situations. The business blocks, private dwellings

and public edifices have a very substantial aspect. The railroad

facilities for Hannibal, which supplement and, in some instances,

supplant the river traffic, are furnished by the Hannibal and St.

Joseph, the Missouri, Kansas and Texas, the Toledo, Wabash and

Western, and the Mississippi Valley and Western railroads. The

Toledo, Wabash and Western Railroad crosses the Mississippi at

this point, upon a splendid bridge built of iron, but resting upon
stone abutments, which was built in the year 1872, and has added

immensely to the importance of Hannibal. The Hannibal and

St. Joseph Railroad Company have located at this point the ter-

minus of their line, and, in connection therewith their very ex-

tensive machine shops and general offices which are prominent
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featvires in the elegant city. There are located here about three

hundred business establishments, including four banks, one foun-

dry, car works and machine shops., saw mills, planing and flour-

ing mills, and one daily and two weekly papers. In the year

1860, the population of Hannibal was 6,505, and, when the last

census was taken, there were 10,125 ;
but since 1870 there has

been a very considerable augmentation which leaves no doubt

that the city now contains from fourteen to fifteen thousand peo-

ple. There are fifteen churches in the city, some of them of

great beauty, and all well supported by the sects which they rep-

resent. Education is cared for by several private schools and

academies of conspicuous merit, and there are seven public

schools located in handsome buildings, the grading well nigh

perfect and the teachers among the best that can be found in

Missouri. The attendance is slightly above the average, but in

this city, as in many others in this state, the school system was

unwisely delaj'^ed because of the peculiar domestic institution.

There is an excellent college in Hannibal which draws its support

from all parts of the state, and many of the ablest men in Mis-

souri have participated in its advantages since the abolition of

slavery has removed the embargo which was once laid upon

learning for fear of its ameliorating influence upon the degraded
race.

Independence was for a long time the great depot of the Santa

Fe trade, which flourished here for some years before Kansas

City site was first settled. Independence was one of the strong-

holds of the proslavery party in Missouri, many of the Santa Fe

traders having invested all their earnings in slave plantations, and

of course their influence was all but invincible at this point.

This is the capital of Jackson county, and it stands ten miles east

of Kansas City, being connected therewith by a narrow guage
railroad. The city was first founded in 1827, but until the over-

land routes to Oregon, California and New Mexico made this set-

tlement a kind of headquarters, there were but few people who

knew anything about the location, three miles from the Missouri

Eiver, which had slowly arrived at its very moderate importance

after the passage of the Missouri Compromise, under the directing
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hand of Henrj Clay, in 1820. There are two colleges in the city,

besides public and private schools
;
but Independence has not

burst its old bonds completely, and may not develop into a re-

sumption of the influential place it once occupied in public esteem

for many years. The city is well built, but it does not extend,

although it contains among its residents many wealthy and enter-

prising men. There are two banks and two weekly newspapers
in Independence, and its population in the year 1870, when the

last census was taken, showed a total of 3,184. Many residents

and property owners in this city are now identified with prosper-

ous firms in Kansas City, and in that way they are more than

compensated for the passing away of the old regime^ but there are

not a few fossils in this locality who cannot be persuaded that it

was other than an overwhelming misfortune for the whole union,

when Kansas came in as a free state.

Weston, once famous for its power during the border war, is

in Platte county, Missouri, and it was by no means satisfied to

submit to proslavery dictation, but being surrounded by the

agents and influences of Gen. Atchison and his associates, it was

not possible to stand out of the ring. The Platte County Defen-

sive Association was, however, broken up by the determined re-

sistance of the Westonites in 1854, and the people deserved a

better outcome for their efforts. The village stands on the Mis-

souri baTik, on the line of the Kansas City, St. Joseph and Coun-

cil Bluffs Railroad, having some manufactures established here,

and a considerable shipping trade. The city of Leavenworth is

seven miles below Weston on the other side of the river, and

from this point thousands of ruffians from many counties used to

make their incursions into the territory during the invasion.

Weston stands thirty miles south of St. Joseph, but the village

does not increase in the same ratio with its surroundings. The

township of which it is the postal village, only contained a popu-

lation of 2,453 in the year 1870, and Weston has 1,614 inhabit-

ants. The school arrangements of Weston are primitive but

respectable ;
the churches are not splendid, but they are moder-

ately well supported. There is only one weekly newspaper pub-

lished here, but it is believed the place will rise out of sleepy

hollow.
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Lexington is doubtless familiar to our readers as one of the

landing places on the banks of the Missouri River, which, in the

years 1854-5, used to be resorted to by border ruffians to ascer-

tain whether free soil emigrants were on board the river boats,

and if so to compel them to return whence they came, or. at any
rate to force them to surrender any weapons of which they might
be possessed. This system continued so long in operation and

became so annoying, that eventually large numbers came to Kan-

sas Territory through Iowa at very much greater cost. Of course

when the free soilers came on in large bodies, they were discreetly

allowed to pass unmolested. The people of Lexington were not

in any sense responsible for the oppressive system which was part

of the mechanism of the proslavery party all over the state during
the border troubles. The city is the capital of La Fayette coun-

ty, and it stands on the south bank of the Missouri River, on a

plateau three hundred feet above high water mark, being in con-

sequence tolerably safe against inundation. Coal of the best kind

has been found in this locality, and Lexington is one of the oldest

settlements in the state, as well as one of the most prosperous.

There are four weekly newspapers published in the city, and in

the year 1870, there was a population of 4,373. The Sedalia

branch of the Missouri Pacific Railroad has a station here, and at

North Lexington on the opposite side of the river are depots of

the St. Joseph and Lexington, and the St. Louis, Kansas City and

Northern, which runs along the river bottom, meaning of course

the second bottom of the stream. The city is 250 miles by rail-

road from St. Louis, about 370 by the river, and forty miles east

of the boundary line of Kansas. It was a position well chosen

for such inquisitorial visits as Missouri once thought it necessary

to pay to families traveling Kansasward upon the river. Ilemp
was at that time one of the badges of the proslavery party, which

organized the raids into Kansas, as well as one of the most popu-

lar prescriptions of Judge Lynch, when combined with a branch

of a tree and a free soiler, to assist in converting the territory into

a slave state
;
and it is very interesting to ascertain that this city

is considered the center of the hemp growing region in Missouri,

now happily converted to more peaceful and more civilizing uses.

The coal trade is a very important branch of the industries of this
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locality, and the supply is almost unlimited. The city was first

settled in 1837, the situation is one of the best on the banks of

the Missouri for the preservation of health, and the prosperity of

the place has been continuous. Lexington was the scene of some

brilliant engagements during the rebellion
;
the hill to the north-

east was held by Col. James Mulligan and a force of 2,800 men
for the Union, against Gen. Price and a Confederate force of

25,000 strong, and although eventually the town and garrison sur-

rendered to the enemy, the position was recaptured, and the pris-

•oners of war released within one month. There was another pas-

sage of arms on the same ground in 1861:. There are ten churches

in Lexington, and they are well sustained. The city has three

seminaries for young ladies, and there are excellent public schools

free to all classes in the community, under first class management
and well graded. There is quite a large German element in the

population, and as a matter of course such colonists are always, as

a rule, law abiding and industrious. There are four banks in

Lexington, and the city presents all the signs of great prosperity,

which is well deserved and is likely to abide.

BoONEViLLE was for some time a Confederate camp during the

rebellion, but in June, 1861, the forces under Col. Marmaduke
were routed by Gen. Lyon, the Confederate force abandoning
their camp, equipage, guns and clothing. Booneville is a port

on the Missouri river, and the capital of Cooper count}', 227

miles from the city of St. Louis by water and 187 miles by land.

The commerce of Booneville is very considerable, and it stands

in the center of a very rich agricultural country, being naturally

the port of shipment for an extensive area. The position of the

city is very favorable to good hygienic rules, as it occupies a

bluff one hundred feet above the level of the river, and the neigh-

borhood is especially favored with mineral wealth, having an

.abundance of lead, iron, coal, marble and hydraulic lime, which

will almost of necessity bring to the place large investments of

capital for the employment of skilled labor. The city has rail-

road communication by a branch line of twenty-five miles, which

joins the Missouri Pacific line at that distance from the port.

The population of Booneville in 1870, was 3,506, and there are

16
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three weekly papers published here. The churches of the city

are commodious, but not superb, and the school system will soon

stand in need of extension.

We have glanced at the principal cities of the state of Mis-

souri, and it is evident that when the great descent was made

upon Kansas territory, the movement was due not to the consen-

taneous action of the great centers of commerce and population,

but to the influence of unscrujDulous demagogues operating upon
a scattered and uneducated populace, remote from the influence

of the school and the newspaper in the better sense, moulded in

secret societies b}^ the prestige of wealthy men whose minds were-

of the lower order, and deluded by politicians who were content

to pander to the lowest passions of the mob, in the hope that

thereby they might secure the prizes of a contemptible ambition.

With a force such as we have seen scattered over a state so vast,

there was not a possibility of success for the invaders, when the"

public spirit of the eastern and middle states had once been

aroused, but the free soilers, fighting almost for life itself, and

liable at any moment to be overwhelmed by an influx of barba-

rians, could not have held their own in the contest but for the

assistance which poured in from the New England states and

elsewhere to strengthen their hands against the enemy. We have

passed beyond the time when a quarrel around the ballot box

represented the modus operandi of the pro-slavery party ;
the

framing of a state constitution and the systematic procedure by
which it was to be submitted to the people, had about it an

aspect of business which must be intercepted and destroyed by
the favorite tactics of the enemy, unless the antagonists of prog-

ress were prepared to lay down their weapons and acquiesce m a

regime against which they had in a thousand ways sworn venge-

ance. The population in M'estern Missouri was reinforced by
numbers from Arkansas and the southern states prepared to fight

for the perpetuation of slavery, and we shall resume the territo-

rial history of Kansas the better qualified to comprehend the

status and the prospects of each party for the brief digression

and hasty reconnaissance in which we have indulged.
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CHAPTER X.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY
(.resumed.)

THE WAKARUSA WAR.

Reinforced from the East— Town Drummers at Work— Unsettled Settlers—
Sickness Prevailinu;— Acting Governor Woodson— Lexington Confer-

ence Manifesto— The Kansas Legion — The Doniphan ^.i-pose
— Milita-

ry Organizations— Law— Secret Confederation— Proslavery Outrages—
Personal Assaults— Kelley

— Butler— Governor Shannon— Conciliating
Missouri— Law and Order Tactics— Sliannon's ]\Iistake — General Cal-

houn— Law sans Order— Talking Blood— Hostilities— Trespasses and

Sins— Deliberate Murder— Public Demonstration— Incendiary Fires—
The Missouri Sherifl"— Illegal Arrest— To the Rescue— Design on Law-
rence— Wanted Three Thousand Men— Assisting Jones— Major Gen-

eral Richardson — The Warlike Proclamation— Platte County Rifle-

men— Wakarusa Encampment— Wading Waist Deep— The Situation

in Lawrence— Committee of Safety
— President Pierce— Commander-

in-Chief Robinson— Congress— Fortifying the City— Munitions of

War— Brigadier General's Discretion — Colonel Sumner — The Assail-

ants Chagrined — United States Troops — Governor Shannon Informed—
His Vacillation— Visit to the Camp — Attempt to Mediate— Making
Discoveries — Plots and Countei-i:)lots

— Change of Base — Indian Al-

lies— Abolition Scalps— Biding the Issue— Thomas Barber's Death—
Scenes in Camp— Negotiating a Peace— The Governor in Lawrence—
The Treaty

— Husbanding Forces— Pacification Feast— The Black

Flag Conspiracy— Brave Women.

While the events which have been described in preceding

chapters were being enacted, the settlers in Kansas territory con-

tinued to send home to their friends in the free states detailed de-

scriptions of the wrongs under which they suffered, because they
were not sufficiently strong to resist the enemy, and the result of

such disquisitions was found in a more decided setting of the tide of

emigration this way. The several emigrant aid societies worked

with an intelligent appreciation of the circumstances, such as could

only come from continuous correspondence with the leading minds

engaged in the struggle. Not only the old Bay State, but Penn-
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sylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Iowa and Wisconsin

supplied each their quota, not by drafts and conscriptions, but by

assisting as far as possible the ardent volunteers who were desir-

ous to be in the front rank where the battle raQ-ed its hottest.

During the later part of the spring and summer of 1855, great num-

bers came in to reinforce the free soil party. The New England

Emigrant Aid Society alone sent out five hundred, and most of

these were men who could be relied upon in an emergency.
There were splendid locations away back from the border, which

seemed to invite settlement by their remoteness from the scenes

of disturbance as well as by their natural beauty and other

charms, so that many of the new comers were scattered as it were

broadcast back from the Missouri river toward the sources of the

Kansas river. The settlers who now came in were not all pos-
sessed of the martyr spirit, or if they were, the power to control

their feelings in some cases must have been immense. Many of

the first to arrive in the spring of 1855 had laid out towns upon
their selections, before their most expeditious friends could fol-

low, and upon the arrival of the next detachments they were able

to demonstrate almost to their own satisfaction, that the place
which had been so fortunate as to secure their approval could

not fail to be the capital of the future state, the seat of justice

for the most prosperous county, the center of a mining district,

compared with which Golconda would have no charms, the site of

manufacturing enterprise which would put Lowell and Pittsburgh
in the shade, and the abode of so vast and varied a commerce,
that within the next decade Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia and

New York would in succession hide their diminished heads be-

fore the new luminary destined to outvie the metropolitan cities

of both hemispheres. All this, and perhaps a little more, was

hashed and rehashed, by instalments, by energetic, unscrupulous
and enthusiastic drummers, for towns which had hardly yet even

an existence upon paper, while tlie land itself had not been sur-

veyed, and while the title necessarily might be open to a thous-

and questions. The towns which had been laid out in the fall of

185-1 were most of them destined to survive, but many of the

settlements now projected did not come alive through their in-

fantine ailments; some died before they were even christened, and
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not a few have left names only, which the prudent historian will

find it no easy matter to locate, before another decade shall have

passed away. Even where the towns had been wisely located,

the growth in value was not speedy, for there were troublous times

before Kansas, Many of the new comers were sickly sentiment-

alists, who wanted to colonize Arcadia to the music of the tune-

ful shepherd's pipe, and to rise each morning from the soft lullaby

of their night's repose, only to bathe their manly frames in rose-

water, until they should be summoned to matutinal feasts more
luxuriant than their beds of down. For such men there was no

opening in Kansas. The work before the settler in that territory

had the clangor of battle in it, rather than the soft allurements

with which they were enamored. Many found that they had not

vigor enough in their town reared bodies, to breast the difficulties

which opened up before them at every step. Some men retired

from the field because the unsettled aspect of affairs would not

warrant them in retaining their families around them, and others,

hoping that they saw the probability of a solution of all difficul-

ties only a few months ahead, sent their wives and children back

to their old homes for a season, while they encamped upon the

temporary battle ground prepared to acquit themselves like men.

The wonder is that so many remained to face the hardships of

pioneer life, added to the special disturbing causes which were

operating in the territory, but when the mind is once resolved

upon a course, the body possesses a wonderful power of adapta-

tion, which can accomodate itself with something akin to pleasure

to the most incongruous surroundings. The shibboleth upon the

outset of the Kansas movement very effectively sent back the

men not suited to the undertaking, hence it happened that in the

hours of trial which were impending, the spirit of the old revo-

lutionary times seemed to have a home in every breast. Among
those who concluded to remain, there was so much work on hand

that but few could afford time to dig wells, and springs were more

rare in Kansas than they are at present, so that there was soon

much suffering for want of water. The summer of 1855 was hot

and dry in the territory. When rain fell there was a violent

storm, but the hardened soil did not drink in the water, and it

ran off through the creeks and watercourses to the rivers. Some
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men, anticipating such visitations, had erected temporary dams,
which served their purpose, so far as that they secured supplies
of water, but the surface water in Kansas holds so much salt of

various kinds in solution, that sickness became terribly prevalent.

Cholera and fevers decimated the colon}-, reducing the strongest
men to mere shadows, and putting many under the sod. Where
wells had been secured as the primal requisite, the worst evils

were avoided, as the health of mankind depends more upon good
water than upon any other item that can be named. Those who
were so fortunate as to obtain their supply from filtration through
sandstone procured water soft enough for the purposes of the

laundress, yet as clear of unwholesome quality or sediment as the

aqua jpura of the philosopher's dream
;
and their healths were not

impaired by other hardships. Still there was no bed of roses for

even the most fortunate settler in Kansas territory in the year
1855.

The most supple man in the territory in that trying time was

the acting governor, Daniel Woodson, the secretary of the admin-

istration of which Mr. Reeder had been the head. When that

gentleman was removed from office there were several bills pend-

ing which had not been signed by him, for the sufficient reason

that the legislature had gone beyond its limits, but no sooner had

he been relieved from his responsibility than Mr. Woodson ap-

pended his signature as the acting governor to every document,

so that there was nothing wanting that executive power could

confer to make the action of the pseudo legislative assembly valid

law. The slave power found in such a pliant man just the mate-

rial necessary for its purposes. He was not a bad man, but he

was accommodating and ambitious, and having seen the first gov-

ernor destroyed by the influence of the proslavery organization,

he laid himself out to win the approval of the power behind the

throne. In that aim he succeeded completely, and even after it

was understood that the Hon. Wilson Shannon of Ohio had been

nominated for the position, the legislature and its friends memo-

rialized the president to appoint Mr. Woodson governor of Kan-

sas. The fact that a man from Ohio had been named made the

party even more solicitous on behalf of the secretary, as a free

state man could hardly be otherwise than an object of suspicion
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to persons conscious of sinister means and dubious ends, "whicli

only an unscrupulous executive could be expected to assist.

The Yirginian, Daniel Woodson, they had found an able all}^,

and the new appointee might prove a worse antagonist than Mr.

Beeder, so they redoubled their solicitations for the substitution

of the name of their proved friend and accomplice. Mr. Wood-

son was an able man undoubtedly, he had been editor of the

Lynchburg Republican, the most influential paper in the fifth

city in his native state, and in that position had won by his ser-

vices to the party, the appointment of secretary of the territory of

Kansas before he was thirty years of age ; consequently there

•was no lack of capacity in the too compliant journalist and secre-

tary, but with such a man as governor, the free soil men in the

country west of the Missouri would have had a far more difficult

task before them than that which they accomplished. The pro-

slavery party in Missouri did not succeed in changing the nom-

ination, but their outspoken doubts as to Mr. Shannon, and their

undoubted influence at head quarters had an unmistakable influ-

ence in determining the earlier movements of the appointee.

While these matters were yet in abeyance, the proslavery party

in Missouri held a conference at Lexington City to discuss the

affairs of Kansas at a distance of forty miles from the boundary
of the territory most interested in their deliberations. The con-

ference continued its sittings for two days and nights, but nothing
came of all their labor except a puerile manifesto, intended to set

themselves and their illegal purposes right with the world at

large by a volume of abuse against emigrants' aid societies. The

usual incoherences were indulged in by the several speakers ;

they were right in their aims or they would not move one step,

they were determined to win whether right or wrong, and they

appealed with confidence in their address to that public opinion

which they constantly defied by their assertions even in the press

of their party, that they would carry their object into effect at

the point of the bowie knife. Their speeches, where they were

not brutal violations of all the canons of good breeding and sound

policy, were just what the poet has described as

*' One wild, weak, wasliy, everlasting flood,"
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of the smallest of small platitudes; but tliej evinced their "wis-

dom by urging upon the legislature of their own state, than no

statement of free soil views should circulate in Missouri.

The Free Soil party had of course learned from the demonstra-

tions of the 30th of March, 1855, when the elections were carried

against them by the invading hordes of border ruffians, that the

best cause cannot prosper without organization, and inasmuch as

the proslavery party had numerous secret societies, it was thought

advisable to establish similar associations among the resident free

settlers in the territory. The outcome was " The Kansas Legion,"

which was for some time a great comfort to its promoters, until its

grips and passwords became the property of traitors to the cause,

and its objects were belied in the columns of the Missourian

press. The encampments of the Kansas Legion were then aban-

doned, but not before the fact of such an association being

formed had been hoisted into a justification for the vari-

ous similar bodies, with less justifiable purposes in view, which

had preceded the Kansas Legion by many years. There was no-

aim in the most secret purpose of the Legion, which was inimical

to good government, nor any desire covered by its law^s, which

would have denied to other men the rights which the members of

that body sought to defend for themselves and their families
;
but

the machinery was heavy and complex, and except where a con-

spiracy for some bad end is to be furthered, such institutions are

rarely of value in modern times. Hiram, the Master Builder,

lived in days wdien the press was not a power in the land, and

when public opinion had no existence, otherwise, it its probable

that the craft which he originated would have been modified in

many important particulars ;
but most assuredly there will be no

new Hiram in modern times, nor any such temple again seen, as

that which he built in honor of the Great Architect of the

Universe, The men engaged in fighting the battle of free thought

in Kansas, in 1855, had everything to gain by the fullest exposi-

tion of their purposes and workings, as wherever their action was

published there would be ten friends called to their help for

every enemy raised up against them. Most of the leading men

in the Free Soil party were dissatisfied with the organization, be-

fore the expose w^hich was made of the workings of the order^
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by one Patrick Loughland, of Doniphan, who had distinguished

himself by his zeal at the Big Springs convention, probably with

the hope that he would become of sufficient value to be bought

by the other side. His subsequent action fully justifies the as-

sumption that he was a traitor at heart from the very beginning.

The revelation made by him was published in the columns of the
"
Squatter Sovereign," and the editor of that journal himself,

beyond all question, a Blue Lodge man, and a member of every
one of the secret societies then flourishing among the proslavery

adherents in Missouri, became almost eloquent in his denuncia-

tions of the secret society. When lugo^ attracted to the street by
the outcry, on the night when he had hoped that Cassio would

kill Boderigo, and Boderigo, Cassio, found instead of that con-

summation only both men wounded, and therefore likely to prove

dangerous witnesses as to his own villainy, it will be remembered

that he drove his sword througli the heart of his too trusting

client, Roderigo^ at the very moment that he was denouncing the

evil practice of "stabbing men in the dark." Satan is never at

any other time so much an object of suspicion as when he is re-

buking sin, and the Squatter Sovereign, deploring the formation

of secret societies, is just precisely a case in point. Stephen A.

Douglas, who was at that time following his ignis faiuus, the Pres-

idency, almost to the verge of rebellion, in combination with the

proslavery party, made quite a powerful harangue against the

Kansas Legion, in his place in the Senate of the United States.

When the Kansas Legion fell into disrepute, military companies
were formed among the Free Soil men, and in almost every pre-

cinct there was a well drilled body ready to be called into action

whenever necessity might arise. There was no attempt at secrecy

in this operation, nor any special effort at publicity, but it was

generally assumed that the fact of their being ready for war

would have a tendency to preserve peace. The Missourians were

crowding them into positions in which the wisdom of the serpent

and the harmlessness of the dove would be of small moment,
unless the strength of armed hosts could be added. The legisla-

ture had finished its work, after passing oppressive laws expressly

designed to crush free sellers and abolitionists, the acting gov-

ernor had assented to the several measures, the judges had pro-
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nounced the work valid and excellent, by extra judicial opinions,

and it only remained to compel the other side to trespass against

the iniquitous enactments, in any way, so that the}^ could be

made to feel the pressure of the Draconian system, written in

blood, but without the initium of justice. The jury power would

not come to the rescue, as the panel was already packed hj sher-

iffs appointed for the occasion, in some cases even residents of

Missouri being nominated to that important position. The chief

justice was a more violent partisan than the vilest mean white in

their company, and in every way the opportunity could never be

better than that which now seemed ready to their hand if their

enemies would transgress the statutes. The Free Soil men knew
of the trap that had been set for them, and their forbearance un-

der provocation was simply wonderful. The most insolent re-

marks of the enemy were treated as commonplaces, be-

cause it was known that a reply would be made the occasion of

a street brawl, in which the judgment of every court in the terri-

tory would tend toward exterminating the enemy of the slave

traffic, irrespective of the merits of the case. Supposing that the

men insulted in the streets should be rescued by their friends and

summary justice be inflicted upon the aggressors, that would only-

he made an excuse for bringing down the whole force of Missouri

on their shoulders, so it was necessaiy to be patient until their

backs should become strong enough for the burdens that must be

carried. They did the best they could under the circumstances,

they drilled themselves and each other assiduously in military

manoeuvers and in handling weapons, and they endured as much
as was possible until their strength should come up to the stand-

ard.

Among themselves no man sought legal redress, but a kind of

rude justice was administered, as in a community which had not

yet been formally organized, and the knowledge that such an

understanding prevailed was especiallj^ unwelcome to the Mis-

sourian party. A litigious free settler would have been accepted

as a blessing by the proslavery faction, but no such man came

to the front. Insolent words in the streets passed by like idle

wind. Personal assaults became the order of the day, and that

was the line which forbearance could hardly pass, so in the
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absence of any better police, every citizen could become a member
of a limited liability association, the members ofwhich were to come

to tbe rescue, should occasion arise, and so graduate their pres-

sure upon the offender, on the other side, that he would probably
resolve not to provoke another such operation. The society was

formed in Lawrence, and it answered so well, that for a time the

streets were orderly and peaceful ;
but the quiet suppression was

very distasteful to the disturbers of the community, and they
turned their attentions elsewhere. The town of Atchison was

one of the places in which there were opportunities for a system
more congenial to Missourian tastes. In that town an otherwise

inoffensive man from Cincinnati, named J. W. Kelley, having

expressed his disgust for negro slavery, was nearly beaten to

death by a ruffian named Thomason, whose size would have pre-

cluded him from striking a blow according to the code of honor

which prevails in the prize ring. The shameful outrage was

made the occasion of a public meeting immediately, and Thoma-

son was lauded as though he had been Leonidas and had repelled

the unconquerable host at Thermopylas. The resolutions, seven

in number, recited first the offense of Mr. Kelley
— free speech

against slavery and the proslaverj^ P'irty
— and commanded him

to leave the town within one hour, and then went on to denounce

vengeance of a more terrible description against him and other

emissaries of the emigrants aid society, should they continue

their assumed nefarious practices. Tampering with slaves was

the alleged sin of the emissaries, and hanging was to be the

punishment. The assault was "
approved and applauded," and

the presence of their visitor from Cincinnati was "a libel and a

disgrace
"

to their community. The work commenced by Thoma-

son was to be carried on until the town and neighborhood were

purged of all
" such nuisances

"
as free settlers

;
a committee was

named to warn Mr. Kelley to quit Atchison, and the men who
had so libelled the spirit of the age they lived in concluded by

ordering that their proceedings should be published ;
and that

every man suspected of freesoil proclivities should be called upon
to sign their resolutions under the penalty of being treated as

abolitionists. The postmaster of Atchison was assistant editor of

the "
Squatter Sovereign," and on the 16th of August, 1855, that
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official asked a free settler, who resided about twelve miles from

office, to subscribe for the paper, the answer of the free soil man,

Eev. P. Butler, amounted to an enunciation of his views on the

question of the day, and on the following morning, he was waited

upon in his hotel with a demand that he should sign the obnox-

ious Thomason resolutions. The demand being refused, he was

seized by a mob and dragged to the river to be drowned, but at

the last moment more merciful counsels prevailed, his face was

painted black, and he was sent adrift upon a raft of three sawn

logs of Cottonwood on the Missouri, without any means of steer-

ing himself clear of danger, and with an intimation from his

impromptu judges that "their hemp crop would suffice to reward

all such scoundrels thereafter." Other such incidents, some of

them fatal in their issue, cropped up daily in different parts of

the territory vvherever the proslavery party was strong enough to

make headway ;
but it is useless to attempt the task of enumer-

ating individual wrongs; it is enough to say, that the cup was

full to overflowing.

Into a community so constituted, the Hon. Wilson Shannon

came as governor, and before he had reached the territory he

was made aware that he was suspected of being an abolitionist,

because he came from a state that had produced
"
Giddings,

Wade and Chase
;

"
a glorious company with which any man

would now be proud to find his name associated. The governor

wanted the good opinions of all men, but especially he was desir-

ous of the approval of the noisiest members of the body politic,

in which he was to be the nominal head : hence he signalized his

arrival in Kansas city, upon the borders of the territory, by tak-

ing part in a proslavery demonstration, and being conducted

thence to Westport, addressed a crowd in front of his hotel in a

speech of some length, of which the worst thing that need be

said is, that it won the approval of the "
Squatter Sovereign," the

proslavery organ at Atchison, of which Dr. Stringfellow was

editor. The address was a lamentable evidence of subserviency,

"but worse and better were to come from the same source, as the

governor, like the chameleon, took his color almost entirely from

his surroundings, and while the proslavery men were civil to him,

he concluded that their opponents must be in the wrong.
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The next movement was even more reprehensible. We find

the governor attending the political meeting which inaugurated
Gen. Whitfield's canvass for the position of congressional dele-

gate, and making a speech which the proslavery press applauded
to the echo. Mr. Shannon says that he was misreported, but that

is of little consequence; it was wrong for him to have been pres-

ent in an assembly convened for the purj^ose named while he was

governor of the territory, and while times were so disturbed as he

found them on his arrival. The worst sentiments that could be

uttered by him could hardly intensify the wrong done by his

presence, and a man capable of so much complaisance is not likely

to have stopped short of winning the highest plaudits of the fac-

tion. There was another opportunity for Mr. Shannon to row in

the wrong boat, and he was equal to the emergency. A number

of proslavery men assembled at Leavenworth in the beginning of

October, 1855, and ap23ointed a committee to prepare an address

to the citizens, urging upon them all to respect the laws and pre-

serve order. The men of Atchison were to be models of obedi-

ence of course, and those who presumed to differ from them in

opinion could figure as frightful examples on the other side. The

illegal and oppressive enactments of the Shawnee usurpers were

the only laws cared for by the party, but it was something to

have even the simularium of law upon their side, as a setoff to

what they called order. A convention was called to assemble in

the same place on the 14th of November, to organize the party,

and Gov. Shannon allowed himself to be so far deceived by the

the specious pretenses of the conveners that he accepted their

nomination as chairman of the assembly. Addressing men who
were not residents in the territory, he denounced the free state

movement as a treasonable attempt which must be crushed.

The surveyor-general of the territory followed his chief in a vio-

lent harangue which out heroded Herod, and the order of the day
was lost ''in most admirable disorder," when Mr. Parrott, a well

known free state man, rose to speak to the questions raised by
the governor-chairman and his supporters. Innumerable points

of order failed to disconcert him
; other persons secured the floor,

and their motions were debated, but Mr. Parrott persisted until

it was no longer possible for the chief executive ofBcer of the ter-
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ritory to be unaware of his presence. The free state lover of law

and order was recognized by the chair at last, but only to be

hissed down amid cries of "put him out.'" The language of the

speakers generally was as violent as though they had made Cati-

line their model, but there was no Cicero to abash the faction,

and such men as Chief Justice Lecompte and Secretary "Woodson

were conspicuous in their indorsement of all that was most repre-

hensible
;
even to the point where one of the most sanguinary of

the crowd proposed to enforce the law with rifles, until the blood

of the free soil men should flow like " the turbid waters of the

Missouri." When such abominable assemblies were possible,

and the governor could be induced to lend his countenance to the

violent partisans of Missouri, the proceedings outside the pale
were certain to translate bad language into worse acts. Disputes
were continually arising as to claims in the different settlements,

and wherever the proslavery party could make themselves strong

enough, the free soil party found their friends dispossessed. There

was no court in the territory from which redress could be hoped
for

; hence, strong hands and rifles became the only answers pos-

sible-to attempted spoliation. It was a matter of policy on both

sides to shut out the enemy as far as possible ;
but the proslavery

men had special incentives to persevere, because they could rely

upon the partisanship of the chief justice and his subordinates,

should a case be brought into court. Where no preliminary sur-

veys had been made, and where there were no records to deter-

mine which had priorit}'' of location on his side, one claimant

was as likely to be right as another, and much bitterness naturally

resulted. Committees, in many parts of Iowa and elsewhere, de-

termined all such matters in the ep,rly settlements there with rea-

sonable approaches to equity ;
but in such cases there was only

one motive known among the colonists, and that was industrial

occupation of the soil. Here the soil was also an object of interest,

but there were two parties in the community, with either of whom
the value of the land per se was as nothing compared with the

question
" Slave state or free," and at least one of the parties was

prepared to say to all comers into the territory :
—

" Under which king, Bezonian ? speak, or die."
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One of the quarrels arising out of a debated claim commenced

what is known as " The Wakarusa War." Hickory Point, about

ten miles south of Lawrence, on the Santa Fe government road,

was a very beautiful tract of land, part well timbered and the rest

fertile prairie, and many of the earlier settlers who came from

Indiana chose this location. Some of the persons who had taken

up claims, returned to their native state temporarily, others went

away and never returned. Missourians and others took up the

abandoned lots, and laid claims to others which were afterwards

resumed by the original selectors. A person named Coleman

bad come in among the second claimants, and a dispute arose be-

tween him and a young man named Dow, who also had settled

upon an unoccupied claim. Coleman was a man of mark in the

proslavery party in the neighborhood, and Dow was a protege of

Jacob Branson, the leader of the free soil men in Wakarusa dis-

trict. Dow accused Coleman of trespassing upon his claim in

various ways, and the intruder was duly informed that he must

desist, or hostilities would necessarily follow. The two parties

were coming rapidly toward fever heat, and on the morning of

November 21, 1855, one week after the Leavenworth law and

order conference, Dow, happening to meet some of the proslavery

party in the blacksmith shop at Hickory Point, was very vigor-

ously denounced on account of his principles and conduct, the

tirade ending by an attempt to shoot him on the spot. The pur-

pose of his assailant was not so deadly perhaps as was indicated

by the act of bringing the gun to his shoulder, as he did not fire,

and Dow started for home. Franklin Coleman and William

Dow, the two disputants as to the trespasses already mentioned,

•unfortunately fell into each other's company on the road, and

they walked together until Coleman reached his own home, where

Dow left him, continuing his journey toward his own claim. He
had taken but a few steps when he heard the snap of a gun,
which had missed fire, and turning he saw his enemy putting a

fresh cap upon his weapon. His appeal for mercy was of no

avail, and he carried no weapon which could serve him in such

an emergency, so he was deliberately shot dead by the man with

whom he had been peacefully walking and conversing not three

minutes before. The probabilities are in favor of the assumption
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that Dow had been condemned to death in some secret conclave,
and that Coleman became his executioner because some other per-
son had failed to carry out the sentence

;
at any rate there lay

the first man slain in the Wakarusa war, and the body remained

by the roadside uncared for until dusk, when some of the free

soil party discovered by accident what had been done by way of

settling the disputed claim. Coleman started for Westport, Mo.,

immediately to consult his friends, and, in accordance with their

advice, the murderer surrendered himself to what was called jus-
tice. He would have gone to the governor in person, but that

gentleman could not be found, and he gave himself into the cus-

tody of a friendly sheriff, who was not even a resident of Kansas

territory, although he had been appointed to the office by the

pseudo legislative assembly, which did its work at Shawnee.
Sheriff S. J. Jones was the acting postmaster at Westport, Mo.,
as well as sheriff of Douglass county, in Kansas territory, and his

subsequent conduct showed that the confidence of his friends in

his partisanship was not misplaced. He was a great favorite

among the proslavery men, and Coleman was not likely to suffer

at his hands. Sheriff Jones could not look upon such a peccadillo
as shooting a free soiler as a crime; it was an act of war onlv,
and Mr. Coleman was a person of distinction. The murder was
not viewed in tliat light by the free state men at Hickory Point,

among whom the excitement was intense. The funeral, two davs

later was largely attended, and it was then resolved that on the

following Monday a public meeting should be held on the spot
where the man had been shot, in front of Coleman's house. The

meeting was unanimous in condemnation of the crime, and a

committee was appointed to procure the punishment of the mur-

derer and his accomplices. There were; about one hundred men

present, and some one, after the proper business of the meeting
had come to an end, with resolutions of condolence addressed to

the friends and relations of the murdered man, susfsfested that the

residence of the murderer should be burned. The proposal was

strongly opposed by the majority, and upon an invitation being
extended to volunteers for the purpose, in all that excited assem-

blage, there were only two persons who approved of such action.

When the minority tried to carry their design into execution, the
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leaders of the meetins; extinguished tlie flames, and a resolution

denunaiatory of such attempts was carried with hardly a dissent-

ing voice. The general impression was that the death of Dow
was part of a policy of extermination aimed at every free soil settler

in Kansas, and it can hardly be wondered at that some of the

more violent should have concluded upon retaliation after the

more formal assembly came to an end. On the next Tuesday

morning, Coleman's house and two others were burned, and some

of the families of proslavery men fled to Missouri, fearing what

might be the outcome of events.

The Missouri Kansas Sheriff Jones, having consulted the gov-

ernor as to the course which should be pursued with his willing

prisoner, was instructed to proceed with the murderer to Lecomp-

ton, a well known proslavery center named in honor of the par-

tisan chief justice, but on his way to that sanctuary of refuge he

was met by some of Coleman's neighbors from Hickory Point,

and after a consultation with them it was determined that another

arrest could be made with advantage. Mr. Branson, the free soil

leader at Hickory Point, was much interested in the murdered

man Dow, who had lived with him up to the day of his death, .

and it was determined that he should be arrested under a peace

warrant, as though he could be held responsible for the courts

which followed upon the crime perpetrated by Coleman. A war-

rant was procured authorizing the arrest under an information

sworn to by one of Coleman's friends, and armed with that docu-

ment and attended by a posse comilatus of forty men, all well

armed, Sheriff Jones made the old man a prisoner in his own

house late at night. The capture was easily made, but a boy

residing in the house gave the alarm to the neighbors, and in con-

sequence before the company which had attended the Hickory
Point were j^et clear of the Wakarusa district, the arrest had been

effected, and the whole settlement was on the qui vive to right the

wrong which had been done. The posse on the way to Mr. Bran-

son's had talked very loudly of the work that was to be done that

night, and Mr. S. F. Tappan, of Lawrence, who had been one of

the speakers at the meeting, found himself made a confidant in

the proceedings by some of the more gushing of the party. He
hurried back as speedily as possible to arouse his friends and

'

17
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warn the old man of his danger, but it was too late to prevent the

arrest. The resolution was at once formed to rescue Mr. Branson

from the sheriff, unless there could be good cause showed for his

detention, about which there could be no shadow of doubt. The

rescuing party consisted of fifteen men in all, but they were reso-

lute, and in such a case every man counts for many. Some of

them were armed with rifles, and almost everybody then carried

pistols in Kansas, but there was no necessity to use them. The

old man was allowed to join his friends, the warrant, if one was

really carried by the sheriff, was not produced on demand, and

that officer with his party returned to Franklin where the mur-

derer Coleman awaited his arrival. The expectation seems to

have been, od the proslavery side, that Mr. Branson would be

rescued in the city of Lawrence, to which place he was being con-

veyed, and in that case there would have been an excellent pre-

text for assaulting the place with all the force that Missouri could

muster from tlie counties on the western border, so that the "pes-

tiferous colony
"
might be obliterated from the path of the " law

and order party." That design was partially foiled by the turn

of events, but it was not yet beyond the range of possibility, and

the men who were bent upon its accomplishment were not likely

to stick at trifles to secure their end. There were three Lawrence

men in the party that rescued Mr. Branson, and it would be easy

to find in then- action the means of incriminating the city, seeing

that there would be no severe scrutiny into the pretexts of the

worthy sheriff and his aids before the work of ruin had been

effected. The rescued man and his friends went on to Lawrence

the same night, and the alarm was sounded in the streets by
drums and fifes, so that there were few sleeping men in the city

within a few minutes of the time when the irregular cortege arrived.

Dr. Eobinson, who was afterwards governor of the state, was the

acknowledged leader of Lawrence, and to his residence the party

proceeded to submit to him a detailed statement of the facts. The

difficulty of the situation was increasing, and at a meeting held

early in the following day it was concluded best that Lawrence

should not assume responsibilities which had never properly be-

lono-ed to her, as it was naturally desired that the Missourians

should be baulked in their cherished project if that could be hon-
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estlj effected. Branson and the men concerned in his rescue

left the town as a matter of precaution, but while every pretext

for assault was thus removed, it was still thought advisable to

initiate measures for defense, should an attack upon the city be

attempted. An executive committee of ten was appointed to

concert means of defense should armed invaders come across the

borders to assist the enemies who were already assembling in the

neighborhood with unfriendly intentions against the free soil set-

tlement. The threats of extermination which were indulged in

by a mob from Missouri, while Lawrence was only a tented field,

had not been forgotten on either side, and as events proved, there

was wisdom as well as money in being prepared for the worst.

The sheriff was not a man who would allow his vengeance to die

"
Unwept, unhonored aud unsung ;"

his cherished scheme had been defeated just when the game
seemed to be entirely in his own hands, and unless he could re-

cover the lost ground, there was danger that he would lose his

prestige among those who were now content to follow him. Dis-

patches were sent off into Missouri to Col. Boone, of Westport,
which could not fail to raise the whole of the border, for the fell

purpose now on hand
;
and immediately after that fateful errand

had been initiated, a dispatch was sent to Gov. Shannon, asking

for three thousand men.

The dispatch to the chief of the territorial executive was a col-

ored version of tlie trutli. His posse of ten men had become forty

before Jacob Branson was arrested, but it fell back to ten men

again in the dispatch. The rescuers were only fifteen in number

when the line was formed which intercepted the official staff, but

the bulletin which announced the defeat, told of forty men
"armed to the teeth with Sharp's rifles," and the reasonable demand

for an inspection of his warrant had grown into "an open rebel-

lion," which made a force of three thousand men necessary "to

carry out the laws." The absurd demand for troops was meant of

course to cover whatever force Missouri could send into the antici-

pated melee^ because there was no militia force in the territory, and

the whole population then in Kansas could hardly have sent that

number of male adults into the field. The Shawnee Assembly,
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before concluding its session, had nominated tliree officers for the

militia
;
but the major general and his two subordinates were not

an army. Gov. Shannon assumed the truthfulness of the sheriff,

and he sent off instructions accordingly to Maj. Gen. Eichardson

to prepare to meet " an armed military force
"

in Lawrence or its

vicinity, which would not allow the sheriff to serve any process.

The colored picture of the sheriff had become more highly tinted,

so that it is evident there must have been many details conveyed

by the bearer of the dispatch which were not well enough ascer-

tained to be included in the official document, if they were not

gathered from flying rumors as the courier hurried upon his mis-

sion. The major general was urged to collect as many men as

possible and to hasten to the aid of " the sheriff in executing the

law and in none other
"
purpose. The concluding line indicates

that already Mr. Shannon had become aware of some designs out-

side and beyond the law which his officials might desire to com-

pass with their forces. The orders sent to the major general were

duplicated to Gen. Strickler, and Brig. Gen. Eastin was in motion

almost at the same moment, so that no time was being lost. Col.

Boone, of Westport, was the sheriff's most efficient supporter ; com-

pared with him, the sheriff of Douglas county, K. T., and post-

master of Westport, Mo., was truthfulness embodied. He pub-

lished an appeal, in which Missourians were flying for their lives—•

perhaps if the initial letter had been omitted from flying it might
have been near the mark— their houses were burned down, .and

their families driven out upon the prairies by unpitying mobs.

The secret societies came into requisition now, and thousands

were soon to be on the march for the purpose of ''assisting Jones"

to win the great battle of slavery against the free soil party.

Those who for any reason excused themselves from joining the

several expeditions were taxed to pay the expenses of those who

went. At Liberty, Mo., a postal village which has now only

1,700 inhabitants, the proslavery men raised $1,000 and two hun-

dred men for the work of annexation in one day, and in many
other places the same spirit was evinced. "Now is the time to

show game
" was the text of one dispatch sent out in all directions

from Independence, Mo. "
If we are defeated now, the territory

is lost to the South." "Start immediately for the seat of war,"
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was the urgent appeal of another dispatch-monger, who considered

that all Missouri was identified with sheriff Jones. C6l. Boone

was a man amons; men in such an era, and Baron Munchausen

was not a circumstance in his way when pure invention became

the order of the day. The militia of the brigadier general's sec-

ond brigade were commanded to assemble at Leavenworth, Decem-

ber 1, 1855, "armed and equipped according to law," and of

course seeing that there was no militia in the territory, there could

be no doubt as to the destination of the forces from the western

counties of Missouri. "Many citizens," who discreetly withheld

their names from the scroll of fame, issued a manifesto headed
"
to arms," describing the peaceful city of Lawrence as " outlaws

one thousand strong and armed to the teeth," and this exciting

publication was circulated through the border counties of the ad-

joining state, calling upon "lovers of law and order to march to

the scene of rebellion," which of course meant Lawrence, and the

destruction of that city was already a foregone conclusion. By
the light of subsequent events we can perceive that Gov. Shannon

wanted to do his duty, but just at this moment he was under the

baneful influence of men who would serve their own ends by the

ruin of the union itself, and he, like Othello the valiant Moor, was

"perplexed in the extreme." His proclamation bears date No-

vember 29, 1855, and it was in all probability Sec. Woodson's

work in every item except the signature. The statements con-

tained therein were of course believed by him, and assuming his

basis of action to be true, he was fully justified in every line of

that document
;
but the pretended facts were fabrications from

beginning to end. The rescuing party of fifteen with eight rifles

and some pistols had grown into a "numerous association of law-

less men armed with deadly weapons and all the implements of

war." The rescuing party were also said to have burned down

houses, destroyed personal property, and declared that they would

regard no law in the territory. They were also said to have armed

for the purpose of taking Coleman, the murderer of Dow, from the

sheriff, to execute him without a judicial trial. In the face of

such an array of force and crime, the governor would have been

justified in doing something more than calling upon well disposed

citizens to assist him in reestablishing order. The governor
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would have been more than justified if he had gone at once to the

alleged scene of riot and spoliation, to have ascertained beyond
doubt the condition of the territorj^, and of the people uninten-

tionally libelled by his proclamation. Gen. Atchison, ex-Vice-

President, came over with his riflemen to assist in the work of
''

wiping out
"
the city and people of Lawrence, because he re-

ceived a letter ostensibly signed by the secretary of the territory,

asking him "
to call out the Platte county rifle company." The

secretary does not admit that he ever sent such a communication,
but the letter was certainly received and acted upon by the gen-
eral.

Westport and Independence were the first Missouri towns to

send a force to assist the sheriff, and that nucleus of a large body
encamped at Franklin, four miles from the doomed city. Com-

panies came in rapidly on and after the 29th of November, the

date of the governor's proclamation. Before three days had

elajDsed after the arrival of the contingent from Westport, there

were fifteen hundred men in camp, and, from Clay county, JSIis-

souri, the force, not being able to complete their armament other-

wise, had brought the whole of the available contents of the

United States arsenal— swords, rifles, revolvers, ammunition and
three six-pounder guns ;

there was an understanding that such a

trifling irregularity as that would attract no comment, consider-

ing the good purpose which the heroes were to accomplish with

the weapons borrowed from Uncle Sam. The Wakarusa en-

campment was a lively place in those da3's, and every man
wanted to be led on to the assault. Franklin, four miles from

Lawrence, stands in the Wakarusa bottom lands, and the village

was then as busy as the arch-demon is supposed to be when a

gale of wind is blowing. The main force of the enemy was

here, and nearl}^ all were Missourians, not only here, but in all

the encampments at Lecompton and elsewhere, which surrounded

the town. North of the Kansas river. Gen. Atchison and his

Platte county riflemen stood ready for the fray. It has since

been ascertained that there were only eighty residents of Kansas
in all the force then under arras, including the Kickapoo Eangers,
who supplied more than half of that grand total. The rest were

all Missourians except a few from Arkansas, who had come in to
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get a lesson in the fine art of
"
wiping out

"
free soilers. It was

hardly possible for any one to enter the city or to leave it with-

out submitting to be searched by mounted patrols, lest they might
have field pieces in their vest pockets, or cannon balls dangling
from their watch chains.

" Man, proud man,
Drest in a little brief authoritj',

Most ignorant of wliat lie's most assured—
His glassy essence— like an angry ape,"

is but a nuisance at the best; but persuade him that he is a sol-

dier without a superior to restrain him within due bounds, and

he becomes the most oppressive creature that can be found upon
this footstool.

The "Squatter Sovereign
"
was suspended until the end of the

war to allow the two editors to see the ensanguined stream of

which they had written so much, one of the stafi expressing his

expectation, in a brief valedictory, that he sliould " wade waist

deep in the blood of the abolitionists." The men were more in-

jurious as writers than they were likely to become as warriors, so

that there was some brief compensation even in the Wakarusa

war.

Having seen for ourselves the means that were used and the

forces that have been brought against Lawrence, we may as well

return to that city for a time to ascertain what is being accom-

plished by the free soilers as a setoff to the panoply of war

"beyond its borders. Those of the rescuing party who did

not belong to the city, returned to Hickory Point immediate-

ly after the fracas, but Mr. Branson remained in the city, and

so did the three residents, Messrs. Tappan, Wood and Smith,

wdio may be said to have been the directors in that business.

Their first impulse was to quit the place, to deprive the as-

sailants of a pretext for their rebellious proceedings ; but,

when it became evident that " strike high, or strike low," the

pro-slavery party could not be satisfied with anything short of

the complete destruction of the settlement, they resolved to re-

main and bear their part in the encounter. After the Wakarusa

•camp was formed, their removal was counselled as a prudential

measure which might eventually prove serviceable to the city,
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and tlie3^ allowed themselves to be governed by their friends' ad-

vice. The committee of safety had, some days before, enrolled

the citizens in bodies of twenty, and they were ready for ser-

vice at a moment's warning, having their weapons with them

always in their several places of business. When the design
of Missouri became more apparent, a call was sent out over the

whole territory, signed by the committee, asking for settlers to

come in to their "aid, prepared for any emergency." This ap-

peal bears date December 4, 1855, but the dread purpose of

the Missourians had been understood far and wide before that

time, and good men and true were marching to the rescue

from every precinct. There was to be no child's play in the

business, nor had the settlers waited at home with their hands

folded until the summons came. From Leavenworth, a delega-

tion came to counsel peace and submission, and, to their intense

surprise, they found that peace reigned in Lawrence, and had not

been broken there during all this time of turmoil, the people,

with arms in their hands, being strictly on the defensive against

foreign ruffianism. This delegation brought the governor's proc-

lamation which, until then, had not been seen in the city, and a

committee was immediately appointed to answer its erroneous

allegations. Tlie reply of the committee was crushing in every

particular, as they were able to show that the state of affairs

against which all good citizens were called to aid the governor

existed, not in that city, but among the armed hordes from whom
they were striving to defend the city. While these matters were

progressing, the forces in Lawrence were daily being recruited,

Topeka sent out one hundred men armed and equipped with

weapons which they well knew how to handle, and squads and

companies of various strength marched into the beleaguered city

constantly. President Pierce was informed, by means of a terse

but comprehensive dispatch, that the city was besieged by armed
men from a neighboring state, who were threatening the destruc-

tion of the city and its inhabitants, and who were even then

committing depredations upon persons and property. The dis-

patch further adverted to the fact that the invaders were said to

be under the orders of Gov. Shannon. The president was called

upon to remove the invaders and restore peace. The command-
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ant at Fort Leavenworth, Col. Sumner, was at the same time in-

formed of the condition of affairs at Lawrence. Of course, as a

military man, he would not be moved from his line of duty by

any representation made to him by civilians, but it was something

to have given him an inkling of the facts, when their own friends

in Leavenworth had not comprehended the actual condition of

affairs. Their letter said to the commandant what had already

been said to the president, and concluded by requesting that a

suflftcient force should be sent from his command to quell the riot

and prevent further invasion. Such language was not what

might have been expected under the circumstances from lawless

rioters, and it seems probable that Col. Sumner could understand

better what was being done and attempted than Gov. Shannon.

Congress was memorialized, showing, in a brief but comprehen-
sive sketch, the action of ihe governor and the consequences en-

suing therefrom, the invasion of Kansas by Missourian troops,

and all the wrongs that must follow upon an invasion where every

man is a commander. The proclamation by the governor, some

militarj'- orders which had been issued, and a letter from the sec-

retary of the territory were appended to the memorial, which

closed with a prayer for adequate inquiry into the facts which

the citizens set forth. This dccument bore date : Kansas Terri-

ritory, December 5, 1855.

It will be seen that since the deles-ation from Leavenworth

showed to the men of Lawrence the manner in which they were

beino; libelled ; there had been no time lost in recoverins^ their

character from such vile aspersions, but they did not rest upon

protests and verbal defenses. The AVagoner who prayed to Hur-

cules procured no help until he had prayed with his shoulders,

and the citizens of Lawrence were ready to protest with their

rifles when all other means should have been exhausted. The

city was in an attitude of defense. The committee of safety nom-

inated Dr. Eobinson commander-in-chief of the forces, and Col.

Lane, his second in command. There were now about one thou-

sand men under arms, many having come in who did not belong
to any company, and there were eight hundred regularly enrolled

and under drill. The commissariat for such a force was no small

affair, but every house held its quota of soldiers, and the citizens
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assumed all the responsibilities of provisioning the troops. For-

tifications were constructed on Massachusetts street near Pinck-

nej, as a retreat for the women and cliildren, should an attack be

made
;
and also on the same street near Henry, where the redoubt

having bastions, the cannon could be worked with effect against
an attacking force. Between Massachusetts and New Hampshire
streets north of Henry there was a circular redoubt which could

be held against a very considerable force of the guerilla sort.

Another redoubt was designed to meet a possible attack from the

Mt. Cread direction, and on Kentucky street a fifth redoubt cov-

ered a point which might have been approached by a ravins to

the west of the city. One brass cannon was brought into Law-

rence from Kansas City while the beleaguering force was in po-

sition, and two ladies brought a quantity of powder from the

country beyond the lines of circumvallation. Many of the ladies

made cartridges for the soldiery, while their husbands were occu-

pied in their hastily assumed military duties. There was no

bravado among the Lawrence men, but there was unmistakable

courage, and the leaders from the hostile camps who had free in-

gress to the city at all hours could not help feeling that there

would be warm work for the attackina; force before the defend-

ers, now more than one thousand strong, would be compelled to

surrender. Brig. Gen. Eastin agreed with Falstaff that " Dis-

cretion is the better part of valor," and he addressed a dispatch

to that effect to Gov. Shannon, in which he wisely stated the

strength of the "outlaws," and suggested the advisability of in-

viting the regular troops from Fort Leavenworth to do what he

deemed unlikely to be effected by the irregulars. The sugges-

tion from the Brigadier was one of the wisest movements possi-

ble at the time, and it commended itself at once to Mr. Shannon.

A telegram to the President and a dispatch to the Fort betok-

ened his appreciation of the emergency. The telegram told the

story of the Kansas difficulty as he saw it, and asked for author-

ity to call the United States soldiery to his assistance. The dis-

patch told Col. Sumner what he had done, and requested him to

be ready, should a reply in the affirmative come to hand. The

commandant at Fort Leavenworth recommended the governor to

make his application extensively known, and to countermand all
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orders which might seem to authorize premature movements

among the militia surrounding Lawrence, The advice thus given

was wise and it produced instant effects. Sheriff' Jones was in-

formed of the steps which had been tal^en, and of the probability

that the whole force from Fort Leavenworth would come down to

the rescue of the constituted authorities, and, as a consequence of

such'an outlook, that official was instructed to wait for further

orders. There was no escape from the tone and tenor of the com-

munication; effusion of blood was to be avoided, the writs were

not to be served pending the answer from Washington, the sher-

iff was only to retain near him a sufficient force to protect his al-

most forgotten prisoner, and
" the law abiding citizens," meaning of

course the ruffians from over the border, were to be removed to a

distance where their lives would not be endangered. The gov-
ernor had written to Gen. Richardson to the same effect, and he

gave orders that the letter thus summarized should be exhibited

to the officers in command. Mr. Shannon concluded with an in-

timation that he should probably accompany Colonel Sumner.

There is a personage who is supposed specially to hate holy water,

and the sheriff must have understood the peculiar prejudice of

Satan when he saw his scheme of vengeance being thus suddenly
and unexpectedly thwarted, but he did not give up without

a struggle. He wrote a long letter in too much haste to be gram-

matical, in which he urged, that his troops were weary of in-

action and might disperse unless they were allowed to attack the

city, but he veiled that purpose under the mild form of making
a demand for his prisoner, Jacob Branson, The letter displayed

much eagerness to carry Lawrence by assault before the regular

troops could come in to compel the usages of mercy and rob his

friends of their satisfaction. The letter contained besides some

information as to the writs which he desired to serve, but every

sentence, read by the light of subsequent events, must have con-

vinced Gov. Shannon, that sheriff Jones had purposes in view,

concerning which he did not think it wise to take the chief execu-

tive officer into his confidence. Maj. Gen. Richardson also re-

plied to the dispatch advising the governor to insist in any event

upon the citizens of Lawrence surrendering their arms, but the
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fruitlessness of such advice renders it unnecessary to do more than

note the fact of its having been tendered.

The president sent a reply to the governor, saying that the

requisite orders should be sent to the colonel commandant at

Fort Leavenworth, as soon as the proper forms of the war depart-
ment could be complied with, and on the strength of that com-

munication Mr. Shannon hoped that Col. Sumner would come to

the rescue. That officer consented to do so at first, but upon
further consideration declined to move until he could receive his

instructions in due form. Perhaps the marvelous influence of

Mr. Jefferson Davis in the war department had more to do with

the delay than either governor or president imagined, for the

game of the south was being played with consummate tact by
the leaders of the proslavery party, up to the time when the elec-

tion of Abraham Lincoln, in 1860, disconcerted all their projects.

While this delay was giving a pause for reflection to both gov-
ernor and people, the citizens of Lawrence concluded to address

the chief of the territorial executive, sending to him a letter by
two trusty men. There was nothing very remarkable in their

communication, as they merely, from their stand point, informed

Mr. Shannon of the then aspect of affairs, asked whether the

armed men from a foreign state were in Kansas under his orders,

and requested that he would take steps for their removal, plainly

stating that "other means and higher authority" remained as

alternatives. The dele2:ation had some difiicultv in reachins: the

governor at Shawnee Mission, as the place is almost on the bor-

der, and the Missouri men were ver}^ jealous of communications

between Lawrence and Mr. Shannon, but on the oth of Decem-

ber Messrs. Lowery and Babcock obtained the interview, on

which much more depended than the mere delivery of a dis-

patch. The situation had been carefully concealed hj the pro-

slavery party, but the delegation were able to show hirn that the

territorial law, which he supposed was the bone of contention, had

nothing to do with the quarrel between Lawrence and the ruffian

hordes from Missouri. The men chosen for that delegation were

"right men in the right place," and their case was clear enough
to have made stocks and stones eloquent and persuasive. The

facts were so clearly in favor of Lawrence, that before the dele-
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gation left, the governor began to discover how the land lay. He
had been told that Lawrence effected the rescue of Branson, and

had burned the houses of sixteen families, driving the shelterless

people out upon the prairies ;
and it came like a revelation when

he learned that only three houses had been burned
;
that no fami-

lies were at the time in either of the houses; that Lawrence stood

ten miles from the scene of disturbance and had taken no part

therein
;
that there was no evidence to show who were the offend-

ers, and that the rescue of Branson was an event of which Law-

rence knew nothing until some hours after the occurrence. The

question of obeying territorial law had not been raised by Law-

rence, and most assuredly the city would not resort to force until

all other means had failed. The mission of the representatives

of Lawrence was perfectly successful, because it induced Mr.

Shannon to see for himself, where hitherto he had used the eyes

of others. He determined to repair to the camp at "Wakarusa,

and at all hazards to prevent bloodshed if such a consummation

proved possible. That step should have, been taken by him

many days earlier, but "better late than never" is a proverb old

as the hills. Until now Mr. Shannon had believed the Lawrence

citizens brawlers and law breakers, seeking occasions for the

shedding of blood, and the Missourian border ruffians figured in

his imagination as self sacrificing missionaries, crossing the bor-

der only to promote harmony. Instead of his Arcadian dream

being realized, he found in the camp at Wakarusa gray haired

old men and their sons and grandsons, anxious to be led to

the attack of an unoffending city which had done nothing to in-

jure its assailants, unless it was a sin to think and speak. The

men whom he had wished to have removed to a distance, for fear

they might be first in some sanguinary encounter, were sleuth

hounds aching for a battle which they in their ignorance sup-

posed would be but a scene of slaughter, with timid traders as

their victims. There was not a moment to lose. The force by
which he was surrounded had never been well officered, and their

sympathies were entirely opposed to all his instincts; moreover

the men whom they were accustomed to follow, if not to obey,

would favor any enterprise inimical to the peace of the territory.

They had been for many days living at free quarters as among
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enemies, stopping and ransacking every vehicle that approached
the city, and gratifying their petty malice by a thousand exac-

tions
;

it would be an irksome task for conc[uerors such as they
to march back into village obscurity without razing and plunder-

ing one city of abolitionists. In the midst of such material the

governor entered upon his task as a diplomatist, anxious above

all things to restore peace and prevent bloodshed, even though in

pursuit of that aim he must lose the admiration of the proslavery

part}^, and convert his fiendish exponents of law and order into

implacable enemies, clamoring to Washington for his instant

decapitation.

A conference of proslavery leaders from Lecompton camp as

well as Wakarusa, about forty altogether, being assembled to con-

sider his proposals for pacification, had only a small minority of

one that would assent to his suggestion, and that man came near

fighting before the sun went down, in defense of his pacificatory

disposition ;
the rest demanded that Lawrence should be destroyed

root and branch, that all arms and fortifications should be sur-

rendered, and that every printing press should be destroyed.

The conference was a complete failure, except in so far as it re-

vealed to Frankenstein the monster that he had called into being.

A dispatch to Col. Sumner at Fort Leavenworth, bearing date

Dec. 6, 1855, shows how much Mr. Shannon's views had been

changed within twenty-four hours. His desire now was primarily

to save Lawrence and eventually the whole territory from the men

by whom he was surrounded, and he thought the crisis should

warrant the commandant in moviug without express orders from

Washington. He stated in effect the eagerness of the invaders to

destroy Lawrence, and that they would soon be beyond all his

powers of restraint. He had discovered that while only in the

pursuit of peace he had called to his aid a set of guerillas who
would have war at all hazards. The substance of the governor's

dispatch was known to some of the officers, and arrangements
were made lo arrest his messenger en route to the fort, whereby
the proslavery force would gain time to make the assault in spite

of him and his remonstrances, before the United States troops

could arrive upon the field. The scheme succeeded, but thanks

to the loyalty of Gen. Stickler, the governor was informed of the
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outrage, and before daylight on the morning of the seventh, a

courier sent by an unusual course reached Leavenworth with Mr.

Shannon's letter. The Colonel could not venture to move even

in such a strait, but his suggestions to the governor were eminent-

ly judicious. Mr. Anderson, one of the members of the late

Shawnee legislature, wrote to Gen. Richardson on the 7th of De-

cember, that he believed the black flag would be raised in the

camps at Lawrence and Lecompton, on the morning of the 8th,

and that the guerillas would march upon the city without orders.

In the event of United States troops interfering he believed the

Missourians would fight that force also rather than be baulked of

their revenge, and already he believed there was no safety for the

executive save in complete submission to the terms of the pro-

slavery fighting men. Lawrence was not asleep during this try-

ing time, nor did the leaders rest because Mr. Shannon had been

brought to a sense of the situation. They knew better than he

what kind of a crowd it now devolved upon him to control if an-

archy was to be stayed, and they wrought accordingl}^ An en-

voy was dispatched from Lawrence on the morning of the 6th,

to carry dispatches to the free states, fairly describing the con-

dition of affairs in the city and territory, and calling for efficient

aid, as whatever might be the fate of the one settlement the war

must not be abandoned. Before the emissary had left the open

camp of the defenders, spies had revealed the movement to the

offtcers in the Wakarusa camp at Franklin, and a detachment

was detailed to arrest Gen. Pomeroy. The design of the defend-

ers was in that way defeated, and their messenger subjected to

very considerable annoyance and suffering until Gen. Atchison,

in com^mand of the Platte county rifle company interfered. The

dispatches meant for perusal by free soilers in the eastern states

were first served up in the columns of the Missouri press, subject

to such falsifications as would serve the purposes of the assail-

ants. The Indians in the territory were of course alive to the

probabilities of a battle, and they were desirous to share in the

entertainment. The Delawares and Shawnees sided with Law-

rence, but the committee of safety hesitated about accepting their

aid, but a company of Pottawattamies was brought into camp at

Lecompton, proud in the belief that they would carry with them
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back to their reservation a rich harvest of abolition scalps. The

Indian agent for the Pottawattaraies brousrht this abominable

contingent into the camp at Lecompton, and ihat official with

most of the territorial dignataries rode patrol and played at sol-

diers during the protracted siege. The forces in Lawrence felt

that they had done all that they could reasonably be expected to

attempt, toward peace, and now with arms in their hands they

were prepared to abide the issue. At the worst they were resolved

to sell their lives dearly for their altars and their hearths, and their

wives stood pledged among themselves to assume the weapons of

defense, should their husbands fall, to avenge the cause of liberty.

While things were at this pass, one of the free state men, Mr.

Thomas W. Barber, who occupied a farm at a distance of about

seven miles southwest of the city, concluded to ride home with a

few friends to see how affairs were prospering at home, intending
to return the next day. He was unarmed, but his brother and

the friends accompanying him carried weapons. Mr. Barber had

left his wife on the farm, when it became necessary for the fight-

ing force of the settlement to concentrate at Lawrence. About

four miles from the city the little, party was accosted by one of

the patrols of the enemy, and ordered to accompany that body to

the camp ; upon their refusal Mr. Barber was shot by one of the

party and died of his wounds shortly after. Several shots were ex-

changed afterwards, but this murder was the only casualty in the

Wakarusa war, with the exception of the crime committed
b}''

Coleman at Hickory Point, when his victim Dow was shot. This

murder was perpetrated by a body of men who were then on their

way to the camp at Wakarusa to insist upon the free soil party
in Lawrence surrendering their weapons as a preliminay of peace,

and several of the territorial staff were spectators if not accom-

plices in the deed. The body of Mr. Barber was conveyed back

to Lawrence and a carriage was sent to bring his wife into the

city. The scene when the poor woman became aware of her losti

was excruciating, and it was with difficulty that the chiefs in com-

mand could restrain the troops to which Barber belonged, from

rushing upon the enemy to avenge the untimely end of their

much loved comrade. While this sad event was being witnessed

in Lawrence, the scenes in the camp of the enemy disclosed
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numerous acts of injustice and oppression, bordering upon mur-

der. We have seen what occurred in the case of Gen. Pomeroy,
and almost every man that had business outside the city was

liable to be carried as a prisoner to Lecompton or Franklin, to

have papers seized and confiscated, and sometimes property stolen,

for the Missourians were not all immaculate on that score. A
medical man driving from the city to his farm with a delirious

patient was made a prisoner, and both parties detained for a con-

siderable time. The correspondent of the New York Tribune^

Mr. Phillips, has made the whole world acquainted with his ad-

ventures, as they were published in the columns of Horace

Greeley's paper, and many citizens from Leavenworth, Topeka
and elsewhere, were captured and held in durance for various

terms, where they would hear the drunken ruffians clamoring for

the blood of one abolitionist. More than once pi eparations were

made for hanging these prisoners, but the officers succeeded

in repressing such tumults. When the hostilities of 1855 were

brought to an end by the governor's interposition, there were sev-

eral prisoners liberated from the camps of the enemy.

Immediately after Mr. Shannon had sent the letter last men-

tioned to Col. Sumner, at Leavenworth, he forwarded notice to

the authorities in Lawrence that he wished to visit that city, and

was awaiting an escort for the purpose. Mr. Lowery, one of the

delegation that waited upon the governor at Shawnee Mission,

was named the leader of a company of ten citizens, who rode out

to the Wakarusa camp to bring in their visitor. The committee

of safety received the governor and three Missourian colonels in

their apartments in the Free State Hotel. The staff attending the

chief of the territorial executive consisted of Col. Boone, of West-

port, Col. Strickland, generally described as from Missouri, and

Col. Kearney, of Independence. Dr. Eobinson, the commander-

in-chief, and Col. Lane, his efficient aid, were the negotiators for

the settlers in and about the city, and the interview lasted about

an hour. Mr. Shannon said that he had relied upon statements

made by Sheriff Jones, and had, consequently, misunderstood the

people of Lawrence
;
but while suggesting the propriety of a regu-

lar treaty between the opposing forces, he proposed that the free

state men should surrender their arms as a preliminary. He
18
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found afterwards tliat sucli a condition of peace would have in-

fallibly led to murder, and he could then better appreciate the

indignant refusal with which his suggestion was repelled. Upon
his return to the Wakarusa camp, the governor first learned of

the black flag conspiracy, and his measures thereupon were such

as the responsibilities of his office demanded. Maj. Gen. Eich-

ardson was ordered to repress all disorderly movements, and to

use his whole force, if necessary, to prevent an unauthorized dem-

onstration upon Lawrence. The governor was truly governor at

last. Gen. Strickler received similar instructions at the same

moment, and early the next morning the best disposed prominent
men in the proslavery camps were collected to form a council for

the preservation of peace. A committee of thirteen captains was

nominated, after much debating, to meet a similar body which

would be sent that day from Lawrence, to arrange the prelimina-

ries of a pacification; and the governor went back to the city

much pleased with the progress he had made. It might seem

that it should have sufficed for him to order the invading force to

leave the territory as soon as he became aware what were the real

facts of the case
;
but it must be remembered that he was not

handling disciplined troops, well officered, and he was properly

desirous to avoid bloodshed. The arrangements to be made in

the city were easily carried through. Mr. Shannon had prepared

a paper setting forth the main points of the treaty to be sub-

scribed, but upon the presentation of a similar document, prepared

by Dr. Robinson, after consulting the leaders of the free state

party, that instrument was readily accepted. There were speeches

from the front of the hotel when the negotiations were thus

brought to an end, and it became necessary to assure the populace

that no concessions had been made which would commit them to

a recognition of the laws passed by the Shawnee usurpers. They
were ready to die fighting in the trenches and on the prairies

rather than be governed by a legislature imposed upon them by

foreign force. The treaty was, of course, subsequently published,

although it was not then read to the assemblage, and its terms were

substantially as follows : The misunderstanding arising out of

the rescue of Jacob Branson, at Hickory Point, having been re-

cited in the preamble, together with the desire of all parties to
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avoid bloodshed and civil strife, the terms of settlement were next

set forth. The citizens protested that the rescue was not their

act, nor had they been consulted thereon before the event
;
that

they would aid in the service of any legal process, and were not

cognizant of the existence of any organization in the territory for

the resistance of laws, and that whenever called upon by the

proper authority they would help to preserve order in the town

of Lawrence, under proper provisions for the safety of person and

property against unlawful depredations, even when committed by
the sheriff and his posse. The governor, on his part, disclaimed

having authorized foreign invasion, and any intention to authorize

any such action
;
and all the parties declined to express an opin-

ion as to the validity of the laws passed by the recent territorial

legislature at Shawnee.

When Gov. Shannon went back to the Wakarusa camp that

evening, Gen. Robinson and Col. Lane accompanied him at his

particular request, and speeches were made by all three parties

before the council of thirteen proslavery captains already named,
the result being an agreement between all parties to end the ^m-

hroglio by withdrawing and dispersing the sheriff's friends. When
the business was thus terminated the night was tempestuous in

the worst degree, and that may have been the reason why Dr.

Robinson and Col. Lane were not provided with the guard which

had been promised them, but very strong suspicions were enter-

tained that both gentlemen were to have been waylaid and assas-

sinated on their return. Only one man mustered to form their

escori, and he continued with them only a few minutes after they
had started. The pobabilities are largely in favor of the good
faith of the leaders, whatever individuals in the ranks might have

plotted, and it is very likely that the weather which kept back

the appointed guard also prevented an irregular assault upon
Lawrence that night under cover of the black flag. On the morn-

ing of December 8, Gov. Shannon issued his orders to disband

the forces concentrated with the several camps, and the command
was obeyed, but the parties thus dispersed were very uncompli-

mentary in their remarks concerning that functionary who was

pronounced a traitor and a fool with many adjectives. Some of

the guerillas remained in the territory for many days, but the
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major part went home in disgust as soon as it became evident

that Lawrence was safe against their designs.

The free state men in the city held a social gathering on the

evening of December 9, in the free state hall, and the governor

was one of the merriest men in the throng ;
but while the festive

party was full of the gayety proper to an occasion of the kind,

word was brought that the irregulars were massed in the neigh-

borhood, threatening to attack the place now unprepared for a

defense. The commanders originally nominated by the commit-

tee of safety, Dr. Eobinson and Col. Lane, were at once author-

ized under the governor's hand to use the enrolled forces for the

defense of the city and its vicinity, a tolerably conclusive proof that

he knew the manner of men with whom he had to deal. There

was no attack made, but perhaps the knowledge of such prepara-

ration might slone have been the deterrent power. The following

evening, Monday, Dec. 10, saw a more motley gathering in the

Free State hotel, when soldiers of both sides assembled to partake

of a feast in honor of the recently concluded peace. Sheriff Jones

was present, and it required all the command that men could

possess, in consideration of his being an invited guest, to save

him from being made to comprehend the peculiar esteem in which

he was held. It was not easy to forget that all the tribulations

through which they had passed arose from his plotting; but he

was their guest, and that was his protection. The troops were

disbanded on Tuesday, Dec. 11, 1855, after being reviewed and

addressed, and every man was more than paid for his exertions

by the presentation of a certificate of his service in the defense.

But who shall certify the noble spirit which actuated the women
of Lawrence in all this time of trial ? They were true daughters
of that exalted band which crossed the Atlantic in the Mayflower
to Plymouth Eock. New England might well be proud of such

representative souls. They were not found cowering with fear

when danger threatened, startled like timid hares by every sound,

but their example nerved the bravest of their brave companions
to deeds of more lofty daring. The commissariat was their es-

pecial duty, and their doors were hospitably open to all comers;

but when such work had been dispatched, they were to be found

moulding bullets and making cartridges for the defense, and it
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was known that many of the worthy band had exercised each

other with their rifles with such effect that if occasion had arisen,

they could have helped in a still more effective way to defend

their homes from the invader. They had come from the eastern

and northern states, where they had been tenderly nurtured all

their lives, but they had been taught to value principle beyond
life, and, had the sacrifice been demanded, they would have

marched to death itself before they would have submitted to com-

promise the battle for human rights on which they had valiantly

entered.
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The departure of the Missourian horde had not lulled Law-

rence into a false security, because the citizens knew that the un-

derstanding arrived at between the governor and the settlers did

not touch the living issue which the proslavery party wanted to

accomplish. The recognition of slavery as an institution in Kan-

sas was as much as ever the bone of contention, and every ex-

pression of thought and will among the free state men continued

to be met by menaces of the most truculent description from the

other side. Sinister rumors filled the air, and it was too evident

that before many months had passed, the struggle would come

once more to the verge of civil war, if indeed the whole commu-

nity was not dragged into the vortex. Nothing less than the de-

struction of Lawrence could satisfy the Border men, and even

that would be only one morsel which must be followed by the

devastation of every free state settlement until the whole territory

would submit to Missourian dictation, and every voter remaining
there would accept his proposition as a slave owner or a mean

white. Tlie situation was not encouraging but it did not daunt

the defenders of free thought, and events were crowding too thick

upon them to permit much time for simple meditation. When
the defenders of Lawrence were dismissed from their arduous du-

ty there remained only five da3^s before the popular vote was to

be taken upon the constitution framed at Topeka. There

would have been no small amount of stump oratory on a question

of so much importance, had circumstances permitted, and the

various speakers had been appointed for the purpose, but the well

known maxim, salus popuU siqvema lex, had dominated every

other consideration. The salvation of the people had become the

first law of the da}^, and the constitution, a thing only second in

importance, had fallen out of the range of action for a time.

The leading men from every precinct concentrated in Lawrence,

so that audiences and speakers were alike absent from their ap-

pointments until it was time under the arrangements made by the

executive committee to proceed to a vote, and even then in most

of the border settlements the enemy loitered so that it was not

possible to give undivided attention to the ballot. The constitu-

tion had been printed and distributed freely, and where possible

the requisite notices had been published, but in Atchison and in.
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some other towns it was impossible to proceed to a vote. For

that reason, among others, the polling was not as large as it other-

wise would have been, but the constitution was carried by an

overwhelming majority. There were 1,777 votes cast for and

against the measure, and of the whole only forty-seven men said

nay. On the general banking law there were 1,684 votes, and of

these 56-1 were in the negative, so that the proposition was af-

firmed by more than two to one, and on the question whether

mulattoes and negroes should be excluded from the territory,

there was proof positive that the free state men were not all abo-

litionists, as a total of 2,231 ballots were cast, and only 453, or

seven more than one-fifth of the number polled on that issue fa-

vored the residence of free negroes and mulattoes in the territory.

Many negatived the proposition because they thought that the

slave owners in Missouri and elsewhere would send their worn

out stock into Kansas to become a burden upon the people when

tbey could no longer earn enough upon the plantations to pay for

their keep. It will be seen that more votes were polled on this

question, for and against, than on any other issue.

It has been mentioned that in some towns no vote was taken,

and in others the election was carried through under peculiar dif-

ficulties. It will be well to instance a few of the means which

were used by the opposing party Gen. East on commanded his

militia force to muster in the town of Leavenworth on election

day, then and there to receive their discbarge, under which they
would become entitled to draw pay from the general government
for their services in Kansas. The charm worked, of course, and

from early in the morning the town was flooded by hundreds of

Missourians, whose interests and whose prejudices were alike an-

tagonistic to the vote that day to be taken. At noon, these fel-

lows, duly officered for the occasion, assaulted the polling place,

drove out the judges of election, and almost killed one of them

named Wetherill, by beating him with clubs, and trampling upon
him. They procured possession of the ballot boxes and paraded
them about the town, making a demonstration in front of the office

of the " Territorial Register," which they threatened to sack and de-

stroy, because the proprietor, Mr. Delahay, a man favorable to slav-

ery as an institution in other states, was desirous to exclude it from
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tte territory in wlaicli he resided. After such manifestations of

their zeal, the Kansas militia from Missouri were addressed by
their commander and thanked for their, eminent services. The

following Saturday saw the consummation of that enterprise in

the destruction of the press, so threatened, by a company of Platte

County Eegulators which had been organized at Kickapoo, not

far from Leavenworth in the same county. There were no differ-

ences of opinion tolerated by the proslavery men, and the adhe-

rents of Stephen A. Douglas had no better show than abolition-

ists unless they would swallow the whole of the proslavery plat-

form. The well known democratic views of Mr. Delahay did not

save his office from being sacked, his presses from being broken,

and the whole of the offending material from being drowned in

the Missouri, Perhaps if the editor had been at hand he might
have shared the same fate as his property, but happily he lived

to render good service to the state. Seven days after the consti-

tution had been adopted, on the 22d of December, 1855, a con-

vention at Lawrence nominated state officers, and the unanimity

which had prevailed in the constitutional convention no longer

characterized the proceedings of the free state party. A minority
" bolted

"
the regular nominations, and prepared an anti-abolition

ticket, still favoring the maintenance of Kansas as a free state
;

but the comm.on sense of the great majority in the community
"terminated that manifestation bv electino- the regular nominees

on the 15th of January, 1856, both sections of the party being

represented in the list, as will be seen by glancing at the sub-

joined names and their respective offices : Dr. C. Robinson, gov-

ernor
;
"W. Y. Eoberts, lieutenant governor ;

P. C. Schuyler, sec-

retary of state
;

G-. A. Cutler, auditor
;

J. A. Wakefield, treasurer
;

H. Miles Moore, attorney general ;
M. Hunt, S. K. Latta and M.

!F. Conway, supreme judges; S. B. McKenzie, reporter, and S. B.

Floyd, clerk of the supreme court
;
John Speer, state printer :,

M. W. Delahaj', representative in congress.

In Leavenworth a free state mayor had been elected, but after

the December election evieute, t\vQ.\j officer, despairing any chance

to carry out his duty, tendered his resignation, and a proslavery

mayor was chosen. In Januar}^, when the state officers were ta

be elected, the new mayor prudently forebore to hold an election,
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and issued a proclamation forbidding any such proceedings. The
ballot boxes were carried round the city on polling day, and
about two hundred ballot papers were deposited in that irregular

manner, but although the executive committee consented to issue

certificates of election to the members so chosen, the legislature

in due course pronounced the vote invalid, and Leavenworth had
no representatives in the constituent body that assembled in March.

Easton was even more unfortunate than its neighbor, Leaven-

worth. The Kickapoo Rangers indulged in so many threats of

violence that the polling was postponed until the 17th, two days

bej'ond the time appointed, hut on that day the election was held

in a house half a mile from the village. Most of the men who
voted went armed as a necessary precaution. Capt. Brown and

some others went to the village from Leavenworth. There was no

disturbance during the day, but in the evening a party of horse-

men, about thirty in number, attacked the house in which the

polling had been conducted. The free state men came out in

force armed for defense, and after several ineffectual orders to

charge, the assailants retired. Demands for the ballot box were

several times sent to the house, but they were disregarded, and

many persons passed to and from the village without further an-

noyance. About two on the following morning it became known

that a free state man named Sparks had been captured by the pro-

slavery party at Easton, and Capt. Brown with a party went to

the rescue. Sparks was surrendered without a fight, but with

many threats as to ultimate consequences. After the two forces

bad separated, many shots were fired on both sides, and a pro-

slavery man was killed. About eight in the morning the free

state men from Leavenworth started for home, and when about

four miles from that town, they were met by several wagon loads

of armed men, so numerous that it was impracticable to make a

defense against them, and upon a promise of personal safety, the

little company of eight men surrendered. Capt. Brown was one of

the prisoners. The wagon loads of men, armed with bowie knives,

hatchets and rifles, were the Kickapoo Eangers. They were

maddened by whisky, and by the knowledge that a proslavery

man had been shot during the, fracas of the preceding night. The

prisoners were taken to Easton where an investigation was then
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pending. Other prisoners were brought in during the day. Capt.

Brown, who had been in command of the rescuing party, was put

upon his trial for murder, and it soon became evident that he

would be condemned by his accusers and judges. An opportu-

nity was affoi'ded to the disarmed residue of the prisoners to es-

cape, and they availed themselves of the chance, in the hope that

there would be some means found to save their comrade, but no

such chance occurred. Capt. Martin, the officer in command of

the Kickapoos, did his best to defend his prisoner. While the

examination was onward the accused was kept closely confined

in a room for his own j)i'otection, and when the proceedings ter-

minated it was announced that Capt. Brown would be conveyed
to Leavenworth to stand his trial under territorial law. The

chances were very, few for a free state man under that regime^ but

nothing but the instant destruction of their victim would suffice.

The room door was forced by the crowd, armed with knives and

hatchets, and the prisoner saw his fate before him. He pleaded
in vain against such overwhelming odds, offered to fight any man

they would select, if they would give him a chance for his life
;

but they would run no risks, and he was literally hacked to death

by them with their hatchets. When it was evident that no sur-

gery could save him, he was bundled into a wagon, without

shelter from the freezing air, and jolted over the hard ground to

his home in Leavenworth, a distance of ten miles. He was still

alive when he reached home
;
had strength enough to tell his

wife that he had been murdered by cowards, without cause; and

so perished one of the bravest and truest men in the free state

part}^ in Kansas.

The legislature of the free state organization, which convened

in March, in Topeka, took cognizance of his services in the de-

fense of Lawrence, and of his death in the service of the terri-

tory, by passing a series of resolutions which ordered mourning
for thirty daj^s for the man whom they recognized as one of

" the

martyr host whose blood has watered the tree of liberty." The

widow and her child were condoled with in eloquent terms, and

it was impossible for any person to avoid seeing that the crime of

the ruffians had sunken deep into the hearts of all the legislature

which had been assailed in the murder of their fellow-member.
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A monument was ordered in commemoration of the virtues and

courage of the deceased, and the resolutions arrived at were pub-
lished in the free state papers. Not appeased by such a mani-

festation of their prowess, the free state men were next ordered

by the mob at Easton to clear out from that portion of the terri-

tory. Notices were served upon them in their houses, but they
concluded to stay and fight it out. Every man barricaded his

little fortification as well as he could, and word being sent to the

neghboring settlements, Topeka and Lawrence sent parties to their

defense, in the face of which the Missourians backed down. The

winter of 1855-56 was unusually cold for Kansas, and the

houses of the settlers were in many cases little adapted to give

shelter from such unusual rigors, but when, in addition thereto,

every house which stood detached from immediate support was

liable to be carried by assault at any moment and the inmates

driven out upon the prairie shorn of every vestige of property, it

will be perceived that the battle was of a kind to try the souls of

men. Against a people so circumstanced the whole of the south

•was now to be roused by incendiary appeals which would hardly
have been justified if a jungle infested by tigers had been the

object of assault instead of a free state settlement, and it is highly

probable that tigers would have been treated with much greater

consideration. While such was the situation of affairs in the

territory, President Pierce, who had been so slow to respond to

Governor Shannon's appeal for aid against the Missourian horde,

when that organization, or disorganization as it may be more

fitly denominated, menaced Lawrence, took occasion to pre-

sent a special message to congress, dealing with the Kansas

difficulty as a party movement of a wholly unjustifiable charac-

ter on the part of the free state settlers. The laws made by the

"usurpers at Shawnee must be upheld against all protest, and it

was very plainly intimated that the action of the men who de-

sired to form a free state, in opposition to Missourian dictation,

were already on the verge of treason. But the document from

which we quote may be allowed to speak for itself so far as it

bears upon the question at issue. After writing at some length,

on the affairs of the territory, President Pierce goes on to say :

"No principle of public law, no practice or precedent under
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the constitution of the United State, no rule of reason, right or

common sense confers any such power as that now claimed by a

mere party in the territory. In fact, what has been done is of a

revolutionary character. It is avowedly so in motive and in aim

as respects the local law of the territory. It will become treason-

able insurrection if it reach the length of organized resistance by
force to the fundamental, or any other law, and to the authority
of the general government."

There was a power behind the throne which dictated the lan-

guage used by Mr. Pierce, and that power could assure the pro-

slavery party of harmlessness when he said :

"
Entertaining these views, it will be my imperative duty to

support public order in the territory ;
to vindicate its laws, whether

federal or local, against all attempts of organized resistance, and

to protect its people in the establishment of their own institu-

tions, undisturbed by encroachments from without, and in the

full enjoyment of the rights of self-government assured to them

by the constitution and the organic act of congress."

The recommendations of the president were, that congress
should authorize the people of the territory to frame a constitu-

tion under which thev might be admitted to the union, but no

steps were to be attempted to secure the expression of the will of

Kansas in that matter instead of that of Missouri, as declared by
the ruffians on its western boundary. Elections carried by brute

force, by invaders, were to be recognized as the essence of repub-
lican government, and laws iniquitous as hell itself, the out-

come of such tyranny, were to have all the power of the execu-

tive of the United States arrayed in their vindication. The pres-

ident could go no farther than that, even to secure the approval
of the proslavery party. Thus reinforced, Missouri was prepared
to resume the offensive, and the fruitless issue of the last cam-

paign added exasperation to energy in preparing for the next.

The courage manifested by the whole of the free state men in

defending Lawrence showed them that there was no easy task

before them, but it was only necessary to organize a crusade, the

more comprehensive on that account, into which the whole south

must enter with an impetus which would leave the eastern states

with their sympathies far behind. Extermination was to be the
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watchword henceforward, and if the free settlers had onl}^ been

compelled to surrender their arms at Lawrence, that task would

have been greatly simplified. Sheriff Jones addressed a note to

Gen. Eobinson and Col. Lane on the loth of January, asking
them whether they did not pledge themselves in December, 1855,

to assist him with a posse to arrest any person in Lawrence

against whom he might hold a writ. There was a purpose be-

hind that inquiry of course, but the men to whom the note was

addressed were not blinded by any undue partiality for Mr.

Jones, and their reply stated carefully the exact truth, without a

possibility of its being misunderstood
;
that they

" would assist

any proper officer in the service of any legal process," and fur-

ther, that the sheriff would be allowed to "arrest one of the res-

cuers of Branson," in order that an appeal to the supreme court

of the United States might determine the validity of the laws

enacted at Shawnee. The sheriff had taken nothing by his mo-

tion, but he had now ascertained beyond doubt that the breach

between the free state men and himself was as far as ever from

being filled. They stood on their guard against him at every

point. His authority and the laws of his party were alike ques-

tions to be tried, and no syllable of concession could be discov-

ered in the memorandum of the free state men. Long before

this time the sounds of preparation had come across tlie border,

and here in Kansas the men were by no means laggards at their

work. Of a scene slightly differing, Shakspere said:

" The hum of either army stilly sounds, •

That the fixed sentinels almost receive

The secret whispers of each other's watch.

Fire answers tire; and through their paly flames ^
Each battle sees the other's umbered face. 1?

Steed threatens steed, in high and boastful neighs,

Piercing the night's dull ear; and from the tents,

The armourers, accomplishing the knights,

With busy hammers closing rivets up,

Give dreadful note of preparation."

Missouri was resolved this time to make assurance doubly

sure. The hordes had massed themselves in their full strength

before Lawrence, and boast as they would of the bravery that
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they had not yet proved, they could not deny that the free state

men were undaunted and unyielding; therefore they were con-

strained to look further afield for help against their daring antag-
onists. The country which they boasted having conquered was
not yet an unquestioned possession, and in their secret associa-

tions, when the prospects of the war were discussed, it was use-

less to equivocate as to the fact, that the decisive battle was yet
in the future. Plans were discussed and arran£?ed in the blue

lodges and then submitted for indorsement to public meetings in

Missouri. It was suggested that a partial famine could be in-

duced by establishing mounted patrols of fifty to traverse the ter-

ritory where free state men were congregated, to prevent the plant-

ing of their lands, and by such means they might be starved out

of Kansas, Another proposition was, that the Shawnee legisla-

ture should be convened for a special session, to make laws still

more oppressive, as a means of distressing the enemy, and now
that the president had been made to speak, it would not be easy

to imao-ine a law too hard in its exactions for them and their nom-

inees to enact and bring into operation. The disabilities which

had incommoded the movements of the proslavery men at Hick-

ory Point, and at Lawrence, could all be legislated away, now
that President Pierce had assisted them with his message ;

and

with laws and weapons both on their side, to be used without

scruple, the victory must be theirs.

The "
Squatter Sovereign

"
was once more rampant, demanding

arms for the Atchison militia, to be supplied by the government
of the territory by the sale of town lands, and there was almost a

shriek of agony in the cry for un opportunity to determine which

party should rale. The rifles which were possessed in Lawrence

were terrible weapons in the estimation of the proslavery party,

and Colt's revolvers must be provided by and for the proslavery

party by way of setoff.
" We have the men, we must have arms."

The emergency seemed to justify almost any extreme to put

weapons in the hands of the president's jproieges. Another paper,

the Kansas Pioneer, came out with columns of leaded type, de-

claring that "forbearance was no longer a virtue," seeing that

the Easton men had dared to vote for state officers, to retain their

own ballot boxes, and even to defend their own lives against at-
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tack.
" The tyrannical dogs

" must be driven from Kansas. In

the immediate presence of tyrants, who would not bear an assault

without retaliation, it was difficult to say what might not be done,

and it was declared that the men of Easton had recommenced the

war. The proslavery party were addressed as " law and order

men," and conjured, "strike for your altars, strike for your fire-

sides, strike for your rights ;

"
which, of course, meant that they

should assail the altars of their neighbors, drive them from their

firesides, and despoil them of their rights. The answer to all,

which was given when the men of Easton barricaded themselves

in the homes from which they refused to be evicted, and being

defended in their position by the citizens of Lawrence and Topeka,

they were enabled to drive back the Missourians once more, in

spite of the Kickapoo Eangers and all the threats of the enemy
that they would abolish abolition, and leave not a "

vestige of ab-

olitionism." Ex-Vice President Gen. Atchison had been among
the men who supported Gov. Shannon in his final movements at

Lawrence in December, 1855, which ended in temporary pacifica-

tion, but by the 4th of February, 1856, his temper had slightly

changed. He was a candidate for the presidency, let it be borne

in mind, and the present incumbent had pronounced in such a

manner as might win him the southern vote. It was necessary

to outbid the demagogue, and at a meeting held in Platte City the

gallant general repented almost, as it were, in sackcloth and ashes

his action in December. He swore like a mule driver, and among
other pieces of counsel equally murderous, said, speaking of Kan-

sas :

"
They have held an election on the 15th of last month,

and they intend to put the machinery of a state in motion on the

4:th of March. Now, you are entitled to my advice, and you
shall have it. I say prepare yourselves. Go over there. Send

your young men, and if they attempt to drive you out, then,

damn them, drive them out. Fifty of you, with your shot guns,

are worth two hundred and fifty of them with their Sharp's rifles.

Get ready
— arm yourselves, for if they abolitionize Kansas, you

lose $100,000,000 of your property. I am satisfied I can justify

every act of yours before God and a jury."

It was necessary to keep the authorities at AYashington on their

side, but that duty was not arduous, as long as Jefferson Davis
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and men of his caliber held the conscience of the president in

commission. They sent special messengers occasionally as they
were advised, and neither Mr. Pierce nor his cabinet would

believe anything in opposition to the rose colored statements of

their undoubted friends, the men who were even now contemplat-

ing the dismemberment of the union. The democrats of the

north were assured that there had been no outrages committed by
them. The democrats of the south were less scrupulous, and to

them they only promised victory, being well assured that if that

end was attained, there would be little scrutiny as to the means.

They did not wish nor expect their friends in the south to think
" that proslavery men were being driven from the country." The
whole tone of their press went to show the exact opposite of any
such statement. But in Washington they had that story always

prepared for presidential ears, and they shone as bright particular

stars of loyalty and patriotism. Their invasion had been a self-

denying effort to rescue their friends from destruction and to

assist the governor in an emergency, when, but for them, the laws

would have been inoperative. Every act of the free state party
was turned into treason by their lago-like coloring, and Dr. Rob-

inson, the newly elected free state governor, figured as the em-

bodiment of a conspiracy against law and order, which had its

ramifications all over the New England states. The success of

such representations could be seen in the organs which specially

expressed the views of the president, and editorials, evidently in-

spired, were daily asserting that the free state party in Kansas

had violated their promises to the men who had befriended them

in their need, and that their action in proceeding to a vote on

their state constitution had induced the other side to show their

indignation against the flagrant disregard of solemn pledges. In

the face of such punica Jides, a few smashed bottles, boxes, and

other casualties were mere bagatelles. Riot was a virtue in

Washington, viewed from that stand point, but it became vicious

in the extreme when men defended their rights, their property,

and their lives, and had not the privilege of representing their

action to Mr. Piej'ce, through an astute secretary of war in his

cabinet, a man so able as Jefferson Davis.

There was a time when the south, in a high and chivalrous
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way, discovered tlie unjust acts of the western counties of Mis-

souri, but that time had passed away, before the end of 1855. In

the latter part of November, a card was published at large in the

southern newspapers calling for a force of three hundred young
men able to bear arms and willins; to oro to Kansas. Mr, Jeifer-

son Buford, a man of property, proposed to give $20,000 of his

own means and to solicit funds from others to pa}^ the traveling

expenses of the troops and the cost of their keep during the first

year, as well as a homestead of forty acres of good land for each

of the company in consideration of their military services in the

territory. Those who should help him with the funds were to re-

ceive their equivalents in land. Gen. Atchison said that the

property of Missouri and the South would be reduced in value to

the extent of $100,000,000, should their design in Kansas be de-

feated, and in the movement of Mr. Buford there was a recognition
of the same fact in a practical form. The conquerors who should

guard the south against a loss so stupendous might well deserve a

few thousand dollars worth of land
;
and it was hardly possible

for them to imagine that they were fighting an inexorable destiny.

The attempt of Mrs. Partington with mop and pattens to drive

back the Atlantic was a feasible scheme by comparison with that

upon which they had entered, but they had no conception of a

God in history, except in so far as God had ordained negro slav-

ery for the comfort of southern gentlemen. The scheme grew in

favor daily, the press of the south praised Mr. Buford enthusias-

tically ;
he was greater than Joan of Arc, Cincinnatus, Quintus

Curtius and William Tell embodied in one man, and the Major's

expedition to Kansas was the grand theme of southern eulogy.

The south was said to be movins; like a strong man in bis sleeo,

and then the writers became scriptural, talking of a stirring of the

waters which were to heal Kansas or submerge her, according as

the passions of the day should determine. Virginia and Tennes-

see were said to be arming for the fray, South Carolina, Georgia

and Maryland were emulating the glorious example, and every

warm and true heart in the south was yearning towards Buford,

the magnanimous philanthrophist and hero. Meetings Vv-ere be-

ing held in all directions. Some gave him their prayers and

blessings, many their commendatory
*'

whereas," and "therefore

19
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resolved," and not a few gave liini their money in consideration

of the material purpose to be served. Col. Gayle of Dallas

pledged the people of his county for $5,000 or more. In Ala-

bama the legislature appropriated $25,000 to equip and forward

emigrants to Kansas. In the village of Gainesville, Mississippi,

a public meeting denounced abolitionists as " Traitors against

God," who had ordained slavery, and then went on by way of

anti-climax to mention that they were also traitors to the laws of

the country and the people of Gainesville. The meeting there-

upon resolved themselves into a society to assist emigration to

Kansas in defense of southern rights. Every member engaged to

pay one dollar to aid in the object sought. The Missourian in-

vaders were thanked for their action in Kansas, and the legisla-

ture was called upon to vote $25,000 for the purposes of the ex-

pedition. That recommendation was acted upon, and from many

other districts in various states there came word that the clans

were gathering, with money and arms for the terrible work of ex-

termination, which was euphonistically covered under the amiable

phraseology of aiding Kansas. South Carolina was to send

Col. Buford and Col. Treadwell, with; a gallant array of heroes,

who were indifferent whether they wrought the salvation of the

territory, by ballots or rifle bullets, but Kansas must be saved

for the south. Florida waited only for the spring to dispatch

Col. Titus to the seat of war with her contingent. Virginia had

commissioned Col. Wilkes to assist the resident population of

Kansas by voting for them with his noble band of warriors, and

to drub them into becoming submission and thankfulness, should

they be unable otherwise to appreciate his goodness. Kentucky

was prepared with Capt. Hampton to convert the abolitionists of

the sinful territory to new views of human happiness. These

several commanders, with their forces, were all in Kansas in the

spring soon after the flowers began to bloom upon the prairies,

and they came announced as southern sharpshooters, who were

about to extend the area of slavery, carrying rifles and well sup-

plied with munitions of war. Wherever the south lacked energy

for the holy war on which border ruffianism had entered, the red

hot eloquence of Missouri was shipped to the spot immediately,

and the response was almost everywhere procured.
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It was no longer scenting the battle afar off, the troops were

already in the field, the pej;;|ume of powder filled the air, south-

ern chivalry was in the saddle, and the Puritan Soundheads

would not easily win Marston Moore and Naseby against such

odds, unless a Cromwell should be found to direct them. The

fiery Eupert of the Missourian forces, ex-A''ice President General

Atchison, could figure as a newspaper correspondent upon occa-

sion, as well as do his rZeyozV upon the tented field, and one of his

lucubrations went through almost every paper in the south. The

border rufHans wanted to stand right before the world. Their

sufferings were greater than they could bear. The young men of

the south must come, and that speedily, to Missouri and to Kansas.

They must come well armed and provided for a stay of at least

twelve months. The year could not pass before fierce civil war

would commence. There was the tone of prophecy in his words

when he said to the "
far southern men :

" "
If we fail, the war

will reach your doors, perhaps your hearths ;" for the events of

only a few years saw the failure in Kansas followed by the deso-

lation of the south in the vain attempt to uphold the evil custom

in defense of which he was then striving. The institutions of the

south were at stake in the same sense in which a mortified limb

is at stake when the experienced surgeon uses the only means to

save the life of the patient.
" We want money and armed men "

was the perpetual cry of Missouri, and it was heard all over the

south.. It told the slave owners there that their patriarchal cus-

toms were endangered by progressive thought, which would ex-

tend liberty to all mankind without distinction of color, race or

country, and it told the men of the eastern states that if they

meant to save the little band of noble men and women there in

Kansas, there was no time to lose. There was to be no more

pacification. The man, who more than any other held the move-

ments of western Missouri under control, said in the letter before

mentioned :

" I was a peacemaker in the difficulty lately settled

by Gov. Shannon I counseled the ruffians to forbearance
;
but

I will never again counsel peace." It was to be a battle to the

death between civilization and barbarism. The barbarians were

as brave as the Huns that fought under Attila, but they were bar-

barians still. Human life was to them a little matter compared
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with the narrowest views of self interest, and thej were unable to

see the compensations which advancing knowledge gave for the

deprivation of unholy rights. They had planted themselves in a

position where society could not aid them without deplorable

retrogression ;
could not advance without crushing them and their

cherished system into the earth. Compared with the price that

was to be paid in responding to the cry,
" We want armed men,"

it would have been an act of economy and a deed of mercv to

have bought every bondsman at his market price and set him free

to earn his bread
;
but no such terms would have been listened

to for a second. The south held the destinies of the Union in

her hands. Her young men officered the army and the navy,
and her old men controlled the councils of the nation. The sec-

retary of the war department possessed the talents of a warrior,

an orator and a diplomatist, and standing where he then stood,

his words becoming the language of the president, the south

through Jefferson Davis dictated the policy of the United States,

with one chief aim, the consolidation and extension of the slave

power. Who could believe that a confederation so vast, so full

of talent and of wealth, so unrelenting and so unscrupulous, could

be doomed to an early and crushing defeat, at the hands of a peo-

ple apparently diverse in aims and interests, the great majority
of whom at that moment would, if they had been polled upon the

question, have pronounced abolition "impracticable" and "'a

chimera." The still small voice that was heard by the prophet
could move the hearts of men more than the salvos of artillery

and the thunder of the heavens reverberating through the eternal

dome
;
and that voice had spoken the surcease of slavery. The

cloud no bigger than a man's hand had covered the whole sky,

and down upon the thirsting earth, arid with the wrongs of the

oppressed, came the rushing torrent that should wash away into

the limbo of oblivion every vestige of the power but now so bru-

tally triumphant. They were not all bad men who held man-

hood in bondage ;
there were thousands who strove with all their

might to live up to the highest plane of the teachings of Christ,

in spite of their surroundings, and they were able to point to

many of the greatest names that adorn the pages of our history

as having been identified with the slave system. They would
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have made great sacrifices in defense of their fatherhand, had they

seen it menaced by a foreign foe
;
but it seemed hard that they,

the old territorial aristocracy, who could trace their lineage back

to the days of Sir Walter Raleigh, should be taught their duty

by a mushroom growth of yesterday, because their instructors

had grown rich with the endowments of commerce and science.

While yet they were hesitating on the verge of the conflict, the

battle had begun, and loyalty toward their friends and their party

would admit no further misgiving. All their best qualities tended

then to their undoing, and they saw every shred of their wealth

pass from them, their names compromised by acts which they

would have shuddered to authorize, and their homes left desolate

by the fires of internecine war. The price was terrible, but it

must be paid because the insane cry had now been raised,
"
Come,

and come speedily, we want armed men."

CHAPTER XII.

TEERITORIAL HISTORY.
(continued.')

EARLY KANSAS CONFLICTS—EVENTS OP 1856.

In the Free State Camp— Waiting, not Resting— Disquieting Rumors—
Wlien, Where and How— Certainty and Uncertainty — Lawrence and

Topeka— Will the East Intervene?— Waiting for Spring— Ready, aye

Ready— Strengthening Fortifications— The Sentinel— Company A—
Couriers in the Saddle— Free State Arsenal — Delegation to Congress—
Legitimate Lobbying— Appeal to Free States— Addressing the Presi-

dent — Praying a Proclamation— Prayer Answered— Pierce or Davis ?—
The Proclamation— Dangers of Warding Danger— Dogberry in High
Places— Popular Sovereignty Maligned— Gross Injustice to Kansas—
How will it Operate?— Is Ruffianism Licensed?— Gov. Shannon's Au-

thority
— U. S. Troops — Growing Responsibilities

— Springtime Com-

ing
_ Waiting for March 4th — Mustering Mil itia— Mounted Riflemen—
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—Treasonable Insurrection— Legislative Session—

Gov. Robinson's Message— Reviewing the Situation—Defining Duties—
Responsible Government— Reasons for Change — Conduct of Missouri—
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Attitude of President— Code of Laws— United States Senators— Me-

morial for Congress— Sheriff's Memorandum — Executive Report— Sat-

isfactory Conclusion— Tlie Way it was Attained— Scrip but no Mon-

ey — Perpetual Motion — Nanquam Dormio — The End Crowns the

Worli— Submission to Congress — Causes of Delay— Costs of Wakarusa
War— First Free State Legislature

—
Congressional Action— House and

Senate — The Speaker— Anti-Slavery Triumph—Two Delegates
—Whit-

field Received— Reeder Contests— Kansas Committee— Powers and Du-

ties— Persons and Papers— Scope of Inquiry— Beyond Intimidation—
U. S. Military Protection— Beware— Investigate and Report— The Men
Named — Session at Lecompton— Reeder and Whitfield— Depositions at

Lawrence— Voluminous Evidence— Coming to Daylight
— Report—

Organized Invasion— Illegal Legislature
— Partial Administration—

Whitfield and Foreign Votes— Reeder's Majority Irregular
— Fair Elec-

tion Impossible— Constitution Expressing Popular Will— Committee a

Success— Appointment Bitterly Contested — Facts for the North— Be-

ginning of the End — Will Free States Submit? —Border Madness—
Break the Union — Blockading Missouri— Political Quarantine — Lex-

ington Law— Tar and Feathers— Prospective Hanging— Unseating
Whitfield — No Delegate in Congress — Knavery Defeated.

Having seen the eDemj mustering their forces in the far south

and collecting their munitions of war to come down upon Kansas

in the spring of 1856, it becomes our duty to visit the camp of

our friends, to ascertain whether thev are aware of the terrible

strait in which they stand, menaced by the forces of many states,

and denounced as the enemies of God and mankind. The free

state men are waiting, not resting, and they are ready for instant

action
;
but every hour that the attack is delayed is being im-

proved to make the position stronger against the hour of dano-er,

which, from their nearness to the frontier, may come at any mo-

ment. The social gathering on the night of the ninth of Decem-

ber was signalized by a rumor that the enemy was concentrating
an irregular force to attack the city, and so likely was such an

event at that time that Gov. Lane gave a written authority to

Gens. Robinson and Lane to defend the place with the forces then

enrolled. From that day there had never ceased to be some dis-

quieting expectation,

Eumors often exaggerated and painfully indefinite were contin-

ually being half revealed about deep laid plots to surprise the

little settlement, and leave it a smoking ruin, are combining a

carnival and a massacre within its walls. Well known proslavery
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leaders came to Lawrence in hot baste, held whispered consulta-

tions with their adherents, and were off for all that could be

known, to carry out some nefarious scheme already concocted for

the destruction of the free state party. The press in the border

counties continually breathed fire and sword, and there was no

means of ascertaining at what instant the customary braggadocio

might cover the sinister movement long anticipated. Messengers

had long since assured the ever wary authorities of Lawrence

that stores were being collected on the border, and none could

doubt their eventual destination. Civilized nations do not com-

mence hostilities until there has been first a declaration of war,

but there could be no surety when the fatal blow would come

from an enemy that declared war every second. The assault

must come; on that point there was no difference of opinion, but

when, where and how, were the momentous anxieties of the

troubled citizens. A camisado was the event most dreaded, and

men hated the thought of being surprised in their beds by an

enemy so relentless as the foes across the border. The certainty

and the uncertainty were alike disturbing causes, but the leaders

took such precautions as were possible, and trusted the rest to

Ood. Lawrence was known to have earned almost a monopoly

of Missourian hate, but Topeka had latterly begun to concentrate

upon herself the baleful regards of the proslavery party. One of

the ideas which obtained currency was, that an attack would be

made on one or both of the cities by bands of armed men coming

suddenly from different directions, and, under the pretext of law,

carrying off the principal citizens as prisoners, to be tortured to

death as Capt. Brown had been. From that ghastly thought it

will be seen that law was not considered in Kansas a protection

for the weak against the strong. In the larger and broader sig-

nification, the Kansas free settlers were willing to commit their^

interests to the decisions of the courts, but the local enactments

and their administration were compounded largely of farce and

tragedy. The eastern and northern states were continually

warned that the war had hardly yet commenced, and that the

next act in the drama would assume more terrible aspects than

anything yet seen in the territory. The little community did not

fear that they would he forgotten by their friends, but was it pos-
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sible that in the cities two thousand miies awaj, in which life

and property were by comparison sacred, the condition of affairs,

prevailing in Kansas would be fully comprehended? They could

not help a terrible doubt sometimes that a full realization of the

force against which they were combatting would only reach the

population in the free states after they had all fallen iaghting at

their posts ;
but in any case they would do their duty, warn their

friends as they best might, and commit the event to the God of

battles. It was a question of time merely. The mails brought
them intimations that there were thousands making ready to

come down upon them in the spring, even supposing the assault

to be so long delayed, and for all that appeared, there was no

sword of Damocles suspended over the rebellious horde which

"was ready to violate the most sacred ties in the name of law.

The reinforcements which they knew had been long called for

from the south were already on the march, and the forces were so

nearly balanced that a few hundreds added to the ranks of the

enemy would render the struggle all but hopeless, unless the free

states moved with energy and speed. Even though a sufficient

number of men should start at once to sustain the gallant defend-

ers of right, there was no certainty that they would arrive before

the contest had been ended for the force now struggling ;
as the

natural highway to the Kansas territory before railways had yet

entered this region was by the Missouri river, and that avenue

had long been guarded against emigration from the free states.

They knew all these facts right well, and by repeated letters had

•warned their friends at a distance
;
but even the post-offices were

in the hands and under the directions of enemeis, such men as

Sheriff Jones being preferred to every position that would enable

the Missourians to harass the colony. Still there would be one

satisfaction in any event, the free settlers were in the line of duty,

ready to die in harness if the cause demanded tlaat sacrifice, ready

to do and dare to any extremity rather than submit to dishonor-

ing conditions. The fortifications were strengthened and guarded

with redoubled care
;

the earthwork at the foot of Massachusetts

street, which covered an approach from the river, was paced night

and day by watchful men, and the barracks within the inclosure

would hold and shelter the soldiers necessary for defense with all
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the weapons and ammunition requisite to repel a sudden and

brief onset. The work itself was one hundred feet in diameter,

four feet wide on the top of the rampart, and five feet high on

the rising ground ascending from the Missouri, so that unless the

citizens allowed themselves to be lulled into a false security, there

was no danger of a fatal surprise. Company A was but one of

many excellent bodies of men, equipped and mustered for pur-

poses of defense, and carriers were ready at a moment's notice to

scour through the territory, to warn outlying settlers to concen-

trate at the point of danger for mutual safety and protection.

There were few noncombatants among the settlers
;

even the

women, were prepared by careful practice with firearms to act

with precision, if street fighting should become inevitable
;
and

there was a common understanding that the whole body would

die in the last ditch rather than submit to insolent dictation.

The Free State hotel, in which the pacification feast had been

held less than two months ae^o, was once more a barrack, an

arsenal and a magazine, in which the officers slept, with their

arms within reach, when there was reason to anticipate an alarm.

The troops distributed in their homes knew the rcq^j^el which

might call them to battle, and they were aware that everything

might depend upon their alacrity in responding to the first tap of

the drum. There was a fierce pleasure in such readiness, but the

necessity out of which it arose was cruel.

Some time before this, a deputation of eminent citizens had

been nominated by the executive committee of the territory to

visit the chief cities of the free states, and, by viva voce represen-

tations, to make the people conversant with the facts. That nomi-

nation was made on the 4th of January, 1856, and the same

delegation was empowered to convey to Washington and to lay

before congress the constitution recently adopted by the settlers.

There was to be some legitimate lobbying on behalf of the free

state movement. Such men as Charles Sumner and his immedi-

ate confreres would not need to be refreshed by their representa-

tions, but there were men in both houses who, at this juncture,

could be roused from tame acquiescence in the right course, to

vigorous participation ;
and there was an absolute necessity for
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every man in congress to work with a will against the party of

the south, and of Missouri more especially :

" Where the caut of democracy dwelt on the lips

Of the forgers of fetters and the wielders of whips."

The light of battle was now on the faces of men
; disguises

were thrown aside
; Douglas was on the side of .wrong, as he had

been all his life, doing the work of a giant, and earning the defeat

of which he died, when the men whom he had served with hardly
a scruple deserted him in the crisis of his fate; Sumner was soon

to be answered by the deadly assault made upon him by Preston

S. Brooks, in the very halls of legislation ; Wilson was to be

challenged to meet death, because he denounced the outrage ;

but every movement was tending toward the end, and the lobby-
ists from Kansas were very valuable adjuncts. The governors
of free states were appealed to by the executive committee, and

only from Indiana was thei'e one word of rebuke for the very
natural action so initiated

;
from the other executive officers of

free states came words of encouragement and hearty assurances of

constitutional support. Governor Wright of Indiana, like the

priest and the Levite, passed by on the other side, having no sym-

pathy to bestow upon the men who had fallen among thieves, ex-

cept the hollow suggestion, "that if the people of the territory

were aggrieved, it was the duty of the president of the United

States to redress them." Assuredly, that was the president's

duty, but would he dare to attempt its discharge ? The commit-

tee had not allowed him to remain unasked, for, on the 21st of

January, the facts of the intended invasion were clearly stated in

a dispatch to that official, and a "respectful demand " was made

that the commandant of United States troops in Kansas should

be instructed to prevent "an inhuman outrage." On the 23d of

the same month another dispatch was forwarded by safe hands to

the same quarter, urging upon the president his duty to issue his

proclamation forbidding an invasion of the territory. They ac-

companied their prayer for constitutional protection with such

evidence of the bona fides of their representation as could not be

gainsaid; and, in return, on the 11th day of February, after a

lapse of nearly three weeks, they were answered by the publica-
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tion of a document which reminded its readers in Kansas of
*' these juggling fiends," against whom the brave Macbeth in-

veighed :
—

"That palter with us iu a double sense;

That keep the word of promise to our ear,

Aud break it to our hope."

It might well be questioned whether the hand of the president

or that of Jefferson Davis, his astute minister of war, had writ-

ten the proclamation which made the offense of self-protection

among tiie free settlers as reprehensible as the invasion to which

they had been subjected, and with which they were again men-

aced. Unless the document in question was expressly designed
to give succor to evil doers in their trespasses and sins, and to

discourage the settlements in Kansas from any further attemxpt to

hold the territory, we are constrained to the conclusion that Dog-

berry had taken possession of the White House in Washington,
and was learnedly rehearsing his directions to the watch :

"
If you meet a thief, you may suspect him, by virtue of your

office, to be no true man
;
and for such kind of men, the less you

meddle or make with them, why the more is for your honesty.
*

^ The most peaceable way for you, if you do take a thief, is to

let him show himself what he is, and steal out of your company.
* * For indeed the watch ought to offend no man, and it is an

offense to stay a man against his will."

The ruffians of the border who could come and go under the

provisions of the law made by their accomplices, were hardly
touched by the president's pronunciamento ;

but the settlers who
desired to realize republican rule, "the government of the peo-

ple, by the people, for the people," were to be hemmed in at every

point, "corralled" in fact, for the greater convenience of their

persecutors and oppressors. But the proclamation is public prop-

erty and it will speak for itself. The president says :

"
Whereas, Indications exist that public tranquillity and the

supremacy of law in the territory of Kansas are endangered by
the reprehensible acts, or purposes of persons, both within and

without the same, who propose to control and direct its political

organizations by force
;

it appearing that combinations have been

formed therein to resist the execution of the territorial laws, and.
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thus, in effect, subvert by violence all present constitutional and

legal authority ;
it also appearing that persons residing without

this territory, but near its borders, contemplate armed interven-

tion in the affairs thereof; it also appearing that other persons,
inhabitants of remote states, are collecting money and providing
arms for the same purpose ;

and it further appearing that combi-

nations in the territory are endeavoring, by the agencies of emis-

saries and otherwise, to induce individual states of the Union to

interfere in the affairs thereof in violation of the constitution of

the United States; and, whereas, all such plans for the determi-

nation of the future institutions of the territory, if carried into

action from or within the same, will constitute the fact of insur-

rection, and from without that of invasive aggression, and will in

either case justify and require the forcible interposition of the

whole power of the general government, as well to maintain the
laws of the territory as those of the Union.

"
Now, therefore, I, Franklin Pierce, President of the United

States, do issue this my proclamation, to command all persons

engaged in unlawful combinations against the constituted author-

ity of the territory of Kansas, or of the United States, to disperse
and retire peaceably to their respective abodes, and to warn all

such persons that an attempted insurrection in said territory, or

aggressive intrusion into the same, will be resisted, not only by
the employment of the local militia, but also by that of any
available forces of the United States

;
to the end of assurino- im-

munity from violence and full protection to the persons, property
and civil rights of all peaceful and law abiding inhabitants of the

territory.

"If in any part of the Union the fury of faction or fanaticism,
inflamed into disregard of the great principles of popular sover-

eignty, which, under the constitution, are fundamental in the

whole structure of our institutions, is to bring on the country the

dire calamity of an arbitrament of arms in that territory, it shall

be between lawless violence on one side and conservative force

on the other, wielded by legal authority of the general govern-
ment

"I call on the citizens, both of adjoining and of distant states,

to abstain from unauthorized intermeddling in the local concerns
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of tlie territory, admonishing them that its organic law is to be

executed with impartial justice ;
that all individual acts of ille-

gal interference will incur condign punishment, and that any en-

deavor to interfere by organized force will be firmly withstood.

" I invoke all good citizens to promote order by rendering obe-

dience to the law
;

to seek remedy for temporary evils by peace-

ful means
;
to discountenance and repulse the counsels and the

instigations of agitators and disorganizers ;
and to testify their

attachment to their pride in its greatness, their appreciation of

the blessings they enjoy, and their determination that republican

institutions shall not fail in their hands, by cooperating to uphold
the majesty of the laws and to vindicate the sanctity of the con-

stitution.

" In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the great seal of the United States to be affixed to these

presents.
" Done at the city of Washington, the eleventh day of Feb-

ruary, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and

fifty-six, and of the Independence of the United States the

eightieth.
"
By the President. Feanklin Pierce.

" W. L. Marcy, Secretary of State."

The purpose of the president's action was unmistakable. Pop-
ular sovereignty, about which there had been so much unmeaning

talk, even squatter sovereignty, in the only sense in which it was

justifiable, where the squatter was an actual resident in the terri-

tory, was maligned by the chief executive and an injustice of the

grossest description was inflicted upon Kansas. It was an offense

of the gravest kind to have called in question the enactments

passed at Shawnee in violation of the organic act
;
and to have

sought by the only possible means to ascertain the will of the

people ;
but beyond that there was nothing said by Mr. Pierce

which might not, like the words of the Delphic oracle, be read in

contrary ways. It still remained to be seen how the charm would

work, for the race is not always to the swift, nor the battle invari-

ably to the strong. AVould ruffianism receive the proclamation
as a license ? Would it be acted upon in that sense by Gov.

Shannon? Would the officers in command of United States
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troops in the territoiy be obliged or induced to read it in that

way? The difficulties hourly thickening would soon bring all

these issues to their test
;
and the people looked toward the event

with much anxiety. Five da3's after the proclamation was issued

the governor of the territory was authorized, under a letter from

Secretary Mac}^, which did not reach him until nearly the end of

that month, to call upon the officers in command at Fort Kiley
and at Leavenworth, for aid to suppress

"
insurrectionary combi-

nations," and "resistance to the execution of the laws." The

people in Kansas were still weighted in the race, because Missouri

would not quarrel with the Kansas laws which had been made

by Missourian nominees to forward the aims of the proslavery

party ;
the only persons discontented with the scandalous enact-

ments were the men who knew that the popular voice had been

excluded from the legislature in which the laws had been framed.

Meantime the unusually severe winter of 1855-56 had come to

an end and the attack was still deferred; spring had come and it

was known that troops were concentrated upon the border, ready
to cross the Missouri upon the signal being given. The fourth

day of March was the time named for the free state legislature to

assemble, and Gen. Atchison had named that date for his attack

in force. On that day he would call upon his indomitables to

march into the territor3^ The newspapers in Missouri, at Inde-

pendence and elsewhere on the western frontier, had called upon
the militia of the border counties to assemble at Fort Scott, the

present capital of Bourbon county, Kansas, on the last day in

February, and that notice also pointed to the probability of

offensive action being soon resumed. The men thus to be mus-

tered were mounted troops, armed with rifles, against whom the

territory had no corresponding arm of defense. The assembly of

the state legislature was held to be an offense under the procla-

mation recently issued, and should the officers recently elected or-

ganize and subscribe their several oaths, it was contended with

some show of reason, that every man might be adjudged guiliy

of treason
;
at any rate guilty enough to warrant their enemies

from across the border, in coming to the rescue of the territorial

executive, against
"
organized resistance, such as the message of

Mr. Pierce had described to congress, as treasonable insurrection."
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There were many courageous friends of the free state movement,
who saw in such a combination, at such a moment, cause for pru-

dent hesitation
;
and thej did their best to dissuade Dr. Eobinson

and others against assuming the responsibilities of office, lest un-

der the pretense of law, every one of the popular leaders should

be arrested and held for trial, under the territorial enactments,

supported by the whole force of the general government. In

spite of every scruple the legislature met at Topeka at the time

appointed, and the newly elected officers were also present, an-

swering the call of the chairman of the executive committee.

Col. Lane called the assembly to order, and the secretary nom-

inated for the occasion, after calling the roll, administered the

official oath. There were thirty-two men that answered to the

roll call, and one member, Capt. Brown, had long before answer-

ed the roll elsewhere, having been murdered by the rabble known
as the Kickapoo Rangers. Mr. T. Minard of Easton, one of the

men that had been obliged to barricade his house to prevent

eviction, was elected speaker, and Messrs. Goodin of Blanton,

Tappan of Lawrence, Snodgrass, Groodin Junior and Mitchell as

clerks and sergeant-at-arms respectively. The senate was also

organized and the oath having been administered in a similar

form by Mr. Curtis, president pro tern., the two houses held a

joint session for the installation of the governor and the other

officers of the state. The business of the day came to an end

without any attempt at a disturbance by the other side, but the

vigilant sheriff, Jones, was present during the whole of the cere-

mon}^, and it was evident that he was taken aback by the cool-

ness and unanimous disregard of consequences which was evinced

by the free state officials. The inaugural address of Gov. Eob-

inson was delivered immediately upon his installation, but the

houses deferred its consideration until the next day, the interval

being used in printing and distributing the document among
those who were entitled to that courtesy. The governor's mes-

sage came under consideration on the second day of the session,

and it was found to be a very statesmanlike production. The

peculiar difficulties which had obstructed the course of the free

state party were adverted to with much care, but it was evident

that there had been much discrimination in the use of language,
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and the relative positions of the state officials and the territorial

government were so handled as while the truth was told, there

was no wantonness of expression, such as might be likely to an-

tagonize those who were still neutral on the questions of the day.

Dr. Eobinson referred to territorial organizations as necessaril}-

transient, and intended to prepare the way for state institutions,

such as the people had now authorized on their own behalf. The

provisional character being thus defined, there was no attempt to

question or deny the validity of the territorial appointments

pending the recognition by the general government of the state

constitution and the official staff elected. Good reasons were

given for the expectation that the action of the people would be

indorsed at Washington, by the admission of the state of Kan-

sas to the union, whereby the government would become respon-

sible to the community governed, instead of owing allegiance

only to a remote and half informed body of men, necessarily un-

conversant with the wants of the population. The peculiar tyr-

anny which had invested the institutions of Kansas from their

proper functions to make them the means of oppression were in-

sisted upon with cogency and force. The fact that outrages of

the most flagrant kind could be committed in Kansas territory,

by the friends of the usurping legislature which had assembled at

Shawnee, and that such crimes remained unchecked and unchal-

lenged by the authorities, was cited to prove that the executive

power in the territory was inoperative for good, while there had

been evidence enough that the same officers could act with crush-

ing force on the very lightest pretext, against law abiding resi-

dents. The conduct of the neighboring state of Missouri was

submitted to a scathing criticism, and the action recently taken

by Prest. Pierce was animadverted upon with the freedom which

belongs of right to a citizen of the great republic, the equal of any

officer in every respect save in the representative character con-

ferred upon him by the people.

The task of codifying the laws for the state of Kansas, subject

to the will of both houses after the work so assigned should have

been completed, was handed over, by joint ballot of both houses,

to three commissioners. Col. Lane and ex-Gov. Reeder were

chosen as United States senators for the state, to assume their
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positions, of course, upon the admission of Kansas to the Union,

The laws and customs which govern deliberative assemblies were

adopted, and some unimportant acts of legislation were carried

through. State officers were allotted their respective salaries, and

their duties were defined. The importance of agricultural im-

provements was recognized by the passage of a bill for its encour-

agement, and a joint memorial to Congress prayed for the admis-

sion of the state to the union, under the constitution framed at

Topeka and accepted by the people. The session was brought to

an end on the 15th of March, eleven days from the opening, when

the legislature adjourned, to reassemble in the same place on the

4th of July, 1856. There had been no treason dreamed of, and

there was none uttered, but it would have been an interesting

matter to have perused the well used notebook of the sheriff of

Douglas county, in which Mr. Jones most diligently entered the

words and acts of the several members, with, it is probable, many
flourishes, such as his own economy in the use of truth would

naturally suggest. There remained now one duty to be done to

complete the programme : The executive committee, to which,

the work of organizing a state government had been entrusted,

must give an account of its stewardship, and in so doing, pass

away. The committee made their report with considerable de-

tail, in a document remarkable for its perspicuity, which was pub-
lished in the Herald of Freedom, and commanded the approval

of those who were best informed. The committee had discharged-

many of the functions of a provisional government for the free

state party, and had won the respect of all classes, until the con-

vention first nominated for the purpose had framed the constitu-

tion
; accepting, then, the additional duties imposed by the con-

vention, the constitution had been presented for the decisive vote

of the people, and when that conclusion in the affirmative had

been arrived at, it became the duty of the same body to convene

the people for the nomination of the officers whose inauguration,

under their arrangements, ended the existence of the temporary
executive. Col. Lane and Mr. J. K. Groodin were the chairman

and the secretary of the body which had now become functus

officio. When the executive first assembled in Lawrance to form,

as it were, the nucleus of a government, the organization was
20
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without money or means, except such contributions as the indi-

vidual members subscribed from their own resources, and the

scrip which they had been authorized by the convention to issue,

to be redeemed by the legislature which they were to assist in

procuring. They had carried out the several elections, organizing
the territory for that purpose into electoral districts, and had con-

ducted the elections of October 9, 1855, for delegates to the con-

vention. They had then distributed through the territory, by
special messengers, the documents necessary to procure an ex-

pression of the popular will upon the constitution which had been

framed, and on the loth of December, 1855, had carried the busi-

ness of polling the population successfully through. One month
later the executive had submitted to the people the official ticket,

which, in spite of a seditious attempt, had obtained popular ap-

proval, covering all the expenses of the several steps in succession

by issues of scrip. During the month of December, when the

vote upon the constitution was pending. Gen. Schuyler was sent

to the eastern states to collect funds to assist the executive, and

his mission was crowned with success
;
but during his absence the

city of Lawrence had been defended against the ruffians, and the

committee, instead of reimbursing themselves for their individual

outlay, devoted all the money so obtained to paying the expenses
of defending the settlement from invasion. Mr. Parrot, of Leaven-

worth, who tried to be heard in the law and order convention, of

which Mr. Shannon, on his first coming to the territory, permitted

himself to be made chairman, visited the east under the auspices

of the executive, to convey an accurate statement of Kansas affairs

to members of congress, and to whomsoever might assist in mould-

ing public opinion in the free states. One member had been com-

i^elled to absent himself from the sessions of the committee during

nearly all the time, and in consequence nearly all the executive

work had devolved upon four men, who had only succeeded in

their onerous task by dint of sleepless energy, nearly allied to per-

petual motion. The discomforts endured by these unwearying

public servants, without fee, or the probability of reward, except

in the consciousness of a duty well done, and in the gratitude of

their fellow colonists, is beyond all praise. The detailed state-

ment of their actions and expenditure was presented to the legis-
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lature during the March session and duly audited, and it then

appeared that the whole cost of their action in bringing the state

government to perfect organization, pending the action of con-

gress, hardly exceeded $11,000. Their labors were then com-

pleted, and, as they looked round upon the able and self-sacrific-

ing body of men, democrats and whigs, abolitionist and pro-

slavery, whom they had united under the free soil baimer to

uphold the integrity of Kansas territory against the Missourian

faction, they were able to say with satisfaction :

" The end

crowns the work." The}'- had carried their undertaking to a suc-

cessful issue within six months, and had found leisure to assist in

the defense of Lawrence, as well as in the negotiations arising

therefrom
;
and there were none who could say that they had

omitted one duty which it devolved upon them to do, or had

shirked one danger on account of their manifold labors. There

were some who inquired why the constitution had not been sub-

mitted to congress as soon as it had been pronounced upon by the

people in December? but when it is borne in mind that the

house of representatives was not organized by the election of

a speaker until the end of January, 1856, after a nine weeks con-

test, which ended in the choice of a man upon whom the free soil

men could entirely rely, there was no cause to complain of the

wise discretion which had been used.

The murder at Easton and the necessity to conciliate the free

soil forces in that quarter, to prevent the proslavery Missourian

faction driving every free soil settler from his dwelling, had

taxed the energies and the time of the executive considerably,

bringing their proceedings down to the date when the legislature

was about to assemble
;
and when only a few days more would

suffice to enable the members of that body to add their memorial

to congress to the constitution, which remained to be submitted,

it was thought best that the completed work and the evidence of

the perfected organization should be forwarded together ;
so that

the friends of the free state movement could answer the sneers

and insinuations of the dominant faction as to the lawlessness of

Kansas, by pointing to the best possible proof that the settlers

who were maligned, and who had been almost trampled upon,

were a law abiding, intellectual class, capable of well wielding
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the powers with which they ought to be endowed. It was now

beginning to be evident to careful observers, that the reign of the

democratic party was drawing near to its end, and that the peo-

ple, the great mass of the community which holds aloof from

party organizations, were dubitating whether the great thought
which had been made to live and move in the old organization

by the patriotism and the genius of Thomas Jefferson, had not

long since died. The balance of power, which had been held for

so many years in the house of representatives, had gone out of

the hands of the democracy, and in the senate, brutal violence

rioting almost unchecked, was giving a fatal indication, that in

the growing weakness of the better thought, the worst features

of party existence were assuming direction. Under such circum-

stances delay might help the men of Kansas, and could hardly

injure them, when their friends were improving their position

every hour.

The costs of the Wakarusa war were found to have slightly

exceeded $4,000, in addition to the sum expended after the re-

turn of Gen. Schuyler from the east, hence the amount of scrip

to be provided for by the state legislature showed a total of

$15,266, bating a few cents. That amount would have been pro-

vided for in due course, according to the promise contained in the

Topeka constitution, but the first state government could not sur-

vive the difficulties with which it gallantly struggled, and event-

•ually the scrip became of no value in the market
;
but the men

who had bought it had not gone into the venture for the sake of

pecuniary gain ; they had given freely from their means to sustain

a gallant struggle, and they were more than repaid by the event.

The members of the first free state legislature in Kansas were

men of intellect and courage, and their names will live in his-

tory ;
without that record the history of the conflicts of 1856

would be incomplete, and they are given in this place for more

convenient reference.

Senators. — Adams, J. M. Cole, J. Curtis, J. Daily,
— Dunn,

L. Fish, P. Fuller, J. C. Green, B. Harding, G. S. Ilillyer, H. M.

Hook, J. M. Irvin, D. E. Jones, S. B. McKenzie, B. W. Miller,

J. H. Pillsbury, J. R. Rhaum, T. G. Thornton, W. W. Updegrafi'.

ReiiresenLaiives.
— S. N. Hartwell, J. B. Abbott, John Hutching-
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son, H. F. Saunders, James Blood, C. Hornsbury, E. B. Purdam,

J. McGee, M. C. Dickey, W. E. Frost, W. A. Sumnerwell, S.

MoWhinney, S. T. Shores, S. R. Baldwin, David Bees, D. W.

Cannon, Isaac Landers, J. M. Arthur, H. H, Williams, H. W.

Labor, A. B. Marshall, J. D. Adams, T. W. Piatt, Pees Furby,

B. H. Brock, John Landis, E. P. Zimmerman, W. T. Burnett, L.

P. Patty, F. A. Minard, Isaac Cady, Thomas Bowman, J. Brown,

Jr., Henry Todd, J. Hornby, Abraham Barre, Richard Murphy,
William Hicks, B. P. Martin, William Bayliss, J. W. Stevens,

J. K. Edsaul, S. J. Campbell, S. Goslin, H. B. Strandiford, Isaac

B. Higgins, T. J. Addis, D. Toothman, William McClure, J. B.

Wetson, William B. Wade, A. Jameson, A. D. Jones, William

Crosby, S. Sparks, P. P. Brown, A. Fisber.

Congressional action during December and January, 1855-6,

became of great moment to the settlers in Kansas. Nine weeks

were consumed in ineffectual ballotings before the house of

representatives could organize by electing a speaker, and at

length, when it had become apparent that there was no party in

the house strong enough to obtain an absolute majority of the

members present, it was resolved to end the deadlock which was

injuriously affecting public business, by allowing a plurality of

votes to carry the sense of the house. The result of that move-

ment was, that Mr. N. P. Banks was chosen speaker, and in that

fact, a man well known to Massachusetts, and in every way

worthy of trust by the freesoil party came to the front. In the

house the popular party had obtained control, and were not to lose

their ground again until many years had passed away. In the

senate there were savage attacks upon men because of their social

position, or their want of social position, which were soon after-

wards to degenerate into a form of brutality still worse, but the

popular party were daily gaining ground. The house of repre-

sentatives had for Kansas more interest, because to that body, the

two delegates recently chosen in Kansas territory. Gen. Whit-

field by the ruffians from Missouri border, and Mr. Peeder by
the popular vote without the sanction of legal forms, must appeal

for a decision. In the beginning of February Gen. Whitfield

presented himself as a newly elected delegate, the forms of the

house were complied with, the member was introduced, the cus-
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tomary oath was subscribed, and the general assumed the seat.

No sooner had that process been completed than ex-Gov. A. H.

Eeeder announced in proper form his intention to contest the

position, and so well was the case laid before the house, that

instead of the customary handing over of such matters to be dealt

with by a committee on the spot, a special committee of three

was appointed on the 19th of March, armed with all the powers
of the house itself, with summoning officers and clerks sufficient

for every purjjose, and with a sufficient appropriation to cover all

the outlay necessary during a journey of two thousand miles to

the scene of disturbance, and a full investigation into all the

statements made in the process served by Mr. Eeeder. The men

forming that potential body were not limited by questions of dry
law

; they were competent to look into the equities of the case

under consideration, to call for persons and papers, to administer

oaths, and to compel the attendance of witnesses. Although the

claim made by Mr. Eeeder was the beginning of the investigation,

the committee were not limited to that question, but were fully
authorized to examine into and report upon "the troubles in

Kansas generally," touching all elections under the organic law,
" and under any pretended law." The scope of the inquiry and
the powers of the court were alike as full as the occasion might

require, and should there be manifested at any point a design to

intimidate and overawe the members in the execution of their

duty, the president was requested by the house to cause military
aid to be afforded, sufficient to enable them to pursue their inves-

tigation unmolestefl. This was a new feature in Kansas experi-
ences. Men of the Lecompt class might be influenced, if not

intimidated into acquiescence or vigorous participation in the

schemes of oppression, but this committee could not be reached

by any mechanism known to the Missourian faction. The press
in the border towns of Kansas might be broken and cast into

the Missouri, so that men feared to say the thing which lay
nearest to their hearts, lest the result should be not only a

ruffianly assault, but the destruction of the means whereby a

livelihood could be procured and further good work accomplished
for the cause

;
but in the movements of this committee the presses

all over the union would be set to work, and the records of crime
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which had been systematically denied in one place, while boasted

of in another, would find currency all over the world, to the dis-

grace of the men and parties who had lent their countenance and

support to such abominable proceedings. There was no time lost

in preliminary business
;
there was urgency in the business, and

before Gen. Atchison and his party were quite sure that the

spring had set in, the committee were at their labors in Lecomp-
ton. The committee nominated by the new speaker of the house,

consisted of Messrs. John Sherman of Ohio, Wm. A. Howard of

Michigan, and Mordecai Oliver of Missouri. They commenced

their sittings in Lecompton, April 18, 1856, and the two dele-

gates who were present were requested to give the committee their

assistance in fathoming the truth, by making such suggestions as

were likely to prevent a wrong statement going uncontradicted.

Witnesses named by them were subpoenaed by the committee,

and the public papers likely to affect the case were duly copied.

From Lecompton, the committee adjourned to Lawrence, where

the work went bravely on, and from that point to others all over

the territory, until four months had been spent in procuring evi-

dence which supported, among other "
facts and conclusions

"

now slowly coming to the light, such results as justified the com-

mittee in saying,
" that each election * * had been carried

by an organized invasion from * * Missouri." ''That the

alleged territorial legislature was illegally constituted * * and

their enactments * * void. That these laws had been used

for unlawful purposes." That Gen. John W. Whitfield's elec-

tion was not valid, and that the election of Andrew H. Reeder
" was not held in pursuance to law," but that Mr. Reeder re-

ceived more votes of resident citizens than Mr. Whitfield. It

was also evident to the committee that no election could be fairly

held without ''a new census," a stringent, .well guarded election

law, "impartial judges," and "United States troops" in every

precinct; and that the constitution submitted to congress "em-

bodied the will of the majority." The committee did not give

satisfaction to Missouri, but they had not been appointed for that

purpose; they had succeeded in finding the truth and they gave
it to congress and to the world in more than three hundred depo-

sitions, with numerous documents, filling more than twelve hun-

dred octavo pages.
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Many parties had joined to procure the nomination of that com-

mittee, some believino; that the free state men would be found as

much to blame as the border ruffians
;
others thought there had

been much exaofweration ; the abolitionists havincj faith in their

friends, wanted the whole truth to be made known
;
and the gen-

eral public acquiesced in the nomination as a step toward the

realization of justice. There was, of course, a party which had

fought the inquiry step by step ; they had nothing to gain by

coming out into the dajdight ;
and on a closely contested vote, in

which 194 members were represented, the committee was only

carried by a majority of eight. The facts of which the north had

now become possessed more than justified all that the press had

hinted in its occasional correspondence, but not one s_yllable of

such confirmation would have been obtained if the proslavery

party could have negatived the motion. They knew that when

the truth became known, the beginning of the end would have ar-

rived, and that unless in the meantime they could so arrange their

forces as to defy public opinion, their chance of ultimate success

was small indeed. Kansas was, and they knew it, the key to

their position, and they were prepared to fight for victory to the

iDitter end. The facts were now patent to every reading man, and

indeed to every man that walked the streets. The newsboys in

the pursuit of their vocation shouted the main items of sensational

matter as an incentive to the purchase of their sheets. Congress
rano- with the clamor of debate night after nieht, and editorial

columns from such men as Horace Grreele}^ demanded an answer

to the question :

" Would the free states submit to see a free col-

ony dragooned to death by border ruffians because they dared to

say that the area of slavery should not be extended?
"

The men across the border had not been held back even dur-

ing the time that the committee sat
; they were now as near to

madness as was consistent with their beinsf outside the walls of

lunatic asylums ; they said that all their forbearance had been

thrown away ;
their conduct became worse than ever. Congress

had no longer an atom of their respect, the general government
was beneath contempt when it could not prevent an exposure
such as must now supervene, the union was no longer worth pre-

serving, and against all the forces of earth and heaven, they would
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bring the machinations of the nethermost pit to make Kansas a

slave state at all hazards. The war became more bitter at every

step. The policy of extermination was the only alternative that

remained. The Missouri River had long been watched by gangs
of men at Lexington and elsewhere to annoy and assault emi-

grants from the eastern states who might be so indiscreet as to at-

tempt that dangerous passage ;
while the committee sat in the

territory the system of surveillance was being carried on about

forty miles from the territorial boundary, and of course evidence

as to that fact was certain to reach the committee. A steamer

having on board a quantity of rifles was detained at Lexington,

the weapons seized as contraband of war, and the mob of Missou-

rians armed with the property of other men. The idea was moot-

ed in the press that the Missouri Eiver should be regularly block-

aded, and a political quarantine station established at Lexington,

where every boat should be regularly searched for free state pas-

sengers and their weapons, and that no infectious papers should

be permitted to pass that point. Neither mails, cargo nor persons

should be safe against their most odious inquisition ;
and when

the free settlers were thus cut off from being succored by their

friends, there would be less difficulty in disposing of the settle-

ments which were to be ridden down by the mounted riflemen

and sharpshooters from the south. Immediately before the com-

mittee commenced their session at Lecompton, the Rev. P. Butler,

who has been mentioned in these pages before, as being set adrift,

after many indignities, on a cottonwood raft on the Missouri at

Atchison, was once more seized by a mob in the same town, and

subjected to innumerable insults, which ended in a mock trial

and a sentence of hanging. The ruffians engaged in this exquisite

sport were some of the chivalrous young men of the south re-

cently imported in response to the cry,
" we want armed men."

The noncombatant clergyman was of course fair game on which

to try
"
their 'prentice hands," so that they might earn their pas-

sage, their sustenance, and their bounty in land, by doing essen-

tial service to the cause. Having failed to " extend the area of

slavery
"
by such enlightened proceedings, they next stripped the

defenseless man to the waist, tarred and feathered him, and then
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sent him on liis journey with au assurance that he would be

hanged should he ever again be seen in Atchison.

The Kansas committee submitted the evidence and their re-

port to the house of representatives on the first day of July,

1856, and immediately after that event the committee on con-

tested elections came down to the house with their recommenda-

tion that Gen. Whitfield should be unseated, and his opponent,
the Hon. A. H. Keeder, be declared the sitting member. The
resolution embodying the two propositions, was lost

;
but upon

the question being divided, the house unseated Mr. Whitfield on

August 4th, by a vote of 110 against 92. The pro-slavery party
was one vote weaker than when the committee was appointed, and

the popular vote was stronger by nine. The proposal to seat Mr.

Eeeder had a respectable minority of 88 in its favor, but it was

negatived by 113. The tide had turned, but it moved slowly
and it was something, that by the middle of 1856, a vote so strong
as that could be obtained on that issue in the house. Stephen A.

Douglas had been heard on his popular sovereignty nostrum in

the senate, and had been answered with many withering rebukes,

and the whole of the influence of Massachusetts, which printed and

circulated more newspapers than the fifteen southern states, was

being moved like the strength of one man against the tyrannous

party which had stricken down with a coward's blow one of the

ablest and truest men in the senate, and then had justified the

outrage with such words as were even worse than the physical

assault upon Charles Sumner. The year was bearing fruit, and

the popular party was advancing steadily to the front.
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CHAPTER XIII.

TEREITOPJAL HISTORY.
{continued.)

EARLY KANSAS CONFLICTS— EVENTS OF 1856.

Free Settlers Helpless —Procliimation Working— Free State Sympathy—
Mustering for Battle— Armed and Ready— Not Homes but War— Pub-

lic Meetings— Lectures on Kansas — Judge Wood — Constitutional Ob-

ligations
— One-sided Reciprocity— Southern Forces — Presidential

Authority
— Buford's Contingent— Homesteads and Slaughter— Mine

and Thine — Taking the Oath— Southern Honor— Plan of Operations—
Arrest and Prosecute— Wood and the Sheriff— Keeping Sabbath — Res-

cue Sought— Siezure of Tappan— Striking the Sheriti"— Troops Demand-
ed— Ten Soldiers— Col. Sumner's Courtesy — Punishing Contempt—
Illegal Detention— Wood's Exit — Shooting Jones — Lawrence Denoun-

ces Assassin— Reward for Arrest — Sheriff Deputy — Continuous Ar-

rests— Branson's Rescuers— Free Settlers at Bay— Troops Marching—•

Lawrence Environed— Kansas Investigators
— Whitfield's Fears— Shan-

nons's Discretion — Sumner not Wanted— Sumner and Robinson—
Vindicating Lawrence— Arrest of Reeder— Pro-Slavery Hate— Con-

gressional Privilege
— Natural Rights— High Treason — Chief Justice

Lecompte— Grand Batton— Arrest of State Government— Missourian

Designs— Mine and Countermine— Defending Institutions— Arrest of

Robinson— The Governor's Wife— Detention Unauthorized — Shannon

a Tool— Prisoner in Danger— Reeder Escapes— Brown Captured—
Sheltered by Love — Indicted for Treason— Marching to Lawrence—
Rufiiau Pretexts — Border Motto — Shannon Censured— Marshal's Pro-

clamaticm— City Alarmed— Appeal to Governor— Border Coercion—
Abandon Defense— Citizens Replication — Leaders Absent— Anarchy—
Safet}' Committee — General Pomeroy — Submission— Discontent—
Southern Chivalry— Depredations— Sergeant-at-Arms Imprisoned —
Manifold Seizures— Terms for Surrender— Denial of Accusations —
What do you Seek— Constituted Authorities— U. S. Marshal — The
Reeder Escape— Conqueror's Taunt— Insolent Effrontery

— Still Plead-

ing— Visiting Shannon— Envoj-s Imprisoned — Troops Waiting Or-

ders — Offer to Surrender— Deputation Arrested— Hideous Night-
mare— Murder Reigns— Resistance is Rebellion — Col. Sumner's

Duty— Doomed to Destruction— May 21, 1856 — Policy of Weakness—
Southern Rights — Weeping not Fighting— President's Victory— Mak-

ing Arrests — Sheriff Jones Commander— Pitiful Declaration — Sur-

render Arms — Submission or Bombardment— Cannon Abandoned—
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Atchison on the Stump— Delenda est CartJiaf/o
— Tenderness to

"Women — Final Orders— Army with Banners— Supreme Race — Subter-

fuges
— Vengeance— Down with the Press— Flame Rising to Heaven—

Work of Ruin— Writs Executed— Riot and Plunder— Killed and
Wounded— Horse Stealing

— Wearing the Spoils— Southern Disgust—
Ruffian Rejoicings — Rubljiug Stores — Level Every Settlement — Shan-
non's Compliance— Harvest Endangered— Defense Inevitable— Repri-
sals— Free State Guerillas— Preserve Peace— Capt. Walker— $500 for

a Head— Capturers Captive— Mercy Misplaced— Judge Wakeiield Pris-

oner— Georgian Enterprise — Assaults and Mishaps— Feasting Shan-

non— Search for Weapons — Congressional Committee — Capt. Hemp—
Leavenworth Order— Vigilance Commander— Warren D. Wilkes—
Reign of Terror— How Long, O Lord! How Long!

The free settlers in Kansas were now helpless in the presence
of their enemies, not because thej had not stout hearts and

strong arms, as well as trusty weapons as of yore, when they had

held the forces of the Missourian faction at arms length and dic-

tated the terms upon which a pacification had been concluded
;

but the president's proclamation was doing the deadly work that

was designed by its fabricators, and, in its letter and spirit, the

free state men saw that they could only proceed with the vindica-

tion of their rights as citizens of the United States on Kansas

territory by entering upon a contest with the whole force of the

Union, Prudential considerations as well as patriotism said that

they must bear and forbear greatly rather than be betrayed into

a position so terrible as that. The sympathy of the free states,

which was now steadily rising to fever heat, would have gone
down to zero in a moment if it had appeared that there was a

design to rise in rebellion against the general government, how-

ever mistaken had been the policy of Mr. Pierce, and their own

feelings forbade one step in that direction. Supposing the con-

flict to continue, as it had commenced, between border ruffians

and free soilers, there would speedily have been an end of the

fight ;
nor would the addition of a few hundred or thousands from

the southern states have been an insuperable difficulty, for the

men from the eastern states and the north were'musterina; for the

onslaught, armed and ready, in such numbers and with such en-

thusiasm as would have borne down the southern troops twice

told, and the men who came at this era were not speculators seek-
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ing investments, nor settlers primarily in searcli of liomes, but

men whose minds had been fired by the recital of the wrongs of

their kindred and eager for battle in their behalf. There had

been many public meetings held in the free states, and lectures on

the condition of Kansas had aroused such interest in the move-

ments of the resident population as must find an outlet in the

abundant energies of the more warlike in every community.-

Many of the fighting men were settlers also, but the necessity for

a struggle had for them a higher charm than the emerald green
of the fertile glades in which they would make their homes, or

lay down their lives, as the chances of war might determine.

Judge Wood, not then risen to the office which entitled him to

the appellation, had gone east after the Wakarusa war was over,

because it was advisable to avoid an arrest for his share in the

rescue of Branson, and he was one of the ablest lecturers on the

wrongs endured in the territory. In April, 1856, he came back

to his adopted city, bringing with him one hundred free settlers

prepared to share the toils and the destiny of the colony. There

had been no wrong done by him in rescuing Branson, for whom
he had acted as an attorney, demanding to see the instrument

under which the old man had been captured, but his absence from

Kansas had been advised, because, in the then condition of the

courts, neither law nor justice would be administered unless it

suited the Missourian faction. The men that accompanied Mr.

Wood on his return, and hundreds besides who were soon to

join them in the land of their adoption, were of course powerless
to help the cause which they had at heart, because of the one

sided reciprocity established by the president, in which free state

men must sit down meekly under oppression, and the pro-slavery

party could enforce their usurpations under the name and form

of law. The southern recruits were just as enthusiastic as their

opponents, and there was nothing to damp their ardor. If they

were in the wrong, they did not know enough to be aware of that

discouraging fact, as they had been born and educated among
slave institutions, taught to consider the ordination of negro

bondage as God appointed, and accustomed to think the whole

earth as only meant for slave plantations ; moreover, they were

reinforced at every point by the presidential proclamation.
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In speaking thus of the men from the south, it must not be

supposed that they were all so high toned as to care whether they
were right or wrong, and many a southern gentleman saw enough
of his comrades in his first campaign to determine him against

any further participation in the difficulty. Many of the men who
formed Col. Buford's contingent were such characters as no honest

man would willingly associate with, attracted by mercenery con-

siderations mainly, and looking more toward plunder than even

to the warlike service for which they were not disinclined. The
commandant of the force was robbed by his own gang before they
arrived in the state of Missouri, and many of the border ruffians

shrank from such disreputable company. Their ideas of meum
et tuuvi were so lax that they did not even practice

" honor among
thieves." Their homesteads, should they be obtained, would

speedily melt into whisky, and there was no danger of their be-

coming permanent residents in the territory, unless strong prisons
were built for their accommodation. Before entering the terri-

toiy, the Baford company were sworn on bended knees in a man-

ner revolting and brutal, which would have made " Kirke's

Lambs "
shudder, black as they have been painted by Macaulay.

But such items do not call for detailed statement, and their mis-

deeds will speak for themselves. Pending the commencement of

active service these worthies were quartered in the border towns,

and Missouri must have borne its daily cross with many shrugs

of impatience and discontent. The other companies were vari-

ously composed of men who believed they were engaged in a holy

enterprise, and others who sought nothing but free quarters in an

enemy's country for twelve months, and the pay which would re-

ward their brutality ;
with all the grades of character necessary

to fill in between the two extremes. Now that the levies from

the south were in position, it was necessary to move with such

skill as that the forces of the Union should be neutralized, or

compelled to act with the proslavery party. While Jefferson

Davis remained secretary of war in the Pierce cabinet, there would

be no uncertain sound from that quarter, but it was necessary to

be wise as serpents, although they did not emulate the harmless-

ness of the dove. The territorial enactments, as we have seen,

were oppressive in the last degree, as well as the work of usurp-
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ers, consequently they were distasteful to free settlers, and it

would be only necessary to enforce them in letter and spirit to

evoke some show of discontent, sufficient to warrant a demand for

a posse comitatus, failing to obtain which, the president's message,

proclamation, and orders would suffice for every purpose of spoili-

ation. The scheme was devised with devilish ingenuity, and its

execution was worthy of a fiend. Old and trivial offenses were

rehashed to justify ari'ests. Shortly after Mr. S. N. Wood's return

to Lawrence, Sheriff Jones took him a prisoner April 19, 1856, for

the old offense in the case of Branson, but a diversion was effected

in the streets, Mr. Jones was disturbed in the execution of his

duty, and Mr. Wood walked leisurely away. The sheriff went

to Lecompton, procured a posse of four men and returned to the

city on the Sunday following to arrest the men who had inter-

fered with him. Men going to church were called upon to aid

him in the execution of his self imposed duty, and when they
went on to their places of worship their names were duly entered

in the sheriff's book as guilty of contempt. The plot was work-

ing well. The search for Wood was of little consequence, except
as a means of annoyance, but while it was onward, Mr. Tappan,
who had also been in the Branson escapade^ was seized without a

warrant, and roughly handled by the officer. After satisfying

himself that Jones had no authority to touch him, the gentleman
assailed illustrated the force of a blow sent square from the

shoulder, and the sheriff retired with more rapidity than grace.

There was provocation enough now to warrant extreme proceed-

ings, and a requisition was penned immediately for United States

troops to aid in the arrest of nearl}^ all the principal men in Law-

rence. Gov. Shannon had now fallen back under the control of

the Missourian party, and he complied at once with the demand.

Under the circumstances, that officer was bound to do as he was

requested, and Col. Sumner sent a detachment of ten men under

a lieutenant to assist the sheriff. The detachment left Fort Leav-

enworth April 22, 1856, and at the same time the commandant

sent to the mayor of Lawrence a very courteous note, informing
him of the action taken, and counseling compliance with the laws,

but expressing no opinion on the merits of the dispute.

The troops arrived on the following daj^, and six men were
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arrested for having gone to church on Sunday instead of assisting

the sheriff in arresting persons that he was unable to find. The

citizens arrested should have been taken before a justice at once,

but instead of that course being taken, thej were lodged in cus-

tody, in violation of law, apparently in the hope of further exas-

peration affording greater scope for official tyranny. That night,

while the sheriff remained in the tent of the dragoon officer, he

was shot by some person, who succeeded in keeping his secret so

well that it has never yet transpired. The injury was not mor-

tal, but it provoked the citizens of Lawrence mcn^e than any other

event in the war. as it tended to cast the blame of assassination

over the whole settlement. There were few in the free settlers'

camp that doubted that Mr. Jones had committed crimes of a deep

dye against society, that deserved punishment, but no man had

one word to say in defense of assassination. A public meeting
was convened to give expression to the indignation of the com-

munity, and a reward of $500 was offered for the conviction of

the offender
;
but no discovery resulted. An event more unfor-

tunate for Lawrence could hardly be imagined, because it gave
to the men across the border precisely such an excuse for action

as they had sedulously endeavored to find. A deputy was ap-

pointed to carry on the sheriff's work, and arrests were now con-

tinuous. Numbers were seized on the pretense that they had
• contemned the authority of the sheriff, or refused to help him,
and the United States marshal, a man from South Carolina, made
himself conspicuous in such proceedings. The rescue of Bran-

son was made the plea for innumerable processes, and the men
threatened by these jacks in office sought refuge in the surround-

ing country, being hunted from place to place by the dragoons

acting as the sheriff's posse. All this while the ruffians from

across the border were marching upon the city. Before the shot

was fired at the sheriff, the Delaware reservation had been occu-

pied for several days by one company, and now the whole coun-

try was scoured by patrols on horseback, so that no man could

enter Lawrence or leave it without being subject to an inquisi-

tion. The Kansas congressional committee were then sittinsf

here, and Gen. Whitfield declared that himself and his witnesses

were in danger, but the committee could not be induced to ad-
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journ until the work at that j^oint was completed. The environ-

ment of Lawrence having become known to Col. Sumner, that

officer proceeded from Leavenworth to Lecompton with his whole

command, to ofTer his advice and assistance to Gov. Shannon,
and a simple acceptance of that aid by ^h: Shannon would have

dissipated the war cloud at once
;
but the help which could be

invoked so freely against the settlers was not wanted for their

defense, and the military were now relieved from duty, except
that the services of a small posse would continue the show of Uni-

ted States troops on the side of the faction, without endangering
the success of their ultimate intentions. While near Lawrence,

Col. Sumner wrote to Gov. Robinson, giving his views as to the

course which should be taken, and the doctor replied, showing
what had been done by the citizens to show their regard for law

and order.

The continued presence of ex-Gov. Eeeder in the sessions of the

committee, where he examined his own witnesses and cross exam-

ined the witnesses of the other side with great acumen w^as an

eyesore to his enemies, and he was subpoenaed to come before the

grand jurj' of Douglas county. He was aware that his attend-

ance upon the committee representing the highest court in the

union, congress itself, was a sufficient answer to the summons of

the grand jury, and he acted accordingly; for which act of con-

tempt a writ was issued and Mr. Eeeder was arrested in the com-

mittee room. The motive could not be questioned ;
the prosla-

very men had long hated the governor that would not be gov-

erned, the lawyer that could not be duped, and beyond all doubt

he would have fared badly at the hands of the border party, who

were now in force at Lecompton. When the copy of the writ

was handed to him in the presence of the investigating commit-

tee, Mr. Eeeder claimed immunity from arrest in his quasi con-

gressional capacity, and as being cited to attend their inquiry ;

but the committee hesitated to assume a responsibility, about

which there might have been room for doubt; although un-

questionably the claim made by Mr. Eeeder embodied sound par-

liamentary law, and showed much intimacy with the lex et consu'

etado i^arliamenti.

The committee said neither yea nor nay, but Mr. Eeeder was

31
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much more decided, and the marshal, intimidated by appearances,

finding the contestant delegate determined to try his "natural

rights," where the law temporarily failed him, retired to Franklin

without his prisoner. Chief Justice 'Lecompte had long been the

brains of the territorial usurpers, and he had fulminated a project
for a grand bafcton that should bring down the whole of the state

government at one shot, as well as every other of the leading free

state men in Kansas. The grand jury found true bills against

every man presented for indictment, and of course a petit jury
would have no difficulty in findino^ verdicts of guiltv. liio-h

treason, usurpation, larceny, perjury, contempt of court
;
there

was a charge to suit every case from Andrew H. Reeder through
a long list to Gains Jenkins. The design of the proslavery men
was to arrest all the principal men identified with the state gov-

ernment, and then whatever became of the accusations, ultimately
the government would be broken up, as the executive would be

unable to carry out the duties devolving upon them. The
scheme was to have been met by a countermine, and the state

legislature was to have been convened at an earlier date to

authorize the levying of state forces to defend the institutions

recently organized ;
but the proslavery party succeeded in making

many of their arrests, and the oi'ganizatiou fell into hopeless wreck

for the present. The state governor, Dr. Eobinson, had been

selected to visit Massachusetts and other free states, to ascertain

what help would be forthcoming, as there would be plenty of

time for him to go and come before the adjourned session would

resume
;
and as there seemed to be some danger of the volum-

inous evidence taken by the committee of investigation being

destroyed by a mob, his visit to the east was to be utilized for

the conveyance of the depositions and other valuable documents

to AVashington. The doctor and his wife went down the Missouri

river as far as Lexington, but at that point he was taken from the

steamboat on some Missourian writ of ne exeat^ and detained with-

out any pretense of right until an indictment could be issued

against him, many daj^s later, and he was then brought back

under a requisition from Gov. Shannon. Happily the documents

forwarded by the committee were in Mrs. Eobinson's custody,

and she conveyed them to their destination. After his return to
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the territorj there was so much danger of the prisoner being mur-

dered bj the border ruffians that many of the leading men on

their side constituted themselves his body guard in his temporary

prison, lest he should share the fate which had befallen so many
good men already. He remained in Leavenworth until June 1,

when he was conveyed to Lecompton, where for the present we
will leave him and see how the battle fares elsewhere. Ex-Gov.

Eeeder knew when he had defied the marshal and his warrant,

that his days could not be long in the land, unless he escaped
from Kansas territory without delay. For a short time he re-

mained in the neighborhood of Lawrence, and then struck for the

Missouri river as his best chance. All the border towns were

guarded, and the steamboat landings had a numerous picket on

the watch for the enemy, far down the river; but, disguised as an

L'ish laborer, with an axe, that might prove serviceable, upon his

shoulder, the man they most wanted sauntered through their

ranks, and had the satisfaction to learn that he was an object of

solicitude to many hundreds. Taking a deck passage by steam-

boat, Mr. Reeder passed down the river in safety to St. Charles,

forty-five miles above St. Louis, and, disembarking there, he had

no difficulty in crossing the country to Illinois, well pleased for a

time to be out of Kansas, and more resolved than ever to fight

the common enemy. While Mr. Reeder was in Kansas City

"waiting for a steamer, the editor of the " Herald of Freedom,"

who had been absent from the territory for some time, returned

to that point on his way to his home in Lawrence. He joined

Mr. Jenkins here, who had been the ex-governor's escort, and the

pair set out for home on horseback. They were arrested and

held in custody for many daj^s, being conveyed to Westport as

prisoners. Their wives having learned what had become of them,

proceeded to Westport, Mo., to share their captivity, and it has

been shrewdly guessed that but for the affectionate zeal with

which their better halves watched over them, the captives would

have fared much worse in duress. There were times when the

violence of the so called guards could with difficulty be restrained

from murder
;
but some rudiments of gentler training seemed to

hold them back from the committal of their worst deeds with

women as spectators.
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The indictment for treason against the leaders of the Free State

party set forth, as the finding of the grand jur}- of Douglas county
that Andrew H. Reeder, Charles Eobiuson, James H. Lane,

George W. Brown, George W. Deitzler, George W. Smith, Sam-

uel N. Wood, Gaius Jenkins, late of tlie county of Douglas, had

intended "
to levy war against the United States with a great mul-

titude of persons," with much other such matter too piteously

stupid for reprinting, but at the time a most malicious and not by

any means stupid production ;
the treason being of course a

quality that the accusers iii these instances could and did subse-

quently supply until the market was glutted. Having disposed

by arrest and dispersal of the leading men from whom a wise and

vigorous defense of Lawrence might have been dreaded, and hav-

ing arrayed on their side enough of the United States troops to

give a show of authority from the general government, for all

their subsequent proceedings, while as we have seen the command

under Col. Sumner had been declined lest his influence and au-

thority should have restrained the vicious i3urposes of the assail-

ants of the Free State party, the Missourian faction now began to

march upon Lawrence with fell intent. The failure to arrest Mr.

Wood had been availed of to bring the new levies from the south

into Kansas, and of course the shot that wounded the sheriS

served every purpose that the proslavery party desired. Much as

they appreciated the services of that official, they would have

been willing that he should have been mortally wounded rather

than that they should lose so excellent an excuse for seeking

their revenge on Lawrence. " The total destruction of the

Union " was said to be a small price to be paid for
"
levelling

Lawrence," and judging from the subsequent action of the men

that made that statement, their description of tlieir own feelings

may be implicitly believed. The border motto was to be " War
to the knife and no quarter," an excellent show of courage on the

part of men who had just succeeded in disabling the effectives

among their opponents by a cowardlike use of sham legislation.

Gov. Shannon was freely blamed for having invoked the aid of

United States troops when men so brave as the Kickapoo Rangers

•were ready for militia duty and to settle all difficulties with abo-

litionists. The United States marshal suddenly became an au-
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thority on all affairs pertaining to the territory, and seeing that so

much success came from proclamations, he tried his skill in the

same direction, and sent the document freely through the border

counties of Missouri, calling upon
" law abiding citizens of the

territory
"

to muster at Lecompton in numbers sufficient to en-

force the laws. The marshal knew where the citizens that he

wanted could be found, hence it was only accident that the peo-

ple of Lawrence became aware of the incendiary manifesto. That

document was dated May 11, 1856. On the same day the men of

Lawrence alarmed by the frequency of the depredations of the

southerners and the hostile array that was surrounding the city

on every side, addressed the governor pursuant to a resolution

adopted by a public meeting on the evening previous, informing
him that it was believed that guerrilla parties had been formed in

Missouri to destroy their town and its people, and praying for

protection by the United States troops under his orders. The
answer displayed in the boldest characters the border ruffian in-

spiration which now controlled Mr. Shannon. The force of which

the citizens complained was only the largely constituted posse of

the United States marshal and of the sheriff, and he would not in-

terfere with those officers. As long as Lawrence remained armed

and organized, he left the town to the consequences ;
as though

there had not been special provision in the United States consti-

tution that every citizen might possess arms without in any de-

gree sacrificing his claim to all the protection of the constittued

authorities. This answer was dated May 12th, and the following

day the marshal's proclamation was reviewed by the citizens in a

terse and vigorous way, such as the untruthful document de-

served. The absence of the men who in the former trouble had

assumed the direction of affairs was now severely felt, and an-

archy was perceptible where hitherto the greatest unanimity had

always prevailed. The old committee of safety had been broken

Tip, but a few of the members remained, and they, seeing that they
must fight against United States forces, if they moved at all,

counseled submission.

Gen. Pomeroy, who had been absent in the east for sometime, re-

turned just as a new committee of safety had been elected, and the

new body coincided with their predecessors in the conclusion that
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the responsibility of the situation attached to the general gov-

ernment, and consequently their policy must be nonresistance, let

the consequences be whatever they might. A condition of things

so shameful could not continue, and it required no small amount

of constancy to recommend submission, bat placed as the citizens

were, there was no other course open, without seeming to incur the

guilt, and certainl}^ incurring the odium of rebellion. The peo-

ple demurred with much spirit, but that line of conduct was car-

ried out. There were many proposals by way of modification,

but the time wore on and nonresistance remained the only
course open to the community. The sturdy lighting men, who
could not remain in the town while such dishonoring: conditions

were being adopted, left Lawrence, and were ready, should any

change of policy supervene, to come to the rescue with such force

as they could command. The companies from other towns which

were already marching to the rescue were warned to return

whence they came, but the Wakarusa company would not be

warned back, and they stood ready for action all the time. The
U. S. Marshal's proclamation reached the " law abiding citi-

zens
"

for whom it was intended, and they came by hundreds

like comorants scenting carrion, to flock round the standard at

Lecompton. The Platte county riflemen, under their distinguish-

ed commanders, the chivalry of the south, recruited from almost

every jail in the union. Chevaliers (T Industrie from their birth, and

not a few good men who were now "to see for the first time, the

type of humanity with which they were brigaded, came to the

call of the representative of constituted authority, to compel the

defenseless people to submit to terms which no conqueror in his

senses would offer to sane men. In a few days the morals of

Buford's contingent seemed to have pervaded the whole host
;

nothing was safe from pilfering fingers, and while the common sol-

dier stole without disguise, the more gentlemanly officer
"
pressed

into the service
"

all that he coveted of his neighbor's goods, but

in the end it made little difiierence whether property was re-

quisitioned or merely robbed. The assistant sergeant-at-arms of

the investigating committee was some time a prisoner among the

legions, but was at length allowed a pass by way of compliment
to congress. Muskets, provisions of all kinds, and men were
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seized, and when citizens declined to stand upon the first order,

they were rained upon by bullets. A delegation to the CJ. S.

Marshal asked for terms that would allow of that oflicial enter-

ing the town unaccompanied by the regiments with which John

Falstaff would not have marched through Coventry, and that

grandiloquent official gave as his ultimatum that every man

against whom there was a warrant should be surrendered, that

all munitions of war should be given up, and that the citizens

should pledge themselves to obey the territorial enactments in

•every respect. The conditions were the occasion of a letter from

the citizens, denying all charges of disloyalty, but calling atten-

tion to the proclamation circulated on the other side of the bor-

der, and definitely asking what was sought by such an armed

force as the marshal had gathered together. The citizens appeal-
ed to the constituted authorities of the union to defend them

against such hostile designs as were freely spoken of by the

po.'ise comitatus^ and once announced their willingness to render

all proper aid in any legal process. The reply of the marshal

could hardly have been more pompous in its tone had the Czar of

all the Rassias been the writer. The fact of Mr. Reeder's escape

figured as a charge against Lawrence. The conqueror by antici-

pation taunted his suppliants as one holding the power of life and

death would not have done, and the whole communication was a

finished specimen of insolent effrontery. The citizens wrote

again, calling the marshal's attention to the depredations commit-

ted by the posse ostensibly called together to enforce the laws,

but no answer was vouchsafed to that letter; it was indeed unan-

swerable. The citizens strove to move the governor to some

action which would call United States troops to the front,

instead of the ruffian horde, but that gentleman was implacable.

Their envoys sent to him were detained and subjected to number-

less indignities. An offer was made that if Col. Sumner would

encamp with his force in the vicinity, the citizens would surren-

der all their arras into his keeping, to be returned after the mar-

shal should have made his arrests.

The congressional committee was appealed to, but they were of

course powerless in such a case
; they could only note the facts

for future action. Col. Sumner was personally kind and just, but
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liis hands were tied unless the proper authority called for his in-

terference. The offer to surrender their arms
2^''^o

tern, to Col.

Sumner was at one time listened to, but when the deles;otion,

after being for some time held as prisoners, returned, the citizens

were told that their arms must be given up to the marshal or to

the governor, or else the alternative was war. Murder was now
in order. A 3'Oung man carrying provision to his mother's house

was shot without one syllable of provocation, by the marshal's
" law abiding citizens

;

" some boys, going to the spot where the

young man was killed, were fired upon and one of their num-

ber murdered, and still in spite of an indignation which almost

defied control, the policy of nonresistance was maintained
;
and

every modification that pointed toward a demonstration in force

was resolutely voted down. There was no hope for Lawrence

save in the intervention of United States troops, but the com-

mandant, Col. Sumner, could not depart from the strict role of

duty, which left him under existing circumstances no discretion-

ary power whatever. The fact that murders were being commit-

ted was matter for the civil government to consider, and his posi-

tion did not entitle hira to interfere unless the governor sent him

a requisition. The city was doomed to destruction, and the press

were already moving to accomplish their end. The morning of

May 21, 1856, was the time named to commence the work of des-

olation, and before daylight the enemy was in the saddle, making
the final dispositions for the advance. The sweet morsel of re-

venge so long anticipated seemed almost too delicious to be real-

ized, now that the hour was at hand, and the assailants came on

toward the sleeping town like men dreading an ambuscade at

every step, or fearing that a mine would be sprung beneath their

feet, to send them nearer to heaven than their deeds deserved.

The same month and the same year saw Charles Sumner pros-

trated by a blow as cruel, in the presence of the supreme power
in the United States, and in both cases the stroke recoiled upon
the party which inflicted it with a vengeance which reminded men
in after years that the sins of mankind, in the abstract as in the

concrete, are sure to find them out. Preston Brooks committed

what was denounced in congress
" as a brutal, murderous and

cowardlj' assault," and at that moment the air was filled with ru-
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mors of a companion crime against a communit}^ ;
the leader of

the part}^, Stephen A. Doughas, standing sponsor for both offenses,

because of an ambition which blinded him to the misfeasances of

his supporters. The men who led in these offenses are known

but by their crimes, and the greater man who became their apol-

ogist failed in the very crisis of his fate, because of the faithless-

ness of the party for which he had sacrificed his duty to God and

the race. The ruffians and their leaders would not be absent at

such a time, when the policy of weakness had been forced upon
their enemies. The southern forces were content to figure in manv
such triumphant scenes, if southern rights could be secured by
the wrongs inflicted upon Kansas. There was little danger and

no glory in such conquests over men whose hands were almost

literally tied behind them, and over women who could weep but

dared not fight, because they would have endangered the ultimate

success of a cause which they esteemed more dearly than their

own immunity from suffering. It was the president's victory

they knew, although the gloating smile of triumph sat upon a

thousand meaner faces, as though their prowess had made them

conquerors. When the sun arose, Mt. Oread was in the hands of

the foe and their flag floated over the city, and in succession the

several positions from which, in a military sense, their weapons
would enable them to command the city were occupied, the troops

all the time playing at danger as though there was cause for fear

from the silent inhabitants. Messengers and scouts sent into the

city reported that perfect order prevailed, and an officer with ten

men rode into the place, summoned the principal men to act as

his posse, and proceeded to make arrests. That work being ac-

complished, the force was handed over to sheriff Jones, and that

functionary assumed the command with a characteristic oration.

The Qommittee of public safety had subscribed a most pitiful decla-

ration while the marshal's posse was at work in the city, promising
in a manner reprehensibly abject, to obey the territorial enact-

ments, and asking for safety under the flag of the union, but even

that terrible humiliation was not enough ;
the sheriff rode into

town in the afternoon and demanded at the head of an armed

troop that all the weapons in Lawrence should be surrendered,

allowing ten minutes for the completion of the work of disarma-
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ment and stacking the rifles in the streets, to save the place from

being cannonaded. At that point a stand was partially made,
the cannon should be surrendered for the sake of peace, but the

weapons that were private property should be held by their own-

ers. The conditions thus insisted upon were accepted, and the

great guns were unearthed from their hiding places. Some rifles

were also handed over among the trophies of the victors.

There was a faint hope that the end of the abominable outrage
had been reached, but no such idea prevailed in the camp of the

Missourians and southerners. The great commander. Gen. Atchi-

son, mounted the breech of a gun and made an inflammatory

speech to the Kickapoo Eangers, declaring himself one of their

number, glorying in the victory before them, which he in part
accounted for, unintentionally, by saying that " the abolitionists

did not dare fire a gun," and then after recognizing the fact of

the peace which, so far as the citizens were implicated, reigned in

Lawrence, he went on to define the several acts of wanton ruin

which were to perpetuate their revenge. Printing presses were

to be destroyed ;
the Free State Hotel was to be demolished, and

they were to act as southern gentlemen ;
but if they found a

woman carrying the arms of a soldier, they must trample her un-

der their feet. The horrible profanity of the speech may well be

left to the imagination, as it would soil the page of history. Non-

resistance being rigidly adhered to by the citizens, the murderous

instincts of their enemies were held in check, but the city could

be dismantled. The final orders were given by Mr. Jones, in ac-

cordance with the programme laid down, and the terrible armj^
with banners marched on under the several flags which formed

the rallying point of each section
;
a motley crew of thieves and

ruffians, who could scarcely keep their hands out of each others'

pockets as they marched, followed a piece of bunting which pro-

claimed the supremacy of the white race, while another contin-

gent more consistently ranged themselves behind a crouching tiger,

and Southern Rights, as usual, flaunted over the throng of wrong-
doers. The grand jury, when indicting men, had indicted build-

ings also, and as the men, wherever found, had been imprisoned
without the idle form of a trial, so the edifices were now to be de-

stroyed. The Free State Hotel, the Kansas Free State News-
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paper office, and the Herald of Freedom were visited in succes-

sion. The presses and type were broken and destroyed, and part

of the material carried to the river until the ruffians grew tired of

drowning iron and lead
;
the books and paper in stock were torn

and burned, and the Herald of Freedom office repeatedly set on

fire. Cannon, planted in front of the hotel, battered its walls for

some time, without producing any perceptible ruin, so powder
was emploj^ed to blast the edifice, and when that charm failed, the

assailants had recourse to incendiarism, in which they were natur-

ally better skilled. The hotel was soon enveloped in flames, whicli

mounted to the sky in mockery of eternal justice, while the fac-

tors o£ desolation rejoiced aloud in tlie ruin which they and the

president had wrought. When the building was on fire beyond

hope of rescue, the sheriff dismissed his posse in pursuit of indi-

dividual gratification, with the announcement that the writs had

been executed, and plunder followed demolition. The stores

containing clothing were, of course, greedily sought, some con-

tenting themselves with adorning their bodies and filling their

pockets ; others, who had been better warned, had wagons to en-

able them to steal in wholesale quantities, while much that could

not be conveniently carried away was wrecked in pure malice.

Before the conquerors retired, they set fire to Dr. Kobinson's

house, at the foot of Mount Oread, and by its flames the rear

guard was illumiated as the ruffians returned to their camps to

celebrate their exploit in drunken orgies. While the work of

pillage was going on, one man gave chase to a retreating person-

age, whom he believed to be ex-Go v. Reeder, and the pursuer

being unable to keep his saddle, fell and broke his leg in the

service. That was the only man wounded in the inglorious sack

of Lawrence, and one man was killed by a brick accidentally

falling from the Free State Hotel, which he was assisting to de-

stroy. Every kind of crime that long experience could devise

found favor among the warriors at Lecompton, and the proceeds

of robbery were worn in the camp with as much pride as the

Indian finds in showing the scalps that he has taken : but horse

stealing was the strong suit among the upholders of
" law and

order," the Chevaliers d'Industrie, in whose companionship the U.

S. marshal emulated the glory of his leader, Franklin Pierce, the

slayer of liberty by proclamation.
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Many of the gentlemen from the south who had supposed until

now, that they were taking part in a holy war, abandoned the

enterprise, when they had seen how the cause thej^ believed in

was championed at Lawrence, but that was not an advantage to

Kansas, because the worst elements were now unchecked by
even a vestige of moral purpose. The groceries around the camp
at Franklin were plundered, and Gren. Atchison passed through
Lawrence in triumph at the head of the riflemen who were on

their return to Platte county. It was not enough that one city

had been sacked
;
the newspapers across the border deprecated a

return home until every free state settlement had been leveled

with the ground, or until the people now living therein had been

driven out by the proslavery party. There had been a purpose
declared long before, to scour the territory with mounted patrols,

and prevent the fields from being cultivated; a work as baleful to

the cause of freedom could be done by destroying the harvest, or

by preventing it from being gathered, so there were bodies of

troops left in the territory, in part under the command of Coleman,
the Hickory Point murderer, who had once been nominally the

prisoner of the sheriff and was now his comrade. The company
that was engaged in robbing the mail bags, stopping wayfarers on

the road, plundering wagons, and continuing the manifold depre-

dations which have been before described, honored Grov. Shannon

by assuming to be his sharpshooters, and the man who should

have represented justice and the honor of the United States had

not one word of censure for such misdeeds. There is a point

beyond which submission is impossible, and that limit had been

passed. United States troops were no longer in the field, and

there was no earthly reason why men should not defend their

own property from marauders. So, many of the men with arms

in their hands, who had left Lawrence before the city was sacked,

united with settlers in the open country to form guerrilla bands,

which soon passed from the simple work of defense to the equally

natural process of aggression upon the scoundrels who were

ravaging the country. Eeprisals became the order of the day,

and it was soon apparent that the free state fighting men were

more than a match for their enemies, but the settlements all over

the territory suffered terrible devastations. Lecompton, the head
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quarters of Mr. Shannon, was in hourly turmoil lest the free state

party should demolish the dwellings of their enemies, and the

governor, seeing his allies driven in confusion before the men
whom they were about to exterminate, found that it was his

duty to call in the aid of Col. Sumner. Troops were stationed at

Lawrence, Topeka and Lecompton, to keep the peace, and the

incompetent official once more breathed securely. Capt. Walker

was one of the ablest of the guerrilla leaders that the troubled

times brought to the front, and his name was somewhat famous

in later days in the command of Union troops against the

southern rebels. His head was valued at $500 by the Mis-

sourian faction then, but the day came when they would gladly
have purchased it at a much higher valuation. Many schemes

were elaborated to win the reward, but somehow the captain

always knew the plans of his enemies in time to have his troop
of friends around him, and occasionally the pursuers

"
caught a

Tartar." Twelve men came to his house at midnis-ht on oneO

occasion^ to surprise him in his sleep, and the stillness of death

seemed to be only broken by their own stealthy tread as they
rode up to the defenseless dwelling. Revolvers and knives were

already in imagination flourished over the heart of the slowly

awakening prisoner, when the reverie of the capturers was dis-

turbed b}^ a volley of rifle shots directed at their horses. There

was a mad rush to escape, and one of the marauders with diffi-

culty extricated himself from his dead horse, but there was no

bridge of gold for a flying army, and two prisoners were secured

by a second troop of defenders who had been posted in anticipation

of just such a retrograde movement. Death at the nearest tree

w^ould have been a fit reward for such a ruffianly enterprise, but

Capt. Walker and his friends dismissed the penitent captives on

the following morning with a caution, and were rewarded by the

rascals with a full description of the settlers whom they had

recognized, so that there were many additional names added to

the number already outlawed and constrained to fight for liberty

and life.

Judge Wakefield, who was one of the defenders, and deserves

honor for the fact, having learned that a writ had been issued for

his arrest, started for the east to procure reinforcements, but he
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was arrested and brought to Lecompton, where he soon regained
his liberty. In one instance, where a party of Georgian horse-

men had assailed a house on Washington Creek, the occupant and

his friends fortified the position as well as they could and fought
like men. The attack had been seen and notice was given to the

troops at Lawrence by a lady living in the neighborhood. Four

dragoons were dispatched to the seat of war and some of the free

state party rode with them, but the assailants retired when the

reinforcements hove in sight, and the party from the city, riding

up to the dwelling, were fired upon by the brave defenders by
mistake. Two of the rescuing party were wounded and two

horses killed in a twinkling, and it was not until the next day
that the misunderstanding was explained. The times did not

warrant men-at-arms in approaching a detached dwelling without

ceremony. South Carolina, the state that reelected Preston S.

Brooks with eclat after his assault on Mr. Sumner, had now ob-

tained complete control of Mr. Shannon's conscience, and the

men from that state could mold him to any purpose. They flat-

tered him as though he had been Phillip the Great, and feasted

him like Sardanapalus, and, in return, the more than Macedonian

marched through the territory at the head of a party, searching

for arms with a delirium of zeal that was not always due to mere

enthusiasm. The congressional committee adjourned from Law-

rence soon after the Reecler difficulty, the work in that city being

ended, and subsequently they assembed in Leavenworth; but

they had never been popular among the Missourians, as was natu-

ral, considering the fight which their friends in the house of rep-

resentatives had made against an inquiry, and they had grown in

disfavor with every sign of vigor, in pursuit of the truth. This

had been well understood before the documents and depositions

collected by the committee had been entrusted to Mrs. Eobinson

for conveyance to the east, and there were now many manifesta-

tions on the part of the ruffians, that only a pretext was wanted

to embolden the mob to break up the sessions of the terrible tri-

bunal, destroy the accumulated evidence, and take the conse-

quences. Lawrence was sacked on May 21st, and soon after-

wards the military force at the fort was distributed over the ter-

ritory by Mr. Shannon's requisitions; on the 26th of that month,
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the "law abiding citizens" that had sacked Lawrence under the

eyes of the United States marshal were assembling in Leavenwortli

in considerable numbers, and a "reign of terror" was sought to be

established there. The Missonrian committeeman was of course

understood to be on the side of his own state, but the two others,

Messrs. Sherman and Howard were warned by
"
Capt. Hemp"'

by a notice served on them by affixing it to the door of their

room, that they could no longer sit there unless they changed
their "obnoxious course." Two days later, the " Leavenworth

Herald," a pro-slavery organ, gave publicity to the suggestions of

the Missourian press, that every free state settlement must be

abolished, and meetings were called in which resolutions were

adopted to carry out that design. A vigilance committee was

nominated, the command entrusted to Col. Warren D. Wilkes

from South Carolina, and the names of all the prominent free state

residents handed over to that gentleman, with instructions that

they should be compelled to quit the territory. Mr. Conway,
one of the clerks of the Kansas investigating committee, was ar-

rested, among others, by the zealous commander, who paraded
the streets in ridiculous state at the head of the Kickapoos and a

band of southerners, and arrested everybody that was named in

his list and could be found. The arrest of the clerk was denied,

but the seizure continued until thirty men were in durance vile,

and at night many of the prisoners were permitted to escape on

theirl parol engagement that they would finally abandon the

territory. Thus the war of extermination was waged against the

little band in Kansas, which represented the advancing thought
of the age, and the men in high places were on the side of the

oppressors, until thousands all over the land as they heard of the

wrongs which were being perpetrated in the name of South em

Eights, cried out in the agony of their inaction,
" How long, O

Lord, how long" shall Thy vengeance against the persecutors of

Thy people be stayed ?
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CHAPTER XIY.

TEERITOEIAL HISTORY
(.continued.)

THE "JOHN BROWN" WAR—EVENTS OP 1856-7.

Rock Foundation— Blood Will Tell— John Brown— Military Career— De-

troit Surrender— Religious Enthusiasm— Noble Progeny— Gerret Smith
— Among Negroes— Kansas Home— Abolitionist Zeal— Marching On
— Arms and Men— Oratory-

—
Against Slavery

— Harper's Ferr}-
— Funds

and Weapons— Southern Kansas— Deeds not Words— Faith in God—
Rescued Slaves— Young Brown— Sacking Lawrence— Ossawatomie—
— Bell Eviction— Starving Family— Insolent Tactics— Extermination
— Fighting Men — The March — Shibboleth— Reprisals— Proslavery

Victims— Reaction— Fresh Troops—Dispersal— Shannon's Sharpshoot-

ers— After Brown— Captain Pate— Prisoners Shackled— Insanity—
Encampment — Palmyra— Drugged Preacher— Riotous Plunderers —
Prairie City

— Armed Worshippers— '• Old Browu " — Hunting 3Iissou-

rians— Combined Forces— Brown and Shore— 2G to 50— Cross Fire—
Ruffians Retreat— Shooting Prisoners— White Flag— Demanding Pate

— Unconditional Surrender— Brown's Camp — Buford's Companj^—
Lecompton's Surprise

— Failed to Connect— Recovering Plunder— Can-

non Recaptured — Bull Creek— Approaching Palm3'ra
— Governor's Or-

der— Sumner's Force— Deputy Marshal — Hickory Point— Guerrillas

— Browu Captured — Entrenched Force— White Feather— Merciful

Captors— Pate Censured — Brownites Disperse— Whitfield's Go?ige—
U. S. Camp— Punic Faith— Cantral Shot— Prisoners Murdered — Ossa-

watomie Sacked — Major Sedgwick— Defenseless— Ruinous Devasta-

tion— Rogues March— War Prevailing
— Missouri Pirates— Robbing

Immigrants— Purloining Clothes— Traitors Death— Hang Abolitionists

— Fi)od Wanting— Eastern Solicitude— Congressional Report— Doubts

Resolved— " Kansas Aid "— Mr. Beecher— Buying Rifles— Wabaunsee

Colony— New York— Illinois— Wisconsin— Free States— Free Kansas

Friends— National Committee— Stores Intercepted— Arms, Money and

Men— Boston Relief— Prophetic Armament— Presidential Campaign—
Furore— Rufllan Portraiture— Kansas Refugees— Congressional Art—
Southern Reinforcements— Lying and Relying— Taxing Friends— More

Troops— State Legislature
— Strengthening Topeka— Road Inspectors—

Popular Convention— Leaders Absent— Robinson's Deputy— Shannon

Commands— Disperse Traitors— Sumner's Dragoons— Woodson's Hope
— Special Session— Divergent Views— Regular Session— Remonstrance
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— Woodson & Company— Territorial Stafl"— Government by Proclama-

tion— People's Meeting— Marshal's Blunder— Obliging Bystanders
—

Fourth of July— Hail Columbia— Day we Celebrate — The Declaration

-Calling Roll— Sumner's Speech— Must Disperse
— Painful Duty—

Obeying Orders— Marshal's Brag— Dispersed.

While the governor and the committee of safety were arrang-

ing the details of the first pacification, John Brown and his four

sons were among the defenders of Lawrence, and they were so

resolute against concession of any kind to the enemy, that it was

necessary for Dr. Eobinson to assure the courageous crowd that

no conditions committing them to obey the territorial enactments

were included in the treaty before Mr. Shannon and the representa-

tives of the free state party couid go to the Wakarusa camp.

The old man and his sons were " rock rooted" in the best sense.

Their ancestor was one Peter Brown, a sturdy pilgrim that landed

on Plymouth Eock fj-om the Mayflower on that day in December,

1620,

" In the Old Colony days in Plymouth, the land of the Pilgrims,"

concerning which Longfellow has sung in matchless numbers in

"The Courtship of Miles Standish.
"

Peter signifies a rock, and

of such materials the Brown family were compacted. There was

a regular succession from that Peter to represent the family in

every trial through which the colony of N'ew England passed

from Dec. 22, 1620, until the revolution of 1776, when one of the

noble stock died in the service, captain of a train band near

ISTew York City. Twentj^-four years after that event, the grand-

son of the revolutionary sire, John Brown, who was to die for his

courage displayed at Harper's Ferry and elsewhere, was born May
9, 1800, at Torrington, Conn. Blood will tell, and the child had

come of s;ood stock on both sides. His mother's father was one

of the men of '76. Soon after Ohio had been admitted to the

L^nion, the father of John Brown moved his little family into

that state, where he settled in 1805, and during the Indian-Brit-

ish war of 1813, Owen Brown was engaged in procuring supplies

for our army. The boy John accompanied his father on his ex-

peditions, so that he was not without insight as to military mat-

ters
;
but the conduct of Gov. Hull, at Detroit, in tamely submit-

99,
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ting to the enemies of the Union, gave a special tincture of dis-

gust for cowardice to the whole of his after life. Had he re'

mained in Connecticut he would have been well educated
;
but

the removal to Ohio, a state onl}^ three years admitted to the

Union, when he was five years old, robbed him of many school

advantages. Three years after leaving Torrington his mother

died, and that deprived him of the best teacher that childhood

knows, just at an age when training was most important in the

formation of character. The boy's fondness for his mother be-

came one of the dearest memories in his career
;
and she was, there

can be no doubt, an admirable woman. Eeligious enthusiasm

was the substratum of the character thus being formed by toil and

privation, and it continued to manifest itself in every crisis of his

life. He had learned the trade of a tanner, but his design was to

enter the church
;
and but for his eyes failing him while he was

preparing for college, it is tolerably certain that he would have

been an effective Congregational preacher. Resuming his old

avocation and becoming a farmer, he was twice married, and

twenty children were the noble progeny that were in part left

when two of his sons with himself were sacrificed for their zeal

on behalf of the slaves in Virginia, in Charlestown, Dec. 2, 1859.

Business vicissitudes in 1849 left him penniless; but Gerret

Smith, to whom the abolitionist proclivities of the veteran were

known, gave him a piece of land in New York state, in the Adi-

rondak mountains, where he made his home for some time. The

settlement in which Brown then lived consisted in part of negroes

befriended by Mr. Smith, and his family made their home there

to the end. When John Brown was executed, his remains were

buried in the grave^-ard there. The wool trade, in which he

ao-ain embarked in 1851, took him to Ohio, and he remained there

for about four years; but, in the year 1855, when reports came

back from the early settlers in Kansas that they were being tyran-

nized over and insulted by the border ruffians, the old man, now

rapidl}' approaching sixty years of age, and having little more

than four years of his career to run, turned his attention towards

the territorv. His four elder sons were among the earliest emi-

grants, arriving in Kansas in the spring of 1855, when tlie Pawnee

legislature was chosen by Missourians. "When the young men
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saw that there must be fighting in the territory, they wrote home

to their father to send them arms
;
and he, scenting danger, car-

ried the weapons, together with his own harness, to the scene of

the conflict. Thus it happened that he was in Lawrence with his

young men when the treaty was made. Kansas was to be his

home for the future, because he could see that for some years to

come the warmest corner in the proslavery battle would be made

in that location. He was "
marching on

"
to the great purpose of

his life, the war against slavery any where and at any cost. He
was no holiday parade man, but a veteran always ready for the

battle.

He went east in 1856, to detail what he had seen in Kansas,
and his sons accompanied him, his object being to make the peo-

ple understand how terrible the struggle must become. He was

requested to detail his experiences before the legislature in the

old Bay state, and he addressed that body in a vigorous oration

early in January, 1857. Harper's Ferrj'- was already in his

mind's eye, and the weapons were ordered at this time which

were eventually used in that adventure. Every movement of his

life was now dominated by his desire to consummate abolition.

At the antislavery conference held in Canada, he was'the master

spirit, but when it became more evident than ever that help was

required in the territory, he used all the influence that he pos-

sessed to secure a troop of men sufficient to strengthen the set-

tlers against southern aggression. Without funds and weapons,
it was not possible to fight the battle successfully, and so large a

proportion of the munitions of war sent from the east had been

seized in transit by the enemy, that continued appeals had to be

urged upon the friends in the free states. May, 1857, saw him
once more in Ossawatomie, prepared by doughty deeds, as well

as by spoken words, to testify his faith in the Lord of Hosts,
who was to him essentially the God of Battles, by whose fiat sla-

very must be ended. It was from this point that he set out in

1859, upon the enterprise which has left his name imperishably
written upon the page of history for his faith sake, and he car-

ried with him there a number of slaves that had been rescued

from their masters in Missouri. But we have to deal with the

John Brown war in Kansas, and we must not wander too far
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ahead of our theme
;
besides which, the concluding year of his

career has been the theme of so man}-, and such glorious utter-

ances by the world's great thinkers, that there is no need to tres-

J3ass upon that territory. AYe are in Kansas, and the city of

Lawrence is at the point of being sacked. Among the men

inarching to the rescue of the threatened city, we find Capt. John

Brown, Jr., son of the old man, now absent in the east. Sixty

men marched with him, but the policy of weakness prevailed,

and they, with many others, were turned back from what might

otherwise have been a sanguinar}'- encounter. The city was

sacked, the men were disbanded, and things were once again fall-

ing into old grooves, when the proslavery faction became pos-

sessed of the idea, as we have seen at Leavenworth, that every free

settler must be driven out. Ossawatomie was one of the places

chosen for the exhibition of that line of policy, and one of the

settlers named Bell, who had come from Missouri to settle among

proslavery men, was especially offensive
;
not for anything done

by him, but because he, having lived in Missouri, had yet the

indiscretion to avow free state opinions. He was compelled to

leave the house he had been occupying, in spite of the sick-

ness of his wife, and when he had gone to a distance to procure

food for his homeless and starving family, he was seized and held

a prisoner by the insolent foe, regardless of the peculiar circum-

stances of suffering, which were intensified by every hour of his

absence.- In addition to this instance of wanton cruelty, the

Missourian settlers about Ossawatomie availed themselves of the

absence of the free soil fighting men, to visit and insult their

wives and families, giving them orders to quit the territory on

pain of death. There may have been no deliberate intention

back of ail these threats, but there is abundant reason to be

found in the tactics of the party elsewhere for the assumption,

that every free settler would have been compelled to vacate his

lot, if he could not defend it by his own right arm. This con-

dition of things remained when " Old John Brown "
returned

from the east, and it did not tend toward softening his feelings

against the proslavery party.

The belief was common that the whole settlement, and the

Browns more particularly, would be destroyed by an act of sim-
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ultaneoLTS assassination, and tliere were very few that wished to

sit calml}^ down and wait for the consummation. A council

of war was held, and " Old John "
advocated war on the instant.

The majority inclined to bide the course of events, waiting for re-

inforcements and watching the enemy closely, but a small minority
of nine, including the leader, declared for the arbitrament of the

sword. It is not easy for us to determine which policy was the

best. The younger Browns were not among those who followed

the more impetuous leader, but the men who had chosen the more

eventful career were soon heard from. The little army of obser-

vation determined, upon mature consultation, that certain men
who were the leading spirits of the proslavery section, and had

made themselves peculiarly conspicuous by their evil deeds dur-

ing the Lawrence invasion, should be held responsible for the

actions of their party, and if any indication appeared that the

scheme of murder was to be prosecuted, they should be destroyed

msiante)\ as a precautionary measure. On the 24th of May, 1857,

durino- the absence of the leader of the little band, five men thus

marked down as specially dangerous, Messrs. Sherman, Wilkinson,

Doyle, and two sons of the latter, had committed outrages against

the free settlers which pointed toward the speedy realization of

the larger design, and the war policy determined upon in council

was executed, the offenders were brought from their several

dwellings and killed. The event was one of the shocking inci-

dents of a warlike time, and it is not easy to determine where the

blame primarily belonged. When Napoleon returned from his

ill-starred invasion of Russia after Moscow had been burned, and

when his army was nearly destroyed, he complained to his minis-

ter of police that some one had said the "assault upon the Czar

was a crime." ''Sire,'' replied Fouche, "It is worse than a

crime; it is a blunder." Fouche was wise after the event. Apart
from the criminality of this cold blooded line of conduct, it was

a blunder, because it cooled the ardor of their own best friends,

and in a corresponding degree it infused greater rage into the hearts

of the dominant faction. But there never yet was a quarrel be-

tween two sections in a community where all the right was on

one side, and all the wrong on the other. The constitution of

humanity forbids any such phenomena, and the war in Kansas
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was of a kind especially calculated to carry extreme men on both

sides to their worst deeds. It is however only fair to the particip-

ants in these executions to say that old Capt. Brown, who was ab-

sent at the time, fully indorsed the action of his command when he

returned, and it is probable that he knew more than will ever be

told as to the provocation which he held to be sufficient. The

border newspapers teemed with inflammatory appeals once more,

there was a perceptible reaction within the territory itself against

abolitionists, and the governor was importuned to supply every

proslavery man with weapons, while many wanted all the United

States troops that were procurable precipitated at once upon the

offending district. Officers were dispatched with small detach-

ments to Ossawatomie and to Pottawattamie Creek, to ascertain

the facts as far as possible, and to disperse armed bodies of men,

should any be found to have gathered. Capt. Brown with eight}'"

men was found by one of the officers, and he, upon being ordered

to disperse his force, did homage to the U. S. uniform by com-

manding his friends to repair to their homes. The lieutenant

in command reported all quiet in consequence of that act of

obedience, but there were parties not to be so easily contented.

After the sacking of Lawrence, one Capt. Pate, a Virginian, an

editor and newspaper correspondent, remained in the territory in

command of a troop of freebooters, who assumed the name of

" Shannon's Sharpshooters," and were for some time a terror to

pe;xceful travelers. The reports sent to the press by the gallant

commander were as wonderful as the exploits of Parolles himself,

but in reality his command were more dangerous to henroosts

than to free state settlers when armed for defense. Mr. Pate had

stayed in Kansas contrary to orders, after the sheriff's posse had

been dismissed, because his command would cease when he

crossed the border, and he hated to realize ^^
Othello s occupation

gone," with "
all the pomp and circumstance of war." The cor-

respondent would be a freebooter rather than relapse into private

citizenship, so he remained ready to carry out any designs that

might be suggested against the other side. The hoped for chance

had come, he would capture Brown, and before anybod}'- could

suggest a doubt as to the success of a proposition so feasible, the

dashing officer was at Ossawatomie, and had failed to find the
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man of whom he was in search. The old man was absent, but

he found two of his sons, made prisoners of them, put them in

irons, burned houses, arrested any person that objected to his

home being set on fire, and generally deported himself like a

brave commander of irregulars, who wants to create sensational

incidents, when there is no armed force to compel respect for

property and life. The John Brown war had commenced in so-

ber earnest, and May 31st found several Ossawatomie settlers be-

ing driven, handcuffed and ironed, from camp to camp, on their

way to Lecompton. Two of the captives were John Brown, Jr.,

a member of the Topeka legislature, and Jason, his brother. But

little time elapsed before the old man was made aware that his

sons were in the hands of the enemy and that he had been in-

quired for. Perhaps it may have been politeness, or affection, or

a mixtnre of both feelings, but he certainly became more anxious

for an interview than Capt. Pate himself. The freebooter doubled

and turned like a hunted hare, trying to recover its form, but the

prisoners could not move quite as rapidly as he desired, and they
suffered accordingly. Eventually the captives were handed over

to Lieut. Wood and a detachment of dragoons, and conveyed to

their destination, at Lecompton, whence they were transferred to

Leavenworth, where young John Brown became insane. The
town of Palmyra was the next point of attack for Capt. Pate

;
it

was just as defenseless as Ossawatomie, and entirely taken by

surprise. The troop came upon the place by night, enjoj'ed the

privilege of plunder, took several prisoners, and among the rest

an old and unoffending Baptist preacher, whom they bound, and

then compelled to swallow a quantity of whisky which, exce]3t

for such malicious purposes, they would not have spared from

their own throats. Having finished their Saturday night's work
at Palmyra on Sunday morning, they went next to Prairie City,

about fourteen miles from Lawrence, a small village of about five

hundred inhabitants now, but then with little more than a tithe

of that number. Their success in the smaller village of Palmyra
had given them confidence for larger exploits, and the villagers

at church were astonished by the sounds of an armed force in the

•streets. It was a time when prudent men went armed, even to

church, and unfortunately for the assuilants the villagers did not
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know that the troop was invincible, so they sallied out from their

place of worship, made some few prisoners and drove the balance

of the freebooters away in great disorder. The pursuer of Pate

was now close upon his track, and on Monday morning news was-

obtained as to the whereabouts of the encampment of the pro-

slavery men.

John Brown had formed an alliance with Capt. Shore of the

Prairie .City Company, and between them the two commanders

could bring twenty-six men into the field, when they ascertained

where the "
spoil encumbered foe

" was posted. The enemy num-

bered fifty, and being on the defensive, could use their wagons as

a fortification, so that the odds were largely in their favor. The

alarm was soon given that the attack was imminent, and the free-

booters were drawn up behind their line of defense. The force

of the'assailants had been divided, and the warrior journalist was

"under a cross fire for which he was entirely unprepared. Five

minutes of sharp firing dislodged the freebooters from their wagon

fortress, but the prisoners were left in a tent exposed to the fusil-

lade of their friends. One of the Missourians concluded that it

devolved upon him to shoot the prisoners, who were lying flat

upon the ground, so that the bullets of the attacking party whis-

tled above them, doing no harm. Alread}^ a flag of truce had

been sent to the assailants, asking for quarter, but pending the

result of that appegl it would be perfectly safe to murder their

own captives, who, being under fire, might be supposed to be

killed by their comrades on the hill. Dr. Graham, who had been

seized at Palmyra during the camissado on Saturday night, was

to have been the first dispatched, but he made his escape and ran

to join Brown's party, regardless of a few musket shots, one of

which struck him in the hip. Thiit made the murder of the rest

too risky, when a surrender on any conditions was to be preferred

to instant death, and punishment for such a crime would certainly

follow. The firing lasted just three hours, when the Missourian

force at Black Jack sent to pray for quarter from a force just half

as large as their own, but free settlers have or should have always

a marked advantage over freebooters. John Brown respected the

white flag so far as to allow safety to the bearer, but he would

not treat with any man except Pate, and that worthy being noti-
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fied of the fact, speedily answered the demand in person. A
graphic column for the " Missouri Kepublican

"
might have been

written by its correspondent as to his own appearance in that fate-

ful hour, but the powers of description, which revelled in hen

roost victories, failed in the task of describing an ignominious de-

feat of fifty valiant troopers by twenty-six of the colonists. The

surrender was unconditional, and Capt. Brown with a detacliment

of five men proceeded to the camp on Black Jack to receive sub-

mission, and more j)risoners than all his party could have guarded

but for reinforcements which now began to arrive from Lawrence,

Franklin and elsewhere. The Palmyra plunder and prisoners,

and all the camp equipage of the plunderers fell into the hands of

their masters A fortified camp was established in the woods

back of Prairie City, on Middle Ottawa Creek, and John Brown

with his command was ready for all comers. The forces of the

enemy were moving this waj', artd so were troops of supporters.

Franklin was of course near at hand, little more than ten miles

distant, and Maj. Buford with his company remained there ready
for emergencies, and guarding the spoils obtained from Lawrence.

When the mountain would not go to Mahomet, the prophet made

a merit of necessity by going to the mountain, so when Buford did

not seek his enemy, the free state men went in search of him.

A few parties from Lawrence planned the attack on his force, but

the Wakarusa contingent failed to connect, and the free state men
blundered into the fi2;ht, each section fighting its own battle with

an undivided force fully prepared for the assault. The result in

spite of all disadvantages was in favor of the settlers, the small-

ness of whose numbers could not be ascertained in the darkness,

and before morning Buford's men had abandoned their sfuard

house with all their munitions and stores. The spoils of the vic-

tors embraced the cannon surrendered at Lawrence, and more of

the goods which were stolen during the sack of that citv than the

free state companies could cany away, before the United States

troops would be upon them from Lawrence, only four miles off.

Bull Creek was the camping ground of a force organized under

Gen. Whitfield, who failingf to secure a seat in congress was eflad

to obtain a post. Palmyra was selected by him as a good point

for operations with a force of three hundred men, including many
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notables from over the border, because from bis position there he

could menace his opponents with much damage. Coleman, the

murderer, was one of his council, and could give information as

to the men who served in the opposing ranks, and the best way
to distress them.

The pro-slavery men were uniformly worsted in every enc oun-

ter, and it was time for their patron to come to the rescue, so Gov.

Shannon issued a proclamation commanding a truce. All armed

bands were to disperse, and Col. Sumner with his dragoons was

comm issioned to carry out the order. Arrests were to be made

at the same time, and the deputy marshal accompanied the United

States forces for that purpose. The proclamation prevented some

of the free state men rallying with their com.rades at Hickory

Point, but a formidable company of more than one hundred as-

sembled there to watch Gen. Whitfield, and to intervene effect-

ively if his three hundred border rufhans should assail Palmyra.
The two camps were about one mile apart. All the guerrilla

leaders on the free state side were in the neighborhood, and their

united forces made about two hundred opposed to about five

hundred Missourians and their allies. On the .Oth of June, 1856,

Col. Sumner arrived near Palmyra and commenced his labors in

breaking up the panoply of war. The free state men dispersed

at the first order, because nothing would induce them to come

into hostile contact with the forces of the Union. Capt. Shore

was the first officer to disband his troops. Brown having com-

municated with the colonel, seeking an interview, was encouraged
to come out of his strong entrenchment in the woods and made a

prisoner ;
but he was not dismayed by that circumstance, having

well grounded faith in the commandant. When he led the

United States troops to his camp, they found twenty- seven prison-

ers guarded by fifteen settlers, in a position all but impregnable.
The deputy marshal was the same personage that had once taken

ex-Governor Reeder under a writ and allowed that gentleman to

escape from a discreet regard for his own personal safety; he had

come now with Col. Sumner under the pretense that he must

make arrests, but 'his conscience was mastered by a sense of the

possibilities, and he declared that he had no writs for the men
around him, and John Brown and all his men were at liberty to
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return home. The freebooter Oapt. Pate was set at liberty with.

his gang, but Col. Sumner reprimanded the worthy commander

for his misdeeds. Capt. Brown represented that he and his men
were only acting in concert to save their homes and properties

from the Whitfield party close at hand, but, upon the distinct

promise that the enemy should be dispersed immediately, he and

his friends went on their various ways to resume the industries of

peace. The other camp was visited in good faith, and, upon an

express engagement entered into by the congressional delegate of

the Missourian faction, that there should be no further hostilities

on his part, the colonel commandant went into camp near

Prairie City for one night, and then returned to the fort. Gen.

Whitfield was a man of his word, as it is believed tliat many
prisoners were murdered by his force on the following day, and

certainly a 3^oung free-state settler named Gantral was shot as a

traitor to Missouri, because he had formerly resided in that state,

and had since borne arms against slavery. The facts were wit-

nessed by the free state prisoner Bell, whose case has before been

mentioned, who was also an old Missourian resident, and had

been captured when conveying food to his sick wife and home-

less family. Col. Sumner would have rescued Cantral, but that

he had faith in the promises of Mr. Whitfield, and perhaps that

gentleman may have been overruled by comrades with less honor

than himself. The invaders availed themselves of the absence

of Col. Sumner to divide their forces instead of dispersing, and

Ossawatomie was menaced with an attack. The commandant

was certain there would be no hostile act, but, in the event of

such an outrage being attempted, Maj. Sedgwick with a sufficient

force was left in the locality ;
thus it happened that Ossawatomie

was a second time defenseless in the hands of the enemy, and,

after the departure of the major, the village was sacked, houses

were burned, and the ruffians retreated precipitately with all the

spoil they could carry away. During the whole summer such ex-

ploits were the order of the day, all the horrors of civil war

prevailing in Kansas in addition to the outrages incidental to

invasion, and the assailing force had only to cross the border or

to come under the protection of United States troops, commanded

by the Centurion Shannon, to be personally safe from repri-
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sals. The rale of Mr. Shannon meant ruin for the territory.

There ^Yas no house safe from midnis^ht robbers and asssassins,

who made partisanship their pretense for carrying on their dep-

redations, and found safety in the governor's protection, un-

less they were suspected of free state proclivities. Men were

shot down and robbed on the highway, women were overpower-
ed and outraged in houses, woodmen procuring fuel for their

families were hanged on the branches of trees which they would
have felled, homes were attacked and set on fire in the night,

so that women and children were left without clothing:, shel-

ter or food in the open prairies, harvests were destroyed in

the field, burned in the granaries or left to perish upon the

ground, so that food became scarce in the last degree all over the

territory, and supplies sent from afar to succor the starving were

taken by the pirates on the Missouri, or thrown overboard into

the river. ISTo men could enter upon an undertaking, however

legitimate w^ith a reasonable expectation of reward, and all the

time new arrivals were reporting that they had been robbed on

their way to the territory, deprived of money, weapons, clothing
and food, and forbidden to proceed into the accursed land under

the penalty of death. The evils of civil war ravaged the coun-

try, and all the time the forces of the union were compelled to

serve on the side of the oppressors. The blockade of the Mis-

souri was more complete than evei', and although the fact had

been publisbed far and wide, Franklin Pierce had not even a

j)roclamation that could be hurled at the ofl"enders. The press

of the Missourian party knew so well that there would be no

action on the part of the chief executive, that a project was dis-

cussed in cold blood fur hanging abolitionists trying to enter

Kansas by the river highway, in order that the spectacle of a few

boat loads, meeting the fate of traitors, should deter others from

attempts of the kind. The spring of 1857 found famine prevail-

ing all over Kansas, except among the Missourians, and accord-

ing to all appearances the state of siege was going to be continued

as long as the beleaguerment of Lej-den, where for one year the

Netherlanders resisted Spain, and for seven weeks the defenders

"were without bread before the Prince of Orange could come to their

rescue. There was no lack of solicitude on the part of all classes
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except the duly constituted authorities, but food, clothing, arras

and reinforcements were all contraband of war upon the Missouri,

and there was no force available to compel justice. The free

states were being aroused to a pitch of bitterness never before

realized, lecturers were traversing the country from city to city,

bearing aloft the symbols of distress, and in no tame or insuf-

ficient way, describing the woes which must be relieved. Some of

the men so engaged had fought for the side for which they were

pleading, and money was readily j)rocured to send aid to the suf-

ferers. The incompetency and favoritism of Mr. Shannon were

insisted upon in the press, on the platform and in congressional

circles, but that procured no redress, because it only tended to

convince Mr. Pierce and the senate with whom the appointing

power rested, that they had given to their friends, the proslavery

faction, a valuable ally. The congressional report had become

public property in August, 1856, and during the whole winter the

mass of evidence which accompanied the finding of the committee

of investigation had been served up by the press, as well as com-

mented upon in lecture halls, resolving the doubt of the com-

munity. It was idle for the other side to say that the evidence

was not worthy of credence, for the committee had published the

depositions of well known democrats as well as of whigs and free

soilers, and many of the witnesses were men for whose veracity hun-

dreds on every side were ready to swear. It became the fashion

with one section of the people, and the passion with another, to form
" Kansas Aid Societies," and meetings under such auspices were

attended by hundreds of thousands. Some went because they
had relatives engaged in the struggle from whom they had not

heard for months, in consequence of the destruction of mails.

Many more, because they were interested in the principle for

which the emio-rants were fi^htino;. and not a few who soug-ht

only to gratify an idle curiosity, or to float with the stream, be-

came fired by the recital of the occasion, until the}' would have

fought Satan himself, to assist the oppressed. In such cases as

well as in that desribed by Groldsmith, the orator realized that,

" Truth from his lips prevailed with double sway.
And fools, who came to scoff, remained to pray."

Henry AYard Beecher was one of the men whose voices were
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being heard on the question, and his oratory thrilled his hearers

everywhere; he was a man entirely in earnest, and he could an-

swer for a daily increasing congregation in Brooklyn, as well as

for many hundreds of thousands to whom his name was a house-

hold word. At one meeting in l^Tew Haven, Conn., where he lec-

tured, contributions were collected instantly to purchase fifty

rifles of the best description, and Plymouth church stood pledged
for half as many more, irrespective of what individual members

might give, for the outfit of the Wabaunsee colony, now flourish-

ing as one of the most prosperous communities in Kansas. Wis-

consin was represented in the movement by a great meeting in

the city of Milwaukee, in which a quantity of arms was given and

$3,000 in money, besides which every county in the state Vv'as or-

ganized to procure assistance. Companies were being raised and

drilled to march into the debatable land, and determine the whole

difficulty by skillfully propelled lead. Chicago, as usual, stood

for Illinois, and when it was reported that some emigrants from

that state had been robbed, ill used and turned back by the Mis-

sourians, there was a meeting held in the great metropolis, which

within one hour contributed $20,000 to remove obstructions from

the Missouri River. Other parts of the state were equally on the

([ui Vive, and there was to be no dearth of treasure for canning on

the war which the south had wantonly provoked. When the

free states held their conference in Buffalo, IST. Y., Illinois was

represented by three delegates, the other free states having one

each, and a society was organized which collected and distributed

money to the amount of $120,000, besides sending other material

aid which was contributed by members and friends all over the

free states. The meetings of the Directorate continued until Jan-

uary, 1857. Friends of free Kansas were becoming a consider-

able body, and in spite of all that could be done in the way of

intercepting aid, Missouri had done more to increase the impetus

of public opinion against the system of slavery, than all the abo-

lition presses that had been at work since Benezet published his

book on the subject in this country in 1762. Massachusetts had

a society of its own whic'i collected in- similar purposes nearly

$100,000 in money, besides arms, clothing and food in consider-

able quantities. This association, or rather two societies in sue-
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cession, worked in the old Bay State from the early part of 1856

until nearly the end of 1858, and rendered good service all the

time, sending at first only contributions to the commissariat of the

free settlers, but at len2;th contributing; arms and ammunition.
7 O

Two hundred rifles which were sent by the society, through some

misunderstanding, remained in Iowa until 1859, when John Brown

carried them along to Harper's Ferry, and they fell with him into

the hands of the Phillistines. While all this excitement was pre-

vailing, the presedential campaign was in full blast, and in many
towns usually quiet, the bonfires were piled to mountainous

heights to receive the effigies of the more noted leaders of the

border party, after they had been paraded round the neighbor-

hood by torchlight processions. The outrages committed in Kan-

sas wci'e the main stock from which illustrations were drawn, and

the proslavery men would have had good grounds for complaint,

as to the manner in which their faces and forms were libelled in

the free sketches by which they were presented to the populace.

There were not a few Kansas refugees among the speakers in the

grand rally and mass meetings of the season, and the vivid de-

scriptions which they could give of personal dangers, as they

"
Spake of most disastrous chances,

Of moving accidents by flood and tield;

Of liair breadlli 'scapes i' the imminent deadly breach;

Of being taken by the insolent foe,

And sold to slaver}',"

made the territory and everj^thing thereto pertaining the absorb-

ing theme of conversation. The picture which had been exhib-

ited by congressional art had not been sufficiently realistic to

present the truth as these men rendered it, without incumbrance

with the forms which pertain to question and answer before a

congressional tribunal.

The other side was not without similar machinery throughout
the south, and in every state where proslavery sentiment pre-

vailed. Every act of the free settlers, whether reprehensible or

joraiseworthy, came in for appropriate coloring to suit the taste of

men who were opposed to abolition. Missourian settlers were

being murdered in their beds, they were falling victims to whole-

sale incendiarism, they were the majority in the territory, but
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their just laws were disregarded bj a tyrannical faction, and the
south was asked whether gentlemen desirous to uphold the cus-

toms of their forefathers should be overridden by ''mechanic
slaves with greasy aprons, rules and hammers," who were not fit

to come "betwixt the wind and their nobility." They were

electing their last president, and yet they were obliged to content

themselves with a man who could not be relied upon to favor the
extension of slave territory, while the friends of Millard Fillmore
and John C. Fremont w^ere able to command 122 electoral votes

against the 17-i which elected the president in 1856 : a strange
contrast with the vote in 1860, when Abraham Lincoln received

180, and Stephen A. Douglas only 12
;

the remainder being
divided between Bell, for whom 89 were recorded, and Breckin-

ridge, who obtained 72 from the proslavery men, because Mr.

Douglas would go no farther than squatter sovereignty for their

purposes.

Lying in and relying on the south, the proslavery men taxed
their friends freely to supply them with arms and treasure, and

companies of men were arriving continuously, subject to none ol

the drawbacks which decimated or destroyed the aid sent to the

other side. An anxious time was now approaching, as the free

state legislature was appointed to convene at Topeka, July 4,

1856, for the adjourned session, and it was anticipated that the

Missourian faction, with Mr. Shannon as the moutlipiece, would
strain every nerve to prevent the assembly. A mass convention
of citizens in the temporary capital was called for July 8, the

intention being that a body of men should be in that way pre-

pared to defend the legislature against ruffian aggression, but
there were so many road inspectors and guerrilla parties on every
line of communication, that hundreds were afraid to leave their

families unprotected by their absence. Some men could see no

advantage likely to be gained in the then aspect of affairs from a

meeting of the legislative body, and they would not take part in

the movement; some could not be notified of the intention be-

cause nearly all the free state presses in the territory had been

destroyed; still, with all these disadvantages to militate against
the demonstration, there were about a thousand men in Topeka
on the 31 of July, and fully half of these bore arms, so that there
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were enough to have made a sufficient defense if only the border

men and their natural allies came to the assault. The convention'

men came in in considerable numbers the day before, but all the

leading minds had been scattered or were held in bondage. It

was thought advisable that an extra session of the legislature

should be convened, and, in the absence of Gov. Eobinson, his

deputy, John Curtis, called that body together on the 3d of July
to consider and order as to the best course to be pursued. The

territorial governor had gone to St. Louis, having left orders for

the dispersal of the legislature with CoL Sumner, and his instruc-

tions were imperative ; consequently the dragoons were ready to

act on the Fourth. Mr. Woodson, the supple secretary, hoped
that there would now be a collision between the settlers and the

military ;
but the meeting on the day before in an extra session

was not contemplated. The members on that day might have

adjourned over the 4th, but there were many differing views, and

many urged a battle rather than forego the secular session, but to

the great majority it was evident that the game was not worth

the candle.

Before this time, Col. Sumner had been consulted by a com-

mittee, to ascertatn whether there might not be some arrange-

ment, but the answer of that officer, given in writing, was cour-

teous, but precise ;
he hoped they would not drive him to ex-

tremities, but it they did, he must still disperse them, and do his

duty. Mr. Woodson, once more governor ex officio, had taken up
his quarters in the camp, and on the morning of the fourth of

July, that personage, with Judge Elmore, the U. S. marshal, and

some others by way of staff officials, came into Topeka, and with

much ceremony attended the popular convention, where they
were accommodated with seats upon the platform allotted to

speakers, much to the astonishment of all concerned. The mar-

shal was called upon to speak, and he modestly deferred to the

judge, who thereupon read to the crowd a long winded proclama-
tion of his own, indorsing that issued by President Pierce, and

in furtherance of the system of government by proclamations,
wound up with an announcement by Col. Sumner, that he must

enforce the order against the assembly of the legislature. Some
of the bystanders could see the absurd blunder that was being

26
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made, but they did not interfere until the U. S. marshal and his

squad were leavmg, when some one told him that he had been

wasting his sweetness upon the convention, while he thought he

had been fulminating his thunder in the le2;islature. At hisjb

noon on the day we celebrate. Col. Sumner entered Topeka, his

band playing "Hail Columbia," and his troops being stationed

with military precision. The day was being honored by a par-

tial review of volunteers, which in the presence of border ruf-

fians might have proved a more practical illustration of the art of

soldiering. Col. Sumner, having adopted every precaution to se-

cure the execution of his orders, if necessity should arise, entered

the assembly chamber and was accommodated with a seat.

Those who were to be molested by him in the exercise of an un-

doubted right knew that his own manly instincts would not

have tended in such a tyrannical direction. When the roll had

been called by the clerk, the colonel rose and said :

" Gentlemen :

I am called upon this day to perform the most painful duty of

my whole life. Under authority of the president's proclamation,

I am here to disperse this legislature, and therefore inform

you that you can not meet. I therefore order you to disperse.

God knows that I have no party feeling in this matter, and will

hold none so long as I occupy my present position in Kansas. I

have just returned fi'om the borders, where I have been sending

home companies of Missourians, and now I am ordered here to

disperse you. Such are my orders, and you jnust disperse. I

now command you to disperse. I repeat that this is the most

painful duty of my whole life." The members remained until

they had ascertained that force would be used, if necessary to

carry out the orders of the executive, and the house then dis-

persed. In the senate the colonel was equally courteous, but

just as decisive, and in answering a question from one of the

body, he. said: "My orders are, that you must not be permitted

to do any business.'' The pompous marshal, who had already

distinguished himself enough for one day, was desirous to indorse

the views of the commandant, but no person appeared to notice

him, and the senate, at the suggestion of Col. Allen, after a few

words from the members, concluded that no session could be

held. During the whole procedure, Col. Sumner impressed the
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men against whom he was compelled to act, with a high sense of

his appreciation of the unconstitutional duty which had devolved

upon him.

CHAPTER XV.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY
(fiontinued.)

THE JOHN BROWN WAR— EVENTS OF 1856-57.
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Some of the popular party supposed that Col. Sumner had

been needlessly harsh in his conduct toward the free state party ;
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but could they have looked into the motives of that officer, and,
above all, could they have understood the pressure which was

brought to bear upon him in the discharge of his duty, under the

vigilant watchfulness of the secretary of war, Jefferson Davis, always

kept fully informed as to his movements, as seen from a south-

erner's standpoint by Gen. Atchison, their judgments would have

been much changed. His subsequent career, during which he

rose to the rank of major general, fighting the battles of the union

on many a bitterly contested field, showed that his sympathies
were on the side against which the duties of his position in Kan-

sas compelled him to act, because the chief executive of the

United States had assumed the role of a partisan ;
but his re-

moval from the command at Fort Leavenworth in the latter part

of July, 1856, left no room for doubt that his manly and non-

partisan course, in the discharge of a peculiarly trying duty, had

given the Missourian faction much cause of offense. They wanted

such an officer as would carry out the policy of repression against

free soilers, and they found in him one who would go just so far

as the position demanded, and where justice could not be strictly

observed, tempering even law with courtesy and consideration.

The condition of things which might have supervened in Kansas

during the time that Mr. Shannon was governor, had Col. Sumner

been a man after the heart of Atchison and his confreres, requires

no elucidation. The leading men of the free state party, who
came most into contact with the commandant, did not fail to ren-

der him justice as to his desires, and as to the discrimination with

which he sought always to give sound advice and the protection

of abstinence from action to the struggling settlements. Disci-

pline ruled him as it must rule military men worthy of the name

everywhere ;
but his heart was in the right place, and for that

reason he fell under the ban of the power behind the throne at

Washington. His death seven years later, in 1863, was a loss of

some moment to the union cause. President Pierce, now coming
near the end of his career in office, sent Gen. Percifer F. Smith to

outrank and supersede Col. Sumner, and in that gentleman the

Missourians found an officer whose sympathies were entirely with

the proslavery men, although his failing health did not allow him

to remain long in the position, nor while he continued therein, to
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render any very brilliant service to his accomplices. Born in

Pennsylvania, he had passed a large portion of his life in Louisi-

ana, and had become entirely subject to the views of life and the

prejudices as to color, by which he had been for so many years

surrounded. The storming of Monterey had proved him, long

before, a brave and capable officer; but, happily, the changing
circumstances of the time were of such a character as to deprive

him of active occasions to display his zeal against free settlement

in the territory.

The complete blockade of the Missouri, long since described,

had rendered it indispensable that a new road should be found

unless a naval or military force could be brought into operation

against the pirates, and in the beginning of August, 1856, a force

began to arrive in the territory through Iowa and Nebraska.

Gen. Lane, who had long before gone to the northern states

on a mission to procure reinforcements, had arranged the plan

of operations, and the settlers and fighting men, some of them

accompanied by their families, were kno wn as Lane's northern

army. The general was the first to come by that route in this

movement, althousrh manv had reached the territorv through

Council Bluffs and the site where Omaha now flourishes, before

that date. The action which preceded the resignation of Gov.

Shannon had given to Col. Sumner the opportunity to disperse

the guerrilla parties in the territory, and most of the free state

men had gone to their homes content with the promise of security

which his action offered
;

but the southern allies of Missouri

having no homes to which they could retire, and not being

encouraged to return to Missouri, had for a time scattered far and

wide in comparatively harmelss disarray, but during the latter

part of July, and more especially after Col. Sumner had been

relieved from duty, they once more became dangerous, assembling

in the Indian reservations, and in places remote from settled

habitation, where they established fortifications, and were soon

prominent as robbers. In the places where the armed bands

found shelter, they put up fortifications, and unarmed or solitary

travelers passing near such places were frequently molested.

The mails were often interrupted and plundered, crops were

destroyed, robb eries of all kinds abounded, incendiarism was
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common, and it became necessary about the end of July to make

an example of a fort near Ossawatomie. Some free state men

combined for tlie work, and on the morning of August 5th, the

Georgian raiders seeing a worse fate before them, unless they

moved expeditiously, abandoned all the spoil that had been

accumulated, and fled for their lives. The stronghold, which

might have been held for some time* by courageous men, was at

once destroyed. The force which had retreated from Ossawatomie

joined another body on Washington Creek, and precisely similar

outrages were redoubled at a point which brought their radius of

operations only a few miles from Lawrence. If Col. Sumner had

been in command, it is probable that he would have carried out

his former instructions, or yet, more probably, the reputation that

he bore would have relieved him of any such necessity ;
but

under the new condition of affairs the military were not available

to repress outrages against the settlers. The fortification on

"Washington Creek was called Fort Saunders, and the citizens of

Lawrence sent an envoy to the enemy on the 11th of the month,

to procure a cessation of robberies and brutalities by peaceable

means. Major Hoyt, a man held in high esteem by his fellow

citizens, was chosen for the visit, and he was well received by

Col. Treadwell, the officer in command of the ruffians, but on his

way home after the interview, he was waylaid and murdered, his

body being shot through in all directions. Such an abominable

outrage fully justified the reassembling of guerrilla bands, and the

headquarters at Franklin, where the AVakarusa camp once stood,

and where the proslavery party still maintained a formidable

show, was the first point attacked. The position, only four miles

from Lawrence, could not be left untouched if war was to be the

order of the day. The forces were found strongly fortified, and the

demand for a surrender was answered by whistling bullets, and

the fight lasted about three hours, when the defenders, fearful of

being burned out of their nest, 'surrendered their arms, ammu-

nition, plunder and cannon, being only too glad to escape with

their lives. The force so escaping retired to Fort Saunders,

where a strong body was now assembled, and on the 15th, three

days after the murder of Maj. D. S. Hoyt, Col. Treadwell, with

all his command, a medley of Georgians and border ruffians,
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stampeded from Fort Saunders on the approach of Gen. Lane and

Col. Grover. Once more an immense spoil fell into the hands of

the free state men, and many who had been robbed recovered

their property. Many articles were recognized as having been

taken daring the sack of Lawrence. Only one stronghold re-

mained south of the Kansas River, and that was a fortified residence

near Lecompton, occupied by Col. Titus, a well known desperado,

who was always surrounded by proslavery bands. This place

had long been the territorial capital, and many fears had been

entertained as to the possibility of an assault from free settlers,

which were intensified, when on the morning of August 16, 1856,

the guns of the assailants of the Titus fortification were heard. The

well planned attack was a complete success, after only about half

an hour's fighting. A cannon planted in front of the building was

loaded with shot made from the type of the " Herald of Free-

dom," which the ruffians had destroyed in Lawrence, and the

reissue was more forcible than any leaded article that had ever

issued from editorial hands. There were five prisoners held in

the house
;
of course they were released, and for one of that num-

ber, the rescuing party were only just in time, as he was to have

been shot that morning. Titus, the leader, made a piteous appeal

for bis own life to be spared, and his appeal was granted much

to his surprise. Capt. Walker, whose name is familiar to our

readers, was one of the attacking party commanding one division,

while Col. Grover led the other. There were killed and wounded

on both sides, Capt. Shombre, from Indiana, being the most

notable loss among the settlers. The prisoners and spoil were

carried off to Lawrence, and that city was once more the center

of attraction.

While the assault was being made on the Titus stronghold, the

Lecompton citizens were in a terrible state of trepidation, as they

naturally expected that their habitations would next be ransacked,

but they were doomed to disappointment. The United States

camp was only two miles from the city under the command of

Major Sedgwick, whose removal from Ossawatomie was the

means of that town being demolished b}^ ruffians and he found

his quarters overrun bv people seeking shelter from the onslaught

which was dreaded. The troops were set in motion to find Gov*
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Shannon and to ascertain whether that gentleman liad any orders

to give in the emergenc}^, but there were no instructions, and the

whole of the territorial ofhcers had fled. ]\faj. Clark, the surveyor

general, who was accredited, perhaps wrongfully, with having
shot the free settler Barber, who was murdered by the patrol, was

specially an object of solicitude to Mr. Shannon, who was

amiably fearful that the assault was disturbing Clark. Maj.

Sedgwick was not likely to attempt interference on his own ac-

count, as he belonged to the Sumner school of officers, and stood

high in deserved respect among the free soil men. The govej^nor
visited Lawrence again the next day accompanied by Maj. Sedg-
wick and some other officers, and while there, a second treaty was

made with the settlers, under which Titus and his band were sur-

rendered by the city in consideration of an engagement that five

free state men taken prisoners since the attack on Franklin should

be set at liberty, and that no further arrests should be made un-

der the territorial enactments
;
besides which the howitzer taken

from the city at the time of the sack of Lawrence should be re-

turned to its original possessors. To all the conditions of this

treaty the governor bound himself by a solemn oath, and during
the brief remainder of his days in the territory, it is evident that

he tried to keep his word. He was no longer the obedient tool

of the proslavery faction, and they for some time had been hop-

ing that in the event of his resignation or removal. Secretary

Woodson, their unscrupulous abettor, would procure the nomina-

tion. Ruffianism was rampant as ever, and hardlj^ a day elapsed

without some outrage being perpetrated, and Leavenworth was

now the head-quarters of the gang, the presence of United States

troops under the nev; commander, affording no protection to the

minority. A ruffian made a wager on the 19th of August in the

town of Leavenworth, that he would take an abolition scalp with-

in two hours, and he won his bet, having shot an unoffending

young man named Hops, for that purpose ;
nor did the murder-

ous frolic end there, as one the bj'standers having expressed his

horror at such an inhuman assault was himself immediately shot

dead. The village of Bloomington was the scene of a horrible

event. A young lady was seized in her own house by four

scoundrels, and conveyed to a distance of more than a mile, where,
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being gagged and bound, her tongue drawn from her mouth and

tied with a cord, the last indignity was inflicted upon ber in spite

of her mute intreaties for mercy. Thus day followed day in the

territory, and there was no redress save in recourse to arms whicb

permitted scounderlism to assume the guise of either party to

carry on their career of spoliation. Mr. Shannon resigned his

office August 21, 1856, and must have been, there can be no

doubt, pretty well informed as to the intrigues for his dismissal, as

the dispatch, which would have removed him, if he had not re-

signed, came to Lecompton on the same day. He was never

strong enough for the position, yet he had too much conscience

to become the tool of Atchison and his party unless the force of

ruffians around him was sufficiently powerful to overcome every

scruple. Doubtless he was in his heart a proslavery man, and

his first impulse undoubtedly pointed to an alliance with that

party, but the dose which was tendered for his acceptance was on

several occasions too much for him to swallow, and before leav-

ing the territory there were doubts whether his own life would

be safe from his boisterous allies in the •' Law and Order
"
associ-

ation over which he presided in Leavenworth. W-hen he came,

Mr. Woodson was wanted, and that official was now more than

ever in demand. The secretary was governor 2^i'o iem., whoevei

might obtain the permanent appointment, and there was no time

to be lost. Mr. Shannon had disbanded the militia at a time

when the Missourian faction hoped that they were marching to

certain, because undisputed, victory under the cegisot the United

States flag and it now devolved upon the secretary to bring the

so called Kansas militia asrain to2:ether from the border counties

of Missouri. At that point Mr. Shannon had refused to move and

the secretary was a man to be relied upon for any work demand-

ed by the party. Mr. Eeeder being removed because he would

not sanction Shawnee les;islation, Mr. Woodson siarnalized his

temporary accession to office by signing all the bills. Now,
also, when Mr. Shannon had resigned rather than call out the

forces that Missouri hungered and thirsted to send into the terri-

toi'y, this man was again ready for the emergency. He found the

proslavery men demoralized by fear, actually flying with their

families before the demon they had aroused, and he did all that
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lay in bis po^er to give them fresh courage. War bulletins,

chiefly remarkable for their sensational untruthfulness, had been

distributed when the robber strongholds were broken up, but the

governor stood in the way of an efi^ective reply. It was useless

crying
" To arms "

as the scared leaders repeatedly did, so long as

the men across the border knew that they would have to fight

their own battles with the free settlers, unaided b}^ the military,

and in the then mood of the governor, that was their prospect.

With the removal of Mr. Shannon secured, should he fail to re-

sign, other arrangements were possible and expresses were sent

through the border counties, once more carrying appeals together
with secret information that the forces arrivins; would be mustered

in as territorial militia.

Secretarv Woodson came into his kin2:dom on the evening: of

August 21st, and on the 25th of the same month the territory

was proclaimed in a state of insurrection, the militia being called

out by the same proclamation. The border press overwhelmed

the supple secretary with laudation. He was more than a " Dan-

iel come to judgment ;" he was a Draco, prepared to execute the

most odious laws in the blood of his subjects, and but for the

mildness of the later Athenian philosopher, they would have

sworn that he was Solon also. Extermination was now to be car-

ried into instant practice before an inconvenient successor might

arrive, and western Missouri carried the call far and wide, with

resounding echoes, "To arms!" " To the rescue!" There was

no lono;er a Sumner to be consulted, nor a weak, chano-elinsr of a

governor, who might fail them in the very pinch of the game.
There was only one source of disquietude. The army of the north

was coming into the territory via Nebraska, and it was necessary

to detail a force to intercept them without delay before they could

become identified with the settlers. They were led by a man who
had given the proslavery party some cause to dread him— Col.

Lane— a native of Lawrenceburg, Indiana; a man now forty-

two years of age ;
was admitted to the bar in his native state, in

1840
;
enlisted as a private in a volunteer corps in Indiana, in

1846 ; rose to become colonel and commanded abrisradeat Buena

Vista, when Gen. Zachary Taylor
" declined to accede to the re-

quest "of Santa Anna to surrender his force of 5,200 to the
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20,000 of the enemy ;
and when he folio vved up his refusal by a

complete repulse of the enemy. Col. Lane had consequently

seen some service before coming to Kansas, and he was a man of

undoubted courage, although essentially irregular. In his native

state he had served as lieutenant governor, and was in congress

when the Kansas-Nebraska bill passed in 1854. Being indicted

for high treason after the defense of Lawrence from the first as-

sault, he had gone east and north to the free states and had been

mainly instrumental in bringing the reinforcements of which he

was to assume command.

The day before Gov. Shannon resigned, Gen. Richardson had

sent him a dispatch announcing the approach of
" Lane's army,"

and that he had called out the militia of his division to repel the

invasion. Mr. Woodson wrote, approving the measure, and at

the same time ordered Gen. Coffey to take the field with the mi-

litia of the southern Kansas district. In addition to the move-

ments of the acting governor, the Atchison newspaper, the

"
Squatter Sovereign," ungrammatically shrieked its demand for

additional forces to wreak a " tenfold retaliation
"
upon the free

settlers, with the watchword, "extermination, total and complete."

This was to be the last time of asking, as no man would be left

alive to give further trouble to the invaders after this movement
^

had been completed. Gen. Atchison, always ready for an effort

of the kind, was one of the first to respond to the call, and he

brought with him a force of four hundred and fifty men. There

was a Quaker mission on the Shawnee Reservation and the first

exploit of the Missouri-Kansas militia was a descent upon the

harmless noncombatants, who were robbed and brutally ill used.

So prompt had the response been, that although the proclama-

tion that called out the militia only bore date August 25th, on

that very day a force of Missourians encamped near Ossawato-

mie one hundred and fifty strong. As we have already seen, this

promptitude was not extraordinary, seeing that prior notices had

been given for the Missourians to be in readiness to cross the bor-

der as soon as the publication should be made, and before the

free state men would be able to get ready to receive them with a

warm welcome. The new comers were quick, but they were not

quick enough, as three companies, consisting of 118 men, under
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the command of Captains Clive, Anderson and Shore, encamped
in the neighborhood of the invaders the same night, and by nooa

on the 26th the camp of the Missourians had fallen into the pos-

session of the free state force after a total rout of the ruffians.

The attack at that moment saved the life of a free state man who
"was to have been hanged before dinner, but he escaped and was

able to participate in the repast which the invaders abandoned,
with much other valuable property, in their hasty movement

back toward the soil of Missouri, One of the free state men was

wounded in the assault, Lieut. Clive, who afterwards died of his

injuries. There were many prisoners taken, but on the following

day they were liberated upon their j^arole engagement never to

serve aa:ainst the settlers again. Old John Brown was the com-

mander of this valiant force of defenders, although he was not

present at the assault in person. It was not anticipated that an

action so decisive would be fought before a larger force had been

massed, or the veteran would not have missed the opportunity to

be present. Three days later a band of -iOO Missourians in part

commanded by the Eev. Martin White, started from Bull Creek

for Ossawatomie with the intention to reach that place about mid"

night, but they did not reach the point of attack until the morn-

ing of the 30th of August, when the clerical warrior signalized

his command by slaughtering two 3"0ung men who were found at

their work in the fields. One of the young men was Wm. Gar-

rison, the other Frederick Brown, son of old John Brown. The
defenders of Ossawatomie were speedily on the alert, but they
numbered only forty in all, and their assailants four hundred,

with cannon, and otherwise well appointed. The old man whose

son had just been murdered, was in command, assisted by Capts.

UpdegrafE and Clive. After an obstinate fight the little band,

having inflicted great losses on the assailants, were obliged to

retire.

Capt. Eeed, the officer in command of the Missourians, had

subjected the defenders to a cannonade for some time before they

gave ground. Several prisoners were taken and some of the de-

fend^ers were killed before the invaders became masters of Ossa-

watomie, which they this time completely demolished. The vil-

lage had been originally founded by a pro-slavery man named
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Brown, who was the principal loser by the vengeance of the

party with which he was identified. Every building and store

was plundered and then set on fire, so that, after the foe retired,

only four cottages remained in Ossawatomie, and they owed their

continuance to no favor on the part of the enemy. Stealing was

evidently one of the accomplishments of the Missourian-Kansas

militia, and when they made war upon a settlement they took

wagons along to secure the booty. As soon as enough had been

secured upon which to realize a return, the cry was heard, West-

port, Ho ! and it was necessary to dispose of prisoners who were

of the wrong color to be sold. Two of the prisoners were Mis-

sourians and free settlers who had been participants on the as-

sault at Black Jack creek, when the journalist captain and his

troops had surrendered, and for that high crime and misdemeanor,

they were led out in cold blood and shot. Others, who had not

added being Missourians to the crime of being in favor of a free

state, were only conveyed as prisoners to Kansas City, where they

were put on board a steamer, and ordered never again, on pain of

death, to set foot in the territory. The murderer of Frederick

Brown was chosen a member of the Lecompton legislature, and,

while there, the Eev. Martin White described in glowing terms

the service he had rendered to the state by his cowardly deed of

slaughter, being rewarded with many plaudits for his heroism
;
but

Mr. White never boasted again of his misdeeds. At the end of

the session he started on his way home, but was not seen again

for some days, when he was found stretched on the prairie, with

one ball through his heart. His boast had reached one man that

could not allow a double murder to go unpunished, and who had

removed the only shadow of doubt as to his guilt. Who was

the avenger? It is written, "whoso sheddeth man's blood, by
man shall his blood be shed."

The father of Frederick Brown was last seen after the unavail-

ing defense of Ossawatomie, when, unattended, but fully armed,
he had struck off from the settlement looking very like a person
that no one man would wish to encounter

;
but, inasmuch as no-

body heard from him, it was naturally supposed that he was

dead. A week later, when Lawrence was once more surrounded

by armed ruffians, bent upon comj)leting the work of destruc-
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tion there, when only four hundred men within the fortifications

stood as against ten times their number, but when every man was

ready to sell his life as dearly as his thews and sinews would

permit, the old commander strode into the beleaguered camp just

as quietly as he had left Ossawatomie, and, by common consent,

John Brown was requested to assume the direction of the de-

fense.

But we have left the assailants of Ossawatomie retreating vnth

their plunder after burning the village, and, of course, there were

movements in pursuit. Col. Lane, dubbed a general in Kansas

records, set out with a force of three hundred men to intercept

the enemy, and, having information that Capt. Eeed was en-

camped on Bull Creek, his forces proceeded double-quick to the

anticipated battleground, but for some reason, just when a battle

was within reach, the general ordered a retrograde movement, and

finally encamped eight miles from the enemy. Possibly, he pru-

dently concluded that his men, fewer in number than the Mis-

sourians, without cannon, and exhausted by a forced march, were

unequal to the encounter before them, and if so, he acted wisely

in declining to light the enemy that night. The Missourians

were in good condition, while his men had traveled twent3'-five

miles without food. Some of the more impetuous blamed Gen.

Lane, and often quoted this incident in after days in connection

with his unhappy death by his own hand, as an evidence that ec-

centricity had long been noticeable in him
;
but no man with a

knowledge of the facts will doubt that he was wise in declinino:

to risk an engagement that evening at Bull creek. The attack

would have been a success next morning beyond doubt, but dar-

ing the night Eeed and his men made all their dispositions for a

forced march, and early the next morning, before an assault was

possible, they were far on their way toward Westport. Gen. Lane,

having ascertained that the foe had escaped him, returned to

Lawrence with part of his command, many of them murmuring

loudly because his precaution had lost them the chance of grap-

pling with the pro-slavery force under all disadvantages.

Lecompton was now the scene of proslavery activity, and every
kind of outrage was being perpetrated under the semblance of

law
;
houses were being burned, arrests being made on the most
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flimsy pretexts, and insults of the most abominable kind, being
offered to the families of the absent. The officials of Douo'las

county were justifying all the worst charges against them by their

tyranny, with the aid of a posse of United States dragoons. Lane

was now to be captured, and Gen. Richardson was ordered upon
that somewhat risky duty, but he did not manifest much alacrity

in carrying out the order. Topeka had secured the malison of

Secy Woodson in several ways, and the force that had gone with

Gen. Lane to operate against Capt. Reed were made extremely
solicitous by reports that their much loved and beautiful city was

to be destroyed. Col. Cook was ordered by Mr. Woodson to

level Topeka so that not a breastwork should remain to protect

the defenders of the state capital, should an attack at any time be

made
;
but the colonel had the loyalty to disobey the order and

to refuse compliance with the request of the malevolent secretary.

The design was well considered, beyond doubt, but the refusal

to act w^as overwhelming, just at the moment when everything

seemed to favor an aggressive purpose against the place and its

inhabitants, the leaders of whom w^ere to have been kept in close

confinement, and all men found in arms to have been subject to the

tender mercies of the U. S. marshal. The immigrants coming
into the territory through Nebraska were also to have been fallen

upon by the same force, and all these benevolent intentions were

thwarted by the gentlemanly instincts of Col. Cook. The men
that we saw under the command of Gen. Lane, anxious to fall

upon the enemy at Bull Creek, were made up in part of the To-

peka company, most of whom were young men
;
and on the

morning after that aborted action, they were roused from the

languor and dejection of disappointment by a message telling them

that their homes were even about to be assailed. There was no

longer any room for dejection in their full hearts while their roof

trees were possibly being desecrated by the invader, and rapidly
as they had marched the day before to the assault, they were still

more fierce in their anxiety to be on time for the defense. Fatigue
had no longer a meaning for them

;
the wearied sinews became

vigorous once more, their muscles ready for the fray, and as they
strode over the intervening ground, it seemed as though impatience

might almost lend them wings that they might the sooner come
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in contact with their foe. The ruin which they saw being worked

in Lecompton, as they marched past, only made them more and

more anxious for the safety of their dear ones at home, and they

had scarcely ears for the story of the wrongs which were being

inflicted upon tli'eir neighbors, whose delegations sent to ask for

justice were successively imprisoned. The urgency of the needs

of others was for the time swallowed up in the eager solicitude

with which they looked towards their own hearths
;
but when at

length arrived near their destination, they learned that Topeka
was not in danger, not even the gladness of relief could cheer

them further. Physical fatigue, which had in vain appealed to

their mastering emotions, so completely possessed them now that

numbers sank exhausted on the prairie road, and slept there, all

unconscious until the sun shone down upon them next daj^ to

invigorate them for fresh labors. The power that an overwrought
mind has over physical action is a chapter in human history, and

but seldom has there been a more complete exemplification of the

phenomena than in that march from Bull Creek to Topeka.
Meantime the offenses of the proslavery party at Lecompton were

calling for vengeance, and it was determined by the free state

men that it was time to carry rescue to their brethren. The men
W'ho had been taken prisoners, unconscious of wrong doing, must

be at any cost set free, and the headquarters of the enemy might
be perhaps improved in some respects by the polite attentions of

free soil men. The attack upon Lecompton was determined upon
on the third of September, and the forces were at once set in mo-

tion. Col. Harvey, commanding one section, marched on the

north side of the Kansas river, and was in position immediately
north of the town, ready to bear his part in the concerted assault

early next morning. Gen. Lane, with the other section of the

attacking party, started on the south bank of the Kansas river at

the same time, and should have been in position at the same

hour, but for some reason that has never been explained, that

officer saw fit to delay his march so that he did not appear on

Capitol Hill untd -i o'clock oil the afternoon of the fourth, when

Col. Harvey, assuming that the movement had been abandoned,

had turned his attention elsewhere.

Leaving Gen. Lane with guns in position on CajDitol Uill, de-
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manding the immediate surrender of all the free state prisoners
in Lecompton, without conditions, we will seek for Col. Harvey.
lie was a man usually to be found where duty was the most im-

perative, and there was good reason for his absence now. Sit-

ting idly on his post, waiting for Gen. Lane, was all very well as

long as there seemed a reasonable probability that the attack was

yet to be carried out, but when that time had passed, other work

must have attention. At Slough Creek, fifteen miles from Le-

compton, was a camp of ruffians that had for some time been an

eyesore to the neighborhood, and the time favored calling them

to an account.
"
Quick march," was the order, and Slough Creek

was soon reached
;
the camp was surrounded, so that not one

man escaped, and Col. Harvey was in a position to command a

surrender. One of the party fired at the free soil men an aimless

shot, which only told of the malice of the individual, and the

answer was given in a deadly hail of riflle balls, which more than

decimated the ruffians, for the weapons used were arms of precis-

ion, within point blank range, and the men who used the rifles

were only too well acquainted with their powers. Once, when

Napoleon was asked whether, in quelling a riot, he had fired

over the heads of the malcontents, he answered :

" That would

have been ill judged mercy ;
it would have costrnore lives after-

wards." So these free state men were very careful not to fire

over the heads of their enemies, but like wise soldiers, they were

more desirous to wound than to kill. The robbers did not wait

for a second volley; they laid down their arms, and the plunder

found in the camp revealed the extent of their peculations ;
but

Col. Harvey was much too merciful with such cattle, and allowed

them the privilege of going at large to join some other body of

marauders, content only to have given them a lesson in the art of

war, and to have procured their asseverations that they would

never again bear arms against the force that spared their lives.

Having dispatched that piece of work, Col. Harvey was return-

ing to Lecompton, when Gen. Lane brought his battery into

position and made his formal demand, preparatory to an attack in

force. The military under command of Col. Cook were en-

camped only two miles from Lecompton, and the commander was

on the hill confronting Gen. Lane before his messengers could

24
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return. A change had come over the spirit of the dream
;
the

militia which was to have done such wonders had been dis-

banded; and the prisoners were already released
;
there was a

new power at work in the governing machinery of Kansas, and

Secretary Woodson was no longer able to obey the dictations of

Missouri. Elsewhere in Kansas horrors were being enacted, and

more particularly in Leavenworth, where the reign of terror had

not yet been outlived. Death reaped its daily harvest in that

city, and we find Gov. Shannon bearing testimony as to the

shameful proceedings of a gang of men called regulators, who,

making their own brutal wills the law of the land, announced it

as their sovereign pleasure that all free state men must choose-

between death and an immediate departure from the city and ter-

ritory ; yet when they attempted to leave they were just as Ukely
as not to be shot down by other parties for trjdng to escape. A
man named Emery, a mail agent, was the leader of the gang.

Mr. William Phillips, the lawyer who was ordered long since ta

quit the territorj?-, for having sworn an information as to the ille-

gality of the first election to the legislature in Leavenworth, and

who was taken to Weston to be tarred and feathered and sold for

a slave, because he refused to submit to the dictation of the pro-

slavery party, was visited in his own house by a band of marau-

ders and pierced by a dozen bullets, but he had slain two of his

assailants before he fell. His wife was an agonized spectator of

the ruffianly assault. There were more than fifty residents in

Leavenworth collected in one batch, and driven like cattle to a

corral, by Emory and his band, on board the Polar Star steamer,

the captain being laid under an embargo not to leave until fur-

ther orders. The band of regulators, eight hundred strong,

paraded the streets all that day and the next, and on the second

day of September one hundred more were added to the cargo of

the Polar Star steamer
; men, women and children, without any

provision for their journey, and with an escort ready to shoot

them down, they were forced away upon their ill starred course.

There was no refuge for the people of Leavenworth. Some, who

ignorantly thought that under the folds of the stars and stripes

they must find protection, were warned to leave the Fort, and

driven back upon the streets where murder reigned supreme.
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Many were lost sight of in those days and have never been seen

nor heard from since, by sorrowing and anxious relatives, but

until the graves render up the dread mysteries, none can know
how many died in that fearsome anarchy. Leavenworth was

hell, with a difference in favor of the infernal region, and the

fiends that were reveling in wickedness in the streets of that

afflicted city had none of the dignity of the father of evil. It

was simply impossible that anything could be imagined worse

than that era of abomination. The ease with which Leaven-

worth could be reached from the western border of Missouri, and

the certainty that within that region the faction were masters,

brought hundreds to this point, who would have shunned a con-

flict with equal forces, because in and around Leavenworth their

tyrannical lusts might be indulged with the license common in

the country of an enemy, and without danger. Humanity for-

bids that the veil should be further lifted from those horrible-

days in Kansas,

Lawrence was to be again visited, and this time with an over-

whelming force. The proclamation of Sec. Woodson had that

city for its object more than any other in the territory, and to-

ward that point all the forces bent themselves, until the city was

surrounded. But there were no half hearted men in the little

troop of defenders who had joined hands to save the city from

another desecration. John Brown was there, as we have seen, his

heart bleeding with personal wrongs, but without one pulsation of

weakness as to the enemy. There were fresh accessions to their

ranks just now, for the state prisoners held in durance for four

months were set free upon bail bonds, to come up for trial when

called upon, as the government was not ready to proceed to trial,

and of all the prisoners so arraigned but one was ever tried, so

flimsy were the charges of treason upon which they had been held

so long. When spring came, the accused men surrendered for

trial, but the prosecuting attorney had entered his nolle prosequi

in every case save that of Dr. Robinson, who could not be found

guilty of the crime of usurping an office which had no existence

under the law. But this chapter has been so full of incident, and

so much remains untold, that it is necessary to begin afresh with

the new record, which the disbanding of the militia and the re-
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lease of the prisoners at Lecorapton tell us will before long

change the aspect of Kansas history, substituting for the blood

stained records of faction the peaceful progress of a happy and
contented people.

CHAPTER XYI.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY.
(.continued.)

END OF THE JOHN BROWN WAR— GOV. GEARY'S RULE—
EVENTS OF 185G-7.
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Societies— Other Side— Good Reasons— Impartial Endeavor— Peace

Guarantied — Commerce Sustained — Leavenwortli Quieted — Law
Rules— Thanksgiving— Moral Tone— First Impressions — Inevitable
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President Pierce could not have been entirely in the hands

of the proslaverj pa,rty, or else most assuredly he would have

sent them one man exactly such as they wanted to serve as gov-

ernor. He could be influenced to issue a destructive proclama-

tion, but when it came to appointing the chief territcrial execu-

tive, he found some democrat acceptable to the senate, who could

not be tortured into complete acquiescence with their policy in

Kansas. The Reeder experience we have seen, and although
there was one blamable concession in the concession of certificates

of the first elections to the legislative assembly, he proved in the

main an honest and capable man. The weakness and fatuity of

Mr. Shannon were painfully visible, but there were points beyond
which he was immovable, although he knew that his firmness

would cost him his office, and might possibly endanger even his

life. The last nomination by Mr. Pierce showed still greater in-

dependence. Mr. Geary was no nursling of fortune, and he had

no southern proclivities, although he was a democrat. To work

was a disgrace according to the creed of the south, and he had

been a worker all his lifetime. Born in the village of Mount

Pleasant, in Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania, he was early

thrown upon the world with a widowed mother dependent upon
his exertions, but his speedily attained proficiency as an engineer,

gave him the means to acquit himself well of every obligation.

In the second regiment of his native state he rose from the ranks,

and during the Mexican War, in which he participated from Vera

Cruz to Mexico, he .became colonel in active service, being once

wounded, and always distinguished by his faithfulness and cour-

age. When the capital city was captured, Gen. Zachary Taylor

gave him the command of the citadel, and he proved therein his

administrative capacity. When San Francisco was passing through

some of the earliest tumults of the gold fever, and when Mont-

gomery street was not the array of palatial buildings that is now

seen, he was one of the foremost men, not only in organizing the

postal service of the Pacific coast, which was specially his duty,
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but iu every organizing movement his genius for administration,

blended with military and engineering precision, being just what

the city wanted to repress such excesses as were at length quelled

by vigilance committees. The population of San Francisco rose

from a few hundreds in 1848, when gold was first found in Colo-

ma county, Cal., to 250,000 in 1852, so that it will be seen that

there was work for an administrator in such a vast aD-o-resration of

humanity rapidly attracted from every quarter of the globe, includ-

ing beach combers, gamblers, and a chance medley association of

all kinds. Mr. Geary was very popular in the city, and when he

ceased to be one of the official staff of the general government,
the citizens elected him gladly to their highest offices, in which

they recognized his eminent usefulness as a governing power, as

well as his acumen and impartiality as a judge. Four years of

private life had, in part, but as we shall see not wholly, weaned

him from the haughty demeanor of the camp disciplinarian, but

that term passed in Pennsylvania could -not assist to make him a

southern tool, and his arrival in Kansas was opportune. Later in

his manly record he became a general of division in the Union

army, and after the close of the civil war he was twice elected

governor of the state in which he was born and reared. Such

men as he must have faults, but they are venial, and his coming
into the territory at this epoch gave a changed aspect to all the

affairs of Kansas. His appointment as governor by President

Pierce dated from July, although Mr. Shannon did not resign

until August, and there can be no doubt that his influence was

felt in Lecompton when the militia was disbanded and the pris-

oners released as Col. Cook communicated to Gen. Lane. That

he knew something of the difficulties with which he would have

to contend in his new appointment is made apparent from the

fact that on his way to Kansas he paused at Jefferson City, the

capital of the neighboring state, to confer with the governor of

Missouri, from whom he procured a promise that the pirates of

the Missouri should be compelled to raise the blockade of that

river. He was in that city on the 5th of September, and imme-

diately after that date the Missouri could be traveled as securely

as any other stream in -the Union. It was something that there

was an earnest man cf business to govern the territory. The
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spectacles whicli met his gaze on the steam route to his destina-

tion were not such as to reassure a timid person, but they must
have given pith to the arm of one able and resolved to do his

duty.

At the village of Glasgow, seventy-two miles from Jefferson

City, and two hundred from St. Louis, he witnessed the embark-

ation of Capt. Jackson and a company of so-called Kansas militia,

with a cannon for the purpose of invading the territory, over

which he was expected to rule with such aid. The lesson was
not lost upon a man of his stamp. The comments which he could

not fail to hear on his voyage with such companions left him very
little in the dark as to the aspirations of Missouri, and as to the

hatred which they bore to himself by anticipation, as a person not

pledged to their policy, nor identified with the institutions of

slavery. He was a democrat, but that was not enough ;
Mr.

Douglas also was a democrat, but he had lost the nomination for

president in spite of his eminent services, when Mr. Buchanan

was chosen in the year now passing, because there were limits

which "The Little Giant" would not pass in serving the pro-

slavery men, and where the line could be so rigidly kept against

him and persevered in, as it was so vindictively four years later,

how could the moderate democratic views of Mr. Geary support

him among the worst specimens of the extreme section of that

organization ? Already there were two democratic parties in fact,

and he, without knowing it, was drifting toward the republican

party. It must have interested him exceedingly when an address

put forward by Mr. AVoodson's allies showed him what was the

game of the faction, and that he was an intruder upon their man-

ipulations. That address said in subtance— for it is long and in

a literary sense worthless, so it need not be republished
— that

the proslavery party wanted a man, such as the supple secretary,

although they did not name him, wedded to slavery by choice rather

than by birth, who would do just what they wanted, caring noth-

ing for any wider horizon of public opinion ;
and they contrasted

with that picture the unlovely appointee himself, that President

Pierce had sent them in their need. Their obligations to Mr.

Woodson were readily and freely acknowledged, as well they

might be, but no one could say how soon he would become pow-
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erless, and therefore they must act before the new man could in-

terfere, and all Missouri was invited to come, as he then saw ib

coming, and heard it bellowing at every landing place, from

Glasgow to Kansas City, with muskets, cannon and all the

munitions of war, to demolish the free settlers, and so give peace

to the seat of his government. He found from the conversation

going on around him, which was public property, for it was

almost hissed into his ear, that famine was largely relied upon
to do the w^ork of the invaders

;
that Lawrence and other free

state settlements were supposed to be on the last gasp for wart of

food, and that every road which could carry supplies to the prac-

tically beleaguered people was closely watched by plunderers,

who would not allow one scrap of provision to escape their v igil-

ance, nor succor of any kind, unless they found them unexpected-

ly overmatched. The end could not be distant, for neither men,

arms, ammunition, nor supplies of any description, could run the

blockade of the Missouri to sustain the defenders, while they

were livino; evidences that well fed reinforcements were daily

pouring in to help the invaders, who must win before the new

man came, or they might lose their chance for ever. Their chance

was already gone, but they did not know that, for although Mr.

Geary could not fail to make mistakes, being only a man, he

could neither be cajoled nor intimidated. So long as Secretary

Woodson continued acting governor, there was little hope for the

party to which he stood opposed, for his unvarjdng answer to

every story of spoliation and wrong was,
"
Acknowledge the ter-

ritorial enactments and then you shall have protection." Because

the free state men could not submit to such conditions, and be-

cause their food was daily being stolen by marauders, they were

forced at last to send out foraging parties and make reprisals on

the enemy. If they must starve it should be in company with

the proslavery residents in Kansas, and their barns were laid un-

der contribution. Burlington, Tccumseh and Osaukee were pro-

slavery settlements, and the farms in their several localities were

favorite places of resort for young men and old who could not

in any other way maintain the commissariat at honie. Their

stomachs if not their consciences must be satisfied, and the moral-

ity of a state of siege differs very materially from that obtaining

at other times.
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The proslavery men wanted Gov. Geary delayed at any point

and on any pretext, until their scheme of extermination could be

carried out
;
but he did not wear the aspect of a man that would

invite aggression, and although when he stepped on board the

steamer at Jefferson City he was warned by an excited personage
that unless he did what was wanted in Kansas he should be assas-

sinated, he went on his way with an unfaltering purpose, deter-

mined to administer the affairs of the territory as an honest man.

There was much excitement at various places along the banks of

the river, but no man was commissioned to seize the new gov-

ernor, and nobody wanted to run chances
; so, in spite of every

malevolent design, the rapidity of his movements outwitted his

loyal militiamen. He arrived at Fort Leavenworth September

9th, and the scenes which were being enacted daily showed him

that the talk on the boat had been no vainglorious boasting. An

officer, detailed for the protection of three free settlers with their

wagons, made his report that, in spite of his authority, the men

and their property had been seized by the notorious regulator,

Capt. Emory and his gang, with an overwhelming force, who had

carried off the settlers as captives to some unkown fate, and had

confiscated their property as spoils of war. This piece of robbery
had been consummated almost within gunshot range from the

fort. A detachment of U. S. troops brought in Emory as a pris-

oner very speedily, and set at liberty the men who had been

seized
;
but the property was not recovered, and the unabashed

leader and his confederates were set once more at liberty, to find

in additional brutalities to others satisfaction for the mild rebuke

then administered. Mr. Geary exerted himself to procure the re-

covery of the stolen property, that duty being devolved, by special

command, on Col. Clarkson and the militia force in Leavenworth.

The governor left Leavenworth on the 10th, and arrived in Le-

compton, the territorial capital, on the 12th of September, where

he found everybody on the tiptoe of excitement, talking about

Lane's recent visit, and the stampede they were not proud of hav-

ing made before an enemy that did no harm. His own desire was

that bygones should be bygones, that peace should now reign,

and that all armed intervention should cease. He issued an ad-

dress full of sound advice, but for the fact that it was given to
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deaf ears on one side, and to men powerless to give effect to his

policy and theirs on the other. He engaged to do justice at all

hazards, and he urged that the residents in Kansas alone had the

remedy for all wrongs in their hands. In theory he was right,

and it was not easy for a man newly come into the territory to be

aware how far the practice had gone astray from the proper

course, under the influences of such militia nonresidents as he

had seen pouring in upon the people. He commanded all officers

of militia to disband their forces instantly, as there were sufficient

men at his disposal in the U. S. forces to serve in every probable

emergency. He was determined, at all hazards, to have none of

the force that he had seen gathering along the Missouri under

the insolent pretense that they were the territorial militia, and at

the same time he called upon the residents in Kansas to arm and

enrol themselves, ready to be mustered in and used by him in any

emergency that might arise. Herein were the elements for a

crushing defeat of all the designs, and it is very clear that his

boat ride on the Missouri had been the occasion of many valua-

ble lessons. He had seen that there was an intention to make

war upon Kansas under the specious disguise of the arraj^ of

militia, and he was taking the best possible steps to compel aban-

donment of the strategem, whereupon, should the foe avow the

purpose of aggression, he would have at his disposal the militarj^

already encamped in various parts of the territory, as well as in

Forts Leavenworth and Scott
;

as well as a formidable embodi-

ment of free settlers, to fight under his direction, and send back'

the invader in most admired disorder. Immediately upon his

assuming his position, a letter came to his hands which had been

meant for Mr. Woodson, announcing that Brig. Gren. Heiskill had

eight hundred men in the field, ready for action and impatient to

begin. It must have been painful for the brigadier to receive in

reply an order to disband his forces, and return to his and their

homes. That and the governor's proclamation were the only

replies vouchsafed to so much mistaken zeal. Fmding that it was

not possible to depend upon the statements of his surroundings

as to the condition of the country, Mr, Geary had initiated a sys-

tem of special agents, such as he had long before had in use in

California and in Mexico, to supply him with complete reports as
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to public feeling and the several dangers of which he had heard
;

and the answer which came from Lawrence by such means showed

him that the people there residing could not break up their organ-

ization, because they were threatened by a force of more than two

thousand five hundred men, who would once more sack their

homes and imperil their lives, unless they remained ready for de-

fense. He was in the saddle immediately, and reached Lawrence

without delay, -finding less than four hundred men under arms
;

but he still thought that, in a military sense, they had overesti-

mated their dangers. The city was found well fortified, and the

people were strengthened in their resolution by the few manly

words that he addressed to them during his first visit. It was

easy to see that although Mr. Geary did not court popularity by

any unworthy devices, he was bound to become popular in his

rule. His brief absence from Lecompton had worked a change

in the capital, as he found upon his return that some rumors of a

visit to Osaukee had filled the city with a panic lest Gen. Lane

should come and devour them all The terror under which the

proslavery party were suffering was probably assumed to win a

point upon the governor, the facts not being of such a character

as to justify extreme fear. Col. Lane had served in the same force

in Mexico, although not in the same regiment, with Col. Geary,

the one having risen from the ranks in the regiment sent by Indi-

ana, and the other in one of the regiments from Pennsylvania ;
but

Col. Lane was sufficiently acquainted with the morale of the

governor, to be sure that, under his control, Kansas would soon

find peace, consequently there was no need of his services in the

field, and he concluded to leave by way of Topeka, returning

upon the road then known as Lane's trail, through Nebraska and

Iowa, so that during his journey he could give succor and coun-

sel to the new emigrants coming by that route. It was not safe

to travel alone, but the force with him was very small. When at

Osaukee, the general was informed that some ruffians had been

raiding Hickory Point and the neighborhood for some days. On

the day of his setting out, the robbers had attacked Grasshopper

Falls, a village about twenty-five miles from Leavenworth, and,

as their last request, the people begged him to break up the

stronghold. Reinforcements having been procured from Topeka
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"uoder the command of Capt. A. D. Stephens, better known as

Capt. Whipple, Gen. Lane proceeded to Hickory Point, where

the enemy was found strongly fortified in three houses, under

competent commanders. Without artillery, nothing could be

done, and, while waiting for such assistance from Lawrence, the

proclamation of the governor disbanding all armed bodies,

reached his camp, and of course he had no option but to leave

the matter as it stood, only notifying the reinforcements which

were to have reached him at Osaukee, that he had abandoned the

expedition for the reason assigned. The force then commanded

by Lane broke up, some going to Topeka with Capt. Stephens,

others accompanying the general on his journey, consequently

Lecompton had nothing to fear from the man that was most

dreaded. The Hickory Point marauders did not, however, escape,

as a force from Lawrence, with a twelve-pounder cannon, bom-

barded the rude fort for about six hours, and, after some slaught-

er, the enemy capitulated. Knowing very little of the facts, but

being assured that warlike proceedings were being prosecuted in

the neighborhood after his proclamation should have procured a

cessation of all hostilities. Gov. Geary sent Col. Cook with a

force of dragoons to enforce obedience, and on the night of Sep-

tember 14th, Col. Harvey, with a force of over one hundred men,

surrendered to the dragoons, and every one of the body so found

in arms was in fact arrested and held prisoners on very scanty

fare indeed. The fact of their being in arms could not be de-

nied, and there could be no justification of that offense before

Judge Cato, who had so often committed the like offense on the

other side. The prisoners were accused of murder, and bail was

arbitrarily refused, although the murderers of Dow, Barber and

Brown had never been even examined upon the charge which

laid at their doors of deliberate and unprovoked murder, and, in

this case, the offense that was imputed could only amount to con-

structive murder at the most. Gen. Smith refusing to retain the

men as his prisoners, they were handed over to the civil authori-

ties and were Ejuarded bv Col. Titus, of whom we have some

knowledge, but their treatment was on the whole deplorable.

They were tried in the following month, and sentenced to long

terms of imprisonment with hard labor, dragging the ball and
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chain at every step, but the governor exercised his power to an-

nul the degrading feature of the punishment, and many of the

men made their escape, so that thirty-one could not he found in

December. The remainder were then handed over to the custody
of Capt. Hampton, who behaved very kindl}^ to the men under

his charge. Many escapes continued to occur all the time, so

that in March only seventeen remained under guard, and on the

second day of that month, 1857, Gov. Geary used the pardoning

power vested in him to return the remainder to their homes, in

compliance with petitions from all parts of the territory.

Following to an end the story of Col. Harvey and his company
has temporarily carried us away from Lawrence and its affairs

;

but a stroke of the pencil carries us back to September 14, 1856.

Secretary Woodson is now at Wakarusa under directions from

the governor, striving to induce his friends to recross the border

and surrender their impossible revenge ;
but it is said to be easier

to raise the Devil than to induce his Satanic majesty to return to

sulphurean shades after his allies would like to dispense with

him. Some such experience was now falling in the way of Mr.

Woodson. His proclamation had been the means of bringing the

pro-slavery men into Kansas, but his protestations and entreaties

could not remove them, and it is doubtful whether he would

have ventured into their den at Franklin, without an escort of

United States dragoons. His eloquence failed to impress the

border chiefs, and the disbanding order was treated with con-

tempt. They had come into the territory to destroy Lawrence,

and nothing would induce them to leave until that town and ev-

ery other free state settlement had been razed to the ground.

The same day Gov. Geary rode to Lawrence, accompanying Col.

Cooke and all his force, resolved to be ready for the worst. Al-

ready, of course, he knew the threats that were being fulminated

against himself, but he was not cursed with timiditj^ and he

meant to grasp the nettle with energy. He could see now that

the danger was not being overrated in the city. Nearly three

thousand men were in the old Wakarusa camp imploring to be

led on to the destruction of Lawrence, and in the city there were

only three hundred men at arms, for the force under Col. Harvey,

all good men and true, had been relied upon as codefenders.
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Still there was no doubt on the part of the free state men that

they could hold their fortifications against the foe in spite of the

disproportion in numbers. " Thrice is he armed that hath his

quarrel just," and men fighting for their wives and children, and
all the tender memories of home, could not doubt that they were

on the right side. The old commander, brave John Brown, had

the firmness of adamant, and his energy and calm courage gave
to every man additional resources in the perfect control of all his

powers. Three hundred men, each holding a rifle which had

been tried again and again in the face of danger, and which never

failed to bring down its man, when held by thews and muscles

such as now controlled their weapons, could not be scared by ten

times their number of howling sava2;es. John Brown became

more emphatic in his scriptural quotations as the danger thick-

ened, and there was a wondrous emphasis in his words, as he

said: "Why do the heathen rage, and the wicked imagine a vain

thing?"
But for the sorrow by distant firesides, it would have been well

that the heroes defending Lawrence should have been allowed a

fair field and no favor, to end at once and for ever the ravings of

their enemies
;
but Gov. Geary was right, and the light of battle

that already gleamed upon those faces found opportunities else-

where, before many years had passed, to offer up the sacrifice of

patriotism on wider battle fields which determined the self same

issue as that for which they were then in arms. The governor
found ready access to the city ;

men soon discover the impress of

true manhood, and he had found his way to their hearts already.

He came to tell them that the troops were ready to defend them

from the enemy, and would discharge that duty to the last man.

They were ready to disarm and disband at once if he so ordered,

but that was not his will
;
he desired them to keep their weapons

ready in the last resort to defend their homes and their lives, as

their city might yet require them all. The next morning was the

time named for the assault, and the governor started early and

alone for the invaders' camp. He was three miles from the city,

and about one mile from the encampment, when he met the ad-

vance of three hundred preparing for the affray. Having learned

"who they were, and what was their purpose, with a few superflu-
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ous adjectives thrown in by his informant, to give point to the

statement, that " Lawrence was to be wiped out, and every aboli-

tionist
;

"
he commanded his territorial militia to

"
right about

face," and convey him to the center of the Wakarusa force. The

commander in chief required no voucher as to his capacity to rule,

and he was obeyed.

The officers who could say no and swear to it when Mr. Wood-

son was the orator, found that they had other mettle now to com-

pel attention. Some men such as Jones, not the sherifl:, and a

few others, urged the attack against U. S. troops, and even the Union

itself, for already many of them saw to what maelstrom they were

drifting):;, but the more dangerous because the more rational con-

eluded that they must obey the proclamation and disband. The

more ruffianly were compelled to acquiesce apparently in a course

which they hated, but on their way out of tlje territory they in-

flicted all the injury of which they were capable upon the settlers,

whom they grudged to leave with even life itself. The John

Brown war had ended; and although it had cost him dearly in

his very heart's blood, there yet remained two sons and himself,

with other men now around him, to raise the question of abolition

elsewhere, to be answered with their lives at first, and thereafter

with the blood of hundreds of thousands, until the terrific prob-

lem should be solved. Missouri falls back now from our pages

as a fighting force, and Kansas enters upon a better era of her

history ;
but some time must yet elapse before the relics of the

old quarrel wnll altogether cease to be found, as well in the plowed
fields of the territory as in the more curious fields of social and

political memories. Missouri was fighting for a bad cause, m
which she could not fail to be vanquished in the end, and her

leaders descended to the use of weapons, which every honorable

man should avoid, but, beyond doubt, the escutcheon of the cause

was sullied by the deeds of her allies.

The country was approaching the days indicated by Isaiah,

when " The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard

shall lie down with the kid," but there was much work yet to be

done. When Gov. Geary visited the Wakarusa camp he found

Judge Cato, one of the territorial staff, whose name has frequently

appeared in these pages, doing duty as a soldier, in spite of the
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proclamation ordering that all forces should be disbanded. That

fact will stand as a general indication of the disloyalty with

which it was necessary to do battle in order to bring the adminis-

tration of the territory up to a presentable point. Partisanship

had abused all the functions of justice and law for the advantage

of a faction. Murder by a proslavery man was hardly reprehen-

sible, but for a free state man to strike in self defense deserved

the severest penalties known to the judiciary. They were always

wrong men in the wrong place, from Chief Justice Lecompte
downward to the sheriff and his deputies, slaves of party using

all the powers with which they were invested to prejudice the

cause of the people, and to hand over Kansas, bound hand and

foot for the foul designs of slavery. The duties of the judges

had been nominal almost ever since their arrival in the territor}^,

as ever since the enactments were passed at Shawnee, every free

settler avoided the courts as he would the plague ;
but in their

idleness, the several judges were laborious finding excuses for

activity that common sense would have impelled them to shun,

and on the wrong side their zeal was prodigious. The partiality

of the judges was never questioned by their best friends, nor was

that considered a fault, provided that they never gave judgment

against their friends.

On the way back from Wakarusa the governor was accompa-

nied by Judge Cato, and they were all but witnesses to a brutal

and cowardly murder, committed by one of a troop of Kickapoo

Eangers, within a few miles of Lecompton. A cripple named

Buffum was at work in a field, and six of the troop set upon him

to steal his horse. Lame and weak at the best, and not quarrel-

some at any time, the poor creature was easily robbed
;
but after

that end had been secured, one of the troop in sheer wantonness

shot him in the abdomen, so that he died in great agony. While

Buftum was dying the governor and Judge Cato came to the stop,

and the governor received the dying statement of the murdered

man. The murderer was arrested after two months ceaseless de-

mand on the part of Col. Geary, although a reward of $500 had

been offered for the discovery of the criminal, but after Hays, the

murderer, had been committed to take his trial for murder in the

first degree, Judge Lecompte allowed him to go at large on straw
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bail. The course so pursued was manifestly defeating the aims

of justice, and if the prisoner had been a free state man accused

of only expressing his dislike for slavery, there would have been

no bail and no consideration on the part of the chief justice. The

governor ordered a re-arrest, and being absent from the capital for

a few days, he found upon his return that Mr. Lecompte had lib-

erated the prisoner a second time upon a writ of habeas corpus.

Thus an executive quarrel arose which in the end so far exasper-
ated the governor that he resigned his position ;

but we must not

look too far ahead, and it is a good plan to avoid jumping before

we come to the stile.

The holding of regular courts at stated intervals, and the en-

couragement by the judiciary of all attempts to bring wrong doers

to justice, engaged the attention of the governor, and he did his

best to impress upon the judiciary his view in the matter, but his

success was very moderate indeed. The state prisoners consisting

of Col. Harvey and his men were then waiting for an examina-

tion, but instead of brina-ins; them to trial at once as mis;ht have

been done, the chief justice went off on his pleasure, leaving word

that the one hundred and one prisoners could be conveyed to

Leavenworth in three weeks from that date. The governor was

absent when that order was made, but upon his return Judge Cato

was requested to make the examination, with the results already

described. The misfeasance of officials had long been a source of

complaint in the territory, and not without adequate cause. From

every quarter came charges which could not be rebutted, and the

governor brought down the whole staff upon him by an earnest

and manly effort to arouse them to a sense of duty. The U. S.

marshal, he of the proclamation, used his opportunity to prociire

troops under escorts, of which he sent his deputies to arrest free

state men, but no other duty could be thought of, until the chief

executive refused to supply dragoons to bolster up misapplied au-

thority, and the people were protected thenceforth from displays

of insolence which had been all but unbearable. There were thus

daily accruing evidences that Col. Greary meant to hold the scales

of justice fairly, and from all quarters there came testimony to the

essential manliness of his character.

The industrial army, which was spoken of long since as Lane's

or.
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army of the north, was not an invading force, but a band or rath-

er many bands of settlers who came on to make their homes in

the territory, but who, knowing how their brethren had been

treated by the Missourians, came armed for purposes of defense on

the route as well as after settlement. They were coming when

Mr. Shannon resigned, and indeed during the very earliest days

of August, three weeks before his resignation, there were five

hundred immigrants and sixt\^ wagons encamped near Nebraska

Citj^, about ninety-six miles from Omaha by the Missouri, ready

to enter the territory of Kansas. This number had gradually ac-

cumulated, some had attempted the Missouri passage and had

been driven back with the loss of nearly all their possessions, and

none could say what obstacles would be presented to their en-

trance in this direction, hence the first comers waited for additions,

and now they had indeed become an array in dimensions, nor

were they altogether unprepared, should a fight become inevit-

able. The south had thoroughly roused the spirit of the north at

last; but notwithstanding all that, these men wanted peaceful

homesteads in Kansas and would only give battle when other

means failed to secure them their rights. Some brought with them

stock and agricultural implements, having determined upon farm-

ing and stock raising as their pursuit, but they were not without

more warlike weapons to use when requisite. The little assem-

blage contained almost as man}- various projects as there were

men in the company, but actual conquest by force of arms was

not one of them. Peaceful possession and armed defense, if neces-

sary, would much more truthfully express their intentions. The

force came on with abundant proof of their bona fides, founding vil-

lages such as Plj-moath, Lexington and Holton, the first now a

postal village and railroad station on the Atchison, Topeka and

Santa Fe Eailroad in Lyon county, the second grown into a town-

ship on the Kansas Eiver traversed by the St. Louis, Lawrence

and Western Eailroad, with a population of over thirteen hun-

dred, and the last a city, the capital of Jackson county on the

Kansas Central Railroad, having two newspapers and a popula-

tion of five hundred persons.

Enough has been said to show that these men with their fami-

lies meant settlement, and not war, and that they were well adapt-
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ed to select sites lor their future habitations. The men who made

these settlements also left the streams temporarily bridged, so

that their successors could come on with less delay. The balance

of the party came on to Topeka, where many made their homes.

There was in this rush of emigrants nothing to alarm any man,
unless he saw in the increasing power of the free settlers a death

blow for his hope that Kansas could be made a slave state : but

the territorial authorities were men of that type, and for the same

reason that they would welcome a rush of a like kind over the

Missouri border, they hated to see the new arrivals via Nebraska.

Mr. Woodson, during his term of authority, telegraphed to Presi-

dent Pierce that one thousand armed men had arrived on the

borders of the territory ; twenty thousand such would have been

a gain, and not a source of alarm
;
there are now 600,000 people

in Kansas, any one of whom might be proud to entertain the

humblest in that armv.

The idea of an invasion from the north, with such designs as

had just been defeated from the south, was presented to the mind

of Gov. Geary in the latter part of September, and inasmuch as

he wished to avoid the chance of Kansas being made merely the

battle ground of a faction, he despatched a force to inspect the

new arrivals, said to be one thousand strong, and just ready to

swoop down upon the territory. The company was found one

hundred and thirty only, and they were all arrested and conveyed

to the capitol, where the governor saw them, and being satisfied

that they were peaceful and desirable immigrants, although armed,

gave them a kindly welcome and permission to settle where they

would, unmolested. Continual alarms of this description occurred.

Three hundred dragoons were sent to arrest a force of seven hun-

dred men with cannon and small arms, and instead of any such

perilous force there were only three hundred immigrants, just as

well armed as their predecessors, and as peaceable. A delega-

tion from this body, on the first of October, had an interview with

Col. Geary to disabuse his mind of an erroneous impression ;
but

of course the necessity for such precautions could not be other-

wise than annoying to the persons molested, whatever the motive

of the authority by which the obstruction comes. Subsequently

there were two stories as to the deleiration and their friends, and
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it is not easy to assume that either side was entirely wrong. Two
men disputed about a shield, one saying that it was gold, the

other th^t it was silver, but before settling the question in the

orthodox way by fighting, one of the two was wise enough to

change positions, and he found that the shield was gold on the

one side, and silver on the other. Gov. Gear}^ reported what he

saw, and what was rejDorted to him, in his own way according to

his belief, while the immigrants and their friends gave their ex-

perience from a different standpoint. American citizens happily
ai'e not accustomed to be inspected by dragoons, and they don't

take to it kindly ;
that is of course very proper. The deputy

United States marshal said that the immig-rants came as an organ-

ized band in martial array, with superfluous arms, and presenting

an appearance so equivocal that he insisted upon examining their

wagons. There is no law that expressly provides what arms shall

be carried by citizens, and perhaps the constitution would allow

every man to be his own judge in that respect, but the exceptional

condition of Kansas may well account for preparations on one

side, and suspicions on the other. The force which came pre-

pared for war found peace prevailing, established by the wise

rule of the man whose action thev were finding so inconvenient

in their cases; but there might have been some satisfaction in

knowing that the same rule which was irksome in their own in-

stance was a means of security for their families and themselves,

when it applied to the unlawful bands of marauders that were

now permanently relegated to the further side of the Missouri

river. This world abounds in compensations, and their lot was

not without them. The duty devolving upon the governor was

perplexing, but if he allowed a body of men to come with arm.s

and munitions of war unchecked over one boundary, how could

he insist upon a cessation in another. If his predecessor had

cleared the obstructions from the Missouri, no such armament

would have been dreamed of. The whole party was arrested in

the instance mentioned, and the governor met them at Topeka,

•where from his own observation he concluded that they came

within the line which his proclamation had marked out as con-

trary to the law, and therefore in order to preserve the peace, he

called upon them to disperse. The governor addressed the crowd
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at some length, explaining his policy and questioning thera as to

their being aware of the terms of his proclamation before they
came across the border, but he showed less than his ordinarj"-

sagacity when he concluded that their excuses were unsatisfactory,

inasmuch as the requisite information did reach thera in Nebraska

territory. Their arms of all kinds were valuable properties. AVere

they to leave them in Nebraska City where the}' would be all

but valueless, or to bring them along where their value might, in

a purely business point of view, be expected to be enhanced by
the dangers incidental to Kansas colonization ? Could they have

known before leaving home that he had tamed and dispersed the

I'uffians, much of the expenditure might have been saved
;
but

even then they might reasonably doubt the continuance of his

rule, seeing how often the power behind the throne had removed

Kansas governors.

The governor supported his officers in the course they had

pursued, and the colonists, who had only associated for safety in

their travel, dispersed upon the first invitation, giving therein the

best evidence of their good faith. Tlie paciiication of the terri-

tory was naturally enough good news, and the governor noted

that the officer of dragoons, Maj. Sibley, who had escorted the

corps of emigrants under arrest, was honored with three cheers in

apparent recognition o'f his gentlemanly demeanor on the march.

The warlike societies of the eastern states came in for a vote of

censure at the hands of Col. Geary, who appeared to be incapable

of seeing, that the line of conduct which he condemned arose out

of the territorial condition which he had bent all his energies to

reform
;
but that, had Secretary Woodson remained master of

the situation, all these precautions, and more besides, would have

been necessary to save the free state men from absolute exter-

mination. The conductors of the emigrant train averred, that

their party consisted of less than three hundred persons, whose

families were following only a few days travel behind, that they

were desirous to become residents in Kansas, that the Missouri

blockade rendered overland travel a necessitj^, and that they

were armed because they had reason to expect that northern

Kansas would be found infested with marauders. They com-

plained of unnecessary harshness and destruction of goods in the
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search for arms among their packages, and tbey declared their

mission to be peaceful without any other organization than that

necessary to preserve order and property. Both sides were

right, but it is very probable that some of the subordinates put
on the importance of office in the most pompous way they knew,
and assuredly American citizens are in peaceful times entitled to

carry arms, unquestioned by dragoons. Tlae governor was trying
to be rigorously impartial, and as a consequence, he caused annoy-
ance to both sides, but in the main, however much some few of

the extremists on the popular side were offended, the mass of the

community could see that Col. Grearj? aimed at doing the right

thing in the way that seemed to him best for all concerned. The
names of the men that acted as conductors for the party of

immigrants would, of themselves, stand sponsor for the truth-

fulness of their statements, so far as they spoke from their own
knowledfre.

It was a subject for much congratulation, that by the end of

September peace had been established all over Kansas, except in

Leavenworth, and Grov. Geary by his energy and promptitude
had contributed mainly to that end. Men were able to send their

produce from their farms into cities, and to procure in return the

goods necessary for their convenience without military escort or

any fear of an assault. The bands of guerrillas that had menaced

life and property so long were effectually driven out or quelled ;

houses were safe from assault, as well from scoundrels clothed

in the forms of law, as from others who only called themselves a

militia
;
the disturbances existing were petty and trivial, such as

only served to illustrate the general peace. Where necessary, in

the neighbood of Leavenworth for instance, troops were ready
and willing to protect and convoy loaded wagons or other prop-

erty, but the condition of that city itself was still an eyesore ;
and

the governor applied his will to the reduction of its disorder.

The complaints of the people had never ceased since the day
that they had first learned that the office of governor was filled

by a man to whom honesty might look for succor
;
but where so

many and such various demands were made, something must be

done first. A letter bearing date, October 1, 1856, addressed to

the mayor of Leavenworth, that " the regulators must be dis-
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banded," and so well was it known, that when Col. Geary spoke,
he meant business, that the acquiescent mayor was immediately

capable of issuing his proclamation, and the regulators subsided

under regulations.
" Law and order," but happily, not in the

old Leavenworth sense, once more reigned in the city, and busi-

ness was speedily seen assuming its proper proportions in the

streets where riot had prevailed so long. The government was

felt to be strong in the will of one man alone, but that will was a

guaranty to the whole of the people. A real militia force was

mustered in for defensive purposes in the early part of October,

two being stationed at the capital and one in the city of Lawrence
;

but two months' service was pronounced enough to serve all

proper purposes ;
the people were secure in the good faith of the

governor, and he was confident that in whatever emergency might
arise he would be supported by the whole force of the resident

population from whom he once feared so much trouble.

There had been many requests from different parts of the terri-

tory for authority to form independent military companies, but

in every case the proposition was declined, as the chief executive

of the territory was fully capable of the position, and he pro-

posed to be the actual commander-in-chief while he remained in

Kansas. The choice of a delegate to congress was thought of so

little moment, as it was hoped that the constitution of Kansas as

a state would soon pass into law, that when an election was called

for, very few of the free state party cared to vote, and "Whitfield

was elected by a posse of voters that came over from Westport
in his company, and literally made him for once ashamed of his

associates
;
or else he said so for the purpose of covering apj^ear-

ances. Thinsrs havinsr been now reduced to something like order,O O O 7

the governor set out on a tour through Kansas, seeing beauties

which might well wean the most obstreperous to the enjoyments
of peaceful life, yet amidst which but little more than a month

siuce the din of robbery and rapine had daily resounded
;
and

upon his return, a day of
"
Thanksgiving and Praise

" was ap-

pointed for the 20th of November. Scattered marauders were

still heard of in some parts of the territory, but officers and

troops were rendering a very good account of all such ruffians,

when the troops were recalled to winter quarters. Five thieves
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had been arrested, much booty recovered, and it was something
to find the official force of the territory wbicli had been so long

engaged in worrying the people now occupied in repressing disor-

der and preventing outrage. The moral tone thus given to gov-
ernment in Kansas was a luxury.
The legislature of Vermont had liberally voted $20,000 to as-

sist the people of Kansas in consideration of the fact that the out-

rages daily perpetrated had prevented the customary harvest

labors from being executed, but when the governor of the state

of Vermont communicated that fact to the governor of Kansas

territory, Col. Greary expressed a doubt whether any such help
•was needed, reserving however the right to call upon the Yer-

mont people, should any cases of sufficient urgency come under

his notice. During the month of November the town of Hyatt-
ville was founded on the south branch of the Pottawatomie, in

order to find employment for a number of young men who were

otherwise likely to drift out of soundings, but the township has

long since ceased to be mentioned even by the most painstaking

gazetteer. The men most likely to succeed in a colony are just the

men that have surplus energy and can make success any\vhere.
The first impressions of Gov. Geary were being very slowly

succeeded by better, because wider views of the men over whom
he was called to rule, and they were able to read him much soon-

er than he could decipher their worth. The first work necessary
toward comprehending any person or thing is to get quit of first

impressions, to unlearn what is wrong and to prepare the way for

a careful appreciation of the actual condition of things. Col.

Geary was sure that both parties were in the wrong in Kansas,
but he was expecting to find the free state party most to blame

for the condition of affairs which had rapidly supervened ;
he

was now slowly learning the worth of the men whom he had al-

most contemned in the judgment formed without inquiry into the

facts where alone the truth could be ascertained. He found that

they had been patient under oppression, until patience stood on

the verge of crime or even cowardice, and that they had only
taken up arms in self defense when their dear ones at home could

in no other wa}^ be protected. He found them ready to resume

their daily avocations as soon as the necessity for armed defense
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had passed away, and it was singular that except in the instance

of the Rev. Martin White, who boasted of his horrible exploit in

the double murder of William Garrison and Frederick Brown,

there was no evidence of an approach to a vendetta. A commu-

nity capable of so much courage and of so much self denial

deserved a more favorable verdict from the governor and in

course of time that result was fully achieved. His first duty'was

to govern firmly and with wise impartiality, and he carried

through his role so well that no man could say he swerved toward

either side
;
but inasmuch as fair play was all that the free state

men had ever asked, his inflexible justice was a passport to their

regard, however reserved might be his manner. That day, at

Lawrence, when he refused to accept a surrender of the arms of

John Brown and his company, was a good inlet to the character

of the man, and it won him more than golden opinions from men

all over Kansas, when the story was told.

He was governor of Kansas in the best sense, at a time when

the people were dependent upon one man power, and it was well

that Mr. Pierce was able to find a man so capable. But every

quality that endeared him to the settlers was an additional reason

why the other side should be his inexorable enemies, should even

come in bitter earnest to discuss the best means for putting him

aside by a method more expeditious and more deterrent of future

aspirants from the east, than appealing to the power behind the

throne. There was a proposition to combine the great mass of

the residents in Kansas, early in the month of December, upon a

basis mutually acceptable, which could be propounded as a com-

mon declaration of principles,
but the necessity to recognize the

Shawnee legislature in any degree rendered the attempt abortive.

Still, the people were now earnestly wooing peace, and when the

time drew near for the reassembly of the state legislature, many

thought that no good purpose could be served just at that time

by continuing the struggle. The traveler, that could not be

robbed of his cloak by the strong winds that tried strenuously to

carry it away, allowed the garment to drop unheeded from his shoul-

ders in the genial sunshine. Gov. Robinson, who never failed in

times of trouble, was inclined to think that he could more profit-

ably serve the territory, if he resigned the ofiice to which he had
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been elected at Topeka, and then betook himself to Washington
to work in the cause of the people ;

but owing to some misun-

derstanding, his letter of resignation was not presented when the

legislature convened on the 5th of January, 18^7, and it was
made to apjoear that the doctor had failed to show proper cour-

tesy to his friends. The lieutenant governor, who held the doc-

tor's letter, was also absent
;
but all the discontent disappeared,

on a brief explanation. The assembling of the legislature gave
no heartburning to Gov. Geary, although as usual, his reporters

were present to see how things were moving ;
but another power

was visibly present, in the person of sheriff Jones. Another

quarrel was a potent necessity in his life, and he arrived in To-

peka, armed with writs sued out from Judge Cato, to arrest

every member of the state legislature. Of course there would

be resistance, and he saw a never ending vista of war rising out

of his well concocted scheme; but when the writs were exhib-

ited to the several legislators, they took the arrests as the nierest

matters of course, were conveyed to Tecumseh without a mur-

mur, came up before Judge Cato on the following day, were lib-

erated upon their own bail in every case, and were not called

upon at any time after to stand a trial for the nominal offense.

Catiline, the conspirator, was a second time overthrown by Cato,

and the sheriff was the unhappiest man in Kansas.

CHAPTER XYII.

TEERITORIAL HISTORY
(continued.)

GOVERNOR GEARY CONCLUDES—EVENTS OF 1857.

Lecompton Legislature
— Governor's Message— Unpalatable Truths— Fac-

tion Fury— Abominable Legislation
— Lecompte's Defenders— Condon-

ing Murder— Vetoing Veto— Fomenting Strife— Sherifl" Sherrard —
Insolent Official— Hold Threats— Patient Waiting— Legislative Resolu-

tion— Sufficient Reasons— Uncontrolled Rage— Malicious Motive—
Buncombe— Illegal Law— Personal Violence— Supreme Contempt—
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Assembl}' Privilege
— Lawlessness— Maintaining Dignity

— Cato's In-

difFerence— Unexpected Difficulties — Popalar Indignation
— Mass

Meeting— Repression Demanded — Malcontent Majority— Geary De-

nounced — Pistol Encounter— Bystanders Shot— Murder— Piiot Con-

tinued — Slierrard's Death — Lynch Law — Tumult Repressed — Jones

Escapes— Proslavery Convention — Absolutel}- Exclusive — ]Major Gen-

eral Richardson — Slave Laws— Granting Charters— Encouraging Rail-

roads— Revenue Status — Deadly Foes — Single Is^.ue — Jeft", Davis —
Governor Powerless— Presidential Desertion — Murderer Hays—Vindic-

tive TiTumph — Geary Resigns— Prudential Retreat— Capt. Walker—
Governor Scrutinized — Kansas Converts— Woodson's Promotion—
Euchanan's Appointee— Governor Walker— Experienced Statesman—
Preliminary Conditions— Avoiding War— Difficult Problem— Consti-

tutional Convention— Secretary Stanton— Proslavery Man— Territo-

rial Policy
— Governor Inaugurates- Popular Apathy— Cooked Cen-

sus— Fraudulent Returns— Disfranchised — Stanton Deceived— Gov-

ernor's Address —Adjusting Quarrel
— Honest Advice— Certainly Vote-

Ratification Doubtful — Prohibiting Violence— Ratification Essential—
Another Victim— Doubters' Castle — Decline Participation

— Free Soil

Power— Journalistic Disease— Topeka Organization
— Walker Misun-

derstood— Trusting Ratification— Press Censures- Endangering Kan-

sas-Distrust Universal — Southern Fury— Topeka Convention— State

Legislature
— Biding Events.

When the whilom Shawnee legislature assembled at Lecomp-

ton the 12th of January, there was rage in almost every heart

against the governor, who had defeated their abominable de-

signs, and that feeling was intensified by the nature of his message.

Col. Geary had now been nearly four months in the territory, and

from the day of his arrival he had thwarted them by forcible re-

monstrances and by the quiet exercise of his powers. The tone

and tenor of his message showed that the whole situation had

been calmlv considered, and that the writer did not hesitate to

utter unpalatable truths, when necessary, even though he should

thereby bring down upon him the fury of a merciless and vindic-

tive faction. The legislature was angry beyond measure to find

that the so called Kansas militia was classed in the same category

with the forces that had been fighting under Gen. Lane, and of

course the governor was wrong in that instance, as the men di-

rected by the General before mentioned were using their natural

right in defending their homes, in the absence of legal authority

toprotect them, while the "militia," a fraud just on a par witk
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the "
legislature," was assailing all that was most dear to their

neighbors in a manner which no law could uphold. But that

was not the |3oint taken by the legislature. With that body the

movements of the militia were praiseworthy in the highest de-

gree ;
and high treason was a term too mild to express their

horror at the conduct of Lane. The governor's sins did not end

there
;
he recommended that the slavery laws should be repealed,

and that certain other enactments should be amended to bring

them into accordance with the will of the community; besides

all these several sins, the governor concluded with an announce-

ment of his impartiality. When the prisoner, weeping in the

presence of the judge was promised justice, he candidly replied,
*' That is what I am afraid of ;" so with the legislature, they hated

the idea of an impartial governor. Before the session com-

menced, a caucus was held, and in that secret assembl_y it was re-

solved that every measure vetoed by the governor should be

passed in spite of hmi by a two-thirds vote in both houses.

Having arrived at that resolution, measures were introduced from

which he must dissent, in order that he might experience their

animus against him. One bill gave power to any judge to bail

any prisoner held for any offense, during vacation. This act, al-

though worthless as ex ^x«-fe facto law for the purpose intended,

was meant as an indorsement of Chief Justice Lecompte in allow-

ing the murderer Hays to escape after the death of Buffum. The

objections of the governor were ridiculed by his mentors, and his

veto was vetoed with but one dissentient vote. Availing them-

selves of the condonation of murder thus extended to political

accomplices, several malefactors for whose convenience warrants

had long been waiting, came up and were discharged from custo-

dy by their subservient friend. Judge Cato. Every other measure,

with only one exception, that was passed by the house of represen-

tatives during that session, became law by two-thirds votes of both

houses. There was a determination which nothing could unsettle

that the man who had saved Lawrence from destruction should

be driven from the territory by any and every means. Sheriff

Jones had resigned his office, and the appointment of his successor

was made the occasion for a malignant display on the part of his

friends, the county commissioners, A person named Sherrard
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was recommended for the office because he boasted that he would
involve the whole neighborhood in war within a week after his

duties commenced. The commissioners gave him the nomination,
but his official authority must come from the governor. There

was some difficulty as to the issuing the commission when Sher-

rard first called at the executive office, and the appointee was very
insolent in his remarks

; threatening on the second occasion the

worst possible consequences to the governor personally, unless the

document was forthcoming. Such manifestations continued, but

of course, the governor would not be intimidated
;
and while the

business was thus half way, the Douglas county commissioners

became aware that they had made a very wrong selection, and

they called upon Col. Geary to request that he would assist them

by withholding the commission until they could hold a regular

meeting and annul the appointment. The evil repute of Sherrard

was common property, and memorials against his authorization

came in on every hand, so the governor waited
;
of course more

willingly because of the brutal threats which had been fulminated

against his own life.

The house of representatives took up the quarrel on the side

of the brawling appointee, and a resolution was passed calling

upon the chief executive to give reasons for his conduct, and the

application called forth a sufficient, but of course an unsatisfactory

reply. The rage of the legislature was boundless, because every

reason that showed the fellow unworthy of the office, and repug-

nant to the best men in the territory, made him more fit to be

their instrument
;
and it is possible that they would have taken

up his quarrel even if he had been a good man, in order to im-

prove their attack upon Col. Geary. They were brimful of

malice, and they needed no other motive to persevere in their con-

duct. Every variety of declamation was exhausted in the task

of defaming His Excellency, and profanity was freely used as a

spice for their remarks. Passing beyond verbiage, the house

passed a bill legalizing Sherrard's appointment without a commis-

sion, but the council refused to concur in that measure, although

that body blamed the governor strongly. The sheriff elect be-

came more demonstrative than ever now, and two members of

the governor's household in succession were assaulted by him.
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Following up that lead, on the 9th of Februaiy, he accosted the

governor himself as he left the house of representatives, and tried

to provoke an altercation, but the Colonel treated him with con-

tempt, and passed on, followed by the ruffian with his pis-

tol in his hand and spitting with fury. Maj. Gen. Richard-

son introduced a resolution in the house defending its privileges
and denouncing Sherrard, but the motion was put aside, and

only a half approving remonstrance substituted to uphold the

dignity of the legislature. Judge Cato had been more complais-
ant than the other officials until now, but it became evident at

this time that he was in league with ex-sheriff Jones and Sher-

rard, against the chief, so that although a warrant had been pro-

cured against the assailant, no service could be effected, and re-

dress was at last abandoned. The o-overnor was learning; what

"law and order
"

meant in the esteem of the territorial authori-

ties. Popular indignation was manifested everywhere, in mass

meetings in many j^laces, and one such assembly was convened

in the capital ;
the proslavery men demanded that the governor

should forbid the meeting, but he declined to take that course

very properly. The audience w\as largely made up of the Mis-

sourian faction, and it soon became apparent that a fight would
"be more in order than a debate. Sherrard, who was present, used

some expressions which were tantamount to a challenge to any
one that supported the governor, and when a Mr. Shepherd de-

fended Col. Gearj'-'s conduct, the sheriff elect drew his six shooter

and fired every barrel at him. The gentlemen thus assailed, was

thrice wounded before he could remove his gloves and use his

pistol, nor w^as his weapon then available, as the caps were wet,

and seeing that his assailant was about to use another pistol, he

rushed upon him, using his own as a bludgeon. The fight con-

tiuued in that way for some time before the crowd could separate
the combatants, when Mr. Shepherd was removed, wounded in a

manner supposed to be mortal. Another person in the meeting
had been shot in the assault. Mr. Jones, a member of the gov-
ernor's household, who was present, was next assailed by Sher-

rard, but that gentleman seeing the revolver raised to shoot, drew

his own weapon and the firing became general. Sherrard fell

mortally wounded, and his companions wanted to hang Mr.
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Jones, but the opposite side was too strong to allow such an act

of revenge, and the riot was quelled at this point. Jones made
his escape through Nebraska, or he would have been lynched, as

a reward of $500 was offered for his execution. Before leav-

ing, he was examined by Judge Cato, who held him to bail in

the sum of $5,000. The governor's eyes were opened now to the

tactics of the proslavery party, but too late for his convictions to

be of value to the territory. Several preliminary meetings in

different places had begun in January, 1857, when the Lecomp-
ton legislature met to organize a proslavery convention without

disguise, and that no man should have a seat therein who was

not sound on the single issue, was the expressed determination

of the party, but at the last moment and in deference to northern

democratic feeling, the name was changed to "National Demo-
cratic Party." The convention meetings, as long as they lasted,

were concurrent with those of the legislature. Maj. Gen. Eich-

ardson, one of the very few men in the house of representa-

tives, who was not lost to all sense of honor, died while the

house was in session, and his loss was formally mourned.

The slave laws were vindicated with much asperity against the

governor's message ;
charters were granted to many towns, some

of wdiich never came into existence in fact, and legislation to en-

courage the building of railroads was advanced
;
but of course

every movement o£ the kind indicated some personal end to be

served. The treasurer had in hand two dollars and some cents,

the total revenue for the year being less than $2,000, and the

indebtedness of the territory exceeded two years' income at that

rate.

From Col. Geary's standpoint, it now became apparent that he

\vas surrounded by deadly enemies
;
but he supposed that the

democracy all over the union, and the president, would sustain

him against his foes; but he speedily found that the power
wielded by the secretary of war was still in the hands of Jeffer-

son Davis, who would sacrifice his old comrade in arms without

a scruple, to satisfy the slave power. Gen. Smith, at Fort Leaven-

worth, would send no troops for his protection, and his plea was,

"orders from the secretary of war
"
designating the troops for

other services. The moneys due to him from Washington were
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refused, his dispatches were left unnoticed, and even in the case

of the murderer Hays, Secretary Marcy took sides against the

best official ever sent to the territory. The men who had been

quieted at Leavenworth and elsewhere had carried their wrongs
to headquarters, and they enjoyed their vindictive triumph. Un-

able to bear up against such injustice. Col. Geary resigned his

appointment of the -ith of March, but although that act was not

to take effect until the 20th, he was compelled, for prudential

reasons, to save his life by a precipitate retreat before the morn-

ing of the 5th, being aided therein by Capt. Walker, the well

known free state guerrilla leader. The first impressions brought

by the governor to Kansas militated largely against his success

in the office, but, in spite of that drawback, he had succeeded re-

markably, as we have seen, so long as IT. S. troops were allowed

to support him in the honest and manly course marked out; but

when he was left alone and unsupported by the general govern-

ment, under President Buchanan, there were but two courses open
before hira : one to remain and be assassinated, and the other to try

the chances of a precipitate retreat. It is claimed by the friends

of Chief Justice Lecompte, that his intervention alone prevented
the murder of CoL Geary. The dangers run by Mr. Shannon and

by Mr. Reeder were already well known in the free state cities,

and in each of these instances a man was converted to free soil

views by the horrible lawlessness of the law makers in Kansas.

Once more Secretary Woodson was ex officio governor of the ter-

ritor}^, pending the arrival of the successor of Col. Geary; but

when President Buchanan nominated Gov. Walker, another Penn-

sylvanian, to that office, he promoted Mr. Woodson to be receiver

in the Delaware land district, so that the territory was no longer

cursed by his assiduous zeal for slavery.

The new governor came into office under special promises of

protection from the president, and he was also the friend of the

great Stephen A. Douglas. He was essentially a statesman and

a man of considerable powers of mind, as his previous career had

made manifest. He was a lawyer in good repute, son of Judge
Walker, of the United States supreme court, and had been secre-

tary of the treasury in President Polk's cabinet; consequently he

was a man of mark. He had scrupled to accept the nomination,
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but that it was urged upon him that unless peculiar talent was

employed in adjusting the affairs of Kansas, the whole union

would be involved in civil war. The problem of avoidance was
not to be easily solved by any one, but Mr. Walker was assumed

to be the man best calculated to attempt the task. Years later he

was a tried and trusted friend of the great President Lincoln, an

evidence that he was no mere time server, but a truly patriotic

man. He discussed his policy with his friends Buchanan and

Douglas, and he carried out as well as he was able the course

which they had mapped ;
but even they could not divine the

purposes of the proslavery party. There was a probability that

the Topeka government would vindicate and uphold its authority

by force of arms, aided by the free states, which dared not allow

the free settlers to be crushed, while, of course, the south and

Missouri would send their hordes to sustain the pseudo legisla-

ture and territorial authority, and the consequences could not be

imagined without a shudder. Four years later the end was only
at hand, when Abraham Lincoln's administration ended the dis-

pute by procuring the admission of Kansas to the union as a free

state, after Mr. Buchanan had been deflected from the straight

course of honest}^ into devious channels, which made the whole

of his after life an attempt at vindication
;
after Stephen A. Doug-

las, worn out and cast aside, had only life enough remaining to

send his dying message to his sons, urging them to be true to the

union, which he had tried to serve at his last moment by advice

and aid to his great rival, President Lincoln. But the struggle

must be evolved and ended in its own way ;
there was no other

possible. The policy determined upon in Washington was, to

uphold the territorial enactments by all the power of the United

States, and at the same time to convene an assembly of the people

to vote on the question of a state constitution, under all the guar-

anties that proper force could offer, for fair voting only by bo7ia

fide residents in the territory. The new secretary, Mr. Stanton,

was a man of different stamp from his predecessor, but he came

full of proslavery prejudices, and he was necessarily liable to be

misled by proslavery advisers in matters of detail, very important

in their influence, with which he must deal. The new secretary

preceded the governor, arriving in Lecompton April 15, 1857,

26
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and he at once assumed the direction of affairs. In a very out-

spoken way, he denounced free state men and their policy of

opposing territorial enactments. He was the first to promulgate

the policy already resolved upon, and the steps necessary to pre-

pare for the constitutional convention were at once begun. The

governor followed one month and twelve days later, and his in-

augural address followed immediately ;
but until the Missourian

faction and their southern allies began to denounce the appointee

of President Buchanan, there was a singular apathy throughout

Kansas. It was not possible to induce free state men to consent

to take an interest in a constitutional convention assembled under

the auspices of the usurpers, calling themselves the territorial

legislature, and just at that point the diflEiculty was insuperable.

The census necessary to be taken, before an election of delegates

to the convention could be held, was authorized by an act of the

Lecompton legislature in February, but the sheriffs of counties

were to collect the required information and make the returns, so

that there was no guaranty for fair play from the outset, and, in

reality, less than half the counties were represented when the

census was said to be complete : fifteen counties only were dealt

with out of thirty-four, and the returns were grossly untrue in

every respect in which falsity could help the proslavery faction.

No person could vote unless his name appeared on the list, and

the delegates were allotted for the whole territory to the fifteen

counties wrongfully returned, while nineteen counties were left

without representation ;
while hundreds of nonresidents were

enumerated where the sheriffs thought they would do the most

good. This act of disfranchisement was the first work of the new

secretary, but Mr. Stanton had, beyond doubt, been deceived.

The border counties, almost alone, where Missouri could vote

with ease, were included in the wrongful apportionment. When
the error became apparent to the secretary, it was too late to

amend; and, unfortunately, penitence will seldom undo a wrong
deed.

The governor's inaugural address was mainly addressed to the

free state party, and he used all his lawyer-like persuasiveness to

induce them to vote in the June election, when the constitutional

convention was to be elected. Ilis good will appeared in every
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line
;
he was, moreover, a man possessed of an intellect, and, in

that fact, his proslavery allies soon discovered that he was a very
inconvenient person to be governor of Kansas.

Among other reasons why every man whose name appeared on

the census should vote, Mr. Walker called attention to the fact

that the enactment providing for the convention contained no

proviso for the submission of the constitution when framed to a

ratification vote by the whole people, and although he stated,

toward the end of his address, that such an omission ought to

afford a reason why congress should reject the constitution, he

still urged every resident to cast a ballot in June for delegates to

the convention. The address was lengthy and well compacted,
and it contained the statement that he was sustained in his views

by Mr. Buchanan and his cabinet; but beyond the points named,
and an implied engagement that violence would not be allowed

to prevent a full ballot on polling day, there was nothing else

noteworthy. The fact that Mr. Walker demanded ratification

became almost immediately a bone of contention among pro-

slavery men, who saw in that movement the defeat of all their

schemes
;
and in spite of the president and Mr. Douglas, the gov-

ernor was already set down as another necessary victim to their

policy. The free state men who had lived in doubters' castle

until that paragraph was penned, saw therein an indication of a

means to nullify the whole procedure. They would not send

delegates to the convention, but when the measure was submitted

to a popular vote, they would use their right as they saw fit.

Should there be no attempt at a ratification, then they were sure

that the constitution w^ould never pass through congress; their

friends in the lower house were strong enough to place that ques-

tion beyond doubt. Supposing that the census had been com-

piled fairly, the free state party could have carried a convention

of their own friends without difficulty, as their numbers had

largely increased
;
but there was no such chance under the false

and fraudulent system adopted, so that there was no inducement

to recognize the Shawnee-Lecompton sham. False voting was

now the only resource of the faction. Their numbers had so

materially decreased in Kansas that the Atchison thunderer, long

active and pernicious as the "
Squatter Sovereign," ceased to be
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published about the middle of 1857, and no such paper has at

any time since disgraced the territory or the state. Perhaps if

Col. Geary had propounded such a scheme in January as Mr.

Walker advocated in May, after the people had come to know

and appreciate him, there might have been a different result
;
but

Mr. Walker was not known, and in that fact added to his south-

ern associations, there was ground for reasonable doubt
;
so the

free state men concluded that they would adhere to the Topeka
constitution and organization until some material improvement
should be offered. They would trust to the ratification or non-

ratification of the Lecompton constitution, and express an opinion

then, if at all. The southern and the Missouri press denounced

that clause with all the interperative skill that belonged to their

re2yerloire, and Gov. Walker was told in fifty different ways, that

he was endangering Kansas for the slave power by such words.

Thus the means that were to have ended the difficulty seemed to

be only a new beginning of trouble, and distrust, which had been

sectional only, became general. Southern fury was unmistakable,

and Gov. Walker's law was rudely questioned.

The free state men held a convention in their capital, in which

it was formally resolved that the Lecompton fraud should not be

countenanced, and the state legislature was duly convened on the

9th of June, six days before the time named for the election.

The chief of the territorial executive was in the city when the

state legislature met, but that gentleman sought peace, and their

session was not disturbed. The state legislature ordered a census

which would serve to show how falsely the enumeration had been

taken by the make-believe sheriffs and their assistants. The

election of state officers in August, 1857, having been provided

for, and Topeka having been expressly designated as the capital

of the state, the leo-islature concluded to rest from its labors until

the outcome of the new line of policy should appear. There

were many who were already shrewd enough to assert that before

the year had ended, Mr. Walker would be numbered among the

men convinced of the rectitude of the free settlers' demands in

Kansas, by actual contact with themselves and their opponents.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

TERRITOKIAL HISTORY.
icontinucd.)

DENVER VICE WALKER— EVENTS OP 1857-8.

State. OiBccrs— Lane Organizing— Grasshopper Falls— August Elections—
Menacing Lawrence— About October— Walker's Promises— Shadow
and Substance— Recognizing Difficulties— Designed Unfairness— Un-

equally Yoked— Another Etlbrt—Territorial Taxes— Reluctant Assent—
Mass Convention --Delegates Convened— Ballot Conquest— Fair Test—
Wise Concession — Laue Leading— Endless Debates— Sound Conclu-

sion — Delegate Nominations— Supporting Judges — Despondent Ap-

peal— Success Unexpected— Congressional Delegate— Certificates Re-

fused— Cato's Mandamus — Magnanimity— Cato Vanquished — Consti-

tutional Convention — Popular Disgust— Settlers Convention — Lecomp-
ton Fraud — Constitution Unratified— Washington Manufacture — AVar

Secretary
— Slave Code— Flagitious Procedure — Fraud Invited — Ma-

lignant Influences — Soliciting Invasion — Wrong liasis— Refuse Vot-

ing
— Looking Back — Daring Stroke— Secret Machinations — Two

Wrongs— Callioun's Maneuver— Masked Batteries—Proslavery Spies—
Walker's Scruples— Buchanan Wavers— Dreadful Music— Governor

Resigns — Manly Statement— Kansas Unconquerable —Changed Instruc-

tions— Acting Governor— Another Convert— Extra Session— Stanton's

Message — Difficulty Unsolved — Organization— Honest Voting— In-

vestigation
— Frauds Punished— Congressional Work— Test Election—

Stanton Removed— Gen. Denver— Sec.Gov. Calhoun's Report— Two
Pictures — Leavenworth Democrats— Buchanan Stoops— Political Con-

science — Senate Action— Brave Douglas— Congressional Battles— A.

H. Stephens — Bill Admitting— Crittenden's Amendment— Conditional

Admission— Popular Verdict— Trying Bribes— Congressional Lobby-
ists— Dirty Hands— Withering Denunciation — Territorial Ticlvet—
Brutum Fulmen — Further Doubts — Lawrence Convention — Won't

Vote— Try Again— Bolters Convene — Decisive Victory— State Organ-
ization— Views Difier— Territorial Work— Denver's Message— State

Constitution— Minueola Capital— Log Rolling
— Impotent Conclusion.

The delegate convention, which we have seen in session at To-
*

peka, nominated officers for the Atigust elections, and reiterated

the scorn for Lecompton and its legislature which had been ex-
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pressed by the Topeka legislature, and in consideration of rumors
of Missourian aggression to be consummated in August, Gen.
Lane was requested to organize the people in every precinct to

protect the ballot. The course to be taken as to the October

elections was relegated to a mass, to be convened at Grasshopper
Falls toward the end of August ;

when a delegate convention

would also assemble, charged to carry out the views of the peo-

ple. The voting in August showed 7,267 as the highest vote re-

corded, and the ticket nominated by the convention was of course

carried. There were only 84 votes against the Topeka constitu-

tion, and 7,267 affirmed its fitness. Lawrence having refused to

organize under the charter passed by the Lecompton legislature,
Gov. Walker unwisely tried to compel submission, and the city
was surrounded by about six hundred dragoons, but the men of

Lawrence persisted in contemning the charter and in preparing an

organization of their own, and the troops were at length called ofl

after a few weeks of useless exercise. The October elections were
still the topic everywhere, and the governor's promises had in

them the ring of sincerity, so that many were disposed to partici-

pate in electing a legislature not under territorial enactments, but
under the organic act. It seems wonderful now that any men
hesitated when an honest vote of over 7,000 could be polled un-
der some show of fairness, but many argued in favor of abandon-

ing the substance de facto government in the territory, for the

shadowy glory of a nominal state organization ;
and not a few

went for both together, certainly the best course then available.

There were many difficulties in the way, among the rest the un-
fair census and an unjust apportionment of representatives by the
leaders of the proslavery party availing themselves of the gov-
ernor's local newness, but the obstacles were not insuperable.
The objects aimed at were indubitable, and the prospect of suc-
cess for the Missourian faction lulled that party into a false secur-

ity, so that even their frauds helped to defeat them. Precincts
were unequally yoked together so that a populous city like To-

peka could be outvoted at Fort Scott, and counties where Mis-
souri could readily muster undisturbed were allowed to return
more members than other two counties where resident voters were
more numerous. The principle being thus stated, it is useless to
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burden the reader with the tiresome details of the purposed inva-

sion, under which a remote precinct with only a score of inhabit-

ants far from the probabilities of observation could return a vote

of hundreds, or if necessary of thousands, to counteract honest

polling elsewhere. The Missourians were now sure of their con-

quest ;
another effort and they could carry Kansas for slavery.

Judge Cato had just decided that no man could vote who had

not paid his territorial taxes, but Governor Walker took an op-

posite view, and was ready to act thereupon. This was an object,

not for the amount but for the principle involved. Many were

thus won to a reluctant assent to participation before the mass

convention, August 25th, at Grasshopper Falls. The debates

were very spirited on that occasion, and the delegates who were

on hand at the same time were versed in every phase of the is-

sue; hence, after much discussion, it was resolved that a fair test

should be put upon the governor's promises of justice and protec-

tion by an attempt to conquer their own liberties as citizens at

the ballot-box. State Governor Eobinson, whose resignation had

never been handed in, was one of the advocates for square and

solid voting. The preamble and resolutions of the convention

showed a fine perception of all the circumstances, and suggested

the reasonableness of trying what could be done in the premises.

Efforts were to be made to remedy the apportionment of repre-

sentatives, and, under the adroit leadership of Gen. Lane, that

gentleman was empowered to offer to Governor Walker the sup-

port of the force organized by him to protect the ballot during

the August elections. Those who opposed participation made

their position strong by able argument, but the event proved the

wisdom of effort, and Kansas has cause to be proud that a con-

clusion so fortunate was arrived at on that occasion, and in sub-

sequent assemblies. The convention nominated Mr. M. J. Par-

rott as delegate to congress, and the nomination was sustained b}'"

the vote. There were precautions adopted to minimize fraud and

facilitate detection, and a committee appointed to secure proper

support for the judges of election. The address to the electors

contained the energy of despair, and the times warranted that

tone, but to the surprise of almost everybody the election of Oc-

tober 5th gave to the free state party a preponderance of more
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than two to one in the council, and nearly two to one in the

house of re23resentatives. The delegate to congress was chosen

by a majority of over four thousand. The machinery of fraud

had been tried, but so closely had the work been followed, that

the defeat was really crushing. In one village, where less than

100 legal voters resided, there were nearly 1,700 polled, the bal-

ance coming from Missouri, and other such frauds, smaller in de-

gree, were common. The governor, true to his promises as to

fair play, refused certificates where the evidence would warrant

such action on his part, so that persons claiming to be elected

could not take their seats. Judge Cato, the willing instrument

of his party, gave the fraudulently elected men mandamuses to

compel the issue of certificates, but the governor refused to take

any notice of the command further than to restate his objestions,

and to offer the judge whatever assistance he required to enforce

the mandamus or his arrest for nonobservance if he saw fit. The

judge saw that the battle had been carried far enough, and he

subsided. The judges in Kansas were men bound up by their

devotion to party, and it is difficult to imagine what might have

been the consequence had the governors been as bad as they. Of

course there were good men nominated as judges, but only such

as would be subservient found favor with the Missouri faction.

We have seen that the vote on the Topeka constitution was car-

ried by 7,267 against 3-4. The constitutional convention was elected

by only 2,200 votes, with all the help that the border counties of

Missouri could give to the pro-slavery part3^ The convention

organized, September 7th, in Lecompton, and, after sitting four

days, adjourned until October 19th. to allow the members to pre-

pare for the territorial elections. When the result of that move-

ment was seen, the disgust of all classes found free vent against

the convention, which did not represent the people and yet was

about to assume the duty of framing their constitution. Some

would have suppressed their sittings by force, but their appoint-

ment had the form of law and the substance of protection by
United States troops, so they sat in peace under tlie presidency

Mr. John Calhoun. The settlers held a convention in the same

town at the same time, protesting in a very forcible way against

the fraud wdiich their own votes at the proper time might have ren-
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dered impossible, but for the fact that the people and the governor
did not know each other at the time that the inaugural address

was given to the territory. Conventions of the same description

were held in all parts of Kansas, and, so strong was public opin-

ion, that for many days a quorum could not be obtained to shape
a constitution. The Lecompton outrage was two weeks undergo-

ing the process of incubation, and then the document was signed

by only forty-three of the sixty members elected; but that was,

of course, enough. It seems probable that the original intention

was to submit the constitution to the people to be voted upon.

Calhoun, the president, certainly announced that purpose when
he was a candidate for election, but eventually that idea was

abandoned when the constitution, sent frcnn Washington ready-

made by the pro-slavery leaders, was found too dangerous to be

published. Afr. Buchanan was only half-way admitted to the

perilous secrets in which his war secretar}^ was more deeply in-

volved
;
hence it happened afterwards that one headed his party

in the greatest rebellion ever known, and the other drifted into

petty compliances that embittered his life without securing him

even the gratitude of the pro-slavery men. It is easy for Mr.

Davis now to talk philanthropy and science at agricultural meet-

ings, but no man can doubt that he was for years planning the re-

volt, upon which he eventually made the great failure, by which

he is distinguished ;
and that he did not scruple to abuse the

trust reposed in him b\' the whole Union, while he was secretary

of war, and afterwards while chairman of the committee for the

like purpo.-e, to leave the Union helpless in the hour when treason

should strike her.

Kansas was to have been made the occasion of a civil war, un-

less slaverv could be fastened there
;
but Mr. Douelas was not a

power that could be warped by such a man as Davis, beyond the

point where the "Little Giant" said "stop." The conditions as

to slavery in the constitution would have made that peculiar in-

stitution imperative, from the Missouri to the Rocky Mountains,

until after 1864, and would have refused permission to free ne-

groes to reside in the state under any circumstances. State officers

were to be elected in January, 1858. It was necessary to go

through the form of submission to a popular vote, but every step
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was an insult to the ballot box
;
the result would be known to

Calhoun onl}^, and he could misrepresent the returns, unchallenged,

in any way that he thought fit. The machinery for testing pub-
lic opinion suggested fraud at ever^^ step, and various tests, after-

wards applied, prove that the whole movement was a concerted

crime in the interests of slavery. The most malignant influences

that ever oppressed a people operated then in Kansas to falsify

the will of the community; the whole appeal was placed upon a

wrong basis, as the convention was a fraud from its inception to

its ending, and invasion of the ballot box was invited at every

stage, in the choice oE the delegates first, and in the pretended
ratification afterwards. No wonder then that the people were

furiously indignant in every quarter when the ghastly farce was

being played, which it was hoped would rob them of their birth-

right. The other provisions of the constitution were oppressive,

but the slavery proviso was that upon which both parties were

most bent, and the remainder need not be recited. The vote upon
the constitution was so entirely inoperative that the free state

party in Kansas refused to take part in the election, but many
were heard to regret that they had carried their nonintervention

so far when the constitutional convention was being elected, but

for which it now seemed that they might have been very near the

end of all their territorial difficulties. Still there was little use

in looking back; had they carried the convention the other party
would have rushed to the polling places and carried the territo-

rial elections, the military would have been called off from pro-

tecting the convention, and in some other form their troubles

would have been continued until the liberal party procured the

control in congress. Still the danger was considerable that they

might now fall victims to the daring scheme attempted at Lecomp-
ton under the pretext of "law and order." There were organiza-

tions at this time on the free state side which were prepared to

end the whole struggle in one gigantic tragedy rather than submit

to the audacious crime, but happily their proposals remained in-

choate, as two wrongs never yet made one right ;
but the schemes

of the Lecompton faction were carried on with the deadly precision

of men who used masked batteries, and had undermined the most

cherished possessions of a free and intellectual people. Spies em-
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ployed by tbe leaders of the free state movement brought from

the innermost recesses of the secret associations a full revelation

of the means that were to be resorted to after the constitution had

been accepted in congress. So well had they prepared the way

there that success was almost a dead certainty, and perhaps but

for Gov. Walker, they were justified in their anticipations. The

state officers chosen under their constitution could be manipulated

by admitting or rejecting returns to secure their own party, the

names published at the last moment would allow of the dominant

party assuming power immediately, the hordes which had so often

overrun the land could have come then with greater certainty than

ever, and the battle of liberty would have been ended for many

years. Calhoun held all the returns, and he steadfastly forebore

to make announcements pending the action of congress. The

doings of the convention had for some time disquieted the gov-

ernor, and toward the end of November, 1857, he was in Wash-

ington, leaving Mr. Stanton governor ^ro tem., recounting to Pres-

ident Buchanan the story of fraud which was culminating in the

constitution and the election of state officers, against the well

known desires of four-fifths of the resident population in the ter-

ritory. Just such an avowal as Mr. Reeder made to President

Pierce was now submitted to President Buchanan by Mr. Walker
;

the details differed, the principle was the same, and unhappily

there was the same abnegation of high principle on the part of

the chief executive. The president
" knew the right and yet the

wrong pursued," because he feared somewhat and hoped more

from the faction that had lifted him into power, and the dreadful

music that told him of the woes of an oppressed people driven to

the verge of armed resistance agonized him without possessing

the power to rouse him to his duty. The very condition of things

which his instructions to his friend the governor in July, 1857,

had anticipated, had come to pass, and he was incapable of veri-

fying his engagements. The action of Mr. Buchanan in favoring

the convention left Mr. Walker no option as an honest man but

to resign his office, and in doing so he submitted to his official

superior a statement of his motives which must have caused the

cheeks of the president to tingle with shame, unless the possession

of a purely political conscience is a guaranty against the better
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feelings of humanity, Air. AValker could not carry out th©

changed instructions which must follow the president's message
without violating his engagements towards a people whom he

now believed to be unconquerable, without a civil war which

might commence at any moment.

The acting governor, Secretary Stanton, whom we have seen

addressing the most defiant words to the free state men, threat-

ening them " with war to tlie knife
"

unless thev submitted to

territorial enactments, was now speedilj^ becoming a convert to

the honesty of their views and the rectitude of their demands.

On the first day of December he convened an extra session of the

newly elected legislature to consider the situation, especially

with reference to the Lecompton constitution and the acts of the

convention. When that body met on the 7th of the month, his

message pithily described his views on the question of the day,
and left with them the duty to devise, if such were possible,

some means of extrication for the imperiled and alarmed con-

stituency represented by them. The legislature, having organized,

concluded to act upon the message by affording the electors a

bona fide opportunity to show whether the constitution and its

promoters had their approval. The difficulty would not be solved

by such an operation, but it would be something to have ascer-

tained beyond question, what was the popular will. Committees

were also nominated to inquire into certain alleged frauds in

election precincts, and the men who had procured admission

therefrom were unseated
;
their places being filled by the men

duly entitled. Before the end of the session, Mr. Stanton was

removed for the course which he had pursued ;
but when the

legislature rose on the 17th of December, the Lecompton con-

vention had been disowned, and the act, under which it was made

possible, repealed. Congress had been memorialized disclaiming

the constitution, arrangements had been made for taking a popu-
lar vote on the great issue, and such provisions had been made

against election frauds as could not fail to deter many from such

practices as had too long been common. The proslavery party

secured another victim in Mr. Stanton, but Kansas had made

another convert to its demands in the fifth governing man sacri-

ficed, because he could not help seeing the justice of its cause.
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Gen. Denver was nominated to succeed Air. Stanton as sec-

retary and acting governor. Already it was known at head-

quarters that the governship would be vacant, but it was neces-

sary to supersede Mr. Stanton immediately, before worse might

happen to the proslavery men. The general was found to be a

man of good address and engaging manners, the son of a farmer,

a civil engineer and a lawyer ;
he had won his promotion in

Mexico under Gren. Scott, and was in every way deserving of the

confidence of the community over whom he was called to rule.

He had filled many important offices prior to this time, and in

every position, had won honor and respect. lie was not to

remain long in Kansas, as events proved, but he would do

nothing there that should sully his laurels, and under the ban-

ner sustained by Abraham Lincoln, he would yet revisit Kansas,
as well as distin2;uish himself on many glorious fields, fio-htinsfO JO ' o o

always for the union. The general had been engaged in Indian

afTairs, when he was called upon to assume the functions of act-

ing governor, so that he was then upon the spot. For that

reason, mainly, it is probable that he was chosen, as there was in

him no fitness for the work of a faction. He won his way to the

esteem of the free state party with more readiness than any other

Washington appointee. Immediately after Mr. Stanton had been

relieved, Mr. Calhoun took the vote on the constitution clause

referring to slaver}^, and as he stated the result, there were 6,226

votes cast for the constitution with slavery, and only 569 against

slavery. Commissioners afterwards appointed ascertained how

the fraud had been committed, but there was a much speedier

way to find that the return was a falsehood, as on the 4th of

January, 1858, a fair and open vote was taken on the main issues

under the provisions of the legislature convened by Mr. Stanton,

and the results were, for the Lecompton constitution without

slavery, 24
;
for that constitution with slavery, 138

;
and against

the constitution, root and branch, 10,226. That fact, without one

word of comment, is the justification for Mr. Stanton's procedure

as the acting governor of Kansas, and the figures have never

been controverted in the smallest particular. The democrats of

Leavenworth denounced the fraud attempted by a section of

their own party, and memorialized congress to throw out the
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constitution, but the president stooped from his liigh estate to

become the servitor of the faction that had obliged him to super-

sede the much nobler man, the secratarj. Public opinion

strongly sustained Stanton and Gov. AValker, but Mr. Buchanan

wished the state of Kansas to be admitted with the Lecorapton
constitution. The document just named, and the president's

message were handed over to the proper committee, and in due

course the report came back to the senate recommending the

admission, as before stated, under the constitution named, but

Stephen A. Douglas brought up from the same committee a

minority report, denouncing the constiution and the convention

as alike unworthy of support, as the will of the people of Kansas

was not represented in either one or the other.

That act was a catastrophe for the proslavery party, and it was

remembered when Breckinridge was nominated for president by
the proslavery democrats against Mr. Douglas, but it was a deed

of heroism for which that senator deserved gratitude from his life

long opponents. Congressional battles were once more active,

and it seems curious that the leader of the democratic party in

the senate and in the union should, on this issue, have been only
the mouth piece of a minority, but it must be remembered that

he had long been the intimate friend of Gov. AValker, and had

been one of the chief agents in sending him to Kansas. He
would not leave the side of his friend in such an emergency,
whatever might be the action of the president, and it was impos-
sible for him to suppose that the people whom he had served so

well were prepared to abandon even himself, rather than abate

their pretensions on the slave project. Hon. Alex. H. Stephens

readily assumed the side popular with his own part}', and as

chairman of the committee appointed by the house, brought up a

report to admit Kansas on the Lecompton basis. Then also a

minority report revealed a wide diversity of thought, denounced

the constitution and the party by whom it was wrought, calling

attention to existing evidences of fraud. The bill in the senate,

to admit Kansas, was met by a substitute in the hands of Mr.

Crittenden, who demanded as a condition precedent, that the con-

stitution should be ratified by a popular vote, and that if rejected,

the people might frame a constitution for themselves
;
and even
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in the proslavery senate there were 24 to support the amendment
to 84 in favor of the constitution. The house took up and car-

ried the Crittenden amendment; the senate refused concurrence,
but requested a conference, and in a joint committee a compro-
mise measure was agreed upon, which passed both houses, offer-

ing liberal land grants and special bonuses to Kansas, provided
the Lecompton constitution should be ratified by a popular vote,

as the basis of admission to the union, but otherwise postponing
admission until the population had reached, by enumeration,

93,500 souls, the rate of representation. The schemes of coer-

cion had failed and concessions were now to be offered on any
other point, as a setoff to the proslavery clauses. "Washington

lobbyists worked with such vim on that occasion, as was never

seen equaled, unless the Credit Mobilier, or the Pacific Mail cor-

ruptionists borrowed a new zeal from that experience; and in

1860, the means of operation were revealed by a committee un-

der Judge Covode, who prepared and carried a stinging denun-

ciation of the system which descended to money bribes, where

such unworthy artifices would suffice, and where proscriptions

had failed to suborn men and organizations to the vile designs of

the proslavery section of democracy. There have been terrible

revelations since that time, but never one in which terrorism was

used in such an unblushing way to supply the machinery of cor-

ruption, in order to force through congress measures against

which the honor and the common sense of the whole people re-

volted. Happily, the days of the faction were near the end, and

we may hope that no such era of violence and fraud can ever

recur.

Returning now to the territory, we note that the officers under

the Lecompton constitution have been elected, and by way of

emphasis to the assertion that the constitution makers did not

represent the people, it is worthy of special remark that they

were unable, with all the corruption then possible, to carry their

own staff of officials. They did their very utmost to secure that

end, and failed. The removal of Mr. Woodson from the helm of

affairs was no small gain to the free settlers, for the proslavery

men never succeeded as an organization, unless they could im-

port brain power that had germinated elsewhere. The faction
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assembled at Lecompton, Dec. 7, 1857, and nominated a ticket,

doing little else besides affirming the desirability of their pet con-

stitution and denouncing the governor and Sec'y Stanton, but

their words had no power within the territory. The ticket was

worthless, and the names may rest where they fell. There were

now renewed doubts among the settlers, whether they should run

a ticket for the same list, or rest upon the Topeka constitution

and organization. This happened to be the topic of a conven-

tion in Lawrence, Dec. 2, 1857, but seeing that the territorial

legislature had been convened, it was thou2;ht advisable to await

their action on that question, should any course be found possi-

ble. When that body had given up that part of the })roblem,

the Lawrence convention resumed, Dec. 23d. During two days
the debate was prolonged, and a majority of delegates favored

voting, but a majority of the full representation, if ever}- district

had been adequately represented, favored nonvoting; so the non-

voting party, among whom Gen. Lane was conspicuous, succeed-

ed by a stratagem, in procuring the vote by districts, which neg-

atived the more reasonable course of voting for a ticket. The
actual majority present determined to try again, and the "

bolt-

ers," as they were called, having convened, nominated a ticket

which united all classes opposed to the Lecompton faction.

Almost the whole of the settlers resolved to help the persistent

majority, and the consequence was, that had the constitution be-

come law, it would have been administered in favor of the people

by the free state officers. Every office was carried, and in the

senate they secured thirteen members against six
;
in the house,

twenty-nine against fifteen. Fraudulent votes brought up the

number polled by the proslavery governor to 8,545. Still he was

beaten by 330, although thousands were deterred from voting by
the distracted policy of the da\^ Their prospective officers now

were, Governor, G. W. Smith
;
Lieut. Gov., W. Y. Eoberts

;
Sec-

retary of State, P. C. Schujder, Treasurer, A. J. j\[ead
; Auditor,.

J. K. Goodin
;
and Congressional Eepresentative, M. J. Parrott.

Their duty would have been, of course, to have helj)ed the people
to make or amend the law in such a manner as to render it con-

ccurrent with popular sentiment. There were now three govern-

ments in Kansas: That just elected under the Lawrence couveu-
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tion
;
the Topeka organization, with Dr. Eobinson for governo-r,

and the territorial, represented by Gen. Denver. The first named

body, limited their action to an appeal to congress, to disallow

the constitution. The second, remained intact, striving to prepare
the way for efficient state government, should an emergency arise.

The message of Dr. Robinson to the Topeka legislature resulted

in a session adjourned to Lawrence, where an address was pre-

sented to the territorial legislature, urging such action as would

help forward the larger design. The adjustment proposed by the-

Dr. and his friends was not acceptable to the legislators in pos-

session, but, of course, on such an issue, there was room for very

widely divergent views
; still, the proposition was not negatived,

it was only deferred until circumstances might favor another

course. Thus, the territorial authorities were masters of the field,

and it is matter for regret that they were not equal to other and

better work than that which they transacted for the people. The

legislature assembled at Lecompton, January 4, 1858, and organ-

ized as in the extra session, without dissent. The message o±

Secretary Denver was brief and to the purpose, and there was a

prospect of valuable work being accomplished ;
but the men

were mostly unused to such labor of course, and the time was

frittered away. The legislature adjourned to Lawrence, January

5th, and remained in session until February 12th. The appointment
of commissioners, to investigate the late election frauds, took

many of the best men available, and that work was, on the whole,

effectively carried through. Their report was made available for

congressional action afterwards. The legislature provided for the

election of delegates in the following month, March, to frame a

constitution, to be submitted to the people for ratification prior

to being adopted as the basis for the admission to the union
;
but

on the whole, perhaps, it may have been inevitable under the cir-

cumstances, that the first territorial legislature elected by the set-

tlers must be pronounced a failure. Logrolling became, to a large

extent, the occupation of members, and many small jobs were hur-

ried through for local and personal ends. The Missouri code,

which should have been amended in all its odious provisions, re-

mained practically untouched. The unjust apportionment of

members, which had been blamed in their predecessors, was not

37
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amended as it might have been, and the poor body came to a " most

lame and impotent conclusion." Upon one point there was de-

cided action, but it decided nothing, because it did not express
the will of the people, which, more than the letter of law, is essen-

tial to give vitality to enactments. The territorial capital was lo-

cated at Minneota, a kind of no place, within a few miles of

Prairie City, and grants of land, and a charter of incorporation,

helped to build up that impossible metropolis, but it came to

nothing. The bill was sent back by Gen. Denver with his ob-

jections, and the two houses used their two-thirds power to pass

it again over his veto
;
but at that point the folly came to an end,

and no body ever cared anything further for this measure. There

was no reason whv the towns, which had fought the battle of the

people so long, should be discounted now in favor of a center to be

created for the purpose, merely because some few. manipulators
could exert an influence over men unused to the stress of legisla-

tion. The people of Kansas had now, after much stormy naviga-

tion, reached port ; or, if not exactly in port, they were beyond

Hurlgate, with a fair prospect of the wished for haven.

CHAPTER XIX.

TERRITORIAL HISTORY
{continued.)

DENVER SUCCEEDING GEARY— STRIFE IN THE SOUTHEAST.

Further Troubles— Southeast Counties— Capt. Montgomery— Representa-

tive Man — Probable War— Sound Advice— Missouri Advantages—
Quick March— Mound City

— Covert Convention— Wil}' Schemes —
Cool Courage— Colonel Fox— Postponed Meeting— Sophistry Fails—
Osawatomie Raid— Further Alarms — Enforced Flight

— Systematized
Plunder— Gear3^'s Mistake — Visiting Lawrence— Guerrilla War— Con-

sternation — Speedy .Justice — Reprisals — Governor's Movements—
Texan Rangers— Making Points— Surrounding Enemies— Spoiling

Egyptians — Thrilling Situation — Perilous Escape — Under Clouds—
New Departure— Operating in Stock — Church Difficult}-

— Collision —
Great Odds — Awkward Respousibilit}-

—
Legalized Oppression— Cash
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Bail— Opiuidiis Change— Shameless T3'ranny— Unwelcome Neighbors—
"John Brown"— Solomon's Judgment— Compelling Right

— Marshal

Little— Hasty Retreat— General Lane — Secret Organization
— After

Offenders— Timid Counselors— Fort Scott— Broken Promises— War

Policy— Enemies Corralled — Plunderers— Demoralized Force — Quar-

tering on Enemy— Self Defense — Faithful Spies— Murderous Pro-

scription
—

Jajdiawker's Revenge— Hamilton's Tactics — Washington

Lobbyists— Montgomery Moves— Little Thermopylae— An Armistice—
U. S. Prestige

— Following Hamilton— Putnam's Leap — Choosing
Blood — Murder en J/asse — Flying Miscreants— West Point— Mas-

sacre Averted— Denver's Messenger— Marshal Walker— Murderers

Arrested — Agent Clark — Time Bargain — Surrender— Montgomery
Taken — Governor's Visit— IManly Platform— Peace Convention — Re-

suming Hostilities— Continuous Outrage— Summary Process — Free

Immigration— Brown's Party — Traitorous Conference— Discreet Retire-

ment— Brown's Resolutions— Fellowship — Releasing Rice — Causual-

ties— Brown in Missouri— Canada Expedition— Singular Punish-

ment— Enemy Flanked — Law Triumphs— Amnesty— Wrong Hamil-

ton— Closing Accounts.

Although the difficalties in Kansas generally were being

subdued when Gov. Denver was first nominated secretary of the

territory, there was still much trouble in the southeast which

must be briefly reviewed, as the two parties were pitted against

each other there, and blood was shed freely. The career of one

leader, Capt. Montgomery, the ablest and most noted, may be

followed with advantage, as his movements had a representative

character which will render it needless to follow the other par-

tisan commanders. Montgomery, originally from Ohio, had spent

some time in Kentucky, whence he had removed to Missouri, in-

tending to settle in Kansas, but had changed his purpose upon

being informed that Missouri was resolved at any cost to make a

slave state in the territory. Bending to what seemed good ad-

vice, he concluded to remove to Missouri, until his mind rein-

forced by what he saw in the older slave state, he resolved to as-

sist in repelling slavery from the new. Once determined on that

point, there was no delay, and he speedily arrived in Mound

City, in the vicinity of which there was no difficulty in buying a

claim for little money from a Missouri family dissatisfied with

the location. Moving his family to the purchased claim, he re-

mained in Missouri to earn money for its improvement, and to be

invested in stock. The character of Montgomery was intrepid,
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and yet considerate
;
a felicitous combination of sound judg-

ment and mercy.

In April, 1855, Montgomery, whose sojourn in Missouri had

given the proslavery party a claim upon him, as they supposed,

attended a convention in Mound City, five miles from his home,

where candidates were beings nominated to the legislature, which

afterwards assembled in Pawnee. The directors of the conven-

tion were from Missouri, the settlers were not well informed as to

the real issues, and it was hoped that slavery would not be named

during the canvass, although that was the main purpose to be

served bj^ the election. The free settlers were told that the time

had not come for dealing with that question. The meeting was

going well for the proslavery design, when Montgomery, who had

been nominated secretary, addressed the people, giving his rea-

sons why Kansas should be made a free state, and enforcing the

necessity for vigilance. Col. Fox, the convener and prospective

candidate in the Missouri interest, was compelled to pledge him-

self against slavery, to secure a chance of nomination, and then

the convention was postponed to secure a larger attendance of

actual settlers. There was a much larger gathering on both

sides when the convention resumed, and much sophistry was

used to carry the populace toward the policy favored by the

neighboring state, but the audience was almost entirely on the

other side, and Montgomery might have had the nomination, but

after exerting his eloquence to convince waverers as to the proper

policy, he thought it best to choose Fox, binding him by his

promises, as well as such gentry can be secured. The Missouri

party ran 'the election on polling day, as we have seen, and the

legislature was so completely an outrage that the free state men
convened at Mound City as well as elsewhere, and repudiated its

enactments.

Circumstances favored the southeast so that there was no show

of armed force in that section, except the raids on polling days,

until the autumn of 1856, when Fort Scott sent a proslavery con-

tino-ent to assist in the attack on Ossawatomie. The conduct of

that party has been described elsewhere. Mound City was soon

alarmed by an appearance of armed men encamped at Paris, and

it became known that free state men were to be driven from their
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homes in Kansas. The city was deserted almost entirely, and the

Missourians plundered the homes of tlie fugitives, whom they

were at the same time harassinsj in their liis-ht. After about three

weeks the major part of the settlers had returned, when they
were once more threatened by their antagonists, and Montgomery
was delegated to submit a statement of their case to the new gov-

ernor, Gearj^ That gentleman's distrust of the free settlers in-

duced him to turn almost a deaf ear to Capt. Montgomery, and

the delegate went to Lawrence, whence the army of border ruf-

fians had just been removed by the resolute action of Geary, as

elsewhere described. The citizens of Lawrence could not leave

their own city to defend another, but they sent arras and good
advice by Montgomery, and there was some hope that the policy

pursued by the governor, so large an improvement upon that of

his immediate predecessor, would protect the settlers from out-

rage in the future. The hopelessness of the territory was aptly

illustrated on his return to his home, where he found that his

neighbors had been driven away, his own family insulted during
his absence, and that his life was especially sought by his adver-

saries. It was considered an evidence of peculiar turpitude on

his part, that he, having been a resident in Missouri, was yet iden-

tified with free state views. He availed himself at once of his

knowledge of the country to attack the marauders wherever he

could find an advantage, ai\d at that work he was "a host in him-

self," so that he soon spread consternation among the gangs that

had been so long despoiling the whole neighborhood. Every de-

sign succeeded, and the invaders were soon in deadly terror of a

clump of brush, an angle in the rocks, or any cover that might
conceal their foe. One man against many, he seemed to be a

match for them all. Organization having failed, he had been

forced back upon his natural rights and they seemed ample for

attack and defense. The enemy never imagined that one man,

untiring in his movements, was the author of so many discom-

fitures. His courage and successes brought additional force to his

standard. His army consisted now of seven men, including him-

self, and after a council of war it was resolved to attack the house

of one of the chiefs of the Missouri raiders. This man Davis

was one of the party that had been called out and anr.ed by the
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acting governor, under the pretense that they constituted a Kan-

sas militia force, while really they were carrying out the designs

of Missouri. Davis being a captain, his house was an armory, and

for twofold reasons it was desirable that the weapons should be

in better hands. The attacking party found that their main ob-

ject had failed, as Davis, with his gang, had gone away to avoid

a collision with Gov. Geary, who, with three hundred men, was

disarming all such bands. The little armament captured a quan-

tity of ammunition and some arms, but a prisoner that had been

secured, made his escape, giving the alarm to others who would

otherwise have been visited. Twenty miles south of Davis's

place, the Texan rangers were startled on the same day, toward

evening, by Montgomery's party, and upon their arrival in Fort

Scott the dimensions of the guerrilla band had become magnified

into an army. The proslavery settlement at Fort Scott was al-

most a desert within an hour after the report was circulated.

An excursion into Missouri was the next exploit, to attack the

points where proslavery men customarily assembled before raid-

ing Kansas, and to which they returned with their plunder. The

little band of seven made themselves masters of the points as-

sailed, captured and destroyed a quantity of arms, procured fresh

horses and returned to the scene of their former operations none

the poorer for their expedition. Soon afterwards the guerrilla

chief attacked a camp of invaders at Bull Creek, but the party

fled without fighting, and he proceeded with a little squadron of

ten determined fellows to liberate negroes in Missouri, as it was

considered good policy to carry the war into the enemy's country.

Returning home alone, resolved on abandoning warlike enter-

prises, he had just got beyond the old Wakarusa encampment,
from Lawrence, when his bridle rein was seized by a couple of

militia men of the opposite side in politics. lie was commanded

to surrender, and with the speed of lightning he dismounted on

the side farthest from his captors, using the device common among

Indians, of making his horse his rampart of defense, and his re-

volver pointed at the soldier whose musket was half way to his

shoulder, caused a very considerable alteration in the views of

the militiamen. Some minutes were spent in the rencontre, but

as soon as the position was realized, the would-be custodians of
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Montgomery resolved to be quit of his company. ISTot another

word was said, but enough had been conveyed in that noiseless

harangue with the revolver to end tiie controversy. The captors

rode on without their prisoner, and the almost captured man went

on his way rejoicing. A regiment of such men as Montgomery
could have held Kansas against all the ruffians of the border.

After tlie free settlers left their claims under the terror of in-

vasion in the winter of 1856-7, their antagonists took possession

of their property in the southeast, as well as elsewhere, maintain-

ing a kind of military rule, under M^hich the chances were largely

against repossession by the rightful owners
;
but new arrivals, in

1857, in the so called " Northern Army
"

so far reinforced the

despoiled men that it was possible to commence operations to re-

cover the stolen property and the fraudulently held claims.. The

first step was to gather up the wrongfully appropriated stock, and

that step was not carried through without some fighting, still, in

the main, the end was accomplished. The repossession of claims

was next attempted, and the first difficult}'- occurred with a pro-

slavery preacher named Southwood, who, knowingly or not, was

in a house built by a man that had been driven from the ground.
Two hundred men assembled to assist Southwood, by expelling

Stone, the free settler claimant
;
but eight resolute men held the

cabin against them, and, after many days spent in threats and ex-

postulations, Southwood vacated the claim. The like scenes

were occurring more or less frequently all over the territory.

"When the United States court opened at Fort Scott, numbers of

the free settlers were indicted for offenses more or less imaginary,
the object being to procure the absence of popular leaders, and

just now the judicial staff was at war with Gov. Gearj^, so that

his rule was drawing to a close at the moment that he began to

understand the wants of Kansas. Some of the men indicted were

held prisoners in Fort Scott, bail being refused. Montgomery
now came upon the scene once more, and a body of men under

him approached Fort Scott to procure the release of their friends.

Peaceful apprehensions for their liberation on bail resulted in an

insolent proposition that $800 cash should be deposited as secur-

ity for each prisoner to be released, and no other bail would be

accepted. Judge Williams, on the bench, was as haughty as
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satan. Montgomery believed that lie could influence the opinion

of the court, and largely control its action. Having arrested a

proslavery man and held him in custody long enough to impress

his mind with the idea that he had been in great peril, he inci-

dentally mentioned in the prisoner's hearing his intention to sack

Fort Scott and release the prisoners nnlawfull}^ held. The pro-

slavery man was soon afterwards liberated, and immediately after

his story reached the judge, the prisoners were discharged upon
their own recognizances, with many remarks intended to be com-

plimentary and soothing. The charm had produced its effect,

and Montgomery was looked upon as a competent legal authority.

Several citizens were arrested for trj^ing to resume possession

of their homes, but any charge would suffice in the then condition

of the courts in Kansas, and judgaients went invariably against

free settlers. Sometimes their properties were seized without

form of process, or trial, and sold by proslavery sheriffs to the

highest bidder, the governor in vain trying to rescue the vic-

tims of oppression from the wrongs which he had at first believed

to be merely illusory. Fort Scott was now the stronghold of the

proslavery magnates, who had been driven out of the northern

and middle sections of the territory by Gov. Geary's strong peace

policy ;
and they made the surrounding country very warm for

free settlers. Fnding that there was no redress for them in Fort

Scott, the popular party initiated a court of their own, calling

their chief justice "John Brown," and while the proceedings of

this assembly burlesqued, in the freest possible spirit, the action

of the official staff in Fort Scott, there was still so complete an

arrangement for carrj-ing out the judgments arrived at that, pro-

slavery men dreaded citation before the new tribunal.

Capt. Abbott, the well known guerrilla leader at Wakarusa,
was the sheriff, and if the decisions of the judge gave token of a

Solomon on the bench, the vig-or of administration was fullv on a

par with the other features of the movement. The proceedings
of the court attracted so much attention, that an order was made
at Fort Scott for the suspension of the squatter court, and all its

members were to be arrested. Marshal Little was iiistructed to

carry out the mandate, and he came, with seventy armed men, to

within about one quarter of a mile of the court house
;
but at that
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point he paused to hold a parley, at the end of which he retired

with his force, apparently satisfied that the court should be up-

held. Some few days after, he appeared with a force considerably

augmented, and with a tone correspondingly changed. The court

was allowed thirt}^ minutes within which to surrender or be fired

upon. There was to be a fight, as the court would not surren-

der, but the dispositions made b}^ Capt. Abbott with the few men
at his disposal were so complete that the attacking force was

taken in the rear just as the assault began. One man and one

horse sustained injuries, and Marshal Little, with his two hundred

men, made very quick time back to Fort Scott. While a renewal

of the attack was daily looked for, there was a change being
worked in the aspect of Kansas by the election of a legislature

and the appointment of officers under the auspices of the free

state party, so that the reign of injustice, not quite over, was

drawing towards a close. Gen. Lane came up from Lawrence to

ascertain the actual position of affairs, and prepare the way for

the new regime which, if possible, was to be inaugurated peace-

fully. But for the presence of United States troops at Fort Scott,

the place would have been captured ; but, under the circum-

stances, peace was thought better than conquest, and nothing was

accomplished beyond the establishment of a secret society, whose

object was to defeat the Lecompton constitution.

The Fort Scott difiioulty was perennial, and in February a force

was organized to arrest some offenders in that town, Montgomery

being nominated to carry the writs into effect. Some of the more

timid of the free state party tried to arrange matters peaceably

beforehand, and in consequence the expedition was a failure, there

being none of the offenders in the town when the vindicators of

justice arrived, and Montgomery and his men had to content

themselves with fair promises and an excellent breakfast. The

13romises were not worth much, having been made only to serve a

temporary purpose until United States troops arrived.

Capt. Anderson, with a detachment of troops, came to Fort

Scott, and the free state men were challenged to
'' come on."

Montgomery procured a howitzer from Lawrence, and his inten-

tion was to force all the proslavery men into Fort Scott, so that

he might reduce them by starvation during an extended siege.
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Pursuant to that plan many of tlie worst characters were visited,

and such of them as could be found were chastised. A man
named Zuaskault was shot but not killed. lie had the repute of

having committed many murders. The proslavery men at Little

Osage and elsewhere asked for aid from Fort Scott, but Capt.
Anderson told them that they must come in if they wanted pro-

tection, as his force must not be scattered in outlying places.

The result was that the country outside of Fort Scott was tolera-

bly clear of marauders, and, leaving the command temporarily in

other hands, Montgomer}' retired to his farm.

The officers left in command of the troops unfortunately abused

their position by allowing recourse to plundering, and in conse-

quence the men who were most worthy of confidence left the

ranks, the rest becoming utterly demoralized. It became neces-

sary for Capt. Montgomery to resume his position to prevent his

men becoming a pest to the territorj^, but by his means the mis-

chief was soon remedied. Some few, who were constitutionally

thievish, went off under a congenial leader, and in due time ob-

tained their deserts, but the great majority became loyal soldiers

again under good hands. Montgomery was not so entirely scru-

pulous as to refuse his men a chance to quarter on the enemy
when military necessity rendered such a course advisable, but he

preserved the morale of his company with great success. There

was quite work enough on hand to occupy the time and energy
of the force, as the Missouri men who had been driven out came

back with reinforcments, and numerous lives were lost on both

sides. The men of the north were warned to be ready if needed,
but Montgomery believed that his own strength would suffice,

provided he could uphold the spirits of a few that were ready to

stampede the whole party. Some few successes on the free state

side produced the desired effect, and all was safe, for the time, at

any rate.

Montgomery's bands were known as '"Jayhawkers," because of

the suddenness and certainty with which they swooped down up-
on the enemy at times most fatal to their pur^DOses. This was in

consequence of the leader having under his orders a faithful spy
in each of the secret lodges in Fort Scott, and at the most danger-

ous spots in Missouri, from whom all necessary details could be
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procured, so that whenever there was a scheme afoot that threat-

ened evil consequences to his party, the mine was countermined,

and at the fateful moment,
" the engineers were hoist with their

own petard." The men tlius defeated came to believe that Mont-

gomery had unearthly aids, and their superstitious fears were in

large part his allies on many occasions. There was one man

named Hamilton who distinguished himself as a leader among the

border ruffians, and it was ascertained beyond, question that this

man w^as to attack in succession about sevent}'- free state men,

capturing them in tens and putting them instantly to death. The

list of men to be murdered thus was supplied to Montgomery, and

the order in which the successive executions would occur, at the

rate of about ten every week. Hamilton appears to have been

rather an amiable man, and one in whom reliance could be placed,

until after the proslavery party lost ground in Kansas, when he

became desperate, associated himself with secret societies for the

suppression of free settlement, and became identified with guerrilla

operations ;
a career which almost invariably unsettles character.

The lobbyists in Washington had become certain that they could

push the Lecompton constitution through congress, and their con-

fidence communicated to the party in Missouri, induced redoubled

effort to secure the results of victory upon the law coming into

operation.

Threats of the complete demolition of the free state party were

commonly heard everywhere on the borders, and Hamilton's

threats would have passed wnth little note but for the lists al-

ready procured ;
but when his fulminations w^ere combined with

the detailed information referred to, Montgomery concluded that

it was time to bring him to an account: The troops were to be

withdrawn from Fort Scott, and Hamilton was on hand, so that

it seemed probable that he w^ould seize the opportunity now to

carry out his design ; consequently Montgomery made an attack

on some of the proslavery party near the Marmiton, hoping that

Hamilton with his force would come to the rescue and permit of the

quarrel being fought out there. Hamilton took refuge in Fort

Scott and induced Capt. Anderson with the regular troops to take

up the quarrel without a requisition from the governor. The ap-

pearance of United States troops caused Montgomery to retreat at
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full speed toward Yellow Point Creek, hotly pursued. A narrow

defile just at the point named afforded Him an opportunity for

defense, and his men were speedily so placed as that they could

have repelled twice the number of assailants. Anderson was

wounded, his horse killed, his troops routed and one man killed
;

only one of the free state men being wounded in the aff'ray. An
armistice to remove Anderson from under his fallen horse was fol-

lowed by a timely retreat, and two hundred and fifty troops after-

wards refused to attempt the arrest of Montgomer}^ Anderson

resigned to avoid a court martial, and the prestige of United States

troops was considerably damaged by his conduct.

Montgomery followed Hamilton persistently and tracked him

to his house, but it was too strong; to be attacked with small arras

only, and before his howitzer could be bi^ought up, the United

States troops came to the rescue of their ally. Montgomery's
men were told to scatter for the time and rendezvous about ei2;ht

miles off the next morning. Two of the party were not wise

enough to obey instructions, and in consequence they were pur-

sued, narrowly escaping capture by leaping a declivity which

their pursuers would not descend, remembering probably the es-

cape that was made during the revolutionary war by Putnam.

Hamilton escaped into Missouri, "nursing his rage to keep it

warm," and Montgomery submitted to the sheriff a statement of

the designs entertained by that dangerous citizen.

The scheme long deferred was not abandoned, but the origina-

tor of the murderous desio-n could not readilv find instruments

for his purpose ; many brave men refused to be mixed up with a

deed so horrible. At a meeting held on the 19th of May, just

across the border in Missouri, there was an appeal for volunteers,

and twenty-five men mustered for the first expedition. The time

was opportune, as the delay had lulled suspicion, and Hamilton

had no difiiculty in gathering in the prisoners that were wanted

near Chouteau's Trading Post. Nineteen were arrested, eleven

"were shot and five fell mortally wounded, the rest feigning death,

and all save one wounded remained alive to tell of the horrible

barbarities in which the miscreants indulged after the murders

were as they thought consummated in each case. Montgomery
"was immediately in request to lead the pursuit, about two hun-
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dred men mustering under his orders, but it was too late. West

Point was supposed to be the resting place of the murderers, but

the place was visited in vain
;
the citizens expressed their horror

at the outrage, but they either could or would give no informa-

tion that would lead to their arrest. Nothing therefore remained

but to return from Missouri and guard the borders to prevent the

consummation of the remainder of the scheme. Regular troops

under Capt. Weaver soon assumed that duty.

Hamilton never found an opportunity to complete his purpose,

but while waiting and watching for him and his gang, an oppor-

tunity occurred for Montgomery to communicate with Gov. Den-

ver, offering to surrender for trial himself and all his men, if the

governor would allow the settlers to elect their own sheriff, and

withdraw the troops from Fort Scott. The communication also

suggested the desirability of a personal investigation on the part

of the new executive. Capt. Walker came down to arrest Mont-

gomer}' on two charges, but he found the guerrilla commander in

high repute among the settlers, and therefore as deputy marshal,

being himself a free state man, he never saw Montgomery for

many days. The marshal consented to arrest some murderers at

Fort Scott, and Montgomery in disguise accompanied the party.

Clark, the Indian agent, was one of the men named for arrest,

and he made a great show of defense, but five minutes having
been afforded him to think the matter over, he surrendered to

save his life. Montgomery's presence in the posse was pointed

out to Capt. Walker, and there was a likelihood of trouble, but

Montgomery, who had no doubt of a fair trial, now surrendered,

being however set at liberty by the sheriff again as soon as it had

been discovered that the authorities in Fort Scott had released

Clark and the other prisoners just arrested.

Gov. Denver acted upon Montgomery's suggestion, and visited

Fort Scott to make himself conversant with the affairs of south-

eastern Kansas. His visit was extended through a wide range of

the territory, and in every place that was stopped at, he made a

host of friends. His arrangements contributed largely to the

pacification of Kansas, as he prevented Missourian invasions,

repressed the action of troops where the action of law should suf-

fice, and assisted the people to a fair field for self government.
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The arrangement of old troubles was proposed bj him on the

basis of an amnesty for political offenses, and that suggestion was

subsequently carried out, as it met with cordial approval from

nearly all the actual settlers. There was a convention held at

Fort Scott in consequence of this visit, and all parties agreed to

start fair, abandoning the quarrels of the past, but even while

the convention was still sitting, there came near being a renewal

of hostilities among the members.

It is not easy for men who have been for years accustomed to

issue their own writs in the form of a rifle ball to settle down

into the observance of peaceful regulations, and thus it happened
that in southeastern Kansas for some time, continuous outrages on

one side or the other, perpetrated of course by the least worthy
members on both sides, prevented pacification and led to a resump-

tion of hostilities. Horses stolen in Kansas were followed by
their free state owners to Missouri, where the men were shot, one

dying at once, the other being able to reach home and tell of the

outrage. Little Osage settlement was plundered soon after by
Missourians. Then an attack was made on Montgomery in his

own house, but the leader was not injured. Then arrests were

made on old writs in breach of an implied covenant made when

the treaty was signed, but the prisoner was liberated on Mont-

gomery's application. The influx of free settlers continually in-

creased the majority against slavery, but it did not tend to make
the proslavery party more amiable.

A free settler named Rice was arrested in violation of the com-

pact, and his release was demanded. A convention called to

arrange matters almost ended in fighting, and it was evident that

peace was near an end. Returning from the convention, Mont-

gomery learned that Old John Brown and his party were to be

attacked in a log house not far from his own; of course he went

to the rescue, having only fifty men, but he held the place against

four hundred, and the assailant, McDaniel, dared not risk an at-

tack. Next day, McDaniel proposed to Montgomery that he

should attend a convention of free state democrats, aiming at

pacification, and he did so, the basis of affiliation being drawn

by Brown. Fellowship was thus extended to the successful

leader, but he would not abandon Rice, who was still a prisoner
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in Fort Scott. The night of the 15th of Dec, 1858, was nnmed

for the adventure of setting him at liberty, to do which, it was

necessary to capture the town, and the work v/as accomplished

by sixty-nine men, including Montgomery. Marshal Little fired

on the party, and was himself shot, the prisoner was released,

and the town saved from destruction by the prudent leader.

John Brown accompanied the party until near the town, but

he did not enter Fort Scott
;
and soon afterwards he was heard of

in Missouri, where he released a number of slaves from their

masters, enraged the proslavery men almost to desperation, pro-

voked the offering of two rewards for his arrest, watched the bor-

ders to prevent incursions in pursuit, and in due time set out for

Canada with the party that his enterprise had rescued from ser-

vitude, five years before Lincoln's proclamation. He did not

escape without adventure. lie was attacked by 42 proslavery

men at Ilolton, but his assailants were routed, and he revenged

himself on four prisoners, by refusing them permission to swear

during five days, and making them say their prayers. Slavery was

being attacked on its own territory, the enemy was flanked, the

legislature was in the hands of the people, and at the special re-

quest of Gov. Denver, such action was initiated as in the end

enabled the settlers to right their own wrongs. The districts

in which violence had been most marked were in some degree

relieved by the nomination of Lawrence as the place where of-

fenders should be tried, until better times should come. Mont-

gomery went to Lawrence for trial, but an act of amnesty re-

lieved him and some hundreds beside, from the ordeal. During

the time that the amnesty was first operating, Capt. Hamilton

arrived in Lawrence with some prisoners, and the name leadmg

many to suppose that it was the murderer before mentioned,

caused a great riot, but no loss of life, as it became known that

the wrong Hamilton was being pursued. The prisoners newly

brought In were set at liberty, the reign of peace and content-

ment° not yet perfect, was about to commence, and would go on

with varying fortunes, until the parties between whom the troub-

les had come should find their advantage in the grand develop-

ments which God's providence will always accomplish.
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CHAPTEE XX.

TERRITOEIAL HISTORY.
{concUided.)

DENVEIl, MEDARY AXD STAXTOX—EXD OF CIVIL STRIFE.

Settling Down— Cliauged Aspects — Buchanan Advised — Changing Front—
Shivery Schemes— Washington Orders— Abortive Effort — Dyino- Or-

ganizations
— Why Changing— Topeka Government— Natural Decay—

Beneficent jMortality
— Convention of 1858— State Ticl^et— Negro Suf-

frage
— General Indifference— Early Grave— Lecompton Bubble — Stu-

pid Legislation
— New Parties— Republicans Organize — Democratic

Platform — Noncommittal— Speedier Growth— Old Organization—
Horace Greeley-— New Legislature

— L'seful Labor— Denver Resigns—
Governor Medarj^— Counting Cost — Audit Commissioners — Actual

Allowance— Congressional Neglect— Territorial Sacrifices— Great Em-
barrassment— Interesting Relics—Convention 1859—Woman's Rights—
Negro Question — Ti^peka Capital

— Popular Ratification — State Offi-

cials— The Legislature
— Defective Census — National Features— Amer-

ica's Growth— Living Principles— Early Notice — Marquette— La
Salle — Nation's Heart— Social Basis— Development — White Set-

tlers— Santa Fe— Natural Beauty— Washington Irving — Missouri

Compromise— Congressional Legacy— Early Trials— Enduring Cour-

age—Barbarous Laws— Flourishing Cities— Levying War— Governino-

Marshals— Posse Comitatus— State Suspended— Lincoln Wins— War
Record— Troubles Past — Governor Stanton— Legislative Differences—
Kansas Famine— Climatic Causes— Forest Influences — Fearful Story—
General Failure— Water Poisonous— Fodder Gone— Going Back —
Starving Remainder— Eastern Benevolence— General Response— New
York— Wisconsin— Illinois— Indiana— Ohio— Meteorological Fea-
tures— Desert Theory— Grasshopper Famine — Looking Ahead.

Whex Douslas and Buchanati loined in uro-ing- the successor

of Geary to assume the task of governing Kansas, there was a

foregone conclusion in the mind of the democratic leader, that the

slavery struggle was doomed to defeat at the hands of squatter

sovereigns in the territory, and his hope pointed toward some fav-

orable compromise that would recuperate the party as a whole,

and the slave owning section in particular, for the reverse imme-
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diately impending. Personally, he did not care, as lie said in liis

debates with Lincoln, whether slavery was voted up or voted

down; but in the interests of the party that he led, it was desir-

able to maintain ascendancy at almost any cost. Walker, him-

self a statesman, saw the danger of a division in the ranks of de-

mocracy, commencing in the Kansas struggle, and with all his

might he endeavored to hold the disintegrating atoms together.

Possibly he might have succeeded if allowed to manage affairs in

his own way, but that was not part of the designs of providence.

There were signs of settling down in Kansas. Democrats, opposed
to slavery, had been joined with republicans on that issue until it

began to appear that the question could only be settled in one

way, unfavorable to the purposes of the south, and then with

changed inspects in regard to that issue, parties began to rally

under their several standards as of yore. Walker's policy would

have assisted in that direction, pacifying the territory, solidifying

democracy and looking elsewhere to find room for the expansion
of slavery. His advice tendered to Buchanan was sound as a mat-

ter of policy, and his first utterance in the territory evidenced a

change of front; but the proslavery men were reluctant to give

up their aims, and when orders from Washington enforced the

necessity for the Lecompton constitution, that wing of the organi-

zation, powerless to win a substantial victory, had sufficient vital-

ity to prosecute an abortive effort in the forlorn hope of the At-

chison clique. Walker was placed under a ban, as other gover-

nors had been, and when Buchanan was at length induced to

espouse the Lecompton faction. Walker resigned. The action of

Douglas, whether it was due to polic}', principle or personal re-

gard for Walker, helped to kill the organization in Kansas, which

had united democrats and republicans. Free state men did not

abandon their resolve, but they sought its fulfilment in different

directions, each under old affiliations. The Topeka constitution

and state government resulting from a compromise necessary at the

time was now unsatisfactory to both sections, and the out of date

party fell into decay, such as the circumstances of the time de-

manded. Compromises are, at best, only temporary makeshifts,

and they find their end in a mortality blessed by every looker on.

Some men clung eagerly to the old names and forms from which

23
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life had departed, but wlien on the 4th of March, 1858, there

should have been an assembly of the legislature, no quorum
could be procured. Tlie leading minds were busy in reconstruct-

ing their altered force under better auspices, fo that there re-

mained nothing for the dying goverment but to abandon powers
that had never been truly and efficiently exercised.

The constitutional convention, which assembled at Mineola on

the 23d of March, had in it more vim and liberality than re-

mained in the Topeka part}-, but the people had no faith in its

legal authorization, hence no popular enthusiasm waited upon its

decisions. There was a constitution framed better than that of

Topeka, because it did not continue the negro disability as to res-

idence, and it oj^ened schools to the children regardless of color.

There were other features equally good, but the minds of the com-

munity were not interested. The nomination of a convention to

prepare a state ticket was duly ordered, and there was vigor in

the convention thus assembled
;
but neither the ticket offered nor

the resolution to oppose the Lecompton constitution by force of

arms, if necessary, roused the people to action. The nominees of

the convention only obtained 3,000 votes, 1,000 voting on the

other side, but generally men would not cast a ballot
;
and in

January, 1859, there was no grief when the measure died of neg-

lect in congress.

The vote on the Lecompton constitution, on the 2d of August,

1858, occasioned a much larger manifestation of zeal, no less than

13,088 votes being cast on that issue, with a majority of 9,512

against its adoption, although there had been such inducements

offered by the pro-slavery party under the English bill. The

new territorial legislature was chosen under many disadvantages,

in consequence of the stupidity that marked the action of its

predecessor; but, in spite of the old and unjust apportionment,

which had not been changed by the men just relieved of legisla-

tive labor, there was a much better set of men elected to assume

that important dut3\ The pro-slavery section of the Democratic

party was now all but lifeless in Kansas, and it was time to raise

the standards of the national organization on each side. The

convention held at Lawrence, November 11, 1857, was so clearly

Eepublican in its tone that Democratic allies were repelled, and
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the old party deprecated an abandonment of its war cry before

Kansas had been admitted as a free state
; but, for all practical

purposes the original quarrel had come to an end. Thereupon
the Democrats tried to fashion a platform on the 24th of the

same month, at Leavenworth, that would enable free state men to

unite with the pro-slavery party for national and territorial pur-

poses. It was somewhat difhcult to make terms between the op-

posing sections, but at length a noncommittal policy was agreed

upon, with vigorous mental reservations, that served for a time.

The convention at Big Springs, to renew the life of the old free

state party, May 12, 1859, was a respectable failure; the purposes
of that organization were now safe in other hands, and the conven-

tion was almost a funeral. One week later, the Eepublicans

completed their party organization at Ossawatomie, when Horace

Greeley was the lion of the hour on the ground made classic by
the heroism of Old John Brown a few months later. The Demo-

crats completed their organization the day before the Big Springs

convention.

The actual government of Kansas was now vested in the new

territorial legislature, which assembled on the 3d of January,

1859, and the work devolving upon that body was well done.

After meeting at Lecompton, the legislature at once adjourned to

the more congenial atmosphere of Lawrence, and the statutes

which had too long disgraced the community were repealed or

amended as public opinion seemed to demand. The end of Grov-

ernor Denver's administration had, before this, arrived, and his

departure was regretted by the people, but his masterly conduct

in the matter of tlie treaty at Fort Scott in the spring led to such

representations at Washington on the part of the Democrats that

ruled Buchanan, that his name was added to the list of sacrifices

by his resignation in October, 1858. Governors henceforth were

of so little moment in Kansas affairs, comparing them and their

action with the eventful times and the men that governed, from

1854 to the end of 1858, that it will suffice to say here, that Gov-

ernor Medary was in due time succeeded by Governor Stanton,

whose rule ended upon the inauguration of the state govern-

ment in 1861.

The cost of all this turmoil had now to be estimated in the
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hope that congress would bear its proper share in the outlay, but

it was difficult even to procure an audit commission. Ex-Gov-

ernor Shannon would not serve, but the Hon, J. H. Strickler ac-

cepted the position, and, as the rusult of his labors, it appeared
that $301,225 had been claimed, and $254,279 allowed by him on

three hundred and fifty applications. The operation of the audit

had, however, been abridged by numerous circumstances, and

another commission, with larger powers, came into existence to

examine into all claims for damages sustained in the territorial

troubles from 1855 to 1856, an attorney being appointed to ex-

amine more effectively into the hona fides of applicants. There

was a much larger total now presented, no less than $454,000 be-

ing allowed by the commission, and it was estimated that other

valid claims could be made out raising the aggregate to half a

million of dollars. Congress, ruled to a large extent by the

Democratic party, would not make an appropriation to cover the

loss, and in consequence there was a very heavy embarrassment

thrown upon the legislature which bad, in part, taken upon itself

the liability recognized by the commission. The time of private

sacrifices for the public good had come to an end, and the losses

now incurred could only be carried to the same list with the out-

lay incurred in sustaining the first Topeka governmeni", and the

efficient executive committee that organized the territory to fight

the battle commenced in 1855.

The English bill provided that in the event of the Lecompton
constitution being negatived by the people, there should be an

election held to determine whether a state government was desired

by the territory, and if desired, a convention to frame a ccmstitu-

tion should be chosen. Pursuant to that diriction, the convention

was elected in June, 1859, and 14,000 votes were cast in the elec-

tion
;
the lai'gest ever at that time honestly polled in Kansas.

The assembly took place on the 5th of July, at Wyandotte, and,

under the baton of President Winchell, one of the most import-

ant bodies ever convened during the days of our territorial exist-

ence, carried into form the will of the people. The constitution

framed at Wyandotte became the basis of our admission as a

state, and the men engaged in framing its provisions, had, in their

ranks, some of the brightest and most powerful intellects in Kan-
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sas. Woman's rights procured an interesting debate, but the con-

stitution fell short of conferring the suffrage. Attempts to ex-

clude negroes from the territory were lost, and the color line,

which would have shut out negro children from common schools,

was also defeated
;
but negroes were not allowed to vote. The

fugitive slave law was not indorsed, and slavery was forbidden

in the state, all but unanimously. Topeka secured a nomination

as the temporary capital of the state, but provision was made for

submitting the appointment to popular ratification, before a per-

manent location could have force. When the work was com-

pleted, on the 28th of July, the democrats opposed the constitu-

tion as a whole, but the republican majority was sufficient to

carry the measure. The people ratified the constitution by 10,-

421 against 5,530.

The election of state officers under the constitution, ready for

the possible passage of the bill through congress, resulted, on the

6th of December, 1859, in the choice of Dr. Robinson as governor;

Joseph P. Root, lieut. governor; J. W. Robinson, secretary of

state; Wm. Tholan, treasurer; G. S. Hillyer, auditor; A¥. R.

Griffith, superintendent of public instruction
;
Thos. Ewing, Jr.,

chief justice; S. A. Kingman and L. D. Bailey, associate justices;

B. F. Simpson, adjutant general, and M. F. Conway, member of

congress. The highest vote cast was for the chief justice, 8,010 ;

and the highest vote on the democratic ticket was 5,567, for the

congressional representative. The senate was republican by

twenty-two to three, and the house by fourteen to eleven. The

census was taken at this time in a very incomplete and unsatis-

factory way, as, while the population was nearly. 100,000, the re-

turns only showed a little more than 70,000 ;
and this faulty

enumeration was made a pretext for further delay in the desired

admission.

Thus had another state arrived at the threshold of the Union,

thirty-fourth in the list of actual admissions, thirty-second in

order of application ;
as Minnesota and Oregon were both admit-

ted after Kansas had formed a state organization. The order and

regularity with which this nation grows is a new feature in the

art of government. The Indian population gradually retiring

before the more civilized races, leaves a tract of country but par-
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tiallj occupied, and settlers establish colonies in all parts of the

territorj'- at their discretion, exerting the powers of local govern-

ment from the first. The number within the territory having be-

come sufhcient for the purpose, organization is permitted in due

time, the state succeeds the territorial regime^ and the nation is

greater by one individual in its federative unity. The conditions

under which Kansas fought her way to the front have no parallel

in the Union, because of the crisis in the peculiar institution of

the south, which was being reached just as the settlement of the

territory was commencing; but there are many instances in which

states have embodied a great principle in their foundation and

growth, and the success which has been attained by peoples so

established may be accepted as arguing for Kansas a special

greatness in the future. The name of John Carver is not more

intimately associated with the government that originated in the

Mayflower, nor Eoger Williams with Ehode Island, nor Lord

Baltimore with Maryland, nor William Penn with Pennsylvania,

than is the soul of brave John Brown with the territory in which

two of his sons were sufferers, and to which he devoted the last

years of his eventful career on earth. The struggle that was

made to plant slavery in Kansas was largely repelled by the

abolitionist principle for which he died, and which triumphed

over secession when Lee surrendered to Grant at Appomattox.

It will always be a source of pride for Kansas, that such men

as Lincoln, Greeley and Seward aided in the struggles by which

she became one of the constituent states in the greatest nation

that the world has ever seen, and that the war for liberty for the

white slave owner, as well as for the African in bondage, com-

menced upon this soil. The earlier records of our visitations

have been given on other pages, and we can claim a remote

antiquity for a territory on this continent, in the fact, that before

Marquette and La Salle had in succession found the Mississippi,

this region of Kansas had been opened up by De Soto, under a

commission from Pizarro, and had been traversed north and

south by his comrade, Coronoda, before the year 1540. The

heart of North America, its very center, lies within our state, and

its central position cannot fail at some period in its career largely

and beneficially to affect its destiny.
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The social basis upon which Kansas was founded gave little

promise of the great position since attained. A few traders,

Indian agents and missionaries, and a few Frenchmen, who, by
lonor consorting with the tribes, were almost as Indian as them-

selves in tastes and manners, constitnted for many years the

whole white population ;
and amongst these the custom of hold-

ing negro slaves had become so much a custom, that the Indians

adopted the practice and retained it for a considerable time. The

purchase of Louisiana from Napoleon, the cession of Florida by

Spain, the Seminole war, and all the incidents of warlike adven-

ture therewith connected, are twice told tales
;
but there are few

citizens that have ascertained by their own reading and observa-

tion, that all those events contributed to establish the basis for

our social edifice. Mexico contributed at a later date toward

our extent of territory, that portion east of the 23d meredian,

and north of the Arkansas river, having been acquired from that

power in the war of 1846-7. "When congress, after much debate,

extending over two years, consented to admit Missouri to the

Union as a slave state, the questions then raised contained Kansas

and its difficulties, as the acorn contains the oak, and the com-

promise then made, to be so often broken and violated before it

was at last repealed, enunciated the first syllables of the com-

pleted sentence which was fulminated by Kansas against slavery,

in the long struggle beginning in 1854 and concluding in 1865.

The commerce of the plains began with a wagon track that

passed through Kansas, from just across the Missouri border, in

1823, and the traffic from Independence to Santa Fe may be

almost said to have revolutionized South America, as well as to

have led to the redemption of California from the miserable con-

dition in which the half Indian-Spaniard lived under the curse of

Spanish institutions, surrounded in pride and laziness, with a

squalor that especially belongs to that nation. For many years

this region was preserved as the home of the Indian tribes mov-

ing west before the tide of settlement that was slowly covering

the eastern sections of the territory purchased from Napoleon ;

but before that policy was yet matured, one of the most charm-

ing writers of this century, Washington Irving, in his
" Tour oa

the Prairies," had published to the world a pen picture of our
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scenery, such as might have seemed a charming panorama im-

magined by the novelist
;
but which we know to be true in its

every feature to our beautiful country. Our grassy plains, inter-

spersed with forests and groves, dotted here and there with park-

like lawns and clumps of trees, formed under his pencil an ever-

changing loveliness, as it is, in the bounty of nature around us,

whenever and whei'ever the rivers and streams are refreshed by
the wise handiwork of man, and the soil opened to the generous

raindrops. Irving wrote after having visited the region watered

by the Arkansas, the Grrand Canadian, the Red River and their

tributaries in 1832, just at the time when the several missions at

Wiandotte and Shawnee were being established
;
five j^ears after

the first fort was built at Leavenworth, and when the trade over

the Santa Fe trail had already become a large item along the

borders of Missouri. " The fertile and verdant waste," of which

he wrote, were popularly supposed to be deserts, and were

described as part of
" The Great American Desert" by map

makers and geographers years after his visit, although every
writer and traveler spoke of the elk, buffalo and wild horse as

abounding here in good condition, such as few animals would be

likely to maintain in an arid and desert land
;
but when a mis-

apprehension has once become master of the public, it is a long
and tiresome task to I'oot out the misleading thought or fiction.

The Arkansas was specially described by Irving, and he fairly

revelled in its beauty, which need have no higher praise than

to have been thought worthy of his pen.

Two years after Irving's visit there was a printing press at work

in Kansas, at the Ottawa Baptist mission, and the speedy increase

of missions which followed the transportation of Indian tribes to

this country must have had an effect in counteracting the preva-

lent mistake as to the condition of the soil. Col. Fremont pass-

ed through this country on his way to Oregon over the Rocky
Mountains in 1842, repassing on several occasions, after the ex-

ploration of the South Pass, to examine the Great Salt lake, and

the grand features of Alta California, as well as eventually to

aid in the punishment of the Spanish authorities, whose churlish-

ness to our countrymen cost them very properly the country

which they were not worthy to retain. The selection of the site
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of Fort Scott as a military post, was not long afterwards fol-

lowed by the Mormon exodus across the plains, the Mexican

war, the gold discoveries in California, and the passage of the

Kansas-Nebraska act, under which the territory was organized

in 1854-5.

It was an act of cowardice on the part of congress that remit-

ted to the people, who were then about to settle in Kansas, the

question,
" shall this state go for slavery or for freedom ?

" but in

the hands of the Great Ruler, even cowardice is not without its

uses. The people were equal to the emergency to which they

were called, and the answer of squatter sovereignty, given by
less than one hundred thousand people, has since been indorsed

by forty millions. What was indeed meant as a trap into which

Kansas was to fall, as of her own free will, became the means for

the emancipation of four million slaves. Still the combat of so

few against so many of disunited settlers scattered over the coun-

try engaged in building up their homes against an organized

government, moved from headquarters to concentrate every en-

ergy upon the establishment of slavery, and assisted by troops,

as well as by ruffian hordes, was a cruel attempt to enslave a lib-

erty loving community, and the conduct of Presidents Pierce and

Buchanan cannot be too highly reprehended. Briefly we may
be permitted to review the story of that momentous struggle.

Every governor was appointed in the hope that he would serve

the mistaken purpose of his party, and from Reeder to Denver,

every man was plotted against if not removed as soon as he failed

to carry out or to help their designs. Every judge and territorial

appointee was made right for slavery at the outset, or was remov-

ed until proslavery men were secured. The laws as well as the

legislature were foisted upon the people by organized and inso-

lent fraud, which hardly designed to be hypocritical, so certain

were the manipulators that they could ride rough shod over the

free settlers, or compel them to abandon their claims. With law

and by it, or against law and in spite of its provisions, slavery

must needs be made a part of the institutions of Kansas, and the

Dracoian will of Missouri was to be written in blood. At that

point commenced the contest between north and south, which

should possess the land, and the densely peopled north could
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send hundreds of her teeming population more easily than the

south could send its tens. The first advantages were won by

Missouri, because she was ready to begin immediately ;
the act

was passed, whereas the free state men were obliged to travel im-

mense distances, only to reach the debatable land, but in the end,

right triumphed, although the battle had cost hundreds of human

lives and at the very least $2,000,000 before Abraham Lincoln's

election ended that contest to commence another on the same

issue extended and largelj^ improved.

Leavenworth was a fort before the days of settlement, and

around that point the Missouri men established one of their earli-

est towns, with a mixture of the fi'ee state element in small pro-

portions. Atchison was a proslavery settlement almost entirely,

and at one time it was dangerous for a free state settler, or trav-

eler, to express his views concerning slavery within the limits of

the village, but it has entirely outgrown that unhappy condition,

and is now largely indebted to the once objectionable element for

the condition of prosperity to which it has attained, as one of the

chief commercial towns in the state. Lawrence and Topeka
owed their existence from the beginning to free state enterprise,

the first being the great center of the struggling settlers when the

mobs came over from Missouri and the armed bands from the far

south to overawe the opposition whicb could not be argued down.

Topeka was the seat of the first attempt at a state government,

and it is now the capital of the state which its courage greatly

helped to form. When the first legislature, after its removal to

Shawnee, made infamous laws against the liberty of the press,

against free speech, and against common sense, restricting even

trial by jury, until it became a tyranny instead of a defense, those

towns and a few outlying settlements fought the good fight

against organized anarchy, and won the battle, although it was

insisted upon that to refuse obedience to the enactments of the

Shawnee legislature was treason, against the United States and

equivalent to a levying of war. The laws made by an alien

legislature were administered by alien officials without regard to

honor or justice. Murder vas not an offense if a free settler was

the victim, but a whispered word would suffice to arm the sheriff

with a hundred writs against men suspected of abolition senti-
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ment, and, as we have seen, a sheriff's posse might consist of two
thousand seven hundred men. A combination of the sheriff and

the marshal outnumbered the law and the prophets, and the

judges were men who thought it no disgrace to read the statutes

in the angry eyes of their partizan leaders and their followers.

The record of Kansas during the internecine strife by which it

was torn and sundered, and the still grander showing that she

made during the civil war that saved the Union, are matters that

have been in part dealt with already, and for the rest will be pre-

sented in proper form elsewhere; suffice it only to say that during .

her troubles in the past there is no page of which Kansas, as a

whole, has cause to be ashamed.

The adjournment of the territorial legislature from Lecompton
to Lawrence on the 6th of January, 1860, only four days after

the assembly, gave needless offense to the governor, and some

bickering ensued, but after some little time had been uselessly

spent in quarrels the legislation demanded in the interests of the

people was undertaken. An event of much greater importance
than any code that was ever framed by mortal was just descend-

ing, as with the impetus of desolation, upon the territory. Kan-

sas was decimated by famine. For seven months hardly any rain

fell in the territory, certainly not enough to enable the earth to

give forth its abundance, and at the first glance this will seem to

have been an event against which human foresight and effort

could avail nothing ; but, as has been proved elsewhere; not to a

demonstration certainly, but in a manner that leaves but little

margin for doubt, much has been done in man}'- countries to

make rain more plentiful, and in the same ratio to affect the fer-

tility of the soil, consequently more yet may be accomplished in

the same direction. Countries that were arid and scarcely habi-

table, while treeless, have been changed into fertile and delight-

ful homes, for a people blessed with plenty, by tree planting, in

such sites as were best adapted to increase the rainfall in the lo-

calities to be affected. The deposition of moisture speedily nour-

ished the grasses that were struggling and sapless, and the earth

could once more feed its springs, so there comes in many and va-

rious ways an answer to the prayer for rain that is presented by

every leaf that lifts its face towards Heaven.
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Kansas had been cursed bj internecine strife for so long a

period that settlers could not carry out improvements upon their

farms
; or, if they had time to attempt such works, there was an

ever present doubt as to the ownership and title to their claims, so

that a makeshift policy prevailed all over the country. Men did

not sink wells in manv cases, where no other resource could

possibly supply their families with wholesome water during the

year, and much sickness resulted from the use of surface water,

more or less stagnant, and impregnated with the saline properties
that abound in Kansas soil. During the winter of 1859-60, thei'e

were onlj- two falls of snow in the territory, and those were so light
that the ground was not entirely covered, and the rains that came
at long intervals hardly moistened the parched surface of the

land. The winter is very brief, seldom commencing before De-

cember or lasting beyond January, and when the heats of summer

commenced, the ground cracked and yawned in great fissures.

The grass had long ceased to be green, and was now converted

into hay just at the season when it should be full of sap : still, it

served as food for the cattle, but the difficulty was to supply them
with water. In many parts of the country there was hardly

enough for human consumption, and the winds, blowing like hot

blasts from a vast furnace, increased the thirst of every living

thing. Under such circumstances it was inevitable that the crops
should fail, and the people, impoverished by long continued war
and strategy, were not j^repared to endure this new affliction.

Famines were once very commonplace events
;
now we may

thank God that they are more rare.

The snow, lying and melting upon the ground, served to

moisten the soil, so that the fall and winter wheat appeared in

due season, and there was hope in every green blade
;
but unfor-

tunately no rain came to raise the crop beyond its earliest

promise, and over a large area of country there was not half a

bushel per acre raised on land that had been noted for its fertility.

It was a rare event to find a county that averaged one bushel to

the acre, and in many pxirts there was not more than an eighth of

a bushel. The other crops failed for the same reason. In Shaw-
nee county there were only ten bushels of potatoes raised from

two hundred and seventy-nine acres. Corn averaged about one-
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third of a crop on tbe bottom lands, and elsewhere, nothing.
Over a large area of thousands of acres, corn only averaged one

bushel and one-third to the acre. Timothy and clover failed en-

tirely. The native grasses held out better, and when withered on

the stalk were still good feed. Wells gave out, that had been an

unfailing source of supply until now
; springs and creeks had

long before dried up. Those who had been unable to dig wells

were destitute much earlier, and in the greater part of the country

suffering was intense.

There were parts of Kansas where the drouth was not so bad,

as for instance in the Kaw or Kansas Valley and along the Mis-

souri in the low lying lands about two-thirds of a crop of corn

was obtained, but there was no surplus anywhere to relieve the

want that afflicted the larger part of the territory. The settlers

were generally in very needy circumstances in consequence of the

losses and idleness enforced upon them during '55-6-7, and

many had gone into debt for the means that prepared for the crop
now ruined. • Those who could raise the wherewithal abandoned

the territory, and fully thirty thousand left for the northern

states
;
but many were at death's door for lack of food, and had

no means to procure a supply. They had come into Kansas in

the hope that labor would be in demand, and that with their

earnings they would speedily be enabled to take up claims; in-

stead of which they found the wealthier settlers barely able to

preserve their households from starvation, the more needy not

free from the ravages of hunger. There w^as nothing possible for

such poor families but to succumb to want, unless benevolence

came to the rescue
;
but to the honor of humanity it may be said

that as soon as the tidings reached the eastern and northern cities

of the union, there was a response ample to cover the demands of

the most necessitous, and for all that sought such aid, seed wheat

"was sent in abundance. Committees were formed to spread the

contributions of the north over the area of sufferinsr in the manner

most likely to give relief, and thousands who were strangers to a

full meal for months, had so much manly pride that they de-

scribed the sufferings of their neighbors who were fit subjects for

relief, but there came from them no murmur as to their own
wants.
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New York, the largest and wealthiest city in the union, was

one of the first to respond to the cry for aid, as Mr. Thaclyus

Hyatt of that city had himself visited the territory and could cer-

tify from |)ersonal observation tlie fearful need under which the

population was borne down. Soon every church named its day
for receiving contributions, merchants established organizations

for the same purpose ;
those who were unable to spare money

sent provisions or clothes, and committees assumed the duty of

forwarding to the proper quarters all such help as could be pro-

cured. The legislature at Albany interpreted the desire of New
York State by voting $50,000 towards supplying Kansas with

seed wheat, and Wisconsin was similarly liberal through the legis-

lature at Madison, while her citizens individually were as gener-

ous in their donations as theii: means would permit. Illinois,

never slow to answer a claim on her benevolence, was not out-

done by the liberality of other states, and Indiana, Ohio and other

sections of the union made a handsome series of remittances.

The w^orst result for Kansas, from the time of suffering now

described, consisted in the fact that hundreds of thousands were

influenced by this disaster into believing that all the old stories

about the Great American Desert were true, and in consequence
the population that was increasing rapidly up to this time in spite

of war and its privations suffered a severe arrest and continuous

diminution, which for several years injured the state. Thirty
thousand persons who left Kansas in the year 18(30, some of them

after a very brief stay, readily concurred in such views, and then

came the war with its excitements day after day to prevent a re-

consideration of the facts, until the error became solidified and

commonly accepted as a truth. The relief funds of the northern

states continued to arrive until far on in March, 1861, when the

territory had become a state, and the great president had been

inaugurated, and the south had drawn ofi" to make ready for its

terrible strife, before which all the wrongs of Kansas seemed as

nothing, and the worst suffering here but as a tale of j^esterday.

Before dealing with the history of the state it may be well at

this point to say that with increasing cultivation all over the

country there has been an improving average of rain, and violent

storms have become more uncommon. The mean annual temper-
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ature at Lawrence, calculated for seven years, has been 53° 14',

ranging from 108° at the topmost of its summer heat to 3° below-

zero in winter. Burlingame, in Osage county, ranges from 100°

above to 6° below. Leavenworth from 99° above to 20° below,
and Manhattan from 98° above to 12° below, giving 52° 81' as its

mean for twenty years. The rainfall in Kansas is registered in

three belts, the eastern belt including Fort Leavenworth, Olathe,

Manhattan, Lawrence, and Baxter Springs, with altitudes ranging
from 850 to 1100 feet above the sea, and in this belt tlie main

rainfall of the year as shown by the records of nine and ten years

amounts to 37.07 inches, being divided into 4.92 in winter, 7.90

in autumn, 14.26 in summer, and 9.99 in spring. In the second

or middle belt, including Fort Riley, Fort Harker, and Fort

Larned, the mean rainfall for the year is 23.61, the proportions

showing a less disparity between summer and spring ;
and in the

western belt, including Fort Dodge, Fort Atkinson. Fort Wallace

and Fort Lyon, the mean for the year is 19.48, being calculated

from four years in one station, three in another, and in the remain-

der one year only. It will be seen that there is no cause for fear

in a country well supplied with rivers where such rainfall is aver-

asfcd and where wells seldom fail. The warmth of the climate is

not oppressive, because the cool breeze every night gives relief.

The cold of the winter is not excessive, and the season of cold

weather is very brief. The desert theory fails entirely ;
the grass-

hopper famine does not give the slightest support thereto, and the

prospects for Kansas, with its population rapidly approaching one

million, are quite as encouraging as can be found in any state in

the Union of the same age.
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CHAPTER XXI.

STATE HISTORY— FIGHTING FOR THE UNION— 18G1-65.

War Record — Governor Robinson— Buchanan's Legacy— Constitutional

Rule— First Sliot— Summoning Volunteers— Kansas Responds— First

Regiment— Deitzler's Brigade — Wilsons Creek— Lyon's Death— Hard

Fighting— With Grant— Before Vicksburg— Yazoo River— Second

Kansas— Dug Springs— Heavy Losses— Reorganization
— Lexington—

Battery Captured— Boonsboro— Prairie Grove — Fort Smith — Darda-

nelle — Slight Mistake— Barkers Springs — General Steele — Kirby
Smith — Jenkins Ferry— Roseville — Little Rock — Fifth Kansas—
Colonel Johnson — Clayton's Command — Carthage Guerillas — Salem

Fight— Black River— Major Walker— Marmaduke— Arkansas Post—
Mount Elba— Warren Cross Roads— Sixth Cavalry— Drywood — Quau-

trell— Jackman — Pursuing Cooper— Coon Creek— Newtonia — Old

Fort Wayne— Boston Mountains— Van Buren— Carney's Fears — Prai-

rie de Anne— Seventh Cavalry— Shiloh— Buzzard Roost Station —
Tallahatchie— Florence — Veteran Volunteers — Tupelo — Eighth Kan-

sas — Nashville— Perrysville
— Lancaster — Quaatrell

— Murfreesboro.

From this point the history of Kansas becomes larger in its

character
;

it ceased to be a territory, struggling for recognition,

and challenged respect as a component of the Union, doing its

devoir to maintain, on a broader scale, the principles for which it

bad so long borne an unequal struggle. No other state in the

Union sent so large a proportion of its population to the front as

did Kansas, during the war of the rebellion, and in consequence

we may be excused if, from the commencement of hostilities, we

turn the major part of our attention away from local politics and

politicians, to notice the larger issues of the time. Before Pres-

ident Buchanan retired into private life, hostilities had actually

commenced against the United States under the orders and mach-

inations of Jefferson Davis, but the predecessor of Abraham Lin-

coln lacked the inclination to protect the general government
from outrage. Edwin Stanton, his attorney general, urged Mr.

Buchanan to send supplies and reinforcements to Fort Sumter^
but without success, at the time that Kansas was being admitted,
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after the proslavery party had practically abandoned the struggle
in the senate at Washington, and stood committed to deadlier

efforts.

Gov. Eobinson's term in office was very brief, and the war
record mainly arose during the rule of his successor, Gov. Thomas

Carney. The struggle for election after the state had been ad-

mitted, would furnish an inviting theme for the historian, under

other circumstances; but already the alarm had been sounded,

and, while the people were mustering their forces for war, the

civil and legal contest would prove comparatively tame. Robin-

son failed to win again the honorable eminence to which he could

present valid claims
;

but there was nothing in the conflict and

the triumph to remind one of the darker days through which

Kansas had passed. The people were being governed under their

own laws, and a constitution framed by themselves, so that the

successes and reverses of party combinations were in no sense ex-

ceptional. The governor chosen in 1861 served until the rebels

had been finally beaten at Richmond, and had surrendered their

last valid hope with Lee at Appomattox.
The iirst shot was fired by the secessionists against Fort Sumter

on the 12th of April, 1861, and the month of May was signalized

by the call for 400,000 volunteers to defend the Union, to recover

the properties and possessions seized by the rebels, peaceably if

possible ;
but to recover them at all hazards. Between the 20th

day of May and the 3d of June, Kansas raised her first regiment,

and the commissions were issued by Gov. Charles Robinson.

Circumstances so narrowed the time for recruiting that it may be

said that nearly the whole work of enlistment and organization

was effected within one w'eek. The men who rendezvoused at

Camp Lincoln, near Fort Leavenworth, were solicitous to move

at once to the front, and it was not long before their qualities

were tested under fire. Col. Deitzler, of Lawrence, was a man

in whom the regiment reposed full trust, and he proved himself

worthy of their confidence. He was ably seconded by officers

and men. The regiment, although newly formed, contained many
who had served their apprenticeship to war, since their first ad-

vent on the soil of Kansas, and the necessity for rigorous drill

was understood from the beginning.
29
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In the village of latan, across the border in Missouri, about

eight miles above Fort Leavenworth, a rebel ensign had been dis-

played, and a force of six men under Sergeant Drenning pro-

ceeded without orders, to haul down the insolent flag. Three of

the six men were wounded, on the 5th of June, but they brought

awaj' the flag as a trophy. That was the only sign of insubordi-

nation that challenged notice during the brief era of camp life.

Moving shortly after to Wyandotte, and thence to Kansas City,

the troops were soon placed where blows fell thickly, but they

were capable of playing their parts like men. Soon after Gren.

Lyon had broken up the rebel camp at Booneville, in June, the

first regiment, joined by Maj. Sturgis with a battalion of U. S.

infantry and two companies of U. S, cavalry, moved towards

Grand River, where a junction was effected with Gen. Lyon's

force, on the 7th of July. Many skirmishes occurred almost

every day for some time, and it became evident that the enemy^
under Gens. Price and McCulloch, were concentrating their for-

ces on Wilson's Creek, in the hope that the army under Lyon^

"unsupported and cut off, would be compelled to surrender, or at

least to fight under every disadvantage except want of courage.

The battle at Wilson's Creek, on the 10th of August, was the

best proof of the spirit that animated our men, when 4,500 troops,

mainly volunteers, attacked a strong camp held by 25,000 men,

four-fifths of whom were effectives, and compelled the foe to re-

tire. Gen. Lyon fell in the conflict, much lamented, but the

boys of Kansas won high praise. Maj. Sturgis, who took part

in many a well fought battle during the war, said at a much

later date :

" For downright hard, persistent fighting, Wilson's

Creek beat them all."

The army evacuated Springfield the next morning, and

marched without impediment to Holla, ten days journey, from

which place the wounded were sent to St. Louis, and soon after-

wards the troops themselves followed. The march to Rolla, from

Springfield, Mo., was through a line of country well adapted for

harassing operations, if the enemy had not been thoroughly dis-

heartened ;
but no movement of the kind was attempted. The

forces under Lvon fouoht for a safe retreat, and thev achieved

their purpose, in the face of an army largely outnumbering
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themselves, carrying away their baggage undisturbed, and

$250,000 besides, which would have proved invaluable to Price

or McCuUoch.

The movements of the first Kansas regiment were multifarious

from this time. They were ordered to Pittsburg Landing in May,
1862, where Grrant had won the battle of Shiloh on the 7th of April,

with an army that had been surprised and all but defeated on the

6th, in his absence, but the retreat of Beauregard from Corinth,

previous to their arrival, rendered reinforcements at that place un-

necessary to Gen. Halleck, and they were dispatched to Columbus,

Ky. The regiment led the pursuit of the rebels, as part of Gen.

McPherson's brigade, after the battles of the 3d and 4th of Oct.,

1862, at Corinth, when the enemy under Yan Dorn and Price

were compelled to retire precipitately to Eipley, Miss., by the

determined valor of the troops under Rosecrans. The retreat of

fifty miles was marked by many vigorous encounters with the

rebel forces. The confederates fought well. When Grant con-

cluded on making his first advance upon Vicksburg, and moved
towards that destination, the first Kansas regiment, forming part

of Gen. Deitzler's brigade, was generally in advance, and marched

through Holly Springs, Abbeyville and Oxford, compelling the

enemy to retreat at every step.

The surrender of Gen. Grant's base of supplies, at Holly

Springs, by Col. Murphy, rendered it necessary for the campaign

against Yicksburg to be abandoned, and the first Kansas regi-

ment, now fifty miles in advance of the surrendered post, was

ordered to march on Holly Springs to prevent the escape of Gen.

Van Dorn. Tlie Kansas boys were just arriving in camp when

the order arrived, but they, with the seventh regiment from their

own state, were the first to reach the position, and although the

brigade and forces under Deitzler were unable to capture the gal-

lant leader of cavalry, they succeeded in taking a portion of his

rear guard, the rest being saved by a precipitate retreat. The

movements against Vicksburg, under Gen. Grant, which contin-

ued from Jan., 1863, to the 4th of July, when that fortress was

compelled to surrender, were participated in largely by the Kan-

sas First

After the beginning of Feb., 1863, Gen. Grant employed this
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regiment as mounted infantry for eighteen months. The decisive

and brilliant actions in which Grant defeated in succession, the

two hostile armies under Pemberton and Johnston, at Port Gib-

son, at Jackson, at Champion Hills and at Black River Bridge,
when Pemberton was forced to take refuge in Yicksburg, on the

18th of May, afforded the Kansas First excellent opportunities to

win distinction, and their record was never dimmed by one mark

of indecision. After the fall of Yicksburg and the surrender of
' Pemberton on the -ith of July, the regiment was ordered to

Natchez, Miss., to hold the post.

Many skirmishes and heavier engagements followed the occu-

pation of Natchez, and in October the regiment returned to Yicks-

burg, being stationed as an outpost on Black River Bridge, with

picket posts on both sides of the river. When Gen. McArthur
moved up the Yazoo River, the Kansas first formed part of the ex-

pedition, and there was some good fighting on both sides. The
time of service having expired on the 1st of June, 1864, the re-

mainder of the regiment, except two companies of veterans, was

embarked on transports for Fort Leavenworth to be mustered out,

and the vessels were cannonaded on the following day by an eight

gun battery near Columbia, Arkansas, with some loss to the first

Kansas, and very considerable damage to the transport Arthur.

The battery was planted at the point named by Gen. Magruder.
The veterans already named con-tinued to serve in Mississippi,

Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas until the rebellion was put down,
and they were mustered out at Little Rock, Arkansas, on the 30th

•of August, 1865.

The second Kansas regiment was raised in Afay, 1861, and having
rendezvoused at Lawrence, was mustered into the service of the

union on the 20th of June following. The second regiment was

part of the force commanded by Maj. Sturgis at Clinton, Mo.,

and formed one brigade with the first regiment under Col.

Deitzler, The second came under fire at JForsythe, 40 miles

southeast of Springfield, Mo., for the first time, on the 22d of

July, 1861, and the men behaved gallantly. The skirmish at

Dug Springs proved a more serious engagement than was intended,

but the enemy was compelled to retreat. The movements of the

rebels after Dug Springs showed a determination to cut off the
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I'etreat of tbe force of Gen. Lyon, and made it necessary for the

little army of 4,500 to engage 25,000 men, but the result of the

battle at Wilson's Creek, although only intended to secure a re-

treat from an untenable position, had all the effects of a decisive

victory, the movement to Eolla being as unimpeded and orderly
as could be desired. The brunt of the battle fell upon men but

recently called from peaceful pursuits, yet they behaved like vet-

eran troops. The second regiment was making its admirable ad-

vance on the crest of the hill on the front center, when Gen. Lyon

marching at its head, fell mortally wounded. Col. Mitchell com-

manding the regiment being disabled at the same time
;
but the

hill was carried, and the success of that maneuver compelled the

enemy to retire in confusion. The hill was held by the first and

second Kansas regiments against several attempts to recapture the

position, and the troops well deserved the high commendation

bestowed upon them after the splendidly won victory. The rebel

generals claimed to have won the fight at Wilson's Creek, but if

they really deserved that credit, they were entitled to still higher

praise for their politeness in allowing the small force under the

command of ALaj. Sturgis, all the honors and immunities usually

attendant upon success, in the privilege of continuing their line of

march unimpeded with their baggage and their wounded undis-

turbed, through difficult country to the railroad at Rolla.

One-third of the second Kansas regiment was lost in the Wil-

son's Creek eng-ao'ement, but the men never flinched from their

position. After Wilson's Creek, the second regiment accompa-

nied the troops marching to Rolla and to St. Louis, but from that

point returned to Kansas for muster out and reorganization as a

cavalry regiment, having in the meantime been engaged in four

sharp fights, at Paris, Mo., on the 2d of September; at Shelbina

on the 4th, when 600 men held in check 3,500 with a strong bat-

tery under the command of Gen. Green
;
at St. Joseph, where the

rebels were surprised by night and defeated with great loss: and

at latan, where a large force was dispersed. Price had captured

Lexington for the south, with a confederate force 25,000 strong,

on the 20th of September, and as he was threatening Kansas, the

second regiment was ordered to Wyandotte to resist his onset, but

on the 16th of October Maj. White recaptured the town, taking
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some of the confederates prisoners, the duty devolving upon the

second came to a bloodless end. The regiment was mustered out

on the 31st of October, 1861.

Pursuant to the understanding already arrived at, the second

was immediately reorganized, with necessary changes as a cavalry

regiment, known as the twelfth Kansas volunteers, on the 8th of

November, 1861, the rendezvous being established at Fort Leav-

enworth. Companies were organized in succession during the re-

mainder of November, December and January, and in December

the governor added four companies of Nugent's regiment of Mis-

souri home guards. The conduct of this body of men won honora-

ble mention on many sanguinary fields. The name of the regiment
was afterwards (March 27th) changed to the second Kansas cav-

alry. The duties and exploits of the troops were so various that

it is found impossible even to review them in detail, consequently

only some few leading events can be noticed in this record. The

regiment did much hard service and good fighting, and was noted

for being always in position obedient to the call of duty. It is

worthy of special mention that the second Kansas cavalry is the

only regiment of horse in the west that captured a battery during
the war. Hollister's battery, a force of 150 noncommissioned of-

ficers and privates, was formed from this regiment, and their six

ten-pounder Parrott guns did excellent service on many occasions.

Eebel raiding parties were frequently pursued and chastised by
this mounted force

;
a service of this kind was very effectively

performed on the 25th of August, 1862, the rebels being under

the command of Col. Shelby. On the fourth of October the re-

giment was dispatched to Newtonia, to reinforce Brig. -Gen. Salo-

mon, who was menaced by a superior force, and their presence

caused the enemy to decamp. The regiment did good service at

Pea Eidge on the 20th of October, 1862, and continuing on duty
in Arkansas there was to have been a night attack on the enemy
in Marysville, but owing to a failure to connect on the part of

some of the troops which should have cooperated, the rebels

escaped. There was no blame attached to the Kansas second, as

in the engagement that followed, that regiment, unsupported, car-

ried the confederate position and carried ofl: the battery of four

guns. The conduct of the second was superb, the attacking
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force being only 497 men and the rebels, strongly posted, were

4,000 strong. When reinforcements came up on the Union side

the rebels were completely routed and driven in great disorder.

The battery captured by the second was organized and manned,

being thereafter known as Hopkins' battery, but continued to act

with the regiment.

The engagement near Ehea's Mills resulted in another rout of

the rebels on tlie 7th of November, when a flag was captured
and the enemy driven ten miles towards Yan Buren. Many pris-

oners were taken. Gen. Marmaduke, with a force estimated at

6,000, was encountered near Boonsboro on the 28th of Novem-

ber, and so unfortunately were the troops placed, if the general

had made a bold movement he might have captured or killed

every man, and secured a battery ;
but temporary indecision lost

the opportunity, and the attack made by the Union force about

noon proved irresistible. The second led the pursuit of the fly-

ing enemy, which continued until the evening, with continuous

skirmishing and much execution, after which the force encamj)ed
at Boonsboro.

An outpost was driven in by a strong rebel force on Cove

Creek, where the roads from Fayetteville and Cane Hill join, on

the 6th of December, 1862, and by successive attacks, the picket

not having been reinforced as quickly as could be desired, the

enemy gained some advantages, but the battle being continued

during that day and on the 7th, the ground was eventually re-

gained, the enemy retreating before the army of the frontier with

great celerity and some loss. The conduct of the second in this

series of battles won much praise, as during part of the 7th they

dismounted and served as infantry when their services as horse-

men would have been of less value, and immediately that line of

duty had been accomplished, they mounted once more and ren-

dered great assistance in retrieving the fortunes of tne day.

The Second Kansas bore a prominent part in the ex|)edition,

which, on the 23d of August, 1863, crossed the Arkansas river

to Honey Springs in the Creek Indian territoiy, traversed the

country, destroying the enemy's supplies at Perryville, capturing

money, mules and stores of great value, drove Gen. Cooper with

a large force of Confederates, captured Fort Smith and cleared
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the country of rebel forces. Moving from Fort Smith on the

first of September, the regiment was in advance when, at Back-

bone mountain, a force under Gen. Cabbell was overtaken and
routed after some hours' sharp fighting. The enemy was en-

countered with similar fortune at Dardanelle, Arkansas, Later in

September, about eighty miles above Little Eock. It was con-

sidered advisable, in November, to station a company of the

Second Kansas at Dardanelle to prevent the possibility of a rally
in that resfion.

An impetuous charge of fifty men under Capt. Gardner of the

Second Kansas, on the 15th of November, broke the lines of the

enemy at Booneville, 600 strong, under the command of CoL

Brooks, but unfortunately, some of the brave fellows, who dis-

covered too late the strength of the force attacked, found it im-

possible to charge through the lines again, and were killed or

captured. The major part of the attacking force escaped with

little injury. The same officer was surprised in camp on the 27th

of December, near Dallas, where his company was engaged in

outpost duty, and it was with some difficulty that the sleeping

soldiery could be rallied in the bitter cold of that season, yet the

assault was repulsed and the rebel commander killed. The

pickets, well posted to avoid surprise, had in some way been

evaded, and no fault was im.puted to the commander of the out-

post. The winter quarters of the enemy at Barker's Springs,

eighty miles from Waldron, being assailed by a strong scouting

party of the Second, on the night of the 20th of January, 1864,

many prisoners were taken and the encampment destroyed, the

rashness of the exploit being, perhaps, the main cause of its

complete success. The Second Kansas Cavalry brought their

prisoners into camp.
Gen. Marmaduke was menaced by the Seventh Army Corps,

frontier division, under Gen. Steele, at Prairie de Anne, on the

12th of April. The Second Kansas was with Gen. Steele, and

the movement was intended to cooperate in a grand assault upon

Shreveport under Gen. Banks, who was to lead an expedition up
Red river. Banks was too late in every attempt that he made,

and his part of the stratagem terminated most unsuccessfully.

Marmaduke was to delay Steele's advance until Banks could be
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defeated by Kirbj Smith, and then the two forces were to combine
with Gen. Price to crush the Union force under Steele. The dila-

toriness of Banks' own movements defeated him, as certainly
as did the army imder Kirby Smith, on the 7th of April and the

two following days, so that the remainder of the scheme of the

enemy could now be brought into operation. There was a great
race now for the fortified town of Camden, which was held by
the rebels, and Steele, having outgeneraled his adversaries, took

the lead. Marmaduke attacked the frontier division on the 13th,
three miles east of Prairie de Anne, and the Second Cavalry
won laurels by their conduct on that occasion, as Marmaduke
was forced to retire, and Gen. Steele still maintained his advan-

tage in being ahead of Price.

The rme by which Marmaduke was deceived and frustrated by
Maj. Fisk and the Kansas Second was entirely successful, and, on

the 16th of April, Steele with all his force had taken possession

of the fortifications prepared by the rebels at Camden. Steele

remained at Camden until April 27th, when he moved towards

Little Eock, 110 miles to the northeast. Kirby Smith, with a

large body of rebels, attacked his rear at the Saline river, on the

29th, and a severe engagement at Jenkins' Ferry followed on the

80th, but the Union force made good its passage of the river, in

spite of superior numbers and the best ground being in the hands

of the assailants. There was no recourse but retreat, as there

were only two daj^s' provisions in the commissariat when Steele

evacuated Camden for his supplies at Little Rock.

Fort Smith was several times assailed by rebel forces, but Capt.

Gardner and the Kansas Second could not be driven out, and

their assailants suffered severely. The war was drawing towards,

a close, and while the Union forces were, as a rule, well fed and

well armed, the rebels were becoming more and more dilapidated,

hence the movements on the side of the union could, as a rule, be

carried out with much greater spirit and success than those of the

enemy, although the confederates were certainly courageous and

fought admirably. Many companies were now being mustered

out, their time of service having expired, but recruits were still

coming in, and the veterans still remained on duty, deterrainei

to see the war to an end before they would relinquish their exer-

tions.
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Early m January, 1865, Lt. Col. Bassett, with a considerable

force, left Fort Smith for Little Ecck, on the steamboat Annie

Jacobs. Three other boats were proceeding at the same time
;
and

at Koseville, where the Jacobs stopped to take in wood, one of the

other boats passed ahead. Shortlj^ after, when Lt. Col. Bassett

resumed his voyage, he found the boat that had preceded him ly-

ing by the river bank and on fire. The speed of the Annie

Jacobs being increased, it was found, when only half a mile from

the burning vessel, that there was a strong rebel force with a bat-

tery in position, and the guns opened fire upon the little squad-

ron. The boats were run aground on the sandbanks where the

men could land just before the steamers were disabled. The

troops and refugees on board the several steamers escaped cap-

ture, and but few lives were lost. After a delay of two days,

Bassett and his command proceeded to Little Eock, and were in

due course mustered out, the time of service having expired.

One of the troopers in the Kansas Second deserves special men-

tion for courage, where all behaved well, and the name of Vin-

cent Osborne will long be remembered by his comrades for his

conduct near Roseville.

Captain Stover, of the Kansas Second, with a four gun battery,

distinguished himself and his corps by the defeat of Col, Brooks,

with a rebel force of 800 men at Dardanelle, on the loth of Jan-

uary, 1865. The force routed by Stover took their revenge upon
the defenseless boats loaded mainly with noncombatants after-

wards cannonaded near Roseville. The war was now practically

ended
;
the Kansas Second was mustered out at Lawrence on the

the 17th of August, 1865, and the honorable record won by the

troops in service has, in the main, being followed up by lives as cre-

ditable in the peaceful business of home industries and enterprise.

The Fifth Kansas Cavalry corps commenced active service on

the 17th of July, 1861, when two companies took their departure

from Fort Leavenworth for Kansas City. The first engagement

was at Harrisonville, Missouri, where the rebels were attacked

and driven from the town. The rebels were only forty -five miles

from the borders of Kansas, but the loyal party was strong

enough in Missouri to prevent the governor and the disaffected

from carrying out their designs, so that Kansas was largely spared
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from hostile visitations. The battle of Dry wood was fought on

the 2d of September, and some of the men were wounded
;
and

on the 17th a rebel regiment was attacked at Morristown, where

Col. Johnson fell mortally wounded. The enemy was routed

with great loss of men and camp equipage; and the Fifth Kansas

next distinguished itself by its impetuous onset on the rear of

Gen. Price's retreating army near Osceola. When Price, rein-

forced strongly, had captured Col. Mulligan's command at Lex-

ington, Missouri, the regiment was stationed at Kansas City, but

the attack expected at that time was averted by other operations.

When Gen. Fremont raised an army in Missouri the fifth was in-

cluded, but the operations of the gallant commander were cut

short by the orders of Gen. Hunter, and the fifth had no further

adventures of moment before retiring to winter quarters at Camp
Denver.

After the fall of Col. Johnson, at Morristown, the fifth suffered

from incompetent commanders until February, 1862, when L t.

Col. Clayton became colonel, and under his direction the regi

ment achieved a great repute. On the 19th of March, the fifth

made valuable captures at Carthage, Mo., where a guerrilla com-

pany, in course of formation, was taken by a brilliant charge under

Capt. Crietz. Other advantages of a strategic nature and vast

gains to the commissariat were reaped by the proceedings of the

fifth, under Col. Clayton. There was full employment every

hour in perfecting the drill of the troops, when they were not un-

der fire or engaged on commissariat or other duty. The guerrilla

band commanded by Coleman was driven out of the country near

Houston by the regiment, and had afterwards, during June and

July, opportunities for gaining distinction at Salem, Arkansas,

and at the Black River, near Jacksonport, routing in the first

action an Arkansas regiment of cavalry, and in the latter, routing

a strong force of Texan rangers, who tried to capture the baggage

train. The detachment that won the two victories named was

under the command of Capt. Crietz. The capture of guerrilla

troops, of greater and less extent, was a matter of almost daily

occurrence, and in spite of pursuers, more numerous than his own

force thrice told, in many directions, Crietz carried his little force

to the main body without loss. Maj. Walker, long since favora-
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blj known in. Kansas, was in his element as the scourge of guer-

rillas. The expedition against St. Charles and Little Eock gave
the fifth good openings for pluck and daring, although the enemy
had evacuated the position at St. Charles. The pursuit of Col.

Dobbins, and the fight wath Gen. Marmaduke's force, won great

praise for Col. Jenkins and his command, during an expedition
from lielena. Col. Claj-ton developed brilliant qualities in the

field, and his troops sustained him with the bravery of veterans.

The battle of Helena was a great victory for our arms, opposed to

vastly superior numbers, under Marmaduke. The fifth accom-

panied Gen. Steele in his advance toward Shreveport, which failed

only because of the slowness or incoiflpetency of Banks, and bore

their share in the masterly strategy that prevented a crushing de-

feat of the union forces in that quarter. The capture of Little

Rock was an admirable movement, at once smart and effective.

The rout of Marmaduke's forces at Tupelo, and the capture of the

camp equipage complete, as well as the position, was a feat en-

tirely due to the Kansas Fifth and their colonel, moving from Pine

Bluff on the night of October 1, 1863.

The fifth had their next great encounter on the 25th of the

same month, when Marmaduke with 3,000 men and twelve pieces

of artillery attacked Clayton's position, where there were only

600 men well placed to repel the assault. There was hard fight-

ing for about six hours from nine A, M,, and thirty-seven of our

gallant fellows were slain, but the loss on the other side was four

times as great, 'and the Union arms were victorious, Marmaduke

was very confident that he must carry the works, and the repulse

was on that account mor6 severe and bloody. The defeat of Shel-

'by's forces at Branchville followed in their record on the 19th of

January, 1864, and the fifth under Col. Clayton were on the Cam-

den road on the 21st. The fortunes of the expedition toward

Shreveport have already been generally described in naming the

exploits of the second cavalry. The fifth were at Monticello giv-

ing battle to Gen, Dockery when Steele was near Camden, Clay-

ton's force of all arms was about 1,000 strong, but he manoeuvered

in such a way as to deceive Dockery into the belief that he was

all but surrounded by an overpowering combination, his aim

being to drive the rebels out of the country from Bayou Barthol-
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omew to the Saline. Night marches and picket fires were the

means employed. On the next day Shelby fell back toward

Princeton, and on the 30th there was smart fiahtino- near Mount
Elbaford, the chief command on our side being assumed by Col.

Jenkins. Dockery's force, far outnumbering our own, were the

assailants, but they were met with a terrific fire at less than sev-

enty-five yards, the howitzers pouring canister and shrapnel into

their ranks, and the rifles of our men being handled splendidly.
The confederates held their advance well, but bravery availed

nothing against a fire so fearfully intense and well directed
; they

were broken and forced to run at last, pursued by the fifth Kan-

sas for a considerable distance. Ten miles from Mount Elbaford

the fifth met Col. Clayton commanding the first Indiana and sev-

enth Missouri, and Clayton led a charge of his old regiment.

Once more the discomfiture of the rebels was complete, although

they fought admirably. They were driven five miles further,

when the chase was abandoned. Dockery's wagon train was cap-

tured and many prisoners taken, and his troops driven from the

country until Banks' disastrous campaign reopened the territory

to their operations. The fifth was with Steele at Marks Mills

when the enemy captured the baggage train, and some few of

ours were made prisoners. On the 17th of September, at Warren

Cross Roads, there was a bard fight and Dart of the Union force

scattered, but the fifth Kansas with the first Indiana and seventh

Missouri repelled the enemy and saved the artillery which was

iit one time in great danger. Lieut. Jenkins, of the fifth, with a

small command, was cut off from the main force in that engage-

ment, but a dashing charge brought him through the lines of the

foe back to his comrades. The remainder of the services of the

fifth were matters of routine until the end of the war.

The sixth regiment consisted of cavalry, and was organized in

the month of July, immediately before the battle at Wilson's

Creek. They were enrolled mainly for the defense of the south-

eastern portion of Kansas. Three companies of infantry, known

as the Home Guards, developed under the advancing necessities

of the time to much larger proportions and a complete change of

service. Garrison duty was the first work devolving upon the

sixth, with occasional scouting expeditions. The battle of Dry-
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wood was commenced bj a company of this regiment ;
but in the

spring of 1862 it was found necessary to reorganize with better

system and effect. Soon after the reorganization, when the Home
Guard was mustered out of the service, and its members reijnlisted

for general duty, the regiment was engaged in breaking up small

companies of guerrillas under the notorious Quantrell, Si. Gordon

and Up. Hayes, in Missouri, and a successful raid having simihir

purposes was made as far as the Sni. Hills, during which no less

than eight camps of bushwhackers were broken up, and over sev-

enty killed and wounded. Those operations gave peace and pro-

tection to a wide range of country for three months, until the

rebel Gen. Jackman marched into this section of Missouri with a

large force, and all the powers of evil were once more let loose

upon society.

In June, 1862, the sixth under Col. Doubleday, took part in

the battle of Coroskin Prairie, and won distinction, which wa,s

more than sustained on the 4th of July in the Cherokee country,
when Col. Clarkson and a considerable force of rebels were cap-

tured, the remainder of his command being pursued by the Kan-

sas regiment. There was a brillant attack on the same day, upon
a rebel encampment at Stan. Waite's Mills, when the enemy was

routed
b}''

two companies of the sixth, and vast plunder procured
for the commissariat. Scouting service now mainly fell upon the

sixth, extending beyond the Arkansas river with occasional skir-

mishes of some moment. Operations against the Cherokee Chief,

John Ross, were conducted with success, by Capt. Greno of the

sixth, and a detachment of sixty men, in July, 1862, resulting in

the capture of Ross and other officers of the rebel army, a move-

ment that largely determined the subsequent action of the Chero-

kee nation. The danger of a surprise being attempted on Fort

Scott caused a retrograde movement, during; which a i-ebel party
at Maysville was captured, and information obtained which alter-

ed the plans of the union commanders materially. In all those

movements the sixth bore a conspicuous part. In August, the

whole force proceeded towards the Missouri river, in pursuit of

Gen. Cooper and five thousand rebels, which were overtaken and

defeated at Osage river, the routed force being pursued until

nightfall. The enemj- got off during the night with only a wreck
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of his command. The action at Coon Creek, where Lieut. Col.

Bassett was repulsed by an outnumbering force of the confeder-

ates under Shelbj, was in every way honorable to the sixth, as

the attack was sustained by them with great courage, and the re-

treat to Lamar was conducted in perfect order.

The concentration of union forces at Coxie's Creek gave the

sixth constant exercise, as there was no other hody of cavalry in

the brigade which kept open the communications with Gen. Tot-

ten near Springfield and Mount Yernon. Manv brilliant enoao-e-

ments of skirmishing parties relieved the ledium of outpost duty.
The attack on Newtonia was a much more considerable operation,
and the 30th of September, 1862, will be remembered for life by
many a gallant fellow, as the hard fought field was prolific in

wounds and death. The enemy were routed in the field, but tak-

ing refuge in the town, where there were strong reinforcements

an.d heavy guns, they could not be dislodged, and the sixth had

assigned to it the honorable duty of covering the retirement of

the assailants.

On the 4th of the following month, the attack upon Newtonia

was renewed, and this time with complete success, the rebels

being driven with much slaughter until the pursuers desisted in

consequence of fatigue. On the 22d of October, our men attack-

ed Gen, Cooper at old Fort Wayne, and were as succesful as

could be desired, dislodging and driving a force of 3,000 rebels

with a loss of the battery
—

captured by the Kansas second —
battle flag, artillery, horses and the baggage train taken in pur-

suit by the sixth. The union force encamped at old Fort Wayne
after this victory, but scouting parties were in the sadde incessant-

Iv. Gen. Marmaduke was dislodged from Cane Hill by the army
of the frontier on the 28th of October, and pursued to a spur of

the Boston mountains, where a desperate effort was made by the

rebels to hold a position, but in spite of some verj' gallant fighting

the union force prevailed, driving the rebels across the mountains

with great precipitation. Several times when a strong position

afforded an opportunity^, picked corps of the enemy made a stand,

attempting to cover the retreat of their comrades, if not to repel

the advance, but no substantial success attended their efforts until

night gave them a respite, and they returned under shelter of the
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darkness. There was mucli loss on our side, but on the otlier it

must have been terribly severe.

Prairie Grove, on the 7th of December, was a great fight,

brought on by the courage and enterprise of our men. The

fight continued all through the day, and until darkness rendered

further operations impossible, when arrangements were made to

resume at daylight, but the enemy escaped during the night,

having muffled their artillery wheels to secure silence, and in the

morning Gen. Hindman procured a personal interview with Gen.

Blount to secure a longer start for his demoralized forces. This

battle opened under many disadvantages for the union men, but

the victory was complete. There was an interval of comj^arative

rest for a few days, but on the 27th of December, Blount's com-

mand, including the Sixth and Second Kansas, were near Van

Buren, in Arkansas, routing Texas troops, capturing their camp

equipage and train, and driving the enemy in confusion. Yan

Buren was entered immediately afterwards, and commissariat

stores of great value, with four steamboats, were secured. Fort

Gibson and Fort Davis were taken by a detachment of the Sixth

during the same campaign, and the force returned to Missouri to

winter quarters.

Recruiting operations were prosecuted during the winter, but

Gov. Carney feared that the drain upon the resources of Kansas

would be too great if the farming community should be further

depleted. Certainly, the state had done wonders in the prose-

cution of the war, but tlie people were not tired nor willing to

allow anything to stand in the way of complete success. The

Sixth was under fire at Iloney Springs on the 17th of July,

1863, and the union men there engaged drove back the enemy
with great loss, and after a hard fought battle added another to

their long list of victories. Scouting operations with varied but

general successes occupied the time after the engagement at

Honey Springs until the Sixth joined the army of tlie Frontier,

First Division, en route toward Shreveport, to cooperate with

Gens. Steele and Banks, taking part in memorable Camden expe-

dition.

The regiment was in the skirmish at Prairie de Anne on the

10th of April and two following days, and repulsed an attack on
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the loth. Throughout the whole of the Camden movements,
rendered necessary by Banks' failure, the Sixth did its duty with

great eifect, except in repelling the attack on the ford at Sabine

river, when the regiment was detailed in other directions. The
march to Little Kock, the affair at Dardanelle on the 9th of

May, and the occupation of Fort Smith, have been described

elsewhere. Muzzard Prairie, on the 26th of June, was the scene

of a conflict with bushwhackers, and on the following day a

battalion, under Maj. Meliord, was surprised and attacked by

2,000 rebels, the force, 114 men, being forced to surrender after a

gallant resistance.

The Sixth had no further striking opportunity for the display

of its excellent qualities before the war came to an end. The

affair at Cabin creek on the 19th of September, 186-1, was the

latest heavy fighting, but numerous small engagements followed

in rapid succession, until hostilities having ceased the battalion

was honorably discharged at Leavenworth, Kansas, on the 21st;

of August, 1865. The losses of the Sixth, in the period of

service, amounted to nearly 80 per 1,000 of the whole number,

the average loss of the state being only about 61 per 1,000, and

that largely in excess of the average loss of the army.

The Seventh Cavalry was organized on the 28th of October,

1861, at Fort Leavenworth, and was sent into the field at once,

being engaged on the 11th November with rebels under Up,

Hayes. The rebels outnumbered our men largely, but they were

driven from their position and the camp destroyed. All the

horses were captured. There were expectations of a march to

New Mexico, but orders were countermanded, and later, in 1862,

the regiment was sent to Pittsburg Landing, but the rebels,

under Beauregard, having retired from Corinth, after Grant's

battle of Shiloh, Gen. Halleck caused the Seventh, with other

troops, to be disembarked at Columbus, Kentucky. Cavalry skir-

mishes were continuous in the movements of the regiment to

Corinth, Jacinto and Eienzi, where the Seventh was incorporated

in Sheridan's command, and remained until September, 1862.

The battle of luka was participated in by part of the seventh,

on the 18th of September, and on the 4th of October at Corinth,

as well as in the pursuit of the enemy to Eipley after the defeat,
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the regiment was conspicuous for bravery and efficiency; Re-

turning to Corinth after the pursuit, the seventh was dispatched

into Alabama, with a large command, which drove the rebels

from Buzzard Roost station, and took many prisoners. Thence

the regiment proceeded to Grand Junction, Tennessee, and joined

Gen. Grant' s army, which was intended to capture Vicksburg.

Pemberton was encamped at Holly Springs with a rebel army,

which was afterward beaten and captured by Grant at Vicksburg.

Gen. Jackson, well known all over the union as an impetuous
and successful chief of cavalry, met the seventh near Lamar, on

the 8th of November, with a column 6,000 strong, and the pro-

ceedings of that day caused the force under Pemberton to retire

from Holly Springs, from which the rebel garrison was routed on

the 28th of the month by Col. Lea, the Kansas seventh being in

the advance.

The advance to Tallahatchie from Holly Springs was a suc-

cession of skirmishes, in which the seventh was specially distin-

guished. When Van Dorn swooped down upon the supplies at

Holly Springs, the seventh was ordered out in pursuit, but could

not reach the point of attack before Col. Murphy surrendered, and

was cashiered in consequence. The further pursuit of Van Dorn,

was continued through Tennessee and to Pontotoc, Miss.

The next action in which the seventh took part was at Tus-

cumbia, Ala., where the rebel brigade under Gen. Roddy was

driven from the town on the 24th of April, 1863, and the great

cavalry battle of Leighton followed, a few miles beyond Tuscum-

bia. Roddy had been largely reinforced, but our men, under the

command of Col. Cornyn, of the Tenth Missouri Cavalry, drove

him from the field with great slaughter. Three days later, at

Town Creek, there was another great battle, when the enemy was

driven from a strong position with much loss. The cavalry

moved south from Burnsville after this action, as a feint to dis-

tract the attention of the confederates while Col. Grierson made

his celebrated raid through Mississippi, and won honors which

have never been dimmed. There was substantial work effected

by the seventh during this march, and skirmishes were always

active. At Tupelo, on the 5th of May, the rebels were driven

from the town and the place occupied, and when attempts were
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made to recapture Tupelo by a large rebel army under Gen.

Gholson, the Seventh Kansas, cooperating with the Tenth Mis-

souri, repulsed and demoralized the enemy, driving him from the

field and capturing many prisoners. The fighting on this occasion

was brilliant and long continued.

Ten miles from Florence, Ala., a rebel force was encountered

by the Seventh Kansas and other troops, on the 26th of May. and

the enemy driven to the outskirts of the town, where a strong

position was occupied by a much larger body of troops, assisted

by a battery, posted on a hill which commanded the advance.

Against all those advantages the cavalry force pursued the pur-

pose upon which it had been dispatched, driving the enemy

through Florence, capturing the town and procuring a vast quan-

tity of stores and ammunition. Moving toward Hamburg, on the

Tennessee, there were many severe skirmishes, usually with

severe loss to the rebels, and an attack on the rear of our com-

mand, while crossing the river at Hamburg, was repulsed with

great slaughter. The regiment marched night and day for six

days in succession, on this raid, and returned to Corinth on the

31st of May, 1863.

Skirmishing was now the order of the day. There was a smart

cavalry engagement at luka on the 9th of July, when Cornyn's

brigade defeated Gen. Eoddy with very great loss. Swallows

Bluff on the Tennessee, on the 30th of September, was signal-

ized by a battle between two companies of the Seventh, which

attacked the rear guard of a rebel force and succeeded in cap-

turing a great number of the enemy. Byhalia and Wyatt,

Miss,, on the 12th of October, was the scene of a heavy fight,

when Gen. K B. Forrest, with a large rebel army, was attached

and defeatad by the cavalry division under Col. Hatch. For-

rest was driven across the Tallahatchie in great confusion, with

much loss. The losses on our own side were also considerable.

There was another battle with the troops under Forrest at Kip-

ley, on the 1st of December, when that officer was moving to-

wards the Memphis and Charleston Railroad, and the main pur-

pose sought by the attack, the retardation of the rebel advance,

was gained. The Seventh was much praised for its conduct on

this occasion. A detachment of the army under Forrest was
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again encountered 'and defeated by a battalion of the Seventh,

near Jack's Creek, Tennessee, on the 2-ith of December. The

troops on both sides fought well, but the victory was won by the

Seventh.

The first legiment to reenlist as veterans, in the district of West

Tennessee, was the Seventh Kansas Cavalry, on the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1864, while bivouacked at La Grange, Tenn.,* with hardly

any shelter from the severe wintry weather, and many of the

men suiieiing severely from frozen feet
;
but they were not going

home until the war should end in victory for the north. There

was a brief furlough of thirty days after reenlistment, and the

regiment was equipped, after which we find the Seventh protect-

ing working parties engaged in the repair of the Memphis and

Charleston Railroad in June. Early in July, it moved in ad-

vance of Gen. A. J. Smith's infantry column to attack Gen. For-

rest. The movement continued in this order, other cavalry be-

ing on the flanks, to Cherry creek, where Forrest was strongly

entrenched, six miles below Tupelo, Making a feint of intend-

ing to attack the entrenchments, Smith turned suddenly toward

Tupelo, on the 12th of July, and the Seventh Cavalry became

the rear guard, having to sustain the whole force of Forrest's ad-

vance in his eager desire to protect the town. The battle contin-

ued in this way from five in the morning of the loth, until eight

at night. The battle of Tupelo followed on the two following

days, and when, on the 16th, Gen. Smith returned to La Grange,

the Seventh, still doing duty as rear guard, fought the Second

Missouri Rebel Cavalry, at Ellistown, winning honor at the cost

of heavy losses.

Gen. Smith advancing from La Grange once more, on the 1st

of iVugust, to attack Forrest, the Seventh Regiment bore a con-

spicuous part in all the principal actions of the campaign, having
been engaged at the Tallahatchie when the river was crossed, on

the 8th
;
in the capture of Oxford, on the 9th

; and, seven days

later, in the great cavalry battle at Hurricane creek, sustaining

the honor of the Union in every conflict. When Gen. Smith's

expedition returned to Memphis, the Seventh, under orders from

Gen. Rosecraus, reported at St. Louis, Mo., on the 17th of Sep-

tember.
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The remainder of the rebel forces were now being taken in de-

tail while Grant dealt with the main body at Richmond, and
there were but few events worthj^ of special mention until the

end of the war. Under Lieut. Col. Malone, the Seventh took

part in the campaign against Price in Missouri, and fought
wherever it was necessary to uphold the honor of the Union by
such means. Their charge at Independence, against a force supe-
rior in numbers, which was broken and dispersed by their im-

pact, proved that they were indeed veterans in the field. Two

pieces of ordnance were captured at Independence, and the cam-

paign, if not the war, was ended. The remainder of their term

of service was employed in subduing guerrilla parties, which,
until far on in July, continued to infest Missouri. From the St.

Louis district to Omaha City, from thence to Fort Kearney, and

from that point to Fort Leavenworth, their last march as a regi-

ment had been made
; they had marched, exclusive of carriage by

rail and by transport, 12,050 miles in the service of their countr}'-,

and they were now mustered out free to pursue their individual

profit, rewarded with the thanks of the nation.

Kansas was persistently called upon during the war, and at

every epoch there was a fitting response. The state had gone

through a long apprenticeship to war, and there were earnest

souls in the population that could not rest at home as long as the

battles of the Union were to be fought and won. The Eiarhth

Kansas was a regiment of infantry, organized in August, 1861,

under orders received by Gov. Robinson late in July. The first

intention was to organize only for home service, because it was

anticipated that the state would be invaded by the rebels, who
had long since learned to consider Kansas as their special prey.

In the long run it began to appear that the rebel party had pro-

cured so many lessons of defeat on Kansas territory that they had

no wish to increase the record. Expecting to operate in a sphere

so limited, it was thought expedient to raise a regiment consisting

of eight companies of infantry and two of cavalry. The savages

and the rebels could both be held in check by a force so com-

pounded, and on that basis the regiment was raised. There were

already six regiments in the field, sent to the front by Kansas,

and the seventh was being formed
;
hence the present was nom-
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inated the eighth. Recruits came in rapidly, notwithstanding the

multiplicity of demands, and before the end of September, six

full companies had been mustered in. ^lajor Wessels was ap-

pointed colonel, and he brought to his task the advantages of

training at West Point, as well as many years of active service in

Florida, Mexico, and on the plains. The appointment was fortu-

nate for the regiment, and was very generally approved.
The work of preparation commenced in October, when Col.

"Wessels assumed the command. Lawrence was the headquarters
of the regiment, pending orders, and the organization was com-

pleted in November. Col. Wessels was removed in February by
orders from Washington, which called him to his duty in the

regular army, and his departure was much regretted by his com-

rades in arms, who had learned to appreciate very highly the

qualities which won for him undying distinction. Lieut. Col.

Martin assumed the command of the regiment on the Sth of Feb-

ruarj^ The winter was spent upon the border, and the cold was

very severe in the early months of 1862, The headquarters of

the eighth were fixed at Ossawatomie for some time, and scouts

were sent in all directions, to Missouri more frequently than in

any other direction, as the border counties of that state were

known to be disloyal, and it was found necessary to guard against

the formation of rebel companies to cooperate with confederate

troops, known to be hovering about the state. The monotony of

camp life, unbroken by incidents out of the groove of mere routine,

became exceedingly tiresome before orders arrived to give a new
current to events. That long looked for relief came when the

month of May was nearly spent.

Pittsburg Landing was the objective point when the route ar-

rived. Gen, Halleck was to be reinforced, anticipating an attack

from the forces under Beauregard, but before the eighth and

other Kannsas troops could reach their destination, instructions

were received deflecting them to Columbus, Ky. Corinth had

been evacuated by the southern general in consequence of the

defeat suffered by his troops on the second day at Shiloh. The

regiment, with others, went into camp on the 2d of June, 1862,

on a commanding bluff at Columbus, just outside the rebel forti-

fications recently abandoned. Gen. Mitchell's command moved
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south on the 8th, through Clinton and Moscow, Ky., to Union

City, in Tennessee, From thence there was a forced march to

Trenton, where the rebels were expected to make an attack in

force. Probably the rapidity with which reinforcements were

pushed forward prevented the attack
;

at any rate no assault was
made. Moving from Trenton, under orders the eighth was at-

tached to the command of Gen. Eosecrans, and was almost imme-

diately afterwards reported against as being mutinous and demor-
alized.

Kansas held stronger views on the skavery question than any
other western state, and while the troops marched through Ken-

tucky and Tennessee, they had not hesitated to give protection
to any slave that was willing to remove from the area of bondage.
Gen. Butler had declared slaves " contraband of war," and the

Kansas boys were acting on the same principle; but Gen. Quinby,
an officer of the union forces, commanding in the district through
which the Eighth had marched, reported that body of men as
" mutinous and demoralized." Gen. Quinby was a war democrat

with strong proclivities for slavery, and his rage against the Eighth
induced him to threaten that he would muster them out of the

service, because they could see a trifle further ahead than him-

fielf. Eosecrans would not allow himself to be prejudiced against

the men without full inquiry, and in consequence the regiment

was put through a course of inspection within twenty-four hours

after their arrival in camp. The Eighth was pronounced a first

class body of men after the fullest examination, and Gen. Quinby
was discounted. While the regiment remained under the imme-

diate inspection of Gen. Eosecrans, many advantages were enjoyed

which had not been possible before, and the Eighth omitted no

opportunity to become thoroughly versed in the details of a sol-

dier's life.

From Corinth the Eighth moved to Jacinto on the 22d of July,

and on the 2d of the following month proceeded to Eastport. This

town contained a depot for commissary and quartermaster's sup-

plies, and it was threatened by guerrillas in large force. The

regiment occupied the town for fourteen days, scouting the coun-

try in all directions, breaking up every guerrilla force large or

small that could be found, as well as procuring supplies of vari
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ous kinds that had been stolen from union settlers or smuggled

through our lines for the use of the enemy. Many prisoners were

also taken, and munitions of war to quite a large extent. Flor-

ence, Alabama, was reached on the 24:th of August, and it was

then made known that the command under Gren. Mitchell was to

reinforce Gen. Buell, who was threatened by two armies under

Bragg and Kirby Smith, the first of whom had crossed the Ten-

nessee at Harrison above Chattanooga and traversed the Sequatchie

Valley, while the other had pushed forward through Cumberland

Gap, both forces to unite in Louisville or Cincinnati. There was

not a moment to be lost, and from Florence the troops went for-

ward in light marching order carrying nothing that could be dis-

pensed with without decreasing the immediate effectiveness of the

army. The march commenced at two A. M. on the 26th of Au-

gust, and the troops were rapidly initiated into all the hardships

attendant on forced marches, half rations, little water and that

poor, the sun shining as hot as fire upon the shoulders of the

marching^ reffiments, and the clouds of dust rendering the air all

but unbreathcable. To many of the men tliese were new experi-

ences, but there was no murmuring at what was known to be in-

evitable. When hard bread gave out there was flour, and every

man contrived to get cooked as much as would ward off absolute

starvation
;
but it is a puzzle now to know how time or means

were found for such ends, when it is borne in mind that there was

a march of from twenty to twenty-four miles every day, and pick-

ets to be maintained.

The march into Nashville, a route of nearly forty miles, was

commenced at four in the evening of the 3d of September, and

the troops, stragglers excepted, were in Nashville the next fore-

noon at eleven
;
the Eighth being specially noticed for their solid-

ity and rapidity on the march. The next march after leaving

Nashville was lengthened by countermands and returns, until a

distance of 47 miles occupied 43 hours almost incessantly moving.

From Bowling Green the troops moved at six A. M. on the 17th,

hoping to overtake Bragg just ahead. Just such experiences day
after day, and Bragg always contriving to escape, while the troops

that followed were almost starving because they were temporarily

unable to reach their commissariat, and could not pause lest the
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enemy should finally escape. Big Barren Elver was forded, and
a drenching rain followed during a march of eighteen miles, the

rain continuing through the whole night while the troops tried to

sleep without shelter or food. Similar hardships, varying in de-

tail one day after another, and still the enemy only just ahead,
one smart bit of fighting between Bragg's rear guard and Wood's
division alone varying the monotonj^, and that for only a very
few hours, before Bragg had safely crossed Green River and was

safe from pursuit. The array reached Louisville at last, and was

received with enthusiasm by the citizens, but even the sight of

provisions in plent}^ could hardly prevent the e)'es of the trooDS

closing in slumber while the speeches of the grateful people were

rinofing in their ears.

Hard marching had effected the rescue, just as completely as

hard fighting could have done, and perhaps more so, but the

ordeal was terrific and long continued. Durinc; nine marchinsr

daj^s, the troops had averaged twenty-two miles per day, to reach

Nashville, and then from Nashville, Tenn., to Louisville, Ky.,

during thirteen marching days an average of sixteen miles per

day, one day of nineteen hours covering thirty-nine miles, and

other daj^s making only from four to tCii miles. The manage-
ment was certainly as bad as it could be, but the endurance of

the men was bej^ond praise.

Four days rest in Louisville, and the army was once more in

motion on the first of October, marching towards Bardstown,

where the rebels were supposed to be in force. On the morning
of the 7th. Bragg's army was found deployed to the north and

west of Perryville, in an admirable position, one of the best that

could be desired. During the remainder of that day there was

but little other than an artillery duel between the two armies,

although there was some skirmishing also. The men slept on

their arms that night. The second day's fighting commenced

with daylight, but it was not vigorously prosecuted, as for some

reason it was thought undesirable to bring pn a general engage-

ment. The second day closed with some advantages gained by
the union forces, and on the morning of the 9th, when the troops

advanced to the attack once more, it became evident that Bragg

was retreating, leaving only his rear guard to keep up appear-

ances, while the army made its escape.
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The assailants bivouacked on the third night with some ap-

proach to comfort, on the field which they had won. Perrjsville

was the first great battle field in which the eighth bore a part,

and the courage and endurance of the troops merited commenda-

tion, more especially when it is considered that the army was

not, as a whole, well handled on that occasion. Good, general-

ship, such as Grant could have shown on such a field, would

have left no wreck of Bragg nor of his armv, but the men were

sound to the core, and the fault complained of was attached to

few, but they were in a position where their want of energy al-

lowed a first class opportunity to pass by half improved. The

The eighth could and would have done much more under proper

leading, and so would every regiment in that three days' fight,

could their officers only have obtained permission to go ahead.

The troops marched on the night of the 10th to Nevada Sta-

tion, remaining there until next night, when another march com-

menced, towards Harrodsburg, changing from time to time, the

enemy was once more in our power on the 14th, at Lancaster, but

just as Gen. Mitchell had brought his forces into position, he was

restrained by positive orders " not to bring on a general engage-

ment
;

"
precisely the same policy that robbed the union of half

the victory that was reluctantly grasped at Perrysville. The

enemy escaped through Lancaster, carrying an immense train of

baggage, part of which consisted of plunder, and none of which

would have escaped, if a vigorous attack had been made as soon

as Gen. Mitchell formed our troops.

Lancaster was entered on the morning of the 15th, much to the

delight of the inhabitants, and some smart fighting with the rear

guard of the enemy ensued, many prisoners being taken. Rose-

crans assumed the chief command on the 3d of November, and

his coming was taken as an earnest that the deeds of luka and

Corinth would be re^ieated, carrying destruction into the ranks of

the rebels. Other changes made at the same time were just as

cheering to the men, and all that was now wanted was the enemy.
Reconnoisances were made from time to time, the eighth being
often employed as skirmishers, with excellent effect in such expe-

ditions, but the close of the year saw the brave fellows back in

Nashville, acting as provost guards, and looking anxiously for-
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ward to more active duty. The battalion in Kansas, during the

year just closing, had engaged in many expeditions, pursuing
Quantrell and other guerrilla leaders, havino- been enn-ao-ed with

a force under Coffey, Cockrill and Quantrell, on the 18th of

August, the result being the complete defeat and temporary dis-

persal of the enemy. Other such engagements, on a smaller

scale, with bushwhackers, gave the troops many opportunities of

usefulness, but they naturally looked with much desire toward

the broader fields in which their comrades were winning glory,

fighting the battles of the union with more effect. The eighth,

abroad as well as at home, had proved the possession of soldierly

qualities, such as the nation at that time especially needed.

Nashville was just then the abode of some of the most aban-

doned characters that could be found on this continent, and the

duty assigned to the eighth regiment was delicate and important.

The city was a favorite rendezvous for rebel spies, and fully three-

fourths of the population sympathized with secession, yet for

strategic reasons it was necessary to retain the position as thQ

main depot of supplies. The eighth was bound to act with des-

potic vigor in a community so mixed, but usually it contrived to

discriminate between the lawless classes, whose designs were in-

imical to the Union, and those orderly citizens who looked to

Washington for succor in their need. The discipline of the troops

lifted them above temptations which might have destroyed some

regiments completely. Theatres, which had been closed because

of disorderly scenes continually recurring, were reopened soon

after the eighth assumed provost duty, and the streets became as

orderly as the most peace loving could desire. ISTashville, so far

as its most worthy citizens were concerned, rejoiced in the pres-

ence of the eighth. The duty was so discharged that there was

always a patrol in the streets, the men being relieved every two

hours, and a strong reserve was ready whenever called upon to

act, at a minute's notice, to quell any disorder that might arise.

Immediately after the eighth assumed duty as described, in

Nashville, Murfreesboro battle was fought, on the 31st December,

and following days. Rosecrans had followed Bragg as far as

Stone river, having left Nashville on the 26th of December, when

McCook was surprised and routed by Hardee under Bragg, who
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had been reinforced. The center and left, led by Eosecrans and
Thomas, held the field on the first day with much hard fighting,

and on the succeeding days the advantages became more marked
on the side of the Union, until on the 8d of January, 1863, Bragg
evacuated Murfreesboro and decamped during the night. While
the battle lasted strasrglers were steadily drifting into Nashville,

and it became the duty of the eighth to send deserters under a

proper guard to the front. Prisoners taken from Bragg's army
by Thomas, afterwards known as "The Rock of Chickamauga,"
and by Rosecrans himself to the number of over 2,500 men, were

all provided for during their stay, held in safe custod}'- without

any of the brutalities that were known in Andersonville, and

within one week dispatched to the prisons in the north. Some
of the wounded secessionist prisoners were inquired for with much

anxiety by the wealthier secessionist! in Nashville, and the pro-

vost guard saw an excellent opening for a moral lesson; the

wounded rebels w^ere billeted upon their sympathisers, and from

that moment the urgency of their pity made no further sound in

the public ears. The conversion was effected on both sides.

On the 13th of April, it was found that many of the more

prominent citizens of Nashville were holding communications

with the rebels, and although it might be considered quite natural

on their parts to do so, seeing that their friends and their interests

also, as they believed, rested with secession, it would have been

the extreme of folly for the United States authorities to allow

such conduct, once discovered, to pass unpunished. All right

thinkers agree on one point, that the first duty of a government
is to maintain its own existence, although, unfortunately, as long
as the spirit of secession remained unquelled, it was well known
that traitors, plotting the downfall of the Union, were cherished

in the very heart of the nation, and permitted to shape its policy.

Gen. Rosecrans, having reason to believe that there were traitors

in Nashville, used his power to subdue treason by ordering the

arrest of one hundred prominent citizens. The provost marshal

and the eighth regiment carried out the order. The men mis;ht,

some of them, .have been able to show that they were harshly
dealt with, but military justice cannot afford to go slow, stern

necessity imposes upon all tribunals of the nature of courts mar-
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tial speed and vigor during the prevalence of war, and where citi-

zens are conflicting with the safety of a nation, or are assumed to

be, there is less consideration than for a supposed military offender.

Eosecrans made his order, the arrests were effected, and one

lunidred men were transferred from comfortable homes to su-

premely distasteful prisons, with hardly more clamor than might
be caused in ordinary times by the removal of an official from a

post office. Those who were not arrested feared that their own
turn would come next, and alarm was deep seated among those

who knew that they had behaved disloyally. Every man that

was not menaced was suspected by his disloyal friends of having

given information against the others. Of the prisoners, some were

sent south within the lines of the rebels with whom they sym-

pathized, some were sent north of the Ohio and there set at lib-

ert}'- upon parole, and others were confined in northern prisons

until the end of the war. Nine days later an order was made by
Gen. Mitchell that every person in Nashville over 18 years of

age should take the oath of allegiance, or noncombatants' parole and

give bonds, or be escorted south of the lines. The provost's office

was rushed immediately by men whose every word had until

then menaced the union, and it was found necessary to extend the

ten days named for the oath or bonds to twenty days to permit of

the requisite papers being made out. Within twenty days over

fifteen thousand persons took the oath, or gave their parole, and

bonds were taken, vaiying in amount from $500 to $20,000, ac-

cording to the requirements of each case. Two hundred persons,

who were too honest or to obstinate to comply with those con-

ditions, were sent south and escorted outside our military lines so

that they could no longer serve the enemy within, and were bound

to desire the speedy settlement of the quarrel which many of them

had helped to intensify.

Discharging so many and such arduous functions, the eighth

had won good wishes of all loyal souls in Nashville, and when on

the evening of the 8th of June, orders arrived for the regiment to

come to the front at Murfreesboro, there was a series of protests

by telegraph from all the authorities, civil as well as military, that

the eighth were indispensable to the good order of the city ;
but

the answer speedily came, that the men were wanted at Murfrees-
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boro, for other duties not less important, and on the morning of

the 9th the favorite regiment marched out of the city following

its band to the fine refrain of "John Brown." The good feeling

of the loyal portion of Nashville could not have been manifested

more heartily than by the cheers and farewells of the crowd that

filled the streets. We shall see in our next chapter to what du-

ties and high responsibilities the loyal eighth were called, and

how bravely they did their devoir.

CHAPTER XXII'

STATE HISTORY— FIGHTING FOR THE UNION— 18G1-1865.

{continued.)
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When the Eio-bth arrived at Murfreesboro it was 700 strons',

and within a few daj^s w£is ready as ever for duty in the field.

Some of the officers remained in Nashville for a few davs to in-

struct their successors in the work devolving upon provost mar-

shal, but by the 17th of June, every one except Capt. Austin,

who was detailed for a further stay in Nashville, bad arrived in

camp. The regiment was forty men stronger than it had been six

months before, on the occasion of its being stationed in Nashville.

It is no part of our purpose to give in this place a connected

history of the war; but in order to present a reasonably correct

sketch of the proceedings of Kansas regiments, it is necessary to

give occasionally some details of general proceedings. The army
under Eosecrans had not been idle since the battle of Murfrees-

boro, which concluded on the 3d of January, 1808, with the re-

treat of Bragg ;
but no offensive operations had bean undertalcen,

as it was claimed that reinforcements and supplies were necessary.

Especially was it said that he lacked cavalry in sufficient num-

bers for the work before him. On the 24th of June, the army
advanced from Murfreesboro. Bragg occupied a strongly fortified

position at Tullahoma, with 15,000 men, and Polk's corps of

18,000 was at Shelbyville, besides which Hardee, with 12.000

men, was at Wartrace, between the other two positions. Forty-

five thousand men so placed, with the advantages possessed by

them for defensive operations demanded a large disparity in the

attacking force, or some stratagem that would bring the enemy out

of their fastnesses. The plans of Eosecrans had evidently been

well considered, and they were well executed in every particular ;

but one point had not been thought of, and precisely that point

was all but fatal to the general and his army. Demonstrations

were made by the general against roads that led over a range of

mountains, leading through Hoover, Liberty and Guy's gaps.

Some of the demonstrations were feints merely, and others had a

direct purpose which Bragg could not immediately divine
;
the

result was as Eosecrans anticipated ;
the intrenched troops were

compelled to come out and meet him on more equal ground, in

order to protect their communications. Three guns and five

hundred prisoners were taken at Shelbyville ;
all Middle Tennes-

see was cleared of armed confederates. Bragg, sustaining little
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loss, retreated, possibly with ulterior designs, as more than once

in his military career he turned suddenly upon his pursuers when

they felt themselves most secure, and snatched a victory out of

the very jaws of defeat. Bragg, apparently compelled to talce

such action by the procedure of Rosecrans, who had crossed the

Tennessee at several points, abandoned Chattanooga without fight-

ing, and was now in full retreat.

The eighth advanced with the division to which it was at-

tached, on the 24th of June, toward Shelbyville six miles, then

crossing the countr}- to the left gained the Wartrace road, and

camped at Old Millersburg. There was continuous skirmishing

during the day, and Johnson's division made a spirited attack on

Liberty Gap, which was carried with a loss of sixty men killed

and wounded. Attempts to recover the position were unavailing.

Hoover's Gap was surprised and held by Wilder's cavalry until

the infantry came to hold the pass, so that the enemy had lost

two of the three strong passes, and was forced back to his in-

trenchments. The weather was deplorable, rain descending in

torrents, roads impassable, or nearly so^ artillery could be moved

only with the greatest difficulty, wagons were immovable in many
places, and even infantry found it difficult to proceed. A march
of twelve miles through soil where men sank ankle deep at every

step, and oftentimes even knee deep, put a heavy strain upon the

attacking force.

Early on the morning of the 25th the Thirty-Fifth Illinois and

Eighth Kansas were detailed to protect the train, a duty especial-

ly irksome under the circumstances. The wagons were parked in

a plowed field, the rain still falling in torrents, and it required

twenty-four hours patient and incessant labor to get the train up-

on the road. Gen. Carlin's brigade suffered severely on the after-

noon of the 26th. The following day the rain still continued, and

although the men were ready to set out at three in the morning,
no movement was made until the afternoon, and even then onlv four

miles march could be effected. This was more regretted bee; use

heavy firing was heard ahead. The same record for the following

day, a march of eight miles to Manchester through a delugo of

rain and a camping place three inches deep in water, with mud
below that, yet the fatigue so complete that sleep came readily.
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The weather already discribed, continued until the 30th of June,
but on the first of July there came bright warm weather, and the

rebel stronghold at Tullahoma, evacuated by Bragg, was entered

by the eighth and other troops at midnight, six guns and consid-

erable supplies being captured.

The success of the movement was comDlete. Sheridan's di-

vision had a brush with the enemy at Elk River on the 2d, but

the retreat was continued. The weather alone saved Braog from

a worse disaster than flight, and the pursuit was maintained with.

some eagerness, wading rivers waist deep and permitting no ob-

stacle to delay the advance. Guerrilla companies were destroyed
or scattered by scouting parties, stores were captured, and, gener-

ally, everything went well, although the commisariat was faulty
in the last degree, the men were shoeless, and shoddy generally
made the supplies of little value. The campaign had been suc-

cessful, and in face of that fact all the troubles of the march were

as nothing. The enemy had been driven out, 1,700 prisoners

taken, and the conduct and bearing of the Eighth Kansas was

made the subject of circular orders, which are of great value,

while the force was encamped at Winchester.

The division broke up its encampment on the 17th of August,
and crossing the Cumberland Mountains was in Stevenson, Ala-

bama on the 2Cth. The route traversed was full of peculiar dif-

ficulties, but it was direct. The army was to ford the Tenne-

see at Caperton's Ferry at daylight on the 29th. There was

great peril in the attemj^t, but all was made ready for the service

in good time. The Eighth Kansas and Fifteenth Wisconsin led,

covered by heavy batteries, masked by the foliage on the bank of

the stream
;
but after the passage had been effected it was found

that the enemy had fled panic stricken just at the time when a

determined resistance must have been fatal to hundreds and might
have checked the progress of Rosecans' army altogether. The

gallant conduct of the eighth and the other troops forming the ad-

vance elicited much praise from the commander-in-chief and other

officers.

The troops were now moved towards Chattanooga. Two di-

visions had crossed at Carpenter's Ferry, others at Shell Mound,

Bridge Port and Battle Creek
;
Crittenden's corps had moved di-

31
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rect on Chattanooga ;
Thomas had pushed over Lookout range

and reached MeLemore's Cove
;
so that Bragg was driven by his

fears oat of Chattanooga, on the 6th and 8th of September, and

Crittenden occupied the position on the 9th, advancing soon after-

wards to Einggold, Ga. The several movements indicated had

broken the force under Eosecrans into detached parties, and had

concentrated Bragg's command completely, besides which he was

now daily obtaining reinforcements. Buckner, Johnston, Long-

street were at hand or soon arriving, and every man that the reb-

els could send to his aid was being sent .to the front with all pos-

sible speed.

The necessity to concentrate the scattered forces was perceived,

and on the 13th movements with that object in view were com-

menced, but the enemy just as persistently strove to prevent such

a consummation, but at length, on the 19th of September the

eighth came upon the field at Chickamauga just after the battle

had commenced. The troops were about equal in numbers, prob-

ably 55,000 on either side, but those of Eosecrans hastily coming

up, those of Bragg well in hand and concentrated to deal a crush-

ing blow. The first advance of the rebels won some trifling suc-

cesses against Eeynolds' and Yan Cleve's divisions, but the eighth

and the division with which it was operating came up on the run,

formed in line of battle, going in where the fight was hottest and

saved the fortunes of the day. There was terrible fighting on

both sides and the carnage was awful. The fire of our troops

was perfect, being delivered with great precision, and every volley

cut its way through the lines of the foe. The brigades that were

in the hottest of the fight on the first day lost forty per cent, in

killed and wounded. The eighth suffered tremendously, but it

moved with the precision of a machine and never gave ground

except under orders. The work of the 19th had been fearful,

but the result was indecisive as the courage of our men could not

more than equal the courage of the opposite side, and their troops

were, some of them, quite fresh and in good order. Two brigades

of Davis' division had fought two full divisions and had not been

beaten, still the battle was not decided.

The next morning found the troops on both sides ready to re-

new the struggle, and the battle was beginning hotly, when Gen.
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Wood, misunderstanding an order, broke the union line by mov-

ing to support Reynolds. The gap thus made was turned to fatal

account by Longstreet with his fresh troops, four columns deep,

coming down from the rising ground occupied by the enemy.
The first and second lines of the rebel advance were shattered by
the fire of our men, so that there seemed to be no doubt that we

were winning the day, when it became apparent that the gap had

been penetrated, and the right and center had to choose between

three alternatives, all terrible : retreat, annihilation, or surrender.

The wonder is that one man should have escaped. Everything

that courage could accomplish was effected, but there was no

chance of retrieving the fortunes of that day under the circum-

stances. The division reduced to a wreck, without a commander,

severed from the main body, all but surrounded, still rallied near

the Chattanooga road and checked the advance of the enemy for

a time. The fragments of the division marched toward Mission

Ridge, and numbers increased at every step ;
Gen. Carlin,

with part of his brigade ;
Gen. Sheridan with part of his division

;

and that officer immediately assumed command, extricating the

troops from their terrible dilemma and moving them to a position

three miles from Rossville, from which Gen. Thomas could be

reached.

Gen. Davis, who had come in from another direction, was at

Rossville, and a brief consultation between the two generals, suf-

ficed to determine, that the troops should move to the support of

Gen. Thomas, who still held the field of Chickamauga against

the enemy. The movement had just been effected and the ral-

lied troops were near Gen. Thomas' right, when orders came that

they should return on Rossville, which order was obeyed, and

about midnight on the 20tb, the army concentrated at that point,

expecting a renewal of the attack. Early in the morning of the

21st, breastworks were thrown up at Rossville, and our men re-

mained upon the field, but the enemy did not appear, and at

midnight the troops withdrew to Chattanooga, reaching that place

about daylight on the morning of the 22d. The conduct of Gen,

Thomas, worthily named "The Rock of Chickamauga," for his

action on the 20th, is simply beyond praise, and the ultimate

event of the struggle, thus untowardly begun, leaves little to be re-
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gretted in its progress, save the lives of the brave men sacrificed

by the blunder that broke our line.

The Eighth Kansas bore itself bravely all the day through its

most perilous mischances, and the pen of Homer could not do

justice to the desperate heroism which tried to wrest victory from

impossible odds. When the eighth went into the battle of Chick-

amauga on the 19th, it consisted of 406 rank and file, and when

it retired to Eossville in the evening of the 20th; it had lost in

killed, wounded and missing 243
; only 163 remained, and there

were no stragglers from the regiment. The record is of a charac-

ter which deserves to stand with that of Leonidas, and his heroic

Spartans at Thermopjdas. The crossing of the Tennessee near

Sand Hill mountain, and the second day at Chickamauga may be

named among the best deeds of a brave regiment, although in the

first no lives were lost and in the last there was not the solace of im-

mediate victory to crown the lives of the immortal dead. The loss

of the brigade under Col. Martin during the two days was 719,

out of 1218, and yet the brigade remained in order of battle on

the field after the conflict closed. Numbers of the slightly

wounded returned to duty within a few days, and the spirit of

the force was undaunted.

The army arrived in Chattanooga at daylight on the 22d of

September, having lost 18,000 in the two days of terrific fighting

immediately precedent, and there were only 30,000 men fit for

duty to hold the point upon which the issue of the campaign rested.

JBragg, flushed with his success, and his army largely outnum-

bering ours, with reinforcements hourly arriving, hemmed us in,

surrounding Chattanooga convinced that he would capture or an-

nihilate the force which had troubled him so long. His ris-ht

rested on the Tennessee river northeast of the town, his lines run-

ning in front of Mission Eidge to the southwest below Chatta-

noo2:a creek, on the south to Lookout Mountain runnins; over its

point, and his left resting on the Tennessee in the Wauhatchie

Valley. The series of positions had been splendidly taken, and

he was justified in thinking that so posted, he was invincible

against ordinary troops.

There were only two or three unfinished forts on the east and

south of the town when our army entered Chattanooga on the
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22d, and the army of the Cumberland commenced the work of

fortification almost in the face of the enemy. The lines were a

half circle, resting its left on the Tennessee, the 14th corps in the

center, and the right also on the river. The right and left respec-

tively were the 20th and 21st army corps. The eighth, forming

part of Gen. Davis' division, was on the extreme left of the 20th

corps, facing south to Lookout mountain and the Chattanooga

valley. Sleep or rest had almost been strangers to the army
since daylight on the 19th. The brigade which included the

eighth was detailed for picket duty on the morning of the 22d,

after two hours had been given to cook and breakfast as well as

sleep. During the forenoon, half the men watching while the

others worked, a light line of rifle pits was thrown up along the

irregular banks of the Chattanooga creek. Believed from that

duty at noon, there was one hour for rest, and then a heavy line

of breastworks had to be constructed on the front. The work

was kept up with terrible vigor until midnight, after which, orders

were made that one-half of the men should rest while the others

labored at the fortifications. Sleep fell upon the eyelids of the

relieved troops wherever they sank down, but they were ready

once more as soon as the call of duty was heard.

One line of fortifications followed another, day after day ;
not a

moment could be lost, not a chance allowed to the enemy ; forts,

redoubts, curtains, made every point as nearly as possible im-

pregnable, wnth such men for their defense; but as the works

advanced, there was no longer such urgency as to demand inces-

sant labor. There were hours of rest occasionally, but the forti-

fications were being improved by details of men, falling to their

duty in rotation. Then the weather became wet, the flats where

the troops were in camp were flooded, cold winds presaging win-

ter, but not cold enough to harden the ground, chilled the lightly

clothed men as they huddled round camp fires, or busied them-

selves trying to construct efficient shelter from the elements with

the debris of old buildings. Food was becoming terribly scarce,

and the army mules were dying for want of support in their ter-

rible labor of drawing supplies from Stevenson, sixty miles away,

over two ranges of the Cumberland mountains. Gen. Rosecrans

made an order that only one-third rations should issue, and there
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was an absolute prohibition that officers shouhl be allowed to

purchase more than the quantity issued to the soldier. The
necessities of the position need have no stronger comment. The

cattle that were killed were almost dying of starvation, so that

their flesh seemed to increase the famine rather than allay its

pangs. Slaughter houses were haunted for offal, and men cooked

with avidity what they would have turned from with disgust in

times of ordinary scarcity. Thus terribly did the defense of

Chattanooga open, the work of fortification making awful de-

mands on physical and mental vigor, the rain and cold increasing

the stress of suffering, light clothes refusing warmth to enfeebled

frames, little sleep possible save in the very extreme of exhaus-

tion, and food so scarce that a few crumbs of crackers fallino: into

the road as boxes were removed from the commissariat wacrons

were eagerly scrambled for by gaunt men, solicitous lest their

strength should give out before the moment of relief.

The Prodigal Son envied the husks which were fed to the

swine, and that fact could be easily understood when it was

necessary to station a guard over the corn doled out to the fam-

ished artillery horses, back of our camp, lest human competitors

should deprive the poor quadrupeds of their scanty provender.

An ear of corn was a feast, and a strange dog wandering in the

camp was converted into means of defense for the Union. There

was no despondency among our brave fellows, nor was there any
leisure in which such an indulgence could be eujo3'ed. One week

after reaching Chattanooga, the heights of Lookout Mountain and

Mission Ridge thundered with the crash of great guns, opened

upon us by the rebels, and from daylight until late into the

night the sullen roar continued at intervals, day after day, but

the men remained at their work, building shanties, improving

fortifications, cooking their meager repasts, or, at their leisure,

watched the effects of the enemy's guns, and that of our own in

reply, with an abandon that cannot be understood, except by
those who have been a long time under fire. There was an en-

during faith on the part of our men, that we were thus cooped up
for a time ordy, to give zest to our ultimate victory; hence,

perhaps the gaiety and recklessness that maintained a general

good humor, and flashes of genuine wit, among men almost
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at the point of death, suffering from hunger, cohl, and want of"

shelter.

Early in October the breastworks were so far completed that

incessant labor ceased to be imperative, but there was still enough
work to be done to prevent the time hanging heavy on our hands.

Picket duty was harassing and continuous, but it was done by
men who knew the value of unceasing watchfulness. The army
of the Potomac sent good news to the beleaguered force on the

2d of October, when two corps, the eleventh and twelfth, arrived

at Bridgeport, only twenty-three miles below, under the command

of Gen. Hooker. Gen. Grant found Hooker there, and having

assumed the command in chief, directed the clearance of the

river, so that supplies could reach the famished defenders. The

command in Chattanooga was changed under Grant's orders
;

Gens. McCook and Crittenden were relieved, the three corps were

consolidated into two, the fourth being committed to the charge

of Gen. Granger, and the fourteenth to Gen. Thomas. Other

changes were made, part of which consisted in the eighth being

located on the extreme left. Orchard Knob and Mission Kidge

were in front of the line, which rested on Fort Wood, the largest

fortification in Chattanooga. Gen. Eosecrans was superseded by
Gen. Thomas, when the changes just named had been completed,

and on the 23d Gen. Grant arrived in Chattanooga, in command

of all the forces in the department. The resistless energy was

now at our head that must bear down all opposition, and every

man knew that we were about to win our greatest victory, one

that should make the record of Chickamauga a petty detail,

and give to the war an enduring remembrance among the na-

tions of the earth.

Supplies came in after the 26th with greater regularit}^, and in

comparative plenty. Gen. Hazen had descended the river to

Brown's Ferry, below the spur of Lookout Mountain, and effect-

ed a landing which was permanently maintained; so that with

Hooker's forces in the Wauhatchie, there was no fear of famine.

On the 12th of November the supply of food was increased to

two-thirds of a ration for each man, twice the quantity that had

been served out for a long time, and of better quality. The

strength of the men required some building up after a fast of so
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long continuance, and the work to be effected wanted the exhilara-

tion of sufficient diet. Gen. Sherman arrived on the 15th of

November, in advance of his army, which was coming by forced

marches, to the point where the fight would be hottest
;
and his

force was diverted to Grant's left, up the Tennessee, on the 21st,
as soon as they came in. There was general understanding that

we were to attack and carry the several positions of the rebels,

without an hour's unnecessary delay, but we did not conceal from

ourselves that it would be a work for giants to accomplish.
The 23d of November arrived, and the eighth Kansas went on

picket duty at daylight, the line covering the front of the brig-

ade, and along the railroad embankment from north to south.

Until noon there was the accustomed monotonv of waitino- and

watching, but just as the sun reached its meridian altitude, a

strong reconnaissance was ordered to develop the enemy's force
;

the division, with that of Gen. Sheridan, would form line before

the breastworks, and at the bugle call the eighth Kansas picket
line would advance on Orchard Knob, three-quarters of a mile

in front. The line of breastworks crossing Orchard Knob was to

be carried and the rebels dislodged by the eighth, if possible,

and if not, then b}^ the whole line of battle. Orchard Knob
must be carried, so there was work before us at last.

Picket reserves were doubled on the advanced lines of skir-

mishers, additional ammunition was supplied, and the bugle was
heard sounding "Forward." The regimental bugles took up the

strain, and every heart leaped to the music that meant raising the

siege of Chattanooga. It was a grand sight to see our men ad-

vance, with the confidence of veteran troops, not undervaluino- the

foe, but determined to conquer. The embankment and an open
field were passed, and the small arms of the confederates were
answered by a volley and a cheer before our boys rushed on

again, deliberately, but with unswerving resolution. There was
a stubborn conflict in the woods, the crash and the roar were in-

spiring, as the yelp was drowned in the hearty hurrah, that told us

how the Kansas eighth was bearing down all opposition. The
best blood of the army had its representative in that advancing
line, and the rebels could no more stand against it than could a

feather resist a whirlwind. One-half of the rebels were captured
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in the fierce onset, and the remainder brol^e in wild confusion,

carrying dismay to the rear. Through the woods rushed the

combatants, pursuing and pursued, while the great guns were
now heard booming out from Fort Wood and Mission Eidge,
shell answering shell, as they crossed in the air over our heads,
or fell in the forest, through which we were tearing our way.
The rebels seemed to rally once or twice, but they were scattered

in a second, and there was no actual pause until their reserves

were reached behind the entrenchments at Orchard Knob.

The fight was once more furious, the battle of the day was now
before us; the proceeding up to this time had been a race as well

,as a conflict, but Orchard Knob was our objective point, and our

honor was involVed in carrying it before the main line of battle

could come up. The rebels knew as well as we did how im-

portant was the position, and the advantages of the ground as

well as of the works were all on their side. Fierce and swift

were the volleys, yelp and cheer swelled the din, and the crash

and roar of battle seemed to fill the air
;
but the decisive moment

came, the ringing cheer that reminded us all of Kansas and the

wrongs that we had suffered, told of victory once more
;
the boys

rushed over the first line of breastworks, the rebels faltered for a

moment, and then fled in hopeless disarray. We had won Orchard

Knob, and driven the foe a hundred yards beyond, where they

paused and reformed under their second line of breastworks.

The skirmish line was established with the regularity of a com-

pany on parade, and the brigade came into position behind the

captured works. A position assumed to be impregnable was won,

and the key to the enemy's position was in our hands. Both

sides felt the value of that capture. The enemy would bend all

his enero-ies to drive us back, and the orders on our side were

that it must be held at all hazards. The artillery fire was terrific,

as the batteries on Mission Eidge were well served, and they com-

pletely commanded Orchard Knob. Other skirmishers were now

sent out, and the Eighth called back to the main line at the

mound just carried. Solid shot and shell struck the ground at

every angle, the stones were driven from place to place with the

force of the solid balls that had propelled them. Branches were

torn from trees and hurled to the ground by the impact of mis-
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siles
;
and for fully one hour the iron hail continued without slack-

ing its fury, still the Eighth held their ground like heroes until

darkness came to give some measure of rest. The night was

spent in strengthening Orchard Knob, a line of breastworks with

abbatis in front, was constructed before one in the morning, a

battery was placed in position, the picket line was doubled, and

then the men were permitted to snatch a brief repose ;
but one-

half of all the number passed a sleepless night. Before daylight

every man was aroused and standing to arms, as it was thought

possible that the rebels, maddened by their defeat, and calculating

upon the fatigue attendant upon our triumph, would make an as-

sault before dawn
;
the more likely because they were acquainted

with every foot of the ground, and all the approaches that had so

long been in their hands. The day opened cold and chill, rain

fell nearly all the day, the fires would scarcely burn when their

heat was most wanted, and a sullen cannonade was maintained at

intervals. Orchard Knob became the headquarters of the army.

Mission Ridge and the valley in its front could be plainly seen

from this point, and Lookout Mountain to the right and rear

could be commanded
;
there was no better position possible for

men who were to control the proceedings of an army. Grant and

Thomas took up their headquarters on the Knob, and a signal

station was established whence nearly all points on the line could

be instructed. Howard, Sheridan and Hooker were among the

earliest visitors, and after them came Schurz, "Wood and Willich,

each intent on the business of the hour. Sherman, Davis and

others were off to the right having a work of some magnitude be-

fore them. Hazen, Harker, Granger, Palmer and Baird gave

their counsel, received their orders, and were off on tlieir several

missions, untroubled by the hail of death which fell around them.

Sherman crossed 8,000 men to the south side of the Tennessee at

dawn on the morntng of the 24th, and took up a position on the

hills to the left of Mission Ridge, and in the afternoon Hooker

carried the enemy's works on Lookout Mountain, The advance

could be seen from Orchard Knob in spite of the falling rain as

our men gallantl}'' won their way in the very teeth of battle. The

panorama of victory was then closed by an envious mist which

concealed the conclusion of the struggle, during which the south
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and west sides of Lookout were carried in the san-ie irresistible

way that triumphed at Orchard Ivnob, and Hooker's men en-

trenched themselves a--ainst the enemy, whom they had disas-

trously defeated.

Night once more closed in upcn the scene of conflict, and the

eighth, stationed on Orchard Knob, would have enjoyed the

warmth of their accustomed camp fires, but prudence denied the

privilege, which would have rendered every fire a target for the

guns of the enemy ;
and the dismal hours passed in cold and

weariness, only cheered by the remembrances of yesterday, and

the hopes of to-morrow. When day dawned it became evident

that Bragg meant to make his great fight on Mission Eidge. All

his artillery was concentrated there, and his entrenchments on the

hill had been materially strengthened. So much had the precau-
tions thus observable improved tlie works of the enemy, that

when Sherman, early on the morning of the 25th, assaulted the

right, although the battle was fiercely sustained until noon, the

main purpose had not been secured. Still there were advantages,

and every point gained was held as a preliminary to the next

efiiort.

Mission Ridge ran parallel with our lines at an almost equal

height, with promontories or spurs jutting into the valley, and on

some of these the rebels had posted their batteries, so that an at-

tacking force would be-enfiladed as well as subject to a direct fire,

and assaults upon the batteries were more difficult. Dense

woods, covering broken land, stood between Orchard Knob and

the ascent, after which there was an open field, and an abrupt

rise, surmounted by earthworks of great strength. Back of the

earthworks a plateau of about a hundred yards wide, where the

rebels had been in camp, until their lioes were broken by our ad-

vance. Then beyond the plateau, the Ridge, nearly five hundred

feet high, towered above, crowned by entrenchments. The

ground which must be passed over by an attacking party from

Orchard Knob to the crest of the Ridge was commanded by con-

verging batteries and still more deadly rifles that could rain death

upon thousands during a prolonged assault. Bragg might well

consider he was still impregnable.

Two o'clock in the afternoon, and Sherman still pounding on
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the right, winning some advantages continually, but stubbornly
contested at every step. Gen. Thomas was now ordered to ad-

vance his lines and the troops formed in front of the breastworks.

The division in which the eighth was incorporated was directly
in front of Orchard Knob, the brigade occupying the centre,

formed in two lines. There stood the troops, waiting this time,

not for the busrle call, but for the discharge of six srreat guns
from Orchard Knob in rapid and regular succession. "When "the

sixth gun boomed out, the line of assault would move forward

like one man. The sio-nal and the order came, and the armv was

in motion. The right had been strengthened to resist Sherman,
and the center was in consequence somewhat weakened, but it

was still strong, and there was terrible work to be accomplished

by our men. The tramp was commenced in silence, the troops
almost held their breath as they moved rapidly on, but the flame,

smoke and thunder along the Ridge told us that we were looked

for by watchful enemies. Under such a fire death was the price

of delay, and the men started at double quick, as it were, by in-

stinct. The rebel pickets fired incessantly, but the assailants

never returned one shot as they pressed onward over every obsta-

cle, yet maintaining their line with wonderful precision. The
woods were passed through at a run, and the troops had gained
the open field. Then, and not until then, there was a cheer, full

of fierce exultation, from men who recognized the inspiration of

victory. The fire was more deadly here because the batteries

converged upon this ground, and the rifles in the rebel line at the

foot of the hill rained down upon our fellows without one mo-

ment's intermission. From the summit also, the bullets were

dropping through our ranks, and many a brave soul winged its

way from that field of blood to eternal glory, but no soldier

wavered in the advance, and before many seconds had elapsed,
our force was at the foot of the abrupt rise, proceeding to take

the line of earthworks which had been so well and valiantly de-

fended.

The grey lines were broken now, for the forces on the summit
in their eagerness to disable the attack, were firing upon their own
comrades in the earthworks, and human nature could not stand

against such a combination. Some rushed to the rear of the pla-
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teau and tried to scale the hill. Nearly all threw down their

muskets and surrendered, trying to shelter themselves, meantime,

behind their breastworks from the cruel fire of their own com-

rades, but no such protection could be allowed them, nor could

any force be spared to hold them prisoners ; they were merely
ordered to charge upon Chattanooga, and without more ado they

sought shelter in hasty flight, toward imprisonment beyond the

lines, from which the attacking army had advanced.

This was the limit assigned for the attack, and there was a brief

halt; but it was only momentary ;
no force could live on that

plateau while the ridge was held by an enemy such as that now

firing cannon and small arms upon our ranks. The regiments

moved on as if by common consent, grim as the task they had

voluntarily assumed, and silent as death itself. Five hundred

feet to scale, with musket shot and cannon balls pinging and

hurtling through the air, it seemed like climbing the sides of the

infernal pit, surrounded by its atmosphere. The line, maintained

until now, was broken at last in the general eagerness to grapple

with the foe. Who should be first, was now the efliort, and truly

it was a race for life. Should those men be hurled back upon

the plateau, not one in five hundred would return to tell the tale,

so that there was every motive as well as heroism to urge on the

intrepid assault. From Orchard Knob that gallant onset was seen

by men deeply interested in its success, and fully able to appre-

ciate the dire and terrible necessity, which made victory sure.

Regiments were seen intermingled in the advance, and almost

struggling with each other for the lead, then gradually order rose

out of the confusion, each regimental battle flag became the apex

of a pyramid, and following its lead the troops marched with a

step that never wavered. Slowly and with much slaughter the

ascent was won, whole ranks falling for the gain of a few feet in

some places, but in spite of cannonade and rifle ball, the crest

was being attained, and the heroes in blue could not be daunted.

It was a sight once seen that could never be forgotten while life

endures.

Still onward and upward, like the march of the Union itself,

the attacking force carried into the minds of the men upon the

Eidge that defeat must be their portion. In vain they poured
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their deadliest fire down that steep declivity, destroying huildreds,

and wounding thousands, the thinned ranks filled again and

breasted the mountain resolutely as before. There was no quail-

ino^, as men will sometimes flinch from a rifle ball instinctively,

every man looked straight ahead, anxious only to mount the

Ridge and grasp victory. Mainly the order in which the troops

started was maintained, although the line was broken
;
our eighth

was in the centre, mounting one of the half circular bends. Ha-

zen's men were on the right, breasting a point, and Beatty's to the

left. An Ohio regiment of Hazen's was fierce in rivalry with two

of ours for the honor of planting the first flag on the rebel lines,

and there were but a few yards to be won
; danger was forgotten

in that struggle, and the cheering was wild and incessant. Let

who may say that there is no use in the brave hurrah, that cry
sent terror through the rebel ranks

;
there was a tone of victory

that could not be misunderstood, and before that hand to hand

fight with bayonet and ball began, the result had ceased to be a

problem. The intrenchments were carried, the momentum of

assault drove back the Confederate force, resistlessly, the flags of

our regiment fluttered along the works, and within a space of

seconds, the rebels were dashing down the hill beyond, to find

shelter if not safety in the woods.

There was a movement in pursuit, which in a few minutes

might have left the Ridge once more in the enemy's hands, for

every man had been considering the battle as lost or won on his

own standpoint ;
but the enemy's cannon trained upon us at this

instant, reminded us that there was a general victory to be won,

as well as our particular triumph. One moment and the ranks

were formed, prepared to charge along the breastworks, left and

•right, when the whole line gave way, breaking into sudden tumult

and confusion. Wildly and with distraction in every aspect, the

troops in grey divested themselves of every weapon and impedi-

ment, running for dear life. Officers strove to rallj^ them for a

final effort, but in vain
; they were caught in the maelstrom them-

selves and hurried along with the flying mass. Batteries limbered

and ready for orders, waited in peril for the return of command-

ers who were involved in the confusion which they had tried to

stem
;
and at length dashed madl}'' off, running at last into the
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position where capture was inevitable. Tbe vigor of the pursuers

increased with the panic of the pursued. Whole squadrons sur-

rendered upon the first summons. The army under Bragg was

not only beaten, it was demoralized, and had become a mob in-

capable of military duty. Mission JRidge was won, and the defi-

ant rebel force so lately sure of its invincible strength had no-

where an abiding place.

One hour and fifteen minutes from the time that the sixth gun
was fired at Orchard Knob, our men had carried the ridge, and

terminated, in one blaze of triumph, the siege of Chattanooga.

We have followed the fortunes jof the Eighth so closely that it

might seem as though no other force had been engaged on the

side of the LFnion
; but, in reality, as our readers must be well

aware, when Gen. Grant, at Orchard Knob, saw the men who had

carried the first entrenchments dash up the hill in front of them,

he had ordered an advance of the whole line. The forces of

Sherman, Hooker and Thomas clasped hands iipon the Ridge
which every section of the army had helped to win under the direc-

tion of the master spirit, Gen. Grant. There were men in the Eighth

who had not recovered from their wounds at Chickamauga, and

others, suffering from the ravages of disease, who rose from their

sick beds that day and fought as though they had never known

an ailment. There was never a more beautiful sisrht in the an-

nals of war than the attack on Mission Ridge, and its success

was the more glorious, because it stamped afresh the genius pos-

sessed by the leader to crush out the evil of rebellion, and con-

verged upon him so much popular regard that it was impossible

lonsrer to doubt his fitness to control the whole armament of the

Union, and to secure for the nation the blessings of j)eace, by

vigorous, well planned war.

There were substantial benefits immediately accruing from this

campaign. Forty pieces of artillery were taken and many thou-

sands of small arms, while the prisoners actually encumbered the

army. The eighth Kansas had more prisoners by far than there

were men in the regiment, besides which, it had captured four

guns and five hundred stand of small arms. It is claimed that

the eighth planted the first flag on the entrenchments of the

rebels on the Ridge; but, where so many gallant regiments claim
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that honor, it would be invidious, if not impossible, to pronounce.

There was no longer a force capable of resisting the Ufiion in the

country controlled by the iVrrny of the Cumberland, and that

force, in able hands, such as had now been found, could answer

for a large section of several states. Burnside, who had been

shut up in Knoxville by the superior force under Longstreet,

could now be relieved by the troops under Gen. Sheridan
; but,

before retiring, and in the hope that he might win a victory

while Sheridan was on the way, Longstreet made an assault upon
Fort Saunders on the 28th of November. Burnside repulsed his

assailant with great slaughter, and, immediately afterwards,

Sheridan, with whom was the brave remnant of our own glorious

Eighth, came upon tlie scene, driving Longstreet back to the

Army of Virginia, and setting Burnside free and reinforced to

retain in east Tennessee a proper sense of what was due to the

Union. The success of Grant at Mission Ridge w^as the hinge

upon which turned wonderful results.

There was but a brief rest for our friends in the Eighth after

the well won series of battles at Chattanooga, as we find them en

route to. Knoxville, at 3 P. M. on Saturday, and on the 7 th of

December they had reached their destination, having passed, in

the interval, tlirough Harrisonville, Decatur, Sweet Water, Mor-

gantown and Maysville, a distance of rather more than 150 miles.

The men were shoeless, or nearly so; it w^as winter, and the

roads were stained by their bleeding feet, while their sleep at

night was rendered unrefreshing by the want of sufficient cloth-

ing. There were substantial services, but no more battles to be

won by the Eighth during 1863. The sufferings of that winter

in Tennessee would have broken the hearts of a dainty soldiery,

but the regiment and the corps had seen hard service and was full

of the importance of the grand work that was being surely ac-

complished.

Veteran regiments were now called for— men who had seen

service and would not require to be taught the rudiments of the

soldier's art. The term of service had expired, or nearly so, and

the Eighth sternly faced the necessity for a further term. The

order callino- for volunteers was read to the men on the 2d of

January, 1864, and, on the 4th, four-fifths of the whole number
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reenlisted. Of the remainder, some who were at the time unable

to respond to the call, fell into the ranks again but shortly after-

ward.

The retreat from Dandridge was covered by the Eighth Kan-

sas with conspicuous valor and patience, and, after a brief sojourn

in camp near Maysville, on the 23d the regiment marched to

Chattanooga to be mustered in as veterans, and then enjoy a brief

furlough before resuming active duty in the field. The return

home from Chattanooga was a succession of fete days in Nash-

ville and in other cities where the name of the Eighth and the re-

membrances of friends made all classes proud to show them every
attention. Kansas did honor to itself by showing every mark of

hospitality to the brave defenders of the Union at Atchison City,

Leavenworth and elsewhere.

The furlough of thirty-five days passed speedily amid home

friends, and, on the 5th of April, 1864, the regiment was once

more ready for duty. The transit from Fort Leavenworth to

Chattanooga was an arduous and toilsome work, carried through
in the best possible spirit by brave men, and there were opportu-
nities to review some of the battle-fields of the Army of the

Cumberland before the next great campaign was entered upon ;

but, as our brave fellows are now mustered at Chattanooefa to

serve under Sherman in his campaign against Johnston, we can-

not do better than just briefly glance at the proceedings of that

officer generally, before proceeding to mention in detail the

services of the Eighth.

Sherman advanced with 100,000 men from Chattanooga in

May, 1864, being chief in command in the west, under Grant,
who was now general in chief of the armies of the union. Gen,

Joseph E. Johnston with 54,000 men, knew the prowess of Sher-

man and his troops too well to risk an engagement with such

odds against him, and he retired at once on the road toward At-

lanta, Georgia, but availed himself of every advantage on the

road to render the march of the union troops slow and perilous.

There was a stubborn fight at Eesaca on the 10th of May, and it

was only by flanking the position that Sherman compelled its

abandonment. Everv such engagement cost the union force a

loss largely in excess of that suft'ered by the rebels, and the de-
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sign of Johnston was to continue such action until the two armies

might be brought nearer to an equality in numbers, or if possil)le

until his force steadilv recruited should have the advantage in

the field.

Adairsville and Cassville were smaller editions of the same

kind as the battle of Eesaca. Allatoona Pass was much worse

than Resaca, and it cost Sherman many days of fighting and

flanking before Johnston's position could be turned. Kenesaw

mountains, flanked by Pine and Lost mountains, had been connect-

ed by strong field works, and there was desperate fighting on both

sides before Sherman could compel his antagonist to abandon his

position. It will give some idea of the success of Johnston's

scheme of defense, prepared long before hand, to mention in one as-

sault at Kenesaw on the 27th of June, it cost the union arms

8,000 men, including Generals Dan McCook and Ilarker, to inflict

a loss of only 442 men on the rebels.

The position was practicably impregnable, but Sherman flanked

the enemy and Johnston was compelled to retreat or be cut off

from his communications. Johnston, whose plan had cost Sher-

man so dearly, was now relieved of his command by the confed-

erate president, because he had not won victories with 54,000 men

against 100,000 of the best fighting men in tlie union armies,

although a man possessed of military prescience must have seen

that he was achieving marvels in defense. His army at the out-

set was only 54,000, and when he was relieved by Gren. Hood at

Atlanta, it was still 51,000 strong, so nearly had his recruiting

come to restorinsr his effective force.

Sherman captured Atlanta on the 1st of September, 1864, after

protracted and destructive fighting, which cost the confederates

more lives than all the operations under Johnston from Chatta-

nooga to Atlanta. The union force under Sherman remained in

Georgia until Hood marched into Tennessee, when Gen. Thomas,
our old friend of Chickamauga, being left to give an account of

Hood and his army, Sherman was able to carry out Gen. Grant's

long cherished scheme of
" The March to the Sea," with which

our Eighth had not the honor to be identified, having been detailed

for duty in Tennessee at that time. With this brief sketch we re-

turn to the Eighth leaving Chattanooga.
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The eighth started from Chattanooga on the 9th of June, to

rejoin the brigade, but was delayed to escort a pontoon train, so

that it camped at Ringgold, Ga., on the 10th, then through Dal-

ton, Resaca, Adairsville, Kingston and Cartersville, reaching
Etowah Bridge on the 17th of June. Allatoona mountain was

the next camping ground following over the series of battle grounds
which had been made memorable by their comrades and com-

panions in arms. The bridge over the Etowah was supposed to

be in danger from the rebels, and in consequence the eighth was

relieved from escort duty by Gen. Sherman's orders on the 20th.

Breastworks were constructed at the threatened point, and the

country well scouted, but the rebel cavalry did not appear, and on

the 26th the regiment proceeded to rejoin its brigade in front of

the Kencsaw mountain. Picket duty and resisting night attacks

kept the eighth from falling into habits of idleness. The eighth
was the first regiment to enter the works at Kenesaw when the

rebels abandoned that position because of the flanking move-

ments of Sherman. Two hundred persons were taken.

Beyond Marietta it was found that Johnston was in force be-

hind a strong line of earthworks at Smyrna camp ground, where

the eighth was brought into active service. On the -ith of July
the army started in pursuit of the rebels, who once more found

their works untenable, driving the enemy to beyond the Chatta-

hoochie river near Vining's station, where earthworks were con-

structed on both sides, the regiment being under fire and engaged'
for nearly thirty hours. The action at Peach Tree Creek was a

very spirited and successful affair in which the eighth showed to

great advantage, and at every movement, the enemy now under

Hood, who had relieved Johnston, suffered considerable loss. In

front of Atlanta the ei2;hth constructed a line of earthworks

in fifteen minutes, only 500 yards from the works of the enemy,,

and but 100 yards from his picket pits, which afforded good shel-

ter from musketry. Such facility said much for their courage a§

well as their defensive skill, as the works were carried on under

a terrible artillery fire of shell, shot, grape and canister.

The earthworks thus formed were occupied for thirty-three

days, and during the whole time there was no cessation of firing,

and every kind of missile was to be looked for at all hours.
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There was one fine movement by the eighth, dislodging and driv-

ing the enemy from their picket pits, on the 28th of July, which

"won and deserved high praise, the i-esult being much greater

safetj' for the Union line. There was another brilliant affair of

rifie pits on the 3d of August, in which the eighth figured to ad-

vantage, as the enemy's pickets were all driven in or captured.
There was no further relief from monotony until the 25th of

August, when orders were issued to flank Atlanta, and the troops
moved forward with alacrity. The result of Sherman's general-

ship was that Hood was forced to abandon Atlanta after burning
and otherwise destroying all the stores and works that permitted
demolition.

The eighth bore its share in all the movements that necessi-

tated Hood's retreat, and from the 28th of June to the 5th of

September, a period of sixty-seven days exclusive, was under fire

no less than sixty-three days and forty-four nights. The army
was now allowed a brief term for recuperation, and it came none

too soon, for the duties of the campaign in a climate so warm had

been very oppressive. There was rest until the 2d of October,

when there were stirring orders once more, and the eighth was

among the earliest in motion. By noon on that day the regiment,

passing through Atlanta, had reached the Chattahoochie, and

thence continued through Smyrna camp ground to Kenesaw.

The fact proved that Hood, reinforced by Hardee, had passed

Sherman's right, and was threatening the capture of Allatoona.

The post was held by Gen. Corse with less than 2.000 men, but

so well was the general prepared for the defense, that repeated

assaults were slaughterously repulsed until the enemy was beaten

off.

The corps with which the eighth was incorporated was in the

advance, but the assault by French's division of the rebel army ,

upon Allatoona could not be averted, and when the union force

came up, French was already in full retreat.

The enemy made a feint of attacking Resaca, which could

have held out against all their force, and contented themselves

with destroying railroads and works, making also some small

captures at Dalton and Tilton. There was a prospect of hard

fighting at Rocky Face ridge, which range the enemy held in
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strong force, and there were but few gaps at wide intervals capa-

ble of obstinate defense. Sherman carried the works by a bold

movement, such as Hood had never dreamed of. The gaps were

to be defended to the last extremity that was clear, and a great

loss must be incurred in forcing them. Sherman suddenly massed

two corps, the 14th and that which included the eighth Kansas,

and ordered them to carry the precipitous hill-side, moving with-

out a single piece of artillery, because of the nature of the ground.

The enemy, taken completely by surprise, abandoned the gaps
and fell back, having learned a new fact in the art of war. This

.success was achieved without the loss of one man on the Union

side, and the victory was in every sense complete.

The eighth was in Chattanooga on the 30th of October, and

moved thence to Pulaski, where defensive works were soon after-

wards erected. Hood had been deflected from Georgia, so that

Sherman could carry out his famous march. Thomas, reinforced,

would hold Tennessee, and the eighth was in an excellent country
to see service. Hood having crossed the Tennessee near Florence

with an army of 55,000 men, the army of 30,000 at Pulaski was

unable to cope with his force, and the troops were withdrawn to

Nashville. The armies were very near each other, both moving
towards the same point at Columbia, but an attack, although

threatened, was not put into execution, and the disparity was too

great to warrant offensive operations on our side. There was

some skirmishing, and strong earthworks were thrown up ;
but

the union troops were so well handled that Hood was unable to

destroy their communications. All the arrangements of Hood
were perfect to compel the smaller force to fight him, where it

must surrender or be destroyed in detail; and just when he be-

lieved that nothing remained but to enjoy his victory, he found

that the army was on its way to Nashville, and too far advanced

to give him any chance in pursuit.

The action at Franklin, in a bend of the Harpeth, was a fine

display of defensive war. Gen. Schofield had then only 20,000

to oppose 55,000, but his position had been taken with good

judgment. The union troops only arrived about noon on the

80th of November, and the assault was made in the afternoon.

The repulse was bloody and disastrous, as five generals fell and
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nearly 5,000 rebel troops. The generals were Cliburne, Gist,

Adams, Trahl and Granbury. The losses on the side of the

union were great, but not one-half so great as those of the confed-

erates. Several times the assault was repeated, and every time

with like results until the rebels concluded to allow the union

troops to proceed on their way to Nashville without further mo-

lestation. The punishment of the 30th was so distressing that

the march of the 1st of December, 186i, was hardly assailed, and

the command of Gen. Schoiield arrived in Nashville on the after-

noon of that day.

The eighth was completely at home in the city now to be de-

fended, and they constructed a line of breastworks with great

hope that they would be called upon to hold them against
the enemy. Hood followed speedily and was in position, pros-

pecting for weak places, on the 4th, but his impetuosity had

been greatly cooled off at Franklin. It was in fact an impudent
and imprudent act, on the part of Hood, to sit down before Nash-

ville, with Gen. Thomas defending the town, now that the con-

centrated Union forces were nearly equal to his own
;
but he was

encouraged by the quietness of Thomas to believe that he was

about to achieve the defeat of an officer whom Bragg's army had

been unable to subdue under circumstances much more favorable

to the attacking force. Hood called up every possible reinforce-

ment, and still Thomas remained quiet until the 15th of Decem-

ber. Gen. Grant appeared to have been just as unable to under-

stand the strategy of Thomas as Hood himself, but in due course

the whole scheme was developed with complete success.

Thomas aimed at securing the fruits of a campaign from one

battle, and the weather was sufficiently severe to make it an ob-

ject that his troops should be protected as much as possible. On
the evening of the 14th word was passed along the lines that an

advance on the enemy's lines would be made soon after daylight

the next morning. All ready before dawn
;
but the attack did

not commence until 10 o'clock, when the brigade that included

the eighth charged the works on Montgomery Hill. The distance

from our works was just three hundred yards, and it was Hood's

strongest position. The position was carried in less than ten

minutes, the assault being made in splended style. Forty pris-
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oners were taken, and the brigade commander named the eighth

as the first regiment to enter the works of the rebels.

The second movement was not made until nearly 1 o'clock,

when the eighth had a second time in one day the honor of being
first within the lines of the enemy. This time the attaclc was

made along the whole line, carrying the works of the heretofore

besieging force, and taking a large number of prisoners as well as

a battery of brass guns. The rebels were driven in great confu-

sion for about one mile when the approach of night rendered it

necessary to return to the captured works where the union army
bivouacked.

The morning of the 16th was cold, wet and disagreeable, but the

advance was resumed at daylight. Hood still had faith that there

was a victory before him, and he had taken up a strong position

on a range of hills four miles south of Nashville. The move-

ments of Thomas showed the acme of generalship. The eighth
was in the hottest of the fight but space will not allow of full jus-

tice being done to the attack
;
suffice it say that Hood's army was

demolished and driven towards Alabama. Hood crossed the

Tennessee at Bainbridge with the debris of his command.

Thomas captured in all in this brief campaign, 72 guns and about

12,000 prisoners, besides administering the amnesty oath to 2,207

deserters from the confederate ranks. East Tennessee was com-

pletely cleared of rebel forces and the wisdom of the line pursued

by Thomas become apparent to all concerned except Hood.

After this brilliant exploit the army encamped and remained at

Huntsville during January. Early in February there was a sud-

den movement back to Nashville, and that time no serious or

dangerous duty arose until the war was ended by the surrender

of Lee; the rejoicings over which event were soon changed into

deepest grief by the dreadful message,
" Abraham Lincoln is as-

sasinated."

Contrary to expectation, the troops were ordered to Texas on

the 13th of June, instead of being mustered out as soon as the

war was over, but true discipline secured compliance with orders

and the eighth was not mustered out until the 9th of January,

1866, and the record of the regiment will bear comparison with

that of any in the world.
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The ninth Kansas volunteer cavalry was formed by the con-

solidation of independent battalions on the 27th of March, 1862.

The earlier record of the regiment deals with comparatively local

events, such as guerrilla scouts and the Locust Grove fight in the

Cherokee nation. The ninth took part in the engagement at New-
tonia towaixl the end of September, 1862, and did all that men,
armed as they were, could effect against superior numbers. The

fights at Cane Hill and Prairie Grove were participated in bv two

companies of the ninth. The raid on Van Buren was very mater-

ially aided by this regiment, and escort duty fell heavil}' on this

arm of the service at all times, but the ninth never failed to do its

duty thoroughly at all hazards.

Affairs with bushwhackers were of frequent occurrence, and one

portion of a company of the ninth, under Capt. Flesher, fell into

an ambuscade of this class of desperados near Westport on the

17th of June, 1863. There was little blame to be attached to-

Capt. Flesher, and he and his men fought well after the first sur-

prise was recovered, but the event was much handled by enemies-

of the regiment. The assailants were very severely punished
afterwards by scouting parties from the ninth.

The Quantrell raid on the city of Lawrence was made in Au-

gust, 1863, and two companies of the ninth were the first troops

upon his trail. Quantrell's rear guard was overtaken at Brook-

lyn, and from that moment a series of harassing attacks continued

on the enem}^ Other companies of the ninth, and one squadron
of the eleventh Kansas fought the guerrilla and killed many of his

command, recovering much of the property stolen at Lawrence.

The cry of the raiders was " no prisoners," and they were made

to fully comprehend the meaning of their motto before the debris

of the scoundrels found a retreat in the forests where they were

safe from recognition or pursuit.

The services of the ninth were called into requisition to oppose

the forces of the rebel Gen. Shelby some few weeks after the

Quantrell raid, and Gen. Ewing with his command rendered effi-

cient service, pressing the pursuit until the enemy crossed the

Boston Mountains. It is a matter for regret that men in every

way so well qualified for higher service should have been forced

to do duty against bushwhackers and guerrillas as the Ninth did^
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but beyond till question they were efficient, although it was their

misfortune to hunt vermin instead of beinsr ens[a2;ed in more

worthy pursuits. So much was this felt by the regiment, that

applications for assignment to other duty were repeatedly made,
and at length comj^lied with. The regiment mustered 1,200

strong when mustered to join Gen. Steele's expedition to Shreve-

port; but the failure of Gen. Banks, and the subsequent disasters

of that campaign, deprived the Ninth once more of its coveted

opportunity for distinction on other and larger fields. The pow-
ers of endurance of the regiment were largely tried, but the more

brilliant feats of arms that win renown were not demanded by the

course of events.

While serviiig under Gen. Steele at Little Eock, the ninth

rendered important services against the rebel leaders Marmaduke,

Shelby and Fagan at different times, the affair at Brownsville be-

ing one of the most brilliant, and in that conflict much execution

was wrought upon the rebels under Shelby. The loss on our

side was also large, but the punishment inflicted on Shelby's

force saved the country around Little Eock from further raids foi

a long time. The duties customarily devolving upon the ninth

were arduous, dangerous, and yet not such as could win glory or

even distinction, therefore it is high praise to say in their behalf

that they behaved with fidelity and courage, and deserved well of

the nation as well as of the state.

The tenth Kansas was formed by joining the third and fourth

with some of the fifth, under orders from the war department.

The regiment was 800 strong, and the men were well fitted for

active service. Manj^ minor services might be named would

space permit, but the expedition of part of the Tenth against the

rebel Clarkson and his command on the 3d of July, 1862, must

be recorded. Col. Weer devised the plan of attack, and the re-

sult was the capture of Clarkson and 155 of his force, besides

about 70 killed and wounded, and a very large quantity of camp

equipage.

The tenth operated repeatedly against the guerrilla chiefs. Cols.

Coffey and Cockrell, and sometimes with considerable distinction
;

but that branch of the service is not looked upon with favor by

troops of spirit, and therefore the tenth desired other employ-
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ment. The affair near Newtonia in September, 1862, when the

rebel generals Eains, Coffej and Cooper, strongly reinforced,

stood at bay, would have given the desired opportunity, but for

the incompetency of Gen. Solomon temporarily in charge of Gen.

Blount's division. The troops, more especially the tenth, wanted

to advance, but Solomon would not allow his command to ap-

proach the rebel lines, his limit being one mile and a half from

their position. The return of Gen. Blount alone saved the com-

mand from mutiny or demoralization.

The troops now moved back to ISTewtonia, where the enemy was

routed and driven towards Arkansas, and the Tenth assisted in

the pursuit of the flying rebels. The action at Bentonville, Ar-

kansas, was but to a small extent participated in b}^ the tenth on

the 20th of October, but the regiment marched all night to reach

the field in time for the fight. After the battle of Old Fort

Wayne just named^ the regiment was largely occupied in scout-

ing. The engagements at Cane Hill and Prairie Grove gave a

reasonable opening for the courage of the regiment, and it fulfilled

the expectation of its friends, as it led in the defeat and pursuit of

the rebels from Cane Hill, until the force disappeared over Bos-

ton Mountains, and Gen. Marmaduke's force was completely

routed.

The advance of Gen. Hindman broke the repose of the tenth

in camp at Cane Hill, and it was evident that an array and not a

scout had to be met. The general engagement was not brought
on until the 7th of December, when Hindman succeded in flank-

ino; the force eno-ao^ed, and made a retrogade movement inevita-

ble; but the tenth succeeded in reaching Gen. Herron's com-

mand, by Eheas' Mills, before the design of the rebel comman-

der could be realized. The conduct of the tenth elicited much
commendation. The loss of the regiment in that engagement
amounted to 23 per cent., and the outcome of the battle, consid-

ering that our force only numbered 12,000, fighting an army of

28,000, with thirty pieces of artillery, was very creditable to the

arms of the union. Hindman retreated precipitately during the

night after the action at Prairie Grove, leaving his dead and

wounded.

The tenth moved out of camp again on the 27th of December,
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1862, to strike Hindman at Van Buren and put an end to his

army. The service was very severe, but the regiment did all that

was expected in the way of disabling the rebels, and gave peace
for some time to the region in which the action occurred. Mar-

maduke next invited the attention of the tenth, with a force of

6,000 cavalry, advancing to Springfield, Mo. The regiment
made a forced march to Springfield, in conjunction with a brig-

ade of cavalry, in very severe weather, making thirty-five miles

a day, and by their advance forced Marmaduke to retreat. The

brigade followed Marmaduke, and routed him at Sand Springs,

thirty miles beyond Springfield, and the rebel in his hurried re-

treat fell into the hands of Gren. Warren, who completed his dis-

comfiture. The campaign of 1862 finished in a manner very
honorable for the tenth. The regiment was mustered out of ser-

vice in August, 1864, but immediately reorganized as veterans.

The tenth served against Hood in Tennessee at Columbia, Frank-

lin, Nashville, and in pursuit of the routed foe, winning distinc-

tion, always being assigned to the skirmish line on every import-

ant occasion, and their losses abundantly testify to their courage
and endurance.

The regiment was dispatched to Fort Gaines, Ala., on the 7th

of March, 1865, and operated in that line of country until a

junction was effected with Gen. Steele, and the works of the

enemy at Fort Blakely captured. The tenth was named in the

reports officially made, in a manner exceedingly gratifying to the

state. The final mustering out occurred on the 20th of Septem-

ber, 1865, at Fort Leavenworth. The troops thus honorably dis-

charged, as well as their ofiicers. deserve the highest encomiums

that can be bestowed on faithful soldiers and brave men who

rendered important services to the union in the greatest rebellion

the world has ever seen.

The eleventh Kansas was recruited and organized by the chief

justice, Thomas Ewing, Jr., under authority issued by Gen. Lane,

on the 6th of August, 1862. The authority of the governor was

entirely ignored on that occasion. The state had sent ten regi-

ments into the field, and despondency was everywhere, because of

the reverses suffered by the troops under McClellan before Rich-

mond
; yet Kansas responded as before, with its full quota, by
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voluntary enlistments in the briefest time ever occupied in sucTi

an undertakino- even in this state. The regiment started on its

first campaign on the -ith of October, before either pay or bounty
had been received, and when there were no arms for them except
muskets dating from the year 1818. The march then executed

to Pea Ridge, Ark., by way of Fort Scott, would have been an

honor even to veteran troops.

Under Gen. Blount the eleventh Kansas was at once engaged in

night marches and surprises, and had the honor to assist in rout-

ing Gen. Cooper and his rebel force near old Fort Wayne, on the

20th of October, 1862, having double quicked over six miles to

be in time. Cane Hill was the next scene of activity, where

Marmaduke was routed, and the eleventh was engaged in every

action, from the first assault to that which drove the enemy over

Boston Mountains. Prairie Grove and the defeat of Hindman

speedily followed, the regiment being rewarded with high encomi-

ums for its services, and the rebel sreneral having- to resort to a

disgraceful ruse to save his army and himself. The march to

Van Buren commencing on the 27th of December, and the ser-

vices rendered there against Hindman need only be briefly indi-

cated. The victory was complete, but the service told heavily

on the men who were engaged during that inclement season.

The regiment lost one-third of its number within nine months

from its first oro^anization. Soon afterwards the service was

changed to cavalry, and new companies were recruited, the alter-

ation having been made as a reward for the conduct of the regi-

ment, and at the request of the men.

Border duties and encounters with bushwhackers now fell to

the lot of the eleventh, until Quantrell fled into Texas. The

campaigns against Shelby commencing in September, that in

the Cherokee Nation against Stand Waitie, and against Price at a

later date, were all participated in by the eleventh, besides a

host of minor duties. Little Blue was nominally a defeat for our

arms, but, actually, it led to the detention of the rebels until

Pleasanton could strike their rear and lead up to the decisive

victory at Big Blue. Cold Water Grove, Mound City and Fort

Lincoln, are worthy of remembrance in connection with services

of the eleventh asrainst hateful marauders.
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The eleventh won much experience of Indian warefare by
their operations against the Sioux between Laramie and Platte

Bridge, as well as later in the campaign of 1865, which finally

taught the Indians to behave with greater circumspection. The

service was harassing in the extreme, but it is creditable to the

eleventh to say, that it held its own against much larger num-

bers continually, and was never driven from the field. The

maintenance of the mail route across the Plains from Califor-

nia, was for a long time entirely dependent upon the services of

this regiment, but the line was never broken, although it became

necessary at times for the men to horse the mails as well as sup-

ply drivers and escort, so persistent were the savages in their

attacks. Some of the Indian raids were bloody and terrible,

and it required no small amount of courage to subdue the infuri-

ated savages, but in every instance, in spite of temporary reverses

and checks, the eleventh compelled the Sioux to fly at last. The

slaughter of Serg. Custard's party in the latter part of July,

1865, when twenty men held 2,000 Indians in check for six

hours, will give our readers some idea of the work accomplished

by the eleventh on the Plains.

The regiment was recruited among the citizens of Kansas,

their discipline was exemplary, their intelligence and moral tone

of the highest order, and their successes were commensurate.

Many privates were promoted from the ranks of the eleventh to

officer other regiments, and it would be difficult to imagine a fact

more honorable to a body of men.

The twelfth Kansas was organized in August and September,

1862, the authority for recruiting being addressed to Senator

Lane, and under certain restrictions the duty of olTicering troops

also, devolved upon the senator. That fact and others of the

same type, carry their own comment. The regiment served at

Fort Smith, and on the Camden expedition, winning laurels in

the battle of Prairie de Anne. The affair in Terre Nor Swamp
was very trying to the troops, and the reverse at Poison Springs

was in no way discreditable to the men engaged. The crossing

at Saline River was brilliantly effected, and the march to Little

Rock was a marvel of endurance. Throughout its period of

service to the end of the war, when the twelfth was mustered
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out on the 30th of June, 1865, there was not one of its records

that failed to reflect credit upon the regiment.

The thirteenth Kansas was recruited under the same aus-

pices as the Twelfth, and at about the same date. The first

ensfasfement was with Marmaduke, at Cane Hill, on the 28th of

November, and the enemy was routed, as also subsequent!}^,

after an obstmate fiwht on Boston MountJiins, The ret^iment

next took part in the victory at Prairie Grrove. The march to

Van Buren, Arkansas, cost the regiment more men than the

subsequent engagement with the enemy and capture of the town,

brilliant and effective as that operation undoubtedly was. The

weather was terrible. Guerrilla suppression was an unpleasant

duty, which the regiment, added to its other exphiits performed
without a murmur, until ordered to Little Rock on provost guard
and garrison duty, where it continued meritorious at all times

until the end of the war.

The fourteenth Kansas cavalry was recruited by Gen. Blount

in the spring of 1S63, and it entered on picket duty almost

immediatel}'. The regiment fought with distinction at Prairie

de Anne and at Moscow, winning ground from the enemy on

both occasions. Poison Springs, Jenkins Ferry and the march

to Little Rock, tried the courage and endurance of the men with-

out abating their reputation ;
and after returning to Fort Smith

picket duties were exceptionally heavy on the fourteenth. Mine

Creek and Westport, and the surrender of Gen. Marmaduke, are

incidents honorable to the regiment. Ensragements with sfuer-

rilla bands were continually recurring, and the fourteenth having
been raised when the confederates were in highest hope of even-

tual success, the services demanded from the men were incessant.

They served to the end of the war.

The fifteenth Kansas cavalry was raised about the time of the

Quantrell raid, when 143 unarmed citizens of Lawrence were

murdered in cold blood, and the business quarter of the city

burned to the ground. The regiment was filled in less than a

month, and an extra company toward the sixteenth also. Cir-

cumstances confined the regiment mainly to expeditions against

bushwhackers and marauders but the duty was thoroughly accom-

plished, although there are no brilliant services to be recorded.
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The sixteenth Kansas came into the service too late to share so

liberally as the regiments already named in the glorious record

of war, but it served on the Plains against the Indians and

rendered essential services in other particulars, useful, if not dis-

tinguished.

The seventeenth Kansas was called up in 186-i to serve for one

hundred days, commencing July 4th in that year. The regiment
was incessantly engaged from the day of its organization to the

end of its term, in such movements as preserved Kansas from as-

sault, and it participated with honor in the affair at ]\[ine Run.

The first Kansas colored reo;iment was recruited in Auocust and

September, 1862, under authority furnished to Gen. Lane. There

was a conflict between the civil and military authorities as to this

organization, but the resrim.ent was raised. An engagement with

twice the number of CoclvreH's band, on the 28th of October,

proved the courage and capacity of the ti'oops at the camp near

Butler, as the enemy was very severely beaten and pursued.

Colored troops on this occasion, for the first time in the war for

the Union, proved their efficiency. On the 18th of May, 1863, a

foraging party was surprised and attacked by the rebel Major

Livingston, with 300 troops, the small force of 45 men being

necessarily defeated. The colored prisoners and slain were treated

with unheard of barbarity, but Col. Williams commenced a sj^s-

tem of retaliation which at once arrested such practices. There

were many instances of courage and enterprise that deserve hon-

orable mention, at Cabin Creek, Honey Springs, and on the Cam-

den expedition, but space will only permit the statement that the

men behaved admirably under fire and won high honors every-

where.

The second Kansas colored regiment was mustered into the ser-

vice on the 11th of August, 1863, at Fort Scott, and was first se-

riously engaged in the Camden expedition, under Gen. Steele,

having participated with honor to itself and much loss in that

campaign. The record of the second colored regiment was hon-

orable in every particular, and in some instances high distinction

was gloriously won.

The first Kansas battery served with distinction on many glo-

rious fields, but the adjutant general was not supplied with a
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formal record of its proceedings, hence we can on!)-, in a general

way, mention its services.

The second Kansas battery was raised by Major Blair in Au-

gust and September, 18(32, and its record during the war showed
services at Newtonia, Pea Eidge, Cane Hill, Ehea's Mills, Sher-

wood, Cabin Creek, Grand River, Honey Springs, Perryville, Fort

Smith, Westport, and everywhere, and always with honor to the

battery and the state by which it was manned.
The third Kansas battery was formed in the latter part of 1861

for the New Mexican expedition but many changes occurred be-

fore it assumed the name and organization now recorded as the

number borne by the battery implies. The origin of this organ-
ization will become clear to pur readers when we state that the

guns of this command were captured from the enemy and first

known as "Hopkins' Kansas Batterj^" The command distin-

guished itself at Old Fort Wayne, Cane Hill, Boston Mountains,
Prairie Grove, Van Buren, Weber's Falls, Fort Gibson, Honey
Springs and Little Rock, being mustered out of service and hon-

orably dis(!harged on the 19th of January, 1865, after a long term
of active labor.

Having thus closed the military history of this truly eventful

period it remains only to be said that Kansas was as true to the

Union at home as she proved herself in the field, although Gov.
Robinson and his friends were for a time defeated in the civil

government by the zeal which carried so many soldiers to the

front. Carney was on some occasions more than suspected by the

general government of want of zeal for the service in the war
;

no such idea could for one moment have attached itself to Gov.

Robinson. The state had suffered immensely from the war with-

in its own borders, and by the drouth before the rebellion arose

to tax the energies of the people, but the zeal of the free state

men never failed to respond in every emergency, although popu-
lation increased but slowly until the war came to an end in 1865.

The attack by Quantrell's gang on Lawrence, in 1863, was one

of the most horrible scenes enacted during the war, as it was con-

ducted by cowardly ruilians against a defenseless town, whose cit-

izens were murdered in cold blood with every mark of extreme

brutality; but already the city was resuming its accustomed pros-
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perity with more than its former extent, and we shall see in our

future chapters that the state generally was commencing a career,

prosperous and glorious for the people within, as well as for the

nation beyond and around its borders.

CHAPTEE XXIII.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS.
*

SettliDg Down— Peace Prevailing
— Internal Improvements— Railroads—

Senator Lane— Successive Governors — School System
— Kansas Cour-

age— Difficulties Faced— Sound Policy— School Properties
— Endow-

ments — Estimates— Remissness — Rapid Growth— Superintendents—
Territorial Schools— Color Line— Distinctions Abolished— Zealous

Labor— Low Compensation— Heavy Responsibilities — Inspection—
Trustees— Efficient Teaching— City Schools— Educational Funds—
Reports — Summaries — State System — Direction — Supervision —
School Districts — Graded Schools— Teachers' Institutes— Libraries—
Educational Journal —State Board — Compulsory Education— General

Basis — State University
—

Agricultural College
— Normal Schools—

Curriculum of University
— Superb Building — Lawrence Generosity

—
Congressional Endowment— State Agriculture

— Practical Training—
Distinct Courses— Annual Growth— Endowments— Emporia Normal—
Successive Years— Sound Instruction— Students' Engagement— Leav-

enworth Normal— Concordia Normal — Admiralde Provision — Rapid

Development— Religious Thought— Denominational Freedom— Church

Growth— Presbyterian Community— Beautiful Edifices — Congrega-
tional Church— The Baptists

— United Presbyterians
— Methodist Epis-

copal
— Episcopal Organizations

— Roman Catholics — County Results—
General Outcome.

Having followed in some degree the efforts of Kansas to sub-

due the great rebellion, and having glanced at the sufferings of

her citizens in the iield, where noble deeds beyond enumeration

were accomplished to her honor
;
where the arms of the union

struggled against fearful odds to maintain the principles of free-

dom and unity, it is now time to turn our attention homeward.

Peace is at length won from the red fields of war, and the soldier

has become a citizen once more. In most kingdoms the armed
23
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force would remain a menace to liberty, and a permanent with-

drawal from the producing forces of the nation. In this republic
the soldier is at once absorbed into the army of industry as soon

as the batteries of the enemy have been silenced, and the last foe

disarmed. Thus it happened that Kansas could give her atten-

tion without delay to internal improvements, to the more efficient

organization of her cities, to the establishment and working of

new railroads, and to works of vai'ious importance toward state

advancement.

The governors successively called to the highest office in the

state were no longer the forefront of a battle, as when Gov. Eob-

inson was first chosen. They represented law where order reigned

supreme, and it is enough to say concerning them that Carney
was followed by Crawford in 1865, who, in 1869, surrendere.i the

lead to Harvey, and was further succeeded by Gov. Osborne in

1873, to rule until 1877.
" Blessed is the land that has no his-

tory," says a somewhat paradoxical writer, one of the class that

believes history to consist of wars and perilous mischances
;
we

are content to say that the land is blessed wherein the people rule

themselves, untouched by the calamities of war, and in which

peaceful history is made in the progress of arts, sciences and in-

dustry, embalmed in the happiness of the domestic circle. One

incident of a personal kind needs must be mentioned in this rela-

tion, before we give our attention to new interests and, compara-

tively speaking, to new men.

Maj. Gen. Lane, whose name occurred so often in the stormy

days of territorial history, and whose deeds in the council, as well

as in the field, often reflected honor on the free state party, passed

from this life soon after the conclusion of the war, and it would

be unpardonable to allow that event to pass without some notice.

Before his arrival in Kansas he was already a man of mark. In

the struggles of the free state men, he won distinction as a mem-

ber of the government which confronted the Shawnee legislature,

and as major general of the forces ot the people. Indicted for high

treason and for murder by the common enemy, he was acquitted

by the popular voice. Sent to the senate of the United States by

the state election of 1861, he was reelected after a considerable

struggle in 1865. His conduct during the war in raising regi-
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ments in obedience to the call of the country, irrespective of the

will of Grov. Carney, had not failed to add to his list of enemies
;

but he triumphed over them all, so strong was his hold upon the

community. In the year 1866, when he had yet only attained

the age of 52, his frame, injured, no doubt by his services in the

field in Mexico, in Kansas itself, and later as a brigadier general

during part of the rebellion, was enfeebled by a stroke of paraly-

sis, and it seems probable that his once vigorous intellect suffered,

materially from the same assault, as it falls to the lot of the histo-

rian to record, with deep regret, that he fell by his own hand on

the 11th of July, 1866, in Leavenworth City.

The state sustained Abraham Lincoln by arms in the field, and

by its vote at the ballot box, remembering how manfully the

president had upheld the cause of Kansas long before there was

a probability that he would ever be President of the Union. In

the election of 1864, when McClellan mistook his role^ and offered

himself as successor for the brave man then in office, the state

gave a majority of 12,750 for their tried friend the upholder of

the Union, the popular vote for McClellan being only 3,691. The

vote for President Grant in 1868 was 31,048, and in 1872, although

the opponent was their old advocate Horace Greeley, they upheld

Grant with a vote of 67,048, a majority of 34,078. Having thus

set forth the political record of Kansas as a state, it is time that

we should look to its evidences of social and educational advance-

ment.

The school system of a country is not only the mark of its

present status in society, it is also the measure of its ultimate ad-

vancement. Schools may certainly exist, before or after the peo-

ple shall have risen to a comprehension of the place that academi-

cal instruction should occupy in human history, as for instance in

those kingdoms in which the schoolmaster's art must be supple-

mented by compulsory legislation on the one side, a case by no

means nncommon, or on the other as illustrated in the fact, well

known to every student of history, that the schools of the Eoman

Empire still subsisted long after the barbarians had overrun

Europe, and when the people had no desire for intellectual cul-

ture. It is the glory of Kansas that the school system now ope-

rated in the state is due to the will and the intelligence of the
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people themselves, and in that fact consists their chief fitness and

special value.

The courage of Kansas has been conspicuously marked in the

readiness with which school burdens have been assumed, and the

difficulties attendant upon the establishment of good schools in a

sparsely settled country have been faced. The cost of good build-

ings and ample furniture is but slight where millions of people
are congregated within a small territory, but when a few thou-

sands, or a few hundred thousands are scattered over a territory

so great as Kansas, the load to be carried would be intolerable to

men of only average attainments, long before there would be

school accommodation of the most meagre kind within the reach

of every child. Kansas has breasted the ascent in this struggle

with the same manly energy that marked her sons in the great

battle at Mission Eidge, and the result cannot fail to be similarly

victorious. The policy is sound that will contemn the present

difficulty, however great, if it can by any means be mastered
;

that will permit the children of the state to be educated to the

highest point that their own ambition and good sense may render

possible. The school property of Kansas has gone on increasing

every year from the beginning ;
but not to weary the reader with

<Ietails, there are now 3,715 schools in Kansas, 211 having been

^uilt in the year 1875, and no less than 399 of that number hav-

ing been constructed in the year 187-1.

Many of the buildings indicated are plain and inexpensive, ten

•-of the schools erected in 1875 were only of logs, but 146 were

frame buildings, 10 were of brick and 42 were stone. Within

-the same time, $9,845 was expended in furniture and apparatus,

to permit of the work of tuition being prosecuted in the manner

vmost likely to prove efficient. Thus it will be seen that Kansas

offers to the whole population of the world a wide area for settle-

ment and industrial progress, with the special advantage of such

facilities for training as elsewhere can seldom be found, except in

the throng of great cities under the pressure of heavy rentals, and

the terrible competition that grinds down labor to its lowest stage

of remuneration.

The maintenance of the school system depends upon a state tax

of one mill, which yields $121,000, the interest on the school fund
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invested which yields $91,000, the interest on obligations for

school lands sold, $11-1,000, and the remainder from local taxes.

The endowments of the schools are not clear and satisfactory.

There are claimants on many parts of the lands set apart for school

endowments who appear to have been in possession before the

allotment was made, and some portions fall within Indian reserva-

tions, but all such mistakes and remissnesses will be remedied in

due time, when we shall be able to say something more of the

magnificent system of endowments that is conveyed in the phrase
that school lands are " estimated" to contain, or are "estimated"

to be worth so much.

The permanent school fund is steadily growing, and bringing
interests of from 6 and 7 to even 10 per cent., according to modes

of investment. Sales of school lands are always being added,

and the aggregate reached last year, that is to say, in 1875, was

$1,159,923. Another fund nearly as great is now due on unpaid
installments for lands sold on time, so that the permanent fund

will soon be very large indeed. The system of superintendency
in Kansas leaves no room for doubt that the whole amount will

speedily be made available for the purposes intended to be served

by the endowment. The rapid growth of the community itself

is steadily paralleled by the increase of the permanent fund, and

there is an ever-growing resolution that the sum shall be forever

sacred from encroachment for any purpose whatsoever.

The development of the school system of Kansas has had two

eras: that of the territory, under the organic law, which was

warped to evil purposes by the Shawnee legislature ;
and that of

the state, determined by the voice of the people. There is now
an able supervision and wise control of the machinery of instruc-

tion and training, but there was nothing of the kind in the days

preceding the overthrow of the Lecompton constitution. There

was no school law until 1855, fourteen months after the first or-

ganization of the territory. In the year 1855, the law provided
that common schools should be open to white children and per-

sons ranging from 5 to 21 years of age. After the Lecompton

party had been ousted from office, that law gave place to another,

in 1858, which said the schools shall be open to all children, free

and without charge. Distinctions were abolished, the hateful
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color line was abandoned, and ever brain should have incentives

to training.

The election of territorial superintendents began with an ap-

pointment bj the governor of the territory, in February, 1858.

and thereafter was made by the vote of the people. The salary
of that official was small, much too small for the work imposed,

being only $1,500 per year, but it is the good fortune of Kansas
to have in the ranks of its well educated industrial classes many
hundreds of men, so desirous for the successful prosecution of

school training, that they gladly give their services for smaller

amounts than their talents would command in other walks of

usefulness. The names of Noteware, Greer and Douglas occur
in the territorial record from 1858 to 1861, when the state organi-
zation came into force, and those who are best acquainted with

the duties and the men will bear witness that there was no lack

of ability for the prosecution of an onerous duty which was dis-

charged with conspicuous zeal.

County superintendents were not appointed until 1858, and
the amounts allowed to them by way of remuneration were
small indeed

;
but necessity has no law, and it must be allowed

that if the pay was small the range of duty was certainly ample.
The responsibilities and the reward have alike increased of late

years, and, as a rule, the men elected to this class of offices de-

serve well of the community for the painstaking and conscien-

tious way in which their work is carried through. Under the

law of 1855, there was an inspector and three trustees in each

district, and those men were absolute masters of all educational

facilities, the chief, if not the only, qualification being the oath

prescribed by the Shawnee legislature to prevent free state men

assuming the position of trustee, inspector or teacher.

The new system gives all rule into the hands of the people, by
the officers of their choice, without any degrading oaths or any
obligation except to further the cause of education. The system
now in force gives to the people the fullest control of the machin-

ery and of the men also, within reasonable limits, by whom the

system is administered. The school law of 1855 was the school

law of Missouri, the code of that state having been adopted in

gloho by the men at Shawnee, with such changes of name and
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place as the adoption called for, and such punitive additions as

were supposed likely to deter abolitionists and free soil men from

interfering in public business, even to the extent of giving an

opinion on any of the matters most nearly related to their own
interests and those of their children.

The provision made for education, in 1855, was in every way

inadequate to the wants and demands of the people, and, just as

soon as the people were permitted to govern themselves, change in

every direction became the order of the day. More eflficient

teachers were found, and, when procured, were better treated, and

the formation of union or graded school districts became an ob-

ject of solicitude, no provision of that kind being found in the

territorial enactments. Missouri had been governing Kansas, and

the border counties of that state had no sympathy with the

schoolmaster in any part of his vocation. Possibly, the ferule

and the birch— which have been called the tree of knowledge—
were the only means by which the teacher could make impres-

sions upon the people of those districts.

Teachers' institutes were not favored in territorial days. Com-

mon schools were restricted by the means as schools in the broader

districts, and the imposition of taxes was vested in the trustees

and inspector. Practically the law was inoperative, as, except in

rare instances, the free soil party, the great bulk of the communi-

ty, would not obey the laws, nor be assessed by the taxes of the

Shawnee clique. With the advent of popular rule, even to the

extent that popular rule obtained in 1857-8, the change for the

better was remarkable. It was now evident that funds were to

be provided by men of family who wished to see a reasonably

efhcicnt plan in operation, under which their children would pro-

cure a fair share of the scholastic training of the age.

The annual report of territorial days might be anything or

nothing, and was not likely to be of much account, all power and

all labor being devolved upon the officers before named, who
were to receive no remuneration, and who had for their head the

secretary of the territory, Mr. Woodson, n, man with sufficient

education to be dangerous, but without the slightest sympathy
with the people of Kansas. The report now demanded for the

information of the legislature, and through that body, of the press
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and the people, is an intelligent and intelligible digest of the

progress made, and made possible, by the system administered in

the state
;
and it is the duty of the state superintendent to pro-

cure such returns from every institution as will enable him to

submit his facts in good order, and with a reasonable approach
to completeness. There was no summary of school returns in

18o5-'6 or '7, and in 1858 the returns were only partial, as we
find that onlj^ three counties reported concerning school affairs, in

which only fifty districts were organized, and only 866 children

"were reported as of school age. There was a material improve-
ment in 1859, when sixteen counties out of thirty-five reported ;

222 school districts were organized, 88 districts sent in their re-

ports; 7,029 children of school age were found in the several dis-

tricts, and 2,087 were enrolled and in attendance more or less

complete.

There was a larger average of peace in the territory than had

been realized at any former time, consequently schools were more

in demand among all classes, as well as better organized for all

purposes of tuition and correspondence. $7,045 was raised for

school buildings in 1859, and private subscriptions amounted in

the same year to $6,883, besides a sum of $6,233 that had been

raised by taxation for school purposes. Private schools were re-

ported in 1860 to the number of 132, and Supt. Greer implies

that there had been private schools in considerable number

through all the time of trouble. The families coming into Kansas

from the northern states were naturally desirous to procure train-

ing for their children, but it will be seen that their means and

opportunities must have been very limited, when it is remem-
'

bered that midnight assassins, incendiaries, robbers and border

ruffians, thronged in all parts of the territory, making life a tor-

ture, and education almost an impossibility.

The state system of education dates from 1861, and its provis-
ions are in the main just and prudent. The legislature is called

upon to encourage intellectual, moral, scientific and agricultural

improvement, by uniform systems of schools in the several grades,

including normal, preparatory, collegiate and university depart-

ments, making no distinction in the rights of males and females.

The laws of 1858-9 were adopted with some few amendments.
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Free and complete education for all classes was the object aimed

at, and the means have been proportioned so far as the condition

of the state would permit. The state superintendent's salary,

made only $1,200 per annum at first, was increased to $2,000 in

1873. The choice of officials is in the hands of the people, unless

a vacancy occurs at any time between elections, and the duties of

the superintendent are various and important; such as usually
fall to such officers in the most enlightened states of the Union.

Teachers' institutes are expressly provided for in every senatorial

district, eveiy year, and the state superintendent is charged with

their supervision. The men who have held the office since 1861,

are Wm. A. Griffith, S. M, Thorp, Isaac Good now, P. McVicar

and II. D. McCarty, The present incumbent is John Fraser, who
assumed office on the 11th of January, 1875.

County superintendents were only allowed $2.00 per day for

the time actually employed on their duties under the law of 1861,

but since that time their remuneration has been made to depend

upon the extent of the duty devolving upon them. Those hav-

ing school districts with less than 2,000 children of school age re-

ceive now $3.00 per day for the time necessarily employed, and

others with higher numbers varying from $1,000 per annum, if

over 2,000 and under 3,000,' to $1,500 for those having districts

with 5,000 children and over. Incorporated cities are excluded

from all such enumerations. Those who receive fixed salaries are

expected to give the whole of their services in consideration

thereof to the work of education in the districts in which they

serve. The duties devolving upon county superintendents are

such as may well employ the whole time of men of first class

ability with great advantage to the children under supervision.

The formation of school districts is a duty incumbent on the

county superintendent, who is expected to provide in the most

efficient manner for the convenience of the general public within

the county under his control. The powers of school districts and

provisions as to their indebtedness have been defined by the legis-

lature with practical wisdom, and the school system generally can-

not fail to prove satisfactory to the people of Kansas as long as

they are capable of controlling their own affairs. Officers are

chosen by popular vote, and their terms of service are brief, the
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nominations to temporary vacancies only falling into the hands of

the county superintendent.

Union or graded schools, and the districts within which they

are to operate, have been cared for in an especial manner, as it is

seen that the higher branches of education are those in which

society has the largest interest. The teaching of teachers by emu-

lation, attrition and mutual help is provided for under the ar-

rangement for teachers' institutes, as already set forth in naming

the duties of state superintendent. Public schools in the cities

of the several classes where they are incorporated under special

charters, are entitled to procure their share of the school fund

subject to such regulations as may have been made and approved

for control and supervision.

School district libraries are made objects of particular legisla-

tion, as it is wisely thought that well selected books, well used,

are equivalent to university training for some orders of minds.

Such libraries may be procured by a direct tax, if the people so

will, but it is expressly provided that the books shall consist of

histories, travels, biographies and scientific works. Probably the

limitation thus placed is perfectly necessary, as in many libraries

almost the entire demand is for works of fiction, and even in

works of that class the most sensational and trashy are most pre-

ferred. Teachers' associations for all purposes of culture, are es-

pecially commended to the fostering care of state superintendents

and all other officials as it is perceived that every means that will

tend toward improving the teacher must act advantageously upon

the pupil who is capable of being taught. Independent of legal

sanction and support, there is in Kansas an admirable association

of teachers, which has achieved very valuable results, having

been in operation since 1863, and its annual sessions are looked

toward to with interest, not only by those engaged in tuition, but

by all classes of the community, because of the high intellectual

grade of the men and women who are identified with its opera-

tions. Institutions of that class are rare even in states much

further advanced than Kansas, and it is an honorable fact in the

history of the young state that there has been so much of perma-

nency and solidity in an association which originated in a year so

marked by depression as 1863, in the acme of the rebellion, when
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Quantrell and such as he believed that the flag of the union could

be trailed beneath their feet. It is, however, only one instance

indicating the high tone of Kansas.

The Educational Journal of Kansas was assisted by a proviso

that every school district should be provided with one volume of

that publication, and it was doubtless anticipated that tlie work

would make its own way subsequently among those persons who

were thus enabled to peruse its pages ;
but unfortunately, there

was a withdrawal of state support in 1874, and the work came to

an end, because a publication peculiarly sectional could not ap-

peal to the general public, accustomed to read for amusement

quite as much, if not more, than for instruction.

A state board of education was provided for in March, 1873,

the members being the state superintendent, the chancellor of the

state university, the president of the state agricultural college, and

the principals of the state normal schools. State diplomas are

issued by the board to teachers who are found worthy of such cer-

tificates of merit after two years' teaching in the state. The board

is authorized to issue diplomas of various grades. Under that

law three annual examinations have been held, and 36 certificates

have been issued in all, in 1873—i and '5.

In view of the fact that some parents and guardians are not

mindful of the duties properly belonging to them as the education

of youth, an act was passed in March, 1874, compelling all sucii

persons to send the children under their control to school for at

least twelve weeks in every year from the time that they attain

the age of eight years until they are fourteen years old. The child

may be sent to a public school or to a private school, at the option

of the person in charge of the child, but six weeks of the time must

be consecutive. There are limitations to the compulsory power,

as in cases of ill health, or extreme poverty, and the entire want

of such clothing as would be essential
;
but failing compliance

with the law where no valid excuse can be assigned, the penal

clauses are of such a character as will be likely to secure compli-

ance with the enactment. The duty to give proper training to the

mind of a child should be held by every state to be as imperative

as the necessity to provide food for the body. Of course none but

the depraved or eccentric would require the operation of such a
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law
;
but it is well to find that foremost thinkers are grasping the

nettle danger with so much vigor and success. The details of the

enactment are complete, and the officers who are to carry out the

provisions of the measure are specifically indicated.

School funds are protected and directed by legislative action in

Kansas in accordance with the congressional act of 1841, and the

division of the proceeds of all such funds, as well as of any in-

crease that may come from time to time, is so guarded that it

seems improbable that any malversation can at any time occur.

The support of the common schools of the state rests upon the

interest of the permanent school fund which is divided pro rata

among the school districts ;
the state tax of one mill on the dol-

lar, divided in the same way as the other item
;
the county school

fund from estrays, fines paid for exemption from military duty,

or for breaches of the penal laws; every county dividing its own

fines among its own school districts pro rata; and district taxes

levied for school purposes in the district by which the sum is to

be expended. The moneys thus allotted from the several funds

are to a certain extent earmarked, so that moneys meant for one

purpose cannot be applied to any other.

The quantity of land to which Kansas is entitled under the act

of 1841, has not been definitely settled
;
but it is expected that

not less than 2,000,000 acres will be thus appropriated. What-

ever the quantity may be to which the state is entitled under the

act of admission, it will not of course be as liberal as the promises

made, should the state accept the Lecompton constitution, and in

consideration of the services rendered by the sons of Kansas from

the breaking out of the war until its end, as well as on account of

the certainty that the appropriation will be well used, the most

liberal construction should be placed upon the law in this instance.

The provisos, as to the sales of land so granted for school pur-

poses, are of such a character as that there can hardly be a doubt

that the children will receive the full advantage of the endow-

ment in the cultivation of their God given faculties, which will

be used, if properly trained, for the advantage of the state and of

the union.

Some idea may be gained as to the progress of education in

Kansas from the quotation of but a few figures. There were, in
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1861, only 12 counties reporting, and, at the close of the rebel-

lion, there were 35, which in the last year, 1875, had more than

doubled, as there were 71. In the first year of state government

there were 217 organized districts
;
at the close of the war, 847

;

and in 1875 no less than 4,560. The districts do not all report.

Only 114 reported in 1861, and in 1865, 721, but in the last year

reports came in from 4,280. In 1861, there were 2,310 children

enrolled, and there are now 142,606, with an average daily at-

tendance of 85,580, employing 5,383 teachers, of whom more

than one-half are women. The value of school property is now

estimated at $4,096,527, and in 1861, it was less than $10,000.

Much more might be said on the several points glanced at, but

figures must not be pushed to excess.

The State University, provided for under the law already

named, is an institution of great merit, and it has achieved much

good for the community ;
but it is only in its infancy, and may

be said to have scarcely commenced its greater usefulness. Lit-

erature, science and the arts are to be cultivated, and a love of

learning in every branch diffused by the university. The act to

locate the institution was passed in February, 1863. and at or

near the city of Lawrence was named for the site of the build-

ing. Educational work commenced on the 12th of September,

1866. The start should have been made with six departments:

Science, Literature and the Arts, first; then Law, Medicine,

Theory and Practice of Elementary Instruction
; Agriculture ;

and, finally, the Normal Department; but circumstances rendered

the complete accomplishment of that design impossible, and only

the first department of Science, Literature and the Arts has so

far been established. The curriculum is high ;
much more exacting

than that of many European colleges and universities
;
but the

superior energy and the fair facilities afforded have enabled many
to graduate with honors. Students desiring to confine their at-

tention to special branches are allowed to do so, subject to the

advice of the faculty. The apparatus of instruction includes all

that is necessary for a complete course of laboratory practice in

analytical chemistry; equally complete preparation for students

of astronomy, engineering, and for a wide range of experiments
in mechanics and physics.
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The cabinet collections for tbe study of natural history contain

upwards of 20,000 specimens in botany, geology and zoology

mainly, but every department is well supplied. The library is

increasing rapidly, and is very large already. There are no

charges for the full enjojmient of all the advantages named, ex-

cept a contingent fee of $5 per session, which sum is returned to

those who are so unfortunate as to fail in the preliminary exami

nations. Orphans of soldiers, or of those who were killed in the

Quantrell massacre, are exempted from even that small fee. Un-

der such circumstances, there are few, indeed, having the ambi-

tion to study, who need be shut off from the benefits of univer-

sity training. The expenses of living are generally so light that

students can be boarded for about $4 per week, and those who
club together live on much less than that small sum, while they
are amassing treasures of knowledge and habits of culture worth

more than the stream of Pactolus.

There are two buildings ;
one finished in 1866 was used at the

outset for purposes of instruction. It is a stone edifice on a lot

of ten acres within the city limits. The new building, half a

mile to the south, is in a lot of forty acres, just outside the city

bounds. This structure was first occupied in December, 1872.

Lawrence voted $100,000 as a free will offering toward the new

building, in February, 1870, and also gave to the state $10,300 as

the nucleus of a permanent fund for the university, the old build-

ing and the two lots of ground. Such munificence on the part
Lawrence cannot be too highly praised. The whole amount is

estimated by the board of regents at $180,300. The sum given
in money, besides that earmarked for the building, was originally
a gift for educational purposes from Amos Lawrence, in whose
honor the city was named, as he was one of the few wealthy men
that responded to the first call for help to establish free state

men in Kansas when the Kansas-Nebraska bill became law, and

it was evident that Missouri, if not the south, had resolved be-

yond recall upon making Kansas a slave state.

The government of the university is vested in a board of regents,

and the immediate control of the departments as the}' may be sev-

erally formed, will be committed to their several faculties. The

general government has made an endowment of seventy-two sec-
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tions of land, besides whatever may be given in support of tbe

same object by the state, and it is expressly provided that no

religious sect or sects shall at any time control the university nor

the common schools of the state, nor the funds of those institu-

tions. This jDroviso is one of the articles of the state constitution.

The state annually makes an appropriation to cover the expenses

of the university, and some small amount is received by way of

contingent fees, but tuition in everv branch of studv is free. The

lands granted by way of endowment have not been sold, and con-

sequently no income has yet been derived from that source. The

total amount of the several appropriations by the state legislature

to the present time amount to $202,978.

The state agricultural college commends itself at the first glance

to every observer, because it promises to enable men to deal in a

more intelligent and effective way with all the problems of culti-

vation, whereby the earth can be made to give forth its increase

for the sustenance of the human family. The reader of books

finds therein a priceless pleasure, which in some way sooner or

later may bring material profit to him or to his, but numbers are

unable to look far enough ahead to discover the gain that comes

from book learning. There is no such drawback from even the

commonest appreciation of the value to be found in the study of

agriculture as a science. The veriest clods have seen lands on

which science has expended its lore, side by side with other lands

dealt with under the old regime of stolid ismorance, and the result

has been as marked and as continuous as the flow of a river.

There is no basis for the doubter as to the worth of sound agricul-

tural training, and precisely for that reason colleges of this descrip-

tion are being sustained in all parts of the Union. The Kansas

state agricultural college is located near Manhattan in Riley county,

pursuant to an act passed in 1863. Congress passed a law donat-

ing lands to every state that should establish colleges in aid of

agriculture and the mechanic arts, in July, 1862, and that wise

provision has led to the formation of numerous institutions, in

some of which the work of instruction is perfunctorily executed,

and the students take as much or as little interest as they please

in a study that seems to be bereft of practical application.

There is no such drawback upon the usefulness of the college
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at Manhattan, the men teaching and the men taught are thoroughly

practical in their modes of operation. They want theories, and

will master them, because they are the soul and essence of prac-

tice, but they will not rest with either half of the two processes,

thought and deed, out of which the work of progress must be

elaborated. The work was commenced on the second of Septem-
ber, 1863. There are four departments engaged in aiding to de-

velop : agriculture, mechanic arts, military science and tactics,

and literature and science. Prominence is o-iven to asrriculture

and to the several mechanic arts, just in proportion as they seem

to be adapted to the wants of Kansas, and to the several branches

of science and learning as they tend to the furtherance of the

great aim of the institution. The curriculum is adapted to carry
out that scheme of instruction, and there are courses of study for

six consecutive years eminently adapted to supply Kansas with

a class of farmers, mechanics, strategists and literati whose learn-

ing in their several lines of study must materially aid their own
course in life, while contributing to make them invaluable citi-

zens. The studies of the several classes offer an intensely inter-

esting picture of the pursuits on which human life may be ex-

pended with pleasure and profit.

The monks of old were hard working men, devotina: themselves

to farm work and other arduous employments, perhaps some of

them having very worthy ideas as to the application of thought
tO" the cultivation of the soil, but they soon fell into easier cus-

toms. The student of agriculture has his term of study diversi-

fied by the application and working out of his ideas, but with

the knowledge that he must soon return to the field to work out

his problem alone with nature and art. He finds himself called

•upon in his course of study to give one term, consisting of five

recitations in each week to algebra ;
two terms to political econo-

my and practical law
;
two to practical horticulture

;
three to

practical agriculture ;
three to geology, mineralogy and meteorol-

ogy; four to drawing; five each to botany and zoology; phjsics
and chemistry ; practical mathematics and political economy.
But he is not yet through ;

he must take up English and history

for seven terms
; legal, mental and moral philosophy for six

;

shops and practical mathematics, eight each
;
and then conclude
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"with twelve terms of field and shop practice. The man that is

capable of passing through such a system of study without bright-

ening his faculties may well be given up as a hopeless case.

The curriculum for the other sex is varied, of course, but in

every way Just as completely practical and thorough. It would

be interesting, would space permit, to summarize the course, but

that, unfortunately, is not practicable. The records of the college

show that the practical thought of Kansas trends in this direction,

and inasmuch as every form of industry must needs be aided by
the course of investigation pursued, it is not difficult to perceive
that some of the ablest and most successful men and women,
whose names and lives will adorn the future of the state, are now

procuring their culture at Manhattan. • In the collegiate year of

1873-4, there were 124 male and 59 female students— in all, 183 ;

and in the calendar year, 208. The average age of students is 18

years.

There are five buildings, the old college, the new building, the

mechanical building, the boarding house, and a carpenter's shop.
All the buildings are of stone. The grounds include lawns,

nurseries and colles-e farm— in all, 255 acres. The Bluemount

Central College Association gave the old college building and

appointments with 100 acres of land for the purjooses of the agri-

cultural college. Manhattan township gave $12,000 to help pur-

chase the farm, and the congressional grant was 90,000 acres.

Some of the lands indicated fell within railroad limits, and being
of higher value were reckoned as equal to tw^o acres for each one.

That reduced the grant to 81,601 acres. The total endowment is

valued at $432,505. Tuition is free, as it should be, but when

investments are completed there will be an income of about

$50,000 per annum. The aid received from the state up to No-

vember, 1875, amounted to $129,643. In all such statements we
avoid fractional amounts.

The government of the college is vested in a board of regents,

consisting of the governor, secretary of state, superintendent of

instruction, president of the college, and nine others, nominated

by the governor and confirmed by the senate
;
but not more than

three of such nominees shall be members of the same religious

-denomination. The board of regents has power to remove any
34
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or all of the professors should cause arise, but the immediate gov-
ernment of each department is vested in the faculty, guided in

some degree by the advice of the board. The value of such an

institution so administered needs no further comment. '

There are three state normal schools, located severally at Em-

poria, Leavenworth and Concordia, and the course of training in

each institution aims at the complete preparation of both sexes

for the work of tuition. At Emporia work commenced in 1865.

Latin and Grerman may be acquired, but students may decline if

they choose. Every other part of thorough training is impera-
tive. During the second year French may be acquired, but it is

not insisted upon. The same may be said of Greek in the third

year. The system pursued is being further developed every

year to render the professional training of teachers as nearly as

possible perfect ;
not to cram the mind of the learner with

drj'-

facts, but to prepare the intellect for the grand work of develop-

ing the resources of other minds. It is saying much for an insti-

tution to assert that it even approaches to completeness in so

large an aim.

The first term of the school in 1865 saw only 18 students in

February, closing in June with 42, and in 1874 there was an

agsffCCTate of 236. The building is of brick and stone, and theDO O O '

city of Emporia gave $10,000 toward the erection. There is a

land endowment which accrues to the state for normal school

training, under the act of admission, under which 38,460 acres

came into the possession of the board of directors, and only 480

acres have been sold. The income of the school comes mainly

from state appropriations, as only an incidental fee of $2.00 per

term is charged to each student. The amount voted by the state

up to November, 1875, aggregated $168,373.

Students are admitted upon their signing a pledge that they pro-

pose to devote themselves to teaching as a profession in the state

of Kansas. The board of directors is nominated by the gov-

ernor to the number of six, and the several state officers are also

members. The advantages of the institution are open to both

sexes, and without regard to color. Persons not entitled to ad-

mission by law, may be admitted on payment of fees, if the

board of directors see fit to make an order to that eficect. Exper-
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imental sclaools are established in connection with the normal

school, so that the methods inculcated in daily training may be

reduced to practice under proper inspection. Applicants for

admission are required to pass a preliminary examination, and

the character of each person is also considered a fit matter for

full investigation when necessary.

The normal school established at Leavenworth is conducted on

precisely similar principles, and it was located at that point in

consequence of an offer from the city to supply for the purpose a

school building, which with its furniture and apparatus cost

$80,000. The board of education undertook to keep the build-

ing heated, insured and in perfect repair in consideration of the

normal school being located there
;
and the fourth story being

used for the normal school proper, the high school department
under the Leavenworth board became the practicing departments
for the normal school students. There were other arrangements
and provisos, looking more particularly to the personal conven-

ience of students, which determined the government to close

with the decidedly advantageous offer. The amount appropri-

ated by the state to sustain this school, has aggregated $32,533,

and the school has no other source of income.

The state normal school at Concordia was established by the

government on precisely similar conditions, the government is

similar, the plan of study and practice the same, and the degree

of success bears a very similar proportion. This school was

established in September, IST-i, when there were QQ students,

which number increased to 171 in 1875. State appropriations

constitute the only income of the institution, the amount received

up to November, 1875, being $5,297. The diploma issued by
either of the boards is a life certificate of fitnes to teach in.any

school in Kansas.

CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS.

Eeli2;ious thouo;ht had from the first been the base of coloniza-

tion in Kansas. Christian equality was the idea that brought
old John Brown and the men who acted with him, clear and

strong in Puritan resolve, to fight the battle of the slave upon
this soil

;
and the ribald element with which they contended, only
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made them stronger in their primal convictions. Hundreds of

the men, whose lives were spent in the effort to make Kansas

free, and who were sent to the front later in the struggle to main-

tain the union, could look back as he did to the Mayflower and

its remembrances as a source of strength. With such men, and

a community built and defended by them, religion was broad

based, and could not fail to give a tone to society. The influence

of that fact is seen in the vital progress already made by the

state, in works of charity, and in schools, which from before the

daj-s of state government were open to all classes, without regard

to color or condition. There was no uniformity of creed, no cov-

enant signed or insisted on as between Presbyterians and Inde-

pendents, as the price of help, the views of men varied from the

farthest extreme of orthodoxy on one hand, to the widest

latitudinarianisra on the other, but back of all these was an en-

during faith in Grod.

Hence, there has been wide diversity, yet constant agreement in

the main, among the several classes, securing breath, freedom and

strength among the churches in Kansas, This is an element of

power to the community. Men who are seeking homes for their

families, desire to settle down where religious thought is well

founded, and where the school keeps pace with the church. The

state owes much of its speedy development to that cardiijal

strength, and its population of six hundred thousand souls, will

soon become millions, because of the same motive continuing in

action. There is no organization that aims at or could succeed in

bridlins; free thoug-ht among our citizens, into a stunted and tame

orthodoxy ;
but men rally to their several churches, under mani-

fold names, like regiments and companies to their flags, making
one glorious army to fight against sin and wrong, with a broad

manly recognition of the value of every creed, and more especi-

ally of the freedom out of which those creeds and their conse-

quences arise.

There are portions of the Union, outlying and remote, not yet

built into the great arch of freedom, under which the nations of the

world must pass ;
where church organizations are few and far be-

tween, but there are not many such, and they are but rudiment-

ary. When civilization and law come to take hold upon them,
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order and religion, with the school as their concomitant, will be

found not only as their auxiliaries but as their vouchers before

society, shorn of which there can be no substantial advancement

by accretion from without. Kansas has passed through no such

elementary condition. The church in the souls of men came with

the first colonizing force to the site of Lawrence, and its altar fires

have never been extinguished.

The several religious organizations in Kansas would, if they
were treated in detail, make an extensive book, and in conse-

quence, there can only be a summary statement of the proceed-

ings and strength of a few of the more prominent churches, still it

will be understood that each body thus named is, to a large ex-

tent, representative in its character, and stands for all the subordi-

nate divisions of the radical idea from which the larger agglom-
eration naturally resulted. Some of the church organizations in

this state have histories stretching back many years before there

was an attempt to build a state upon this tei'ritory and it is de-

sirable to place on record the main facts in connection with their

first establishment. This will serve as a kind of datum, to re-

solve the question what churches and how many should be

specifically noticed in these pages. The notices will stand in the

order suggested chronologically, as the missionary spirit sent for-

ward advance guards and videttes, to skirmish over the ground,

preparing the way for the grand army of truth and love with its

innumerable battalions now in force and irresistible.

The Catholic church came first into the valley of the Missis-

sippi in the person of Pei'e Marquette, and it seems to be perfect-

ly in order that its mission house should be the first in Kansas.

DeSoto and Coronado, also Catholics, were in the heart of Kan-

sas a century before the Jesuit missionary, and his companion,

Joliet, who also had been educated by the Fathers. The voy-

ages, journeys and expeditions of La Salle, one of the same

school of relio-ious thought and training, had made the civilized

world comparatively familiar with our rivers and soil
;
and the

Jesuits had never loosed their hold upon the Indian tribes, as

they moved toward the west. Father Quickenborn, superior of

the Jesuit house of Florissant, performed missionary labors among
the Osage Indians, near the site now known as the Osage mission,
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early in the year 1827. This was in Labette county, although no

counties were then dreamed of, and for many years later this

country was considered the permanent abode of the Indian race,

where the tribes were to dwell together in peace, under a protec-

torate of civilized power. There was a recommencement of mis-

sionary effort among the Pottawatomies at about the same date.

We say recommencement, advisedly, because the first mission

established on Lake Superior, in the seventeenth century, had

commenced the relation of relisfious teacher, with the ancestors

of that nation, and established an enduring regard for Christianity.

Leavenworth City was made the location of the first mission

among white settlers, near the old fort, in the year 1855, when
the Rt. Rev. Bishop Meigs said mass and preached to his first

Kansas congregation, consisting of only nine persons, In this

city a church was built in the same year, as the Catholics slowly
increased in numbers, and the bishop had many opportunities

to witness the success of his labors. This was not the first

church building necessarily, seeing how long the mission had

been established. Father Odin erected a church at the Osage
mission in 1829, and in the same year a church was built at the

Pottawatomie station, by Father Felix Verreydt, but the churches,

so called, were mere huts, not to be compared with some of the

log chapels built in a day, in western New York and in Maine,
when the first missionaries attempted to Christianize the Iroquois
Nations and colonize Acadia, in the seventeenth century. It

would be difficult now to find a vestige of those buildings.

The bishop had been consecrated for missionary labors among
the Indians in March, 1851, and under his leadership thus trans-

ferred by the spread of the Union to a more populous field, the

church has now in Kansas 202 organizations, the congregations of

which, numbering children of Catholic parents as members, ag-

gregate 87,198 persons, with 165 church buildings of various

kinds, of an estimated value of $108,300. The growth of the

church is marked and significant.

The Methodist Episcopals came next in point of date, being

second only among the Indian nations, and first among the

churches to attempt organization among the white settlers. The

first missionary effort among the Indians was conducted by the
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Rev. Thomas Johnson, on the Kansas or Ivaw river, about eight

miles from its junction with the Mississippi, in the year 1831, four

years after the beginning of the Osage mission by the Eoman
Catholics. The first organization of a church took place in

March, 1832, under the same pastor and the first converts were

gathered in from the Shawnees and Delawares
;
a chief of the

latter tribe being among the most influential upholders of the

work. There is no record to show how soon after this date, the

first church was erected by this denomination, but an old log edi-

fice near what is known as the White Church, "Wyandotte coun-

ty, was probably the first, and a frame building, about five miles

west of the large Manual Labor School, among the Shawnees,
must have been built shortly afterwards, as both were dilapidated,

although still in use in the year 1843, when the first reliable rec-

ord concerning them appears. Probably both churches were

built during the pastorate and under the superintendence of the

Rev. Thomas Johnson. It is interesting thus to mark the begin-

nings of labor in what was emphatically the day of small things

and to place in order the men by whom the work was accom-

plished.

Missionary labors among the Delawares, Wyandottes and

Shawnees were certainly established as soon as possible after

the tribes commenced to be located on this territory ;
and as

soon as settlement was begun, under the provisions of the organic

act, known as the Kansas-Nebraska bill, several missionaries

were accredited to preach to and organize the community into

•what was certainly a church militant for many years. The

ministers thus sent by the Methodist Episcopal church were the

Eevs. Wm. Goode, A. Stell, James S. Griffiney and A, L. Downey.

They were all located at Wyandotte, pending such developments

as would allow of their being more particularly placed, but soon

afterwards, still in 1854:, we find them distributed to the Dela-

ware mission, Shawnee, Leavenworth, Atchison, Fort Riley
and other places, vigorously extending their sphere of operations,

organizing congregations wherever possible, and preparing the

way for increased usefulness.

Church buildings were commenced in 1854-5, and not long

after there was a special interdict placed upon the utterances of
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Methodist preachers, whose tone did not accord with the views

of the border ruffians and their directors
;
but to the great glory

of the church, such menaces did not prevent the preachers and

organizations continuing their labors. The Methodists grew

stronger because of such denunciations, and the first building com-

pleted was the edifice in the city of Lawrence, where there are

now seventeen prosperous churches of various denominations.

The church at Leavenworth was second in order of completion

by the Methodists, and that edifice stood almost alone, where

there are now twenty-seven commodious buildings devoted to the

work under the superintendency of the several denominations.

The Methodist Episcopal church has now in Kansas 621 organ-

izations, ninety-six church buildings, the church property being
estimated at $3^:0,400, and the membership of the church, only

reckoning those who have voluntarly associated themselves with

the work, being accepted after due inquiry, reaches the satisfac-

tory aggregate of 22,696.

The Presbyterians date their missionary enterprise here from

about the year 1837, seven years before the beginning of white

settlement, although there were already white men scattered over

the territory in connection with Lidian agencies or as traders, or

otherwise associated with the nations. Highland, about twenty-
five miles north by west from Atchison, was the first location, as

it is still the most favored, being the site of an excellent Presby-
terian university ;

but the labors of the missionaries, Eevs. Wm.
Hamilton and S. M. Irvin, speedil}^ made them known all over

the territory. Most of the churches now operating in the state

in connection with this denomination were organized by those

zealous and untiring workers, or by the aid of the missionary

effort in which they cooperated. The Westminster church at

Leavenworth City, and the Presbyterian church at Junction City,

near the confluence of the Smoky river and the Eepublican,

where the Kansas river is formed, are the only exceptions to the

rule just named. The first church organization of the old school

Presbyterians seems to have been formed near the site of the city

of Ottawa in the year 1840, but the name of the founder of the

church does not appear. They were more intent upon effecting

the work than anxious to write their names on the records.
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The second churcli was formed in Doniphan county, some-

where in the northeastern extremity of Kansas, under the joint

labors of the missionaries ah'eady named, but the exact location

is not specified. This work dates from October 21, 18i3, and

beyond doubt, the preachers founded their well ventilated church

edifice, under overarching trees, with the green sward for their

luxurious carpet. When territorial organization began, there

was a movement toward the settled districts, but it was not rapid,

and it seems to have waited for a call, as the earliest church

organization in that troubled era is recorded on the first of Jan-

uary, 1856, under the pastorate of the Rev. C. D. Martin, well

and favorably known among the old settlers, as a stei'ling worker.

The New School began their organizations two years later, in

1858, when settled government was begiiming to be enjoyed, after

the people had passed through their major troubles. The labors

of the Eev. James Brownlee found responses at Brownsville,

Gardner, Black Jack, Olatta, De Soto, Spring Hill and Centro-

polis. Churches were erected at Auburn, Shawnee count}^, by
the New School, and in Leavenworth City by the Old School,

soon after this effort, but the dates have not been ascertained,

and there are now 181 organizations, 82 church buildins-s, with

church property in all valued at $370,300, and an aggregate of

6,826 members. This, of course, does not include the children

of members nor any persons who have not voluntarily come into

the several organizations of the Presbyterian church.

The Baptists inaugurated their missionary labor in Kansas

about the year 1837, by the ministrations of the Rev. Mr. Meeker,

among the Ottawas when that tribe first made its settlement in

Kansas. The date of his coming is only approximately given,

but he began the work of translation and soon afterwards caused

to be printed in the language of the Ottawas, the sacred books of

the scriptures, making the word a true gospel of glad tidings to

that nation. He was amply rewarded for his enterprise, as a

church organization was effected speedily, and nine-tenths of the

Ottawas became members. The Ottawa tribes had welcomed

Jesuit teachers nearly two centuries earlier, but the truth as now

presented made so great and lasting an impression that when the

first white settlers came into the country in 1854, seven-eighths
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of all the adult males of the Ottawa nation were members of the

Bai^tist church, and professing Christ. The first organization

among the white settlers was made in 1855, in the month of June,

nearly twelve months after settlement commenced, when seven

members were formed into a church under the pastorate of the

Eev. Mr. Ilall. The first edifice erected now stands in the city

of Atchison, having been raised under the leadership of the Rev.

Mr. Alderson. There are 286 Baptist organi;iations in Kansas

with a membership of 12,197 persons, and 63 church edifices val-

ued at $246,650.

The Congregational church commenced missionary work in the

midst of the troubles at Lawrence, in the year 1854, when it was

doubtful whether the little handful of white settlers would not

be driven out of the territory, or worse, by the infuriated hordes

by which they were menaced. The Rev. S. Y. Lum could not

be intimidated by the worst threats of the border ruffians, and he

persevered in his labor so that there was an organization effected

"under his pastorate during the latter part of that year. The first

church buildino; connected with the Congreajational denomination

in Kansas was raised in the same city in 1857, and the organiza-

tion has since that time so extended its operations that there are

.121 churches, with a membership of 4,458, possessing church edi-

fices to the number of 53, valued at $256,550.

The Episcopal church began its missionary effort in 1856, in

the city of Leavenworth, when the Rev. Hiram Stone organized

a parish under the name of St. Paul's church, on the 10th of

December. The edifice now occupied in that parish was com-

pleted and consecrated by Bishop Kemper as St. Paul's church,

on the 7th of December, 1857, after two years persistent mission-

ary labor. The Right Rev. Thomas H. Vail is now bishop of the

diocese, and there are 34 organizations in the state, consisting of

1,136 members, with 22 church edifices, and property valued at

$173,000.

The United Presbyterian church began its labors at Berea, in

Franklin county, in April, 1857, wdien the Rev. J. N. Smith rc])-

resented the Associated church or Seceders. In July, three

months later, the Rev. B. L. Balbridge was sent by the general

assembly of the Associated Reformed Presbyterian church to
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operate in Leavenworth, Gearv City, Qaindaro and Lawrence.

There were thus two organizations in the field, but they coalesced

in May, 1858, forming the United Presbyterian church. The
first organization was formed in Berea by Mr, Smith in 1857,

and in Leavenworth by Mr. Balbridge in 1858, church build-

ings being erected in the two cities in 1858 and '59 respectively.

There are fourteen church buildings, valued at $49,200, and

thirty-nine churches with a membership of 1,313.

CHAPTER XXIY.

POPULATION— STATE INSTITUTIONS—KAILROADS—RIVERS^
AGRICULTURE AND LIVE STOCK.

Population. Many curious calculations have been made of

late years to give a definite meaning to the sentence,
" Centre of

population," often used without special correctness in ordinary

writing and conversation. Gen. Walker, who superintended the

collection of the ninth census of the United States, went into

particularly nice discriminations on this subject in computing the

always changing centre for the United States as a whole, and for

the several states and territories individually. It would be for-

eign to our purpose to enter at large upon this subject, but it is

necessary thus briefly to say that the same process as that re-

sorted to by him has been substantially applied to resolve the

centre of population for the state of Kansas, and it is found

that there has been a continuous change in this respect from the

first properly taken census to the present time. The change was

fourteen miles to the east on the same parallel of latitude, from

1860 to 1870, since which date there has been a tendency of the

centre toward the southwest, so that it now rests in the northeast-

erly part of Lyon county. Popularly speaking, every city, town

and hamlet is a centre of population, but when aiming to sj^eak

with a scientific accuracy, the term conveys a reference to that
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point which is precisely the centre of the great mass of human
life distributed over a rans:e of country more or less extended.

The present centre as determined by careful computation in 1875
lies in 88° 34' 43" latitude, and longitude 95° 59' 20", but the

daily increase and change of population and settlement will con-

tinue to change our centre as long as there is life and motion in

Kansas.

When the census was taken in 1860, there were 107,206 per-

sons in the state of Kansas, and of course the depletion incidental

to the rebellion, which called from Kansas a larger proportion of

its male population than from any other state in the union, and
the peculiar circumstances under which our troops fought, the an-

imus with which they struggled to sustain the union, as on the

bloody field of Chickamauga, at Mission Ridge and elsewhere,

causing in their ranks a larger average of mortality than among
the soldiers generally from other states, it might be expected that

our increase during the ten years ending in 1870, would show but
a small aggregate of gain. The result came out much larg:er than

many dared to hope, as in 1870 there were 364,399 inhabitants, as

ascertained by the census of that year, showing an improvement of

nearly 240 percent, or to speak with precision, of 23.9 per cent, per

year. The gain of the United States as a whole, during the same

term, amounted to 2.22 per cent, for ten years. The population
was ascertained in 1875 to consist of 528,437 persons, and there-

fore cannot now be less than 600,000 as elsewhere stated. During
the five years from 1870, the ascertained increment was 30 percent.

The sufl'eringof the state from the locust visitation durinsr the fall

of 1874, led to a very considerable temporary decrease in popula-

tion, as numbers who have not abandoned their residences here

were absent in other states where they have spent the winter, and

thus failed to be enumerated, although still substantially part of our

population. The census was collected on the first day in March,

just before the tourists and temporary absentees to the number of

thousands returned. Opportunities occurred several months later

in 1875 to test the population by a comparison of our voting
with the election returns of former years, and it is evident after

making every possible allowance for error, that the actual popu-
lation of Kansas in the fall of 1875, was in excess of 568,000.
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State Institutions.— State Asylum for the Deaj and Dumh.—
The advanced intelligence which has marked the progress of

the state, from the earliest da3^s of territorial struggle, naturally

prepares one to expect high tone in all matters affecting philan-

thropic effort, and the arrangement made for the education of

the deaf and dumb of the state, between the ages of ten years
and twenty-one, fully bears out that idea. The asylum is lo-

cated at Olathe, under a law passed in 1866. Prior to that

time, there had been only a partial assumption of this important

duty by the state. Prof. Emery opened a school of this de-

scription in Baldwin City, Douglas county, in December, 1861,

and, being a semi-mute, there was peculiar fitness in his effort.

He had procured ample experience in the Indiana institution of

the same kind, where he had served as an instructor. The cir-

cumstances of the time would not warrant the state in establish-

ing an asylum at its own cost entirely, but there was such an

urgent desire to effect something, that the legislature passed an

act, in March, 1862, making an appropriation in favor of Prof.

Emery's school. Similar appropriations were made in the two

years following, after which changes were made, and during the

year 1865, such further arrangements became necessary as re-

sulted in the present asylum coming into operation in the year

1866, at Olathe. The act was passed in February, 1866, and

Prof. Mount, who had become principal of the school in the in-

terim, was transferred in the same capacity to the asylum. Prof.

Burnside, of Philadelphia, assumed that position in April, 1867,

but having resigned in the following November, v>ras succeeded

by Prof. Jenkins, whose services have given excellent results.

The legislature of 1873 made appropriation for the erection of a

suitable building, of which only the east wing has yet been erected
;

but there is already a very handsome structure, and a promise of

one of the most elegant edifices of the kind in the United States.

The government of this asylum, and of all similar asylums for the

blind, and for the insane, is vested in boards of trustees, appoint-

ed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the senate,

under limitations to prevent any one county procuring a j)repon-

derance in their direction, and any persons being nominated to

more than one such board. All persons who are in need of the
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advantages offered by the asylum are eligible for admission upon

compliance with the rules. There is no fee chargeable for board

or tuition, and no certificate nor recommendation is necessary.

The proper course is for the person who is interested on behalf of

the candidate to write to the principal, stating the particulars of

the case so far as known, and as soon as possible thereafter infor-

mation is sent as to the time at which the pupil will be received;

but whenever a candidate comes for admission at the commence-

ment of a session, he is received irrespective of any such pre-

scribed formula.

Persons under ten years of age, or above twenty-one, can be

admitted by the board of trustees if they see fit, and pupils from

other states are received on payment of $250 per session for tui-

tion and maintenance. Six years is the recognized term during

which pupils usually remain, but exceptions may be made by the

principal and trustees in special cases of merit or distress. Pupils

must be brought at the commencement of each session well sup-

plied with clothes, and must remain until the end of the session,

the second Wednesday in June in every year. No exceptions

are made in this respect, unless in case of sickness. The session

commences in September. The design of the trustees is to ren-

der the institution and the pupils self-supporting by the prose-

cution of useful trades. The girls are instructed in housework,

needlework, millinery, and such avocations, the boys having a

choice of various trades, work in the asylum or in the gardens

and on the farm. The vacation is customarily spent among the

friends of the pupils, and none are admitted who are mentally or

physically incapable of education. This institution is closely

guarded against expenditures for any purpose outside the avowed

purposes of education and training, and it will be seen that much

good can thus be accomplished under a perfect system with com-

paratively little outlay, contrasting the results aimed at by the

asylum with the appropriations devoted to attain the end.

There is a complete staff of attendants under Mr. Jenkins, and

the number of pupils has gradually increased from 28 pupils in

1868, to 70 in 1874. The report for that year says :

" The male

pupils now do considerable labor upon the grounds of the asy-

lum. They have this fail plowed all the land devoted to the
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garden, and performed much other labor to prepare it for the

raising of vegetables. They have, moreover, performed much
work in clearing away rubbish made by the workmen upon the

east wing, and otherwise labored to render the grounds agreeable.

I think the time has now arrived for the introduction of the trade

of shoemaking. I would suggest that the necessary tools be pro-

vided, a room set apart for a shop, and a workman engaged to

instruct a portion of the pupils in that handicraft at the opening
of the next term of the school. The female pupils have per-

formed much domestic labor. Indeed, as the number of male

pupils has greatly exceeded that of the female pupils, the latter

have had rather more than their share of work to perform. Sev-

eral of the female pupils have learned to operate a sewing ma-

chine, and all will be taught its use as soon as they are old

enough to be trusted with a machine. They also do considerable

sewing for themselves and for the asylum." There are two

buildino;s connected with the institution, and besides the fifteen

acre lot on which the buildings stand, there are 160 acres used

for farm purposes, about two miles east. The asylum is sup-

ported by state aid, bat so nearly has it become self supporting
that the total amount appropriated to all purposes, except build-

ing, from the commencement, has been only $151,038, a mere

bagatelle in such a relation.

State Asylum for the Blind. — This institution is located at "Wy-

andotte, and is free to all blind children in Kansas from the age

of nine to twenty-one years, except as to clothing, traveling and

incidental expenses. The government of all the institutions was

described when referring to the asylum for the deaf and dumb.

There are ten buildings, and the institution owns a site of ten

acres. The purpose of the state has been to establish a family

school, in which the youthful blind may be educated to become

self supporting so far as is possible, considering their deprivation ;

but the limited means at the disposal of the government will not

permit of its being converted into an infirmary for the treatment

of diseases of the eye, nor can the institution be made into a hos-

pital for the sick, nor into a home for the ailing and infirm. The

asylum is necessarily limited to the preparation of blind youth
for the practical duties of life

;
a design in every way benificent.
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The pupils are taught reading in Boston type and New York

points, spelling, writing with grooved cards, arithmetic, geogra-

phy, grammar, physical geography, rhetoric, printing in New
York point, ancient history and history of the United States,

together with its constitution, geometrj^, and vocal and instru-

niental music. Many of the inmates are admirable musicians, and
on the occasions on which their accustomed practices are held, it

is quite pleasant to watch the intellectual eagerness depicted upon
their sightless faces, when it almost seems as though the well

tutored nervous system can be made to compensate the lack of

vision. Boys are taught broom, brush and mattress making, and
the girls receive instruction in sewing, knitting and fancy work.

Many of the specimens of bead and other work exhibited to vis-

itors are surprising specimens of ingenuity and good taste, so

much so that it is difficult for one who has not seen the exqui-
site effects that can be attained by the sense of feeling, to believe

in the genuineness of the exhibits.

During the year 1868 there were 13 pupils, and in the year
187-1 there were 85. With larger means the area of usefulness

could be extended, but even in the manner described the asylum
has achieved excellent results. Superintendent Parker is a very
efficient officer, and he is ably seconded by the matron, his wife,

and the departmental assistants. It is very properly claimed that

parents and guardians of the blind should cooperate with the

officers of the institution, by training them before they arrive at

the age for reception in the asylum, as well as by continuous

effort in the intervals between the sessions. Many domestic du-

ties can be taught at home and among relatives more easily than

by strangers after the children are admitted. The rudiments of

arithmetic can also be communicated in the same way, and the

spelling and meanings of common words, with such facts in

geography and history as may readily occur, forming a basis upon
which subsequent training can raise a superstructure. It is found

that in some families blind children are petted almost into imbe-

cility, while in others they are entirely neglected, as though the

absence of one sense rendered all the others of no avail. Blind

children are as a rule very docile under proper training, and they

can be taught almost everything that is desirable for persons in
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their condition, provided that the requisite special and improved

means are at their disposal.

The asjdum is so managed, that imbeciles or persons of un-

sound mind, and those who have contracted improper habits, are

excluded from its advantages for the sake of the other inmates.

The same rule applies to confirmed invalids, as it would unwisely

increase the expense of running the institution, supposing a hos-

pital and set of nurses to be employed to meet the wants of the

sick. The same rules as to being supplied with proper clothing

and being present at the commencement of each session, apply to

this asylum as have been named in connection with that for the

deaf and dumb. During the summer, there is no provision for

the support of pupils, consequently they are returned to their

friends at the commencement of vacation. The institution de-

pends upon state aid, but the total amount appropriated up to

November, 1875, only amounted to $90,969, a very small sum,

considering that the asylum was founded in 1868. There are

20,320 blind persons in the United States, as represented by the

census, but there may be many cases of deprivation not enumer-

ated
;
and there are twenty-seven asylums for their protection and

education. There are only thirty public institutions of the kind

in Europe, but there are many of great excellence, which are

local and special in their operation. The first school seems to

have been opened in Paris, in the year 1781. The first in this

country was opened in Boston, in 1829— the Perkins Institute

and Massachusetts Asylum. The Paris asylum was initiated by
Valentine Hauy, an ahhe, brother of the celebrated mineralogist.

His attention was called to the subject by his acquaintance with

a blind pianist. The founder of the school was never successful

in administration, but he invented the system of teaching by
raised letters, and is properly named the "Apostle of the Blind."

It was said of Valentine Hauy, by Dr. Howe, that " The Abbe

possessed genius, generosity and zeal, his only lack was common

sense." There are millions who are lacking in common sense,

who have none of the other high qualifications to call attention

to their want

The world is, in one aspect, completely shut oS from the blind.

The rich feast of colors, in which nature delights to robe the out-

35
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ward semblance of things, depends largely upon the adaptation

of the human eye, and, for the blind, all those conditions have

no existence. Their universe is circumscribed by the distances

that can be reached by their fingers, save when the soul expands
itself into infinitude, hence they have a peculiar claim upon the

more favored humanity that is blessed with all the senses.

Cheselden cured a blind boy who had attained considerable

age before having the use of his eyes, and, although up to that

time, all possible care and tuition had been bestowed upon the

child, it was two mouths before his optic nerves could be edu-

cated to know that pictures were meant to represent solid bodies
;

after that time, the truth gradually dawned upon his intellect,

and then he was disappointed when he touched each picture to

find that it was only a plane surface.

State Asylum for the Insane. — This establishment is located at

Osawatomie, the name of the region being arrived at by a junc-

tion of the appellations of two tribes, the Osages and Pottawato-

mies, who were combined for state purposes upon their removal

to Kansas. Hence the name Osa-watomie. The government of

the institution requires no specific description beyond that already

bestowed upon asylums. The superintendent, steward and ma-

tron are the resident officials. There are 160 acres of land be-

stowed upon the asylum, and the buildings consist of a main

structure, in two sections, each 40 by 75 feet and three stories

high. There are also outbuildings, an ice house, a barn and a

cow stable; but the buildings are falling somewhat into disrepair.

The money cost of the asylum used to be charged to each coun-

ty, but it is now met by direct appropriations from the treasury,

and it is found that the cost of maintenance per head is a fraction

under 20 cents per day
— a scale that amply provides a good

dietary.

Patients, who are to be supported at the cost of their friends,

are admitted under proper precautions, the probate judge of the

county and at least one practicing physician must certify as to

the insanity of the perse n to be admitted, and sufficient security

is obtained for the satisfaction of proper demands. The insane,

who have no friends capable of maintaining them, are admitted

with much less ceremony, and the state assumes full responsibility.
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In the year 1868 there were 41 patients in the asylum, and, in

the year 1875, there were 115, besides which the returns showed

that there were 300 insane persons in the state not being treated

in the asylum. There is no endowment, but the cost of manage-

ment is defrayed by annual appropriations, after deducting the

amounts received by way of fees. The appropriations up to No-

vember, 1875, had been only $338,736.

Much careful thought and investigation has been bestowed up-

on insanity of late years, and many curious theories have resulted

from the crudity of the material upon which men have arrived at

their conclusions. Accordinsr to some there should be no restraint

at all in cases of mental aberration, and at Gheel, in Belgium, a

colony or village has been established in which insane persons

live together, more or less correcting each others' delusions, but

the result has not been of such a kind as to render a continuance

of the system desirable. The government exerts particular con-

trol in the village, which has been a special resort for idiots and

deranged persons since the seventh century, when the shrine of

St. Dymphnea, here placed, was credited with peculiar virtue by
and for idiots. In later times the farmers resident in Gheel made

the treatment of such persons part of their means of livelihood.

The number of lunatics registered of late years in every civil-

ized country has exhibited a marked increase, and many have

concluded from that fact that cerebral derangement is increasing

at a greater ratio than population, the general result being unfav-

orable to mental culture; but fuller investigation shows that the

average of cases is not really greater, but that the fineness of dis-

crimination, and the completeness of registration fully account for

the apparent increase. In England, according to the methods in

force in 1811, there was one idiot or lunatic registered for every

802 of the population, the proportion increased, in 1859, to 1 in

535, and in 1871, to 1 in 400. But in all that time the actual

number of admissions to asylums continued to average about 1 in

2,100 of the whole population of the country. The same law is

found operating in the United States, where, in 1860, the regis-

tration showed only one in 728, and in 1870 had increased to 1

in 687. Br. Mandsley, a very high authority, says that there is

no evidence of increase, in fact, although the returns are more
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ample. The census becomes more complete and reliable every

year, and the number is increased in apj^earance, because many
persons are now treated as insane, who were of old times only sub-

jected to medical treatment. The rate of mortality is less among
lunatics, under the better systems n ow in operation, than it has

been at any former time, which of course accounts for a larger

number being in existence at one time, without necessitating the

assumption of a larger average of cases occurring. Exercise and

development of brain does not lead to insanity, as a rule, any
more than exercise and development of the muscular system pro-

duces weakness, unless in either case excess eventuates in injury.

Delaware, Florida, Nebraska and Nevada are the only states in

the Union in which there is no provision made by the state for

the treatment of lunatics. All the other states have one or more

asylums, but in some cases the systems found in operation are

vei-y faulty, more especially as affecting the pauper insane, who

are boarded out and otherwise neglected. The philanthropic exer-

tions of Miss D. L. Dix have contributed very materially to im-

prove the methods in operation all over the United States, and

by sympathy over the wdiole civilized world. There are numer-

ous private institutions for the insane in all the older and wealthier

states, but in communities so young as Kansas, the state must be

relied upon to provide the machinery requisite for the sequestra-

tion and treatment of insanity, which certainly has a tendency to

affect the minds of those who are continuously engaged in observ-

ing its wonderful phenomena. Kansas seems to have observed

the happy mean in the management of this branch of its benevo-

lent works, and there can be no doubt that as its wealth increases

there will be still m.ore liberal provision for the demented.

State Penitentiary.
—This institution is located on a tract of forty

acres, a little distance south from the city of Leavenworth. The

county jail cf Leavenworth was used by the state until proper

buildings were erected, after the year 1863, pursuant to a vote

taken in that year by the legislature. The penitentiary is a com-

modious building of stone, and the support of the institution to

date has cost $906,940. There were 21 prisoners in ISol, and in

1874, that number had increased to 425, so that while our popu-
lation had increased by a multiple of five or little more, our crim-
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inals seem to have increased by a multiple of more than 20
;
a

result mainly due to the great improvement in our system of

police under settled institutions. The penitentiary is governed

b};"
a board of three directors, one being nominated every 3'ear,

and the term of service being three years, so that there is alwaj^s

a change going on in the direction, or at any rate the opportu-

nity for a change arises, without such violent disruption as might
be feared if all the directors could be changed at one time.

The system observed in the penitentiary may be briefly stated

as follows : Every prisoner must wear prison clothing, and sub-

mit to the operations of the state barber; he is then instructed as

to the rules enforced in the penitentiary, with the penalties that

will follow any transgression, and the rewards that attend upon
full compliance. Every cell has necessary articles of furniture,

to which the prisoner may add other prescribed articles, when he

has earned the means to do so within the prison walls by actual

labor. Cleanliness is strictly enforced, and silence is peremptory.
There must be no communications between prisoners on pain of

certain deprivations, should a discovery of any breach be observed.

Books are allowed under limitations, and those who have earned

the means by honest labor under duress may purchase other books,

provided they are of a character approved by the authorities.

Facilities are afforded to improve ihe educational status of prison-

ers, as it is found that ignorance is very largely associated with

crime, to such an extent as to suggest the relation of cause and

pffect. Those who are capable of learning a trade are assisted in

that direction. The demand for labor from the prisoners is inces-

sant. During the year the working hours average nine every day ;

the length of the day in summer being ten hours and one-half,

and during the winter six months from sunrise to sunset
;
so that

none can eat the bread of idleness.

The quantity of work exacted is proportioned to the capacity

of the prisoner, and laziness is properly punished. All violations

of the rules of the institution have appropriate penalties, but none

of them are severe and degrading except in the last extremity,

when appeals to the better nature have signally failed. Ball and

chain punishments, and close confinement on one meal per day,

are among the heaviest that are ordinarily inflicted
;
but in very
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aggravated cases, dark cells, temporary deprivation of food and

other punishments are persevered in until the requisite condition

of mind has been superinduced, unless the health of the prisoner

is endangered. Prisoners are employed on contracts in some

cases, in the quarries and on stone cutting in others, besides

which their avocations include buildings and improvements, work

in the yard, in the kitchen, dining rooms, bake houses, cells,

driving teams, in the laundry and repair shops, in the female

prison, cells, hospitals, and among the sick
;
so that there is work

for every variety of strength and capacity of intellect. The aim

of the penetentiary is, as it should be, the amelioration of the con-

dition of the condemned without making pets of the prisoners.

There are two systems of prison discipline now in force in this

countr}', that of Pennsylvania and that of New York; that of

Pennsylvania prevents communications between prisoners at all

times, and is so administered as that the individual does not know

any oi his fellows, and cannot be recognized by them, should they
meet under other circumstances after the term of punishment is

concluded
;
that of New York separates the prisoners completely

after working hours, but permits of their laboring together in

workshops during the day, subject alwa^^s to the enforcement of

silence at such times as well as during their meals in common.

There is no corporeal punishment by stripes in the Pennsylvania

sj'stem, but that of New York permits of such applications occa-

sionally. Under both systems there is an effort to comjjel and

encourage gainful industries, and both places aim at making the

prisons self supporting. There are good arguments to be adduced

on both sides, and either of them will give excellent results when
well administered by comj^etent men. The Kansas method may
be described as eclectic, as it aims at the embodiment of the merits

of each system.

Eaileoads in Kansas. — Ten years ago there was hardly a

mile of raih'oad in Kansas ready for operation, and in view of that

fact, the progress made in regard to transportation is surprising.

The Shawnee legislature, as our readers will remember, signalized

the end of their disgraceful session by certain acts that looked to

the enrichment of members, contrary to the organic act, bj^ grant-
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ing ofBces, monopolies and privileges, grants for railroads among
the number

;
but the territory was not benefited by such modes

of operation. In the year 1858, tlie Atchison men, who had al-

ways enjoyed whatever favors could be procured from tlie Shaw-

nee assembly, began the formation of a railroad; but it made its

start from the Alissouri bank opposite to Atchison, and was meant

to connect Kansas with other parts of the union, but not to trav-

erse the territory itself. The advantage aimed at was for Atchison

merely, which must thus become the commercial metropolis of the

infant state. The road was completed in 1860, connecting Atchi-

son with the Hannibal and St. Joseph line at St. Joseph, Mo,

Kansas men and money did the work, but the line was in Mis-

souri altogether, and the benefit was to be local, as nearly as that

end could be secured. This line was carried to Weston near

Fort Leavenworth in 1861, and the enterprise made a stop at that

point until the end of the war, although there had been many at-

tempts to inaugurate work on other projected lines prior to and

after the commencement of the Atchison and St. Joseph Railroad

already mentioned.

While the civil war was progressing, the next effort took its

rise under the congressional act, which provided for building a

road to the Pacific
;
and the Kansas Pacific Railway was begun

in 1863. Near Wyandotte where the work of construction was

inaugurated, at the state line, was than a dense forest, and before

the end of the summer the grading had been carried a long dist-

ance westward up the valley of the Kansas river
;
but there was

nothing to give immediate promise of value to the undertaking; it

had no grip on east or west, because Missouri, then traversed by
United States troops, guerrillas and confederate forces, was a

slave state, without sympathy with Kansas, unless the institution of

slavery could find favor.

The man who was pushing on the work of the railroad, Sam-

uel Hallett, was assassinated in the streets of Wyandotte in Au-

gust, 1861, about eleven months before the war came to

an end, and the work then passed into the hands of St. Louis

capitalists shortly before the end of the war. Mr. John D. Perry

became the director of the undertaking at that time, and the line

of road has two termini, at Wyandotte and at Leavenworth,
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"which join at the city of Lawrence to run in one line up the val-

leys of the Kansas river and Smoky Hill river through the whole

state and thence to Denver, Colorado. A line of about one hun-

dred miles then connects with Cheyenne, Wyoming, where there

is a junction with the Union Pacific Eailroad. runniner through
from Omaha to Salt Lake City by the junction at Ogden ;

and

through Sacramento to San Francisco. The line at Denver has

connections with all the railroads of Colorado, besides which

there is a branch line from Kit Carson to Fort Lyon in the state of

Colorado, and from Junction Chy to Clay county, Kansas.

This is the most considerable line in the state, and bv far the

most important for its interests.

The Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe runs across the state di-

agonally from northeast at Atchison to southwest at Hutchinson,

striking Topeka and Emporia, where it crosses the IN'eosho river

and follows the Cottonwood to its station on the Arkansas.

From Hutchinson the line runs up the vallej" of the Arkansas to

Pueblo, where it joins the Denver and Eio Grande narrow gauge
line. An important branch runs from ISTewton south to Wichita,

where it strikes the Arkansas and is intended to connect with

the Southern Pacific at some point in ISTew Mexico.

Junction City is the starting point of the Missouri, Kansas and

Texas, and from this point the Kansas Pacific road runs to the

southeast, striking the Neosho river at Parkerville. Following
the general course of the Neosho the line crosses the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe at Emporia, and crosses the Leavenworth,
Lawrence and Galveston road at Chanute. After crossing the

southern boundar\^ line of the state this line crosses the Indian

territory to Texas. Another line of the same road runs from

Hannibal, Missouri, on the Mississippi river through Missouri en-

tering Kansas near Fort Scott crossing at that point the Missouri

River, Fort Scott and Gulf Road. This line connects with the

Junction City Branch at Parsons. The road has connections at

Dennison, Texas, that run to the Gulf of Mexico. A branch

road, the propert}' of the same compan}-, runs from Holden,

Missouri, on the Missouri Pacific to Paola in this state.

The Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad, already men-

tioned, runs from the mouth of the Kansas river at Wj-andotte
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through the counties of the eastern tier, to the southern boundary
of the state, crossing the Missouri, Kansas and Texas line at Fort

Scott.

The Missouri Pacific runs from St. Louis, Mo., and enters Kan-

sas at Wyandotte, from which point, following the main direction

of the Missouri river, it passes through Leavenworth to Atchison.

This portion of the road from Wyandotte to Leavenworth is

known as the Missouri River Road, and thence to Atchison it is

called the Leavenworth, Atchison and Northwestern
;

but the

Missouri Pacific oi^erates both lines, having leased them of the

constructing companies some years since.

The Atchison and Nebraska leads from Atchison northwest to

Lincoln, the capital of the sister state, the distance being 146

miles. This line crosses the St. Joseph and Denver at Troy,

Kan., and at Lincoln connects with the Midland Pacific and

Omaha and Southwestern. A branch is being built from Salem,

Neb., to Nebraska City, and the main is being extended north

from the capital to connect with the Union Pacific at Fremont.

Thus the Atchison and Nebraska, Missouri Pacific and Missouri

River, Fort Scott and Gulf roads are continuous along the eastern

border from the north to the south line of Kansas.

The Central Branch Union Pacific leads from Atchison to

Waterville, in Marshall county, a distance of 100 miles west.

The Leavenworth, Lawrence and Gralveston runs from Leaven-

worth, crossing the Kansas Pacific at Lawrence, and through the

second tier of counties south of the Kansas to the southern line.

A branch runs from Cherry Yale to Independence, Mo., and an-

other from Ottawa to Kansas City.

The St. Joseph and Denver traverses the northern counties from

the Missouri river opposite St. Joseph to Hasting, Neb., connect-

ing with a line that joins the Union Pacific at Fort Kearney.
This line runs through Kansas about 140 miles.

The Kansas Central runs from Leavenworth to Holton, oQ

miles west, crossing the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe at Grass-

hopper Falls.

The St. Louis, Lawrence and Western runs from Lawrence

through Olathe to Pleasant Hill, Mo., where it joins the Missouri

Pacific, being operated by that company.
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The Lawrence and Southwestern extends from the citj of Law-

rence to Carbondale, along the valley of the Wakamsa river,

where it connects with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe road.

The Midland runs from Topeka along the valley of the Kansas

through Lawrence to the Missouri line. The Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe company operates the Midland road.

A line from Wathena to Doniphan connects with the Atchison

and jSTebraska, and is operated by the company owning the road

last named.

The Manhattan and Northwestern is not yet completed, but

has been graded up the valley of the Blue to Irving from Man-

hattan. Several miles of track have been laid, and the work will

progress. The Fort Scoit, Memphis and Southeastern runs nine

miles from the points named, connecting Fort Scott and Memphis.
The state is traversed east and west by six lines of railroads,

two running the whole length, and it is spanned by a line north

and south along the eastern border. The great valleys of the

Kansas, Arkansas, Neosho, and Blue, have also their lines of rail-

road. Certainly no state of its age can compare with Kansas in

this respect, and the lines join the great railroad systems of the

continent by direct routes. From the eastern states the Chicago,

Eock Island and Pacific comes to the borders of the state, having

termini at Atchison and Leavenworth
;

the Hannibal and St.

Joseph has termini at Atchison and Kansas City ;
and the Bur-

lington and Missouri Eiver road has its western terminus at

Atchison. The Missouri, Kansas and Texas connects at Hanni-

bal, on the Mississippi, with the Toledo, Wabash and Western,

and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, and crossing Missouri

in a southwesterly direction, enters Kansas near Fort Scott. The

Missouri Pacific comes direct from St. Louis to Wyandotte, and

running thence through Leavenworth to Atchison, has branches

that reach Holden, Mo, and Paoli, Kan., as well as from Pleasant

Hill, Mo., to Lawrence.

The St. Louis, Kansas City and Northern, is another direct

line from St. Louis, which strikes the Kansas system of roads at

Kansas City, Wyandotte and St. Joseph. The Kansas City, St.

Joseph and Council Bluffs line traverses the Missouri valley

along the east bank of the river from Council Bluffs to Kansas
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City, with stations at the principal Kansas cities on the Missouri

and at Council Bluffs, affording direct connection with the Union

Pacific as well as with the lines of Iowa east and north. By the

Atlantic and Pacific there is communication with Brownsville,

Cherokee county, and of course with St. Louis.

There are eight great competing lines running to the east,

northeast, southeast, north and south, which connect Kansas

with the railroad system leading to the Atlantic. Two great

lines lead to the markets of the rainins; countries in Colorado,

New Mexico and Arizona and afford direct transit to the Pacific

coast. Texas and the Gulf of Mexico are also easily within reach.

The crisis of 1873, temporarily stayed the progress of railroads in

Kansas, but there are signs that the recommencement is at hand,

and the rapid growth of the state in population and productions
must have increased facilities until every portion of the state can

be reached readily, and can send the raw material and the manu-

factured article, which will unite to become their staple, into

every market in the union. Works jDrojected and in progress

promise to assist in meeting those demands, and it is satisfactory

to observe that fortj^-nine counties in Kansas are at present pene-
trated or traversed by railroads. There remain twenty-four

counties, or less than one-third to be supplied. The total mileage
of roads now operated in the state amounts to 2,084|- miles.

The Rivers of Kansas. — The Missouri is the great river of

Kansas, as it forms the eastern boundary from Wyandotte to

Nebraska. It is almost always navigable by steamboats of the

largest class, and afifords a channel of communication which can

only be lessened in value by the development of competing lines

of railroads, which must always find in the river a rival that

will insist on lowering the I'ates of trafhc to their minimum.

Over this broad stream bridges, at once elegant and enduring,

constructed of iron, for railroad and for wagon traffic, stretch

from Wathena, Atchison, Leavenworth and Kansas City. The

Kansas river has been navigable to Fort Piley, but unless very
considerable improvements are undertaken, that line of traffic

will never prove practicable. In the year 1869 a boat of light

draft made several trips from the Missouri to Lawrence, but since
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that date the stream has been spanned by several bridges at

Wyandotte, Lawrence, Topeka and Wamego. The rivers Ar-

kansas, JSTeosho, Republican, Solomon, Yerdigris, Blue, Cotton-

wood, Spring, Marais de Cygne, Delaware and Nemaha, are all

considerable sieams, affording water powers more or less available

at all seasons of the year. There are dams in the Kansas at

Lawrence; in the Blue at Manhattan, Blue Eapids, Waterville

and Marysville ;
in the Neosho at Burlington, Neosho Falls, La

Roy, Humboldt, Oswego and at other points ;
and in the Delaware

at Valley Falls. There are few rivers in the west that excel the

water powers of the Blue, Neosho, Solomon, Republican, Cotton-

wood, Delaware and Marais de Cygne. There are few new states

in which the rivers and creeks are so generally bridged, and

the bridges are as rule of good workmanship and substantial,

materials frequently consisting of iron on stone abutments and

piers.

Roads and Highways.— Few countries can offer to the trav-

eler such roads as the state of Kansas. The philosophy of this

fact, and the fact itself, have before been set forth in this work,
but may here be once more summarily adverted to, in order that

this department may be complete in itself. The country is so

formed that it gives perfect drainage. The streams have cut deep
into the strata of the surface, so that the bottom lands can be,

and are, easily drained by side ditches. There are no swamps,
and a slough is very rare. The surface of the higher lands, where

lines of travel mostly lie, offers a beautiful surface for vehicles or

pedestrians, and but little expense is involved in the maintenance

of good roads. The great highways that passed through Kansas

before it became a territory, and soon afterwards leading to Cali-

fornia, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado, followed the "divides,''

and the sagacity of the early adventurers has been indorsed by
the continuance of their routes. The early legislatures made
those lines of travel into public highways, but more recent cus-

toms have complicated the first system by many zigzags, bending
to township and section lines.

Electhic Telegraphs have kept pace with the wants of the

community, being run along the railroad lines, and operated by
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the Western Union, so that nearly every section of the state is

penetrated, and hardly a village can be named that is not within

easy reach of some telegraph station, connecting with all the

world.

Agriculture in Kansas.—"Bleeding" and "starving" Kan-

sas is a paradox and a puzzle to the rest of the states, because, in

spite of its misfortunes, it is one of the most fertile and productive

if not the most fertile and productive, of all the states in the union.

The best prizes have been carried off from all the other states re-

peatedly, in fair competition, as well in quantity as in quality, by
this state, at Kichmond, Philadelphia, New York and* Newark

;
its

fruits, its cereals, and its root crops, being alike wondrous, and it

is known that all those results have been attained while the state

is yet in the infancy of its development. 'The growth of popula-

tion in Kansas, and the high average of intelligence evidenced by
census returns, alike give promise that the qualities inherent in

the soil will be improved to the highest point of excellence in the

future, at no great distance
;
and it is moderately certain that in the

vast aggregation of wonders that are now being gathered into the

world's show at Fairmount Park, the state of Kansas will be able

to contribute from its products in 1875, such evidences of agricul-

tural wealth as will procure for her the very highest place among
the states in the lines of production in which she will be a com-

petitor.

The wonder and the paradox arise because the misfortunes of

Kansas have been crowded into a few years of her life. The

civil war was an incident forced upon Kansas by the quarrel of

north and south on the great issue afterward brought out on a

broader field. The poverty of Kansas when the drouth came

upon her was one of the consequences of that war. The drouth

itself was intensified by the neglect of ordinay precautions, which

the state of war and the uncertainties of the season just closing

had mainly contributed towards. It is not too much to say that

with more cultivation, more trees, more works for irrigation, the

dryness of the summer would have been tempered to far different

conditions, and there would have been no agonized appeal to the

whole world in the name of Kansas. The civil war was the basis
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of the whole series of misfortunes, and for that circumstance con-

gress was responsible, in the fact that it did not possess the

stamina to settle the slavery question by its own vote, instead of

relegating the debate to the soil of Kansas, to be determined by
the arguments and retorts of the bowie knife and the rifle. It is

not proposed to make congress answerable for the colcoptera that

ravaged our fields and devoured our harvests, but it is fair that

the combined wisdom of the nation should carry its own burden,

and leave Kansas with nothing to damage her repute as a state

except the grasshopper invasion.

Kansas was libeled before it was even named as a territory, by
the fact that its area was designated as a part of the Great Amer-

ican Desert, and continued to be thus described by absent minded

geographers and map makers long after the testimony of Wash-

ington Irving and other eminent, disinterested men should have

removed the stigma. The public mind has thus been prepared
to receive the false impressions about this state with great readi-

ness. Elsewhere a drouth or a grasshopper raid would be treated

as an exceptional incident
;
here it is easy to procure the impres-

sion that it may be the rule. There have been times of drouth

in other states which are still known to be gfood farmins; coun-

tries, affording on the average of years better profits to the farm-

ers than to any other class, but merely because of the time that

has elapsed since their first settlement, there is an answer to those

who would torture the exception into the rule. Kansas can only
answer all those who assail her repute as a producer, by referring

to the sentence comparatively common in official reports,
" Kansas

again leads in the average yield per acre." Sahara can present

no such record within historic times.

Men have settled upon lands in this state almost without as

much monej^ as would pay for their first year's seed, trusting to

fortunate accidents to pull them through, with a faith equal to

that of Jficcnvber, that something would turn up. In many of

the older states men would not venture upon wild land without •

capital, stock, implements and a reserve fund such as would be

available against a whole year without returns
;
here there were

men who settled down without any such aids, and they were

overtaken by misfortune at their first venture. Many came here
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well provided with goods and gear, but the ruffian hordes ran off

their stock into Missouri, their houses were burned over their

heads, so that thej were glad to escape with their lives, even

though their last cent had gone up in the srnoke. There was ab-

solute bravery in the persistent resolution with which such men
stuod up to wrestle with nature for further supplies, which were

to give to the heroic settler provisions for the future as well as build

up homes and buy cattle. Their failure is not fairly chargeable

upon the soil of Kansas. The fact remains unquestionable that

Kansas has produced under ordinary circumstances, and can pro-

duce again as long as the earth gives forth her increase, better re-

turns per acre upon fair and adequate farming than any other

state in the union. That is a broad and sweeping assertion, but

it is safe because of its truth, as may be ascertained by any man
who will be at the pains to examine the agricultural returns for

the last ten years and compare the fruitful ness of Kansas with

every state individually and all in a mass.

Add Indiana to New Yorli and Kansas can beat them both in

area
;
add Maine to Ohio and Kansas is larger ;

the same may be

said of Maryland, Delaware and iSTew England. Kansas is more

extensive than the aggregate of those states, so that there is a

wide range of country within which the competent agriculturist

can seek his best location for farming. Four hundred miles in

length by two hundred miles in breadth, give an immense terri-

tory. Only 68 per cent, of this state, little more than two-thirds,

35,750,600 acres out of a total of 52,013,520, are comprised in the

organized counties. The cultivated land in 1875 only aggregated

4.718,901 acres. Little more than an eleventh of the whole area

is improved, the remaining ten elevenths being still wild prairie,

slowl}^, very slowly exchanging its accustomed verdure for blue

grass and clover, or timothy. Kansas with a population of only

600,000, has ample scope and verge enough for 7,OCO,000. That

fact is full of significance for the emigrant, with or without cap-

ital, who is willing to put his labor into the soil, and is content to

grow up with the place, as Horace Greele}'' used to phrase it in

his homely and forcible way.
The area yet unorganized lies within what is described as the

third or western rainfall belt. The eastern and middle belts have
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been favored so far hv the great preponderance of population.

Since meteorological observations have been made in this state, it

has been ascertained that the averag-e rainfall of the eastern belt

is 37 inches, that of the middle belt, 21 inches, and that of the

western belt, 19 inches
;
but taking the mean by seasons for the

whole state it appears that the western has a fraction more rainfall

than the middle belt durimr the o-rowing seasons. The winter is

the season of the year in which the least advantage comes from an

excessive fall of rain, and it is precisely during the winter that

the western belt has its minimum of pluvial visitation. The

average fall in the western belt during winter is only one and a

half inches, or, to be precise, rather less than that amount. The

middle belt has then four inches, and the eastern belt five inches.

For stock raising 'purposes dry winters are desiderata, and no-

where in the world can such vast ranges of nutritious grass be

found for the winter feed of cattle as here. Buffalo have fattened

here, guided by their unerring instincts. Surely then the situa-

tion must be well adapted for an industry which depends on the

presence of grasses and the skill of the practical herdsman.

Those who have made their ventures in this line in the western

belt are not among the men who complain about Kansas
; they

are increasing their capital with tolerable rapidit}', and as that

multiplies they are steadily doubling and trebling their invest-

ments
;
so that there is tolerably good ground for the conclusion

that the area known as the western or third rain belt will prove

tolerably successful in the long run for a deserving class of men.

When Kansas was organized as a territory, in 1851, its best

lands were Indian reservations, whereon the nations from New
York state, the Pottawatomies, Delawares, Ottoes, Kaws, Kicka-

poos, Missouris, Sacs and Foxes, Wyandottes, Shawnees and oth-

ers, were assembled in the eastern section
;
while the west was

occupied in a semi-predatory and nomadic life, by the Comanches,

Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas and other wild and warlike tribes.

When men migrate to any other territory to build a state, they

mean, primarily, to farm
;

tliat was not the case with the men that

came to Kansas in 1854-5-6, to anything like the same extent.

They came primarily to settle the question of a free soil, and so

strongly were they imbued with that sentiment, that when the
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war foi" the Union eventuated, the state contributed to the solu-

tion of that problem 20,097 soldiers, or nearly one-fifth of the

total sum of the whole population of the state in 1861. Kansas

gave 3,4:33 men more than her quota, under circumstances which

should have minimized her response, but for the fact that the pop-

ulation comprised men warring for an idea, with more than the

average of the John Brown inspiration in their nerve power.

The state may well be proud of such men and their deeds, and

the nation has cause to be thankful
;
but the soil was not likely

to get more than the average of fair play at their hands, and in

the actual fact they were not agriculturists.

. Until the war was ended Kansas industries as a whole were

stagnant. The men who sowed did not know who would reap.

The men who built a workshop did not feel sure but that the

brand of the incendiary would swallow up the fruits of long years

of labor and skill. The men of daring were in the field already,

or they were prepared to fight guerrillas at a moment's notice.

That frame of mind was not favorable to commercial and manu-

facturing enterprise. Until the war came to an end, so complete-

ly were the people absorbed by the contemplation of the great

issue that agricultural statistics were absolutely neglected here

until the year 1865. That fact tells its o^m story as significantly

as the figures themselves could possibly have done had they been

prepared and preserved. The department of agriculture supplies

some data touching Kansas, from the year 1862, but they are in-

complete to such an extent as to render them little better than

random guesses at important facts. There appear to have been

405,468 acres of improved or partially improved land in the state

in 1860, and in ten years from that time only 1,971,003, and as if

to indicate how many conflicting causes had been at work in that

interval of ten years, more especially in the first half, the increase

within the next five years brought up the total to 4,748,901.

The increase in the first ten years was 1,565,535 acres, against

4,343,433 acres, in fifteen years.

The inclination to immigrate was minimized during the war,

and, when the term of hostility had come to an end, there was a

lack of means as well as of inclination among the persons in

every grade most likely to emigrate to assume new risks. We
36
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had a population of 8,601 in 1855, which increased, in spite of

all drawbacks, to 107,206 in 1860, but the next five rears only

added about 33,000 to our wealth of human life. In 1870, there

"were 364,399
;
in 1875, over 528,437, and we have now over

600,000 at the most moderate estimate. The figures just quoted
are eloquent and descriptive to an extent seldom possible within

the range of arithmetic. Kansas drew from the northern states

to the extent of very nearly 100,000 within five years prior to

1860, for no reason, more surely, than because the people were

committed to a struggle on behalf of human rights. They came

not to bargain for town lots so much as to remove a stain with

"which a certain party was proceeding to lower the moral status

of the territory. They came not to a farm, nor to a laboratory,

but to a battle-field, and they prosecuted their design with the

chivalry of Crusaders, with this difference, of course, that the

territory, in a commercial and agricultural sense, was well worthy
of the struggle, as the city of Jerusalem was not supposed to be

;

but that fact hardly entered into their calculation at the time.

When the war had concluded, the people, who had on a large

scale fought the battle of this state, as Kansas on a more re-

stricted field had been engaged in battlinsr for the Union five

years before Sumter was threatened, turned their attention to the

land which had been seen from afar, and had won, meantime, a

repute for value scarcely second to H3'mettus, whose bees, per-

haps, do not really make honey sweeter than that of their neigh-

bors. The era of hostilities did not favor misrration. Immi-

grants from over sea enlisted to fight, or they found employment
in the si'eat cities of the free states bevond the arena of war.

The peacefully disposed would as soon have thought of taking

their children to settle in the sulphui'ous glades of Inferno as of

brinojino; them here to colonize Kansas while the state was send-

insf its manhood to remote battle-fields, and at home was beins:

desolated by the followers of Quantrell. We only increased a

fraction over six per cent, per annum for five years after the war

began ;
but then came a time of preparation to move towards the

west. Around camp fires, and on the march, soldiers had told

their comrades about the soil, the mineral resources, the sites for

cities, the rivers and water power.s, and the exhilarating atmo-
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sphere of Kansas, about all which they could be eloquent;
statesmen looked in this direction, and the press sounded our

praises
— an exodus on a great scale was inevitable.

There was a pause until men could realize advantageously

upon their old investments in the north, a little time within

which to enjoy the society of friends from whom they had been

long parted, and then Kansas, no longer blockaded on the river

at Lexington or elsewhere, no longer requiring an array such as

that known as "Lane's army," became the cynosure of all eyes.

From that time, until 1878, investments for capital were in de-

mand, greenbacks were plentiful although gold was at a premium,
and properties readily found purchasers. Kansas began to re-

ceive a population intent on industries, bringing with them capi-

tal available for investments, or even for speculation. The repute
of Kansas grew with every day, but the collapse of 1873 rudely

stayed the stream of immigration just as it was broadening and

deepening at every source. Men that would have sold their pos-

sessions in more northern states to move this way, had no longer

a market available, unless they would give away their property;

still there has been a large increase within the past five years
—

from 364,399 in 1870, to 528,437 in 1875— rather more than 130

per cent., but a large margin below that of the preceding five

years
— from 140,179 to 364,399, or almost 190 per cent.

Several circumstances have helped toward this result. The

corn crop fluctuated in 1872, and afterwards, then the crisis in

1873, and immediately following the perturbations of Wall street,

the visitation of locusts in 1874. The corn crop receded 29,000,000

bushels in 1873, a fall of 37 per cent, on the crop of the former

3^ear. This incident affected Kansas materially, although the

failure applied not to this state in particular. Other products

suffered in degree from the same causes, and the means of the

people were narrowed before the crisis applied its terrible squeeze

to the sponge. All those circumstances slackened the stream to

Kansas, and of course the locust temporarily turned the tide in

other directions
;
but there are signs of the times, such as cannot

be misunderstood, pointing to a compensating growth again within

the next decade. Even now we can see by looking back that

there has been no positive cessation of effort through all the times
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of disaster, judging from the area of land brought under cultiva-

tion, as the figures amply prove. In giving the few statistics

neoessarv, no harm can accrue from statino; in round numbers,

dropping iu every case the hundreds, making them rate as a

thousand if they come above five hundred, and dropping them

altogether for the sake of brevity of statement, when they fall be-

low that mean.

During the war it seems probable that the actual area was below

that cultivated in 1860, at all times, and in 186-i there was only

244,000 acres under improvement. The next year gave an in-

crease of 30,000 acres
;
in 1867 there was an area of 562,000, or

'

more than doubled in two years, a rate of increase which was ex-

ceeded in 1868, when the area rose to 1,860,000 acres. The year
1872 brought up the aggregate to 2,531,000, and, the corn crop to

the contrary notwithstanding, there was an advance to 3,038,000

in 1873, which in spite of the crisis grew to 3,670.000 in 1874,

nor could the grasshopper cause it to recede in 1875
;
our last

record as the acreage then tilled was 4,750,000. The figures here

given are authentic except as to hundreds, as before mentioned.

Authorities are now recommending that Kansas should in the

future give more attention to wheat and less to corn, because the

easier and larger crop is subject to such distressing fluctuations.

No wise farmer will carry all his eggs in one basket, and no harm

can come from increasing the number of productions, more espe-

cially when the average of profit can be increased thereby. In

1870, corn gave only 17,000,000 ;
in 1872, it grew to 47,000,000,

and in 1874, it had fallen to 16,000,000, while wheat was increas-

ing steadily all the time from 2,391,000, in 1870, to 13,209,000

bushels in 1875. Certainly it should be recorded that in 1875,

corn reached the enormous aggregate of 80,799,000, but that only

serves to illustrate, in a manner more marked, the fluctuation in-

cidental to that crop, which has no corresponding uncertainty in

wheat by way of set off. The practice in Kansas is gradually

changing toward the cultivation of wheat, and will become more

decided.

The increase of wheat cultivation has become an ascertained

and indubitable fact, and it is well for Kansas that it should be

so. Climate, soil, and market alike indicate wheat as the best
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product. The rainfall of Kansas is especially adapted to wheat,
and far less dangerous in its fluctuations to that crop than to corn.

It falls when it is wanted for the one, and it is apt to cease when
the lack is fatal to corn. The state is specially favorable to win-

ter wheat, and the farmer, finding that crop a good paying invest-

ment, is steadily increasing his area. Figures could be quoted to

prove this statement, incontestably, but the reader shall not be

deluged with arithmetic. Practical farmers have advanced from

2,39L008 bushels in 1870, to 13,209,403 in 1875, the increase

being steady all the time, and apparently beyond uncertainties,

to an extent that must make the crop more and more a favorite

among producers, and winter wheat is preferred over the spring

growth by a wide margin. Kansas will make its very best show-

ing in that direction.

Stock in Kansas.— Stock must be an object in every farm-

ing country, but in Kansas that branch of industry has peculiar

claims upon attention. Dry winters will become better under-

stood as experience widens to indicate that Kansas, more espe-

cially in the western belt, is adapted for stock raising. The mini-

mum of shelter is required, the maximum of food is provided by

nature, and the wide range of country available gives to the pru
dent operator every possible advantage. There is a steady in-

crease in the capital invested, the grade of cattle is being im-

proved still more rapidly than even the advance in numbers. In

the year 1860 there were only 93,000 cattle and 138,000 swine,

which had changed bv the end of the war in 1865, to 202,000

and 95,000 respectively. There are now, or rather there were in

1875, 703,000 of the one and 293,000 of the other. Sheep also

are securing attention, as in 1860 there were only 17,569, and in

1875 they had increased to 106,224. Since that return was col-

lected large investments have been made in sheep, and there is

good reason to believe that mutton and wool v;ill become in

every year more important items in our aggregate of wealth
; pro-

vided always, that some means can be devised to stay the rav-

ages of worthless curs, that are more destructive and worrying to

sheep in Kansas, than the dingo or wild dog on the sheep runs

of Australia.
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In the west sheep are herded in large flocks, with an almost

unlimited range of countr}^, and the sparse settlements scattered

at wide intervals do not supply a sufficient number of dogs to

affect this arm of enterprise ;
but where farmers give part of their

attention only to small flocks, the depredations of dogs are sim-

ply ruinous to the effort. About 75,000 dogs are reported by
the assessors, and they are said to have destroj^ed no less than

5,200 sheep, at an aggregate value of over $12,000. It will soon

become necessarv to determine which is of the most value, the

dog or the sheep, and the most valuable should be preferred by
actual legislation. A dog that kills sheep is worth one bullet, or

a small dose of strvchnine, and the case should be attended to

without an hour's delay. Wool and mutton are invaluable, as

any one may discover who will consider the growth of the sheep

runs in Australia, year after year ;
and the western belt of Kansas

could produce as fine wool and as good mutton with the same

average of attention, besides being nearer to the best wool mar-

kets of the world. The middle and western belts are rapidly

developing this industrj^ Eussell and Osborne counties have

added 27,000 to their flocks since the return was obtained, and

increases have been largely progressing in other counties by im-

portations fiom Colorado and New Mexico. The best Merino

stock is being cultivated, and Cotswolds are also in favor wher-

ever the dog nuisance can be abated. The climate is found pref-

erable to that of Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and New York for

sheep raising, and the diseases of sheep in Kansas are almost

nominal. A cross of Merinos with the Southdown is said to be

the best for all purposes, except in fenced pastures, when Cots-

wolds are preferred.

This branch of industry requires peculiar training and experi-

ence to win success, and in that respect it does not differ from

other pursuits. The successful practitioner in any line is he that

has added first class experience to good capacity. The sheep far-

mer wants nothing more. The climate banishes foot rot and

catarrh, which are the scourges of the Australian squatter, and

other diseases common among sheep are here unknown. It is

even claimed that sheep already affected by disease before corn-

in o- into Kansas find the climate specific, but there is no such
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mass of evidence as to establish the statement
;

still there are so

many advantages within the reach of the sheep raiser, as must

make the pursuit increasingly popular every year.

Shepherds must be employed in Kansas to look after the large

herds, and the sheep must have a wide range because of the dogs,

wolves and cayotes on the one hand, and further, because in the

absence of tame grasses the native pasture would be destroyed if

eaten too close, as sheep will eat when kept within a limited

range. Good sheds during the winter months and a summer cor-

ral where the flock can be protected at night, with moderate

attention in the matter of food, and a flock is a fortune. Flocks

will average as much as seven pounds per ffeece unwashed. The
mild climate, short winter, dry rolling prairie, abundant streams

and ample feed are justly praised, and when tame grasses can be

added the results will be still better. One flock of full blooded

Merinos is reported as giving nearly ten pounds per fleece of un-

washed wool. Clearly, the purer the blood and the higher the

grade, the better the product.

One man, writing on the wool question, says: "We can raise

as much wool on land worth from $5 to $10 per acre as can be

raised in New York on land worth $100, and we can send our

wool to that market for three cents per ])ound." It is said that a

farmer can raise one sheep for every acre farmed without inter-

fering with his farming operations. In Ellis county, sheep were

only corraled about four days during the winter of 1874, and

even when the weather was at its coldest, found feed in the ravines

and broken ground ;
but it is laid down as an axiom that what is

expended on food is more than repaid in wool. More might be

said on this subject, but enough has been placed before the reader

to indicate the immense value of Kansas as a field for the opera-

tions of sheep raisers.

Horses have increased by nearly 90,000 in number in five

years, from 1870, as the last returns show a total of 207,376 in

March, 1875
;
but just at that time horseflesh was in poor demand,

and the rates of value were consequently very low
; hence, the

estimated worth was only increased $1,240,353. Raisers of stock

have given very great attention to improved grades of late years.

The Indian and Mexican pony stock is disappearing, and that
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fact will not fail, in the long run, to make this market one of the

main resorts of purchasers who require first-class animals, and

will not have weeds at any price. There will be still greater im-

provements, in all respects, now that breeders have given the

matter substantial attention.

In the year 1870, the total number of asses and mules in Kan-

sas, as returned to the state board of agriculture, only amounted

to 11,786, and in 1875 that aggregate had improved to 24,96-i, or

1,392 more than cent, per cent, of increase. The improvement of

value in five years was just $608,47-1.

^' The increase of milch cows was very large within the same

term, as in 1875 there were 225,028 ;
there were in 1870, only

123,443, so that 101,585 had been added. Butter and cheese have

been very noticeably increasing on the whole, although some

counties show a decrease in each article, the results on the whole

state being an increase in cheese of 1,014,003 pounds, and in but-

ter of over 3,805,000 pounds. The nutritious native grasses, the

brevity of the winter, the genial mildness of the climate, and the

buffalo grasses on the plains, which are generally available all

through the winter, afford such advantages as few states can rival

for the prosecution of dairy farming; and this industry is clearly

yet in the infancy of its developement. The native grasses per-

mit of being cured with little labor, and the nutritive qualities,

although lessened by the process, are still considerable. Tlie in-

crease of cattle other than milch cows has been very large during

the five years indicated, almost amounting to cent, per cent The

returns obtained by the state board of agriculture show that up

to March, 1875, there had been an improvement in point of num-

bers to the extent of 227,768 head, a result that will be its own

comment.

CHAPTER XXY.

THE PLAGUE OF LOCUSTS.

The term orasshoppcr is frequently misapplied, to cover a

family much larger than that to which it really belongs, as, for
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instance, it is often used to indicate the Eocky Mountain locust

{caloptenus spretus), a true locust, of the same family with that

which is named in scripture among the plagues of Egypt and else-

where; we may, therefore, be excused, if, without venturing
further into the realm of technical phraseology, we give some few

particulars about locusts in general, and the Eoeky Mountain

locust in particular. They are known all over the globe, and are

only welcomed in some few places, where people of cultivated

palates use them for food. Pulling off tlieir wings, the bodies

are said to be very pleasant articles of diet when fried in butter

or in oil, or pickled for the table. We do not pretend to envy
the locust eaters their peculiar and costly delicacy. The noise

produced by the locust is not vof;al but mechanical merely, as the

elytra, or wing covers, come in contact, and the rubbing of the

one against the other produces the harsh sound referred to.

The migratory locust is very destructive, and it moves in

swarms. The vegetation immediately surrounding its place of

birth being consumed, it takes flight to adjoining districts, and

continues its raid until every green thing has disappeared. Some-

times the mass is so great as to shut out the sun at noon day,

and the spots upon which the visitors alight are at once converted

into a desert. In some parts of Central Europe, in Egypt, in

Syria generally, and nearly all over the south of Asia, the locust

comes periodically, spreading dismay at every visitation, and

leaving little besides starvation for the people. In the southern

portions of Europe rewards are offered for collecting the eggs

and the perfect insects, and by such means the frequently recur-

ring plague has been effectually fought and reduced. The same

method has been pursued with good results in China and in

Turkey. There is a record that in one season, in the year 1613,

a sum equal to $4,000 was paid in this way, and considering the

difference in money values then and now, that is about equiva-

lent to an outlay of $20,000 in our own time. Southern Africa

is sometimes visited by terrible swarms of locusts of very gorge-

ous colors.

The scriptures abound in descriptions of the locust, and of the

manner and completeness of the destruction which procured
for them the repute of special ministers of the vengeance of an
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offended Deity. They covered the whole land in Egypt so that

the earth was darkened, and they devoured every green herb of

the earth and the fruit of every tree that the hail had left. Kan-

sas is not the only state in the union that has suffered from visita-

tions of the locust, as we find that in the yeai's 1818-19 vast

hordes of those insects called grasshoppers, but really locusts,

appeared in Minnesota, covering the ground, as Kiell mentions in

his history of that state, three and four inches thick, and destroy-

inar evervthins- in their track. Canada has sometimes been vis-

ited, and the Eed river country in Manitoba has suffered terribly.

About the year 1820 or "21 the western counties of Missouri were

desolated by their presence, as they devoured every green thing,

but they came late in the season, the country was then but

sparsely settled, and only a few old residents besides the Indians

can give any account of their ravages. The locusts filled the earth

witli their eggs, which were hatched in the following spring, but

the insects took flight as soon as their wings were developed, and

comparatively little harm was done in the second year. Those

portions of Missouri in which cotton, flax, hemp, wheat and

tobacco were planted, are said by another authority to have

suffered much in the second year, but corn was not injured.

Kansas was included in that raid, beyond question, as its posi-

tion between Missouri and the Eocky mountains, the habitat of

the locust would necessitate a passing call, and the late arrival in

Missouri argues a prolonged stay here en route. They were again

in Kansas just after settlement began, in the autumn of 1854,

when the few residents near Lawrence were much occupied by

the encroachments of other plagues, and there were but few crops

to be destroyed, except at the missions and on the Indian reserva-

tions
;
so that few particulars can be ascertained. A resident in

the Delaware Mission says that there was no visitation from the

time of his arrival, in 1837, until thirty years later, nine years

ago; but a resident at the Osage Mission, whose experience com-

menced in 1847, remembers the locusts desolating the country in

1854, after a very dry summer. The grasshoppers, he says, came

like a fall of snow, covering everything, destroying gardens, even

eating the bark off peach trees. They went away in October,

after fillino- the earth with eggs. The winter was particularly
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severe, but that did not destroy the eggs buried in the soil and

on hard roads, so that when spring came they were hatched, and

much destruction followed. Oats, corn and the grass on the prairies

were destroyed. Corn was thrice planted, but destroyed as often,

and the horses had to be sent to Missouri. Had the visitation

been general, there would have been some record of so much

suffering among the settlers, and at the other missions. Natur-

ally, those who were visited in 1854-5 would come to the conclu-

sion that the whole country was desolated in the same way as the

Osage Mission.

There was another passing call in the autumn of 1866, when

the locusts are said to have descended like a rain on the gardens
and in a few daj^s all vegetation was destroyed. This was in

September, and the fields and gardens were alike destroyed. The

crops had been saved before they came that year, but their eggs

were hatched in the spring of 1867 very early, and there seemed

a prospect of a terrible visitation, when a freshet washed away the

microscopic plague from the Osage mission, and the crops were

saved. Some distance from the mission, where the local freshet

did not avert disaster, there is said to have been much suffering

from the locusts in 1867
;
but the statistics of the time only re-

cord that there were 562,120 acres of land under cultivation in

that year in the state, and that the produce in wheat and corn

respectively amounted to 1,537,000 bushels of the former, and

6,487,000 of the latter. The corn crop certainly was not a fair

average, and perhaps the locust is answerable for that fact.

Clearly the proper way to deal with the locust plague is to offer

a premium for their eggs in the first place, and then for the per-

fect insect, before the ovipositor has been emptied in the other, so

that a war of extermination may be carried into the enemy's

country as a precautionary measure.

The Rocky Mountain locust only differs from the common lo-

cust in being stronger, and therefore capable of a longer flight

without so reducing its power as to render it easy to combat the

plague. The female has two pairs of horny valves, which can be

forced in the ground and then opened by a great muscular effort,

when the time comes for depositing ova ;
that operation being per-

formed, the eggs fill a space almost equal in size to the abdomen,
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which fills the hole bored by the valves, and the eggs are custom-

arily buried about an inch below the surface. The eggs are held

in position by a fluid something like the white of an egg, which

probably serves some nutritive purpose also. Sometimes, but

rarely, the eggs are placed much deeper in the earth where some

root may have been devoured and a cavity occasioned, which

gives the insect a new starting point. The number of eggs will

vary from 30 to 100 in the sheath or pod, and the envelop is

closed over the esrgs. From the first hatching to the develop-

ment of wings, about two months will elapse, so that there is a

plenty of time to lay bare a considerable range of country with

fair diligence, before an opportunity for flight can offer.

The young are said to fly toward the southeast as a rule, and it

is claimed that the matured insect moves in the same direction,

sometimes even flying in the very eye of the wind to preserve

that course. The insects travel most by day, but they are most

ravenous at night ;
still they seldom appear to suffer from want

of appetite. They never make long flights except in cases of ne-

cessity, and although it is not easy to drown them, they avoid

broad streams whenever possible, having perhaps heard that some

of their ancestors had been relished by fish in such transits.

When the insects have their choice, it is clear that they prefer

depositing their eggs on dry and compact ground. Meadows and

pastures are often used when the grass is bare and the earth not

swampy. Newly broken and plowed land is too loose to accord

with their ideas. Abundant opportunities have been afi:orded to

entomologists to study this very curious and destructive insect in

every portion of its economy, or perhaps it would be more proper

to say of its extravagance, for there is very little economy in a

flight of locusts.

The damage came from the northwest and approached the

southeast in 1874, and the eastern parts of Kansas suffered least,

because the crops had been mainly secured before the arrival of

the pest.
In the western portion of the state, the young corn,

which happened, moreover, to be the principal crop, suffered ter

ribly in 1871, but the insects passed on before depositing their

eggs ta any great extent. In the longitude of Topeka, eggs were

deposited largely, and much fear was entertained that the whole
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of the crop of 1875 would be destroj-ed in consequence. The fig-

,ures for the two years show that in 187-i there were 3,669,776

acres of land under cultivation, and in the following year 4,748,-

901
;
the respective yields of wheat and corn for the two years

being, in 1874, 9,881,383 bushels of wheat, and 15,699,078 of

corn; in 1875, 13,209,403 bushels of wheat, and 80,798,769 of

corn
;
so that there was no substantial ground for alarm in 1875.

The insects continued to deposit from the time of their arrival

in and near the longitude of Topeka, until they had crossed the

eastern line of the state into Missouri, late in the season, by
which time the crops were safe.

The operations of the locust family in 1875 were closely ob-

served in the neighborhood of Lawrence. The young were first

seen on the southern slope of Mount Oread, which forms the ter-

mination of the high prairie, and is one of the bluffs at the inter-

section of the valleys of the Kansas and Wakarusa. The Indian

plantain was being fed upon by some of the locusts, but myriads

were at rest on the ground, and could have been destroyed easily.

They were minute, almost microscopic, but would jump about

two or three inches high, when disturbed. Nearly two hundred

were caught by one sweep of the hand two weeks after hatching,

and the process of hatching was very widely distributed. They
were first seen early in April, but their movements caused no

serious apprehensions until the 10th of May, and even then com-

bined and systematized destruction would have preserved a wide

range of country. Ten days later their ravages were terribly ap-

parent and it was seen that much valuable time had been inex-

cusabl}^ lost. Many even then were able to save their crops by
the ditching process, as the insects were still wingless, and could

be arrested or deflected by slight obstacles. Three men whose

crops were in danger ditched and destroyed 320 bushels of locusts

in ten days, by actual measurement.

The city of Lawrence was invaded on the 25th of Ma}^, and

nearly all the gardens were destroyed soon after, so that a green

spot was an oasis for the eye to rest upon, except where moder-

ate precautionary measures had been taken to save the trees, as

the insects were still unable to fly and could be confined to the

lawns and flowering shrubs. Seventy bushels of the pests were
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destro3'ed by one man who valued his garden and grounds at the

price of so much effort and outlay as was involved in the exter-

mination of some millions of the locust army. About a sixth of

the city of Lawrence stands between the river and the paved

streets, and neither of those lines of fortification could be, or were,

crossed by the scourge, consequently, the gardens and grounds
were safe in that area. Many farms were saved by some such tri-

vial incidents offering insuperable obstacles to the army of glut-

tons. The size of the locust was still so inconsiderable that

128,000 were found in one bushel in the beginning of June, but

from that time they increased in bulk very rapidly, doubling
their dimensions within five days. Fifty-five days elapsed from

the time that the first larva was seen until the first winged locust

was observed, and the departure from the neighborhood of Law-

rence commenced about the third and concluded about the fif-

teenth of June.

Different observers give widely varying descriptions as to the

direction of the flight of the locust, some saying that they always

fly southeast, and others, that they persistently fly northwest
;

probably the fact may be that they are governed by local circum-

stances, and that each looker on has pronounced ex cathedra, upon
a basis of observation, too narrow to cover a general conclusion.

Locusts are said to suffer much from parasitic insects as well as

from birds, and it is believed by some that the outcome of eggs

not laid and hatched in the mountainous region are not so strong

as those that start from the Rocky Mountains.

The ravages of the locust in Kansas in 1875 were confined to

a narrow strip on the eastern border, and even there the injury

that was effected was sufficiently early in the season, to permit of

replanting, so that the crops of that year covered the losses of the

year preceding, and have increased the wonder of the union at

large bj" the abundant evidence afforded of the fertility of the

State. The sufferings endured by the people of Kansas, in con-

sequence of the locust invasion of 1874, have already been re-

ferred to in the preliminary chapters of this book, but there are

matters of detail which could not then be given, and which ought

not to be omitted from the record. The legislature was convened

in an extra sesf;ion and made such arrangements as were then
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possible to meet the necessities of the case, being seconded there-

in by those who were in a position to assist the needy by loans or

other temporary aids.

The legislature was convened for its regular session in Janu-

ar}-, 1875, and, in anticipation of that event, the fullest informa-

tion was procured from all sources as to the amount of destitu-

tion arising from the destruction of crops by the locust plague in

the state. An effort was also made to ascertain at that time what

amount of help would be required to supply rations, clothing,

seed and feed for animals required in the working of farms, to

tide over the difficulties of the sufferinar class, and enable them

to resume their customary' avocations with the least possible de-

lay. Gov. Osborn submitted the facts that could be obtained

prior to the 26th of January, 1875, in a message to the legisla-

ture, and in that report there were returns from all the organized
counties except Comanche, Harper, Kingman and Ness. The

state was, in the report submitted, divided into five groups of

counties, and reported upon in that order.

In the first group of '.^3 counties, with a population of about

270,000, part of the returns being from an earlier census, there

were 1,680 persons in need of rations, 300 men and 300 women in

want of clothing, and 729 children in the same condition. Neo-

sho, Lyon and "Woodson were the distressed localities, but in

Lyon only one-thirteenth of the population would accept help ;

in Neosho, one-twentieth, and in Woodson, one twentj'^-fourth ;

the proportion for the whole group being about one one-hundred-

and-sixtieth part.

In the second group, including 19 counties, with a population

of 160,000, there were 7,927 in want of rations, 2,201 men, 3,217

women, and 6,103 children in want of clothing, besides some

places wanting clothing, but giving no estimates as to numbers

and amount of required relief. Jackson, Marion and Marshall

proposed to deal with their own distress without assistance from

beyond their own borders.

In the third group, comprising nine counties with a population

of 60,089, there were 8,015 in want of rations, 3,164 men, 3,976

women, and 5,308 children in want of clothing. In the fourth,

group of nine counties, with a population of 35,703, there were
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9,026, or over one-fourth, in want of rations, and 1,890 men, 1,642
women, and 3,430 children wanting clothes. The fifth group of

twelve organized counties, and two others, including a population
of 13,038, had 5,841, or 678 less than one half of the whole

population in w^ant of rations, and 522 men, 623 women and 902
children in w^ant of clothing. In the gross, there were 32,614

requiring to be supplied with rations, and there were applicants
for clothing to the number of 8,077 men, 9,758 women and 16,472
children. It was proposed to supplj^ rations where required until

June 1, 1875, that is to say, for 120 days, and the estimated cost

was $547,915. Many of the counties subsequently increased the

number of persons requiring aid, because many who had been

hoping to bear up against the disaster unaided were compelled to

surrender to their necessities at last.

The returns made by the several counties were not actual

transcripts of suffering from the locust plague, as in some counties

there was a determination to keep their sorrow^s at home, and in

others there was an evident resolve to tabulate all distress to pro-
cure as much aid as possible from all sources. In some instances,
where the answer was made that the counties would be self-sus-

taining, there were agents sent from those counties soliciting re-

lief from other states, and of course, every agent that addressed

an audience was bound to have telling facts to reach the sympa-
thies of his hearers, whether he succeeded in giving a just pic-

ture of the condition of Kansas or not. Thus it happened that

there were several different stories going the round of the press
and of the community at the same time as to the sufferino- in

Kansas, which some would deny in Mo, while others magnified
to the utmost of their power.
The want of seed was severely felt, and the estimated value of

the assistance demanded was in all, $78,795 ; being for the first

group $14,789"; for the second, $18,780; for the third, $16,032 ;

for the fourth, $18,516; and for the fifth group, $10,676. This

estimate was based upon the actual planting in 1874, and deduct-

ing such areas as were certain to be planted by the owners or

tenants without external aid. There was an effort made by those

acting on behalf of the government to vary the crops in the state,

beneficially in some respects, by offering only such seeds freely as
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were known to be best adapted to give fair returns. There was

specially an attempt to increase the area occupied in the growth
of flax, as that crop is very profitable and desirable as a possible
basis of other industries.

Most of the flax cultivated in Kansas has been under a kind

of mortgage to the proprietors of oil mills in Missouri and else-

where, outside the limits of the state. The proprietors loan to

farmers a limited quantity of seed on conditions, that for every
bushel advanced l^^ shall be returned, and the whole crop be

sold to them at a price fixed by the parties making the loan.

The borrowing farmer must contract to deliver the whole of his

crop to his creditors at their price and at their place, besides

giving 25 per cent, interest for the use of the seed. The arrange-

ment is objectionable from every point of view, and on that

account the government endeavored to change the basis of flax

cultivation, but the monopolists met them at every point, strug-

gling to maintain the system which secures to them considerable

returns at a minimum of risk and a complete control of the

market below ruling prices. The recommendations of the gov-
ernor on the basis suggested by the state board of agriculture

were eminently judicious, and as a rule the aims of the govern-
ment were seconded in a liberal spirit by outsiders from all parts

the union.

Calculations had to be made for the supply of feed for horses

to be employed in farm work until the farmers could get their

work advanced to a point at which they could depend on their

own capital, credit and exertions. That item alone involved an

estimated outlay of $123,645. The largest amount allotted to

one group being $31,648 to the fourth group, and the smallest,

$19,059, to the first.

The attempt to meet the difficulties by legislative action failed,

because, while everybody admitted the urgent necessity of the

case, some wanted to grant a loan, merely, while others argued

for a gift, and in the end the needy were
l^eft

without assistance.

There were other impediments to legislative action, which looked

in the direction of local jealousies; but the result, certainly,

pitiful and blamable in the extreme, was, that the urgent demand

in the interests of sound policy and generous sympathy remained

37
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untouched by the men whose special business it should have

been to meet the woes of the state from its own resources, by a

direct levy, or by contracting a public loan for the purpose.

The two houses differed and could not be reconciled on the ques-

tions of the hour, although conference committees were appointed,

and the appropriations fell through.

The state board of agriculture was worked throughout the

time of trial with singleness of purpose and an energy that never

flagged, and failing to procure appropriations from the legislature,

there remained no resource but to use such outside help as could

be procured. Seeds of various kinds w^ere sent from persons,

departments, societies and institutions, all of which were dis-

tributed according to the known wants of districts upon the basis

alread}' given ; but, of course, there were cases of extreme want

that could not be adequately dealt with upon means so limited.

In many cases there were two or three different authorities acting

in reference to the wants of one group, while another procured

only Su pro rata allotment of seeds from the state board, but such

results were inevitable where proper concerted action had not

been secured from the first.

The Kansas central relief committee issued an address to the

people of the state in November, 187-i, at the instance of the gov-

ernor and leading citizens, setting forth the necessity for such

action as was then taken
;
and the people of the eastern states

were reached by the same document. It was necessary to answer

those at a distance wdio were continually asking for authentic in-

formation touching the needs of Kansas, and it was desirable that

there should be unity of action among Kansans themselves. The

fact was duly promulgated that many exaggerations had been re-

sorted to by interested parties for specific purposes ;
but above

and beyond all such misstatements, the reality of distress was

properly urged upon all classes capable of affording a degree of

relief. Winter had then set in, and it was known that there were

families and neighborhoods to a large extent destitute, or very

poorly supplied at the best with clothing, fuel, food, bedding, and

other essentials to sustain life
;
more especially among pioneers

and new arrivals.

The failure of the government to meet the case by the legisla-
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ture in special session, a foreshadowing of the ultimate failure,

already mentioned, was pointed out, and it was stated that the

distress was limited, not general, inasmuch as the older counties,

long settled and comparatively rich, could deal with the want

arising within their own borders, but could not cope with the dis-

tress known to be prevalent in other counties newly organized,

or not yet organized, and where no machinery of benevolence

could come between the necessitous and starvation. In the fron-

tier counties there was distress because a great tide of worthy citi-

zens had poured into that portion of the country within a few

years, and the visitation had overtaken them completely, swamp-

ing their means before they could be expected to have'^established

a reserve fund in any form. Such men certainly deserved gen-
erous aid from every source. The wants that should be met were

briefly stated, and while the fact was insisted upon that very

many of the worthy suffering class could hardly be said to be

citizens of Kansas, so recently had they arrived
;

still in view of

the fact that they were hona fide settlers honestly aiming to make
homes for their families and themselves in the state, it was the

duty of the older residents to protect them from want until they
should be able to provide for themselves. Justice, charity, and

sound policy combined to render it advisable that the state should

deal with its own distress, however arising, assuming that course

to be possible. The central committee offered itself as the medi-

um for distributing assistance, and the urgency of its appeal to

churches, societies, and other organizations, produced excellent

results in regard to promptitude.

The unworthy motives of some of the parties, who were then

in the eastern states soliciting aid in the name of Kansas, were

glanced at in such a manner as must have led to the discourage-

ment of their efforts, and if after that publication any persons in

the east gave their money to unknown and unauthorized men,

when they might have sent it to the central committee with a

certainty of fair dealing, they were merely offerjng
a premium to

dishonest solicitors and fraud. With emphasis and truth the

committee asserted what must long continue to Joe believed of

Kansas, that its citizens lacked none of the essentials of true man-

hood and womanhood, although they had been overtaken by mis-
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fortune, and it is due to the people of the eastern states to say

that the appeal to their sterling generosity was not made in vain.

The results were not adequate to permit of complete and satisfac-

tory aid being given to every known case of want, but there was

mitigation, and that amounted to a great deal where every man

and woman was striving to accomplish all that was possible. The

central committee received in cash from many sources $73,863,

and besides that there were supplies of various kinds, amounting
to 265 carloads and 11,049 packages. The carloads were brought

by all the railroad companies free of charge, and they were ave-

raged at $-100 each in value
;
the packages were found to be worth

in money about $5.00 each, so that the supplies, independent of

cash, were worth on the whole about $161,245. As distributed

by the committee, most of those supplies were worth more than

they would have brought if sold for cash
;
but on that basis the

amount apportioned by the committee was $235,108.

The time is now past and gone, and it is hoped that the lessons of

thrift and economy then taught in the hard school of experience

will hereafter benefit Kansas, so that no future misfortune will

place her before the world a postulant for its benevolence, but

should that time ever arrive, it may be hoped that the first step

of the constituted authorities will be of such a kind as to dis-

courasfe individual solicitation from the cities and states at a dis-

tance without such indorsements as will satify the generous

givers that they are not bestowing their aid in vain. There

is not a state in the union that deserves more from its sister states

than Kansas, and there is not one in which the spirit of self help

and proper pride is better developed.

The state has resources which will command support in the

future, and will give returns upon sound investment. The mines,

the quarries, the rivers, the soil and the pastures of the state in-

vite an ever increasing immigration. Men who have money can

find here openings for its employment. Men who can offer nothing

more valuable than clear heads, sound bodies and honest inten-

tions cannot fail to discover in Kansas their proper spheres of

activitv. The rural districts and the cities are both increasing in

importance and in wealth, and the whole state is broad based

upon natural advantages, such as hardly one component of the
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United States can excel in every particular. Kansas has endured

trials and vicissitudes enough to test the courage of a nation, and

has come through the fire of persecutiou and suffering undirnmed.

Let us hope that her days of privation have gone by forever.

CHAPTER XXVL

COUNTY SKETCHES.

The counties of Kansas are, Allen, Anderson, Atchison, Bar-

bour, Barton, Bourbon, Brown, Butler, Chautauqua, Chase, Cher-

okee, Clay, Cloud, Coffey, Comanche, Cowley, Crawford, Davis,

Dickinson, Doniphan, Douglas, Edwards, Elk, Ellis, Ellsworth,

Ford, Franklin, Greenwood, Harvey, Harper, Howard, Jackson,

Jefferson, Jewell, Johnson, Kingman, Labette, Leavenworth, Lin-

coln, Linn, Lyon, Marion, Marshall, McPherson, Miami, Mitchell,

Montgomery, Morris, Nemaha, Neosho, Ness, Norton, Osage, Os-

borne, Ottawa, Pawnee, Phillips, Pottavratomie, Pratt, Reno, Re-

public, Rice, Riley, Rooks, Rush, Russell, Saline, Sedgwick,

Shawnee, Smith, Sumner, Wallace, Wabaunsee, Washington,

Wilson, Woodson and Wyandotte.

Allen County was organized in the first year after the pass-

ing of the organic act through congress in 1854, consequently its

history commences with 1855. The governor of Ohio has the

honor of being perpetuated, if not immortalized, by his name,

being given to this county because he favored the doctrine of

popular sovereignty as applied to Kansas. The county contains

504 square miles, and in 1875 had a population of 6,638, having

decreased, in five years, 384, after increasing in the preceding ten

years, 3,940. The sexes are evenly balanced in Allen county

which is in that respect a fair reflex of the world, as there are

3,419 males to 3,219 females. Every state has contributed to the

population of this county, and so have most of the countries of

Europe. Manufactures and mining contribute to the employment
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of the population, to a small extent, but o.ver 67 per cent are en-

gaged in agriculture. lola is the county seat, 79 miles from To-

peka, to the south. The general surface is level, with bottom

lands averaging about one and a half miles in breadth and com-

prising one-tenth of the county. There is a fair average of tim-

ber land, but 94 per cent, of Allen county is prairie.
The princi-

pal streams are the Neosho, Little Osage and Marmdton. The

chief creeks are Indian, Martins, Deer, Elk and Elm. The Neo-

sho and Marmaton run from northwest to southeast, the Osage

from southwest to northeast. Springs and well water are moder-

ately plentiful. Coal has been found in the county in veins

about three feet below the surface. There is good building stone,

red sandstone and blue and red limestone abound. The county

is traversed by two lines of railroad, the Leavenworth, Lawrence

and Galveston, and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas. lola, the

capital, is 78 miles south of Lawrence, by the L. L. & G. R. R.

The village has a bank, three churches, and some manufactories

of furniture and other goods, that give a fair average of employ-

ment, for which the Neosho river gives water power. There is in

lola an artesian well which affords mineral water much valued in

some diseases, and an inflammable gas which would supply a

large town with fuel and illumination if properly utilized. The

village has a postoffice, which accommodates the township and a

population of 1,759 persons. There is a good weekly paper, the

Neosho Valley Register. The agricultural resources of the coun-

ty assist to build up the capital, and there are good prospects for

the village and district, although there has been temporarily a

falling off in population. The distress in Allen county, after the

locust visitation, was not excessive
;
about 300 persons were rep-

resented as in need of rations and 800 women and children as in

need of clothing. Humboldt is another very considerable village

in Allen county, on the Neosho river and on the L. L. & G, R. R.,

as well as on the M. K. & T. R. R., 80 miles south of Lawrence.

The Neosho is here crossed by a bridge. The village has a pop-
ulation of 1,200, and the township of 2,000. There is a weekly

paper and a monthly periodical published in the village, and a

coal mine near the village which has also several fine business

houses, a bank, a cigar factory and other industries of some ira-
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portance, including two steam flouring mills and a steam furni-

ture factory. There are also in the county, at Geneva, a steam

saw and grist mill
;
at Osage and at Deer Creek similar mills run

by steam power. The county has 57 school districts and 55

school houses, the number of churches of the various denomina-

tions is equally liberal, but unfortunately there are no returns as

to libraries and it seems probable that there are none in the coun-

ty available for public use. Dairy products have exhibited a

marked increase in butter and cheese since 1870, and sheep farm-

ing would be largely followed but for the ravages of dogs, which

are far more destructive to flocks than even the wolves are.

Farms are well managed in Allen county, and the vineyards,

orchards and nurseries here attract and deserve much attention

for the skill with which they are managed.

Anderson County was organized at the same time as Allen

county, in 1855, by the Shawnee legislature, being named after

Col. Anderson, of Lexington, one of the first members elected

by Missouri interposition to the territorial legislature of Kansas

The area of the county is 576 square miles, and the population

5,809, in which the males exceed the females by 233, and all

countries seem to have contributed to make up the total. The

growth of the last five years has been quite slow, only about two

per cent, per annum, but prior to that time, had been verj rapid
:^or ten years. There are about 7 per cent engaged in mining and

manufactures, and over 75 per cent, in agriculture. Forest and

prairie divide the land in the proportion of 6 of the first to 9-1 of

the latter, and 10 per cent, is bottom land, the bottoms averaging
about two miles in breadth. The Pottawatomie is the main

stream, with two forks, the north running east, and the south

northeast. There are smaller streams, such as the Cedar creek,

the Sac, lantha, Thomas, Indian, Deer, Little Osage, Big and

Little Sugar. Well water is found usually at from fifteen feet to

twenty-five, and springs are numerous. There is good coal, but

the seam is not thick, as it varies from eight to twenty-two

inches, but it is free from sulphur and is only about four feet

below the surface at the deepest, within the range of the county.
It is mined for domestic use only, and in the scarcity of timber
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for fuel is of much value. There is good building stone in the

county and excellent fire clay nine inches in thickness, besides

which lead has been found in two places, and a vein of ochre,

which will become of commercial value. There are three rail-

road stations, at Garnett, Weldon and Colony, on the L. L. and

G. E. R, which runs through the whole county. The distress in

Anderson, arising from the locust plague, was very considerable,

as about 12 per cent, of the wdiole population were in need of

rations, and 326 were in want of clothing. There has been a

decrease of cultivation since that time, to the extent of about or

nearly 2,000 acres. In this county also the value and number of

sheep killed by dogs exceed the ravages by wolves. Cheese and

butter have increased in quantity in this county during the last

five years, but not very largely. Bees are kept to some extent,

and orchards, vineyards and nurseries occupy about 2,000 acres.

There are four excellent water powers in the county, but they

are comparatively little used, and could be made of great value

with a small outlay of capital for manufactures. The city of

Garnett is the capital, and it is 58 miles in an air line southeast

of Topeka. The city has a railroad station, three grist mills, one

saw mil], a cheese factory, a furniture factory utilizing the native

woods, an oil mill and a planing mill. There is also a saw mill

at Central City. There are two banks at Garnett and two w^eekly

papers. The Paola, Garnett and Fall Kiver line intersects the L. L.

and G. R. R. at this point. There are 8 churches in the city and

a college under the auspices of the United Presbyterians. The

village is well built and all departments of business well repre-

sented, the population being 1219. The union school building

is extensive and admirable in every way. The city lies 52 miles

south of Lawrence. There is a Catholic parochial school at Gar-

nett, there are two at Emerald, and at Scipio there is a monas-

tery, with a college and parochial school attached. There are

sixty-five organized school districts in the county, sixty-two

schools, and the school property is valued at $68,586. There are

nine church edifices in Anderson county and seventy-five private

libraries are reiristered, with an affo-reffate or 7,381 volumes, or

more than 100 volumes in each. The other principal towns have
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been named, but the mineral and manufacturing resources of

Anderson have been hardly touched.

Atchison County was named in honor of the proslavery

leader David R. Atchison, whose zeal deluged the territory in

sorrow for several years. He was for a short time vice president

of the United States, and evidently hoped that his zeal for slavery

would give him the higher nomination. There are 409 square

miles of territory in the county, with a population in 1875 of

20,187, having increased nearly 5,000 since 1870. The males ex-

ceed the fem.ales by 785 in this county. Manufactures and min-

ing occupy about 19 per cent, of the population, agriculture 31

per cent., and trade and transportation about 3-1 per cent. The

capital seat is Atchison, long the head quarters of the proslavery

party and the locale of the squatter sovereign, but now much

more wisely engaged and prosperous in proportion. The face of

the county shows about 15 per cent, of bottom lands, the rest be-

ing upland. Prairie and forest divide the area in the proportions

of 90 and 10. The bottom lands range from two miles to one-

fourth of a mile in breadth- The timber growing in this county
is valuable for manufactures. The principal streams are, the In-

dependence creek, which runs east to the Missouri
;

the Big

Grasshopper, which runs south to the Kansas
;
and the Little

Grasshopper, its tributary ;
Deer creek, tributary to Independence ;

Walnut creek, flowing into the Missouri
; Camp, Little Stranger

and Big Stranger creeks, which empty into the Kansas. The

county has good well water at from twenty to thirty feet in depth,

and springs are numerous. Coal has been found, but so far only

in small quantities ;
the other mineral treasures found are sand-

stone and limestone, well nigh inexhaustible, yellow oxide of

iron, in and around the capital, lire clay of good qualtity, and

excellent pottery claj^ The city of Atchison has a very charm-

ing appearance on the western bank of the Missouri river at the

extreme western point of the great bend. This city is the western

terminus of the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago, Eock Island and

Pacific, and the Hannibal and St. Joseph railroads
;

it is the

northern terminus of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe line
j
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the eastern terminus of the central branch of the Union Pacific
;

the southern terminus of the Atchison and Nebraska
;
and the

western terminus of the Burlins-ton and Missouri line. The
•Kansas Citj^, St. Joseph and Missouri River line also runs through
Atchison

;
hence the city is a great railroad centre, and one of

the chief commercial towns in Kansas. There are published in

the city, three daily, three weekly, and three monthly papers,
the principal of which are the Daily Champion, Patriot and

Courier, the last named being German. The Champion of Sun-

day, June 13, 1875, was published on the first paper manufactured
in the state, at Blue Eapids. There are two national banks and
tvvo private banks in the city. There are four public school

buildings, the principal of which cost $50,000, besides St. Bene-

dict's college and three private academies. There is a very hand-

some Catholic cathedral, and seven other admirable church build-

ings. There is also an iron and brass foundry of considerable

dimensions, and there are four large furniture factories run by
steam, three steam flouring mills with a capital of $110,000, a

steam saw mill with a capital of $70,000, cigar factories, brew-

eries, wagon and carriage factories, agricultural implement facto-

ries, a steam stone dressing factory, and other important works.

The city has a population of 10,927. The papers published in

Atchison supply the whole county.
There are other centers of less importance, but considerable,

and among them are distributed a water power flouring and grist
mill in Grasshopper township, with a capital of $2,000 ;

a saw and

grist mill in Walnut township ;
two water power flouring and

grist mills in Kapiowa township ;
two wind power flouring mills

in Centre township ;
and a cheese factory at Effingham. The

water powers on the Grasshopper are very valuable, but they are

only utilized partially, and will eventually give employment to

many thousands of both sexes before many years have passed.
When the locust plague fell upon Kansas in 1871, Atchison

county was self supporting, and received no external help as might
have been expected, from the fact that the county was the first to

become connected with the railroad system of the continent, and
was the only county in Kansas so placed before the war. There
are 67 organized school districts in the county, and 71 school
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buildings, the property being Viilaed at $120,000 ;
besides which

there are other facilities for education, including St. Benedict Col-

lege, in charge of the Benedictine Friars
;
an academy for ladies

under the patronage of the sisters of the Benedictines
;
and a

large parochial school connected with the same church. The

churches in Atchison county number altogether thirteen edifices,

which belong to the Presbyterians, Baptists, Congregational,

Methodist, Episcopal, Catholic and Lutheran organizations. The

central branch of the Union Pacific Railroad Company owns all

the unsold lands in the county. There is no information afforded

by the returns as to libraries, public or private, but the latter

must be numerous and extensive. There are 2,673 acres of laud

in the county occupied as nurseries, orchards and vineyards, and

apiaculture has commanded much attention, as there are 505

stands of bees returned, from which 3,874 pounds of honey were

collected in 1874. The bridge over the Missouri River at Atchi-

son is a very handsome and substantial structure of iron on stone

abutments, and supported by stone piers. It is used for railroad

purposes, and is sufficiently high to permit the navigation of the

river to proceed unimpeded.

Barbour County was named in honor of a very estimable free

settler, who was killed in sheer wantonness by a proslavery pick-

et, during the troubles in Douglas county in 1855, as he was re-

turning home from Lawrence. There are 1,134 square miles of

territory in Barbour county, but the population is very small in-

deed, being only 366 in 1875, of which all save seventeen were

born in the United States. There are thirty more males than fe-

males. The larger part of the population is engaged in agricul-

ture. Medicine Lodge is the county seat, 198 miles from Topeka,
in an air line southwest. Only one per cent, of the area is tim-

bered, the rest being prairie. About ten percent, is bottom land.

No coal has been found, but large beds of gypsum will become of

great value, and they extend over one-fourth of the county.

There are no railroads, but the cultivated area extends annually,

the increase in 1874 being 1,411 acres. The population suffered

much from the locust plague, as there were 262 needing rations,

and about the same number in want of clothes, when the state
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board of agriculture procured returns early iu 1875 for the infor-

mation of the legislature. The population prior to the locust in-

vasion was over 600. The county contains twelve organized

school districts, and only one school house. The vacant lands

are mainly Osage trust lands, or belong, to the government.

There are two saw mills, no banks, no newspaper, and only one

church organization, the Eoman Catholic. The county was

organized in 1873, or the name might not have been permitted.

Baetoin County was organized in 1872, and named in honor

of a lady philanthropist well known for her services in the cause

of sanitary reform during the war for the Union. There are

1,832 square miles of territory in Barton, and a population of

about 2,100. In 1870, there were only two persons in the area.

The males exceed the females by about seventy. The balk of

the population is engaged in agriculture. Great Bend is the

county seat, 174 miles from Topeka, westerly. There are forty

per cent, of bottom lands, but only one of forest. The bottom

lands on the Arkansas river range fully seven miles, and on

the creeks about two miles. The uplands are undulating but

available for cultivation. The Arkansas is the Q;reat river

giving the name to the county seat. Walnut creek and Little

Walnut, its tributary, fall into the Arkansas. There are three

other creeks worthy of note— Blood, Deception and Cow creeks.

The county has few springs, but well water can be reached at

from ten feet on the bottoms to sixty feet on the uplands.
Coal or lignite is found in the northern part of the county, about

twenty inches thick. Sandstone is abundant, and so is limestone

in the west and north. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Eailroad has stations at Ellwood and Great Bend. There has

been an increase of over 7,000 acres in cultivation in the last

twelve months reported. The dogs are not so numerous and de-

structive here as in some counties. There is good water power
on Walnut creek, but no manufactures appear to be located there.

Great Bend is the post village and capital, and is situated on the

Arkansas river, very near the center of the state. There is a

bank, one newspaper
— the Great Bend Register, a weekly, a fine

brick court house, an excellent graded school, churches, hotels,
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and a good trade. There are in the count}^, 31 organized school

districts and 22 school houses, with property valued at $23,920.

There are no libraries, but there are ten church organizations.

The locust plague affected Barton heavily, as there were 1,000

persons, or nearly half the then population, wanting rations and

other help in 1874.

BouRBOX County is one of the earliest organizations, dating
from 1855. There are 637 square miles of territory, with a

population of 15,076, which has increased within the last five

years 1,753. Rather more than half the population is engaged
in farming, and about one-eighth in mining and manufactures.

The capital of the county is at Fort Scott, 100 miles from To-

peka to the southeast. There is about 10 per cent, of forest in

the county, and the bottom lands are about 17 per cent., with an

average breadth of one mile. The timber is usually of valuable

varieties. The principal streams are the Osage river, with Lime-

stone creek, its tributary ;
Marmaton river, with Mill, Wolverine

and Shiloh as its northern, and Yellow Paint, Pawnee, Rock and

Moore's Branch as its southern tributaries. Drywood is another

stream on the south line, with Walnut creek as its northern tribu-

tary. Springs are numerous, as usually is the case near wood-

lands, and well-water varies from five to twenty-five feet in depth.

Coal has been found under about one- third of the county, varying
in depth from one foot to fifty, and in thickness of vein from six

inches to three feet. This deposit must materially affect the fu-

ture of the county. During 1874-5, the mines were worked to

the extent of about 150,000 tons, and the quality is moderately

good bituminous. The expense of working is very light, as the

coal can be supplied at the pit mouth for $1.90 per ton. Lime-

stone, sandstone, hydraulic cement, mineral paint, fire clay and

pottery clay are all plentiful, and lead has been found, but not in

paying quantities. Fort Scott, the capital of the county, has

stations on the Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf, and on the

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroads, which bisect each other

at that point, and traverse the county completely. This city is

380 miles west of St. Louis, Mo., and 98 miles south of Kansas

City, and is situated on the Marmiton river. There are three
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newspapers published here, one daily (the Fort Scott Monitor),
and two weekly. The mines and mineral paints and oehres lead

to many important industries already, but they are yet in the in-

fancy of their development. The hydraulic cement works must

become very extensive, as the quality of the article supplied is

excellent.

Among the enterprises now flourishing in the city of Fort Scott

are a steam brewery, two steam flouring mills, steam paint and

cement works, steam planing mill and cabinet works, steam flour-

ing mill and elevator, steam foundry and machine shops, steam

castor oil works, steam woolen mills, wagon and carriage factories,

marble works, several cabinet factories, fire, pressed and building
brick manufactories, breweries, soap factories, cigar and tobacco

factories, and in addition the state grange has recently erected

valuable works, so that the aggregate of capital invested is

already more than $400,000 in industries which are certain to

grow with increase of population. Many businesses of great im-

portance have not been enumerated, and the population of Fort

Scott is 4,572. The county of Bourbon did not require help dur-

ing the locust plague. There are no water powers utilized in Fort

Scott, nor more than one in the county of Bourbon, although

many such could be made available at little cost; but steam

power is preferred because it is so steadj^ in its operation, and,

therefore, more economical in the main. The other principal

manufactures in the county are in Freedom township, where there

is a steam saw and flouring mill
;
at Timber Hill township, simi-

lar works
;
at Scott township, a steam flouring mill

;
in Franklin

township, a saw mill
;
at Xenia, a flouring mill

;
in Marion town-

ship, two steam saw mills and one flour and saw mill, driven by
water power; and at Cato, one flour mill and one saw mill.

There are only two banks in the countj^, those at Fort Scott, the

First National and the Merchants' National, with an ao-gjrecjate

capital of $250,000.

There are in the county eigty-seven organized school districts

and eighty-six school houses, valued, with furniture and appur-

tenances, at $63,216, besides which the Catholic Church has

established a school for young ladies. Seven townships only
have made returns as to libraries, in which are included one pub-
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lie and eighty-seven private collections, of 13,087 volumes alto-

gether. Dogs are numerous and destructive, as more slieep have

been destroyed by dogs than by wolves by more than three to

one. Butter and cheese are largely made in this county, and

there are nearly 5,000 acres planted in vineyards, nurseries and

orchards.

Brown County was organized in 1855, and named in honor

of a senator and ex-governor of Mississippi, who seceded with

Jefferson Davis in 1861. The territory comprises 507 square

miles, and has a population of nearly 10,000, which is still in-

creasing; the males preponderate about 640 over the females.

Over 80 per cent, are employed in farming, and about 11 per cent,

in trade, transportation, mining and manufactures. The county
seat is at Hiawatha, fifty-seven miles from Topeka, to the north.

There is only about two per cent, of bottom lands and eight per
cent, of timber. The forest woods are of good qualitj'. The

principal streams are Walnut creek, Grasshopper, Wolf, Boy's

creek. Spring and Mulberry creeks. Well water ranges from

twenty-five to forty feet in depth, and springs are plentiful, Coal

has been found, but the extent is unknown. Where found near

the surface, it runs from sixteen to twenty-two inches in thick-

ness, and is not of very good quality. Limestone is found of

good quality in the western part of the county. The county seat

at Hiawatha is also the principal station on the St. Joseph and

Denver City railroad, which traverses the county nearly east and

west. St. Joseph city is distant only forty-two miles east. There

are four fine churches, a bank, two newspapers, several schools,

a steam flouring mill and two elevators. The capital is in the

center of a fine agricultural country and does an excellent busi-

ness. The water powers are excellent, but they are mostly unde-

veloped, and there is only one water mill in the whole county,
on Walnut creek. There is a steam saw mill in Eobinson town-

ship, a water flouring mill in Hamlin township, and a grist mill

in Padonea township. The population of Hiawatha is under 800

souls. Barnett, Morrill & Co. are the bankers at Hiawatha,

There are in the county 72 organized school districts, with 69

school houses, valued, with all appurtenances, at $80,814. There
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are six cburclies erected in the county, "but many organizations

have no buildings. There are four public and eighty-one private

libraries reported, with an aggregate of 6,728 volumes. Brown,

being one of the oldest counties, required no help at the time of

the locust plague, but the dogs are a plague from which the

county continually suffers, in the damage inflicted on sheep

farmers.

Butler County was organized in 1855, being named in honor

of one of the proslavery champions representing South Carolina,

The territory comprises 1,428 square miles, and has a population of

nearly 10,000, in which males preponderate to the extent of about

900. Nearly 80 per cent, are engaged in farming, and about 9

per cent, in trade, transportation, mining and manufacturing.

The county seat is at Eldorado, about 107 miles from Topeka

southwest, on the Walnut river. The town has a national bank,

a newspaper, an academy, two churches, two flouring mills, and

good water power which cannot fail to be improved eventually, as

it stands in the midst of a fine farming country. The population

of Eldorado in 1875 was 1,136, and among the other industries

not mentioned are, a tannery, a cheese factory, and a furniture

factory for the promotion of which the native woods are well

adapted. Elsewhere in the count\^ are two water mills and one

steam mill for flourins;. At Augusta, there is a steam lumber

mill, at Towanda a water grist mill and a cheese factory, and at

Douglass two steam saw mills. There is onl}' one bank in the

county besides that at Eldorado, the second institution of the

kind beinsrat Ausjusta, where also the Southern Kansas Gazette

is published. There are in the county 124 school districts organ-

ized, and 90 school houses, valued inclusive at $80,500. Libra-

ries are but partially reported, and they show an aggregate of

1,332 volumes in one public and 37 private collections in seven

townships. There are only two church buildings, but the organ-

izations are much more numerous. Butler suffered heavily in

the locust plague, as nearly one-ninth of the population wanted

food, and 190 wanted clothing, as appears by the report of the state

board.

Chautauqua County is one of the young counties, having
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been organized in 1875. It has an area of 651 square miles, and

a population of 7,417, having been prior to its separate organiza-

tion part of Howard county, which was made into two counties,

Elk being the other. Howard had only 19 inhabitants in 1860,

and when divided it possessed 13,632. Fully 85 per cent, of the

population of Chautauqua is employed in farming, aud nine per

cent, in trade, transportation, mining and manufactures. Sedan,

the county seat, is 135 miles from Topeka, towards the south.

The village has but little manufacturing, no bank, and but one

Journal, a weekly. The manufactures of the county consist of a

water power saw and grist mill at Peru
;
a saw and grist mill,

and a steam saw mill at Cloverdale
;
a water power saw and grist

mill, and another driven by steam at Boston
;
a saw mill, a grist

mill, and one mill combining both branches at Cedarville
;

a

steam saw and grist mill and a grindstone manufactory at Graf-

ton
;
a steam saw and grist mill at Matanzas ; a steam saw mill

iit Salt Creek, and a steam saw mill at Elk City. There are 80

organized school districts and 71 school houses, valued inclusive-

ly at $32,555. The Baptists have ten organizations, but no church

building. There are libraries public and private, 4 and 87, with

an aggregate of 5,914 volumes. In this county as in every other,

dogs are destructive. Chautauqua was organized at the time of

the locust plague, but as part of How^ard it was included in the

list of sufferers, as that county stands rated at 600 needing
rations and 1,500 in want of clothing.

Chase County was organized in 1859, and named in honor

of the chief justice. The change in administration within the ter-

ritory is broadly marked between Atchison and Chase. The ter-

ritory includes 750 square miles, and has a population of 3.116

in 1875, the males preponderating by 412. Three-fourths of the

population are engaged in agricultural pursuits, over one-tenth in

mining and manufactures. The county seat is located at Cotton-

wood Falls, 67 miles southwest from Tokepa, as the crow flies.

The land is divided into bottom and prairie, 12 and 88
;
about 5

per cent, is timbered. The valleys of the streams are shut in by
blufl's, but otherwise the country is undulating. The timber ig

good for manufacturing purposes. The principal streams are Cot-

38
- - — .
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tonwood river, and its tributaries on the north, Buckeye, Pej^ton^

Fox, Diamond, Middle, Silver and French creeks
;
and on the-

south Jacobs, Bloody, South Fork, and others much smaller.

The cininty is pretty well supplied with springs, and well water

of good quality may be found at about a depth of 25 feet. Coal

has been found, but not in quantity. Building stone of excellent

quality may be procured in abundance. Magnesian limestone of

very choice kinds, I'aised and quarried in this county, ornaments

most of the great cities in the state, and is-in great demand. Cot-

tonwood Falls is a depot for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railroad, and, as the name implies, the county seat is located on

the banks of the Cottonwood. There is at this point an excellent

series of water powers, but little used at present, although there-

are manufactories, chief among which are two flouring mills run

by water power, and stone sawing works. The Chase County
Bank is at Cottonwood Falls, and there are two newspapers, the

Leader and the Courant. both weekly. There are nine public

libraries in this young county, containing an aggregate of 1,252

volumes, and 43 private collections, with a total of 3,816 volumes.

There are 36 organized school districts in the county, and 32

school houses, valued inclusive at $31,563. There is one denom-

ination school, Catholic, at Cottonwood Falls. There are three

church buildings in the county, valued at $6,800, but there are

many more organizations with small memberships. Chase County
court house displays the magnificent taste of its projectors. The
manufactures of the county have progressed but little up to the

present time, but there are valuable works rising into local and

general importance, among which are : a flouring mill at Bazaar

township ;
a water power and hand loom

;
a water power flouring

mill at Toledo
;
a flouring mill at Falls township ;

a flouring mill

at Diamond Creek
;
a grist mill at Cedar Point

;
a saw mill at

Elmdale
;
a saw mill and a saw and grist mill at Silver Creek, and

a saw and grist mill at Safford. The amount of capital invested

in these several works is not large, but the industrial enterprises

mentioned pay tolerably well, and will develop with time and

population to much greater dimensions. In this county it is a

noticeable fact that the dogs are not so destructive among sheep
as the wolves. The locust raid did not very severely affect this
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county, as only 50 persons required assistance with clothes and

rations, and the people helped one another.

Cherokee County was originally named McGee, but was

changed in 1868, in consequence of the Indian reservation named

being partly included. The organization was first effected in

1855, and McGee was one of the Missouri legislature at Shawnee.

The area or the county is 589 square miles, and it contains a pop-

ulation of 12,223, by steady increase since the people became

masters of their own government. The preponderance of males

in this county is about 700. The population of this county has

come mainly from Illinois, Missouri, Iowa and Indiana, in the or-

der in which the states are named, and about 72 per cent, are en-

gaged in agriculture, 10 per cent, in mining and manufactures,

and over 11 per cent, in personal and professional services. The

county seat is at Columbus, 135 miles southeast from Topeka.

This county suffered from the locust raid considerably, but the

people were old residents to a large extent and no outside help

was accepted. Columbus is a post village as well as capital of

the county, and it has a population of 1,279. It is fifty miles

south of Fort Scott, and it supports two newspapers, the Journal

and the Courier. There is a water power flouring mill here, and

marny small industries, giving a large aggregate of employment.
There are three banks in the county, but the principal is that at

Columbus, the house of Hobart & Middaugh. There are t^o

other papers published in the county, at Cherokee and at Baxter

Springs, both weeklies, and the manufactures beyond those al-

ready enumerated are four water power flouring mills at Lowell

township ;
two water power flouring mills and saw mills at Shaw-

nee township ;
steam spelter mills at Cherokee

;
and a cigar fac-

tory and a brewery at Baxter Springs. There are 90 organized

school districts and 83 school houses, valued inclusive at $64,650.

Libraries are not returned in the voluminous records from which

we quote, but there are five church edifices and more numerous

organizations from which the presence of libraries may be in-

ferred. Butter and cheese are very successful industries in Cher-

okee county, but sheep farming is robbed of its profits by the

ravages of dogs, the loss in that way being valued at $582, while
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wolves have only des-troyed within the same time to the amount

of $37. Nurseries, orchards and vineyards occupy over 4,000

acres in the county, and bees are being every year more highly

valued as additions to profit with little outlay or trouble.

Clay County was named in honor of the compromise states-

man, but for whom the quarrel between north and south might
have fallen at a much earlier date when the outcome would prob-

ably have been less advantageous for humanity. This county

was orscanized the vear after the conclusion of the war in 1866.

The territory is 660 square miles, the population 6,672, and the

increase continuous from the first organization. Males prepond-
erate by nearly 500. There are 37 per cent, employed in farm-

ing, mining, manufactures. Trade and transportation only employ
about 8 per cent. Clay Centre, the county seat, is 81 miles from

Topeka to the west, and 125 miles west of Leavenworth, on the

banks of the Eepublican river. This village has a station on the

Junction City and Fort Kearney Railroad, operated by the Kan-

sas Pacific Company, and one newspaper, the Disjjcdch, an able

weekly. The population of Clay Center is 1,134. This county
suffered much during the locust plague but only 70 became charge-

able upon the general fund for rations and 110 for clothing, when
the population was 6,000. There are two steam grist and saw

mills at Clay Centre, and a similar mill worked by water power,
besides other enterprises on a smaller scale. The Clay County
Bank of J. Higginbotham is conducted at the county seat. The
number of organized districts is 85

;
the schools number 63, and

the value of buildings inclusive is $29,794. There are four

church edifices, but many organizations are not supplied with

buildings for worship. There are eleven townships in the county
and of these six report 100 libraries with an aggregate of 3,811,

all private collections except as to eight volumes. The returns

before us are incomplete as to the other manufactures prosecuted
in Clay county. The water powers in this district are valuable,

but they are not much used so far. There are about 450 acres

laid out in orchards, vineyards and nurseries here. Butter is an

increasing branch of industry, but cheese decreases in Clay coun-

ty. The land is good, 11 per cent, being fertile bottom lands,
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"with an average breadth of three-fourths of a mile. Forest only
covers about 4 per cent., but the wood is of good quality. The

principal streams are the Republican and a number of creeks in-

cluding Petes, Five, Timber, Lincoln, Fancy, Otter and others.

There are few springs, and wells must be sunk about 30 feet on

the bottoms, and on the uplands from 60 to 75 feet.

Cloud County was organized is 1866, and named after Col.

Cloud, who distinguished himself as commander of the second

Kansas cavalry. The area includes 720 square miles, and the

population is 7,170. Males preponderate about 450. About 84

per cent, are employed in farming, and 6 per cent, in mines and

manufactories. The county seat is at Concordia, 111 miles from

Topeka, northwest, 60 miles from Junction City, on the Republi-
can river. There are two weekly newspapers in Concordia, the

Empire and the Expositor. There are no banks in the county.

The manufactures of the city and county are in the city, a water

power flouring mill, a steam flour mill, a carriage and wagon

factory, and a brewery. Some salt springs of great apparent

value have been found, and a company formed for the purpose
will test the practicability of salt works. There is in Buffalo

township one saw mill, and in Lincoln township a steam grist and

saw mill
;
besides these, there are in Meredith and Elk townships

two steam saw mills, and in Solomon township a water power flour

and saw mill and a steam saw mill. Cloud county suffered con-

siderably from the locust plague, as 775 were in want of rations,

and nearly twice that number in want of winter clothing, besides

other assistance. There are no railroads in this county. There

is about 10 per cent, of bottom land and 3 per cent, of woodland

in this county ;
the remainder is upland prairie, but all cultivable

soil. The bottoms of the Republican average four miles across,

and of the Solomon, eight miles. The timber only follows the

streams in belts of from 10 to 80 rods in breadth. The principal

streams are the Republican with its tributaries. Camp, Hay, Salt,

Little, Upton and Elk creeks on the north
;
and Mulberry, Beaver,

Elm, Plum, Oak, Lost and Buffalo creeks on the south
; the

Solomon river with its tributaries, Asher, Fisher, Yockey, Criss,

Mortimer and Pipe creeks. Chapman creek, one of the feeders
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of the Kansas, rises in this county. There are but few springs,

and wells vary from 10 feet to 100. Coal is found under half

the county near the surface, from 15 to 30 inches in thickness,

but it is little better than lignite, Mines have been worked at

about 25 feet below the general surface, running shafts in from

the sides of ravines, and the coal can be put in the market for

about $2.50 or $3.00 per ton. Stone of poor quality is found,

mostly fossiliferous limestone and sandstone. Pottery clay is

abundant, and salt springs are also among the advantages pos-

sessed by Cloud county. There are very encouraging reports as

to the fertilit}'- of the soil, and apparently reliable, showing returns

of 21 bushels per acre of spring wheat in one case, and 20 in an-

other, the first planting. Another report shows 70 bushels per

acre of corn after five crops had been raised
;
others speak of 33

bushels of barley to the acre on bottom lands, and 23 bushels of

spring wheat, 63 lbs to the bushel, and 300 bushels per acre of

potatoes. There are many more such reports, which speak vol-

umes for the fertility of Cloud county, which will soon be able to

bid defiance to locusts if the settlers can maintain such returns.

Coffey County was organized in 1859, being named after a

member of the territorial council. The area of the count}^ is 648

square miles, and the population 7,235. Males preponderate to

the number of 350. Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Iowa and Missouri,

in the order named, sent the largest quotas of population. There

are seventy-seven per cent, engaged in farming, five per cent, in

trade and transportation, and nine per cent, in mines and manu-

factures. There is about thirteen per cent, of bottom land, and

eight per cent, of forest, the timber being of valuable kinds.

Burlington, the county seat, is 59 miles southwest from Topeka,
28 miles southeast of Emporia on the right bank of the Neosho

River, on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Eailroad, which has

here a good station. The water power is abundant, and there are

two good weekly papers, the Patriot and Independent ;
a national

bank, several mills, and a graded school building which cost

$30,000. The mills are, a steam flouring mill with a capital of

$20,000, two steam saw mills and a flouring mill, water power,
with a capital of $55,000. There are elsewhere in the county a
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steam saw mill in Hampden township ;
a steam flouring mill, a

water flouring mill, a steam saw mill and a brewery in Leroy

township, and a water power saw mill at Strawn. The water

powers of the Neosho have not been one tithe developed, Bur-

lington is a handsome village laid out with great regularity, with

unbounded space for expansion. The Neosho is the principal

stream in Coffey county, and its tributary'' creeks are Spring, Long,

Wolf, Turkey, Big, Rock, Lebo, Crooked and Crow. The Potta-

watomie and other small streams completely drain the area and

give abundant water for all purposes. Well water of excellent

quality can be found at a depth of about twenty feet. Coal is re-

ported as underlying the whole county with a thickness of about

fifteen inches, and at depths varying from the surface to 100 feet

below. The quality of the vein is highly praised, but up to this

time it has been mainly used in the locality, although some has

been shipped by the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad. The

quarries of building stone near Burlington are good, and deposits

of gypsum abound in the northern part of the county. Cheese

and butter are largely manufactured here, and sheep farming
would flourish, but the profits go to the dogs. There are over

4,500 acres of land planted in orchards, nurseries and vineyards;

bees are much cared for, and the returns are good. School houses

to the number of 63 correspond with the number of school dis-

tricts, and the stated value inclusive is $86,700. There are ten

church edifices, but organizations are more numerous
;
and returns

as to libraries show two public and ninety-five private collections

of books, amounting to 10,771 volumes. This county suffered

considerably from the locusts, but the people bore their own bur-

den and assisted each other, the answer to outside sympathizers

being that Coffey county is self supporting.

Cowley County was organized in 1870, being named in

honor of an officer in the ninth Kansas cavalry, who died at

Little Rock, Arkansas, after the Camden expedition. The area

of Cowley is 1,112 square miles, and the population 8,963, males

preponderating to the number of 715. There was in 187-1 a mucli

larger population before the locust famine overtook the locality,

and since the census for 1875 was collected, the number has
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increased again very considerably. When the report was pre-

pared in 1874-5, to submit to the legislature of Kansas, there

were 475 in want of rations, and 1,400 in want of clothing for

winter. Unfortnately, the legislators bickered among them-

selves, and there was not as much appropriated as would pa}' for

framing the report. Illinois gave the largest quota of population
to this county, Missouri next, then Iowa, Indiana and Ohio.

Agriculture employs eighty-two per cent, of the population,

manufactures and mining seven per cent, and trade and trans-

portation a little over three. Winfield is the county seat of

Cowley county. It is 144 miles from Topeka in a southwesterly
direction. Bottom lands rise in this county to the average of

thirl3'-three per cent, so that it will be seen that Winfield is the-

center of a fine agricultural county. Woodlands average six per

cent., the timber being of choice varieties, valuable for manu-

facturing, such as walnut, oak and other such woods. The bot-

tom lands of Arkansas river average five miles, the Walnut twa

miles. Grouse, Dutch and Hock creek, one mile. The principal

streams are the Arkansas river and its tributaries. Walnut and

Grouse. The Walnut tributaries are the Eock, Dutch and Tim-

ber creeks. The Grouse has one important tributary. Silver

creek. This county has good springs, and excellent well water

can be procured at depths varying from fifteen to forty feet.

The mineral resources of the county are coal and building stone.

The quantity of coal is yet unknown, but the quantity and

quality of magnesian limestone are both excellent. No railroads

have yet been constructed here. Butter is largely manufactured

in this county, but cheese is a small product; farm animals thrive

and sheep would prosper but for the dogs. The increase of land

in cultivation in 1^14r-o was over 82,000 acres. The water

powers of th-e Walnut are perfectly reliable except in heat of

summer when there is apt to be a failure. Three mills are now

depending on this stream. The manufactures of Cowley county

are, in brief, in Cresswell township, a steam saw mill and twO'

water power grist mills
;
in Spring Creek township, a steam lum-

ber and grist mill
;

in Winfield township a steam saw mill,

three water power grist mills and one brewery ;
in Lazette

township, one grist and one saw mill, and in Silverdale township,
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one saw mill and one grist mill. There are several banks in

Arkansas City, at the confluence of the Arkansas and Walnut.

This town commands a large trade, and although it is only three

years old it already runs ahead of all competitors. There is a

good weekly paper, the Traveler^ now published on a spot which

was an Osage hunting ground three years since. The Indians

come back to their old grounds to trade occasionally. The sup-

port of Arkansas City is the Texan cattle trade, traffic with the

Indians and supplying the fine agricultural country by which it is

surrounded. The Arkansas City Bank and the Cowley County
•Bank in this town transact a considerable business. There are

two banking houses in Winfield also, the aggregate capital of the

four banks being $51,300. There are three papers published in

Winfield. The county has fifty-eight school houses and 108

districts : the value of school property being $63,476. There are

four church edifices valued at $11,500. There are seventy private

libraries and one public, with an aggregate of 4,631 volumes, but

returns only came from six townships out of twenty-two.

Crawford County was organized in 1867, and was named in

honor of Gov. Crawford, who commanded the second colored in-

fantry regiment raised in Kansas. The area of this county is

592 square miles; the population, 9,386: the preponderance of

males nearly 700. Illinois contributed a larger quota of popula-

tion than any other two states, the next largest being Missouri.

Farming employs 79 per cent, of the population, manufactures

and mining 8 per cent. Girard is the county seat, 114 miles

southeast from Topeka, 126 miles south from Kansas City, and

t^iie village has a station on the Missouri River, Fort Scott and

Gulf Railroad. There is quite a considerable trade done at this

point among farmers, stock raisers and dairymen, who are the

main supporters of the post village and capital of the county.
There is a savings bank in the village, two good hotels, a grain

elevator, a grist mill five churches, and quite a large array of stores.

Two weekly newspapers flourish in this county
— the Press and the

News— both good. Besides the trade and manufacturing inter-

ests in Girard, there are elsewhere in the county: in Lincoln

township, two steam flouring mills, one saw and corn mill, and
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one steam saw mill
;
in Sheridan township, one steam grist mill,

one steam mill and elevator; in Monmouth township, a steam

grist mill
;
in Crawford township, two flouring mills, and one

steam sawmill and elevator; and in Cato, two steam grist and

saw mills, and one grist mill. There are no available water-

powers in this county. The bottom lands in Crawford county
are 15 per cent, and forest 10 per cent, the timber being of good
kinds. The bottom lands vary from half a mile to one mile in

breadth, and the timber belts are about half a mile wide. The

soil is, as might have been anticipated, above the average in fer-

tility. The principal streams are the Lightning, Thunderbolt and

Limestone creeks. Big, Little and Middle Cow creeks, Walnut,

Dryivood, Bone and Cox creeks. The Ozark range runs through
this county, dividing the two sets of streams, whiph run in oppo-

site directions. There but few springs, but well water, at from

10 to 30 feet deep can be relied upon at all seasons. Coal is

plentiful, as it underlies the whole county, and the veins vary in

thickness from five feet downwards. The quality is good enough
to create a demand at a distance, and much is exported, while the

consumpti'on at home is general. Sandstone, -limestone and slate

are found, the' two former generally well distributed and the

quality excellent Drywood and Cherokee have stations on the

Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf Eailroad, and the Missouri,

Kansas and Texas Eailroad has stations at Hepler and Glenwood,
besides flag stations at other points, so that the country is well

furnished with facilities for travel and traffic. During the year

1874-5, nearly 31,000 acres were added to the area formerly in

cultivation. The reports from all quarters concur in praising the

fertility of this count3\ Butter manufacture is steadily and rap-

idly increasing. In this count}'', as in most others, the dogs are

very destructive to sheep. Over 3,000 acres of land are devoted

to orchards, nurseries and vineyards. There are 98 school houses

and 100 districts, the value of school property being $53,544.

Three townships have two public libraries with 230 volumes, and

twenty-one private collections of books amounting to 1,400 vol-

umes. There are eight church edifices, but the organizations are

far more numerous. When the locust plague came down upon

Kansas, in 1874, the people of Crawford county, although they
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had suffered heavily, supported the burden within their own

borders, and were self-supporting.

Davis CouNTf was named and organized in 1855, in honor of

the president of the confederacy already in the egg, only waiting

for time, Pierce and Buchanan to hatch it out. When the county
was named, Jefferson Davis was secretary of war and chief direc-

tor of the conspiracy against the peace and prosperity of Kansas.

There are 407 square miles in the area of this county and the

population in 1875 was 4,611, showing a decrease of more than

900 in five years. The males preponderate here to the number

of 360. More than half of the population, 57 per cent., are

occupied in farming, 11 per cent, are employed in mines and

manufactures, and 8 per cent, in trade and transportation. Junc-

tion Cit}', the county seat, is 62 miles west from Topeka, is situ-

ated at the crown of a low bluff, at the confluence of the Smoky
Hill and Republican rivers, when the Kansas river is formed by
their union. This post village has the advantage of two lines of

railroad, the Kansas Pacific, and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas

Bailroads. There are many churches and schools in Junction

City, besides which a savings bank, flouring mills, manufactories

of various kinds and water powers equal to all demand. Quarries

of magnesian limestone abound near Junction City, very easily

worked and much used in building. Near the town Clark's

creek is crossed by three Howe truss bridges, and the town is a

busy centre all the year round. There are two weekly papers,

the Union and Tribune^ and those serve the whole county in local

matters. The Davis County Savings Bank is located at Junc-

tion City. Only two water powers have yet been improved at

this point, one on the Smoky Hill and one on Clarke's creek.

Two water power flouring mills and a steam flouring mill are

busily employed, giving work to great numbers of hands in the

county seat; and besides these, there are a cigar factory, two

breweries, and factories for the manufacture of furniture, soap
and brooms. Agricultural implements and wagons, and all the

necessary lines of business requisite for a country trade, are made

and supplied in Junction City. The other manufactures in the

county are— in Jackson township, a water power flouring mill;
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in Mil ford, a steam grist and saw mill
;
and in Smoky Hill town-

ship, a cheese factor}-, a water power flouring mill and a salt bore.

The number of school districts and school houses agree, both

being thirty-four, and the value of the property $39,790. There

is a parochial Catholic school also at Junction City. There are

seven church edifices in the county, valued at about $43,000, but

other buildings are now projected, as the demand is always in-

creasing. There can be no information procured as to libraries.

The population of Davis county was much larger before the

locust plague fell upon the land, but in the winter of 1874 there

were 375 persons reported in want of food and 500 in want of

clothing. Many left the locality until the return of spring and

had not resumed their avocations when the census was taken in

the beginning of March, 1875.

Dickinson County was organized in 1857, and named in

honor of the senator who first enunciated in the senate of the

United States by specific resolutions the doctrine of popular sov-

ereignty. When this county was first named there was a great

hope that the Lecompton constitution would be made acceptable

to congress and the country. The area of Dickinson county is

851 square miles, its population 6,841, males preponderating
about 500. Farming employs 79 per cent, of the population,

trade and transportation 5 and mines and manufactures 9 per

cent. The county has only 3 per cent of forest, but the wide ex-

panse of bottom lands, fully 20 per cent, of the whole, gives much

promise of fertility. The average width of the river bottoms is

about two miles. Such timber as there is can be made very use-

ful in manufactures, being too good for fuel and rough purposes.

The principal streams are the Smoky Hill river, which has for

its tributaries Hollands, Turkey, Deer, Swenson and Lyon's
creeks on the south, and the Mud and Chapman creeks on the

north. Very near to the boundary of the county the Solomon

joins the Smoky Hill. Springs are rare, but well water can be

found at from 20 to 60 feet in depth. The mineral resources of

the county can hardly be said to include coal, although there are

veins, but they are too thin to pay for working, as reached on

Chapman's and on Holland creek. That is the dictum of the
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authorities. There are fine qualities of limestone in endless pro-

fusion at many points along the bluffs and banks of streams,

gypsum is also found in the southwest, and near Enterprise

there is a very choice description of pottery clay. There are very
excellent water powers on the Solomon and the Smoky Hill, as

also on Chapman's and Turkey creeks, which although utilized

to some extent, could be still largely improved with but slight

outlays of capital. Dickinson was in the second group of coun-

ties among the sufferers by the locust plague ;
200 persons were

wanting food, still more wanting seed for their lands, and 450

were without clothes adapted to the requirement of winter, but

there was an effort only partly successful to provide for all the

wants indicated within the county. Abilene, the county seat, is 84:

miles westerly from Topeka, by an airline, but 95 miles by rail.

This is a great center in the cattle trade, many thousands being

shipped from this point to the east. Abilene has one newspaper

weekly, the Chronicle^ there is another weekly, the Gazette^ pub-
lished at Solomon city, the two supplying the whole county.

The only bank in the county is the Abilene bank. The manu-

factures at the county seat are, a water power flouring mill and

such minor industries as require little machinery to assist hand

labor, as in handicraft employments. The other factories and

mills in the county are, a water power flouring mill at Enterprise,

and a water powei; M'oolen mill, a steam saw mill, a steam sorghum

factory, and a steam vinegar factory ;
at Solomon there is a water

power flouring mill and an elevator
;
at Newburn there is a flour-

ing mill, water power ;
and at Chapman's creek and on Turkey

creek there are three water power flouring mills. School houses

number 70, and the school districts 86, the value of property

being estimated at $68,500. There are 5 church edifices, and the

libraries reported aggregate over 6,000 volumes, the great bulk

being of course in private collections. The country about Abi-

lene has some very beautiful spots and the handsome buildings
erected indicate the faith of the people in Kansas prosperity.

Doniphan County was organized in 1855, being named in

honor of a Missouri colonel of a cavalry regiment who was deeply
interested in making Kansas a slave state. The area of the county
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is 379 square miles, and the po|)ulation in 1875, 13,943, males

preponderating by nearly 500. Farming employs 67 per cent.
;

10 per cent, are engaged in mines and manufactures, and 6 in

trade and transportation. One-fourth of the whole area is bottom

land, and 16 per cent, forest, so that there are all the physical

aids to success in farming and manufactures. The timber is usu-

ally excellent. The bottoms average one mile in breadth. The

principal streams are Wolf river and its tributaries, running to-

ward the Missouri. Springs are numerous, and well water can

be found at from 10 to 60 feet in depth. There is no coal so far

as discoveries have been made within the county that will pay
for mining. Building stone is said to be good, and pottery clay
abundant. Troy is the county seat, 60 miles northeast from To-

peka. There are two railroads that make their principal stations

at the capital, the St. Joseph and Denver City, which crosses the

Missouri at Elwood, having stations at that point, at Wathena and

at Severance
;
and the Atchison and Nebraska, which has other

stations at Doniphan, Highland Station, Iowa Point, and White
Cloud. The St. Joseph and Topeka Railroad can also be reached

from Troy by a brief detour. There are two newspapers in the

county, the Kansas Chief, at Troy, and the Reporter, at Wathena.
There are two banks in the county, one at Troy, and one at High-
land, and the manufactures worthy of note are : a steam saw mill

at Iowa township ;
a furniture factory and flouring mill at White

Cloud; a steam flouring mill at Burr Ook township; breweries

at Highland and Wathena; a steam flouring mill at Wolf
River

;
a steam flouring mill at Centre township ; three steam

flouring mills at Washington township, and in Wayne town-

ship a steam saw and flouring mill, a steam flouring .mill, a

wagon and implement factory, two wine pressing factories, and

a water power flouring mill. The water powers in the county
are limited, but several flouring mills are supplied, and more can

be run with little outlay. There are 68 organized school districts.

and 71 school houses, valued inclusive at $89,500. The Presby-
terian University, at Highland, under the supervision of the

Synod of Kansas, is valued at $75,000, and there are Roman
Catholic Schools at Doniphan and Severance. Library i-eports

are very few and restricted, only showing about 3,273 volumes.
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There are 19 churcli edifices in Doniphan coanty, but several

organizations and denominations have no church buildings. This

county was self supporting during the distress arising from the

locust plague,

Douglas County was organized in 1855, and was named in

honor of the great Stephen A. Douglas, whose powers were, un-

fortunately, to a great extent, warped by the influences of party,

against the interests of progression. This county is one of the

most famous in the historv of Kansas, because it was the scene of

the Wajcarusa war, and of all the troubles that for a long term

of years occurred and reoccurred to Lawrence. The population
of the county in 1875 was 18,505, and the area is 469 square

miles. The population in 1870, in this county, reached higher

figures by 2,087 than in the year 1875. The preponderance of

males in this county is only 163. Farming only employs 47 per

cent, of the population in Douglas county, 13 per cent, being em-

ployed in trade and transportation, and 14 per cent in mines and

manufactures. Lawrence, the county seat, is 25 miles east from

Topeka, the capital of the state. The city is built on both sides

of the Kansas river, and ranks only second in the state, both as

to population and wealth. In intellectuality and public spirit

she has no superior, and the sufferings and losses endured by the

citizens of Lawrence on behalf of the state, arid of humanity at

lar^e, deserve to be commemorated in such a memoir as will en-

dure in the history of the race. The first point settled upon by
the free state party on their arrival in the territory was certain to

monopolize, or nearly to monopolize, the special hate of the ruf-

fians, and tli£ onslaughts made upon the liberties of the city were

borne or repelled, according as wisdom or necessity dictated, with

unfailing heroism. In spite of sieges and raids, from the first in-

cursion to the Quantrell outrage, all of the same class and spirit,

Lawrence is now one of the most beautiful and enterprising cities

in the great northwest. The dam recently constructed across the

Kansas river at Lawrence gives nearly 2,000 horse po^i^er, which

will add materially to the wealth producing power of the city.

A flouring mill connected with the work in question is a great suc-

cess. The other manufactures in and near the city are iron foun-
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dries, machine shops, a woolen factory, the largest pork packing
establishment in the state, planing and flouring mills, seven wagon
and carriage factories, two agricultural implement factories, grist

mills, elevators, breweries, a tannery, a soap factory, pottery

works, furniture factories, mineral water factories, operated by
steam povver, a steam foundry, and a brick manufactory. The

other manufactures in the county are dwarfed by comparison with

such enterprise, and in view of the wealth that must accrue for

such labors well directed, Lawrence can well give liberal endow-

ments to promote liberal education and. the dissemination of

knowledge among all classes in the community. Six railroads

center in Lawrence, giving facilities for intercourse with all parts

of the world. The Kansas Pacific has here its principal station
;

the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston makes this city a

depot ;
the St, Louis, Lawrence and Penver, the Lawrence and

Southwestern, the Kansas Midland railroad, and the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe connects itself by means of its junction with

the Lawrence and Southwestern at Carbondale. The banking
accommodations of the city are provided by four banks, three of

which have an aggregate capital of $118,250 and the National

Bank has a capital of $100,000. The press of Lawrence is metro-

politan in tone and management. The issues are The Republi-

can, Journal, Tribune, Standard, dailies and weeklies. The Spirit

of Kansas and the Sentinel, weeklies. The state university is

located here, because of the magnificent gift of $100,000 and other

sums, already named and particularized in giving a sketch of the

institution. The Eoman Catholics have parochial schools in this

city. There are seventeen churches here, representing all the prin-

cipal denominations among Christians, and an excellent public

library, available to every person desirous to procure information,

and willing to protect the excellent property placed at his dis-

posal.

The school system of Douglas county is the same as that of

other counties in the state, but the numbers and wealth, no less

than the spirit of the people, secure the most liberal administra-

tion possible under the law. There are in the county 84 districts

and 93 school houses, valued, inclusive of furniture and appara-

tus, at $196,560. The Baker University, at Baldwin City, under
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the supervision of tbe Methodist Episcopal organization, is a fine

establishment, although necessarily denominational, as is the Cath-

olic parochial school at Endora. There are in the county 22

church edifices, valued at $200,000, some of which are very
handsome indeed. The public libraries have an aggregate of

5,200 volumes, and 89 private collections in five townships have

2,917 volumes. The business and trades practiced in Lawrence

comprise nearly all that can be honestly pursued in any city in

the Union. In this county, as in every other, the ravages of dogs

among the sheep are expressly named as a cause of loss to a val-

uable industry, and it is certain that either law or administra-

tion fails to terminate or at any rate to reduce the nuisance. The
number of acres devoted to nurseries, orchards and vineyards in

Douglas county, sums up a total of 5,682. The increase of cul-

tivated land in the county, during the year 187-i-5, amounts to

88,779 acres. Coal is supposed to underlie the whole of the

county, at a depth of from ten feet below the surface to the un-

known extreme, with a thickness of vein varying from 12 to 20

inches, so far as is known, but the quality so far as the seam has

been developed is not good. Building stone has been found in

limitless supplies and admirable quality in many directions, and

recently there have been excellent developments of fire clay and

pottery clay on Mount Oread, quite near to Lawrence. The chief

railroad stations, besides Lawrence and Baldwin City, are Prairie

City, De Soto, Olathe, Carbondale, Topeka, Lecompton and En-

dora. The principal streams are the Kansas river and the Wa-

karusa, which are fed by numerous small streams. The county
is well supplied with springs, and well water can as a rule be ob-

tained of excellent quality at about 25 feet from the surface.

About one-fifth of Douglas county is bottom land with an aver-

age breadth of one mile. Forest covers about six per cent, of the

soil only and the country is undulating generally. The locust

plague struck some parts of Douglas county very heavily and out

of its population of 23,262, the largest of any county, except

Leavenworth, in the state, there were 800 persons reported to be

in need of rations, but the generosity of the country was nobly
aroused on that as on many former occasions. It is manifestly

impossible in a brief and cursory sketch to do justice to a county
39
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like Douglas, but it is something even to have perceived that

fact.

Edwards County was organized in 1874, and is therefore

young, but not among the youngest of the counties. The " Mas-

sachusetts Colony
" made the first settlement in 1873, and the

name was given in honor of the Hon, John H. Edwards, of Ellis,

Kansas, The area is 972 square miles, and the population, in 1875,

234. Kinsley is the county seat, 216 miles southwest from

Topeka, on the Arkansas river, 34 miles east of Fort Dodge, 60

miles north from the salt fields on the boundary of the Indian

territory, to which this is the nearest point at which shipments

can be effected. Kinsley is a station on the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe E. E. The first house was built in Kinsley in

1873, and a paper, the Eeporter, a weekly journal, was started

soon afterwards. It is edited by a lady, and obtains a large

measure of support. When the county was organized, in 1874,

there were about 600 inhabitants, but the locust plague consider-

ably reduced the population. The climate and the soil are good,

and Edwards county, if it has little history, has fair prospects.

The preponderance over females on this small population is still

marked, the numbers respectively being 138 and 96. Agricul-

ture employs 67, mining and manufactures, 16. The county has

little or no timber
;
the Arkansas bottom is three miles wide, and

the rest is upland rolling prairie. The Arkansas is the chief

stream, and Big Coon its tributary. No coal has been found
;

common limestone can be procured in sufficient quantity, and

Kinsley has a station on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe E.

E. There are now about 2.000 acres under cultivation. There

are no banks, no manufactures and no water powers. There is

one school district and one building valued inclusive at $530.

The Cono-reo-ational church has one edifice valued at 82,000, but

no libraries are reported, and vacant lands range in value from

$1.50 to $5.00 per acre.

Elk County is still younger, having been organized in 1875

by the subdivision of Howard county. Elk river gives the name.

The area is 651 square miles, the population 6,215, in which the
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males preponderate 291. Farms employ 83 per cent, and manu-

factures and mines, 9 per cent. The increase of cultivation is

large, and reports indicate great fruitfulness, as 44 and even 45

bushels to the acre of Mediterranean wheat have been certified
;

as also 60 bushels of corn. Potatoes yielded 366 bushels to the

acre. Butter is increasing rapidly as a staple. There are some

mills and factories, including a water power grist mill at Union

Centre, and a broom factory ;
a wagon factory in Howard, and a

steam grist mill at Paw Paw. There are three newspapers, the

Courant, at Longton, and the Journal and the Ledger, at Elk

Falls. Howard city, the county seat, is 113 miles southwest from

Topeka, but the banking business of the county is transacted at

Elk Falls. There are 74 districts and 59 school houses valued

inclusive at $20,907. Libraries in four townships give a total of

1,739 volumes. Howard, the parent county, suffered from the

locusts
;
this county was organized afterwards.

Ellis Couxty, named in honor of an officer killed at Jenkins'

Feriy, when Gen. Steele was retreating from Camden to Little

Eock, Ark., was organized in 1867. It has an area of 900 square

miles, and a population of 940, having decreased about 400 in five

years, in consequence of stock raising and grazing having become

the chief pursuit. Males preponderate by 116
;
mines and manu-

factures employ 23 per cent., and a like proportion prevails in

agriculture; trade and transportation employ nineteen per ceot.

Bottom lands average 15 per cent, of the area, and forest one only.

The principal streams are the Smoky Hill, the Saline and Big
creeks. There are but four springs, but well water is found at

depths varying from twenty to sixty feet. Coal has been found,

but the vein is thin and poor so that it is little used. Magnesian
limestone abounds. The Kansas Pacific has main stations at

Hays City, the county seat, and at Ellis
;
that is the only railroad

in the county at the present time. Hays City is 196 miles west-

erly from Topeka, half a mile from Fort Hays, and 289 miles

west from Kansas City. The architectural embellishments consist

of a county court house and a large school house. The popula-
tion of Hays City is 320, and the Sentinel is published weekly
here. There is a bank at the countv seat. There are no manu-
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factures reported; the Saline and Big Creek give good water

powers, but they are not utilized. There are two organized school

districts and three school buildings, valued inclusive at $10,280.

Church organizations show an aggregate property of over $2,000.

Ellis suffered from the locust plague considerably.

Ellswoeth County was organized in 1867, and named in

honor of Col. Ellsworth, who was slain at Alexandria, Ya., in

1861, after lowering a rebel flag. The fact of the naming has

been disputed, and another sponsor found in an officer of an Iowa

regiment, once employed on the frontier. The area of the county
is 720 square miles, the population 1,758, in which males prepon-
derate 250. Farms employ fifty-six per cent, trade and trans-

portation eight, and mines and manufactures sixteen per cent, of

the small aggregate of population. The area contains eight per
cent, of bottom land, and one per cent, of forest, the rest is upland
and prau'ie. Smoky Hill Eiver, and its tributaries. Mule Bluff,

Turkey, Thomson, Ash, and other creeks, drain and water the

county, which is well supplied with springs and gives good well

water at from twenty to sixty feet deep. The Kansas Pacific

Eailroad follows the line of the Smoky Hill Eiver, and has its

principal station at Ellsworth, the county seat. Coal has been

found in different townships in the southwest, but it is a poor kind

of lignite from twenty to thirty inches in thickness, and although
near the surface, very little has been mined. Magnesian lime-

stone of poor quality is found, and hydraulic cement, mineral,

paint, fire clay and pottery clay are reported in different localities.

Good yields are reported wherever good husbandry'- gives the

soil an opportunity to do its best. The herd law is in operation
in this county, under which owners of stock are obliged to keep
their cattle of all kinds out of their neighbors' crops ;

but reports
from the several counties vary as to its operation, the preponder-
ance being in its favor, as it certainly is in Ellsworth county.
The post village capital of the county is 223. miles from Kansas

City, and 415 from Denver, Col. It is one of the main points of

distribution for Texas cattle, as many as 150,000 head being
handled every year. The village is prosperous, and it has a fine

brick school house which cost $20,000. There are in the town-
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sbip five excellent hotels, a bank and a newspaper, the weekly

Reporter. The surrounding country is excellent lor grazing pur-

poses, which is a desideratum in the chief pursuit upon which

Ellsworth is growing rich. There is one saw mill in Ellsworth,

and there is a cheese factory at Fort Ilarker. There are in the

county eighteen school districts and seven school bouses valued

at $18,080. Church edifices are not numerous, but organizations

include almost the whole community. This county suffered

much from the locusts, as about one-eighth of the population re-

quired rations and clothing in the winter of 1874.

Ford County was organized in 1873, being named in honor of

Brig. Gen. Ford. The area is 1,008 square miles
; population in

1875, 813, with a preponderance of males as of 626 to 187. Dodge

City, the county seat, is in one sense the county also. There are

no banks, no libraries, no newspaper, no church edifices, and one

school building, valued with all appurtenances at $1,525. There

is only one tannery at Dodge City to represent manufactures in

the county. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad has

a station at Dodge City. The county seat is 251 miles southwest

from Topeka, and the whole population of Ford county is cen-

tered in that township. One-fifth of the county is bottom land,

and there is only one per cent, of forest. The principal streams

are the Arkansas river, Mulberry, Duck, Sawlog, Crooked, and

other unnamed creeks. Springs and well water abound. Coal is

indicated, but no great discoveries have been made. Good lime-

stone is found near Fort Dodge. The county received no help

after the locust plague.

Franklin County was among the earliest organizations in

1855
;
its area is 576 square miles; its population 10,108 in 1875,

the greatest population at one point being in the city of Ottawa,

2,595. Farming employs 67 per cent, of the population ;
trade

and transporation 8, and mines and manufactures 11 per cent.

The bottom lands in this county amount to 17 per cent, and for-

ests 8 per cent. The principal streams are the Marais des Cygnes,
Middle Creek, Ottawa, Pottawatomie, Mud, Coal and Appanoose
creeks. Springs and well water are plentiful. Coal underlies
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one-fifth of the area, with an average thickness of two feet, rang-

ing from the surface to twenty feet deep ;
the quality is good and

tlie coal much used by local manufacturers. Limestone and sand-

stone are well distributed. Ottawa City is the station of the Leav-

enworth, 'Lawrence, and Galveston Eailroad, and a line operated

by the same company runs to Kansas City. The distance from

Topeka is 37 miles south east. The manufactures of the county

are in the county seat
;
a soap factory, cigar factory, oil mill, two

steam grist mills, one foundry, one steam furniture factory, a

steam saw mill, and a steam wagon factory. There is a cheese

factory in Stanton, a steam saw mill in Centropolis and in Lane,

a steam flouring mill, steam saw mill, and a cabinet factory at

Appanoose ;
two steam saw mills and a cheese factory in Cutler

township ;
a steam silk manufactory, and a steam grist mill at

Williamsburg ;
and in Peoria township a steam saw mill. There

is good reason for believing that silk culture will flourish in Kan-

sas
;
as in Europe, the best regions are the lower slopes of the

mountains, from 500 to 1,500 feet in altitude. The mulberry tree

thrives in Kansas, and that is the best food for the silkworm,

which prospers best in a dry and windy climate. The superior

vigor of the silkworm in this state is an ascertained fact, and that

results in larger cocoons being spun. The works at Silkville are

carried on by M. De Bossierre, a talented Frenchman, who has

given much scientific and practical attention to the subject. There

are good water powers on the Marais des Cygnes, but none have

been improved. In this county wolves are more destructive to

sheep than the dogs are. That fact is rare in Kansas history.

There are two newspapers in Ottawa, the Eepublic and the Tri-

umph, both weekly. There are three banks in that city, the

First National, People's National, and the Ottawa Bank and Sav-

ings Institution. There are 83 districts organized, and 81 school

houses erected, valued, inclusive of furniture and apparatus, at

$8-1,250 ;
besides which the Ottawa University, controlled by the

Baptists, is largely used by other denominations. There are four

public and 241 private collections of books in the country, aggre-

gating 17,768 volumes. There are fifteen church edifices, with

an aggregate value of $38,000. Franklin was self-supporting at

the time of the locust plague.
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- Gkeenwood County was organized in 1862 and named after

an agent who made treaties with the Sacs and Foxes, and other

tribes of Indians in southern Kansas. The area is 1,155 square

miles
;
the population in 1875 was 6,483. Males predominate to

the extent of about 300. Farming occupies 80 per cent, of the

population ;
mines and manufactures 9 per cent. The county

seat is Eureka, 91 miles southwest from Topeka, in the center of

a fine grazing country ;
the town has fine county buildings,

an excellent school house, and five good church edifices
;
the pop-

ulation of the township is 1,040. There are two weekly news-

papers, the Herald and Censorial. Eureka has a steam flouring mill

and a steam flour and saw mill, and two banks. The other man-

ufactures in the county are steam saw mills in Lane township ;

several portable saw mills
;
a saw mill at Janesville

;
a saw mill

at Madison
;
a water power flouring mill at Twin Falls

;
two

steam saw mills at Kenton
;
and in Quincy a steam saw mill and

one driven by water power. Reports as to the fertility of this

county include returns showing yields of corn 170 bushels; of

potatoes 480 bushels, and St. Charles white corn, 117 bushels to

the acre. The water powers on Fall river and on Willow and

Otter creeks are good, and they have been partially improved,
but there is still room. There are in the county 74 school dis-

tricts and 67 school houses, valued inclusive at $78,620. One

public librarj^ and 111 private collections make a total of 6,320

volumes in seven townships. There are six churches with an ag-

gregate value of $8,400. Greenwood was self supporting at the

time of the locust raid.

Harvey County was organized in 1872, and was named in

honor of the governor of the state, who is now representing
Kansas in the United States senate. The area is 540 square

miles, and the population in 1875, 5,506, in which males pre-

ponderate to the number of 500. The Mennonites have come
into this county in considerable numbers

; they are found very de-

sirable colonists. Some of them prefer hooks and eyes instead of

buttons, many of them wash their feet, but they are not worse

citizens on that account. They baptize by sprinkling and abjure

immersion, but the main reason for their persecution in Russia in
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modern times has been their tenet under which they refused to serve

in the army. They conscientiously object to swearing, fighting,

and capital punishments. Some of their sect were invited to

Pennsylvania by the Quaker founder of that colony in 1683 and

in that year they formed the nucleus of a considerable and worthy

colony. The foundation of the sect dates from the time of Mar-

tin Luther, when Menno was a follower of the great reformer.

The sect suffered terrible persecutions, and until the days of

^Frederick the Great, found no asylum in Europe. They first

settled in Eussia in 1790 during the reign of the Emperor Paul

"who was assassinated under arrangements made by his own fam-

ily. During 187-J^5, the Mennonites came into Kansas to the

number of nearly 5,000 and the tide still flows in this direction.

They are honest, simple and industrious, and they assist each

other in procuring the very best breeds of animals for stock raising,

purposes, hence their cattle were highly valued in Eussia and

would bring large prices in excess of the stock raised by their

neighbors.

When the Mennonites concluded to migrate from Eussia and

other parts of Europe, they sent authorized agents to examine

this county and report upon the best locations
;
when the action

of the delegations had determined the main body in favor of

Kansas, representatives were sent to make arrangements, such as

buying or securing land in localities best suited. All the pro-

ceedings were wise, liberal and economical. The settlements in-

clude village lots, but no person is allowed to sell intoxicating

liquors nor tobacco within their locations. The social needs of

the community as to schools, churches, stores and public halls,

approach communism, but the communistic idea does not remove

responsibility from the individual to render all the help possible

by his own brain and hands. After worship every Sunday there

is an assembly to resolve upon the matters of common interest,

and all the affairs of this peculiar people are carried out with

much decorum, Shade trees, fences and such works are deter-

mined by votes of majorities, and all churches and schools are

erected by the common labor of the mass. The government of

the colony is arranged by agents appointed for the purpose, but

every question is determined in the popular assembly named.
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Their cliurcli affairs are settled in the same primitive way, and all

their officers in every capacity serve as a duty without remunera-

tion of any kind. Every church has a preacher, and over the

whole of the churches and colonies in Kansas there is a bishop ;

but neither preacher nor bishop is a salaried officer. Children

must attend school from five to fourteen years of age, when they

they are supposed to know enough to entitle them to be baptized

into the church if they can pass an examination. They appoint

their own teachers, but of course they are paid. Schooling in-

cludes tuition in mechanic arts, and the result is seen in the readi-

ness with which the Mennonites accommodate themselves to all

circumstances. When a boy is exempted from attendance at

school, he may pursue such studies as he sees lit, but he is ready

for practical work also. The poor are aided as they may require,

but there is no pauperism, as every man pays back in labor as he

can all such assistance. Three counties in Kansas, Marion, Mc-

Pherson and Harvey, have been located upon by Mennonites, the

three colonies joining in situation, but independent in rule.

Should any member of the community commit crime— a rare

occurrence— he is handed over to the state authorities. The

colonists are quite well pleased with their location, and they are

good neighbors. The blooded stock required for the whole com-

munity is possessed in common. Most of the land held by them

was purchased of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R E. Com-

pany.

Eeturning now to Harvey county, and its affairs more par-

ticularly, seventy-three per cent, of the population is engaged in

farming, and about nine per cent, in mines and manufactures.

Newton, the county seat, is 113 miles southwest from Topeka.

Forty per cent, of the county is fertile bottom land, but there is

hardly any timber. The Little Arkansas river. Jester creek and

White Water, are the principal streams in Harvey county.

There are fine springs, but the main dependence is well water at

a depth of twenty-five feet. No coal has been developed, but

there is some building stone and large quantities gypsum. The

railroad communications of the county are supplied by the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe line, which has stations at Wal-

ton, Newton, Halstead and Benton. From Newton a branch
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runs to Wichita in Sedgwick county. "Winter wheat is said to

have given returns of thirty bushels per acre, and sixty-four

pounds to the bushel, in this county, at a cost of $7.50 per acre.

The herd law is highly approved in Harvey county, and has been

in operation long enough to test its applicability well. The Little

Arkansas gives good water powers, but they are little used.

The manufactures of the county are in Halstead township, a

•water power flouring mill
;
in Sedgwick, a steam flouring mill

;

in Newton, a wagon and carriage factory ;
and in Alto township,

a water power flour mill. There are two banks with a capital

combined of $10,000 in Newton, and in Sedgwick City. There

are two papers in the county, both published in Newton, the

Newton Kansan and the Harvey County News. There are sixty-

seven school districts and thirty-nine school houses valued at

$18,397, with furniture and apparatus. There are more organ-

izations than churches, the edifices numbering onlv three, wiih a

valuation of $8,600 in all. There are 113 libraries, public and

private, with 5,022 volumes. Harvey county suffered heavily

under the locust plague, as 1,109 persons were reported in want

of rations, and 662 in want of clothes.

Jackson County was organized in 1857, and named in honor

of Gen. Jackson, the seventh president. The county had been

established and named in honor of John C. Calhoun in 1855 with

the first batch of organizations. The area is 658 square miles
;

the population in 1875 was 6,681. Males predominate to the

extent of over 800. Farming occupies seventy- nine per cent, of

the population, mining and manufactures six per cent. Bottom

lands make up thirteen per cent, of the area, and forest five per

cent. The streams in the county are, the Muddy, Walnut, Little

and Big Straight creeks. Elk and Bill's creeks. North and South

Cedars, East and West Muddy, Little and Big Soldier, Cross and

Little Cross creeks. There are numerous springs and well water

at from ten to sixty feet deep. Thin veins of coal have been

found but none of any value, and wood is the fuel chiefly used.

Building stone is plentiful and good, and mineral plenty ; pottery

clay and gypsum are said to be abundant. In Jefferson town-

ship a salt vein was bored through recently in sinking a well,
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and that may lead to developments. There are railroads running

through the county, the Kansas Central, and the Atchison, Topeka

and Santa Fe railroads.

Holton, the county seat, is 29 miles north from Topeka, and 56

miles west from Leavenworth, with a station of the Kansas Cen-

tral. There are two banks in the city, five churches, an excel-

lent high school, a steam flouring mill, and a weekly newspaper,

the Express and News. The region is noteworthy for fruit and

for stock raising. There are but few factories, and those on a

small scale. There are many water powers, but they are not

utilized to any considerable extent. Several mills are now being

erected in diilerent parts of the county. The manufactures in

the county of Jackson, generally, are : in Franklin township, a

steam flouring mill and two water power flouring mills
;

in

Straight Creek township, a water power grist mill; in Cedar

township, a steam saw mill
;
in Jefferson township, a steam saw

mill
;
in Soldier township, a steam saw and flouring mill. There

are 63 school districts and 48 school houses, valued, inclusive, at

$52,837. There are six church edifices in the county, valued at

$15,900.

Jefferson County was organized in 1855, and named in

honor of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States.

Its' area is 665 miles, and its population in 1875, 11,716, having

decreased 810 in five years. Males preponderate by 532. Farm-

ing occupies 80 per cent, and mines and manufactures 8 per

cent. Fifteen per cent, of the area is bottom land and 5 per cent,

forest. The county seat is at Oskaloosa, 22 miles northeast from

Topeka. The Grasshopper river, Eock creek and several smaller

streams flow in and through the county ; springs are abundant,

and well water of good quality can be obtained at from 20 to 40

feet. Coal has been found in three places at from 5 feet to 20,

and the quality is tolerable ; nearly 2,000 tons were mined in

1874, and it sells readily at $4 per ton. Good building stone is

found in many places. There are three lines of railroad in the

county : the Kansas Central (narrow gauge), the Kansas Pacific,

and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe ; Winchester and Grass-

hopper Falls are the stations on the first
; Perry and Medina on
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the second. Grasshopper Falls is the main station in this county
of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe line. There are striking

testimonies as to the fertility of the soil in Jefferson county.

There are good water powers on the Grasshopper, and some mills

have already been established. The manufactures in the county

are, two steam saw mills in Union township, three grist mills and

a woolen factory water power in Grasshopper township, a water

power grist mill in Ozawkie, water power grist and saw mill in

Kentucky township, steam saw mill and steam grist mill in Rural

township, cheese factory in Medina and another in Valley Falls,

and in Winchester, one steam saw mill. There are four banks,

two at Valley Falls and two at Oskaloosa, with an aggregate

capital of $91,881. There are three weekly papers, one at Valley
Falls and the others at Oskaloosa. There are 89 school districts,

and the same number of school houses valued at $128,529 ; be-

sides these, there are two Catholic parochial schools at Newman
and at Valley Falls. There are 13 church buildings valued at

$32,000. The aggregate of books in five townships was 6.250

volumes, of which all but 300 were in private collections. Jeffer-

son county was self-supjwrting in the locust era.

Jewell County was organized in 1870, and named in honor

of a lieutenant colonel who died of wounds received in the en(ja2;e-

ment at Cane Hill in November, 1862. The area of the county
is 900 square miles, and the population in 1875 was 7,651. Males

preponderate about 600. Farming occupies about ninety per
cent, of the population. Bottom lands amount to six per cent, of

the area, and forest about three per cent. The Republican River

runs about ten miles along the northern boundary, and the other

jmncipal streams are White Rock creek, Johns, Big Timber, Por-

cupine, Smith, Montana. Walnut, Burr Oak, Buffalo, Limestone,
and numerous smaller creeks and streams. Springs are numer-

ous, and well water is found at depths varying from six to one

hundred feet
;
but the average is about twenty-five. Good coal

has been much sought here, but only a poor lignite discovered

about twenty inches in thickness. Magnesian limestone is found

in many places, and sandstone is also found occasionally. In the

southeast corner of the county is a salt marsh, but it has not been
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developed. There are no railroads in this county. Jewell Cen-

tre, the county seat, is l-ii miles northwest from Topeka ;
it is

built on a beautiful plain, and has a w^eekly paper, a large school

house, churches and nurseries. There are no water powers avail-

able, and manufactui'es are represented by one steam saw mill at

White Mound township. Jewell city publishes a weekly paper.

There are no banks in the county. There are 118 districts and 44

school houses valued at $26,259. There is only one church, built

by the Methodists at a cost of $806. Jewell county suffered much,

from the locusts, as 1,500 persons were rejDorted wanting rations.

Johnson County was organized in 1855, and named in honor

of a Methodist missionary among the Shawnees from 1829 until

the territory was settled. The area is 480 square miles, and the

population in 1875 was 14,580. Males preponderate to the num-

ber of 564. Farming engages the attention of seventy-two per

cent, of the population, and eight per cent, are employed in mines

and manufactures. The county seat is at Olathe, 48 miles east

from Topeka. Bottom lands make up ten per cent, of the surface,

and there is about sixteen per cent, of forest. The streams are

Indian, Blue, Turkey, Mill, Cedar, Clear, Captain's, Bull and Kill

creeks. The creeks run from near the center of the county.

Springs are numerous, and well water is found at from ten to

forty feet deep. Coal has been found at several places, but the

vein is only seven inches thick. It is claimed tliat a seam of bit-

uminous qoal three feet six inches thick can be obtained by sink-

ing 530 feet. Building stone is plentiful, and it is said that hy-
draulic cement, red ochre, fire and pottery clay are also to be had

in considerable quantities. The county has excellent railroad fa-

cilities, as the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston
;
the Mis-

souri River, Fort Scott and Gulf
;
the St, Louis, Lawrence and

Denver, via Pleasant Hill
;
and the Kansas Midland railroads, are

competitors for the favors of the public. There are no water

powers worth naming in the county, and but few manufactures.

Among the principal may be mentioned a steam grist mill at

Spring Hill, and similar works at Olathe, De Soto and McCamisli

townships ;
at Shawnee there is a saw and grist mill, as also at

Monticello, and Olathe has besides a steam factory for making
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spring beds, and a cigar factory ;
cheese factories have been estab-

lished in some few places on a small scale only.
There are three banks in the county, one being located at

Olathe, the county seat, where also there are two weekly papers
published. There are 90 districts, and 80 school houses valued at

$65,851, The Catholics have three parochial schools, at Shaw-

nee, Edgerton and at Aubrey. There are 20 church edifices in the

county, valued at $44,700. Books, mostly in private collections,
are reported to the extent of about 6,000 volumes. There are

unsold lands in Johnson county. This county was self support-

ing at the time of the locust plague, because there was no open-

ing for new settlers unless they could buy out their predecessors.

Labette County was organized in 1867, and was named in

honor of the river. The area is 649 square miles. Tbe popula-
tion in 1875 was 14,574, males preponderating by just 900. There
are about 64 per cent, engaged in farming, 9 per cent, in trade

and transportation, and 10 per cent, in mines and manufactures.
Bottom lands are about one-fifth of the whole area, and there is

10 per cent of forest. The woods are of good varieties. The
Keosho river runs along the east line of the county, and the

other streams are the Labette, Hackberry creek. Deer, Pumpkin,
Turkey and Snow creeks, besides many smaller streams. Springs
are few, but well water is found at from 20 to 40 feet in depth.
Coal has been found underlying 75 per cent, of two townships,
and from ten inches to two feet in thickness, varying in depth from
two to twelve feet. The quality is good, and large shipments are

effected. Limestone and sandstone are plentiful and of good
quality. Pottery clay and gypsum are also found. The railroad

facilities of the county are supplied by the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas, and the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston, the prin-

cipal stations being at Parsons, Labette, Oswego and Chetopa.

Oswego is the county seat, 131 miles south from Topeka, and the

river makes a horse shoe bend at this point, which would give a
fall of nine feet should a race of one mile be cut, consequently
the time cannot be distant when the water power of the Neosho
will be utilized largely. The works now prosecuted in Oswego
are a brewery, steam flouring mill, broom factory, cabinet factory,
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brick factory and a cheese factory. The other manufactures of

the county are, in Richland, a steam furniture factory and two

steam flouring mills
;
at Neosho, a steam saw mill

;
at Liberty, a

steam flouring mill
;
in the city of Parsons, a foundry and ma-

chine shop, a pottery and drain tile factory, a brewery and a

steam furniture factory ;
in Montana, a flour mill and saw mill,

and in Chetopa a steam foundry. There are four banks in La-

bette county ;
two in the city of Parsons and two in Oswego, the

county seat. The newspapers published in the county are five in

number; one at Chetopa, two in Oswego and two in the city of

Parsons, all weekly. There are 95 school districts and 86 schools,

valued at $118,270. The churches number 15, some of them

very fine, and the estimated value is set down at $53,000. Libra-

ries are reported to the extent of 12,230 volumes. Labette was

self supporting at the time of the locust plague.

Leavenworth Goukty was organized in 1855, being named

by its contiguity to Fort Leavenworth, so called for the general

who selected the site for a fort in 1827, when it was the farthest

outpost of the United States. The area of the county is 455

square miles, and its population in 1875 showed a decrease upon
the returns of 1870, of 4,74:6. The enumeration in 1875 was

27,698, in which the two sexes were nearly balanced, but males

slightly preponderated. Missouri gave to this county 6,344,

while Illinois, the next largest contributor, gave less than 1,500.

This was the strongest Missourian settlement in the territory.

Farms employ only 40 per cent, of the population in this county,

13 per cent, being engaged in trade and transportation, and over

22 per cent, in mines and manufactures. Twenty per cent, of the

area is bottom land, and ten per cent, forest, the timber being

generally of very valuable kinds. The Missouri is the great

river, of course, the lesser streams being the Kansas river, Big

Stranerer, Little Stran2;er and Nine Mile creeks, with numerous

streams not yet named. Springs are numerous and well water

unfailing. Coal underlies about seven per cent of the area,

thickness 28 inches and depth varying from 50 to 700 feet, the

quality good and much in demand. A shaft put down at Leav-

enworth City, 710 feet, has reached a seam of 30 inches, which is
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now being mined. Good flint blue limestone underlies the whole

county. The railroad connections of Leavenworth include the

Kansas Pacific with stations at Stranger, Reno and Tonganoxie ;

the Missouri Pacific, with stations at Leavenworth, Fort Leaven-

worth and Kickapoo ;
the Chicago, Eock Island and Pacific has

one of its termini at Leavenworth City, crossing the Missouri

river on the superb iron bridge at that point ;
the Kansas City,

St. Joseph and Council Bluffs, with a station at East Leaven-

worth
;
and the Kansas Central Narrow Gauge, which starts from

Leavenworth, running to Yalley Falls and Holton. Leaven-

worth, the county seat, is 43 miles northeast from Topeka, 89

miles from Kansas City, Missouri, on the west bank of the Mis-

souri river, 812 miles, by land, above St. Louis, Missouri. The

city is one of the handsomest in Kansas, and as seen from Pilot

Knob, is picturesque in the extreme. There are in the city 27

churches, nine commodious school buildings, several private sem-

inaries, a state normal school, the St. Mary's academy, two or-

phan asylums, four daily and six weekly newspapers, four month-

ly periodicals, two insurance companies, six banks, a paid fire de-

partment, and four miles of street railroad. The state peniten-

tiary is four miles south of the city, and Fort Leavenworth, which

joins the city, has a military prison. Manufactures are numerous

and extensive in the city, including carpets, furniture, stoves, en-

gines, mining machinery and iron bridges. This is the largest

city in Kansas and from the earliest days of the territory it has

carried on quite an extensive trade over the plains. The elegant

residences and beautifully shaded thoroughfares of Leavenworth

are topics commonly adverted to by all visitors. All the rail-

roads that enter the county make Leavenworth their terminus or

their most important station. The bridge over the Missouri is a

very handsome structure. There are other manufactures outside

Leavenworth City, but they are small by comparison, although

in themselves considerable. There are numerous water powers,

but the}' are not utilized, because steam is more constant and

more rapid in operation. The chief industries in other parts of

the county are, in Easton township, a water power flouring mill

and a steam saw mill
;
in Stranger township, a steam saw mill

;

in Tonganoxie township, a steam cheese factory and a steam
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flouring mill
;
and in Alexander township, a steam grist and saw

mill. Among recent additions to the industries of Leavenworth

City are soap factories, cigar factories, breweries, brick factories,

cooper shops, and beef and pork packing houses on a large scale.

There are 74 school districts and 82 school houses, valued at

$310,210, three Catholic parochial schools, the state normal school,

St. Mary's academy, Catholic and Maple Leaf seminary, and at

Fort Leavenworth, a Catholic parochial school. The churches of

the county comprise 27 edifices, all commodious and some truly

grand, valued in all at $451,300. There are 24 church organiza-

tions in the city of Leavenworth alone. The libraries of this

county, chiefly in private collections, amount to more than 19,000

volumes. Leavenworth county was self supporting during and

after the locust plague, the community being the oldest and most

numerous in the state of Kansas, as well as having been saved

by circumstances from many of the afflictions that have befallen

the city of Lawrence. The reign of terror, after the nomination

of Gov. Geary and prior to his assumption of control, was the

worst misfortune that ever befel the city of Leavenworth, and that

did not destroy the city itself.

Lincoln County, named in honor of the great j)resident, was

organized in 1870; its area is 720 square miles; its population, in

1875, 2,493, in which males predominate to the number of 230.

Farms employ 92 per cent, of the inhabitants. The county seat

is Lincoln Centre, 132 miles west from Topeka. Bottom lands

make up 15 per cent, of the area, but forests are very small in

Lincoln county. The Saline is the principal stream, the creeks

and tributaries being Table Rock, Elkhorn, Owl, Brush, Bullfoot,

Oak, East and West Twin, Twelve Mile, Beaver, Yauger, Lost,

Spillman and Wolf creeks. Springs and good well water abound.

Coal crops out on banks and ravines, but it is not good, and little

use is made of it at present. Some of the veins are from 10 to

20 inches thick. Building stone of the white magnesian order, and.

of beautiful quality, is inexhaustible in quantity. Salt springs

and marshes have been found, but not yet properly developed.
There are no railroads here. There are good water powers on the

Saline, and some mills are already in operation. The manufac-
40
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tures in the county most noticeable are, the steam saw mill in

Grant township ;
saw and grist mill and saw mill in Indiana town-

ship ;
and a w^ater power saw and grist mill at Eocky Hill. The

only newspaper is the Farmer, published weekly at Lincoln Cen-

tre. There are no banks here. The number of school districts

organized is 32, and of school houses 17, valued at $12,1-49. Re-

ligious organizations are many, but only $1,500 has been invested

in church buildings, and there are no libraries reported. Lincoln

suffered very severely in the locust plague, as there were 750 per-

sons reported wanting rations^ and 600 in want of clothing, or more

than one-fourth of the whole j^opulation.

LiNN" County was organized in 1855, being named after a Mis-

souri senator. The area of the county is 637 square miles, and

the population, in 1875, 11,516. There had been a decrease dur-

ing the preceding five years. The preponderance of males is

nearly 400. Agriculture engages the attention of 71 per cent, of

the settlers, and 9 per cent, are occupied in mining and manufac-

tures. There are two claimants for the honor of being considered

the count}^ seat, Pleasanton and Mound City, the first named 80

miles southeast from Topeka, the latter 78 miles. There is 20

per cent, of bottom land in Linn county, and 10 per cent, of forest,

the timber being of excellent qualiity. The streams are Marais

des Cygnes, Middle Creek, Big and Little Sugar, East, Middle,

Lost, and Mill creeks. Springs are numerous, and good well

water can be found at an average of 20 feet. Coal is plentiful in

the eastern portion of the county, and nearly all the hills and

streams have outcropping seams. The shaft at Barnard has pen-
etrated a 3 feet 6 inch vein at 90 feet, and the coal pays welL

The Barnard sandstone is in good demand, and building stone

generally is excellent in Linn county. The railroads have not

neglected this region, as the Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf

Railroad has stations at La Cygne, Barnard, and Pleasanton.

There are several mills in operation, and the water powers avail-

able are first class. Among the works most noticeable in the

county are the factories in Scott township, comprising a furniture

factory, soap factory, wind power grist and saw mill, hoop factory
and two steam saw mills; in Yalley township, two water power
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saw and grist mills
;
in Mound City, a furniture factory, planing

mill, cheese factory, wagon and carriage factory, and a grist mill,

and in Pleasanton, two grist mills and a grist and saw mill. There

are three banks at Pleasanton and La Cygne, and three newspa-

pers, weekly, published respectively at Mound City, La Cygne,
and Pleasanton. There are 95 school districts, and 88 school

houses, valued at $85,583. Libraries are reported with a total

of 5,357 volumes. There are 11 churches, with a valuation of

$21,500. Linn was self-supporting at the time of the locust plague.

Lyon County was organized in 1858, and named Breckin-

ridge, but when the vice president had gone to the bad with Jef-

ferson Davis, the name was changed in honor of Gen. Lyon, who
fell nobly fighting against great odds at Wilson's creek, Missouri.

The change was made in 1862. The area of the county is 858

square miles, and the population in 1875 was 9,542, males pre-

dominating about 430. There are 67 per cent, engaged in farm-

ing, 8 per cent, in trade and transportation, and 10 in mines and

manufactures. Emporia, the county seat, is 52 miles southwest

from Topeka, between the Neosho and Cottonwood rivers, six

miles above their junction, in a fine stock raising, agricultural

region. A large trade is done in Emporia, and it is one of the

best built towns in the state, a center of railroad traffic, as the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe crosses the Missouri, Kansas

and Texas line at this point, The name will be familiar to our

readers as the site of a State Normal School. The court house

and normal school, with which is associated a fine graded school,

are architectural ornaments. There are three banks, two news-

papers, flouring mills and factories in the city, including two

flouring mills (water power), and one steam flouring mill, two

water power saw mills, and two steam saw mills, a steam power

foundry, a water power furniture factory, a steam soap factory, a

carriage factory, a cigar factory, a brick factory and a brewery.

The other manufactures demanding notice are, at AmericuSj
where a cheese factory and a steam flouring and saw mill give

extensive employment ;
Center township, steam saw mill

;
Elmen-

dare township, steam saw mill, steam saw and flouring mill,

water power flouring mill
;
Jackson township, two water power
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flouring mills, and wind power flouring mill and carding macliine
;

Pike township, water power flouring mill, steam saw mill, and a

steam saw mill at Waterloo. There are 76 school districts, and

SO school houses, valued at $74,669. Libraries sum up a total of

18,470 volumes. Churches are numerous, and some of them very

handsome. Lyon was heavily visited by the locusts, and 930

persons were found in want of rations and clothing in 1S7-:1^5.

Marion County was organized in 1865, being named after the

revolutionary general. The county was established in 1855, but

changed afterwards. The area is 954 square miles, and the popu-
lation in 1860 was 74 only ;

in the year 1875, it had a population
of 5,907. Males preponderate about 500. Seventy-nine per
cent, are farmers, and 11 per cent, are engaged in mines and manu-

factures. Marion Center, the county seat, is 87 miles southwest

from Topeka. Bottom lands make up 16 per cent of the county,
but there is little timber. The streams of this county are the

Cottonwood, Doyle, South Fork, French, Clear, Middle, Brunot,

Martin, Muddy and many minor creeks and streams. Coal indi-

cations are numerous, but no considerable finds have been made.

Building stone of many descriptions and good quality abounds,

including magnesian limestone (white and cream colored), and

hydraulic cement, mineral paint, fire and pottery clay, and gyp-
sum have been found, so that the mineral resources of Marion

county are various and great. Eailroad connections are made by
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe line, which has stations at

Florence and Peabody. The returns show that the soil is very

fertile, indeed it would be more correct to sa}^ prolific. The herd

law, much blamed in some localities, is said to operate well in

Marion county, enhancing prosperity. There are many excellent

water powers on the Cottonwood, Muddy and Doyle creeks
; but,

with the exception of two mills on the Cottonwood, the powers
are not used. The noticeable manufactures in the county are, in

Peabody township, a steam flouring mill
;
in Doyle township, a

water power flouring mill
;
in Center township, a water power

flouring mill
;
in Clear Creek township, a saw mill

;
in Marion

Center, a furniture factory and a cheese factory. There are two
banks in the county at Florence and at Peabody, and two news-
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papers, one at Marion Center, and one at Peabody, both weekly.
There are 7-i districts and 65 school houses valued at $84.-il5.

Libraries are reported with about 6,000 volumes, and the churches

number 5, with a valuation of about $9,000. Marion county
was one of the locust plague suSerers. Over 200 persons being
in want of rations and clothes in 1874-5.

Marshall County was organized in 1855, being named in

honor of Gren. Marshall, who was distinguished for his services

in the days of the gold rush to California, and was identified after-

wards with the Lecompton constitution. The area of the county
is 900 square miles. The population, in 1875, was 10,822, in

which males preponderate by 680. Farming employs 72 per
cent.

;
mines and manufactures 10, and trade and transportation

6 per cent, of the residents. Marysville is the county seat, 76

miles northwest from Topelca. The land shows 20 per cent, of

river bottom and 3 per cent, of forest. The streams are the Big
Blue river, with tributaries, Little Blue, Black, Vermillion, Elm,

Irish, Spring, Game Fork, Horseshoe and other creeks. Good

springs, and well water at from 20 to 40 feet deep. No coal yet

developed, but building stone, inexhaustible in quantity, includ-

ing magnesian limestone. Fire clay and gypsum are found in large

quantities, and some pottery clay is also being worked. The

railroad connections of Marshall county are by the St. Joseph and

Denver City line, with its principal station at Marysville, the

county seat, and the central branch of the Union Pacific, with

stations at Barrett's, Irving and Blue Eapids. There are excel-

lent water powers on the Big Blue river, and many mills have

been established to utilize that stream, as will be seen by glanc-

ing through the industries prospering in this county, which in-

clude two water power flouring mills at Marysville, a cigar manu-

factory, steam furniture factory, vinegar factory and a pottery ;

in Waterville township, two water power flouring mills, a soap

factory and a cigar factory ;
in Blue Eapids township, two water

power flouring mills, water power woolen mill, water power paper

mill, and a water power gypsum manufactory ;
in Vermillion

township, two flouring mills, one steam and the other water power.

Besides the industries named, there are in the county four cheese
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factories and two cigar factories
;
a brewery at Marysville, a flour

and saw mill at Barrett, a flouring mill at Okelo, and a broom

factory at Irving. There are three banks at Waterville, Marys-

ville and Blue Kapids, and four newspapers, weekly, at Blue

Eapids, Waterville, Marysville and Irving. There are 87 school

districts and 80 school houses, valued at $89,704. Libraries are

reported, private and public, to the extent of 8,000 volumes.

Church edifices number 13, with an aggregate value of $35,350.

The paper mill at Blue Rapids deserves special notice. Marshall

was self supporting at the time of the locust visitation, and is

altogether in a prosperous condition.

McPheeson County was organized in 1870, being named in

honor of a major general who was killed at Atlanta, on Sherman's

expedition to Georgia in 186-i. The area of the county is 900

square miles, and the population in 1S75 was 6,205, in which

males preponderate by 563. The largest quota of the population

came from Ill'inois. Farming is the pursuit of 92 per cent, of the

population. The county seat is at McPherson, 117 mnles south

west from Topeka. There is only five per cent, of bottom land

and one per cent, of forest in this county. Smoky Hill river and

the Little Arkansas, with their tributaries, are the streams of this

region. Coal has been found, but not in great quantity nor of

special value. Limestone and sandstone, of fair quality, have been

worked, and pottery clay is known to exist
; gypsum of good quality

is abundant, and mineral paint, but the quality is doubtful. Salt

springs are reported, but no saline works have been established.

There are no railroads in the county. "Water powers are availa-

ble, but have not been improved. The manufactures in operation

are a, windmill in Superior township, a water power flouring mill

and saw mill at Marquette, and a similar work at Lundsburg.

There are no banks here, and only one newspaper, published at

McPherson, weekly. There are 76 school districts, but only 20

school houses, valued at $7,661. There are religious organiza-

tions, but no church buildings. Libraries report only an aggre-

gate of 1,250 volumes. McPlierson was a great sufferer in the

locust invasion, as there were 600 persons reported wanting rations,

and 675 lacking clothes for the winter of 187-i-5.
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Miami Couxty was organized in 1856, and named Lykens
after a missionary among the Miami Indians, but changed to the

present appellation in 1861. The area consists of 588 square

miles, and the population in 1875 was 12,667, in which males

preponderate about 500. Farming emploj^s 78 per cent, of the

population, mines and manufactures occupy 8, and trade and

transportation 4 per cent, of the population. Paola, the county

seat, is 51 miles southeast from Topeka. Twenty per cent, of

the surface is bottom land, and ten per cent, forest. The princi-

pal streams are the Marias des Cygnes, Bull creek, Wea, Middle,

Sugar, Walnut and Pottawatomie creeks. Springs are numerous

and well water can be found at from 12 to 30 feet deep. Fully

one-quarter of the country is underlaid with coal, but the vein is

thin and poor, and although easily reached is seldom used.

Building stone abounds in all parts, the Fontana marble being
the most noticeable. Some of the wells give salt water, but

there are no salt marshes, and no salt springs have been found.

The railroad connections of the county are supplied by the Mis-

souri River, Fort Scott and Gulf line, having stations at Paola

and Fontana, and the Paola and Holden line, wdiich is operated

by the Missouri, Kansas and Texas company, and joins the Mis-

souri Pacific at Holden, Mo. There are excellent powers on the

Marais des Cygnes, but only two have been utilized. There are

three steam grist mills, two steam grist and saw mills, one steam

saw mill, one water power saw mill, one wind power grist and

saw mill, one cigar factory, three . wagon factories, a brewery, a

carriage factory, a cheese factory, furniture factory and match fac-

tory at Paola. In Osage township there is a grist mill
;
in Wea

township, two grist and saw mills, a wind power grist and saw

mill and a cheese factory; in Stanton township, a wind power

grist mill
;
in New Lancaster township, a wind power grist mill ;

in Osawatomie township, a saw and grist mill
;
and in Middle

Creek township, two saw and grist mills. There is only one bank,
and that is at Paola, the count}"- seat, where two weekly news-

papers are published. There are 89 school districts with a school

for each, valued at $22,361, besides a Catholic parochial school

at Paola. The church edifices number 11, valued at $27,500*

Libraries aggregate 9,511 volumes. Miami county was self sup-

porting during the locust famine.
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Mitchell County was organized in 1870, and named for

Capt. Mitchell killed at Monroe Cross Eoads, K C, in 1865, just
before the close of the war. The area of the county is 720

square miles, and the population in 1875 was 5,870, in which
number females preponderated to the number of 46. Farming
occupies 84 per cent, and mines and manufactures 7 per cent, of

the settlers. Beloit is the county seat, 134 miles northwest from

Topeka, on the south bank of the Solomon river. There is a

paper published in the county seat, the Beloit Gazette, and an

active trade is transacted here. An iron bridge over the Solomon
is one of .the architectural features of Beloit, and there are im-

portant mills and manufactures actively supported by the sur-

rounding country. The manufactures of the county are, in Grlen

Elder township, a water power grist and saw mill
;
in Cawker

township, a steam saw mill
;
in Beloit township, two water power

grist and saw mills
;
in Asherville township, a water power grtst

and saw mill, and a feed mill, also water power ;
two breweries in

Waconda and Beloit; a water power flouring mill at Turkey
Creek, and two grist mills in other locations. There are many
fine powers unimproved on the Solomon. There is only one

bank, and that is at Beloit
;
there are three papers, one in Beloit,

and two at Cawker City, all weekl}^ Bottom lands form 20 per
cent, of the surface, and there is about 2 per cent, of forest, the

principal streams are the Salt creek, Solomon river with its tribu-

taries. Oak, Granite, Limestone, Brown's, Mulberry, Plum, Asher,

Car, Walnut, Turkey, Laben and Third creeks. Springs are

scarce, but good well water is found at from 10 to 20 feet deep.

Lignite worth $2 per ton has been found from 15 to 30 inches in

thickness, but the supply is limited. White magnesian lime-

stone is quite plentiful. There are good salt sj)rings. The coun-

ty has no railroads yet. There are 73 school districts, 50 of

which have schools valued at $39,357. Church edifices number

only 4, valued at $5,300. Mitchell suffered much in the locust

visitation.

Montgomery County was organized in 1869 and named in

honor of the gallant officer that fell in the attack on Quebec in

December, 1775. The area of the county is 636 square miles
;
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its population in 1875 was 13,017, of which number there were

6,888 males. Illinois gave the largest quota of population, Mis-

souri coming next. Farming employs 69 per cent, of the popu-
lation and mines and manufactures 15 per cent. The county seat

is Independence, 125 miles south from Topeka. One fourth of

the soil is bottom land, and there is 10 per cent, of forest. The

streams are Yerdigris river, Elk river, Onion, Drum, Duck, Syca-

more, and Big Hill creeks. Springs are rare, but well water is

found at an average depth of 25 feet. Coal underlies about one-

third of the county. The quality not first class and thickness

varying from 12 to 24 inches. Limestone and flagstone are

abundant for all purposes. There will be salt works at Elk City,

as salt water of good quality can be procured by digging. There

are no salt marshes. The railroad connections are by the Leaven-

worth, Lawrence and Gralveston line which has stations at Cherry

Vale, Liberty and Coffeyville ;
with a branch from Cherry Yale to

the county seat. Independence. Fifty-four bushels of winter

wheat to the acre are said to have been raised at Sycamore in this

county, at a cost per acre of $2.84. There are splendid water pow-
ers not improved in the Yerdigris and Elk rivers. The manu-

factures of the county are in Louisburg township, a steam grist

mill
;
in Parker two steam saw mills

;
in Independence, a cigar

factory, a cheese factory and vinegar factory, and on the Yerdi-

gris and Elk rivers, two water power flouring mills
;
in Cherokee,

a steam saw mill
;
in Liberty, a steam saw and water power grist

mill
;
in Parker, one mill water and steam and one steam, both

grist mills
;
and in Sycamore, one water power grist and one saw

mill. The county seat is 134 miles by rail from the city of Law-

rence on the banks of the Yerdigris. The place was founded in

1870, and has one daily and three weekly papers, five churches,

three banks, and a very thriving business. There are 100 dis-

tricts and 96 school houses valued at $107,846 ;
church edifices

number seven with a valuation of $23,100 ;
libraries are reported

to the extent of 1,337 volumes. Montgomery was self support-

ing in the locust raid.

Morris County was organized in 1858 and was named in

honor of an anti-slavery leader. This appellation marks the
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earliest legislative victories of the free state party. The region
had been named previously in honor of a Virginian senator with

opposite predilections. The area of the county is 700 square miles

and the population in 1875, was 4,597, in which the preponder-
ance of males was 879. Farming engages 60 per cent, of the set-

tlers, trade and transportation 6, and mines and manufactures over

11. Council Grove is the county seat 52 miles southwest from

Topeka on the ISTeosho river, 22 miles from Emporie, with a sta-

tion on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad. There are in

the county seat two newspapers, two churches, three schools, a

national bank and a coal mine, but the product is not consider-

able. There is a good mill here and another being erected on the

Kaw reserve. The water powers are excellent. The manufac-

tures of the county are in Elm township, two steam grist mills

a water power grist mill and a cheese factory ;
in Neosho two saw

mills
;
in Yalley township, four saw mills, one water power and

three steam
;
in Parker, a steam saw and grist mill

;
besides a

brick yard, lime kiln, salt well, one water power and one steam

grist mill in Council Grove township. This is a fine agricultural

county ;
15 per cent, of the surface is bottom land and 5 per cent,

forest
;
the streams are the Neosho river and its tributaries, Mun-

kres, Little John, Big John, Eock, Elm, Four Mile and Kahola
creeks. There are two other noteworthy creeks, Clark and
Diamond. The springs of this county are numerous, including
the famous Diamond and Hill springs, and well water has been

always found within 10 to 40 feet. Fine magnesian limestone is

plentiful ;
red ochre of excellent quality abounds. Fire and

pottery clay are abundant, and gypsum in limited quantities but

mixed and impure. The Missouri, Kansas and Texas Eailroad

traverses the county with stations at Skiddy, Parkerville and

Council Grove. There are 44 districts and 40 school houses val-

ued at $52,000. Libraries are reported with 3,393 volumes, and

churches number one only valued at $4,500. ]\[orris suffered

severely from the locusts as there were 1,090 reported wanting
rations and about the same number wanting clothes in a popula-
tion of only 4,036.

Nemaha County was organized in 1855, and named for the
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river. Its area is 720 square miles; its population, in 1875, was

7,10-i, in which males preponderate 290. Farming employs 81

per cent of the settlers, mines and manufactures about 8 per cent.

The county seat is at Seneca, 59 miles north from Topeka. Ten

per cent, of the area is bottom land, and 3 per cent, forest. The

Nemaha is the principal stream, with tributaries Deer, Harris,

Illinois, Grasshopper, Pony, Rock, Yerrailion, French and Turkey
creeks. Springs are plentiful, and wells average from 35 to 4.0

feet deep. Coal is found in small quantities along the ISTemaha

and creeks from six to twenty feet below the surface, ranging
from four to thirteen inches in thickness

;
but little has been

mined, and the quality being only moderate, the consumption is

exclusively local. Two railroads serve this county, the St. Joseph,

and Denver City having its principal station at Seneca, and the

Central Branch of the Union Pacific, at Wetmore, Corning and

Centralia. There are three banks at Seneca, and water powers
are limited. The noticeable manufactures of the county are a

steam saw mill at Nemaha township ;
a steam flouring mill at

Eichmond
;
a steam flouring mill at Home township ;

a brewery
at Seneca; a steam grist mill at Rock Creek; a steam flouring

mill at Neufchatel township, and a cheese factory. There are

two weekly papers at Sabetha and Seneca. There are 77 districts

and 7-1 school houses valued at $70,553, besides a Catholic paro-

chial school at Seneca. There are nine church buildings valued

at $34,900. Nemaha was severely visited by the locusts, as

1,000 persons were in want of clothing and 250 in want of rations

in the winter of 1874-5.

Neosho County, named for the river, was organized in 1864;

its area is 576 square miles, and its population, in 1875, was

11,076, in which males preponderated nearly 700. Agriculture

engages 72 per cent, of the settlers, manufactures and mines, 9,

and trade and transportation, 6 per cent. The county seat is

Erie, 103 miles from Topeka. The county has 20 per cent, of

bottom lands, and 9 per cent of forest. The Neosho is the main

stream, its tributaries being the Vegetarian, Big, Canville, Four

Mile, Flat Eock, Walnut, Village, Turkey, Elk and Augustus
creeks. There are, besides, the Labette, Chetopa and Big Hill
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creeks. Springs are scarce, but well vrater plentiful at 20 feet

deep. Coal has been found under 10 per cent, of the area, and

the quality is good, with an average thickness of 18 inches.

Mines are worked near Thayer with much success. Blue and

yellow limestone and sandstone of good quality have been found

in every township ;
and traces of lead, but no deposit that would

pay for working. The railroads serving the county are the Mis-

souri, Kansas and Texas, with a branch of the same road running

from Parsons to Sedalia, Mo., via Fort Scott; the stations being

at Chanute, Urbana, Galesburgh, Ladore and Osage Mission
;

and the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Gralveston, with stations at

Chanute, Earlton and Thayer. There are good water powers on

the Neosho, but they are not fully availed of
;
one dam has been

constructed, and another is in progress. The factories of the

county include a water power flouring mill at Canville
;
a brewery

and two steam saw mills at Chanute
;
a cheese factory at Mission

;

a water power flouring mill at Centreville
;
a steam flouring and

saw mill and a steam saw mill at Lincoln
;
a flouring mill at

Tioga; and two flouring mills, a flouring and saw mill, a saw

mill and a shingle factory, at Erie township. There are three

banks in the county, at Osage Mission, Thayer and Chanute; and

three weekly papers, at Chanute, Thayer and Osage Mission.

Ninety-three school districts have ninety school houses valued at

$86,234, besides which there are Catholic parochial schools at

Ladore and Osage Mission
;
an industrial school under the same

management for boys at Osage Mission, and a parish school for

girls. There are seven churches valued at $34,600, and the libra-

ries in seven townships give a total of 6,120 volumes. Neosho

was a heavy sufferer from the locusts, but was self-suj^porting.

Norton Coukty was organized in 1872, and named in honor

of a cavalry officer slain at Cane Hill, Ark., in the engagement of

the 11th of November, 1864. The area is 900 square miles
;
the

population in 1875 was 899, in which males preponderated 150.

Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska contributed the bulk of the popula-
tion of the county. Ninety-four per cent, are engaged in farm-

ing ;
there is but one per cent, of forest and eight per cent of bot-

tom land in Norton county. The streams are Solomon river,
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Prairie Dog and Sapplio creeks. Springs are moderately supplied,

and wells range from ten to seventy-five feet. Coal has been

mined for local use, but it is limited to a few townships. Lime-

stone and sandstone are found nearly.all over the county. There

are no railroads here. The county seat is Norton, 230 miles

northwest from Topeka ;
but there are no banks, no manufactures

of note, and no newsjoapers in the county. There are seventeen

districts, but only two school houses
;
no churches, no libraries.

There are good water powers on the Solomon, but they are not

yet turned to account. A dam is now being constructed on that

river. The locusts almost ruined the whole of the settlers, as

there were 600 reduced to want in the winter of 1874-5, in a pop-

ulation of less than 900.

Osage CoujSTTY was organized in 1859, being named for the

river. The first name was Weller, in honor of a governor of Cal-

ifornia. The area is 720 square miles, and the population in 1875

was 10,268, in which males preponderated by 610. Farming em-

ploys sixty-four per cent, of the settlers, and over twenty per

cent, are engaged in mines and manufactures. Burlingame, the

county seat, is twenty-four miles south southwest from Topeka,
on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe line, which has a good
station here. Clay of fine quality is found here, and coal is

abundant. There are four churches and a fine brick school house

in Burlingame, which has a beautiful climate, healthful position,

and fertile surrounding country to recommend it. There is one

newspaper published here, the Osage County Chronicle. Coal

underlies twenty-five per cent, of the whole county, in veins of

from fourteen to eighteen inches, in depths varying with position

from five to fifty feet, and the quality is good. An average of

forty car loads per day is shipped during the whole yeai', and it is

used by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad, as well as

for local purposes. The face of the county shows ten per cent, of

bottom land, and eight per cent, of forest
;
the streams are the

Marais des Cygnes, Coal, Long, Eock, Cherry, and other creeks

its tributaries
; Salt, Dragoon, and one hundred and ten creeks

with a number of petty streams. Springs are scarce, but wells

range only from fifteen to forty feet in depth, and the water is
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good. Limestone is found everywhere, yellow ochre is abundant,

and clays, both fire and pottery, are plentiful. There are two

railroads in the county, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, with

stations at Carbondale, Burlingarne and Osage city ;
and the Law-

rence and Southwestern, connecting the city with Carbondale.

Eeports from this county certify that 9-i bushels of corn per acre,

and 250 bushels of potatoes per acre have been harvested near

Burlingame. There are no water powers. The manufactures of

the county include two grist mills, a cheese factory, and a pottery

at Burlingame ;
a grist mill and two saw mills at Osage City, a

grist mill at Lyndon ;
a grist mill at Ridgeway ;

a steam saw mill

and two cheese factories at Melvern
;
two steam saw mills and a

cheese factory at Arvonia
;
and two steam saw mills at Agency

township. There are two banks in the county, one at Burlingame
and one at Osage City. Three newspapers, one each at Lyndon,

Osage City and Burlingame. There are 86 districts and 74 school

houses, valued at $127,683, besides parochial schools at Osage

City. There are 13 church buildings valued at $33,200, and the

libraries show a total of nearly 6,000 volumes. Osage suffered

terribly from the locusts, as we find that in the winter of 1874-5

there were 875 in want of rations, and 1,350 wanting clothes.

Osborne County was organized in 1871, and named for a

private in the Second Kansas cavalry, who lost a leg on the Ar-

kansas river, in January, 1865. The area of the county is 900

square miles, and the population in 1875 was 3;-i67, in which

males preponderate to the extent of 300. Iowa has supplied

nearly a third of the population of Osborne county. Eighty-

three per cent, of the settlers are engaged in farming and 11 per

cent, in mines and manufactures. Twenty per cent, of the area

is bottom land, but only two per cent, forest. The streams are

the north and south forks of the Solomon, with their tributary-

creeks, Twin, Covert and Kill. There are some springs, and

good wells range from seven to thirty- eight feet in depth. Coal

has been found, but is not plentiful ; good limestone abounds.

There are no railroads yet in the county. The county seat is at

Osborne City, 163 miles northwest from Topeka. There are good
water powers on the two forks of the Solomon and four mills are
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already in operation, but the powers are not nearly developed.
The main manufactures are a grist mill, a saw mill, a grist and
saw mill, and a furniture factory, at Penn township ;

a grist mill

at Sumner, and two others at Bethany and at Liberty townships.
There are no banks in the county, but there are two newspapers,

weekly, j^ublished in Osborne. There 49 districts, but only 16

school houses, valued at $6,666. There are several organizations
but no church buildings, and the libraries in four townships
showed a total of 8,549 volumes. This county suffered terribly

from the locusts, as nearly half of the population was destitute

of rations and clothing in consequence of their ravages.

Ottawa County was organized in 1866. Its area is 720

square miles, and its population in 1875 was 4,429, in which total

males preponderate nearly 300. Farming is the jDursuit of 89

per cent, of the population. The county seat is Minneapolis, 109

miles west from Topeka. One-fourth of the area is bottom land,

but there is but very little timber. The streams are the Solomon

and Saline rivers, and Coal, Saw, Lindsa}^, Salt, Pipe, Yockey,

Henry, Mortimer and Chapman creeks. Springs are abundant

and wells average about thirty feet deep. No coal has been

found, but sandstone and limestone of poor quality are plentiful.

Mineral paint and pottery clay are abundant. There are no rail-

roads yet in Ottawa county. The Solomon and Sabine rivers

afford excellent water powers, but only five mills have yet been

built, and the powers are scarcely touched. The industries de-

veloped in the county, include at present two water power grist

mills, two water power and one steam saw mill and furniture fac-

tory at Centre township ;
two mills, grist and saw, both water

power, at Sheridan; and a water power saw mill at Culver.

There are no banks in the county, but the amount of business

transacted will soon require such accommodation. Minneapolis

has a flouring mill, a lumber factory, a wagon factory and tin

ware and stove factory ; Delphos has a flouring mill and a lum-

ber factory ; Bennington has a lumber factory ;
and Culver has two

factories for lumber and j)ottery. There are two weekly papers

at Minneapolis. There are 57 districts, and 36 school houses val-

ued at $23,457. There are three churches, and one parsonage
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with a valuation of $4,050, and tlie libraries sh'ow an aggregate
of 1,613 volumes. Ottawa was one of the sufferers from the

locusts, as there were -400 persons reported in want of rations and

550 in want of clothing in the winter of 1874:-5.

Pawnee County was organized in 1872, and named for the

nation upon whose hunting grounds Kansas is being built up.
The area is 756 square miles. The population in 1875 was 1,005,

in which total males preponderate by 86. Farming employs 67

per cent, of the settlers, 8 are engaged in trade and transporta-

tion and 10 per cent, in mines and manufactures. Larned is the

county seat, 197 miles southwest from Topeka, on the Arkansas

river and on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad, which

has here an excellent station. This is the station for Fort Larned.

There is a weeklj' paper published here, the Larned Press. One-

fourth of the area is bottom land, but there is very little timber.

The Arkansas river and its tributary, the Pawnee Fork, are the

streams. Springs are numerous and wells vary from 6 to 24 feet.

No coal has been found, but good sacdstone is abundant, and
fire and pottery clay have been discovered. The Atchison, To-

peka and Santa Fe Railroad has a station at Garfield, as well as

at Larned. Manufactures are in their infancy, but there are good
water powers available on Pawnee Fork. There are no banks,
and only one school house, valued at $650, but there 11 organ-
ized districts. Pawnee suffered from the locusts to the extent of

having one-fourth of its population reduced to destitution in

1874-5.

Phillips County was organized in 1872, and named in honor
of a free state lawyer, resident at Leavenworth, who was first

lynched and afterwards murdered by ruffians in that city, in

September, 1856. The area is 900 square miles, and the popula-
tion in 1875 was 2,813, in which males preponderate by 280.

Farming prevails to the extent of eighty-six per cent., and about

six per cent, of the settlers are employed in mines arwi manufac-

tures. The county seat is Phillipsburg, 200 miles northwest

from Topeka. The soil has fifteen per cent, of bottom land, but

little timber, and the principal streams are the North fork of the
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Solomon, and Deer Creek, about thirty-live miles long, with

many tributaries. There are many springs on hill sides and well

water can be obtained by deep sinking. There is no coal dis-

covered, but good limestone is found in all parts of the county.

Pottery clay is found on Deer creek and its tributaries. There

are no railroads. Water powers are excellent on the North fork

of the Solomon and on Prairie Dog creek. But two mills only
have been erected, at Kirwin a flouring mill and at Lo2an a saw

' CD K_y

mill. Besides those mills there are at Kirwin, a water power

grist mill and a steam saw and grist mill
;
at Phillipsburg, a steam

flouring mill, and at Logan, a water power saw and grist mill.

There are no banks and but one newspaper, the Kirwin Chief, at

Kirwin. There are forty-three districts and twenty school houses

valued at $8,326. There are no church buildings and no libraries.

One-half of the population were left destitute by the locust plague
in Phillips county.

Pottawatomie County was organized in 1856. The name

tells its own story. The area is 848 square miles, and the popu-
lation in 1875 was 10,31:-4, in which males preponderate 442,

Seventy-four per cent, of the settlers are engaged in farming, and

eight per cent, in mines and manufactures. The county seat is

Louisville, thirty-seven miles west from Topeka. One-fourth of

the area is bottom land and four per cent, is forest. The prin-

cipal streams are the Kansas river, Big Blue river, and their

tributaries. Black Jack, Pleasant Run, Rock, Spring, Shannon,

Oarnahan, Mclutyre and Cedar creek. Springs are numerous

and well water can be found at from ten to forty feet. Coal has

been found of good quality in veins of ten inches in several

townships, and some mining has been prosecuted. Limestone is

abundant except in the valley of the Kansas river. The Kansas

Pacific runs through the Kansas valley, consequently there is

sufficient facility for travel and traffic at present. There are

excellent water powers on the Big Blue, Rock creek, Red Yer-

milion and Darnell creek. The manufactures of the county
include a water power saw and flouring mill in Rock Creek

township ;
a water power saw mill and a steam saw mill, and

a lime kiln at Mill creek; a steam flouring mill at St. Mary's;
41
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two steam saw mills and water power flouring mill at Center;

flouring mills, water power, on the Blue
;
a water power flouring

mill at Louisville; a steam saw mill at Wamego ;
a steam grist

mill at Belle Yue
;
a cigar factory in the city of Wamego ;

and a

steam saw mill and water power grist mill in Pottawatomie town-

ship. There is one bank in the county at Wamego. There are

three weekly papers published in the county, at Wamego, St,

Mary's and Louisville. There are eighty-seven districts and

seventy-nine school houses, valued at $13,126, besides which

there are other educational establishments, including St. Mary's

college, under the care of the Jesuit fathers, and an academy and

parochial school for young ladies, and a parochial school for

boys, all at St. Mary's mission. There are eight church buildings,

valued at $31,400; and in four townships the libraries contain

3,220 volumes. There were nearly a thousand persons rendered

destitute in this county by the locust plague,

Eexo County w^as organized in 1872, and named in honor of

Capt. Pteno, major general of volunteers, who was killed at South

Mountain, Md., in September, 1862. The area of the county is

1,260 square miles, and the population in 1875 was 5,112, of

which number 2,794 were males. Farming employs 70 per cent,

of the settlers, trade and transportation, 7, and mines and manu-

factures 9 per cent. The county scat is Hutchinson, 141 miles

southeast from Topeka. The surface has 15 per cent, bottom

land, but very little timber. The main streams are Great and

Little Arkansas, Cow creek, Minnescah and Salt creeks. Springs-

are numerous, and wells range from 10 to 50 feet. There is ap-

parently no coal, but other mineral treasures abound— good lime-

stone and an excellent quality of cement. Salt springs and

marshes, which give a very fine quality of salt, have been found

in the western part of the county. The principal station of the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Kailroad is at Hutchinson, the

county seat, on the Arkansas river. This town was founded in

1871; and already it has a court house, schools, churches

and a bank that ornaments the localit}^ There are two weekly

papers. The region is salubrious and fertile in a high degree.

There are good water powers on the Cow creek, near Hutchinson,
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but manufactures are onlj represented in the county at present

by two brick factories in Reno township. There are 72 districts

and 60 school bouses, valued at $51,808. There is only one

church building
— the Presbyterian

— valued at $3,000, but there

are many organizations. Libraries are reported in private hands,

containing 1,795 volumes, in four townships. Reno suffered ter-

ribly from the locusts, as 1,862 persons were destitute of food,

and 1,200 destitute of winter clothing.

Republic Couxty was organized in 1868, taking the name of

the river, and it would be difficult to find a purer source on earth.

The Pawnee Indians had a republican form of government, and

the river was named from their institutions. The area of the

county is 720 square miles, and the population in 1875 was

8,048, of which number, 4,290 were males. Farming employs 84

per cent, of the settlers, mines and manufactures about 11 per
cent. Belleville, the county seat, is 117 miles northwest from

Topeka, in a rich mining district, and has two weekly newspapers.

Bottom lands make up one-tenth of the area, and forests cover

3 per cent The principal streams are, the Republican river,

Mill, Rose, White Rock, Beaver, West and Elk creeks, besides

nameless streams in abundance. There are many springs, and

wells average about 30 feet in depth. The southern third of the

area is underlaid with coal in veins of from 15 to 30 inches thick.

It is mined extensively for local use, and is a superior lignite,

worth $3 per ton at the mines. Limestone, various in quality, is

very plentiful. Several salt springs, and a salt marsh of several

thousand acres have been found in Grant township, and other

discoveries of the same kind have been made in Beaver town-

ship. There are no railroads yet. Water powers are not very

numerous, but with outlay some could be made available. The

manufactures of the county include a steam flouring mill at

Scandia township, a steam grist mill and a steam grist and saw

mill in Grant township, besides the salt works at the marsh and

springs, which turn out good salt in great quantity. There are

no banks. There are 79 school houses, valued at $39,497, and

101 districts. There are six church buildings, valued at $9,500.

The libraries in three townships amount to 1,092 volumes. The
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locust plague struck Eepublic county very heavily, as tliere were

1,000 persons reported destitute of food, and 2,200 in want of

winter clothing in 1874-5.

EiCE County was organized in 1871, and named for Brig.

Gen. Eice, who was slain at Jenkins Ferry, Ark., on the return

to Little Eock from Camden, after the failure of Gen. Banks' ex-

pedition. The area of the county is 720 square miles, and the

population in 1875 was 2,453, of which number 1,339 were males.

Farming employs 87 per cent, of the settlers, mines and manu-

factures 6 per cent. Atlanta, the county seat, is 145 miles from

Topeka, to the southwest. There is very little timber in this

county, but 15 per cent, of the area is bottom land. The princi-

pal streams of this region are, the Arkansas, Little Arkansas,

Cow, Little Cow, Plum, and other creeks not yet named. Springs

are very numerous, and wells average 25 feet in depth. Lime-

stone and sandstone abound, but no coal has been discovered so

iar. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad runs through

this county, with principal stations at Eaymond and Peace.

Wheat is spoken of near Atlanta giving 30 bushels to the acre.

There are some good water powers, but none improved. Manu-

factures are yet to be inaugurated here, with the exception of a

steam flouring mill at Sterling township. There are no banks,

and only one newspaper (the Eice County Herald), published

weekly at Peace. There are 20 school houses, valued at $18,546,

and 41 districts. There is only one church edifice valued at

$3,000, but there are many organizations. Libraries reported

a total of 1,914 volumes. Eight hundred and seventy-five per-

sons were in want of food, and 600 wanted clothing here after

the locust plague in 1874-5.

EiLEY County was organized in 1855, and was named for its

contiguity to Fort Eiley. Its population in 1875 was 7,065, of

which number 3,748 were males. Farming employs 68 per cent,

of the settlers, mining and manufactures 11 percent. Manhattan,

the county seat, is 50 miles west from Topeka. One-fifth of the

county is bottom land, and 4 per cent, is forest. The chief

streams are the Kansas river, the Big Blue flows by the boundary
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line to the east, and the Republican river also enters the county.

The minor streams are the Fancy, Mill, Wild Cat, Seven JSIile,

Madison, Timber, Three Mile, McDowell, Deep and School creeks.

Springs are numerous and copious, and wells range from 26 to 80

feet in depth. Coal has not been found, but an excellent quality
of magnesian limestone, in layers of from two to six inches, sup-

ply an admirable building stone to all parts of the county. The

county has good railroad connections, as the Kansas Pacific has

principal stations at Manhattan and at Ogden ;
and the Manhat-

tan and Northwestern will soon complete connections with the

central branch of the Union Pacific at Irving, and with the St.

Joseph and Denver City Railroad at Marysville. ""Water powers
could be made available at small cost in several places, but little

lias been effected in that way. Fancy creek has been dammed,
and at Rocky Ford there is a dam across the Big Blue, which fur-

nishes 2,000 horse power to a flouring mill. The manufactures

of the county include a water power grist and saw mill, two wagon
and carriage factories, a boot and shoe factory, and a cigar factory

at Manhattan
;
a brewery at Ogden ;

a steam saw mill and a cheese

factory at Grant
;
two saw Mills at Jackson

;
and a grist mill at

Mayday township. There are three banks operating at Manhat-

tan. The city of Manhattan has two newspapers, published

weekly, and is a lively town, full of business. There are 25 school

houses, valued at $48,605, and 67 districts organized. There are

nine churches, valued at $31,600. Riley had 150 persons wanting

food and 350 wanting clothing to provide for the winter of 1874-5,

after the locust visitation.

Rush County was organized in 1874, and named for Capt.

Rush, of the second colored infantry, killed gallantly fighting at

Jenkins' Ferry, on the retreat to Little Rock from Camden, under

Gen. Steele, April 3, 1864. The population in 1875 was 451, of

which number 263 were males. Farming employs 89 per cent.

of this population. Rush Centre is the county seat, 200 miles

southwest from Topeka. There are no railroads here yet. The

soil is said to be very fertile, 32 bushels per acre of wheat

being harvested as a first crop near Alexander. There are as yet

no banks nor manufactures, nor newspapers ;
but there are 6
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school districts, and 3 buildings erected for school purposes. No
churches yet, but eight private libraries give a total of 625 volumes.

EussELL County was organized in 1872, and named in honor
of Capt. Kussell of the second Kansas Cavalry, who died of

wounds received in the battle of Prairie Grove, Arkansas, The
area of the county is 900 square miles, and the population in 1875
was 1,052, of which number 590 were males. Eighty per cent,

of the residents are farming, and 10 per cent engaged in mining
and manufactures. Russell, the county seat, is 172 miles west

from Topeka. One-fifth of the area is bottom land, and only one

per cent, prairie. Smoky Hill river is the great stream, next to

that the Saline, and Paradise creek, with numerous smaller streams

drain and irrigate the county completely. Springs are not very
numerous. Wells range from 10 to 40 feet on the low lands, and
from 20 to 200 feet on the uplands. Coal, or more properly lig-

nite, in seams of from 30 to 40 inches thick, has been found, but

the quality is poor. There has been some mining. Sandstone

of poor quality is abundant, and some limestoYie of a better qual-

ity has been found. Salt springs, mineral paint, and pottery clay
are reported in considerable quantity, but the quality is not yet
determined. The Kansas Pacific Railway has principal stations

at Bunker Hill and Russell. There are water powers, but they
have not been realized, as manufactures have only made a small

beginning with a grist mill at Centre township. There are no
banks in the county, but there are two papers published weekly
at Russell, the county seat. Tliere are 8 school houses, valued

at $15,029, and 14: districts. There are several organizations, but

only one church building, valued at $4,500. The locust plague
reduced nearly one-half of the population to absolute want in the

winter of IS74-5.

Rooks County is not yet organized, although the population
numbered about 500 in 1875. The whole population was re-

duced to the -^ei'ge of starvation b}^ the locust raid, as the returns

showed 517 in want of rations, and upwards of 400 in want of

clothing in the winter of 1874-5.

Saline County was organized in 1859, and named for the
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river. The population in 1875 was 6,560, of whom 3,389 were

males. Agriculture employs 70 per cent, of the settlers, and 18

per cent, are evenly divided between trade and transportation and

mines and manufactures. Salina, the county seat, is 105 miles

west from Topeka. Thirty per cent, of the county is bottom

land, but there is very little timber. No coal worth naming has

been found. The chief streams are the Saline, Smoky Hill, Sol-

omon, Gypsum creek. Spring creek and Mulberry. There are but

few springs. Wells range from 30 to 60 feet. Sandstone, of good

quality, is found everywhere in this county, as also fire clay and

gypsum. Salt springs and works at the mouth of the Solomon

supply a very excellent salt, almost pure chloride of sodium. The
Kansas Pacific has principal stations at Salina and at Brookville,

the latter being a terminus. There are good water powers, but

few of which have yet been utilized. The manufactures of the

county include a wind power mill and a brick manufactory at

Smoky Hill township ;
a cigar factory in the city of Salina, a

cheese factory in Ohio township, a broom factory in Falem town-

ship, two salt manufactories in Solomon, and three water power

flouring mills. There is only one bank, which is located at Salina,

the county seat. There are three newspapers published weekly
at Salina. There are 48 school houses, valued at $71j961, and

59 organized school districts. There are 7 churches, valued at

$2-1,300, and private libraries reported show a total of 1,360 vol-

umes in three townships. Salina suffered little by comparison
with its neighbors from the locust visitation.

Sedgwick County was organized in 1870, and named in honor

of Gen. Sedgwick, who was slain fighting for the union in the

battle of Spottsylvania, May 9, 186-4. The population of the

county in 1875 was 8,310, of w^hich number 4,567 were males.

Farming is the pursuit of 59 per cent, of the settlers
;
21 per cent,

are engaged in mines and manufactures, and 8 per cent, in trade

and transportation. AVichita, the county seat is 129 miles south-

west from Topeka. There is but little timber in the county, but

one half the area is bottom land and very fertile. The principal

streams are the Arkansas, Little Arkansas, Minnescah, Cowskin

and Wildcat creeks, with many nameless streams. But few
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springs are found, but well water is reached without fail at front

10 to 50 feet. Coal has been found, but not in such quantity as

to warrant raining. Gjpsum underlies nearly the whole area, but

building stone is somewhat scarce. The Atchison, Topeka and

Santa Fe railroad runs through the county to Wichita. "Water

powers are limited, but some have been improved, and two flour-

ing mills have been established. The manufactures of the county
include two grist mills, a soda water factory, a wagon factory, a

cigar factory and a brewery at Wichita
;
two water power grist

mills at Salem, and one water power grist mill at Waco township.

There are four banks in the county, of which two operate at

Wichita, the county seat, where there are two weekly newspapers

published. There are 57 school houses, valued at $107,167, and

there are 80 districts. There is a Catholic parochial school at

Wichita. There are four church edifices in the county, and

church property is valued at $11,700. Sedgwick was a heavy
loser by the locust plague, as 1,175 persons were reported in want

of food, and 3,000 were unable to procure winter clothing in

187i-5.

Sha"WNEE County was oreranized in 1855 ;
the name s:ives its

own explanation. The area is 558 square miles, and the popula-
tion in 1875 was 15,417, of which number 8,027 were males.

Farming employs 40 per cent, of the settlers, mines and manufac-

tures engage 21 per cent, trade and transportation 13 per cent.

Topeka, the capital of the state, is the county seat. Forests cover

eight per cent, of the county, and 31 per cent, is bottom land.

The principal streams are the Kansas river and its tributaries,

Banbien, Cross, Soldier, Indian, Little Soldier, Half Moccasin,

Half Day, Vesser, Mission, Shungununga, Deer, Stinson, Tecum-

seh, Haskell, Blacksmith and other creeks; theWakarusa and its

tributaries. Six Mile, Lime, Towhead and Berry Creeks. Springs

are not numerous in this county, but some of them are very fine,

and good well water can be found, generally at depths varying

from 18 to 40 feet. Coal has been found, but there is no estimate

of the area occupied by this valuable dejDosit. The veins found

vary from 14 to 20 inches at a depth of from 15 to 20 feet. Many
of the ravines have coal cropping out on their sides and the qual-
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itj is quite good. Considerable quantities are mined for local use

in domestic and manufacturing operations. Limestone of good

quality is found in all parts of the county. Fire clay overlies the

coal measure, but the quality of that deposit has not been fully

tested. This portion of Kansas is well cared for by railroad com-

panies. The Kansas Pacific has stations at Topeka, Silver Lake

and Rossville; the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe has stations

at Topeka and Wakarusa, and the Kansas Midland runs east

from Topeka along the south bank of the Kansas to Lawrence

and Kansas City, having a station at Tecumseh. There are nu-

merous water powers of great value, but the reliability and speed
associated with steam have prevented their utilization to any con-

siderable extent. The manufactures in the county include the

Shawnee steam flouring mill in Topeka, the North Topeka steam

mills, the Topeka rolling mills, the Farmers flouring mills, the

foundr}^ and planing mill, the machine shops of the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe company, and of the Kansas Midland, four

cigar factories, two breweries, two cheese factories, two wagon and

carriage factories, one cracker factory and the gas works. Ross-

ville township has a steam flouring mill, a saw mill, an agricultu-

ral implement and furniture factorj'-, a water power flouring mill

on Cross creek, north of Rossville, and other works. Auburn

township has a cheese factory, and Tecumseh a steam saw mill.

The lion's share of the business of the county as well as that of

the business of the state is transacted in Topeka, and the beauty
of the city keeps step with its prosperity. The banks of the city

include the Topeka National, the State Bank of Topeka, the Cit-

izens' Bank, the Topeka Bank and Savings Institution, the Bank-

ing house of Guildford Dudley, and that of John D. Knox & Co.,

all centering in Topeka, but their operations extending all over

and beyond the state. The press of Topeka is metropolitan, in-

cluding the Commonwealth, daily and weekly ;
the Blade, daily

evening ;
the Times, daily evening and weekly ;

the Kansas

Farmer and the Democrat, both weekly. Naturally, the papers

published in the capital are read with avidity all over the state,

and are sought for the sake of local intelligence by directors of

the press all over the L^nited States. There are 79 districts and

81 school houses, valued, inclusive of appurtenances, at $199,000.
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There are other educational establishments in the capital, includ-

ing Washburn College, under the control of the Congregational

church
;
the college of the Sisters of Bethany, an Episcopal estab-

lishment
;
with a theological institute, similarly directed, and a

parochial school under the management of the Sisters of Charity.

Churches are magnificently cared for in this city and county, as

we find no less than 20 churches, some of them superb, and all

commodious, estimated by their cost at $117,150. Four public

libraries contain 17,150 volumes, and 218 private collections ag-

gregate 33,788 volumes in seven townships only. Shawnee coun-

ty was self supporting in the time of the locust plague and the

worst rava.o-es were effected before the locusts arrived at this

point.

"o"

Smith County was organized in 1872, and named in honor of

Maj. Nathan Smith of the second Colorado volunteers, slain in

action at Little Blue, Missouri, in October, 1864. The area of

Smith County is 900 square miles, and its population in 1875

was 3,876, in which total the males number 2,130. Ninety per

cent, depend on farming, and 5 per cent, on mines and manufac-

tures, a wide definition that covers almost every handicraft. Smith,

Centre the county seat, is 173 miles northwest from Toj^eka.

There is but little timber in this area, but 15 per cent, is bottom

land of very fertile quality. The principal streams are the Sol-

omon river and its tributaries, Cedar, East Cedar, Beaver and

other creeks. Wells range from 10 to 100 feet, and springs are

moderately plentiful. Little coal has been found. Limestone

abounds and is of good quality. Sandstone is plentiful, but in-

ferior. Gypsum in small quantities, but of fine quality, has been

found. There are some salt springs, but their value has not been

ascertained. There are no railroads here yet. Several valuable

water powers only want for improvement, one dam has been con-

structed on the Solomon river. The manufactures of Smith

county include a steam sawmill in Centre township; a steam saw

mill, water power grist mill, and water power grist and saw mill

in Houston township. There are no banks in the county, and

only one paper published weekly in Smith Centre, the Pioneer.

There are 43 school houses valued at $10,850, and 70 organized
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school districts. There are several church organizations, but no

edifices. More than one-fourth of the settlers in Smith county
were reduced to destitution by the locust raid, as 1.500 of the

people were in want of food, and 1,150 were unable to procure
winter clothins^.

Sumner County was organized in 1871, and named in honor

of the great senator, one of the truest friends of Kansas,

worthy to stand beside Abraham Lincoln. The area of the coun-

ty is 1,188 square miles, and its population in 1875 was -1,925, of

which number 2,667 were males. Eighty-three per cent, depend
on farming, and 6 per cent, on mines and manufactures. Welling-

ton, the county seat, is 154 miles southwest from Topeka. Forest

in this county is only 3 per cent, but bottom lands comprise 20

'per cent., one-fifdi of the whole area. The principal streams are

the Arkansas and Ninnescah rivers, and the Slate, Chicaspia,

Fall, Blufi' and Cowskin creeks. Springs are rare, but wells

rancre from 10 to -40 feet. Borin^-s have been made to find coal,

and indications are favorable, but no discoveries have yet been

made, and the search is still being prosecuted at Remanto. Build-

ing stone of different kinds and excellent quality is being found

in every township. Fireclay abounds, and gypsum is also found,

both of excellent quality. Salt springs of great value have

been found, one company producing from their salines 1,000

pounds per day. There are no railroads in the county. There

are good water powers, but undeveloped. There is one saw mill

on the Cowskin creek, and the other manufactures of the county
include a steam saw mill iw Caldwell township ;

a steam saw mill

at Belle Plaine; a water power flouring mill and a horse power

flouring mill at Oxford
;
a steam saw mill and saltworks at Wal-

ton township. There is one bank in the county, at Wellington,

and one weekly newspaper. There are 39 school houses valued

ftt $36,218, and 73 districts. There are many church organiza-

tions, but only one edifice, valued at $3,000. Five townships re-

port 21 private libraries, consisting of 1,698 volumes. The
locust plague fell with almost crushing effect upon this county,
as 2,000 persons were unable to procure winter clothing and 1,500

lacked food
;
but the people are bravely making headway once

more.
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Wabaunsee County was organized in 1859, and named after

a war chief of the Pottawatomies. The area of the county is 80-A

square miles, and the population, in 1875, was 4,648, of which

number, males register 2,494. Farming employs 82 per cent, of

the settlers, and mines and manufactures, 7 per cent. Alma, the

county seat, is 83 miles west from Topeka and Qo miles west of

Lawrence, at the crossing of the Manhattan, Alma and Bur-

lingame, and the Mill Creek Yalley and Council Grove railroads.

The town has several stores, wagon and other factories, a flouring
mill and a saw mill with water power. The town is well situated

for water power, being at the junction of four creeks. Geological

experts say that coal will be found at this point at a depth of

from 350 to 400 feet, and borings are being made in that interest.

The town increases very rapidly and is prosperous. One excel-

lent weekly paper, the News, is published at Alma
;
and many

important mail routes converge at that point. The borings for

coal have descended 500 feet, but no pajang veins were found,

possibly from some fault in the earth's crust, not in the geological

prospects. There is coal under about one-fourth of the area of

the county at an average of fifteen feet deep, cropping out in the

ravines at many places ;
but the quality is inferior, and the seams

about fourteen inches thick. Some of the veins have been mined

and abandoned because the quantity and quality would not pay
for labor and outlay. Blue and white limestone of excellent

quality are found in ever}^ township, and fire clay has been found

in many places at various depths, from the surface or near it to

870 feet below. An artesian well bore was made at Alma, and

at a depth of 174 feet very strong salt brine was discovered
;
the

bore was continued, and at 378 feet the brine was much stronger;

when the bore ceased, at 585 feet, the water was impregnated
with chloride of sodium almost equal in strength to that of the

Syracuse salt works, and there were hardly any impurities to be

removed. The product of the well is now being prepared for the

market by natural evaporation as well as by artificial heat. The

face of the country gives only 4 per cent, of forest, 15 per cent, of

bottom land, and is very fertile. The principal streams are Mis-

sion, Dragoon, Rock and ^lill creeks
;
the last named creek is 36

miles long, draining into the Kansas river. Springs are rare, but
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excellent when tliey occur, and good wells range from 20 to 50

feet. There are no railroads in the county. Water powers are

good, but not utilized for want of capital. The manufactures of

the county include, besides the works at Alma, a water power
saw mill at Maple Hill

;
a cheese factoiy at Wabaunsee

;
two

cheese factories and a knitted goods factory at Mission Creek
;

and steam saw mills at Washington and Berlina townships.

There are two banks at Alma. There are 43 school houses

valued at $41,279, and 53 school districts. Three church edifices

have been erected at a cost of $4,800. Two townships report

libraries to the number of 1,730 volumes. One thousand persons

were in want of food, and 575 had not sufficient clothing for

winter in consequence of the locust visitation of 1874-5
;
but the

crops of the latter year came near making good all deficiencies.

Washington County was organized in 1860, and no Ameri-

can needs to be told for whom the county is named. The area of

the county is 900 square miles, and the population in 1875 was

8,621, of which 4,566 were males. Farming employs eighty-six

per cent, of the settlers, and manufactures and mining six per

cent. Washington, the count}' seat, is ninety miles northwest

from Topeka. Timber is very light in this county, and bottom

land only eight per cent., but the prairies are fertile in good hands.

The principal streams are the Little Blue, Mill, Coon, Pete's, Par-

son's, and other creeks tributaries of the Little Blue and the Re-

publican rivers. Coal has been found, but in inconsiderable

seams and of poor quality ;
still the search has not been aban-

doned, and indications are favorable. Building stone, pottery

clay and gypsum are found in different paits of the county.
Limestone quarries have been opened at several points, and the

pottery clay is being utilized at Hanover. The St. Joseph and

Denver City Railroad has a principal station at Hanover. The
Little Blue affords excellent water powers, but they have not been

worked. Mill creek is fully employed three-fifths of the year.

The manufactures of the county include a water power flouring

mill, pottery, brewery and brick factory at Hanover; a water

power flouring mill at Hollenberg ;
a water power grist mill at

Mill Creek
;
two water power saw mills, a steam saw mill, a cheese
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factory, furniture factor}^, two water power flouring mills, and

water and steam jDOwer flouring mill at Washington ;
and a wind

grist mill at Strawberry township. There is one bank in Wash-

ington. There are two papers, both weekly, published one at

Washington and the other at Hanover. Eighty-six school houses

have been erected and furnished at a cost of $57,970, and there

are in all 108 school districts. There are three church edifices

and other properties valued at $-i,600, and libraries in two town-

ships give a total of 590 volumes. After the locust plague, this

county had 1,600 people in want of clothing, and 600 unable to

procure food for themselves.

Wilson Couxty was organized in 1865 at the close of the war,

and was named for Col. Wilson of Fort Scott. The area of Wil-

son county is 676 square miles, and the population in 1875 was

9,749, of which number 5,097 were males. Eighty-two per cent,

are employed in farming, and seven per cent, in mines and manu-

factures. Fredonia, the county seat, is 102 miles south from To-

peka, near Fall river, in a fine farming country, and on the M.

and N. R. R. The village has three churches, two banks, two

schools, a weekly newspaper, the Journal, three hotels, a mill and

other works. There are fine water powers on Fall river and the

Verdigris, but they are onh' partially employed by two mills on

each stream. The manufactures of the county include a steam

flouring mill, a steam saw and planing mill, and a water power

flouring mill in Neodesha township ; two water power and two

steam power flouring and saw mills in Cedar
;
a steam saw mill

and two steam saw and flouring mills at Fall River
;
a steam and

water power flouring and saw mill at Guilford
;
a steam power

flouring and sawmill at Verdigris; a steam power sawmill at

Clifton, and two water power flouring mills at Centre township.

There are three banks in the countv, two at Fredonia and one at

Neodesha, with an aggregate capital of $49,738. Besides the pa-

per mentioned as published at Fredonia, there is a paper published

at Neodesha, the Free Press. There is in this county twenty per

cent, of bottom land, and eight per cent, of forest. The principal

streams are the Verdigris and Fall rivers, with their tributaries,

Cedar, Sandy, Duck and Buffalo creeks, with numerous smaller
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streams. Springs are numerous, and good wells range from

twelve to thirty feet in depth. Coal is supposed to underlie the

whole area, varying in thickness from six inches to thirty-six, and
the quality good. The seam comes to the surface toward the east

of the county and dips to the west. Local consumption for do-

mestic and manufacturing purposes is considerable. Limestone

and sandstone are found in large quantities of good quality all

over the county, and fire clay is also found in the vicinity of Fall

and Verdigris rivers. There are salt springs and marshes near

Fredonia, which are beine^ utilized. There are eishtv-six school

houses valued at $64,850, and ninety-one school districts. Seven

churches have been built at a cost of $15,000. There are twenty-

six private libraries in four townships, with 1,213 volumes. Wil-

son county was self supporting in 1874-5, at the time of the locust

visitation, although there was much suffering among the poorer
settlers in that region.

"WooDSO^^" County was one of the first organized in 1855,

having been named in honor of the secretary of the territory and

several times acting governor. The area comprises 504 square

miles, and the population in 1875 was 4,476, of which number

2,396 were males. Farming employs 80 per cent, of the settlers,

miners and manufacturers engage 8 per cent. Defiance, the coun-

ty seat, is 82 miles south from Topeka. The area offers a favora-

ble compromise as to surface and soil, as there is 6 per cent, of

forest and 10 per cent, of bottom land of great fertility, and the

wood is of good descriptions for manufacturing purposes. The

principal streams are the Neosho and the Verdigris rivers, with

their tributaries, Owl, Cherry and Big Sandy creeks, with many
smaller streams. Springs are few but good well water is found

at from 20 to 40 feet. Coal has been found, but not enough to

pay for mining in a systematic way. Building stone abounds in

all parts of the county. The Missouri, Kansas and Texas Rail-

road follows the valley of the Neosho, so that the region is joined

to the railroad svstem of the continent. Dogs are more destruct-

ive than wolves to sheep farmers, but that experience is common

to most counties in Kansas. There are fine water powers on the

Neosho river at Neosho Falls, and a dam has prepared the way
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for complete utilization of the stream. The manufactures of the

county include a water power flouring and saw mill, a water

power woolen mill, a steam saw mill, a wagon and implement fac-

tory, and a water power furniture factory at Neosho Falls
;
a

grist and saw mill, and a furniture factory at Toronto
;
a grist

and saw mill at Centre
;
and a steam saw mill at Owl Creek

township. There are no banking houses in the county, and only
one weekly paper, the Woodson Post, published at the business

centre, Neosho Falls. There are 54 districts, and 53 school

houses, valued at $36,905 ;
two cliurches valued at $5,400, and

libraries in five townships, numbering, in public and private col-

lections, 4,695 volumes. The locusts fell lightly on this county,

as we find only 325 persons in want in the winter of 1874-5.

Wyandotte County was organized in 1859, named for the

tribe of Indians indicated
;
the area is only 153 square miles, and

the population, in 1875, was 12,362, of which number 6,398 were

males. Fifty-one per cent., little more than half of the settlers

rely on farming, 9 per cent, on trade and transportation, and 16

on mines and manufactures. Professional and personal services

engross 22 per cent. The county seat is Wj^andotte, almost a

part of Kansas City, to which it is joined by bridge and railroads
;

being on the state line, 57 miles east from Topeka. The county
is well conditioned for agriculture, manufactures and residence,

as it possesses, in its limited area, 25 per cent, of forest and 20 of

bottom land. The Missouri and the Kansas rivers are the great

streams, and there are many of small dimensions all over Wyan-
dotte county. Beautiful springs abound as usual in well timbered

country, and excellent wells range from 20 to 50 feet. A bore

put down near Wyandotte to determine as to the practicability of

coal mining has given curious results. The bore is only 4 1-2

inches
;
there are many greater bores m society, but few so inter-

esting. At a depth of 250 feet, illuminating gas of fine quality
was struck, and has ever since been ascending in great volume,
so that the engine is supplied with no other fuel than it affords,

to continue the work, and a small two inch pipe carries to the

house of Mr. Wilderman enough to furnish fuel and light. The
estimate made is that 240,000 cubic feet of gas escape ever^ 24
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hours, enough to outbid the average of gas companies in volume,

purity and cheapness. The stream has continued since last May.
Soon after reaching the stratum of gas, salt water was reached,

which is driven into the air from twelve to fifteen feet. The
water is charged with salt, almost pure chloride of sodium, to the

extent of 4 1-4 ounces per gallon ;
but coal has not been found,

although the bore has now descended considerably more than 500

feet. The roar of the gas as it escapes, driving the water before

it, resembles the noise of the escape pipe of an engine, and occa-

sionally at night when, for the sake of experiment, the fluid has

been ignited, the flame, several feet in diameter, has ascended

forty feet. There is no sulphurous smell, so that the gas cannot

come from the region cursorily referred to by Ilamlet, the Koyal
Dane. The flame is strong, clear and white, and in the face of

such an unpardonable waste of the manufactured article, one is

compelled to enquire why the material is not used to illuminate

Wyandotte, Kansas City, Wesion and the suburbs. Such an ex-

port would be unique, as well as profitable, and it would not be

the first enlightenment contributed by Kansas to its elder sister.

Coal may be found, and the other mineral resources of Wyandotte

county are fine quarries of magnesian limestone, which give

beauty to the banks of the Kansas river for miles, as well in situ

as when made useful in arts and architecture. Blue limestone is

also found good for building. The piers and abutments of the

bridges constructed by the Kansas Pacific railroad company near

Wyandotte have been built of this stone, at once handsome and

durable. The railroad facilities of Wyandotte are second to none

of the cities in the union, as nearly all the great lines are within

easy reach, if they do not come to the doors of the citizens to in-

vite them to mount and ride. The Kansas Pacific comes first,

having principal stations at Wyandotte. Armstrong and Edwards-

ville
;
the Missouri river, extension of the Missouri Pacific, fol-

lows the south bank of the great river to Leavenworth and Atch-

ison, having principal stations at Wyandotte, Quindaro, Pomeroy,
Barkers Tank and Connor. Eeports, as to the fertility of Wyan-
dotte, mention 325 bushels of potatoes and 90 bushels of corn

per acre.

The manufactures of Wyandotte county include four steam

43
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packing Tiouses of considerable extent, tlie capital invested in two

of them being $120,000 and $30,000 ;
a steam saw mill and a

steam grease factory in Shawnee township; a steam flouring

mill at Quindaro ;
a steam saw mill and a rope factory at Prairie

;

tlie machine shops of the Kansas Pacific at Armstrong ;
and

near the same place a steam flouring mill
;
a steam flouring mill

at Edwardsville
;
a steam flouring mill at Pomeroy ;

and in

Wyandotte City three steam flouring mills, the capital of two of

which amount, to $23,000 ;
a wagon and carriage factory, tin, cop-

per and sheet iron works, two cigar factories, and the repair shops

of the Kansas, Pacific Kailroad. There are three banks in Wy-
andotte City, and two weekly papers, the Herald and Gazette.

The county has 39 districts and i2 school houses, valued inclu-

sive of appurtenances at $89,513, besides which, there is a Cath-

olic parochial school at Wyandotte. The churches in Wyandotte

county number six and the value is stated at $22,500, but sever-

al or'o-anizations have no church buildings. One public library

contains 800 volumes and 174 private collections amount to

20,245 volumes. The losses falling upon Wyandotte county from

the locust plague were heavy but the county was self-supporting.

Graham County is one of the unorganized, the first ground

having been broken in May, 1872, and in 1875, there was only a

population of 96. The post offices for the county are at Grraharn

and Houston. There is but little wood, but bottom lands range

as high as 20 per cent. The chief streams are the south fork of

the Solomon, which has many tributaries, and Bow Creek. The

forest lands of the county all border the streams, and Bow

Creek is heavily timbered in some parts. No coal has been dis-

covered but the search has not been exhaustive. There is good

limestone generally for building purposes and for making lime,

and on Coon Creek there are several beds of very handsome

magnesian limestone, which will pay well for quarrying. There

are no railroads in the county or it would go ahead rapidly. The

school accommodation consists of one day school and one Sun-

day school. There are no church buildings but several organiza-

tions.

Hamilton County is not organized; the first settlement of
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thirty families was made in 1873, and other families, to the num-

ber of sixt}^, came prior to July, 187-i, but the drouth, followed by

the locust plague discouraged great numbers, and there are now

only about twenty families remaining, unless there has been an

increase since 1875. The principal towns are Syracuse and Sar-

gent. Syracuse is on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-

road, 14 miles east of the state line, 12 miles east of Sargent, and

one mile from the Arkansas river. There were twelve families in

the town on the 13th of March, 1875, and no families in the

suburbs within six miles. Sargent is still smaller, as numerous

families moved to Granada with the extending road. There is

bottom land from half a mile to 7 miles wide, with an average of

two miles. The Arkansas river is divided by islands at this point.

The ravines which abound in springs are very broad and fertile.

The country is fine and rolling, beautiful to the eye and exceed-

ingly fertile, an eligible site for settlement. There are about 200

acres of woodland, mostly skirting the Arkansas, some of the

Cottonwood trees are very large, one near Syracuse is eight feet in

diameter. Wild plums and grapes abound here. The Arkansas

is the great stream with many tributaries. Limestone, both blue

and magnesian, are plentiful. The principal stations of the At-

chison, Topeka and Santa Fe line are at Aubrey, Syracuse and

Sargent.

CHAPTER XXVII.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.

General Halderman.— Among the men who have distin-

guished themselves and conferred honor on the state of Kansas,
from the days of the first settlement, the name of Gen. Halder-

man will occur first to every reader conversant with the affairs of

this region. Commencing his carreer as a democrat, and being
from a very early day private secretary to Gov. Reeder, he was

conversant with the difficulties that crowded many democrats
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over the republican line, but whether in peace or at war, Gen.

Halderman has won the good word of every class of citizens,

without abandoning for one moment the high position of a man

of principle, resolute in what he believed to be the right path.

A brief retrospect of the career of Gen. Halderman will be ac-

ceptable to our readers and instructive to youth. The state of

Missouri was his place of nativity, and in that state and in Ken-

tucky he continued to reside until 1854, when at the age of 21

he removed to Kansas, and was one of the first to settle in the

newly recognized territory. His Kentucky experiences made

him familiar with work in every line, as he figured there sometimes

on a farm, occasionally clerking and teaching school until he had

amassed means sufficient to procure an academic course of instruc-

tion. McKendra college, Illinois, and St. Xavier, Ohio, were joint-

ly his alma mater, and he has done honor to his training. Sub-

sequently the youth read law in the office of Col. C. C. Rogers
at Lexington, Ky., where he became conversant with the routine

of the United States district attorney, and was admitted to the

bar at Louisville after attending the university in that city.

After this course of preparation Mr. Halderman moved into Kan-

sas and became one of its pioneers. His rare qualifications and

high personal character procured him in succession appointments,
after serving as Gov. Reeder's secretary, as secretary of the first

territorial council, probate judge of Leavenworth county, major
of the first Kansas volunteers, major general of the northern

division of the state forces, the last two appointments being made

by Gov. Robinson, mayor of Leavenworth for two terms, regent
of the state university, member of the house of representatives

and state senator. The honor last named is still enjoyed by Gen.

Halderman, and his escutcheon has no "bend sinister."

Gen. Halderman was by birth and training a democrat of the

Thomas Jefferson school, but opposed to the extension of slavery,

hence, although he generally acted with his party, he fought

against the Lecompton constitution at all hazards with vote,

voice, influence and purse. Co-ojjerating with Gov. Walker after

the retirement of Gov. Geary, Gen. Halderman with others

bought the Leavenworth Journal, and used it effectively against

the proslavery Lecompton movement. Could the active and un-
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compromising opponent have been silenced, there is good reason

for believing that he would have been nominated first governor of

the state, under the constitution which he materially assisted to

defeat. The General preferred the honor of trying to establish a

free state, better than governing a state that carried the stain of

human servitude. When Martin F. Conway was elected by the

republicans as representative of the state in congress, Gen. Hal-

derman, nominated by the democrats, ran a long way ahead of his

ticket. When the national convention of his party assembled in

Charleston, S. C, in 1860, and afterwards adjourned to Balti-

more, Md., the General was one of the few wise democratic repre-

sentatives t.hat worked heartily for Stephen A. Douglas, apd his

faith in " The Little Giant
"
has never abated to this hour. Un-

fortunately for the party, the Breckinridge schism was irremedi-

able. Like Stephen A. Douglas, when the war supervened. Gen.

Halderman gave his best services to his country and upheld the

"union. L^nhappily Mr. Douglas died at the early age of 48. Gen.

Halderman was then 20 years his junior, and his energy found ex-

pression in the field. He was one of the first volunteers in this state,

and was nominated major of the first regiment, participating with

honor in the battles of Dug Springs and at Wilson's Creek, where

Gen. Lyon fell. The sei vices of the major were mentioned as gal-

lant and meritorious in the official records. Gov Robinson ap-

pointed him major general of the northern division of the forces

of the state in 1862, and in that position his duties were onerous

in the extreme. His division was efficiently organized on a war

basis, to repel the incursions of rebels and prevent Indian depre-

dations, besides which it devolved upon the major general to pro-
cure arms for the state generallv.

Later in his career we find Gen. Halderman in the house of

representatives, in 1870, earnestly sustaining the XV th amend-

ment. He was the author of the General Amnesty Bill, and also

of a bill to abolish capital punishment in the state of Kansas
;

such measures mark the intellectual and moral status of the man.

When the general retired, in 1872, from his second term in the

mayorality of Leavenworth City, the press was encomiastic in

the highest degree, praising him as "
mayor of the people and not

of a party.
* * * One of the best, if not the best, ablest and
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purest chief magistrate that Leavenworth has ever had." Seek-

ing relaxation in foreign travel, after a long course of active public

life, Gen. Halderman was in London on the 4th of July, 1862,

and was chosen to preside over the annual American banquet in

that city in honor of the Declaration of Lidependence. In his

opening remarks on that occasion, the general strongly urged the

re-election of President Grant, a question at that time much in

debate, among persons of democratic proclivities more especially.

The liberal training enjoyed in his young manhood enabled Gen.

Halderman to appreciate European travel, and to reap from it all

the advantages procurable in a brief respite from active work.

The principal cities of the old world were visited by him in suc-

cession, accompanied by his family ;
and when that tour had

been completed, he resolved upon more extensive travel. His

wife and daughter remaining in Germany, where the younger

lady enjoyed the best facilities for education, the general had the

satisfaction of comparing modern Greece with the country repre-

sented to him by the classic writers of antiquity. From that

point he traveled through Turkey, seeing Abdul Aziz in " his

manner as he lives," surrounded by dead and dying institutions,

and vainly striving to emulate a higher civilization. Syria,

Egypt and Palestine became in turn his abiding places, until he

had penetrated the recesses of eastern life, a design but seldom

entertained by travelers who hurry over a stretch of desert, see

the pyramids, quote Napoleon, and return in time to save the

post, thinking that they have liberalized their ideas by foreign

travel and experience. The region of the Khedive, his improve-
ments and designs, the sacred spots in the Holy Land, the Nile

itself, and its identification with the mysteries of our religion, gave
to this period of his life a peculiar charm for the traveled scholar,

and when Gen. Halderman returned to his native land after only
fifteen months spent in distant countries, he was better than ever

able to appreciate the blessings within his reach. The brief holi-

day was followed by a speedy call to higher duties in his adopted
home. Kansas could not afford to allow her worthy pioneers to
"
step down and out," so, immediately after the general had begun

to realize the pleasures of home life he was elected in November,

1874, to the Kansas state senate. The canvass on that occasion
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produced many comments on the character and career of the can-

didate, and it might be expected that an " unreconstructed" dem-

ocratic oi'gan, published in Platte City, Mo., would have some-

thing to say about a native Missourian identified with the labors

that made Kansas- a free state. Contrary to many expectations,

the criticism was a complete ealogy of Judge Halderman, whose

military services could not be named nor adverted to without

wounding the amour propre of the readers of the Platte City

paper, but they yet served to round a period in a well penned
article. The editor said :

" This distino-uished gentleman is a

candidate for the state senate in our neighboring state of Kansas.

His election would give great satisfaction to the people of Platte

count}^, who, to a great extent, have identical interests with those

of Leavenworth. He was in the army
'

during our late unpleasant-

ness,' and came out of it with distinction. He has filled many
public offices, among which was that of mayor of Leavenworth,
from which he retired without spot or stain. * * * He is a

republican, and as such, might not be acceptable to our people,

but he is one of the few honest ones in that party.
* * *

Should Judge Halderman be selected by the people across the

Missouri to assist in making their laws, we should feel assured

they are willing to meet us at least half way in bridging the

^bloody chasm.'
" The general is chairman of the committee on

education in the senate, and in his career has favored among
other measures, biennial sessions of the legislature ; rigid econo-

my in the public service; adjustment and equalization of all

taxes; encouragement of agriculture and manufactures; free

trade in money, and repeal of iniquitous and unwise usury laws
;

abolition of the death penalty ;
a general herd law

;
and an

amendment of the constitution to prohibit counties, cities and

towns, subscribing stock and voting bonds to railways or other

corporations. The general is not a mere theorist
;
he has assisted

materially to establish the two leading life and fire insurance

•companies in the state, located at Leavenworth, to which he gives
all the attention compatible with a regard for his large landed in-

terests. The Episcopal church is the choice of his mature life,

and he has passed through all the degrees of Free Masonry to the

high degree of Knight Templar. His generosity is of the broad
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Catholic order that knows no distinction of cast and creed. His

Lome is a hijorc of books, pictures and good taste, improved by
travel and converse with leading minds in many lands, from

many of which he has elegant souvenirs; and he is surrounded

by the highest culture in Kansas. Gen. Halderman has escaped

calumny in a censorious age when few are quite untouched. His

sound sense and practical sagacity are bej'ond question, his integ-

rity is admitted even by his antagonists, he can hardly be said to

have enemies
;
and to him has been aptly applied the sentence,

first penned in honor of Pierre Du Terrail, the famous Chevalier

Bayard,
"

le chevalier sans peur et sans reproche.''''

The life of the General is yet hardly realizing its prime, he is

only forty-three years of age, and it would be hard to believe that

a man who has served so well and truly, in answer to every call

up to the present hour, will be permitted to retire into the ele-

gancy of private culture, surrounded by his family and friends.

That indulgence belongs to advanced age, and the general must

be the servant of the public for many years, until he is entitled

to say :

" My vid.y of life,

Is fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf."

Then it will be his good fortune to find the blessings so elo-

quently depicted by the immortal bard, as

" That which should accompany old age,
—

As honour, love, obedideuce, troops of friends."

It is not often permitted to men so young to have won an edu-

cation, a valuable property, and the reputation of great service to

the state and to the union, without such devotion to Pluto as

must dissociate the mind from all that is elegant and most

amiable
;

b-ut truly, in the language of Sallust :

"
Every man is

the architect of his own fortune," and the lines that have fallen to

Gen. Halderman, have permitted him to construct a life to which

Plutarch might have rendered full justice, had not his series of

medallions been long since closed for all time.o

Gov. OsBORXE wears honors which have been nobly and worth-

ily won. He was born at Meadville, Pennsylvania, on the 26th
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of October, 1836, consequently he is now forty years of age. He
received a common school education until he was 15 years old,

when he entered a compositors office to procure the means of

livelihood. Thrown upon his own resources, his first step in a

long career of usefulness was carrying newspapers for the office in

which he served a full apprenticeship. Master of the art of

Gutenberg, he attended Allegheny College and supported himself

by his labors "at case" during vacations. When twent}^ years

of age, he read law with Judge Derrickson of Meadville, but re-

moved to Michigan in the following year, 1857, when in the fall.

he was admitted to the bar. He arrived in Lawrence, Kansas, in

the month of November, 1857, and being without capital, went

to work as a compositor in the office of the Herald of Freedom, of

which he became foreman, remaining until the spring of 1858.

Elwood, in Doniphan county, was the scene of his first profession-

al labors in this territory, and he continued there for some time

after his removal from Lawrence. He found in Doniphan county,

and more especially in Elwood, some of the finest specimens of

manhood and ability then to be admired in Kansas, and circum-

stances had conspired to bring to this region the picked popula-

tion of many states. Intercourse with men of first-class capacity

could not fail to develop the best qualities in an active and well

trained mind, and there can be no doubt that Gov. Osborne often-

times looks back to the associations of that time with considera-

able interest. He was thrown into contact in his social and pro-

fessional career, with the Hon. J. B. Chaffee, now of Colorado, and

delegate in congress for that territory prior to its admission as a

state
;
Gen. Albert L. Lee, since then distinguised as a brilliant

cavalry officer; the Hon. D. W. Wilder, the present state aud-

itor; the Hon. W. H. Smallwood, since secretary of state; and

the Hon. Edward Russell, for sometime superintendent of insur-

ance. Elwood was then as it is now a good place for a young
man of parts and ambition, and Mr. Osborne soon found himself

in the front ranks in the political agitation of the time. Free

state views and ardent republicanism determined the young lawyer

as to his position on the great questions of the day. He was

chosen to represent Doniphan county in the first senate elected in

1859, under the state constitution, and when that became law he
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took his seat in 1861. Later in his legislative career, when the

senate met in 1862, to try Gov, Eobinson and other state officers

who liad been impeached of high crimes and misdemeanors, the

Lieut. Governor being at that time absent on military service, it

became necessary for the senate to choose a president j)'>~o
iem. from

among its members. The contest lor the position was between

Mr. Ingalls, now the United States senator and Mr. Osborne, and

it was not until the fourteenth ballot that a conclusion was ar-

rived at, the present governor carrying off the honor. The com-

petition between the same parties was very spirited in the republi-

can convention of that year for the office of lieutenant governor,

but Mr. Ingalls was once more the unsuccessful candidate. Hav-

ing failed to secure the regular nomination, Mr. Ingalls permitted
himself to be put forward by an independant party, and the pub-
lic were thus enabled to prononnce upon the merits of the parties,

the result being that Mr, Osborne became lieutenant governor by
a very respectable majority. Perhaps there may have been a de-

sire on the part of the people to pronounce on independent tickets,

as well as upon the parties concerned, in the ballot then cast.

In the year 1861, President Lincoln tendered to the lieutenant

governor the position of United States marshal in Kansas, and

the post was occupied by him until the year 1S67, when Presi-

dent Johnson concluded upon decapitating the officer appointed

by his predecessor. lie had the honor to undergo the process in

good company, and there w^as no discredit attached to the opera-

tion, so far as the ex-marshal was concerned. The office had

appeared to require a residence nearer to the center of population
than Elwood, and when the sword of Damocles had fallen, the

present governor w'as a resident in the city of Leavenworth,
where he continued afterwards.

In the fall of 1872, the nomination as governor was offered to

Mr. Osborne, by the republican state convention, and was of

course accepted, the election following by an exemplary major-

ity, 31,000, certainly very much larger than had ever been given

by the state for any other candidate. The majority given to

President Grant in the first candidature in this state was only

17,058, and on the reelection in 1872, only amounted to 31,078,
60 that it is evident he brought out the whole strength of the
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republican party. "When Senator Caldwell was obliged to resign

his position as United States senator, the name of Gov. Osborne

was mooted, but ex-Gov. Harvey's friends secured him the nomi-

nation and election. The political canvass of 1873-4 was bitter

and personal beyond precedent, mainly because of animosities

aroused during the senatorial trouble, but the republican conven-

tion gave Gov. Osborne a renomination, and he was once more

chosen by the people to fill the gubernatorial office. His term

will expire on the second Monday in January, 1877. Times of

great distress have fallen within his terms of oflice, and his meas-

ures have always been prompt and effective so far as his means

would permit. The Hon. Thos, A. Osborne will finish his course

with honor to himself and with profit to the state.

Hon. Hiram Griswold is one of the veterans in legal prac-

tice in Kansas, as he was born in 1807, on the oth of July, jast

too late to take part in the celebration of the never to be forgot-

ten Fourth. He remained in Colebrook, Conn., his native place,

until 1826, when he removed to Hudson, Ohio, in which city he

read law with Judge Yan E,. Humphrey, and was admitted to the

bar in August, 1829. The town of Canton, Ohio, was the place

chosen by him for commencing the practice of his profession, and

he continued there, enjoying a fair measure of success, until the

end of 1851. Circumstances then invited him to change his

locale to Cleveland, Ohio, where he remained actively engaged in

professional affairs until his removal to the city of Leavenworth,
in 1868, where he has resided ever since. Soon after Mr. Gris-

wold took up his abode in Leavenworth, he won recognition as

one of the leading members of the bar in the state of Kansas, a

reputation which time can only enhance, because it is founded

upon consummate ability and sound judgment. During the por-

tion of his lifetime passed in Ohio, Mr. Griswold was an active and

influential politician, looked for in the front rank of Ins party,
and accepted largely by the mass of nonpartisan politicians as a

leader whom it was safe to follow, because of the vigor combined
with moderation that tempered his action on all occasions. The
Jackson democrats were in an overwhelming degree masters of

the situation in Ohio, where Mr. Griswold resided, before the
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days of the republican party, and he would have consulted his

own interests material]}'-, by smothering his political convictions,

but he had long before given in his adhesion to whig principles,

and on every proper occasion he was found ranged under the old

banner. The movements of the free soil party made antislavery

an element in political life, and Mr. Griswold was known in Ohio

as an antislavery whig, until it became evident that the whig

party could not expand itself to the dimensions required by the

time. The formation of the republican party was hailed by mil-

lions as the only possible solution of the diflficulty, and all the

leading whigs, intellectually speaking, were engrossed in the new

orfjanization ;
Mr. Griswold was one of that number. A mere

ofHce seeker would of course have identified himself with the

strongest party, locally considered
;
Mr. Griswold enrolled him-

self with the weaker side, but in 1846, when it was necessary to

make a nomination that would command respect, although it was

known that an election could not be hoped, he permitted his

name to be used, and did all that was possible to assist the ticket

The party majorit}' of the democrats was at that time 800, but

upon his nomination for state senator Mr. Griswold ran so far

ahead of his ticket that he was onlj^ beaten by 8 votes. Such a

defeat was as glorious and almost as satisfactory as victory. In

the year 1850, he was once more put upon the ticket by his

party, as delegate to the constitutional convention. Much of his

time was taken up by an appointment made by the legislature of

Ohio in 1844-5, requiring him to report the decisions of the

supreme court, and so well was the duty performed that in

1847-8 the appointment was reaffirmed. This office entailed

upon him onerous labors for six years, such as onl}^ professional

men in considerable practice can adequately understand. Six

volumes of reports were prepared and published by him, and

they might be reprinted now Vvithout a single line of errata.

At the session of 1850-1, Mr. Griswold was a candidate for the

position of United States senator, but the canvass was left entirely

in the hands of his friends. Many candidates sought the nomi-

nation, but eventually the contest was narrowed until the rival

claimants were himself and the Hon. Henry Stanberry, ex-attor-

ney general of the state, and later, attorney general of the United
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States. Mr. Griswold received the nomination of the whig caucas.

The times were peculiar; President Fillmore had just detached

himself from the whigs, and he had a following in the legislature

of Ohio of only four votes. The free soilers numbered ten, and

most of those were of whig antecedents. The whigs only lacked

four votes of a majority over democrats and free soilers combined.

The well known opinions of Mr. Griswold secured him some votes

among the free soil party, enough to ensure his election, provided
the Fillmore whigs were loyal to the party ;

but just before this

time the candidate had given expression to his views concerning
the acting president's proslavery policy, and in so doing had

roused the ill feeling of his supporters. The ballot continued for

some time, and Mr. Griswold was repeatedly within four votes of

success, but the Fillmore whigs could not be induced to cast a

ballot for a man so strong on the antislavery ticket, and so pro-

nounced in his denunciation of Fillmore. Ev^entually seeing that

there was personal feeling against himself which should not be

allowed to cost the party a success, which might be secured with

another candidate, Mr. Griswold caused his name to be withdrawn,
and the ballot went on for several days longer. The whigs nom-

inated in his stead such men as Ewing and Corwin, but without

beneficial result, although all the men put forward were promi-
nent and worthy, until the Hon. Benj. Wade procured the vote

at last. Mr. AYade was just as determined an antislavery man as

Mr. Griswold, but his predilections were not so well known, hence

the Fillmore faction gave him their votes, and he was elected
;
a

result which was only made possible by the self denial evidenced

and exercised by his predecessor in the candidature. Soon after

Mr. Griswold had removed to Cleveland which was then as a dis-

trict favorable to antislavery principles and strongly whig, he was

elected a member of the state senate, and that bod}^ conferred

upon him the high distinction of chairman of its judiciary com-

mittee. The John Brown raid on Harper's Ferry occurred while

Mr. Griswold was residing in Cleveland, and the trial at Charles-

town, Ya., followed speedil3\ The old man had been abandoned

by the counsel assigned to him by the court, and stood there al-

most as it seemed without a friend, at the mercy of a jury wild

with rage, absolutely frenzied with passionate hate against him.
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There was no probabilit}^ of success attending anything that could

be done or said for him, in such a court, before such a jury, and

the trial was already half over in form, and all determined in

spirit, before counsel for the defense threw up their briefs. It is

probable that in the event of an acquittal having been obtained,

the result would have been the same as in the September massa-

cre in the streets of Paris during the first revolution, when the

men, said to be acquitted and discharged from the prisons, were

met at the gateways b}^ a lurid mob, with blood to their shoul-

ders, who slew hundreds of men to gratify an insane lust for death.

John Brown would have been murdered by the mob in all human

probability, if there had not been a fragment of the same body
then in the jury box to pronounce his condemnation according to

law. Mr. Griswold accepted the responsibility of taking part in

the defense, not without some peril even for himself, as men of

the class indicated are not good at discriminating between the

offender and the defender, and his action has been the cause of

many thousands inquiring, who was that lawyer that volunteered

to defend John Brown ? It was difficult even to procure an ob-

servance of the forms of law upon that trial. There were abund-

ant provocations to repeat the often quoted lines of the poet :

"
Right, for ever on the scaffold,

Wrong, for ever on the tliroue."

The event was, as everybody knew it must be, death, and an

immortality of fame, but it was something to have cheered the

heart of the brave old man, strong in the knowledge of the abso-

lute right for which he was contending, heedless of suffering; on

his account
;
and to have breathed words of sympathy to a soul

naturally tender and childlike, when not kindled into holy indig-

nation by the fires of oppression. This event linked the name
of Mr. Griswold with a cardinal fact in the history of the culmi-

nation and decline of the slave power. The wisdom of the move-

ment made by John Brown need not be discussed from any

standpoint, save among men who can see that self sacrifice is a

power among human beings. Those who can see that one died

for us all, when there seemed to be no earthly purpose served by
the crucifixion, save to afford the rabble a chance to cry,

" Not
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this man but Barrabbas," can alone comprehend the more than

chivah'ic feeling which prompted John Brown to his seemingly

desperate endeavor. He made known to the whole world,
'* The

voice of one crying in the wilderness," and the path has been

made straight in a manner that few in his day thought possible.

Mr. Griswold was just as chivalric in assuming the defense of

John Brown, as the old man and his followers had been in cap-

turing Harper's Ferry, but men do not stop to take counsel of

their fears when brave deeds are to be done. Mr. Griswold

came into Kansas to practice his profession, but he retained his

old taste for politics, and his skill in reading character generally

brought him to conclusions long before the people surrounding
him were prepared to follow. Senator Lane was the controling

spirit of the republican party in Kansas at that time, and his

skill as an organizer was beyond question, but the wary advo-

cate saw in him a per.son whose integrity could not be relied

upon. Mr. Griswold claimed on one occasion publicly, that

Senator Lane came to this territory pledged to assist in the estab-

lishment of slavery on the soil of Kansas, and further he asserted,

that although he had been wise enough to abandon a hopeless

cause, he had never cast himself into the strucr2:le on the other

side without a reservation, such as every acute observer must

perceive, whether he could understand it thoroughly or not.

Entertainino; those sentiments concerning Senator Lane, it was

very natural that the man who had not hesitated to take up the

cause of John Brown, should have no hesitation in the case of

Senator Lane at the proper time—
" To beard the lion in his den,

The Doughis in his hall."

The time arrived when Mr. Griswold was convinced that

Senator Lane came to the state in 1866 to bring over the poli-

ticians of Kansas to the support of the policy of President

Johnson. He was convinced that the senator was acting as the

emissary of the president, and whether right or wrong, he had
the courage to avow his opinions frankly and often. The ground
taken in opposition to the senator was well chosen and strong,

possibly his mind had already lost some of its force before he
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permitted himself to take action in which he seemed to be com-

promised, at any rate, tlie opposition with which he was now

met at every point was more than he could bear
; possibly, this

frustration of a cherished scheme, on which mucli may have

depended, had some influence on his mind, leading toward the

terrible act of self destruction on the 11th of Juiy, 1866
;
but

also, it is possible, that his suicide was but a part of a more

general aberration, under which his political life had already

been compromised. When the senator stood for re-election in

1861:, there was a strong party in opposition to him, duly organ-

ized and ready with a ticket which would have commanded

favor from the public, but it is no part of our work to reveal the

particulars of the movement, further than to say, that Mr. Gris-

wold was then a candidate for the office of attorney general

Possibly that fact had some influence in directing a more subtle

and searching scrutiny to the subsequent acts of Mr. Lane, but

in any event, he was very closely shadowed in the later years of

life, and the procedure of President Johnson made it natural that

every republican- associated with him should be looked upon
with suspicion. Those who were bitterly opposed to Senator

Lane asserted that he believed and had promised that he would

turn Kansas completely round in the interests of the president,

and that when he failed to do so, had realized in fact that he had

committed a blunder, worse almost than a crime, as Fouche said

to Napoleon; he, unable to endure the loss of confidence which

must necessarily follow, took his own life in a fit of despondency.
Mr. Griswold was nominated register of the state of Kansas

under the bankrupt act, by Chief Justice Chase, immediately

upon the law coming into force, and for many years was the

only register in the state. It was very fit that a nomination, in

every way so just and salutary, should be made by the chief

justice, as Mr. Griswold had been identified with him in advocacy
of the same advanced views many years before there seemed to

be any probability that abolition would become the law of the

land, or that any of tliose who committed themselves before the

public to the expression of such opinions would be called to fill

high offices and assist to shape the policy of the nation. Mr.

Griswold still holds the office of register in Kansas. The neces-
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sity for the bankrupt act inquisition, or for any such, it does not

fall within the province of ihis book to discuss. There may be

provisions which could be wisely dispensed with; perhaps the

register himself would be an excellent authority to suggest how

and in what way it should be amended. As to all that matter,

we profess to know nothing, not being on the stand where we

might be bound to tell
" the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth
"
on that particular question ;

but there is one point

on which there is no dispute, and that is as to the fitness of the

officer for his position. It is universally conceded by all classes,

and most readily by those who know most on the subject, that

Mr. Griswold has been painstalcing, conscientious and laborious

in the discharge of the duties devolving upon him as register,

and it is also a fortunate fact for the public concerned in the fit-

ness as well as in the integrity of public officers, that he brought
to the fulfillment of his trust the ripe experience of many years

spent in midnight vigils over the pandects, codes and laws of all

civilized nations, and in contact with the most polished intellects

of his age, employed in determining the weight of custom, the

legitimate meaning of words, and the eternal fitness of things,

which, more even than legislation itself, tends to govern mankind

in society as b}^ an unwritten law. Mr. Griswold's labors are

honorable to the appointing power, as well as to himself, and it

is satisfactory to see that he is still in the enjoyment of a green

old age.

Governor Crawford claims our notice as one more of the

noble army of self-made men, with which this country is made

rich, beyond all that could be conferred by the priceless mines of

Golconda. Samuel J. Crawford was born in Lawrence county,

Indiana, on April 15, 1835. The experiences of a farm and the

training of a common school furnished him with the rudiments

of all that he has since attained and achieved. He is now -ll

years of age, and has commanded troops in the field, guided the

councils of a state, expounded the laws of a nation, and might
be called upon at any moment to resume the onerous duties that

have before now been so ably discharged. Mr. Crawford read

law at an early age, in the office of the Hon. G. W. Short, of
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Bedford, Indiana, and was admitted to the bar in 1856, when

only 21 years of age. Not content with his own attainments the

young lawyer pursued his studies diligently, as we find him, in

1858, entered as a student in the law school of Cincinnati college,

Ohio, from which institution he graduated in 1858 and came tO'

Kansas in the following year, establishing himself in the practice

of his profession at Garnett City, in the county of Anderson.

When the first state legislature was convened at Topeka, after the

admission of Kansas to the union, in March, 1861, Mr. Crawford

was a member of that body and served until the 5th of May, a

term, of rather less than six: weeks
;
as at that time he resigned

his seat to volunteer for service in the field. Returning to Gar-

nett City, he organized a company of volunteers and was commis-

sioned as their captain. The air was full of rumors, and it was

already certain that there would be work for the manhood of the

union, on many a bloody field, before the quarrel could be ended.

Within nine days from his resignation at Topeka, Capt. Crawford

had been assigned to the second Kansas volunteer infantry, and

it will be remembered that his regiment won distinction almost

immediately after its organization. The record of the regiment

is a muster roll of heroes. The campaign under Gen. Lyon in

Missouri was participated in by the Kansas second, and they

fought like veterans at Wilson's Creek, where Lyon fell mortally

wounded on the 10th of August, 1861. The regiment was mus-

tered out and reorganized as cavalry, in which arm of the service

Capt. Crawford was assigned to the command of a battalion and

took part in the battles fought against the rebels by Gens. Blount

and Schofield in Missouri, Arkansas and Indian Territory.
'

The

command of the second regiment devolved on Col. Crawford in

1863, and immediately afterwards the secretary of war commis-

sioned him as colonel of a colored regiment attached to the seventh

army corps under Gen. Steele. The expedition into southern

Arkansas was partly made up of our Kansas contingent as read-

ers of our war record will bear in mind, and Col. Crawford's men,

like their leader, behaved well. The expedition from Fort

Smith through Indian territory was led by Col. Crawford in

July, 186-1, and in October we find the same officer commended

for gallantry in the campaign in Missouri against Gen. Price.
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The month following that raid saw Col. Crawford elected gov-

ernor of Kansas, and resigning his commission in December, he

returned home to be inaugurated in January, 1865, the ye^v of

the end of the war. Two years of office being near their expira-

tion, Gov. Crawford was reelected in the fall of 1866 and served

a second term of office with profit to the state. In the fall of

1868 a band of marauding Indians having swooped down upon
the frontier of the state and carried away captive a number of

white women and children, the governor at once organized a com-

pany of cavalry and pursued the redskins, a compound of Ara-

pahoes, Cheyennes, Kiowas and Comanches into their own coun-

try, through the western portion of Indinn territory and into

northwestern Texas. The expedition was vigorous and success-

ful, but the whole of the winter and spring were occupied in the

chase before the governor had the felicity to secure the object of

his search. It is satisfactory to know that the Indians were made

so completely aware of their defeat that they surrendered all

their prisoners, and have not since ventured upon any such raid

in this state. The joy of the relatives and friends who waited

and watched for the return of the captives cannot be described

and may not be easily imagined. Relieved at length from a suc-

cession of public duties. Gov. Crawford resumed the practice of

his profession in Emporia, the capital of Lyon county, in a neigh-

borhood which abounds with society of the type best fitted to

appreciate his good qualities, and where trade, manufactures,

mining and agriculture prosperously combined, afford him an ex-

cellent field for the development of his ability as an advocate.

There is no difficulty in placing a man of such steadfastness as

Gov. Crawford. The republican party was just beginning to

command attention when he attained his majority, and he has

fousht under the same banner all his life, voting- for Fremont

when there seemed little probability that a republican would ever

be president of the United States, then twice for Abraham Lin-

coln, and afterwards for Gen. Grant. With all the multiplicity

of engagements with friends, and with the enemy, during the

busy and eventful career just hurriedly sketched, it is satisfactory

to find that the governor found time for an engagement still more

engrossing than all the others, one that will probably only end with
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his life : He was married on the 27th of November, 1866, to

Miss Belle Chase, of Topeka, the capital of Kansas.

Hox. ORRiiSr T. Welch, superintendent of insurance for the

state of Kansas, was born in December, 1835, in the town of

Orleans, Jefferson Co., N. Y. His father was a farmer in com-

fortable circumstances, but not wealthy. The father was the first

white boy born in that county north of Black river, and is still

hale and hearty, farming his own land in the county of his birth.

The grandparents of Mr. Welch were from Connecticut, and could

tell in their day of some stirring scenes among the heroes of '76.

The boy received his early training in the common schools of his

native county, where the seminaries as a rule are equal to the

best that can be found in the United States, and at the early age

of 15 years began his career as a teacher, combining that pursuit

in the winter with farm work in the summer, until he was twenty

years of age, when he " went west" to the state of Michigan, and

taught school several terms, reading law all the time to prepare

himself for admission to bar practice. This design was consum-

mated when he had attained the ripe maturity of 22, and in the

same 3'ear he was fortunate enough to marry a very estimable

lady. Miss Abbie E. Simmons, daughter of George Simmons, one

of the early settlers in Galesburgh, near Kalamazoo, the intellec-

tual centre of Michigan. Mr. Welch was elected justice of the

peace in the thriving village
of Decatur, Van Buren county, in

the year of his marriage, holding that position and several minor

offices during the next four years. In the year 1861, Mr. Welch
was chosen to represent the board of supervisors of Van Buren

county before the board of equalization, and in 1863, President

Lincoln appointed him commissioner of the board of enrollment

for the second district of Michigan, with quarters at Kalamazoo.

This position was held by him until the close of the war, having
drafted over 4,000 men for the war during his term of office from

the seven counties composing that congressional district. In the

fall of 1865, soon after the war had ended, Mr. Welch located in

Topeka, where, in connection with J. M. Spinner, he entered into

the law, real estat3 and insurance business, which he continued

to follow with much success, sometimes without, and sometimes
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with a partner, until March, 1875, at which time he entered upon
the duties of his present office as superintendent of insurance for

the state of Kansas, a position of vast importance, such as should

be filled only by first class men, fully acquainted with the subject

in every state in the Union, and in every country in the woi-ld.

In the month of July, 1866, Mr. Welch published the first paper
ever issued in Kansas, devoted entirely to real estate interests.

In the year 1868, Mr. Welch was chosen mayor of Topeka, and

the people of the city appreciating in a high degreee the practical

ability displayed by him in that office, re-elected him in 1871, and

again in 1872. There could be no better evidence of the popu-

larity earned by his executive capacity than is found in the fact

that three-fourths of the votes cast at each of those elections for

the office named, were polled for him. When the locust plague

fell upon Kansas in 187-1, and the people were completely broken

down by their troubles, Mr. Welch with four other members of

the executive of the Kansas Central Relief Committee, gave the

whole of his time for several months to the relief of the suffering

poor. Mr. Welch, was the purchasing and shipping agent, and

that committee, with arduous and multifarious duties, rising into

mammoth proportions, did its work so well and systematically

that no person in Kansas suggests an idea of fraud or mismanage-
ment in its operations. Mr. Welch has been for more than six

years president of the board of trade in the city of Topeka. This

brief record will suffice to show that 'Mr. Welch is well adapted

for the office filled by him.

Hon. James Hanway is one of the best authorities now liv-

ing as to the record of old John Brown in Kansas, and it will be

re2;retted hereafter if there should not be an effert made now to

embody his recollections in veritable history. The first rumors

of every event are, customarily, exaggeration, then the facts grad-

ually become known through continuous siftings, until the true

grain remains at last. We shall try, in a brief way, to note a few

of Mr. Ilanway's facts, for which we are under great obligations

to him, in these pages. Senator James Hanway represents the

generation of thinkers to whom we are indebted for the repub-

lican party as it was before the crowd of camp followers came in
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to bring suspicion on the great principles represented. He was a

delegate in the Pittsburgh convention that nominated John P.

Hale for the presidency, and Geo. W. Julian, vice president, and

he assisted at the organization of the republican party in Co-

lumbus, Ohio. In the spring of 1856, he moved to Kansas, and

located on the Pottawatomie, where he now resides. When the

county was organized, Mr. Hanway was made county superin-

tendent, and initiated the school system there. He was a mem-

ber of the Wyandotte Constitutional Convention, in 1859, and of

the territorial legislature in 1860; being also sent to the state

legislature in 1864 and 1869. He was one of the commission

that located the asylum for the insane at Osawatomie, acting as

one of the trustees until within the last two years. Having thus

briefly adverted to the services of Mr. Hanway, it would be

gratifying to narrate some facts concerning his beneficent life, but

to do so would abridge our limited space for noting the facts

above mentioned. Capt. Montgomery's name and exploits have

been referred to at some length, but too briefly, in our territorial

history. One item in his career has not yet been mentioned in

the press, and for it we are indebted to Mr. Hanway : A man
named Russ Hinds was put to death during the troubles in Kan-

sas, and the captain was suspected of knowing the facts, because

he was for a long time an army of defense, almost alone, in a

wide district from which free settlers had been warned away.
One day, Mr. Hanway met Capt. Montgomery, long after the

troubles and shortly before the death of the daring leader
;
he

asked him for particulars concerning Hinds, and the answer was

written on a page of the senator's memorandum book, while the

cars were moving. It reads as follows: "Puss Hinds. Hung
on the 16th Nov., 1860, for man stealing. He was a drunken

'Border Pufiian,' worth a good deal to hang, but good for noth-

ing else. He had caught a fugitive slave and carried him back

to Missouri for the sake of a reward. He was condemned b}^ a

jury of twelve men. The law found in the 16th v., 21st chapter

of Exodus, which reads, 'And he that stealeth a man, and selleth

him, or if he be found in his hands, he shall surely be put to

death.'" The law is clear; the execution was speedy. The

Pottawatomie massacre, in which Wilkersou, the Doyles and
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Sherman were put to death, is frequently, indeed gen erallv, men-

tioned as an event of which Capt. Brown was not aware until

afterwards, but it is usually stated that he indorsed the action of

his party after the event. Mr. Hanway, who knew John Brown
as intimately as any man, gives it as his opinion, contrary to the

received versions, that John Brown was the commander on the

expedition out of which the massacre grew. It was immediately
after the sack of Lawrence, and that he was present at the time,

and gave the orders necessary for the execution of those men.

The description given by Mrs. "Wilkerson of the peculiar costume

and appearance of the person that took her husband away from

his own house, a prisoner, exactly corresponds with the known

dress and appearance of old John Brown, and when speaking of

the executions of the men named. Brown said: "If it was mur-

der, I am not innocent." Other statements from the Puritan

leader, and from men who accompanied him, all point in the same

direction. Looking back on the events that transpire in a season

of war, it is not easy to realize the frame of mind out of which

they arise, after the nation has returned to a peaceful condition,

and the motive makes the deed innocent or sinful in many cases.

The men slain were proslavery leaders and very obnoxious
; they

were, at the time of their arrest and execution, prosecuting a

system of evictions and destruction against free settlers, who were

warned and were being driven from the country ;
the only ques-

tion was who should strike first. John Brown was not likely to

send his followers to do a deed in which he would not participate.

The breaking up of Judge Cato's court is sometimes mentioned

as an irruption of 150 men into the court house in which Judge
Cato was trving causes. The facts seem to have been that Judge
Cato was sitting as judge in a duly constituted court, when

some citizens, thirty in number, who were members of the Potta-

watomie company, went, as they were entitled to do, into an open
court to learn whether the judge was administering common law

and the statutes of the United States, or the bogus laws of the

Shawnee legislature. Young John Brown and Senator Hanway
were among the visitors. The log cabin would not hold many,
and the judge was addressing the jury, many of them boys and

underage; but enough was gathered from the remarks of the
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judge to leave it doubtful, after the visit came to an end, whether

the objectionable statutes were or were not being administered.

Young John Brown was clear that they were. Senator Hanway
was clear that there was no evidence on the subject in anything
said by Judge Cato. The other members of the company had

not heard enough to determine, so it was concluded, after a brief

meeting of the company, to return to the court, and plainly sub-

mit the question to the judge. The question was submitted in

writing, young Capt. Brown being the scribe, as it was desired to

avoid disturbing the peace of the tribunal. Cato, much agitated,

flung the paper to the sheriff, and hurriedly replied that he could

not be troubled about outside matters. Brown, standing, said, in

a tone that could be heard by his friends without, "The company
will muster on the parade ground." The military incursion had

no more solid basis. The company did so muster, but the court

had evaporated yet more speedily, and there was never after-

wards an attempt at Pottawatomie to hold a court for the en-

forcement of the Shawnee mission statutes. The memoirs of

Mr. Hanway as to the famine that was caused among the settlers

by robberies continually carried on under the name of impress-

ment on the public roads by proslavery volunteers, have the ring

of verity in them, and there is an element of probability in the

statement that, after the settlers came to the conclusion to quarter

on the enemy by appropriating the beeves of their Missouri

neighbors, the stealings of the other side were very considerably

checked.

Mr. Hanway's latch string was alwaj^s out when Montgomery,
John Brown and their friends were around, and when eleven

slaves had been rescued from Missouri in one raid by John Brown,
the party would certainly have been captured but for the ready

cooperation of Senator Hanway and a few other stockholders in

the underground railroad, who, with some risk for their own home-

steads, concealed the fugitives for many days until Brown was

ready for his flight to Canada. It would be interesting to make

further memoranda from the material kindly supplied for the pur-

pose from Senator Hanway's valuable memoranda, but want of

space is an inexorable master, and the corroborative testimonies

that sustain the several statements and conclusions must be omit-
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ted. They certainly seem to be conclusive as to the fact that

Capt. Brown, sen., or old John Brown, gave the order for the ex-

ecution of the Pottawatomie prisoners, and believed that he was

therein doing the best thing po.=!sible in the interests of humanity.
Senator Hanway is now in his sixty-seventh year, and he writes

with the efrace and vis;or of voung manhood, to which he has

added the wisdom and moderation that does not always come with

advancing years. He was for many years a newspaper corres-

pondent, which of course has kept his pen in continual practice,

and his identification with the political life of the country for

nearly half a century renders his references to Clay, Polk, AYeb-

ster, Hale, Julian, and Salmon P. Chase peculiarly refreshing.

The earliest movements of abolition sentiment in this country
found in him and in John Brown the various material from which

the public feeling and war policy of President Lincoln's time be-

came possible, and in that relation it is like actual contact with

both men to find the senator relating how John Brown, hiding

then with him, received the news that President Buchanan had

offered a reward for his arrest, by saying that he would give $2
for the arrest of President Buchanan.

Hon. Tiios. H. Cavanaugh, secretary of state for Kansas, was

born in Vincennes, Knox county, Indiana, on the 18th of March,

1843, and is consequently now 33 years of age. His parents were

natives of Chester county, Pennsylvania, but removed from that

state and took up their location in the west in 1835. Three years
before the troubles of this world dawned upon the present secre-

tar}^ of state, his father was the publisher of the Vincennes Gazette,

which continued to supplj^ him with all the "pi" required by a

small family, until 1845, when the Cavanaughs removed to St.

Louis, Mo. The fates were not propitious, apparently, in the

great city, as there was another removal in 1851, to Jacksonville,

Illinois, and a return to St. Louis once more in 1856. The prov-
erb says that "a rolling stone gathers no moss," and another wise

saying retorts that: "a standing post gains no knowledge," so

that the probability is that there was more information than

worldly gear collected by the little household, who would still

find comfort in the suggestion that "
knowledge is power."
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Working at case was the employment of Mr. Cavanangh, Jr., in

Chicago, in the year 1855, when a youth more favored by fortune

would still have been at school, but "
necessity," which " knows

no law," according to the Latin, is exceedingly glad to know

printing in' plain English. ISText to school, of course, a printer's

office is the best place on earth, perhaps, for a boy, although it

does look very much like condemnation to the "
galleys

"
for life.

From 1856, for three years, Mr. Cavanaugh was in St. Louis

with his parents, variously engaged, and here for the first time in

his life, the advantages of schooling were within his reach, for

rather less than two years, at an age when he could appreciate

the privilege to an extent not universal among boys. Returning
to Illinois, in 1860, he became interested in a farm, but did not

continue in that avocation, as soon after the election of that year
he was employed in the office of Gov. Yates, and when the army
auditor's office was established, found adequate employment there.

In the year 1861, after the outbreak of the war, Mr. Cavanaugh
was assigned to duty at Camp Butler, and was made regiment ad-

jutant of the 6th Illinois cavalry, Col. Grierson in command.
His services extended through the different departments of the

west, to the Gulf and to Texas before the close of the war. When
the rebellion had been crushed, Mr. Cavanaugh located himself

in St. Louis once more, in 1865, and in November of that year,

was solaced for all the perils and hardships of camp life by mar-

riage with Miss Holmes, of Richland, Sangamon county, Illinois.

In the year 1866, he removed to Carrollton, Ills., and engaged m
mercantile business for three years, until in the year 1869, he con-

cluded to remove to Kansas and take up a preemption claim in

Saline county, making this state his permanent home. In the

year 1872, the republicans of Saline county ran Mr. Cavanaugh
for clerk of the district court, but they were not able to carry the

election. He became assistant clerk in the house of representa-
tives the same year, and entered on a broader field of usefulness,

becoming assistant secretary of the senate in the year 1873, and
in 1874, secretary of that body. In August, 1874, the republi-
cans nominated him as secretary of state, and with the success of

their ticket, he assumed the position now held by him with a fair

promise of continuance and usefulness. His republicanism has
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been constant and outspoken at all times, and his wide spread

experience has given him broad views of men and things, so that

he is likely to prove an acquisition in an oflfice that requires much
tact and skill, as well as liberal views. His republicanism seems

to have been ingrained, as his father always trained with the

whigs until the republican party was formed out of the best ele-

ments of that organization. Mr. Cavanaugh is a man eminently

qualified to conciliate the good opinions of the people with whom
he is brought in contact, his manners are genial, the outcome of a

generous nature, and the interest which naturally expresses itself

in his daily conversation, in all advanced movements, springs from

habits of thought which have been acquired in the printing office

rather than in the school, and made ready and practical by travel

in a military life spread over much of this continent.

Hon. Daniel W. Wilder, auditor of state, has for many
years figured in the political life of Kansas, and a full record of

his experiences would supply a background to many of the pic-

tures that form themselves in the history of the time. He was bora

in the Old Ba}' State at Blackstone, Massachuetts, in 1832, and is

the seventh son of a very worthy father, Dr. Abel Wilder. The

public Latin school at Boston gave him such rudiments of train-

ing as could not be quite so conveniently afforded at home,

where, however, he was surrounded by such influences as make
culture a delight. The Franklin medal and many other prizes,

won during the academic course, proved the lad worthy of his

position in the Hub of the Universe, and justified the hopes enter-

tained by his friends. When his academic course had been com-

pleted, the young man was sent to Harvard college, where he

graduated with honors, carrying off the Boylston prize as a very
honorable trophy, as well as many other prizes only inferior to

the gold medal already named. i

Mr. Wilder was admitted to the bar in Boston in 1857, when
lie was twenty-five years of age, having chosen the legal profession
for his career as perhaps the best of all adapted in this age to

procure for a young man the entre into public and social life in

all parts of the great republic. He came to Kansas in the same

year and made his location at Elwood, where he formed one of a
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brilliant society of young men, many of whom have since become

distinguished in their several pursuits in the field, in the councils

of the nation and other ways. The activities of Mr. Wilder's
mind found expression in the management of a newspaper, or

rather it may be said, of many papers, as he commenced with the
Elwood Free Press, and prospering in that venture as editor and

publisher, he afterwards assumed control of the Free Democrat,
in the city of St. Joseph, Missouri

;
thence returning to Kansas,

he took the management of the Leavenworth Conservative, then
the Times published in the same city ;

after which he became ed-

itor of the Fort Scott Monitor. The attempt to establish a repub-
lican paper in St. Joseph, Missouri, at that time, a very hot-bed of

the proslavery democrats, was a little Quixotic of course, but the

courage of the movement commanded attention if not favor. Mis-
souri was then a slave state, and had not completely abandoned the
idea that the south would be able to make her own terms for the

peculiar domestic institution, so that in a commercial and social

aspect there was much more risk than promise in the venture.
If the Free Democrat had been allowed to continue on its course

unchallenged by the dominant party, there would have been
reason for believing that it was not very Free in its remarks on
current events, oi in the discussion of the topics of the day ;

but
it was in the hands of young men of spirit, with one Wilder at

their head, and whatever else resulted for all concerned, it was not
on the cards that the paper could pass unnoticed. Many publi-
cations have been drowned in the Missouri by king mob for less

caustic articles than continued in every issue to blister the sensi-

tive skin of the proslavery party, until then entirely unaccustomed
to the criticisms of a republican journal published at their own
doors. The result that might have been looked for from the

first, if nothing worse happened, was reached in the indictment
of i\iQ Free Democrat as an "incendiary sheet," Mr. Wilder and
his associates of course having little to hope for from a jury in

any part of Missouri. It was in this way that Mr. Wilder waa
driven back into Kansas and became identified with tlie Leaven-
worth Conservative. His ability as a writer had commanded at-

tention and respect even among those who feared the drift of his

genius ; among the republicans he was welcomed as a valuable
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ally. President Lincoln recognized the courage and ability of

his consistent and fearless supporter, in the year 1863, by ap-

pointing him surveyor general for Kansas and Nebraska, the

duties of which responsible office were admirably executed, bat

Mr. Wilder did not abandon his old love, the press, as in addition

to his occasional lucubrations in the dailies published in Kansas,

he has become an author quoted all over this continent for his

''Annals of Kansas," a book of nearly 700 pages published in

1875
;
the subject and the ability of the writer combining to

make a truly interesting volume. In the year 1872, Mr. Wild-

er's name appeared on the republican ticket for the office now

held by him, that of auditor of state, to which he was called by a

large majority of his fellow citizens, and in 187-1 he was re-elected.

Kansas has many bright and able men, worthy to be called to

high offices in the union, but taken for all in all, there are few

that surpass the Hon. Dan. W. Wilder.

Dr. a. M. Eidson illustrates another type of the infinite vari-

ety of men and pursuits that unite to form a state and the average

tone of modern society. He was born at Peru, Indiana, in April,

1846, and is consequently now thirty years of age. His father,

Wm. D. Eidson, was a miller, and was known as " the honest

miller," in the locality where his oldest son, the subject of this

sketch and many other children were born. The fact that hon-

esty was a rare phenomenon among millers is, we trust, confined

to Indiana. The child was fond of books from an early age, and

was permitted to enjoy all the scholastic privileges of his native

town. In the year 1858 he was removed from the district school

at Peru, to a more advanced institute at Valparaiso, in the same

state, where he went through a complete classical course, remain-

ing in that institution until 1861, when at the early age of fifteen

he became a soldier, responding to the call of the president for

men to defend the union against its enemies. The courase and

patriotism of the boy deserves praise, and it must not be forgotten
that m 1861, boys from many districts were the readiest to volun-

teer to serve in the ranks, leaving their bones to whiten on the

battle fields of their country, or

" By the wayside fell and perished,

Weary with the march of life."
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Fifteen months in the ranks of the Second Indiana cavalry

"brought the boy up to a sturdy young manhood, and developed

in him a decided taste for surgery and medicine, not in the sense

of losing limbs or taking drugs, but in the study and practice of

the healing art in all its various features. An appointment as

a ssistant surgeon was the consequence of his frequently noticed

avidity for medical books and clinical practice, and for two years

he was employed alternately in field and hospital, discharging all

the duties of an armj' surgeon, until the regiment was mustered

out and the men honorably discharged in the fall of 1864. After

a brief recreation. Dr. Eidson entered the offices of Drs. Schultz

and Taylor, in Logansport, Ind., to complete his studies, enjoying

at the same time and afterwards two full terms of lectures at the

Eclectic Medical Institute at Cincinnati, Ohio, where he gradu-

ated in February, 1868. Studies and application such as his, fol-

lowing upon extensive and continuous army practice, made the

young doctor an acquisition to the ranks of medicine, and after a

brief term in Delphi, Ind., his native state, he took up his abode

in Topeka, where his practice is extensive and in every way

profitable to patient and practitioner. Surgical and chronic cases

may be said to be his specialty, and many come to him from

great distances in this and neighboring states, attracted by his

reputation. The Topeka Medical and Surgical Institute is fortu-

nate in possessing the services of so able and experienced an

organizer as Dr. A. M. Eidson for principal and secretary. Dr.

Eidson was one of the prime movers in the establishment of the

Kansas Eclectic Medical Association, a body bound by the main

features of its organization to select from all systems of medical

treatment the best features to be applied in the interests of suffer-

ing humanity. The association was chartered in 1871, mainly

through the exertions and influence of this gentleman, who has

since that time been one of its chief supporters as a means for the

direction of the studies of young men, being its active and useful

secretary. The association holds its annual meetings in Topeka
on the second Tuesday in February and following days, while the

legislature is in session, and the attendance is usually large.

There are m.ore than two hundred members of this bi'anch of

medical practice in Kansas at the present time, and many of the
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papers read during the annual assemblies are of such a character

as to command lengthened notices in the press. The doctor is a

benedict, having won that high privilege in May, 1873, in conse-

quence of the merciful consideration of Miss Ryan, daughter of

the famous excursionist, whose pamphlet on Kansas has been so

extensively circulated. His practice has been so far profitable

that he has perhaps as large investments in real estate as any pro-

fessional man in Kansas, by whose ultimate success he would

persistently swear, in spite of drouth and locust, but for the fact

that his early Sunday school training and his later identification

with the Methodist Episcopal church forbids any such carnal in-

dulgence. Dr. Eidson is an enthusiast in the study and practice

of eclectic medicine and surger}'.

Hon. Samuel Seward Benedict, of Guilford, Wilson coun

ty, is sufficiently known in connection with his services in the

legislature of this state, to render some few particulars of his

career in life interesting to our readers. He is a "Green Moun-

tain Boy," having first seen the light at Manchester, Bennington

county, Vermont, in November, 1843, so that he is now at an age
when he may be considered- as only commencing his career of

usefulness. Born of old Connecticut stock, and reared in New

England, he enjoyed educational advantages not excelled in the

world. lie was prepared for his collegiate course at Burr semin-

ary, Manchester, Vt, going thence to Williams college, Mass.,

when 16 years of age. Mr. Benedict graduated in the class of

1865, when 21 years old, and two years later came west to settle

where he now resides. His first intention was to practice law as

a profession, but upon his arrival in Kansas in 1867, he found the

advantages offered by this country for stock raising so far in ad-

vance of any other pursuit that he wisely turned all his attention

to the calling of a ranchero. He is the owner of a first class

farm, and enjoys the profits of that business in a manner that

would justify nature in still greater liberality. Mr. Benedict was

one of the earliest settlers in Wilson county, where there were

only 27 inhabitants in 1860, and in 1865, only just as many as

would permit of organization, but so rapid has been its extension

since that time, that in 1870 there were 6,694, and at present there
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are more than 10,000 people. Having come west to identify him-

self with the country, Mr. Benedict was a laborer in most of the

good works connected with the development of society, and his

breadth of culture gave him an entire freedom from narrow con-

ventionalities such as can seldom be found even in the United

States, except in the new states. The activity and intelligence

with which he entered into or mooted successive improvements,

early marked the Green Mountain Boy for legislative honors, and

he has carried vim into legislation on many occasions of impor-

tance to his adopted county and state. He was elected a member

of the legislature in 1871, and in 1874 was again returned, giving

so much satisfaction to his constitutents that his nomination was

all but unanimous in the several caucuses last held. His record

is of a character that will not bar his continuance in public life,

nor impede his ascent to higher honors with ripening years.

Wealth is not in this country, and should not be anywhere a sine

qua non among men required to devote time and service to legis-

lation, but it is and ought to be a recommendation to a man

among his fellows when seeking any representative position, if he

has been so fortunate as to have proved his capacity to serve the

public by firet honestly and effectively attending to his own inter-

ests. Mr. Benedict is so placed as that every circumstance favor-

ing the development of Kansas will necessarily better his con-

dition.

Hon. Hannibal Cicero St. Clair, state senator from the

25th senatorial district, is a fair specimen of a Kansas settler; his

home is in Belle Plaine, Sumner county, Kansas, and he is sur-

rounded by th^ rewards of his own industry and enterprise, prose-

cuted under many disadvantages with limited..means; yet so won

as that he has retained the good will and respect of his neigh-

bors. He was born in Essex county, N. Y., in July, 1825, con-

sequently he is now 51 years of age. His grandparents came

from Scotland to Canada soon after that colony had been annexed

by the mother countr}^, but the instincts of liberalism were so

strong in the sturdy Scotchman that, upon the breaking out of

the war of the revolution, his grandfather moved into the revolt-

ing colonies to serve under Gen. Washington in the cause of free-
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dom. He was at Lexington, Banker Hill, Monmouth, Brandj-
wine Creek, Valley Forge, and was present when Burgoyne sur-

rendered. When Arnold's treason was frustrated by the capture
of Major Andre, grandfather St. Clair was at West Point, and he

had before that time assisted in the unsuccessful attack on Que-

bec, where brave Montgomery was slain, and Arnold might have

been with honor. Mr. St. Clair's father moved from New York
to Ohio in 1831, and in 1833 to Sangamon county, Illinois, where

the more advanced youth of his son was spent on a farm and in a

woolen factory. His educational advantages were just such as a

common school can- afford
; and, in 1849, when the reports from

Sacramento Valley spread the gold fever all over the United

States, the young man, then 2i years old, went overland to Cali-

fornia, and remained there until 1852. Upon his return to Illi-

nois, he had amassed enough capital to commence business as a

merchant
;
but an inability to say

"
no," to people wanting credit,

consumed his substance in ten years. In the year 1862, Mr. St.

Clair entered the army as lieutenant in the 35th Illinois infantry,

being afterwards promoted and attached to the quartermaster de-

partment, in which he served until 1865. The interval between

the time of his honorable discharge in that year and his arrival in

Kansas, in 1871, was spent in mercantile pursuits in Illinois.

The county seat of Sumner was not located on his arrival at

Belle Plaine, and there were three towns witli an aggregate pop-
ulation of only 160 people, all wanting the county seat in their

own special localities. Mr. St. Clair assisted in procuring a solu-

tion of the difficulty, filled numerous minor offices in the county
with honor to himself, and with so much satisfaction to his con-

stituents that he was chosen, three years after his arrival in the

county, for the important position now filled by him. Senator

St. Clair is a member of the M. E. Church and a Free Mason in

good standing, whose word is known to be his bond. His ser-

vices during the winters of suffering that followed the drouth and

the locust plague will not readily be forgotten ; they were earnest,

effective and untiring efforts in the cause of humanity; such as

have not failed to make an enduring favorable impression on the

minds of the people of Sumner county.

44
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Hon. Columbus G. Bridges, senator for the first senatorial

district in Kansas, is a man of acknowledged merit, concerning

whom we append a few brief particulars. He was born in Ma-

rion county Ind., in June, 1834, and is now 42 years of age.

AYhen five years old his father moved into Iowa, and he was

educated in the common schools of that state, attending high

school and procuring such efficiency as enabled him to teach

school for several terms. In 1857, when 23 years old, Mr.

Bridges married Miss McMeckan, daughter of a well to do far-

mer in Decatur county, and upon the outbreak of tlie war, be-

came a lieutenant in a cavalry regiment, in which he served with

honor. In the year 1860, Mr. Bridges had been admitted to the

•bar in Iowa, and in 1862, was chosen a member of the senate in

that state, in which capacity he served four years. In October,

1868, he moved to Kansas and established the Doniphan County

Republican, a paper that rendered good service to the party.

After quitting that business, he entered into mercantile pursuits

for nearly three years, identifying himself naturally with all im-

provements that seemed feasible, such as railroads, public build-

ino-s, the oro-anization of aoricultural societies and such works.

The public school system has had in him a consistent and able

supporter, qualified to pronounce on many questions
" caviare to

the general."' The public school building in Troy, which cost

$15,000, and is the admitted ornament of a very beautiful town,

was largely indebted to his exertions for its erection. In the fall

of 1874, the senator was chosen for the honorable position now

filled by him, by a large majority, and there is every indication

that his services are satisfactory to his constituents. He is thor-

oughly republican in his views and general action, but he pre-

serves his independence on all questions, conceiving that he can

in that way best promote the interests of his party. lie is not a

rich man, but his reputation for honesty is a bank that stands

him in good stead always. He is a fast friend, and an enemy
that can be relied upon to be always where his antagonists don't

want him. He has the faculty, invaluable to a politician, of

making friends readily and retaining them afterwards. His. news-

paper experiences have given him a wide range of information,

which he can use to considerable advantage in debate. His char-
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acter has always been above reproach, and he is connected with

the order of Free Masons, having risen to the degree of royal arch,

but although religiously disposed, he has never become a churcb

member. He is identified with the order of Odd Fellows, and
has taken considerable interest in the promotion of the organiza-
tion known as Sovereigns of Industry. Hon. Columbus G.

Bridges is on the whole a valuable member of society, and his

labors in Doniphan county have in no inconsiderable degree

helped to build up the prosperity and good order by which the

community in which he resides has long been made conspicuous

among counties mostly noted for good order and industry.

Hon. Wm. Ludley Parkinson, senator from Franklin county,
and resident in Ottawa, a lawyer of considerable repute in the

state of Kansas, was born in Eock Lick, Marshall county, Vir-

ginia, in .June, 1843, consequently he is now 33 years old. His

father was a sterling liberal and antislavery man, in Western

Virginia, when to hold such views and express them was actually

dangerous to life and destructive to business prospects. The con-

vention that nominated John P. Hale for the presidency had one

delegate from Wheeling, Virginia, the father of the subject of

our sketch, and his action in that respect led to much active per-

secution, but being a man of iron will, he was not daunted by op-

position, however vigorous. The expression of antislavery opin-

ions led to his being twice mobbed by adherents of the pro-

slavery party and his family was often in danger of personal vio-

lence. Under such training it was not likely that Mr. Parkinson

would prove other than an abolitionist and thoroughgoing union

man. His early life was passed on a farm but he enjoyed the advan-

tages of good schooling, and when the war broke out in 1861, he,

with three brothers, enlisted in the first Virginia volunteer in-

fantry, under the reorganized government at Wheeling, Virginia,

when West Virginia seceded from the secession proclaimed by
the state of Virsinia. The state as a whole claimed the right to

secede as unquestionable, indefeasible, but was unable to perceive

that any such right pertained to Western Virginia, hence the ad-

hesion to the union on which the western portion of the state in-

sisted was a cause of much bloodshed. Mr. Parkinson served
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from 1861 to 1863, when he was compelled to retire from the ser-

vice in consequence of injuries received. He was then 19 years

old and he served for one year in his father's office, discharging

the duties of assessor of internal revenue for the district of West-

ern Virginia. Two years at Waynesburg College, Pennsylvania,

followed, and the young student proceeded to read law in the

city named. Completing his studies in that direction, he returned

to Wheeling, Yfest Virginia, where he remained until the spring

of 1870, at which time he removed to Kansas. Some portion of

the fall and winter of 1870 was spent in Europe, after which time

the business of life was commenced in earnest. When Mr. Park-

inson came to this state in 1871 there was no thought of settle-

ment, but he was so much pleased with the appearance and pros-

pects of Kansas that he returned with his family in the spring of

1871 and permanently located at Ottawa, the capital of Franklin

county. The practice of law has proved very remunerative in

the hands of the young senator, who has for his partner one of

the ablest lawyers and most persevering men in the state, the

Hon, A. H. Benson. Educational matters have commanded

much of the senator's attention, and he is now serving a second

term as president of the board of education in Ottawa. Every

improvement that has been attempted since Mr. Parkinson's arrival

in the county has been aided by him to the extent of his ability.

The Ottawa furniture and woodwork company was organized by

him, and he still continues a shareholder and officer in the con-

cern. The company is now conducting the largest business of

the kind in the state. The forests of Franklin county contain

very valuable woods, and this form of wealth is made more val-

uable by the application of labor on the spot. Mr. Parkinson

was raised as an ardent republican, but when the Greeley nomi-

nation was made, he followed the Tribune lead in that respect,

still continuing a thorough republican in sentiment
;
was for some

time editor of the " Kansas Liberal," and a stockholder in the

Journal, being a consistent upholder of the demand for reform in

the republican party. In the fall of 187'±, the senator was

elected by the highest majority received by any candidate on any

ticket. Since that time he has taken a prominent part in re-

ducing public expenditure in every branch of the service, and has
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been recognized as a leading meno.ber in the opposition ; stumped
the county in the fall of 1875 in the interests of the reform

movement, but is usually very attentive to his professional busi-

ness which grows rapidly. Domestically and socially the senator

is well placed, as he married a talented and amiable lady, daughter
of a Methodist minister of Pittsburg and graduate of Waynes-
burgh college, Pennsylvania, who for some time taught elocution

in that college. He is a member of the Congregational church,
but is among the most liberal section of that communion. He is

an ardent temperance reformer, and will only succeed in politics

so far as mere directness and capacity will aid him, as he is not

possessed of the Janus faculty for looking two ways at once,

which in modern times seems to be almost indispensable to the

brilliant politicians of the day.

Hon. Haevey Seburn", of Hiawatha, Brown county, and

county treasurer, is a man of mark in his own neighborhood, and

may well claim to be self made without being too proud of his

work. He was born in Jefferson countj^, Ind., in July, 1835.

His parents were too poor to afford an education for their chil-

dren
;
but when nearly approaching to maturity, Mr. Seburn at-

tended Asbury University in Greencastle, Ind., where he main-

tained himself by labor of any kind mornings, evenings and

Saturdays while pursuing his studies. His taste suggested medi-

cine, and he continued his studies while teaching school for three

years until qualified for practice. Dr. Seburn settled in Hiawa-

tha in 1859, and practiced with great success until the war broke

out, when he served for three years against the rebels. Was in

the post commissary department most of the time, and after the

war commenced, farming and stock raising with much success;

was chosen county treasurer in 1873, and appears to have given

much satisfaction in that office. The doctor has held numerous

offices connected with the school system, and in 1874, was elected

to the town council of Hiawatha, on a temperance ticket opposed

to the o-rantino; of licenses. Eailroads, school houses and churches

are his desiderata for social advancement. He is also a Free Mason,

and identified with the Patrons of Husbandry. The doctor is a

married man, having joined in wedlock with Miss M. A. Klinefelter.
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In all respects he is one of the successfal men in Kansas, but his

good fortune does not make him indifferent to the wants of others.

He has given much time to the discharge of public duties, and

will be still more largely called upon in the future.

Capt. S. S. Proutz has a history that serves to illustrate how

dangerous and difficult it was to reach Kansas in the early days
of its territorial history. He was born in Onondaga county, N".

Y., in July, 1835, and consequently he is now about forty-one

years of age. Having enjoyed the educational advantages of his

native state until he was sixteen years old, he was then appren-
ticed to the Gazette Printing Company at Phoenix, Oswego coun-

ty, to leann the business of a compositor. In the year 1856, when

the United States rang with appeals to the North and to the

South to recruit their respective parties in fighting the batt le,

"free state" or "slave state
"
on this territory, he joined the Chi-

cago colony to come here as a free state man. The steamer " Star

of the West," with fifty-eight colonists on board, was stopped at

Lexington, Mo., by the blockade of border ruffians under the

command of Col. Shelb}', afterwards still less favorably known as

Gen. Shelby, commandmg a rebel force in Missouri and else-

where. The colonists were completely outnumbered by the

blockaders, and compelled to surrender their weapons, after which

they were permitted to proceed as far as Kansas City under sur-

veillance, and at that point they were taken prisoners by a still

larger force under David E. Atchison, once acting vice-president
of the United States, and in aspiration at least a candidate for

president. Gen. B. F. Stringfellow was a coordinate authoritj-

with Atchison on the expedition, and every one of the company
peculated on his own account. The Chicagoan colony was robbed

of all its funds, individual and collective, to the amount of about

$75,000, after wdiich the whole party was compelled to return

down the river to Illinois. Such a discomfiture would have pre-
vented some men ever thinking again about colonizing in Kansas,

as,
"

if that could be done in the green wood, what would be done

in the dry?
"

but Mr. Proutz was more than ever determined to

make his abode in the territory. In September of the same year,

1856, he joined another party making a rendezvous at Mount
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Pleasant, Iowa, the capital of Henry count}'-, about 28 miles north

northwest of Burlington, then the westernmost railroad point in the

United States, and once more struck ou t for Kansas. The party con-

sisted of 250 persons in all, men, women and some children, and

the command led by Col. S. W. Eldridge, commenced their march

through Iowa to Kansas, via Nebraska, in the latter part of Sep-
tember. It was emphatically a march, as only the camp equipage
and baggage could be conveyed by team, unless the whole of the

substance remaining was to be swallowed in the cost of transit.

The men were marching then through a friendly state, deeply in-

terested in the furtherance of free settlement, and Iowa sent many
of her gallant sons to aid the struggle ;

but the time might come
at any moment when they would have to fight a band of ruffians

oblivious of state rights, as they had been on the Missouri and

elsewhere of all the proprieties, so that weapons were absolutely

indispensable. There were many of
" Beecher's Bibles," as the

Sharp's rifles were then called in Kansas, in their teams, and other

weapons of much value, and the transport of these formed no

small part of the cost of the journey.

The route lay directly west to Nebraska City through the

southern [)art of Iowa, and they reached the town of Plymouth
on the southern border of Nebraska territory without molestation,

but at that point the whole body were taken prisoners by a force of

United States troops sent out by Gov. Geary, newly arrived in

the territory and under serious apprehensions of a warlike in-

vasion by "Lane's northern army." The governor had just seen

on his wa}^ to Kansas, up the Missouri, the kind of espionage and

ruffianism to which the "Stair of the West" was subjected, and

he had caused the blockade to be raised, but he could not under-

stand in spite of all that, why the band of colonists then arriving,

should come prepared for self defense. He was able to appreci-

ate ruffianism still better, when he was compelled to save his own

life by a flight between two daj^s to escape assassination, within a

few months of that time. However, we have left our friends

prisoners, or contraband of war on the border of Kansas near

Plymouth, and they must not be neglected in such a strait. The

force by which they were captured consisted of about 600 men,

cavalry and artillery combined, under the command of Col. Philip
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St. George Cook. The battery was under the command of Maj.

T. W. Sherman. The force was great enough to have eaten the

so-called invaders, but so many exaggerations had been indulged
in concerning the " northern army," that there was an anticipa-

tion that the whole of the northern states would come vi ei (trmis,

pouring over the Nebraska border a torrent like our own Niag-

ara. If there had been only fifcy United States troops tliere would

have been no resistance on the part of the colonists, as all their arms

were for the enemies of the union, but there was no option in the pres-

ence of an overpowering force, and the emigrant train submitted

to be convej-ed to Indianola, four miles from Topeka, where they

were reviewed and released by Gov. Geary, fully convinced that

there was nothing to fear from such colonists. Beyond the an-

noyance of being held prisoners, there was not much to be com-

plained of on the march under escort from Plymouth to the

neighborhood of Topeka, and Gov. Geary traveled from Lecomp-

ton, the territorial capital, to abridge their term of duress as

much as possible, but it gave the colonists a strange idea of the

condition of the state of society when the right of an American

citizen to carry arms guarantied by the constitution was thus

rudely questioned. Mr. Proutz had at length reached Kansas,

and he took up a claim three miles from Prairie City, about 18

miles south from Lawrence. Early in 1857, on the 25th of June,

he commenced running a newspaper in Prairie City,
" The Free-

man's Champion," with the suggestive motto "Liberty or Death."

The first two months of the publication passed in a tent, but

many questions as well as many sheets were ventilated freely.

In October of the same year, the publisher was elected clerk of

Douglas county. Gov. Geary was holding back the ruffians from

the polling booths with a strong hand, and was earning iheiv (malh-

ema maranatha in consequence. Mr. Proutz was the first free

state clerk of Douglas county ever elected, and even in the midst

of the anxieties of that trying time, he found leisure to think of

matrimony, as he was married in Lawrence on the 31st of May,
1858, to Miss Hannah M. Whitehead. Moving soon afterwards

to Burlington, in Cofi'ey county, he established the " Neosho

Valley Kegister," in September, 1859, and continued so occupied

until the war. In June, 1862, Mr. Proutz was commissioned by
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Mr. Stanton, secretary of war, first lieutenant and quartermaster
of the first regiment of Indian home guards, a position held by
him until Oct. 12, 1864, when he resigned. During the Price

raid in October, 1864, Lieut. Proutz was on the staff of Maj. Gen.

Curtis, who commanded the union forces which forced Price

back to and over the Arkansas. In September, of that year,

Quartermaster Proutz brought out the first number of the
"
Patriot," a paper still published in that city. In 1868, still main-

taining the lead once taken, Capt. Proutz was one of the Kansas

delegates to the Chicago convention, which first nominated Gen.

Grant for the presidency of the United States, and he had the

honor to be chosen one of the vice presidents of tliat body. The

joint ballot of both houses elected him as state printer for two

years in 1869, and at the end of that term he was reelected. The
succession of papers started by him had not exhausted his fecun-

dity, a-s we find him in May, 1869, in conjunction with Maj. J. B.

Davis issuing the first number of the "Daily Commonwealth,"
with which paper he continued in connection as editor or as man-

ager, until 1873. The life thus briefly described could be am-

plified by merely filling in the sketch, so as to afford a work of

thrilling interest and present a complete picture of Kansas life

during the struggle in which the motto "Liberty or Death " had

a terrible reality. Mr. Proutz is now a resident in Topeka.

Hon. Geo. W. Fox, ex-mayor of Chetopa, and many years a

captain of artillery during the war, now an attorney in successful

practice, will serve our design to illustrate the theory that the

qualities capable of winning their way in one direction will cus-

tomarily attain their object in any other. Napoleon would have

been a first class road engineer, or a law maker, if he had not

chosen the profession of war, and the vice of conquest. The sub-

ject of our sketch was born in Canajoharie, Montgomery Co.,

N, Y., in August, 1842, and is now 84 years of age. His father

died when the boy was three years old, and he was left to the

care of his mother, burdened with many children, but his uncle

undertook his training until, at the age of 13, he became a farm

hand, and to some extent his own master. From that time, work-

ing every summer and schooling every winter, the academic
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course was completed at Fort Plain Seminary, in 1858, and the

youth commenced reading law at Cherry Yalle}^, Otsego Co., N. Y.

He was admitted to the bar from one of the best ofifices in Albany,

N. Y., in May, 1861, and devoted himself to his profession in

Montgomer}' Co., K. Y., until the call for troops became so urgent

that in August of the same j^ear he enlisted in the ist New York

artillery. He speedily won his way from the ranks to the posi-

tion of orderly sergeant, and was attached to Gen. Banks' army
in the Shenandoah. He was an active participant in the battles

of Beverly Ford, Eapidan, Cedar Mountain, Rappahannock and

Manassas, the second Bnll's Run, where the unfortunate result

v.'as due to the tardiness of McClellan in supporting the move-

ments of his newly appointed superior officer. He was in the

battles of South Mountain and Antietam when Lincoln said that

the confederate army was given into our hands by Providence,

but permitted to escape by the supineness of the command. Fox

was made a lieutenant for his services in the field, and appointed

drill master of a battalion, being afterwards promoted to the com-

mand of the 1st jSTew York battery, and make captain as a recog-

nition of his efficiency. Capt. Fox fought in the battles of La-

fourche and at Donaldson, in the siege of Fort Hudson, and in all

the engagements of the Red river campaign, when his arm of the

service was the main reliance of the army, and although the

youngest artillery captain of the 19th corps, he was distinguished

by the appointment as chief of artillery on the second division,

and on the staff of Gen. Grover.

When Canby relieved Banks, Fox remained in command of

twelve batteries until ordered to join Gen. Steele as chief of artil-

lery and ordnance, which rank he held until the end of the cam-

paign at Mobile. The captain was appointed chief of artillery in

the district of Texas, and so remained until he was mustered out

of the service in June, 1866, after four 3-ears and ten months of

life in the camp and field. In any other branch of the force there

would have been higher prom.otion, but as an artillery officer he

reached the pinnacle that merit could win. Returning to the law,

Mr. Fox comnficnced practice in Bufialo, IST. Y., but very soon

concluded that he would cast in his lot with the rising state of

Kansas, He arrived in Chetopa in December, 1870, then a small
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hamlet little thought of on the southern border of Kansas ; now
a city everywhere spoken of as one of the most beautiful and en-

terprising in Labette county, a principal station on the Missouri,

Kansas and Texas Eailroad, with a steam foundry employing
many hands; an excellent weekly paper, The Advance; one of

the handsomest public schools in the state, which cost $25,000 ;

five elegant churches
; planing mills, flour mills, large stock yards,

and two banks. The organizing powers of Capt. Fox were soon

called into requisition, as in 1871 he was chosen mayor by a large

majority, and the hamlet doubled its population during his term

of office, chiefly in consequence of its merits as a place of settle-

ment becoming known. The churches and school house already

mentioned, date from his mayoralty ;
the streets were graded, side-

walks made, streams bridged, roads and approaches to the city

improved so that the village won praise as the enterprising city

of Chetopa. Having served the city with so much effect, the next

point was to attend to his home interests, as an old engagement
at Belle Plain, N. Y., dating from before the war, resulted in Miss

Devendorf becoming Mrs. Fox in 1867, and there was a family to

be cared for. The mayor declined a renomination, and an admira-

ble successor was readily induced to continue his labors, while he

devoted all his energies to the practice of his profession, in the

firm of Ayres k Fox, refusing for the present all participation in

public duty in consequence of the daily increasing demands of

his legal labors. He is a strictly temperate man, of strong will,

connected with the M. E. Church, a Master Mason in good stand-

ing, raised many years since in New York state, and demitted

from his first lodge to the brethren in Chetopa. He is also of the

Eoyal Arch Council and Commandery, so that there need be no

doubt that whenever he is properly called upon, within the length

of his cable tow, he will be prepared to take the proper steps, reg-

ularly or irregularly, in the interests of society at large. The

free and accepted mason is always a good citizen, and it says

much for the credit of the city of Chetopa under the rule of

Mayor Large that such institutions flourish in that domain. The

Southern Kansas Advance is the paper flburishing in
Chetopa^

and we find that the reputation of Capt. Fox has traveled far be-

yond his immediate neigliborhood, as the Oswego Independent
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names him with great respect as one of the leading public men

in that portion of the state, possessing a sound mind in a healthy

body, capable of any amount of labor, and bound to come out

ahead in whatever pursuit may engage his powers. The educa-

tional interests of Labette county have been well cared for gener-

ally, and those of Chetopa are at least on a par, if not just a little

ahead of the average of the county. More need not be s'aid on

behalf of any well founded city in the state of Kansas.

Hon. Byron Judd, state senator for Wyandotte county, land

agent and banker, is necessary to make up the range of our pro-

fessional illustrations among the successful men in Kansas. lie

was born in August, 182-i, and is now 52 years of age, but full

of vigor as the result of powers well applied through life. The

town of Otis, Berkshire county, Massachusetts, suggests a lineage

looking back towards the Mayflower and the earliest records of

the old Bay State, and that town is the locale of Senator Judd's

nativity. His father was a farmer, and the boy divided his atten-

tion between industrial training at home and scholastic labors in

the admirable institutions proper to Massachusetts. At the age
of twenty the young man attended the academy at Southwick

for one term, and afterwards the state normal school at West-

field for ten fall terms in succession, working on the farm during

the summer and teaching school every winter, so that his body
and mind were alike developed by practical work. Among his

friends in Otis, in spite of the too true aphorism that "a prophet

is not without honor, save in his own country,'' he was made se-

lectman, township assessor, and a member of the school commit-

tee for several years, until, in 1855, he removed to Des Moines,

Iowa, where he was deputy recorder for one year, and, in 1857,

came to this state, landing in Wyardotte City in the beginning of

November. The city was then a part of the county of Leaven-

worth, and a place of much business, well suited for the opera-

tions of men of the calibre of Mr. Judd. Land agency and

banking were the specialties of the new comer, and he was soon

as busily engaged as could be desired, but had sufficient leisure,

as will always happen with the most successful men of business,

to attend to many public appointments. The senator has served
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in many responsible offices with honor to himself and with ad-

vantage to the community, as president of the city council and

as mayor of the city of Wyandotte. For five years in succession

he was chosen justice of the peace, and for a similar term he was

a trustee of Wyandotte township, besides being the Wyandotte
county treasurer for four years. Successive marks of honor and

trust, reposed in him b}^ his fellow-citizens, indicated Mr. Judd as

an eligible man for an appointment as United States commission-

er for the district of Kansas, a position filled with conspicuous

advantage. In 1871, when the First National Bank was organ-
ized in the city of Wyandotte, Mr. Judd was elected president,

and in that capacity, or as cashier, he has been in the institution

ever since. In the year 1872, the people of Wyandotte county
elected their successful fellow-citizen to represent them in the

senate, and so favorably w^ere they impressed with his services

during the first term, that, before its expiry, he was reelected, in

1874, for a second term of two years, which will expire in No-

vember. There is but little reason to doubt that the senator will

be offered the renomination, but it is possible that his continually

increasing land agency business, added to his responsibilities in

connection with the bank may make him desirous of a respite.

He is a democrat of the Thomas Jefferson school, quite content

to allow to others the freedom of opinion that he claims for him-

self, having no sympathy with the border ruffian stripe of politi-

cal experience, and he is consequently able to run ahead of his

own ticket in every contest, a recommendation of great value in

any party in any state in the Union. The senator is not a church

member, but he is a regular attendant in the Congregational

church, having been reared within its discipline. He is not con-

nected with any secret organization, and, indeed, has too little

time at his disposal to add anything to his multifarious duties.

In the year 1865, when he had arrived at the mature age of 41,

Mr. Judd was so fortunate as to win, in marriage, a widow of

many accomplishments, Mrs. Mary Louise Bartlett nee Coapes, of

Grasburg, Vt., but then resident in Wyandotte city, and has a

small family of girls growing up around him. His business en-

gagements have been, on the whole, successful, and he is pos-

sessed of a competency. His public labors have won honor from
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all classes and every party ;
his good name is without rej^roach,

and in the retirement of his comfortable home he could happily

spend the remainder of a life, which has not been without profit

to his country. The state of Kansas cannot have too many of

such citizens, and his worth is appreciated;

Capt. Perky Hutchinson will serve our purpose to illus-

trate the successes that can be achieved bv men of business tact

and courasre in this state. Mr. Hutchinson hails from New York

state, where he was born in December, 1831. so that he is now fort\' -

five years old. In the 3'ear 1855, at the age of twenty-four, having

procured meantime some insight to the calling of a miller and a

fair amount of education, he removed to Iowa, and from thence,

four vears later, having been fortunate enough in the meantime

to marry a good wife, he came to this territory in 1859, bringing

with him a team wagon with a few household goods
— a prairie

schooner in fact on a small scale— and $2.50 in currency. The

start was not such as Rothschild would have chosen for his son,

but a stout heart is worth more than a bank balance, and for

our purpose of illustration, it is worth while to follow the young

colonist, with his wife and two children, as they set themselves

to climb the hill of life together. They had no wealthy friends

upon whom to call for assistance, but they kept their own

counsel, found a house about six miles east of Leavenworth

City, and gathered corn with his team wagon, boarding himself

for one bushel of corn per day. Corn was then worth forty cents

per bushel, so that the remuneration was not excessive, but any-

thing was better than nothing, and on the corn thus procured the

little family lived through the winter, eking out their vegetable

food with buffalo meat when the chance offered. The winter

was not of long duration and spring brought a change of scene.

Mr. Hutchinson had become known to some extent, as the winter

dragged on, and earh^ in the spring he took a claim on the road

that must be traversed by miners on the way to Pike's Peak.

Building a log cabin was a trifle to a man that could face winter

in a strange territory with $2.50, so there was very soon a home-

stead for the little group, and upon that evidence of industry

there was no difficulty in procuring credit for a load of hay and
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a load of corn. The trade was a success and some money M-as

made, but not enough to liquidate the national debt. There was

an inducement to extend the area of enterprise, the team wagon
had still enough vital force to be made useful, and in June a

freight of ten passengers being desirous to be conveyed to Den-

ver City, eyi route to the mines in Colorado territory, Mr. Hutch-

inson took up the ribbons and became driver of the Denver

coach, receiving $-100 in all for the passage. This was a little

fortune, but being so near the mines, the brave driver took the

gold fever so badly, that he was compelled to go into the moun-

tains, like thousands of others to work off the infection. The
cure was effected, but every dollar had disappeared in the process.

Every man could tell fabulous stories about heavy finds that

had been made by somebody somewhere, but the men all around

Hutchinson's locale of operations were groaning in spirit and suf-

fering in flesh, because they did not win enough in a week to

pay for a breakfarst. Still, it was then in the mountains as it

always is everywhere in this world—
"
Hope told a flattering tale."

And by the time the story was finished, everything else was

gone. When the hero of the wonderful lamp "got stuck," it

was only necessary for him to rub the lamp and his genius came

to the rescue. In Hutchinson's case it was not a lamp but a

wagon. He was " stuck
"

as badly as mortal need be, but if he

liad not a dollar, there was still the wagon and his knowledge of

the road. Some few miners who had sufficient common sense to

be warned in time, concluded on returning to the better gold

diggings tliat had been abandoned in their "
will-o'the-wisp"

chase, and they were willing to pay small fees for tranportation.

The transports of the miner had subsided, and a more humble

transport was preferred ;
so when Mr. Hutchinson returned to his

los cabin and civilization in the fall of 1861, he was not abso-

lutely without a cent. He was the proud possessor of $45 and

all expenses paid ;
little better than one-tenth of the amount

received on his trip to Denver. The winter passed much more

satisfactorily than the first in Konsas, and in the beginning of

1362 he rented a good hotel in Marysville, which he continued
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to keep until June of that j'ear. At that time there was a belief

that the rebellion could be quelled in six months if everybody
went in, and Capt. Hutchinson concluded that he would do his

share. He raised a company and was mustered into the 13th

Kansas infantry, having first bought a piece of land for a mill

and employed labor to build the dam. Six months passed and

the war was not ended, twelve months and the finale looked

further off than ever, so it became necessary for the Captain to

return and look after mundane affairs. The contractor for the

mill dam had failed and the miller must be his own artificer.

He had now $1,600, not quite as much as before going to the

wars, but "
it was no use crying over spilt milk." During the

winter the dam was finished and a saw mill started in the spring,

so that there was a brisk stroke of business until the fall
; when,

by mortgaging everything for the greater venture, he raised

money to buy a one pair of burrs bolt and smut mill, which was

started on the 10th of Novembr, 188-4. Kising with his fortune,

the next stroke was to buy a run of thirty inch stone on two

years' time, as it began to be seen that this man was one of the

sort that wins success b}^ being worthy of it. There was thus a

mill and dam with one run for wheat and another for corn, and

to accommodate the last addition to the machinery, a small

building was raised on the east side of the river, which continued

to serve its purpose until the summer of 1867, when the stone

mills, known as the Excelsior Mills were made ready for occu-

pancy, and have since been made the center of one of the most

profitable industries in the state of Kansas, When all the burrs

yre in full run they grind 1,000 bushels of wdieat every twenty-
four hours, but the ordinary daily run is about 700 bushels.

The monetary operations of Perry Hutchinson's mill amount to

$500 per day, and the wheat that is ground into flour by him

comes from distances of 150 miles. The product of his mill is

valued because he is a first class miller, and has put his whole soul

into the business. He is valuable to us because his example
shows that a strong willed man is worth more to this state than

even a bank balance.

Hon. Harlan Page Dotv, senator for the 27th senatorial dis-
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trict, was born on the 20tb of February, 18-iO, at Eichland Springs,

Otsego county, IST. Y
;
his parents being in comfortable circum-

stances on their own fai'm, and tbeir son, dividing his attention

from childhood to the age of seventeen between farm work in the

summer and tuition in the winter seasons. His father, having
become surety for other persons, was bereft of nearly all his prop-

erty in the year 1857. and removed to Page county, Iowa. Dur-

ing the winter of 1857-8 the boy attended the openin-g term at

"Amity College," an-d in the following year taught school, until

the death of his father necessitated his return to farm life to sup-

port the younger branches of the family and his mother. He
married in the year 1860, when twenty years of age, and in the

following year enlisted in a regiment of militia raised for six

months only, in Iowa, to put down the rebellion. Private Dow
was elected lieutenant

b}''
his comrades, and at the close of that

service he entered the ranks of the fourth cavalry regiment raised

by the state of Missouri under Col. Geo. II. Hall. Within six

months he was once more a lieutenant, and participated in the

battle of Springfield, already described in our military history, as

well as in many engagements of less note. His capacity as an

administrator and jurist led to his being detailed for special duties

on many occasions. He served as judge advocate in the general

court martial and military commission that was convened at

Booneville, Mo., in July, 1863, and again at Jefferson City in

1864
;
besides being '-recorder of boards of survey

" and of courts

of enquiry on twelve occasions. Gen. Eosecrans appointed Caj)t.

Dow to the ordnance department in Jefferson City in the year

last named, in which position he remained until the regiment was

mustered out of the service and honorably discharged,
• in the

spring of 1865. The fall of Eichmond was yet an uncertain

event, and the governor of Missouri at once raised a regiment to

serve for twelve months to suppress the last symptoms of revolt

in the turbulent districts under his control. Capt. Dow was ap-

pointed to a company, but the fall of Eichmond, the surrender at

Appomattox, the general collapse of the rebellion and the capture

of Jefferson Davis, completely subdued the hopes of the riotously

disposed, so that the force could be mustered out of the service

in July, 1865. Capt. Dow returned at once to the avocation of

45
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farm life in Page county, Iowa, continuing thus engaged until he

sold out and came to Kansas in the year 1869. Having pur-
chased 320 acres of unimproved land in Eiley county in May,
1869, Mr. Dow had a task upon his hands that required all his

energy, but he has now the half mile of territory all inclosed and

120 acres u.ider cultivation. The times have not been favorable

for farm life in Kansas since his land has been fairl}^ broken ;
the

drouth and the locusts have given the county two complete fail-

ures of crop, and there have been two semi-failures, but in spite

of all drawbacks, he is a prosperous settler in Kansas. In the

year 1871, he was chosen a trustee for Grrant township, and dis-

charged his duties with so much efficiency that two years later he

was sent by the county to the house of representatives, and in

1874 was ele'cted to the senate for the term which will expire in

November of the present year. Capt. Dow is recognized among
the soundest politicians of the time as a fast friend to his party,

but one capable of discriminating wisely in the interests of pro-

gress. Personallj^, he is more inclined for home life and its peace
than for the turmoil of political existence, but the call of duty
never finds him unready or unwilling to respond. He may be

described as one of the more liberal orthodox thinkers, having^

long been a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and be-

ing conscientiously opposed to indulgences in liquor and tobacco.

His manners are reserved, and he is somewhat slow in the forma-

tion of attachments, but the tie once formed is enduring. He has

given very considerable assistance to the organizations of patrons

of husbandry, having risen therein to the dignity of master, and

is generally a man to be found in every good work.

Brev. Maj. Gen. Cakr may be cited as a professional soldier

for a very brief notice in order that our range of illustrations may
be complete. He is now 46 years of age, having first seen the light

in Erie county. New York, in March, 1830. He entered West

Point Military Academy in 1816, graduated in 1850 and entered

the regiment of mounted riflemen. He was engaged in expedi-

tions to the Rocky Mountains in 1852-3, and was in Texas and

New Mexico in 1851, being wounded in a fight with the Mesca-

lero Apaches at Mount Diavolo, Texas, in November of that year.
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Lieut. Carr of the first cavalry was employed on the Sioux expe-
dition in 1855, and after that date found warm work in cooling

partisan strife in Kansas for some years. Was aid-de-camp to

Gov. Walker du^ng his administration, and in 1858 was on the

Utah Expedition, being made captain in June of that year. Fort

Washita, C. K, was his station until 1861, and he went with the

expeditions in 1859-60 to the Antelope Hills, to the Kiowas and

Comanches, and was in the battle at S pring Creek. In May,
1861, when the rebellion broke out he fought under Gen. Lyon at

Wilson's Creek, as also in many minor engagements ;
became

colonel of 3d Illinois cavalry volunteers in September, and acted

as brigadier general during Fremont's Hundred Days. Under

Hunter, Ilalleck and Curtis in 1861-2, he commanded cavalry
in observation toward Springfield, Missouri, and later the 4th di-

vision of the army of the southwest, being in the battles at Sugar

Creek, Pea Ridge, and elsewhere, and made brigadier general of

volunteers in March, 1872. The demonstration on Liitle Eock
and march to Helena, Arkansas, and the command of the army of

the southwest, with the command of the St. Louis district, Mis-

souri, during the winter, accounted for 1862-8, and early in the

year last named he was with Grant at Vicksburg commanding the

3d division of the 13th army corps at Magnolia Church, Jackson,

Champion Hills, Black River Bridge, as well as in the several as-

saults, siege and capture of Vicksburg. He next commanded the

left wing of the 16th army corps at Corinth, Missouri, and, trans-

ferred to Little Rock, Arkansas, was in command of the cavalry

division and subsequently of the district. Was with Steele on

the Camden expedition, taking part in the brilliant affair at Prairie

de Anne, and in command at Poison Springs and Saline river ;

commanded the 3d division of the 16th army corps during the

Mobile campaign in many engagements, the capture of Spanish

fort by assault, the assault on Blakeley, and the march on Mont-

gomery, Alabama
;
in the winter of 1865-6, commanding the St.

Francis river district
;
was mustered out of volunteers and re-

turned to the regular army ; was in command at Raleigh, North

Carolina from 1866 to 1867
;
then acting inspector general, de

partment of Washington until the fall 1868
;
afterwards on an ex-

pedition against the Arapahoes, Cheyenne and Sioux Indians, in
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M'hicli the battles at the Beaver and Chalk BlujQts drove the enemy
out of Kansas. The second battle of the Beaver in 1869 was fol-

lowed by a pursuit to the Republican ;
broke up the dog-soldier

band and rescued Mrs. Weichel. a white captive at the battle of

Summit Springs, in July, 1869, on the Summit expedition, and

was thanked by the legislatures of Nebraska and Colorado
;
com-

manded' the 5th cavalry in Arizona from November, 1871, until

April, 187-1, having been promoted to lieutenant colonel in Jan-

uarj'-, 1873, and allowed a brief respite from service which was

spent in Enrope. Brev. Maj. Gen. Carr is now in command of

his regiment at Fort Hays, in this state.

Geoege D. Stinebaugh was born in Crawford county, Ohio,

in 1810; he lived on a farm, receiving a good commercial educa-

tion until 1860, soon after which time lie became a soldier and

was severely wounded at Jonesborough, Georgia, in September.

1861. The injury necessitated amputation of his left leg, and in

August, 1865, Mr. Stinebaugh was honorably discharged. In the

year 1866, the partially disabled soldier removed to this state, anil

was elected enrolling clerk of the house of representatives in the

following year. In ISTovember, 1867, he was chosen county clerk

of Franklin county, and has since that time been reelected in

1869, '71, '73 and '75
;
a tolerably good showing, that he has been

as faithful to the county as he was to the nation. In politics h(

is thoroughly republican, going for the' ticket of his party, first,

last and all the time, so that his friends can at all times tell where

he may be found. The war has left us many such faithful and fear-

less men, taught in the hard discipline of the battlefield, to value

the privileges of civil government, and ready to discharge its

functions with all the energy at their disposal.

^^-
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